We made Reflex Plus so
powerful, yet easy-to-use
because we want you to use it

T

he hard news about powerful relational database
managers is that Reflex®
Plus is the easiest to use.
Wh ich doesn't mean that it's
been scaled-down to some
lowest-common-denominator
program . The opposite
happened. Reflex Plus was
scaled-up to do more sophisticated tasks and to do them
in an easier way than either
its forerunner Reflex or any
other relational database
manager. lf you've outgrown
ordinary "flat. fil e" databases
that can only " list" rather
than "relate" - but you're not
ready to tackle a complicated
programming nightmare.
Reflex Plus is for you.
' ' Reflex Plus offers
ordinary users relational
database power and speed
without a steep learning
curve.
Borland includes with
Refl ex Plus one of the most
complete and easy-to-use
manuals I've seen for a
Macintosh product.
Linda Custer. MacUser. Feb, 1988 ' '
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You simply draw connecting lines to relate one item to another.

Reflex Plus can show
you more about relationships than Dr.Ruth
The simple. but sometimes
complex relationships
between different pieces of
data with in your database are
all-important ones. Because
Reflexe Plus is truly relational, it can "relate" and
cross-reference your data.
Many "database managers"
are not much more than " list
managers''- simple lists that
can't connect and cross-connect one item with another.

With Reflex Plus. creating a
link between say, a lawyer's
or doctor's time and the bill is
as easy as drawing a line on
the screen. Creating more
sophisticated links. or links
with more criteria is equally
simple. lt just means drawing
more lines.
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Awarded MacUscr Editor's Choice:
BcstJ'vfanual Included wit/1 a Program

What your data tells
you depends on how
you look at it
Your Macintosh is very much
into the graphic arts and so
is Reflex Plus. Designed to
make the most of your Mac's
graphic powers. Reflex Plus
offers you a unique variety
of ways to take both an
analytical and artistic look
at your data.
It's easy to customize
your output with Reflex Plus.
Whatever you're working
on-letters. invoices. quotations or data entry screensReflex Plus lets you add
graphics and position them
wherever you want to.
change sizes. change fonts.
and do truly professional
presentations.

Reflex Plus also makes
it easy to manage:
• publishing a newsletter
• accounts payable/receivable
and invoicing
• job costing
• sales leads and tracking
systems
• inventory and analysis

Reflex Plus is fast
and easy
Sheer speed is one thing, but
our " non-procedural" lan:guage is another reason why
you can go fast without getting furious. You're not asked
to become a programmer. No
complicated instructions. No
structured routines. None of
the mega-babble usually associated with database managers.
Reflex Plus makes it easy
to develop your applications.
to modify them at will and
to import data from virtually
any database (Mac or PC).

Some of the power
pluses of Reflex Plus
• Truly relational database
manager
• Auto-Save-which means
you 'll never lose data again

• Context-sensitive. online Help
• Multiple entry forms for the
same database
• Paste Choice command that
allows you to copy and paste
from a document without
opening it or create formulas
simply by pointing and clicking to search. sort. calculate.
quantify, qualify and much
much more
• Entry for more than one database in a single entry form
• Shows one record at a time
or all records at once
• Calculated fields in entry
forms
• Display-only fields
• Default. but editable fields
• GROUPBY function
• Record sizes can be 1000.
2000. or 4000 characters
• Compatible with all Macs from
512K up to SE and Mac II
• New re-written documentation
60-Day Money-back Guarantee*
F'or the dealer nearest you or to order.

Call(800)543-7543
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Whether you run a small business or your
knowledge about computers happens to be less
than monumental, the new MicrosofteWorks
2.0 has you covered.
Microsoft1 Works 2.0 is actually five tools
in one:word processing,
spread sheet, database,
drawing and communications. But as far as
you're concerned, it's one
integrated programso it's easy to move between the different tools
and use them together.
YougeJfivep1!imsinoneIn fact, from
the
and incredi~le e!J u:jtmcy whetr
~~l .
ccmbme I etr laletzls.
moment YOU Ldl\e it OUt
of the box, Microsoft Works 2.0 is easy to use.
It comes with an animated training program
written in HyperCard 8 format Aswellason-line
help and unlimited phone support to help answer any questions you may have.
No matter how varied your projects are,
Microsoft Works 2.0 can handle the job. Its newest feature, the drawing module (with page
layout), can enrich otherwise plain, fact-filled
documents with compelling graphics.
The word processor can create everything
from a simple memo to a detailed report-and
it even includes a spell-checker aimed at typos.
)'Oil

Of course, if your document needs to be
supported with numbers, you can always jump
over to the spreadsheet tocompute and analyze
data And then transform it all into easy-to-read,
easy-to-understand charts.
As for information that keeps your business
going, the database is indispensable for keeping
track of clients and orders.
And you can count on the communications
module to bring information to your desktop
through a modem.
If you'd like to learn more about Microsoft
Works 2.0, just call
(800) 541-1261, Dept
178 for the name of
your nearest dealer.
No wonder
Microsoft Works
2.0 is the best-selling application in
1b helpge/yous/ar/ed,welJeinc/uded
l'ts class• Asl'de from
an animated /rainingprogram rurillen in
being a great value,
HyperCaidfomrat.
Microsoft Works 2.0 is one program that can
handle a myriad of business needs.
It's that simple.

llllictosott®

Making it all make sense.rM

CIIS/omers in Canada call 1 (416) 673·7638, outside North America, 1 (206) 88UJ661. ©1988 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and /he Microsoft logo are
registered /radet11arks and Making it all make sense is a lradetnark ofMicrosoft Corporation. HyperCard is a registered trademark ofApple Computer, inc.
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Everything you see above was created using some combination of /hefive tools within Microsoft Works 2.0: word processing, spreadsheet, database, drawing
and COII/1/lllllicalioll. As you can see, /he real power of Microsoft Works 2.0 comes iuloplay when all /he tools are used loge/her.
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Whatever The Market Will Bear
ne of the nicest things about
consumer electronics is that
while the prices of other things
go up, the prices of consumer
electronics always go down. In
1981, I spent more than S4,000
for an IBM PC with 64K of RAM and one
single-sided !60K diskette drive. Today, a
machine with 10 times the RAM, 10 times
the speed and hundreds of times the storage
space sells for half the price.
Similarly, buyers of audio, video and
other electronic equipment have also benefited from tremendous performance increases coupled with dramatic price decreases.
The only thing a buyer of consumer electronics equipment can count on is the fact
that a bel!er mousetrap will be along for
less money in six months. Of course, if we
all sit around waiting for prices to drop and
technology to improve, it won't. Manufacturers need sales revenue to provide funds
for research and development that leads to
increased performance and lower prices.
It was just this need for research and
development funds that prompted Apple
to raise its prices for the Macintosh a few
months ago. Apple, claiming that the memory
shortage (see Editor's Window, Summer, 1988
issue) was causing its profits to dwindle,
raised its prices dramatically on the fast·
selling Macintosh II and Macintosh SE. The
Macintosh Plus, an older model with less
buyer interest, was spared the price increases.
The base price of a Macintosh SE rose 11
percent to $3,169. The base price of a 20
MB Macintosh SE rose 6 percent to $3,769.
The biggest price increases were on the
Macintosh II side, where the base price
increased a whopping S!,!OO to S4,869,
while a Mac II with 1 MB of RAM and a 40
MB hard disk rose S800 to $6,169.
"Industry developments have prompted
us to re-price some of our products so that
they are more in line with today's market
realities," Charles Boesenberg, Apple senior
vice president of sales and marketing, said
at the time. "To continue fulfilling the
increasingly high demand for our products,
we are required to pursue more costly
channels for dynamic random access memory (DRAJ\1) acquisition, thereby increasing
the component costs of our products."
I hate to be the bearer of bad tidings, but
the "market realities" that Mr. Boesenberg
spoke of are a DRAM shortage that appears
to be lel!ing up.

I don't buy Apple's assertion of shortages
in defense of its price increases. I think that
Apple is applying an old marketing principle
- charge whatever the market will bear. It's
apparent that Apple has taken that principle
up another notch.
The Macintosh was already a premiumpriced product. Because the Macintosh
interface is so vastly superior to MS-DOS,
Apple has been able to price the Macintosh
higher than its MS-DOS competition.
\XIhen measured strictly by performance,
the Macintosh SE is essentially a PC XT
and the Macintosh II is a PC AT. Apple was
already pricing the machines as PC ATs and
80386 machines, respectively. It was a testament to Apple technology that, in spite of
this, the company enjoyed record profits
and sales.
Whether this trend will continue now
that prices have increased is another maHer.
Apple raised prices the same day that the
Extended Industry Standard Architecture
(EISA) was unveiled. EISA is the "clone"
industry's answer to IBM's Micro Channel
Architecmre, creating a third operating
standard (after the original IBM PC architecture and the Micro Channel) in the MS·DOS
world and, hence, much more confusion. A
coincidence? I think not.
Apple is the lord of a monopoly. The MS·
DOS world is in disarray - rwo operating
systems and a slew of vendors work with
those three operating standards. This results
in a great deal of confusion. Apple features
one operating system, one vendor, one
standard. There is very little confusion in
the Macintosh community.
I think Apple made a serious tactical
error. Instead of going for maximum profit,
the company should have gone for maxi·
mum market share, capitalizing on the disarray in the MS-DOS world while advancing
its own standard. A price decrease would
have made much more sense.
Instead, Apple has decided on maximum
short-term profit instead of long-term gain.
The downside of this is customer and dealer
dissatisfaction and, possibly, decreased market share.
Apple's actions beg for a clone vendor to
enter the Macintosh marketplace. If someone can reverse-engineer Macintosh ROM
and come up with a legal clone, you can
bet Apple will decrease prices in a hurry. I
- jordan Gold,
Editor-In-Chief

For More Information Write: Caere Corporation 100 Cooper Court Los Gatos, CA 95030
Or Call: 1-800-535-SCAN
OmniPI&e i• a resittered trademark of Caere Corporation. Bu•ine11 ClaN. Foeal Point and Focal Point U an: trademark• of

MEDlAGENlC. The Complete HyperCard Handbook and Danny Goodman'• HyperCard Developeri Guide publiobed by
Bantam Boolu, all r.lshta reterved. Special thanks to Danny Goodman and The Half Moon Bay Polo Club, for lett ins ut talk to
him. C 1988 Caere Corporation.
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Quarterly Report
Recent Developments In The Macintosh World
Apple Releases New Products
Even though company president john
Sculley indicated repeatedly that Apple
would not release any new computers during 1988, the company did so in September.
The Macintosh Ilx was released as an
extension of the successful Macintosh II
line. It is the first Macintosh to use Motorola's 68030 microprocessor and the 68882
math coprocessor. The Ilx is also the first
Macintosh to provide a 3.5-inch diskette
drive able to read and write to MS-DOS,
OS/2 and the Apple ll's Pro-DOS formats.
Unfortunately, while the diskette drive
adds some versatility, early reports show the
Ilx with only a 10 to 15 percent performance increase over the Macintosh II. This
is largely because the 68030 processor in
the Macintosh Ilx runs at 16 MHz instead of
a more prodigious speed.
Apple essentially released a "souped
down" 68030 in an effort to maintain compatibility with existing software.
The 68882 chip is Motorola's second-generation, 32-bit floating-point math coprocessor that offers rapid numeric funa ions for use
with 68030-based systems. The chip frees up
the 68030 microprocessor for other applications by taking care of all numeric functions.
A major new feature of the Macintosh llx
is Apple's new 1.44 MB diskette drive
(FDHD- Floppy Drive High Density). The
drive is able to read and write MS-DOS,
OS/2 and ProDOS files in conjunction with
the Apple File Exchange utility. Therefore,
the drive offers users the convenient capability to exchange data between different
computers.
"As our first 68030-based system, the
Macintosh llx is a significant step forward in
the evolution of Macintosh technology,"
says Randy Battat, Apple vice president of
product marketing. "The llx advances
efforts to integrate Apple's systems into multivendor environments and it provides A/UX
users with increased performance and a
built-in memory management unit."
The Macintosh llx incorporates the same
256K ROM chip as the Macintosh II. The Ilx
also uses other standard Macintosh !I tangibles, such as the NuB us architecture, the
small computer systems interface (SCSI) and
optional high-resolution color.
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The high-end Macintosh 1/.l: reads and
writes to JUS-DOS, OS/ 2 and Pro-DOS
formats.

Apple also released a new configuration
of the Macintosh SE called the SE2/40. As its
name implies, the new computer includes 2
MB of RAM and an internal 40 MB hard
disk. The original SE features I MB of R.At\1
and an internal 20 MB hard disk.
"Macintosh customers who want to take
greater advantage of HyperCard and MultiFinder will benefit from the extended functionality offered by this model," Battat says.
The suggested retail price for a Macintosh
llx with 4 MB of RAM and an 80 MB hard
disk is S9,369. A4 MB/FDHD Macintosh llx
system is $7,769.
The Logic Board Upgrade Kit, which
includes the trade-in of a current logic board,
will have a suggested retail price of $2,199.
The FDHD Upgrade Kit has a suggested
retail price of S599, and the PMMUchip will
have a suggested retail price of $499.
The 2 .\18 Macintosh SE will have a suggested retail price of 55,069.
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Apple Computers
Users ca1111pgrade their existing Macintosh
1/s with a11 add-/11 logic board.

Apple offers three available upgrade
methods for Macintosh II owners. The
Macintosh llx Logic Board Upgrade Kit provides a Macintosh II user with both the
built-in Memory Management Unit (MMU)
and the improved performance associated
with the 68030 and 68882.
Also available is a 1.44 Floppy Disk Drive
Upgrade Kit, including the drive, system
ROMs and the Super Wozniak Integrated
Machine (SWIM) chip, which allows a user
to add a FDHD as a replacement for the
existing BOOK drive or as a second drive.
This upgrade should be available from dealers during the fourth quarter of 1988.
The third upgrade method is a Page
Memory Management Unit (PMMU) chip,
which provides upgraded memory management for Macintosh II computers. This chip
is required for the A/UX operating system.
By replacing the logic board and adding
the FDHD kit. a .\rfacintosh II owner can
achieve full system equivalence with the
Macintosh llx system.

In The Soviet Union
As a result of Soviet Union leader Mikhail
Gorbachev's policies of "Glasnost" and "Perestroika," AlphaGraphics Printshops Of The
Future, a U.S.-based chain of more than 250
high-tech print and copy shops, has
reached an agreement to open two shops in
Moscow this winter.
AlphaGraphics offers quick printing and
copying availability through its computers
and copiers and is one of the largest valueadded resellers of Macintosh computers in
the world.
"The Soviet Union represents a huge
untapped growth market for the quick
printing and copying industry," says Roger
Ford, president and founder of AlphaGraphics. "There are no quick printers as we
know them in the Soviet Union, compared
to more than 30,000 quick print shops in
the United States."
This agreement will mark the first time
that Soviet citizens will have access to commercial printers and Macintosh computers.
In fact, AlphaGraphics will begin selling
Macintoshes equipped with the firm's own
"added-value" software, which allows users

If RESEARCH is part of
your day-to-day activity,
you should know about

A
•

chlilfuxJJ

Quickly transforms raw text into useful
information as it creates, searches,
combines and associates (links) 11 nodes 11
containing text and/or graphics.

•

Graphically links nodes of information,
allowing a virtually unlimited number of
relationships to be created quickly and
effortlessly.

•

Imports and exports information to and
from ArchiText documents via the
Clipboard or through text files .

Version 2.0, available in February 1989, adds
even more power features for the researcher!
•

Imports a virtually unlimited amount of
text in one operation.

•

Directly imports native word processing
files such as Microsoft Word™,
MacWrite™, WordPerfect™, etc., in
addition to ASCII text files.

•

Works with native word processing files
on disk without t~e need to convert them
to Arch iText format.

•

Provides a keyword frequency list for all or
parts of an Arch iText document.

ArchiText... $349.95. Demo Disk ... $10.00. Requires at least a
Macintosh Plus using System 4.2 or later and Finder 6.0 or later.

ArchiText is a versatile and practical
application that lets you retrieve, organize and
analyze small or large amounts of text quickly
and efficiently. It is the perfect day-to-day
research tool for the graduate student, medical
or legal professional, writer, or any other
professional researcher.
You enter text in Archilext "nodes" (subdocuments) by typing, through direct import
operations or via the Clipboard. Nodes rna~
contain virtually any amount of text. Graph1c
maps are used to establish links between nodes
allowing you to access related information
quickly and effortlessly.
Following your specifications, ArchiText
quickly searches nodes for words or word
combinations using the Boolean operators
AND and OR. You specify the search text, the
portion of the document to be searched and
whether the search text should be confined to a
sentence, paragraph or node text block. Search
results can be used as a basis to link existing
nodes or to create new nodes.
Multiple maps, each representing unique relationships between your nodes of text, can be
created instantly. For example, if you are
researching information on sharks, you could
quickly develop separate maps for each of the
different types of sharks, their feeding habits,
migration patterns, relations with humans, etc.
1nformation can be added to maps continually
and all the nodes and maps from another
Archilext document may be appended to your
current document.
Archilext provides a wealth of tools to those
who need either to organize and locate specific
information within text or explore text for new
relationships and ideas. Call now for our free
brochure on an Archil ext disk!

BRAINPOWER, INC.
30497 Canwood St. • Agoura Hills, CA 91301
800-345-0519 • 818-707-1712 (InCA}
FAX 818-707.0114
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to create - as well as electronically transmit - camera-ready text and graphics to
other AlphaGraphics stores worldwide using
the company's AlphaLink network.
In addition, the AlphaGraphics software
works with the Cyrillic alphabet, which is
used in the Soviet language.
The Moscow shops will be a joint venture of Phargo Management and Consulting
of Toronto, which holds franchise rights for
the two stores, and Kniga, a division of the
state Committee of Printing and Publishing
in the Soviet Union.
The shops are intended to draw business
from foreign businesses, members of the
diplomatic and press corps, Soviet government agencies and citizens who have access
to hard currency.

Apple Computer
Announces MacTCP
In continuing its efforts to connect the
Macintosh into as many operating environments as possible (Editor's Note: See "Make
Macs Connect" in this issue), Apple Computer recently announced the release of
MacTCP, which is network software that lets
a Mac communicate with computers based
on TCP/IP (the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol).
MacTCP will allow Macintosh users in
universities, government agencies and business to.interface with Cray super-computers, Umx-based workstations, Digital
Equipment Corp.'s VAX systems and several
other systems. MacTCP-based applications
will enable Macintosh users to share information, access computing resources, send
electronic mail and work with colleagues
around the world, all without leaving the
Macintosh's graphical user interface.
"Our participation in the popular TCPliP
environment reflects Apple's commitment to
stay close to its customers and offer what
customers. want," says Donald Casey, Apple
vice president of networking and communications. "By supporting industry standards
such as TCPliP, we continue to pursue our
objective in networking and communications: to further empower Macintosh users
by providing electronic access to people and
information around the world. MacTCP is an
important step in achieving this objective. n
An internal use license for the product
will cost $2,500, and a commercial license
will cost an additional $2,500.

Association Of
DeskTop Publlshers Formed
For desktop publishers needing guidance
and support in the rapid!y changing world
of desktop publishing - or for people considering entering the desktop publishing
business - the Association of DeskTop
Publishers (ADTP) is an organization that
could be of assistance.
The association's goal is to help writers,
editors, graphics designers, layout personnel
and managers sort through the increasing
proliferation of software, hardware and documentation products important to desktop
publishing.
ADTP publishes DeskTop News, a newsletter intended to keep members up to date
on the latest desktop publishing developments and innovations and to provide
useful guidelines for optimum publishing
success.
The organization also provides DeskTop
Reports that describe in detail how to do
specific functions in desktop pl.lblishing,
how certain equipment works and how to
successfully market, advertise and distribute
products.
DeskTop Reviews and DeskTop Alert
bulletins are also supplied to keep members
abreast of how products stand up against
one another and which products indicate
new trends in the marketplace.
There is a $99 annual membership fee.
For more information, contact the Associa. tion of DeskTop Publishers; PO Box
881667; San Diego, CA 92108-0034;
619-560-6069.
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Color Slide Producing Services
Two new companies recently introduced
color slide and other presentation material
producing services for Macintosh users.
MAGICorp of Elmsford, New York and
Business & Professional Software (BPS) of
Cambridge, Massachusetts announced the
introduction of Graphics Express, a Chooser-level utility that allows users of most
Macintosh graphics packages to transmit
their images via modem to MAGICorp.
The images can then be converted into
high-quality 35mm color slides, as well as
into overhead transparencies, photographic
prints, color laser prints and black and
white proof prints.
"Graphics Express will provide - for
the first time - an effective color output
option for the majority of Macintosh desktop presenters," says David Dolomont, BPS'
president.

Graphics Express users anywhere inside
the continental United States can send files
through their modems toll free as late as
5:00 p.m. and receive their slides the next
morning for $22.50 per slide, plus shipping.
For those who don't need such quick
response, 48-hour delivery is available for
$10 per slide.
·
Also introducing slide producing services
is Western Imaging, a company in M:ountain
View, California. To have either color or
black and white slides manufactured,
Macintosh users must send their graphics
images in a Scrapbook file to the company.
These images are then converted to
Lumena Paint format and output to a highresolution Samuri film recorder by Western
Ima~ing. The company can further modify
the unages for better color clarification,
shape manipulation or air brushing once
the images are imported to the new format.
For more information, contact MAGI Corp;
50 Executive Blvd.; Elmsford, NY 10523;
914-592-1244; or Western Imaging, Inc.;
1117 Independence Ave.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 415-960-0500.
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Recycling Toner
One way to save on the high cost of
toner for laser printers is by recycling toner
cartridges. One company offering recycling
services is Laser's Edge.
Laser's Edge offers an extensive toner
cartridge remanufacturing service, called
Life Extender, that's based on 20 years experie~ce with toner chemistry and laser engine
destgn and development. The Life Extender
process fine-tunes all components and
boosts the life of individual cartridges for all
Canon-engine printers and copiers.
Technicians at Laser's Edge chemically
treat photoconductor drums using a process
that boosts each drum's longevity and also
improves the work quality for the remainder
of its printing life.
Another company that offers a similar
process is Ben Torres Ribbon &Toner Co.
of San Bernadino, California. This company
will re-condition and re-ftll Canon-engine
laser cartridges with toner for $44.95 per
cartridge. According to the company, the refilled cartridges contain 20 percent more
toner and should last as long or longer than
the originals.
For more information, contact Laser's
Edge; 800 W. Burlington; Fairfield, lA 52556;
515-472-7850; or Ben Torres Ribbon &
Toner Co.; 590 E. Industrial Rd., Unit 15;
San Bernardino, CA 92408; 714-796-5559. •
Circle Reader Service Number 124
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NuPaint:'It's way beyond super.
How far beyond?
Take all the features of the leading
Macintosh®paint software-and double them!
N o kidding. NuPaint is simply the most
versatile, complete, easy,to,use-and fun
Macintosh paint program yet:
13 viewing and manipulating modes· (in,
eluding double window Show Page, three
Fatbits levels, multi,window support and
re,sizable tool palette.)
93 creating,and,revising tools and tech,
niques. A nd more than 100 different stan ,
dard patterns, plus infinite capability to
create and edit your own.
Borders and backgrounds up to 32 x 32
pixels! Frames of any shape up to 16 x 16.
(Compared to 8 x 8 maximum of other
Macintosh painting programs).
30 additional advanced techniques to give
drawings and paintings your individual touch.
© 1988 Nul:<juarion, Inc.

(Examples: rotate image around any axis,
skew, distort perspective and shadows.)
NuPaint doubles the print quality of the
ImageWritef® and prints 300 dots per inch on
the LaserWritef®.
It's compatible with all programs that
process Macintosh paint documents.
And all this for a price that's a lot less
than super.
NuPaint is compatible with Macintosh
512KE, Plus, SE and II.
For more information call us toll free at
l ,800,423,6837, in Texas 1-800,526-9269;
or see us at the MacWorld Expo.
NuEquation, Inc.
P.O. Box 516143
Dallas, Texas 75251-6143.
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Industry Spotlight

am
President And Chief Executive Officer
Claris Corp.
Editor's Note: In each issue, Industry
Spotlight provides insight and information about one of the leading people in
the computer industry.

Claris C01p .. a subsidimy of Apple Compute/: Inc.. was founded in Apn"/1987 to
acquire, publisb and supp011 an existing
base of Apple softu·are products. as ll'ell as
to develop 11eu· products.
Knoll'n pm1icularlyjor tbe popular
Mac\flrite. MacDrcw: and .'v/acPaint pack·
ages, tbe company has also del/eloped project-management software and a recently
i1·1troduced engineering package called
ClarisCAD.
The Macintosh Buyer's Guide recent~)'
inteJ7)iell'ed Bill Campbell. president and
chief exewtiue officer of Claris. Campbell
is the former exewtive vice president and
group exewtiue for sales and marketing
at Apple.
When will Claris become independent
of Apple? What changes will result
from being independent?
We are independent of Apple now except
for financials. That was the inrent when
Claris was formed.
From a research-aud-developnumt
staudpoiut, do you have all tbe software
e>.:pertise and development e:-.:perience
in-house or are you relyiug on Apple?
We haven't relied on Apple since the
middle of 1987. We did a lot of the software
upgrades with Apple. One product \Yas
being worked on by Apple. but we contracted out the other ones to get the
upgrades done. Since that time (mid-1987).
we have spent most of our time creating
our own development capabilities in-house.
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Product development and customer service
will fuel Claris' growth, says Preside11t a11d
CEO Bill CampbelL
It appears that you took all tbe soft·

ware products Apple zvas marketiug,
except for MacTermiuaL Is there
a reasmz why you didu 't pick up
MacTe,·mi1lal?
MacTerminal is parr of Apple's communi·
cations strategy. so Apple decided to keep it.
Are you going to iutroduce a communi·
catious package as well?
I'm not announcing any products today.
How mucb importauce do you place
on customer support?
An enormous amount. When we started
Claris, we said we wanted it to be a real
software company. We wanted to reward
the customers who had invested in Apple
products since 1983 and1984.

The first thing we did was offer upgrade
products to reward Apple's software cus·
tomers. We felt this would give us an oppor·
tunity to have these customers become Claris
customers.
We felt that the second part of being a
real software company " ·as to offer excel·
lent customer support. Technical-support
telephone lines were enormously important
for us to be able to gro"· in the long term.
We also understood that we needed
appropriate technology to ensure the delh'·
ery of excellent customer support. so we
bought an outstanding telephone s"·itch.
For us to grow in the Macintosh market. we
knew we were going to need a lot of products
in our line. We had been watching Microsoft
Corp. grow with Excel. Word and Works the Number I. \umber 2 and \umber 3
products in the ~1acintosh market - and
they don't represent the S350 million in re\··
enue that an .\'IS-DOS package such as Lotus
1·2·3 (from Lotus Development Corp.) does.
\'ile hired a good guy to run our customer
sef\·ice effort - Bob Gafford. We have an
excellent way of ensuri ng that the proper
people get the proper calls. and our supporr
is probably as good as there is available
now. In 1989 we would like to turn cus·
tomer support into a competitive advantage
by making ours better than everyone else's.

Afew years ago, Ashton-Tate decided to
start charging for support in much the
same way that minicomputer and main·
frame software companies do. WiU that
be a good strategy ill tbe fttture?
l don't think you ever say "ne\·er" to any·
thing. At this point. we offer support to
e\·erybody "·ho has purchased products.
either the former Apple products or our
products. That strategy has paid off for us
in terms of goodwill with our customers.

YES, please rush me
copies of Dac-Easy Light for the Macintosh at $69.95 per
copy plus $7.50 for shipping & handling ($17.50 outside the U.S.). Texas residents add sales tax.
P h o n e - - - - - - - - - -- - - - (Important: Your phone no. is our reference number)
Name
Company--------- - - - - Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~

C i t y - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - S t a t e - - - - - - Zip
Method of Payment (Please no C.O.D. or P.O. Boxes)

Account#

Expires

0 Check

0 Money Order

0 MC

0 AMX

0 VISA

Signature - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

3<>-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE Dac oilers 30-day unconditional guarantee on all products bought directly from Dac Software (less shipping charges). MINIMUM HARDWARE
REQUIREMENTS Doc-Easy Light for the Macintosh runs on Macintosh 512K/Pius!SEIII. Macintosh Is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. Dac-Easy Is a trademark of Dac
Software, Inc., 17950 Preston Rd., Sulle 800, Dallas, TX 75252. Copyright 1988, Dac Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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At some point, we're going to have to
require that customers become registered.
That doesn't mean they'll have to pay for
support, but they will have to send in their
warranty cards. That way we can be sure
we've got authorized purchasers calling for
information.
If we had products that required specialized support we might have pay-for-support
programs. At this point, we have not planned
such a program. We fully intend to continue
our free support strategy.
Do you have plans to go on AppleLink

Personal Edition and other Information services, such as The Source and
Compuserve, as a means of support?
AppleLink Personal Edition -yes. We
will evaluate the others one at a time and
find out if they match our strategy and reach
our customer base. We are doing such evaluations every day. It requires an enormous
amount of effort to support an information
service, though, as you probably know.
You need to have an electronic mailbox
for questions and you need bulletin boards,
or something similar, just to keep current.
That requires an enormous amount of
effort. So we wi11 not engage in such an
undertaking lightly.
AppleLink Personal Edition will be a wonderful support arm for Apple, and we will
participate in it strongly with the company.
Clarls bas acquired two companiesNashoba Systems, Inc. and Styleware.
Are you planning any other acquisitions or do you plan to build growth
through Internal developrmmt? And
bow do you compare Internal development and acquisition?
When we started the company, we said
that we would go through three phases of
our lives. First, we wanted to look like a
real software company. We tried to work
that way when we started.
Second, we wanted to grow. We realized
that intermediate growth would have to be
through acquisitions.
The third phase, our long-term growth, will
be based on our own internal development,
core technologies and core architectures.
We are somewhere between phase two
and phase three right now. We have just
completed some acquisitions. We have also
acquired technologies that enabled us to
accelerate our development, but I think you
will see that our own development will be
the fuel for long-term success.
Let me balance that by saying that, in this
industry today, I don't think all of the innovation in the world is either in Torrance
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(California- Ashton-Tate) or Bellevue
(Washington - Microsoft) or Mountain
View (California- Claris) or Cambridge
(Massachusetts -Lotus). I think there are a
lot of wonderful innovations occurring in
this industry all over the world.
Our primary growth will be through development, but there will be times when we
acquire technologies and/or products and,
potentially, even companies - although
that's not very likely - as we go forward. I
expect that by the time we reach our third
year of existence, more than 70 percent of
our product revenue will come from internally developed products.

'1n 1989
we would like to
turn customer
support into
a competitive
advantage by
making ours
better than
everyone else's."
With the introduction ofyour CAD
(computer-aided design) package at
MacWorld and your update ofMacDraw, it seems that you are trying to
penetrate more deeply into the engineering market. What are your plans
for the engineering market? How
aggressively do you plan to pursue
that area?
In our original charter, we said we would
be involved in the business, education and
scientific/engineering markets. We also
said we were interested in broad market
opportunities.
I don't think you are going to see us doing
modeling or finite element-analysis software,
but we would like to be the catalyst in taking
what were high-end applications and bringing them down to be horizontally accepted.
Accessibility is our strategy for Claris CAD
applications.

We are looking at the way an engineer
works. We estimate that 70 percent of an
engineer's time is spent using horizontal
applications such as word processing,
spreadsheets and database management
software.
It may not be that high. But even if Ws 50
percent, we expect that now an individual
could buy a Mac II, do high-end engineering
applications and, at the same time, have the
accessibility of horizontal applications.
We are trying to provide a product in the
engineering market that allows that kind of
accessibility. This doesn't make us a company providing vertical-market products.
We take high-end packages and bring them
down to a level where they become hori- ·
zontal. Aldus replaced what was a high-end
pasteup package and turned it into a horizontal package called PageMaker.

What kinds ofenhancements are
you planningfor paclulges such as
MacWrite? Do you plan to bring out a
high-end MacWrite package that can
be used in desktop pubUsbing?
What we have done- providing a
modest upgrade- has given our customers
confidence that we want to be in the word
processing arena and that we will be there
with a good offering.
Microsoft certainly has demonstrated that
there are tiers in the Macintosh word processing market. There is a high end and a
lower end.
Though we have been criticized in some
quarters for not having done enough with
MacWrite, the under $200 word processing
category is still a large one. That's where
our franchise is.
In the IBM world, project management
packages are very difficult to use.
MacProject Is much easier. What kind
ofpotential do you see for project
management software?
Project management is not a recognized
metaphor yet. Interestingly enough, the
data that I've seen recently suggests that
MacProject is the leading project management tool on all platforms, but you never
know where this data comes from and how
reliable it is.
You don't make people aware of a project
management tool by advertising. What we've
got to do is begin infrastructure development.
We've got to make sure that we do a real
good sales job in the engineering area where
project management is a very respected
tool. We must also see if we can't make
people more aware of the potential of
project management.

WHEN APPLE AND DIGITALWANTED

lbTALK,THEY CAME 1b US.

For good reason.
Because we make it simple for
Apple Macintosh and Digital VAX
systems to join the same network.
And open the lines of
communications.
For instance, we utilize
AppleThlk for VMS, the sole published standard platform for networking on the VAX. Were also
the one company that offers complete solutions.
1~~~m~iJ
Such as AlisaTalk~ which puts AppleTalk on the ~
VAX. And includes AlisaShare~ the only 100% AppleShare, VAX/VMS based,
full-function file setver.
E~ESiiil TSSnet:Ma package for the Mac that lets it
communicate over DECnet networks as a Phase IV
end node.
And Sequelink:Mwhich allows Macs access to
Digital system host SQLdatabases.
We can also hook you up with Kinetics FastPath, EtherPort II, EtherPort
SE, EtherSC, and everything in between.
So when you want the right Mac-VAX connections, call or write to
Alisa Systems.
The talk of the computer industry.

---Alisa Systems me.
We keep everybody talking.

<.llf.~alrt,1Lw

TARGET
AWARDS
" ' ' ' ' '

221 East Walnut Street, Suite 175 Pasadena, CA 91101 ( 818 )792-9474
Aliso and ~and AlisoShare are l!ademarb d Aliso ~'Stems, lnc.,Apple, Macintosh,AptJ!ru< lor VMS, and AppleShare are trademarls dApple Computer. Inc., DEC, Wl 'IMS, and llOOle! are l!3demarb d
Digital Equipment Ccrp.'ISSnel ~a trademalt ol~ Solt>om ~· SequeUnk ~ a tndemarlt ol GnOsls.l\ltl'alh, Elher!Ut II, Elher!Ut SE, and ElherSC are tr.>Jemarb ol Kinetics,lnc.
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Does project mt~nagement have the
potential to be one of the next big
horizontal appUcationsP
Sure. But it may be tiered. On the one
hand, we have to make the software more
powerful by adding some of the things that
people have asked for, such as resource
leveling.
On the other hand, we have to provide a
more horizontal tool, something the average
end user would want to use. The more complexities I put into a package and the higher
end it goes, the less likely the average user
is to use it.
What is going t~ be your approach
in educational markets? Do you have
plllns with any textbook pubUshers
to co-publish tutorial manuals and
software?
Those are fairly likely scenarios for
approaching the educational market, but
there are a couple of things that we have
to be careful of. We have to follow Apple's
strategies in what it is trying to do in its
penetration of educational markets.
Apple is making a very focused effort
in trying to ensure that the computer gets
outside the lab and into the classroom,
becoming part of the curriculum. We need
to support that effort with curriculum
sequences. In many cases, the sequences
can be tied to textbooks. In other cases,
they don't need to be.
Internal curriculum sequences that support existing software products have been
written for certain grade levels. These
sequences have been tested thoroughly
and have been proven valid.
You will see from us the fostering of
relationships that will allow curriculum
sequences to be developed. As far as taking
it that next step, which is tying in with a
textbook publisher, I think that is a fairly
logical approach. We are working on one
relationship right now, but these things
have been done before. It's not like they're
blockbusters anymore.
You have to allow teachers flexibility.
Other manufacturers have imposed their
wills as to how writing should be taught.
The Apple approach is to allow teachers to
be individuals - to provide flexible curriculum sequences that people can select from
or adapt to their way of doing things - and
to make the textbooks independent.
If Apple is headed that way- and may
have found that this is what teachers want then we're going to try to work that way, too.
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HyperCard really bas been an undeveloped area. But two exdting products
were shown at MacWorld in AugustDashboard and Oracle. What kind of
potential do you see for HyperCard?
HyperCard continues to amaze everyone.
The emerging applications are catching
everyone's attention.

''I am of the belief

that we've got
too many people
working high
and to the right,
trying to provide
more power to
the power user
rather than
trying to bring
more people into
this wonderful
thing called
computing."
There have been some wonderful stacks
that have a lot of use, such as Apple's
HyperScan, which I saw at a MacWorld
demonstration. It was fabulous.
On the other hand, a lot of major corporntions are going to feel like customizing their
own information retrieval processes by using
HyperCard as a front end. The ability to
retrieve information from ancient books
would be an outstanding use of that medium.
I applaud the unlimited potential of
HyperCard. Alan Kay (an Apple Fellow) and
I argued a lot at MacWorld about user programming and why HyperCard is the forerunner of user programming.

My point of view is that the applications
that have come from HyperCard are what
will bring more users into computing,
which is what we really want.
I am of the belief that we've got too
many people working high and to the right,
trying to provide more power to the power
user rather than trying to bring more people
into this wonderful thing called computing.

WiU we see any stackware packages
from ClllrisP
No. It has yet to be demonstrated that you
can make money on stackware packages.
I think HyperCard is wonderful. We use
HyperCard at Claris and we have a tremendous belief in HyperCard. We have Hyperdemos, Hypertools. We use HyperCard to
prototype all of our applications so we can
show them to corporate account'i and determine if we're headed in the right direction.
We think it is fabulous, but selling stock
is a different end of the business.
Donna Dubinsky, Clllrls' vice president
of internationa~ indicated that international sales were an immediate goal
of Clllrls. She indicated that international sales was not a separate division ofthe company, rather, it was
everybody~ job to be an international
salesperson, just as it was everybody's
job to be a United States salesperson.
Do you think that it~ highly unusual in
this type of a business for a young
firm to already have that mindsetP
Apple's international sales represented
38 percent of its overall business during the
last quarter. International sales are a big
opportunity.
We wanted to commit to international
sales from the beginning. That way we don't
have to adjust later on. In essence, that
would just add an enormous amount of
expense - to try to create what should have
been created on the company's first day.
Our feeling was that as long as we had
the opportunity to plot from the beginning,
and because Apple was having success
. overseas, we could turn Apple customers
into Claris customers. •
-jordan Gold and Linda Topoleski

AS/400 = KMW =MACINTOSH
It seems like KMW is always in the middle of things.
The new AS/400 minicomputer from IBM is even more productive
when it can be accessed by Apple Macintoshes, IBM PCs and compatibles, laptops, and ASCII terminals. KMW's Series II '1\vinax and
Series III '1\vinax protocol converters provide a reliable, inexpensive
method for connecting a variety of devices to an AS/400, or to an IBM
System 34/36!.38. Many popular printers can also be linked to an
AS/400 through a KMW '1\vinax protocol converter.
For information on our complete line of protocol converters, fill out
and return this postage-paid reply card. Or call 800-531-5167
(in Texas, 512-338-3000).
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See how your IBM 34/36/38 can support
more of the peripherals you want,
with the right support from KMw.
Take full advantage of your IBM
34/36/38 by linking it to your peripheral
devices. KMW's Series II Twinax and
Series III Twinax protocol converters
provide a reliable, inexpensive method
for connecting a variety of micros,
tenninals and printers to an IBM
System 34/36/38
(System/3X).

Communicate with a wide
range of microcomputers
and tenninals, including
Macintosh.
Apple Macintosh. IBM PC and
compatibles. Laptops. ASCII terminals.
All of these can be connected to your
System/3X with a KMW protocol converter, and they will appear to the
host as 525115291 terminals.
Files can be transferred by using
KMW's free terminal emulation
software on your PC or Macintosh and
PC Support 36/38 or ETU software on
your System/3X. This powerful file
transfer feature allows you to use
System/3X data in popular packages
such as Lotus 1-2-3 and Microsoft
Excel. Plus, an error-checking feature
ensures flawless file transfer.

Connect to just about any
printer you want.
Printers attached to the Series II or
Series ill appear to the System/3X as
The multi-port Series II Twinax
provides a cost-effective method
to connect up to seven asynchronous devices to your
System/3X. The single-port
Series Ill Twinax gives you the
same proven features as the
Series II, without paying for
more ports than you may need.
Both allow local connection or
remote connection via dial-up
modems.

IBM 5225 or 5256 printers. Most
popular printers are supported, including
many from Epson, Xerox and C. ltoh.
Additionally, the 5219 emulation feature
of the Series III supports a variety of
printers, including Hewlett-Packard
Laser]et.
For maximum productivity, the printer pass-through feature allows you to
send one set of data to your printer while
you work on a different set of data on
your terminal or micro.

Count on support after
the sale.
Since 1977, KMW has been helping
companies make the right connections
with protocol converters, graphics
processors, and channel interfaces. With
experience like that, you can count on
us for expert service after the sale. We
also offer a technical support hotline for
immediate answers to your questions.
KMW has sales representatives
across the nation, as well as in London.
Call (800) 531-5167 for the sales office
nearest you.

KMW

SYSTEMS
CORPORATION
(800) 531-5167
In Texas, (512) 338-3000

Registered trademarks: IBM -

International Business Machines, Inc.; Epson - Seiko Epson Corporation; Xerox - Xerox Corporation; llewlett-P.dclmrd LaserJet - HewlettPackard Co.; Lotus 1-2-3- Lotus Development Corporation; Microsoft Excel - Microsoft Corporation. 'lhldemarks: Macintosh- Apple Computer. Inc.; C. Itoh- C.ltoh
Electronics, Inc.
Circle Reader Service Num ber 8
<C 1988 KMW Systems Corporation

Scanners

Scanners are getting more and more popular, particularly
for desktop publishing applications. We recently put six
scanners for the Macintosh through their respective paces.
ften called "digitizers, n scanners are handy pieces of
technology. They allow
you to take any type of
graphics image- photograph, line art or halftone
- and convert it into a
digital representation that
a computer can accept.
Popular page-layout programs such as
QuarkXPress, PageMaker and ReadySetGo!
accommodate scanned images, in some
cases giving users the ability to vary the
type of screen or tint used and even to colorize images.
Other programs, such as Digital Darkroom,
Adobe Illustrator 88 and Image Studio, give
users the ability to modify scanned images in
ways that are expensive and time consuming
when done in a traditional photo lab.
Three types of scanners are available:
flatbed, which allow users to lay a picture
on a flat glass plate; sheet-fed, which
require users to feed a picture into a rolleroperated chute; and printer-mounted, where
users replace the printing ribbon on their
lmageWriters with a scanner head.

The midrange market is rapidly shifting
toward an almost exclusively flatbed posture. Printer-mounted scanners continue to
dominate the bottom end of the market, but
they have difficulty with high-gloss photos,
are painfully slow and may damage originals
that are thicker than a normal piece of paper.
Sheet-fed scanners present problems for
anything other than single sheets of cleanly
cut, square paper. The one sheet-fed scanner we reviewed, the Dest 2020, did a great
job of scanning, but it scratched several of
our photos.
The SCSI, (small computer systems interface), providing faster communications
between a computer and a scanner, is rapidly evolving toward a default. Of all the scanners we reviewed, only the one from AST
connected directly to the Mac's modem port.
The Apple and Dest scanners both sported built-in SCSI systems; the Abaton, Datacopy and Microtek connected through an
external interface box, which sits inline
between the computer and scanner.
In this day of CO-ROMs·, cartridge hard
disks and other SCSI devices, the ability to
daisy chain other SCSI devices past the

scanner is increasingly important. If you
have a CD-ROM or hard disk that doesn't
offer a second terminator, and neither does
your scanner, you're stuck having to plug
and unplug devices every time you want to
use one or the other.
The Abaton and Datacopy scanners didn't
offer this "chainable" feature; the Apple,
Dest and Microtek scanners did. The AST,
with its serial interface, doesn't occupy a
SCSI port position.
The two final hardware variables we
looked at were image resolution and the
number of shades of gray a scanner can
interpret and store. All the scanners we
tested ran to a maximum of 300 dots per
inch (dpi), although many now run to 400
dpi and 600 to 800 dpi scanners are being
preannounced.
An image resolution of 300 dpi is useful
for scanning bilevel images (line art) that
will later be printed on a 300 dpi printer
such as the LaserWriter. It could be argued
that 400 dpi will provide even better detail
and resolution for images that will later be
reproduced or imported into programs such
as Adobe Illustrator 88.

Photograph ofa sweet young girl, scanned by the Microtek scanner with 64 shades ofgray.
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· When evaluating gray-scale or screened
photo ability, however, 300 dpi is memoryintensive overkill. Each dot of the dpi will
be rendered by the printer as a 'halftone
picture dot," meaning that a halftone photo
of 60 lines per inch (I pi) will cause the 300
dpi image to be translated by the computer
into a 60 dpi image.
The other 240 dots are unnecessary and
use memory. For this reason. the ability to
adjust the resolution of a scanner is usefuL

between 16- and 256-shade scanners, many
users may find that16 shades of gray are
plenty and 64 are a great compromise.
The reason is the way shades of gray are
translated into printouts. Each dot represented in a halftone is actually made up of
smaller 300 dpi dots of toner/ink, which
determine the size.

If the halftone dot, called a cell, is made
up of a four-by-four matrix of the printer's
300 dpi dots, we'd call that cell a 16-shade
representation. '111e shades of gray are represemed by how many of those cells are black
and how many are white. If alll 6 of them
are black (or "on"), that's a solid black cell. If
alll6 are white (or "off"), that's a solid white
cell. Variations in between represent grays.
If each cell contains four dots (16 shades
of gray) and we're priming on a 300 dpi
printer, such as the LaserWriter, then the
maximum number of cells that could fit into
a single inch of horizontal or vertical space
would be 300/4 or 75. At16 shades of gray,
then, the best scanning results would be
with a 75 dpi scanning resolution on the
scanner and a 75-line screen resolution
from the computer to the printer.
Similarly, if the scanner were running at
64 shades of gray, or an 8-dot by 8-dot cell,
then the optimal screen density on a LaserWriter would be 300/8 or 37.5. This is a
very coarse screen, however, and will produce a rough-looking picture.
Jumping to the YT600 lets us run a 64shade picture at 600/8 or 75 lines per inch.

Abaton 16-sbade gray scale.

AppleScan 16-sbade gray scale.

AST halftone "A" 64-shade gray scale.

Datacopy 64-shade gray scale.

DEST 256-shade gray scale.

Microtek 256-sbade gray scale.

Too Much Shade?
Gray-scale scanners are currently available in 16, 64 and 256 shades of gray. While
the "more-is-better" school of thought may
imply that a 256-shade scanner will produce
more detailed pictures, our tests found little
difference among 16-, 64- or 256-shade
models when printing out on a 300 dpi
Laser\Xiriter or a 600 dpi Yarityper YT600
(see the review in this issue).
Printouts on a Linotronic L-300 typesetter
showed similarly small differences. The 256shade file showed slightly more detail, but
with a small diminution of crispness over
64 or 16 shades. Given the price difference

A single 75lpi "cell" showing 16 potential
shades ofgray rangingfrom 110 dots 011 to
all dots on.

All images were output with LaserWriter 80 lpi default.
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This is not just another display clone. It's
the new Magnavox Analog Color (MAC)
display, specifically designed and engineered
to compliment the Macintosh II system.
When we decided to develop a display
exclusively for the Macintosh II, we started
with two objectives: Make it work better, and
make it cost less.
Our 14" MAC display appeals to even
the most discriminating user. It's equipped
with our new proprietary 0.29mm dot pitch

CRT for superb resolution, and a glossy CRT
face for crystal clear images. Graphics and
text on the MAC display shine at their best.
The integrated tilt-base provides the ultimate
in user comfort.
Additionally we offer a solid, two-year
warranty instead of the usual 90 days. And
the $699 retail makes this a great value.
Designing a superior display for the
Macintosh II system was smart. Offering it for
$300 less, that's very smart.

MAGNAVOX
Apple Macintosh II" is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
@1988 Philips Consumer Electronics Company
A Division of North American Philips Corporation

Smart.\ey smart

Circle Reader Service Number 12
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A Preview ftmction on the Apple Scanner
gives an advance peek at the scanned
image.

Users can zoom in 011 a Datacopy scanned
image in order to manipulate it.

A ra11ge of drawing tools provided with
Microtek 's scanner can enhance a scanned
image.

If we prefer, we can simply increase the
screen density on the LaserWriter to 50 or
60 lines per inch, which reduces the shades
of gray reproduced and makes for a more
even-looking halftone.
The only type of printout device that can
really make use of 256 shades of gray (a 16by-16 matrix) is a Linotronic L-300 imagesetter, which is capable of printing at 2,540 dpi
(2,540/16 equals 158.75). This is enough
resolution to reproduce a 133-line screen, a
standard in the printing business.
An L-100, with 1,270 dpi resolution, can
only produce a 79-line screen with 256
shades of gray (1,270/16 equals 79.375 !pi).
Using 16 shades, the optimal printout on
a LaserWriter is 300/4 or 75 !pi. With a Linotronic L-300 or a Varityper VT600, users can
raise this number much higher without significant loss of detail, although the VT600
still doesn't produce a small or even-enough
cell to compete with a photographic halftone.
Next to the hardware considerations of
resolution and interface, software remains
the critical difference among scanners. All
six of the scanners we reviewed were easy
to use and full featured. Over time it's reasonable to expect that the field will level
off, as it has for categories such as word
processing software and laser printers.
There are significant performance differences among the scanners we reviewed.
These differences include the ability to preview a document in a bilevel mode prior to
a lengthy and memory-intensive gray-scale
scan; choice of different halftone modes
and 0~-screen representations; the power to
scale, move or crop images (only one scanner, the Dest, had a straightforward Crop
feature); a selectable choice of dpi resolution; and an on-screen representation of the
amount of memory a given photo will occupy vs. the amount of memory or disk space
available.

Abaton 300/FB

Abaton says that a new version of the
software is coming out soon. The software
and SCSI interface are packaged and sold
separately from the scanner.
The software only offers two halftone
options, Random and Spiral, with no control
over resolution.
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512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.

PerforDrulnce:5.0
Innovation: 4.0
Ease Of Use: 5.0
Documentation/Support: 7.0
Value: 7.0
Overall:
5.6

51,495 retail, including C-Scan software
51,795 retail for 300/S (accommodates legalsized paper and internal SCSI)
Abaton Technology Corp.; 4831 Milmont
Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 415-683-2226
Circle Reader Service Number 88

One of the Abaton scanner's nicest features is PaneiScan, which is Abaton's Desk
Accessory software. Installation is easy:
Osers simply drag the PaneiScan scanner
driver into their System Folders. Then, from
any application, they can pull down the
Apple menu and open the Control Panel.
There, they'll find the PanelScan icon,
which lets them execute a full-featured scan
~thin '!!lY application.
Abaton's stand-alone C-Scan Plus software
has an easy-to-use setup mode, with a page
representation that you can draw a "scan
area box" into, Scan Mode buttons (Line Art,
Halftone, Grayscale) and a nice Space Available feature that shows you - via an onscreen bar chart - what percentage of
space in RAM or on the disk will be used by
the size and type of picture being scanned.
Brightness and contrast are controllable
through a range of 16 settings for line art
and gray scales; three settings for halftones.
Scaling is adjustable in increments of 80 percent, 66 percent, 60 percent and 25 percent.
C-Scan's software doesn't support the
display of gray-scale images, although the
scanner will scan them. In halftone mode,
users are not offered the wide range of
screen selections and picture modification
options available from some of the other
scanners reviewed here.

Apple Scanner
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Performance: 7.0
Documentation/Support: 8.0
Innovation: 8.0
Ease Of Use: 8.0
Value: 9.0
Overall:

8.0

Apple once used the slogan "the computer for the rest of us" in its advertising. The
new Apple Scanner might appropriately be
called "the scanner for the rest of us." At the
low end of the price range of the scanners
we examined, the Apple Scanner offers an
impressive array of scanning and imagemanipulation options.
Apple has clearly positioned its new
scanner to work with the LaserWriter. The
manual provided with the device largely
ignores the typesetting and high-resolution
laser printers available for the Mac, concentrating instead on ways to optimize L1serWriter output.
The Apple Scanner, like the Microtek and
Dest offerings, features a Preview function
that allows users to see on-screen visual representations of the images to be scanned.
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create a new image.
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This is a nice feature, which saves a lot of
trial-and-error time.
The Apple Scanner has probably the most
well-written documentation in this product
grouping. The Apple Scanner manual is crisp
and clear in the characteristic Apple style. It's
also somewhat short on the technical details
of scanning and gray scale, however, which is
information aspiring power users may want.
Physically, the Apple Scanner is uniquely
Apple. While the appearance of most other
scanners might lead to speculation that all
scanners are made in one factory in Taiwan,
the Apple Scanner is designed to fit into an
office filled with Apple equipment. The
device maintains the physical architecture
and color scheme of the Mac II.
The borders along the Apple Scanner's
glass scanning plate are marked in inches
and millimeters - black and red - and
access to the top plate is easy. There are
two SCSI ports on the back of the device,
allowing for maximum flexibility.
The Apple Scanner comes with AppleScan and HyperScan software.
AppleScan is a stmightforward progmm,
including line art, halftones and gmy-scale
image abilities, that offers the ability to modify
scanned images. Brightness, contmst, threshold and gray-map settings are all accessible.
HyperScan lets users scan images directly
into HyperCard stacks and include scaling,
halftoning and brightness/contrast adjustments.
In our tests, the Apple Scanner performed
well. Aremote scan button on the front of
the unit allows users to trigger a scan without going back to the keyboard, assuming
they've already configured the system to
accept multiple files/scans.
While 16 shades of gray seems a long
way from 256- and there is a visible difference between scans on the Apple and the
Dest or Microtek - the difference is minimal. Many people will be swayed by the
low price to buy the Apple Scanner.
The Apple scanner (and seveml others)
doesn't offer OCR (optical character recognition) capability, but the device worked well
with OmniPage OCRsoftware from Caere
Corp. on our Mac II. This new software may
shift the focus of many scanner products

that, like the Dest, include an extra OCR
card at an increased price.
The Apple Scanner turns out to be one of
the best values we encountered, considering
that the 51,799 price will probably be discounted in the marketplace. While it may not
be best for "power users," the Apple Scanner
will meet the needs of most Mac owners.

they've scanned when they're finished. There's
no Crop option in the Edit box, however.
Cutting and pasting is difficult. and users
often end up with strange bits and pieces of
border. Trying to cut and paste caused our
system to crash.
In defense of the system, though, inch
markings are clearly printed on the scanner's margins and on the image area demonstrated on screen. It's not particularly
difficult to determine what's going to be
scanned, and where, just by carefully positioning artwork on the scanner.
The AST TurboScan has become a standard in the IBMPC world. Users who are
going to be using their scanners for both
Macs and PCs may want to consider this
product carefully.
On the other hand, with the recent introduction of the Apple Scanner- at a competitive price - and the lowering of some
other scanners' prices. the limited features of
the TurboScan diminish its overall value.
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$1,795 retail
Apple Complller, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA95014; 408-996-1010
Circle Reader Service Number 89

AST TurboScan
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Performance: 3.0
Documentation/Support: 7.0
Innovation: 2.0
Ease Of Use: 5.0
Value: 5.0
Overall:
4.4
The AST TurboScan is a flatbed device
with software that supports screened and
line art, but not "pure" gray-scale inputs.
The AST software, SuperScan 2.0, at first
glance resembles the Microtek software,
just as the AST TurboScan and the Microtek
machines look alike. There are fewer
halftone options with SuperScan, however.
and patterns aren't labeled with regard to
their cell size or resolution.
The TurboScan scanning screen allows
users to adjust for brightness, contrast and
resolution. It also tells users the paper
length, image size (in kilobytes of memory)
and displays available memory.
The AST scanner does not come with a
SCSI interface. Instead it hooks directly into
the modem port on a Mac. This hookup,
which slows down operation and ties up
the modem port, leaves the SCSI port free.
Because the AST scanner doesn't offer the
ability to preview art, users need to crop what

51,800 retail
AST Research, Inc.; 2121 Alton Ave.;
Irvine, CA92714; 714-863-9991
Circle Reader Service Number 90

Datacopy ProScan
Series 830
Macintosh Plus or larger
Performance: 7.0
Documentation/Support: 8.0
Innovation: 5.0
Ease Of Use: 8.0
Value: 7.0
Overall:
7.0
The Datacopy 830 is a midrange scanner
with 64 shades of gray; OCR (an extra
5695); and line, screen and gray-scale image
capabilities.
The Datacopy 830 scanner physically
resembles the Abaton 300 series and also

you

High-Performance Mass Storage
You Can ']}·ust. Up to 630
Megabytes, Internal or External.
Macintosh®users have many storage
subsystems to choose from. Now, there's
MacinStor~
a family of products that meers the highcapacity and high-performance demands
of toclay's storage-intensive Mac®
applications.
Introducing theMacinStor
high-performance family from
Storage Dimensions. MacinStor
comes with everything
you'd ever want in a
data faster. This
storage subsystem. And
high-performa few things you never
ance philosophy
thought possible. ,
Ext<rnallincluding zero footprint) 3.5 or 5.25 inch subsystems. iSmaintained
Th satisfy your hunger for high
throughout our product line. All the way
performance, MacinStor delivers capacities
down to our 45 MB drives.
up to 630 MB on a single hard disk
MacinStor comes with a complete
(internal or external), data transfer rates
menu of e-d.Sy-to-use installation and disk
as high as 15 Mbits/sec., and seek times as
management software. It includes a
fast as 14 milliseconds. Nobody crunches
formatter, diagnostics, partitioning.
St ora~:e

Dimensions. 214'i 14tmihon Al'enue. San jo~e. CA9512) .
MacinStor is a trademark ofStor:rge Dimensions. ©198!! Storage Dimensions.

backup and restore, disk
optimization, data encryption and data recovery. Plus,
our manuals are complete
and easy to understand.
Of course, all this has
its price. And it's amazingly
low. Especially when compared to what you getor don't get-with other
storage subsystems.
Now's the time to put
more into your Mac. So you
can get more out. For the
name of your nearest authorized
MacinStor dealer, call (408) 879-0300,
Ext. 613 toclay.
He'll give you more to chew on.

STORAGE DIMENSIONS
A MAXTOR C: O MPA N \'
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Users can frame the exact area of an image
to be scanned.

The Dest PCScan lets users control brightlless and patterns for each image type.

Each f eature of a Microtek scanned Image,
includlt1g resolution a11d contrast, is selected t11 advance.

uses an inline SCSI adapter box, although
this adapter doesn't require an external
power source - which is a small blessing.
The same vendor's Madmage software
provides little initial control over the image
are-J to be scanned. Users select from a menu
of choices, with selections ranging from letter
size (requiring more than 7 MB for a lettersize page at 64 shades of gray) down to 2.5
inches by 3.5 inches wide (using 69IK).
To optimally use the scanner, users
should choose an image size larger that
what they'll ultimately need, scan in a 2-bit
mode as line art or a screen, draw a frame
around the area they want to ultimately
scan, then rescan in gray-scale mode. The
result will be a scanned image comprising
just the information in the frame, which is a
reasonable way of choosing a scanning area.
The menu provides users with a choice
·of eight Scan Mode options, including Line
Art, 4 x 4 Random, 4 x 4 Spiral, Small Diagonal, Medium Diagonal, Large Diagonal, 16
Levels and 64 Levels.
When scanning gray-scale images, the
screen-refresh function is painfully slow.
Every time a dialog box disappears and the
screen needs to be repa inted, a few seconds
are required for disk access -while the
screen is being repainted in three-quarterinch sections.
.Maclmag.e_rwii&!SJ variety of modification options, including Add Diffusion, Burn
and Dodge, and more. The Gamma Curve
(which controls contrast levels) can be
reversed, solarized, contoured fine or
coarse, posterized fine or coarse, and more.
Mad mage's documentation is excellent.
An addendum to the manual contains a
most lucid visual explanation of the differences among screens and gray scales.
The MacOCR software, which is also well
presented in the documentation, enables
the scanner to read19 different fonts in
sizes from 10 to 12 points.
The Datacopy 830 is a good all-around
64-shade scanner with extensive graphics
editing capabilities.

$2,800 retail; additional S495 for Maclmage
graphics software; additional S695 for
MacOCRsoftware
Datacopy Corp.; 1215 Terra Bella Ave.;
Mountain View, CA 94043;
415-965-7900 or 800-634-7483

price to the more than S7,000 price that
some other 256-shade gray-sC'Jle scanners
command.
The Dest 2020 will fit into eccentric corners of an office where space is a premium.
In fact, it has the smallest footprint of any of
the scanners we looked at, and we found
the top of the device to be a great place to
stack disk drives, books and CD-ROMdiscs.
The Des! 2020 comes bundled with
SuperPaint software (Silicon Beach Software) and all cables and documentation.
SuperPaint makes up for the lack of elaborate image-modification capabilities in Publish Pac.
This detailed ability in some of the other
scanning packages, while looking very spiffy,
will probably find limited use, because there
are many other stand-alone programs on the
market with more extensive graphics power.
ASCSI interface is built into the machine.
and there are two SCSI ports on the back of
the box, which allow users to cable it into a
series with other SCSI devices (the Mac supports up to seven devices).
The Dest 2020 (labeled the 2000 without
the OCR board) is a solid, compact, powerful scanner at a reasonable price. Even
though it's a sheet-fed model, it deserves
careful consideration.
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Dest PC Scan 2020
Macintosb Plus or larger.
Performance: 8.0
Documentation/Support: 8.0
Innovation: 6.0
Ease Of Use: 8.0
Value: 8.0
Overall:
7.6
The Dest 2020 sheet-fed scanner is an
extremely easy-to-use, powerful, full-featured machine. It has a built-in OCR card giving it the instant OCR power lacking in
the other scanners reviewed here- and
the available Publish Pac software integrates
OCR with image scanning.
Scanning 256 shades of gray (not downward adjustable) at 300 dpi (also not adjustable), the Dest scanner produces beautiful
output when run through a Linotronic
typesetter.
.
Publish Pac is very easy to use, providing
a preview function, continuous control over
image area and scaling, brightness adjustments, and a variety of file-format options.
Although it doesn't provide all the bells
and whistles that other software packages
do, Publish Pac was the easiest to use of all
the scanner software programs we tried.
On the down side, the Dest 2020 is a
sheet-fed SC'Jnner. It scratched a few glossy
pictures we fed into it and would occasionally grJb a picture or page at a slight angle
and mutilate it as it went through the scanner. Once the device gets a grip on the
paper, it's very hard to pull it back out.
This characteristic may be acceptable
when you compare the Dest 2020's S2,495

S2,495 retail; Publish Pac software with OCR
capability, S595 retail
Dest Corp. ; 1201 Cadillac Ct.; Milpitas, CA
95035;408-946-7100
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Microtek MSF-300G
Macintosb Plus or larger.
Performance: 9.0
Documentation/Support: 8.0
Innovation: 9.0
Ease Of Use: 8.0
Value: 7.0
Overall:

8.2

~ MacinStor.
STORAGE Dl\lE~SIONS

High-Performance Macintosh®
storage without the high cost.
45 to 180 megabytes, internal or
"zero footprint" external.
Now you can give your Macintosh
all the high-performance mass storage
you'll ever need. And at a price that
won't ruin your appetite.
Storage Dimensions' new MacinStor
family of internal and external hard
disk subsystems (including great looking
"zero footprint" models) delivers the
capacity and high performance needed for today's
storage-intensive, high-end
Mac®applications. Combined
with exceptional reliability

at a surprisingly low cost-per-megabyte.
What's more, unlike any other
Macintosh storage subsystems, MacinStor
comes with a complete, easy-to-use
and install package of disk management
software that includes a formatter, diagnostics, partitioning, backup and restore,
disk optimization, data
encryption

and data recovery. Plus comprehensive
documentation that's easy to follow.
Any way you mok at it, MacinStor
represents an outstanding value.
Compare and see for yourself.
Call (408) 879-0300, Ext. 614
today for the name of your nearest
MacinStor dealer.
He'll show you how to get more
bytes out of your Mac. Without taking
a bite out of your wallet.

S'IDRAGE DIMENSIONS
A MAXTOH

C. UMI'AN''
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Storage Dimensions, 214SIIamilton Avenue, San jose, CA 9Si25.
MacinStor Is a tmdcmark of Storage Dimensions. ©i988 Storage Dimensions.

Scanners

1l1e Microtek MSF-300G is a fiatbed scanner with 256 shades of gray, an extraordinary
set of scanning control fearures. a wide selection of halftone options, a Prcscan (preview)
bun on and continuously variable control over
1 caling and 1esolution. The device suprorts
scannmg areas up to 8.5 by 14 inches.
The MSF-300G comes with two software
packages: VersaScan Plus for line art and
halftones, and GrayScan for gray-sc:ale images.
ra 'Scan I. includes a menu option
callec Allribute, which s 10ws - and allows
continuous adjustment of - resolution (up
to 300 d[>i), scaling (25 percent to 100 percent), the size of the scanned area (both
with boxes showing measurements and
with a visual on-screen representation), and
three listings showing Available System
Memory. Available Disk Space and Image
Size (expressed in kilobytes of memory).
The Prescan buuon displays a full-page
scan on screen. The area that users intend to
ultimately scan will be blocked off with a
rectangle. This is a useful feature, particularly when confronted with the need to save
memory or disk space without going through
an elaborate cropping process after scanning.
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VersaScan offers a similar Attribute
screen, &it allows you to choose from 11
different halftone patterns, ranging from a
five-level two-by-two scan (with the finest
dots but the least resolution) to a 65-level
eight-by-eight scan (with the greatest resolution but the most coarse dots).
This option of manipulating the halftone
screens on the scanner end is interesting and
useful. It will provide hours of entertainment
for any "techie" who buys it; users can try
out every r>icture in many different forms.
VersaScan also offers extensive picture modification options, including type, lasso, pencil,
pauerns, rolygons, a paintbmsh and circles.
Shifting the percentage of view will lock out
some of the tools, but viewing at 100 percent
gives users access to most of the tools.
MaQ.olext,.,Microtek's OCR software, recognizes more than 20 different typefaces,
including those with proport.ional spacing.
The files created are available to most word
processing or page-layout programs.
The Microtek MSF-300G uses an outboard
SCSI adapter, which is physically the largest
of those we tested, but with all the cables
arranged in the back. The SCSI box also has

MatHlVype

The Mathematical Equation Editor
Edit equations like this:
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And get LaserWriter output like this:
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MacWorld, April '88:
"MathType is probably your best bet."
MalhTypc"' automatically dctc:nnines spocing and selects fonts IICCording to lhe
rules of mathematical typescning. All you do is point, click, and type. Works u
an application or as a desk accessory with my word processor or page layout pro.
gram. MalhTypc is available now for only Sl49. Call or write for a free demo disk
and brochure with sample output•

. .Design

~Science

.\'ow witfl 2-way
T 1·: X I ut£'1:{act•

6475·8 E. l'>cific Coast Hwy., Suite 392, Long Beach, CA 90803 • (213)
Pob&hT)'pt b • ~vi Daitn Sciarcc. t.c. MltiMotlt M6 LMrrWritD _. lr"'dd:ffWb ol An* Comp..1o AM.
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two SCSI connectors, allowing users to install
the scanner anywhere in a SCSI chain.
The MSF-300G is definitely a top-of-the-line
scanner- with features to match its price.
$3,495 retail with VersaScan software
$199 retail for MacinText
Microtek Lab, Inc.; 16901 S. Western Ave.;
Gardenia, CA 92047; 213-321-2121
Circle Reader Service Number 93

Conclusions
All of the scanners we looked a1would
make sound investments, and we wouldn't
hesitate to recommend any of them. Overall, though, our favorites were the Microtek
and Apple scanners, followed by the Dest,
Abaton, Datacopy and AST.
However. because price, local support,
the need to interface with a PC and other
variables may enter into your decision,
take a good look at all of them. I

- Thom Hartmann
77Je author is a contributing editor to
The Macintosh Buyer's Guide.

From the company with a famous name...

.EMACU5AureltUs
Marcus Aurelius. Roman Emperor. Philosopher.
World conqueror. This guy was more than just a tin
suit and a bowl of grapes. He knew a thing or two
about command.
At EMAC, we don' t have Marcus' hankering
to rule the world, but we did borrow a few of his
ideas for our Impact external hard drives. While
he commanded huge tracts of land, we've settled
for lots of data - 40, 60 or 80MB to be exact.
And Impact hard drives access that data
faster and more quietly than any other

drives in their class. Yet unlike Marcus' empire, the
Impact hard drives don't take up much real estate.
All in all, a command performance.
Come to think of it, maybe we do want to rule the
world. The MacintoshTMworld.
EMAC - a full line of products and support from
the company with a history of success.

Impact lmrd driues. 40MB a11d 60MB; 29ms acess rate, 30.000 /Jour MTBF.
40MB a11d BOMB; J9ms access rate, SO.OOO hour MTBF. UlserWriltr NTX/1-comnnl;hl•

48431 Milmont Drive, Fremont, CA 94538

For more information ca/1800!821-0806 ext. 2222 (in CA 8001821-0807 ext. 2222)

LaserWriter Is a registered tradm\ark and Macintosh is a tradm\Drk of Apple Computer, Inc. EMAC and Impact are tradCm.lrks of E\'erex Sy$1-erru..lnc
Above information s ubject tochangrwilhou t notice. 0 1988 EverexSystems, lnc. AU right11 reserved.
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Desktop Publishing

Desktop Publishing:
ee Years Later
Desktop publishing entered our lives in late 1985. Since then it has changed
the way we approach our most approachable asset- the printed word.
omputers have become a
major part of our lives. In fact,
computers have become so
universal in their ability to
enhance other technologies
that we aren't always aware
we're using them.
Computers are in our telephones. televisions, watches, cars, toaster ovens, light
switches and even our plumbing. They are
being used to improve the efficiency and
reduce the costs of almost everything that
touches our society.
The effect of computers on our world is
not strictly limited to utilitarian enhancements. They are also used to augment our
primary medium of self-expression, the
printed word. Computers are being used to
create our books, magazines, newspapers,
newsletters and business letters. Computers
increase the accessibility and efficiency of
every medium of written expression.
The use of computers in publishing is
nothing new, but the concept of publishing
a large document with a microcomputerdesktop publishing - is only three years
old. In that time, desktop publishing has
infiltrated and fundamentally changed the
way we create published documents.
The power of the printed word has never
been more accessible to people looking for
an affordable forum for expression.

A Little History
In late 1985 and early 1986, the Macintosh
Plus, LaserWriter and PageMaker software
defined the standard by which desktop
publishing was compared on all computers.
Now the Macintosh llx, the LaserWriter II
NTX and PageMaker 3.0 (along with QuarkXPress 2.0 and RcadySetGo! 4.5) still define
the standard.

Until the release of the Mac Plus, Apple
had a hard time convincing businesses that
the Mac 1\~asn't a toy. The Mac Plus. with a
megabyte of RAM and the ability to interface with large-capacity disk drives, represented a major step in the evolution of the
Macintosh.
The LaserWriter, along with HewlettPackard's Lase~let printer, represented concrete proof that you could print graphics
and text at resolutions very close to the quality of work provided by an offset printer.
Page~laker was the first package available that allowed users to work with true
document pages, instead of collections of
graphics and text that had to be teased into
fitting given spaces in a certain fashion.
PageMaker allowed its users ro work with
pages and place graphics and text imported
from other programs anywhere on the
pages in almost any manner.
"Desktop Publishing is actually a misnomer," says Alan Ayars, vice president of
marketing for Quark. Inc., the vendor of
QuarkXPress. "What we really achieve with
~'Press, and programs like .it, is prepress
production.
"The term desktop publishing,'' Ayars
continues, "has become synonymous with
the creation of professional compositions
that bring together text and art in a \X'YSI\VYG (what-you-see-is-what-you-get) environment on your desktop. This capability
allows even casual users access to vastly
improved documents."

Desktop PublishingA Moving Target
In the three years since PageMaker 1.0
hit the market, a proliferation of desktop
publishing products has been released. In

fact, the concept of desktop publishing has
expanded to encompass anything remotely
related to the creation of documents meant
to be read by more than one person.
The act of publishing, once restricted
to trained professionals in the publishing
industry, can now be accomplished by anyone with patience. desire and access to a
Mac and a Laser\Vriter. Desktop publishing
requires little more effort than it used to
take to write articles and have someone else
typeset them.
This situation has spawned a metamorphosis in the publishing industry. A few
years ago it was impossible for a magazine
staff, such as Tbe Macintosh Buver's Guides,
to create layouts on computer. Now that
reality has become the norm. Each issue of
our magazine is written and laid out on the
M;lcint(ish; we've been using the Macintosh
for this purpose for more than a year.
Computerized layouts save a lot of time
in the magazine business. Not having to
spend endless hours preparing columns of
type and gmphics, which must be physically
waxed onto boards the size of magazine
pages, reduces production lime significantly. This time savings allows editors to concentr.lle more on the content of their
publications rather than the logistics of
putting them together.
In addition to being a boon to large magazines and newspapers, desktop publishing
has spawned a cottage industry of small
publishers who would have found it impossible to afford the cost of producing their
publications without their Macs. From
newsletters to publishers of original poetry,
"homemade" publications have sprouted up
everywhere.
Perhaps desktop publishing's greatest
impact has been on individuals who want

.
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'~simple

idea, that's why it's so powerful"
introducing Think 'n Time ...

Imagine reducing all the sheets
and piles of paper in your office to
icons and having them automatically
organized on your Mac's screen!

Get organized, visually.
See how your activities fit
togeth er! Organize them visually!
With point and click ease, you
create, open, close, collapse, expand
and rearrange sheets and piles.
Quickly store and access ideas and
information. Think 'n Time links
text information to dates, times and
numeric values. It's great for
everything from project
management to remembering

Order Today
important birthdays. A desk
accessory, it's always ready to
Take control today. Improve your
work-style and boost
visualize, record and access ideas,
~•.\,!!1 your productivity.
data, notes, dates and time.
Get that edge
It works the way you do.
and move ahead.
Think 'n Time matches
..-""~'"'
Order Think 'n
your style of business. It's
Time today.
totally flexible. Text, time
and numeric capability let
Not copy
you have a calendar in your
protected.
budget or a budget in your
Only $99.95
calendar. Throw in a memo or
an estimate for good measure.
See your
The choice is always yours. You're
dealer today or
never forced to enter information
order direct. Add $5
in rigid formats or templates. When
for shipping. In CA add
you feel like organizing, just drag
6.5% sales tax.
t he sheets into place.
For more information, contact
What's Next?
Mainstay, 5311-B Derry Ave.
No matter how complicated your
Agoura Hills, CA 91301.
life, a ''What's Next?" view provides (818) 991-6540.
In Europe, contact Mainstay,
a time-line organization, keeping
71 rue des Atrebates, 1040
you on track. A powerful search
and browse capability gives you
Brussels, Belgium. (02) 733 97 91.
instant recall. Here's real help to
pla n, schedule, arran ge, direct,
control, monitor and an alyze.
Circle Reader Service Number 78
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The early page-layout package in the Mac market, Aldus' PageMaker
bas undergo11e slight change, but e11ough to keep it utilitariaTL

to create professional-looking documents
without having to hire and pay professionals who specialize in that type of work.
Advertising consultants, public relations
executives and office workers- or anyone \V.ho wants memos, reports and company newsletters to look sharp - can
achieve their desired results by using their
Macintoshes.
Today, whether a magazine publisher or
private individual, users are faced with
many product choices. As the Mac's popularity has grown, the number of available
Mac products has increased exponentially.
Indeed, the Macintosh is far ahead of
other environments when it comes to desktop publishing. While other microcomputer
manufacturers are wrestling with first- and
second-gener&tion desktop publishing problems, the Mac has begun blazing a trail into
third-genemtion technology.

The Generation Gap
There are currently three major pagelayout progrnms available for the Macintosh.
PageMaker is the founder and leader of this
market segment. Hot on PageMaker's heels
are ReadySetGo 1 from Letrnset and QuarkXPress. All three products have recently
been updated, providing the newest features
available anywhere in page-composition
software.
Although first in the market, Aldus Corp.
has made few significant product advances
since the release of PageMaker 1.0. While
the makers of XPress and ReadySetGo! came
to the market and began in-depth explorntions of desktop publishing on the Mac,
Aldus decided to port PageMaker over to the
11:3M PC market ruther than continue its pioneering work into features and performance.
The porting process to MS-DOS was not
easily accomplished, because the IBM PC had
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All bough it's chock fuU off eatures, ReadySetGo!falls short ofother
packages whe11 it comes to perjorma11ce a11d user i11terjace.

neither the gr.tphics environment or the processing horsepower of the Mac Plus, which
made the Apple computer such a perfect
match for PageMaker in the first place. Aldus
spent a great deal of time and resources
o/Orking around the PC's many limitations.
When PageMaker PC was released in
1986, it became locked in a baule for market dominance with Ventura Publisher from
Xerox Corp. Most market observers agree
that PageMaker is losing this battle.
Aldus has also suffered some lumps on the
Macintosh side. XPress and ReadySetGo! have
won away a large portion of Aldus' market.
Aldus attempted to reverse this situation by
releasing PageMaker 2.0 in mid-1987, but the
improvements were sparse. The feature war
was being won by the new kids on the block.
After the mediocre response to PageMaker
2.0, Aldus went back into the lab for a long
hard look at its product. Ayear later, the
company released PageMaker 3.0.
PageMaker 3.0 is a meaningful improvement to earlier releases of the progrnm.

Supported now are longer documents, style
sheets, a more naturnl text-entry system and
other features that allow PageMaker to be
used as a simple word processor. The latter
capability is important, because both Quark
and Letraset designed their products to
function well as word processors and page
composers.
While none of the progrnms can replace
a full-featured word processor, such as
WordPerfect or Microsoft Word, the ability
to do text entry and editing while laying
out a page is more efficient than switching
between progr<tms.
Unfortunately for PageMaker, XPress and
ReadySetGo! support a greater number of
word processing features, such as Search
And Replace and spell checking.
PageMaker, however, is better at enhancing page-layout performance than its competitors. Version 3.0 supports color on the
Mac II and the ability to import PICT,
MacPai nt, MacDrnw, TIFF and PostScriptbased grnphics.

Desktop Publishing
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Color and graphics are striking with XPress. The newest version
can also be used as a starul·alone word processor.

Text in PageMaker 3.0 can he wr.1pped
around an image's contour rather than just
around a graphics box. Kerning, the ability
to rt:duce or incre-.tse the amount of space
between characrers, is supported. as is le-.tding.
In gener.tl. PageMaker 3.0 is faster and
easier to work with than its predecessors,
but it is a bit confusing for non-publishers
to use.

ReadySetGo! Is A Powerhouse
ReadySetGo! 4.5 is a powerhou~e with
many features. Everything you could think
of squeezing into a page-composition progr.un is included in this package, from a
full-featured word processor to a complete
typography editor.
But ReadySetGo!'s performance and
user interface fall short. The user interface
included in Version 4.5 is more difficult to
grasp than in previous versions of the progrJm. Many commands. especi:llly those
dealing with color selection. require users
to go through different dialog boxes each
time an object is created.
13ecause of the number of features in
Version 4.5, finding what you're looking
for has become more difficult than ever.
The high point in ReadySetGo!'s user
interface is the design grids. Grids can be
placed in user-defined columnar sections.
The grids remain visible during layout sessions, which gives users a localized reference for the placement of text and other
objects.
PageMaker and XPress rely on columnar
rulers and an invisible grid for precision
object placement.
ReadySetGo!'s biggest handicap is its
speed. We found that the progr.tm ran the
slowest of the big three. taking as many as
15 seconds to reformat a page on a Macintosh
II. QuarkXPress ran the fastest in the group,
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A selection of Pan/one colors is available with XPress. The colors
can be customized by shading.

taking only a few seconds to reformat pages
or redmw color images.

QuarkXPress The Best Of The Bunch
QuarkA'Press 2.0 offers users more precise control of character and line spacingdefinable to one-two hu ndredth of an em
space- than previous ver~ions of the progrant Fonts can be scaled from two to )00
points in quarter-point increments.
Word processing functions lm·e been
expanded to where XPress could concei,·ably be used as a '\\Wd processor. XPress'
color and graphics support is the best of the
progr.uns we encountered. Most importantly. Version 2.0 is truly WYSIWYG.
.
The only major features we found wantmg
were displayable design grids and vert ical
justification (the ability to make a column
0ush top and bottom and Side tO side).
Ready etGo! supports both of these features.
x1>ress was also the easiest of the big
three to learn and use. While it isn't as fully
featured as ReadySetGo!, it is markedly
faster and has a more intu itive user interface. XPress gives you what you need in a
way you can use it effectively.
We pick XPress as the winner over Page~Ia ker 3.0 and ReadySetGo! among the new
generation of desktop publishing progm!fls.

Utility Software
Aldus has started an interesting trend in
the desktop publishing market by releasing
its own utility programs for PageMaker. FreeHand, an application for creating PostScriptbased gmphics. and SnapShot, for editing
photographic images, were both released by
the company during the past year.
These two utility programs can be integrated into PageMaker and are, therefore,

attractive to users who already have
PageMaker.
Letmset followed a similar strategy by
releasing LetrctStudio. which allows users to
modify their laser fonts before including
them in a ReadySetGo! document. Letmset
has also released lmageStudio, which combines the high-resolution paint functions of
FreeHand with the ability to modify scanned
images.
Other third-party packages on the market
can perform the same functions. If you own
Ready. etGo! or PageMaker. however, and
want image-editing utilities. you are more
likely to stick with the company that makes
your page-layout program.
At the very least, staying with one company's products gives you the security of
knowing that future updates to your progrJms will continue to be compatible with
each other. And having direct imegr.ttion
between your paint progr.tm and your
page-layout program means avoiding the
Clipboard and having objects in your layout
maintain their original format.
Quark doesn't produce its own utilities.
However. with the release of XPress 2.0, the
company has opened its program architecture to other third-party companies so they
can integrate their packages with XPress.
Quark is the first company in the Mac
arena to try this approach. It might yet result
in the largest suite of integmted desktop
publishing software available for the Mac.

Color Is A Key
In The Third Generation
In the third generation of desktop publishing software, more effon has been put
into improving color support than any other
single feature. Color is the area where we
see the biggest generation gap.
The Macintosh Buyer's Guide
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The greatest challenge to the new round
of page-layout software is to make color
accessible enough for users to incorporate
its power into their publications.
Incorporating color into a professional
page-layout program means, among other
things, supplying the industry standard Pantone chart - a range of color shades denoted by numbers -online to users, who can
then select and modify the colors they have
chosen.
XPress, PageMaker and ReadySetGo! all
offer the ability to create custom colors, but
the ease of actually doing this differs greatly
from program to program.
QuarkXPress' handling of color is the
easiest to understand and use. By selecting
a Pant one color you can display not only
that color, but several of the numbered
shades surrounding it. You can then display
the color on a shading wheel, which allows
you to compare each contrast and tone you
might want to use to modify the color.
Colors can be saved and applied to any
object in any XPress document. Graphics
images with color can also be modified by
altering the thresholds on a special matrix.
Unfortunately, color is not as accessible
to end users as software vendors would
like. For the first time in the history of
microcomputers, display technology has
outpaced printing technology.
It is impossible to find a reasonably
priced color printer that provides anything
close to typeset-quality printouts. Even
printers that sell for unreasonable prices
can't produce images sharp enough to use
as output for reproduction.
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The way to produce high-quality color
publications at a reasonable cost is to have
your page-layout program do the color separations of your document.
Color separations are individual sheets
printed in only one color per sheet. When
all the sheets are layered together at the
print shop, they form the complete image
for a page of print. This process allows
users to produce black and white sheets
that can later be used to create color offsets
at the print shop.

The Shape Of Things To Come
What does the future hold for desktop
publishing? What will the fourth, fifth and
so forth product generations offer the
Macintosh community? As the saying goes,
"Those who are talking don't know, and
those who know aren't talking." At least,
they aren't talking very loudly. But by listening carefully outside a few select industry doors and by making a few educated
guesses, we have come up with a list of
what we might exped to see under future
Macintosh Christmas trees.
The most important product to hit the
scene will be inexpensive color printers.
The market demand for a color laser printer
is overwhelming. With the amount of
money yet to be reaped by such a device, it
will be interesting to see how fast the necessary technological advances come along.
Agood indicator that affordable color
laser printers aren't far away is the amount
of energy currently being put into bringing
color to third-generation desktop publishing
products. Why make such an effort if you
aren't reasonably sure that color laser printers are around the corner? After all, color
may look good on your Mac II, but if you
can't print in color, what good is it?
We expect to see color laser printers that
can print color images in resolutions that are
almost indistinguishable from offset printing.
These printers will be able to apply color
print to any kind of stationery- not just the
special gloss paper currently used by color
printers - and will probably use technology
similar to current color photocopiers. More
important, the devices will be affordable,
retailing for under S10,000 each.
We can also expect to see true workgroup technology, which will let users share
desktop publishing software over a localarea network. The advantages of such a network are simple.
Workgroup software allows unlimited
interaction between the people in a related
workgroup. The overall effect is that individuals can access the same project at the
same time and not interfere with each
other's work.

You can also expect to see new storage
mediums over the next few years. The enormous amounts of inexpensive storage available on WORM (write once, read many)
drives will be particularly helpful in archiving publications when they are completed.
Once archived, old compositions can be
called up for reference or as source material
for new publications at a moment's notice.
CD-ROM, a technology the Macintosh
market is just starting to explore, will make
available gigantic collections of high-quality
graphics images at a very low per-image
cost. An example of this is Art Room, a CDROM collection of clip art that is reviewed
in this issue.
In the more distant furure, you will see
3-D imaging, or the ability to display and
print full-dimensioned graphics, come to
desktop publishing. A laser-based, or hologmphic, imaging system could be used to
add more realism to the displays.
In fact, such display technology might
eventually replace printed mediums.
Publications could be distributed on disks
with animated, interactive 3-D articles.
Some future version of HyperCard may
be the medium for putting a "paperless"
publication together.
The prototypes for HyperCard-based
electronic magazines already exist. (Editor's
Note: The "Product Directory" portion of
7be Macintosh Buyer's Guide will soon be
available in HyperCard format.)
Whatever the desktop publishing world
has in store for us, no speculation can be
considered too farfetched. After all, if someone had told you 10 years ago that someday
you'd be using a box with a ball in it to
draw on a computer - which would look
like a squalling cyclops and use pictures
instead of words as controls - you probably would have questioned that person's
sanity.

Free Speech
For The Rest Of Us
It will be many years before we know
what changes the Macintosh and desktop
publishing have wrought upon us all.
Therefore, a certain amount of distance will
be required to judge accurately how events
alter the way we think and live.
Desktop publishing came in quietly and
with lillie fanfare. But its impact has been
great. The computer in literature has been
portrayed as a tool by which our freedoms
are r~stricted and taken away. The Mac has
proven that this does not need to be true. •

- Andrew Gore
7be author is a contributing editor of
The Macintosh Buyer's Guide.
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Relax. Enjoy the drive.
When you're looking for high performance,
high capacity Apple, Macintosh or IBM
Drives, Relax ... we have the answers.
Whether it's a 20 Megabyte Drive or
a 5 Gigabyte Server, we have a model that
will fill your needs. Our drives include
state-of-the-art, SCSI technology with
features just not available from most
manufacturers.

filtered power outlets. We include all
cables, software, and utilities tl1at format,
change address, park and even repair
the drive.

If you're o n tile move our MioiMate
Series offers rugged portability in a small
convection cooled enclosure. This drive
easily fits into a briefcase or bag and
weighs in at less than 5 pounds.

Need to store a lot of information? With
our Multi Net II you can start small and
end up witl1 over 5 Gigabytes. The
Multi Net n even protects itself from power
brownouts and blacltOuts.
Internally, you can mount any of our
Syste m Internal drives. These drives
come with easy installation instructions
and all hardware.
So, if power and performance at an
affordable price are what you're looking
for .. . Rel~x and enjoy the drive.

Our Hard Plus Series includes a low
pro file enclosure with built-in power
distribution and four surge protected, noise

3101 Whipple Road #22 Union City, CA 94587 CA: 415/ 471-6112
U.S. Thll Prcc: 800/848-1313
Circle Reader Service Number 26

IBM PCs and Macintoshes
in the same office?
Nobody sharing
the same fdes?
You need DaynaFile, the
easiest way to share files between
Macintosh and IBM PCs.
DaynaFile lets a Macintosh
read from and write to IBM PC
disks. Just plug it in and it's ready
to go.
Now Macintosh and IBM PC

users can share the same disks
containing data files from Lotus
1-2-3TM, Excel™ ' dBASE™ ' WordPerfect™, PageMaker™, Microsoft™
Word-and more.
Call today and find out just
how easy it can be.
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Color Adds To Palette
Color has been available in the Macintosh
world for nearly two years. Given the time
it takes for software development,
Macintosh color paint programs have only
recently arrived on the scene.
You need a Macintosh II for color output
(or a Macintosh SE with Orchid's Colorvue
SE board). The Mac II is capable of producing more than 16 million colors, but you
won't get them all at the same time.
With a video card that includes 1 MB of
RAM, you'll only be able to display 16 colors
on screen at any one time. And doing so will
result in a harsh-looking display, because
there aren't enough different shades to create
a smooth transition from one color to another.
Installing a second megabyte of memory
on the video card lets you display 256 different colors on screen. This also produces
a much higher-quality image. Indeed, 2 MB
of RAM is becoming the minimum configuration for some of the more full-featured
color graphics programs.
It's nice to see a color image on your
Mac's screen, but what about reproducing
the image on paper? Printing output in color
from computers is still a shortcoming in the
Macintosh world.
The Apple ImageWriter ll produces color
output in the lower-quality range, and
Hewlett-Packard's slick and reasonably priced
Paint]et ($1,399) color ink-jet printer will be
able to print color Macintosh images in the
near future. Otherwise, the options are to use
the Tektronix, Computer Friends Panchroma,
CalComp or Mitsubishi color thermal printers,
which cost $5,000 to $8,000 each.
Color slide preparation can also be done
with camera-based equipment or videogenerated slides. Look to spend $3,000 to
$8,000 for this hardware, too. Before you
spend all your money, however, try using a
graphics service bureau that creates color
slides from color Macintosh files.
Resolution is another issue to consider.
The number of dots in each inch of a graphics image is a direct measure of image quality- the more dots, the nicer the image. But
creating images at 300 dots per inch (dpi)
vs. MacPaint's traditional 72 dpi (to match
the Mac's screen display) takes lots of work,
patience and memory. Some high-resolution
images can consume more than a megabyte.
The inclusion of a drawing mode, similar to
the functionality of MacDraw, is a feature of
many new paint programs. The originator of
this innovative and useful combination was
Silicon Beach with SuperPaint. Now Canvas
and LaserPaint also contain drawing modes.
Adrawing-mode option is especially useful
when high-quality geometric objects need to
be added to a bit-mapped paint scene. With
both paint and drawing modes, you can
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choose either bit-mapped freehand painting
or regular geometric object-oriented graphics.
Adrawing mode allows high-quality text
to be added to artwork. Regular bit-mapped
paint programs convert all text to bit-mapped
form. Therefore, even adding text in a
PostScript LaserWriter font such as Helvetica
won't achieve the expected 300 dpi quality.
Paint-only programs simply convert a
much lower-quality screen font image into
a bit-mapped form. If the programs have a
drawing mode, they can be used to enter
text and produce LaserWriter-quality text,
in addition to your artful masterpieces.
If you plan to use a paint program for creating business presentations and the like, having
a high-quality text mode can be important.
If artwork is important to you in your
everyday work, you need to match the
hardware to the software. By and large,
software functionality increases with cost. At
the upper end of the software price range,
you'll need a Mac II with at least 2 MB of
RAM and 2 MB of video-board RAM.
Things have really changed since the
early days of MacPaint. Perhaps it's time
you looked at your graphics needs. You
may be surprised at how much artistic
power resides in your Macintosh.
Your best results will be obtained from
the program that best matches your actual
needs. Try to keep your own particular
requirements in mind as you read the following software reviews.
The packages reviewed here are rated
against each other. If your needs are on the
low end, we suggest comparing MacPaint
and FullPaint. Look at Canvas, SuperPaint
and DeskPaint in the middle and LaserPaint,
Modem Artist and PixelPaint at the high
end. Note that Crystal Paint really doesn't fit
into any of these categories.

Canvas 2.0
Feature Packed
Macintosh 512KE with 1 MB ofRAM.

Performance: 9.0
Innovation: 8.0
Ease Of Use: 7.0
Documentation/Support: 8.0
Value: 5.0
Overall:

7.4

Like SuperPaint, Canvas combines painting and drawing functions into a single program. With Canvas, however, you get more
than a single program; the package includes
a freestanding Canvas application and a
desk accessory version that contains about
70 percent of the application's features.

And make no mistake, Canvas is loaded
with features.
For example, painting can take place at
dot densities ranging from MacPaint's 72 dpi
all the way up to the 2,540 dpi used by a
Linotronic 300 typesetter, which can make
for extremely large file sizes.
If you are using scanned images at 300
dpi, you'll find that Canvas' 300 dpi mode
will allow you to touch up and add to your
imported TIFF scanner images quite nicely.
Canvas also lets you change the resolution of existing files, converting a 72 dpi
MacPaint file into a 300 dpi form, for
instance. It also includes a macro feature
that lets you name certain graphics elements
in macro files for later use.
Text can be entered in Paint or Draw
mode; Draw mode, of course, results in
higher-quality text. Color is available, too,
for Mac n users.
Canvas also includes several other graphics forms. For example, you can select a
paint segment and convert it· into a paint
object that becomes a distinct entity defined
by a boundary, much like a draw object. The
paint object can then be skewed, slanted,
rotated and so forth just like a distinct unit.
Bezier curves are also available. In addition, PostScript text and graphics routines
can be included in your file.
Canvas offers fine control over painting
tools. Brush shape, spray-nozzle shape,
flow rate and patterns can be easily edited,
and there are 100 pen shapes included.
You're not restricted to a single-page
painting, either. If you have Michelangelosize talents, Canvas offers a paint and drawing area up to 81 square feet.

·Performance
Canvas allows you to create different layers and view or print each separate layer or all of them at one time.
And Canvas' numerous keyboard equivalents to menu items make using the program convenient for experienced users. The
program also provides ample control over
the creation of graphics shapes.
.
For example, there is a separate grab
handle on box shapes that lets a user modify the roundness of corners. In addition, a
mouse-position indicator shows the size and
angle of selected objects.
Text can be entered in the higher-quality
draw layer in black, white, color, gray scale
or pattern. There is, however, no subscript
or superscript command in the Text mode.
Free-form lines drawn with the pencil
tool, and polygons created with the polygon
tool, may be modified using control points
and the program's Smooth and Unsmooth
commands to create precise images.

I
I
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Documentation/Support
Canvas' manual is well illustrated and
complete: an improvement over earlier versions. Support is available through an excellent toll-free technical help line available to
all registered users. A short online help file is
included with the stand-alone progmm.

Value
Illustrated objects ca11 be scaled, alig11ed
a11d 1·otated ill Carwas 2.0.

There are 256 colors in Canvas' color
palette, and different palettes can be saved
as palette files for use as needed. The selection of gray scales is continuous - that is,
an~'lhing between 0 and 100 percent in 1
percent increments.
Objects can be drawn to one- or nvo-point
perspectives, and polygons can be split along
desired lines. Objects or groups of objects
may be selected and scaled with complete
control over vertical and horizontal scaling
factors, and a great deal of alignment control
can be assigned to objects.
Included are left- and right-side alignment,
horizontal or vertical centering, top or bottom
alignment, and alignment to a specified line
or point.
Canvas imports TIFF, MacPaint and PICT
Illes and saves in the same fom1ats.
The desk accessory (DA) version of the
program works quite well and contains most
of the basics. Left out is the ability to edit
patterns, bmsh and spray shapes, free rotate
text and objects, smooth polygons and show
the Clipboard.
Many users can handle all their graphics
needs. including color artwork and editing
scanner images, with this one package.

Innovation
It's hard to ignore the vast array of features and functionality built into Canvas and
Canvas DA- bit-mapped graphics in a wide
range of resolutions, MacDraw-style dmwings, LaserWriter-quality text, Bezier curves,
the ability 10 include PostScript routines,
even color.

Ease Of Use
Canvas 2.0 is, in many ways, easier to learn
and use than earlier versions of the program.
Now you can begin painting on the screen.
You don't have to first create a draw area and
then define it as a paint area, which is the
standard procedure in Canvas 1.0.
Auser soon gets up to speed with most, if
not all, of Canvas' wide variety of
graphics tools.

If you have a Macintosh II with a color
monitor, Canvas represents a good value.
If you have a monochrome system, the
5100 price increase over Version 1.0 is of
questionable value.

Symmetric a11d repeati11g paNer11s create a
s11owjlake effect ill Crystal Pa/111 1.02.

Ease Of Use

5299.95 retail; Version 2.0
5125 retail; Canvas DA 2.0
Deneba Software: 7855 NW 12th St., Ste. 202;
Miami, FL 33126; 305-594-6965

One of Crystal Paim's strengths is ease
of use. It is well designed and follows the
standard Macintosh interface.
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Crystal Paim's documentation is merely
sufficient.

Crystal Paint 1.02

Value

Fun Before Function
512K Macintosb or larger.

Performance: 5.0
Innovation: 3.0
Ease Of Use: 9.0
Documentation/Support: 5.0
Value: 3.0
Overall:
5.0
Crystal Paint is a specialized graphics
program; perhaps so specialized that most
users may not have a need for it, except for
entertainment purposes. The single function
of the program is to generate mathematically
symmetrical graphics designs from an
entered set of lines or other shapes.
If it's symmetric and repeating pauerns
you're after, then Crystal Paint is for you. The
program will do a variety of designs quickly
and efficiently. Keep in mind, though, that
the Bmsh Mirrors mode in MacPaim can also
be used to create symmetrical designs.

Performance
Crystal Paint works quickly to form spiral
and mirrored pauerns in a wide variety of
designs mnging from basic to complex. Of
course. complex designs require more time
for the computer to do the necessary calculations.. umerous repeating border patterns
can also be created.

Innovation
Crystal Paint is rather simplistic in design
and utility. \Y/e don't consider it to be especially innovative.

Documentation/Support

This program is not a standard graphics
program. II can be used to design regular symmetrical patterns and little else. Thus, most
users would find little value in Crystal Paint.
$79.95 retail; Version 1.02
Great Wave Software; 5353 Scotts Valley Dr.;
Scotts Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1990
Circle Reader Service Number 95

DeskPaint 2.0
Convenience And Power
For The Monochrome Artist
512K Macintosb or larger.

Performance: 8.0
Innovation: 8.0
Ease Of Use: 7.0
Documentation/Support: 7.0
Value: 8.0
Overall:
7.6
Desk Paint is a full-featured paint program
in desk-accessory form. This is very convenient, because the program can be installed
up to three times as a desk accessory, making
it accessible in multiple windows. ·
DeskPaint is now bundled with DeskDraw,
an object-oriented drawing program that
works like MacDraw. Unlike SuperPaint's
integrated approach, Desk Paint and
DeskDmw are separate programs. A
Desk Paint painting must be copied into
DeskDraw for objects and PostScript text
to be added.
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DeskDraw does include a Smooth Polygon command, which is useful for turning
jagged polygon shapes into rounded objects.
DeskDrdw is also handy for creating highquality text for placement into a word processor, especially where text can be stretched
or compressed into special effects for headlines and the.like.
Color can be added in the Draw mode,
but the selection is limited to six colors plus
black and white.
A world of design options is available
by tn1porttng MS-DOS TIFF files Into
DeskPailll 2.0.

If you have a scanner, DeskPaint is a
handy editing tool for TIFF images, and the
program can handle a wide range of resolutions. It also comes with a separate program
to convert MS-DOS TIFF files to Macintosh
format and vise versa.
DeskPaint includes the ability to accurately scale images by exact percentages or by
resolution. Aunique Auto Trace function,
which traces bit-mapped images into objectoriented polygons, is included as well.
Auto Trace lets you take a MacPaint or
TIFF image and convert it into a form composed of high-quality objects. This is like turning MacPaint or TIFF files into MacDraw files.
The Auto Trace function also allows you
to convert lower-quality bit-mapped images
into clear, crisp PICT files. This ability alone
makes Auto Trace worth the price of
Desk Paint for many users.
The program's Browse mode lets you
quickly look through MacPaint, Scrapbook,
TIFF and PICT files. You can even program
the Browse mode to do a slide-show routine.

Performance
Desk Paint is a handy tool that's always
available from the Apple menu.
Imported TIFF images can be lightened
or darkened and edited with a variety of
tools. The latest version of the program has
some added features, including a spray-can
paint function and the ability to set the flow
rate and nozzle shape.
Lines can have different vertical and hori·zontal thicknesses, and shapes can be in a
one- or.two-point perspective. Sixty-four
shapes can be chosen for the eraser and the
brushes, and there are 190 different brush
and fill patterns. A lot of power is built into
this desk accessory paint program.
Combined with DeskDmw, the package
handles most monochrome gmphics tasks
well, although the drdw package is somewhat
limited. For example, text blocks may be in
only a single font and size. There is also no
provision for superscripts or subscripts.
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Innovation
Given the amount of power and usefulness packed into a desk accessory, we consider DeskPaint an extremely innovative
product.

EaseOfUse
Desk Paint and DeskDmw are easy to use
and they follow the Macintosh interface very
closely.

Documentation/Support
The manual that comes with the package
is sufficient and well illustrated. There are
online help files for both the Paint and
Dmw modes, and technical support is available each weekday. Unfortunately, calls are
at the user's expense.

Value
Now that Canvas has become a color program and S100 more costly, DeskPaint is left
in quite a nice niche. For monochrome users
who want the convenience of a desk accessory paint program, DeskPaint is hard to beat.
Add the program's ability to convert paint
images to draw images and you have a software package that is an excellent value.
$129.95 retail; Version 2.0
Zedcor, Inc.; 4500 E. Speedway, Ste. 22;
Tucson, AZ 85712; 602-881-8101;
800-482-4 567
Circle Reader Service Number 96

FullPaint 1.0
In Need Of An Overhaul
512K Maci11tosb or larger.

Performance: 4.0
Innovation: 3.0
Ease Of Use: 9.0
Documentation/Support: 6.0
Value: 4.0
Overall:
5.2

FuUPalnt maintains "down-to-Eartb"jeatures but lacks "out-oftbls-world" upgrades.

As one of MacPaint's first competitors,
FuiiPaint offered several enhancements
over Apple's offering. That's ancient history,
however.
MacPaint, now in the hands of Claris, has
been given a much-needed face-lift. Now
it's FuiiPaint's turn, but its face-lift has yet
to come.
There is one difference between FuiiPaint
now and the original version. ColorPrint, a
color-coding package from Esoft Enterprises, is bundled with the program. This software allows you to add color coding to
FuiiPaint and PICT documents by using an
overlay method. This capability may be of
interest if you have a color printer such as
the ImageWriter II or Canon Color Inkjet.

Performance
There's little wrong with FuiiPaint, if all
you need are basic painting features. In fact,
there are only a few notable differences
between Full Paint and MacPaint.
For instance, MacPaint offers three magnification levels vs. a single level in FullPaint. Yet, Full Paint allows font sizes to be
user specified.
MacPaint configures your file to be the
start-up screen; FuiiPaint cannot. MacPaint
scales a selected area in percentages; FullPaint cannot.
Selections can be rotated in one-degree
increments in FuiiPaint, while MacPaint can
only rotate 90 degrees at a time. In addition,
you can create your own fill patterns in
FuiiPaint, but in MacPaint you cannot.
And FuiiPaint will allow you to skew, distort and add perspective to a selected region.
Your choice may depend on the presence or
absence of a particular needed feature.

Innovation
Full Paint has little in the way of innovative features. MacPaint was the innovator;
FuiiPaint is the follower.
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EaseOfUse
Because it's based so closely on MacPaint, it's not surprising that FuliPaint is
almost as easy to use.

Documentation/Support
FullPaint's documentation is as complete
as MacPaint's, but Ashton-Tate offers free
telephone support for the first 90 days.

Value
Again, we must look at FullPaint's features and usefulness in the same light as
MacPaint's. Because it costs $25 less FullPaint is the better value.
'
$99.95 retail; Version LOSE
Ashton-Tate; 20101 Hamilton Ave.;
Torrance, CA90502; 213-329-8000
Circle Reader Service Number 97

LaserPaint Color II
Lors Of Power In AConfusing Package
Macintosh II; 2MB ofRAM; 2MB ofRAJ\JI
on a graphics card; color monitor.
Performance: 7.0
Innovation: 8.0
Ease Of Use: 3.0

Documentation/Support: 4.0
Value: 8.0
Overall:

I
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;

LaserPaint has an almost bewildering variety of paint and drawing tools, but the tools
come with a somewhat bewildering manual
and an even more bewildering user interface.
There is nothing else quite like LaserPaint
in the Macintosh universe. In the hands of a
graphics designer, the program is a useful
combination of text and graphics functions.
It is not for amateurs, however.
LaserPaint includes powerful Paint, Text
and Draw modes. The painting tools can be
precisely edited for the desired shape and
pattern. Likewise, their paint flow rates can
be finely adjusted.
Each painting tool can "read" the current
color beneath it, so you can pick up a specific color from existing artwork and use the
color to retouch nearby areas.
The program's drawing tools are also rich
in features. For example, Bezier-type
curves, spirals and arcs allow an almost
unlimited control over shape. Lines can be
terminated with one of three possible end
caps: square, rounded or projected square.
In short, LaserPaint is loaded with features that offer precise control over all
aspects of text and graphics.

An almost infinite number ofptlintbrg and
drawing tools make LaserPaint Color II a
good value for power users.

Performance
Patience and time are two prerequisites
to using LaserPaint. The program's odd user
interface and the unusual sequence that you
must sometimes go through to make what
should be minor changes can be frustrating.
LaserPaint's tool menus are unlike those
found in any other application, and the program's painting and drawing tools can't be
displayed at the same time. Thankfully,
there is a function that allows you to assemble several of your most frequently used
painting and drawing tools in a single menu.
The sheer number of features present in
LaserPaint makes it a program worth considering. Many of its text-control features.
for example, are only present in desktop
publishing programs. Kerning, both intercharacter and interword. is teamed with
precise control over line spacing, called
"leading."
Text, which can be in colors and patterns
and stretched or squeezed in exact percentages, can have one of 11 possible shadows
added. Text can also flow around graphics.
Painting and drawing tools can be individually adjusted in a precise and controlled
manner. For example, the Duplicate command can be set to perform the exact number of duplicates needed. It places these
duplicates wherever you need them in relation to the original.
Painting can be carefully controlled using
various kinds of masks to limit the area
being spray painted or airbrushed.
Aserious LaserPaint problem is its slowness. If you go too fast, you will find that
LaserPaint's tools have fallen far behind and
the program will miss some of your strokes.
LaserPaint was developed as an ail-in-one
graphics package. It includes bit-mapped
painting, a MacDraw-type Draw mode,
PostScript drawing with shadings and fountains, and text curved around a prescribed
path. The program also features four-color
separation capabilities for producing color
printing masters.

In many ways, LaserPaint is a compilation
of the features found in programs such as
SuperPaint, Cricket Draw and Modern Artist.
Control over the brightness and contrast
of scanned gray-scale images is also finetuned in LaserPaint, as is the ability to color
correct and print four-color separationscomplete with registration and trim marks
for printing.
This package has lots of graphics goodies
for advanced users. It is rather different in
operation from other Macintosh programs,
however, and takes quite a bit of getting
used to.

Innovation
Kudos must go to the vendor. LaserWare,
for trying to include just about everything
you would ever want in a graphics program
in LaserPaint. There are a great many features here for advanced users. We just wish
the program were easier to use.

Ease Of Use
LaserPaint is the most difficult graphics
program to master that we have tried. It is
recommended only for professional graphics designers willing to spend the time
learning the intricacies of this rich and varied, but somewhat unusual, program.

Documentation/Support
LaserPaint's manual is horrendous.
Sparsely written with only a limited table
of contents and no index, the documentation almost forces you to call the vendor's
tOll-free (except for California) technical
support line for solutions to problems.
The manual seems to lag behind the
existing program version considerably, even
though there is an added Read Me update
on disk. The manual was written for Version
1.6, while the current program is Version 1.9.
We were promised that a new manual is
in the works.
Using the manual is a frustrating experience. Trying to quickly find the topic of
interest and the related explanations are
activities more suited to someone familiar
with the odd workings of LaserPaint.
Indeed, the documentation appears to be
written by someone intimately involved in
the program's development.
A fresh approach is in order.

Value
There's a lot of power in LaserPaint,
more than in any other program reviewed
in this article. Therefore, its value is high,
but only for advanced users who really
need all that power.
Average users needn't consider the
program.
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$595 retail; Version 1.9
LaserWare, Inc.; PO Box 668;
San Rafael, CA 94915;
415-453-9500 or 800-367-6898

Modern Artist 2.0
The Fun Of MacPaint With Lots Of
Color Effects
Macintosh II; 1 MB of RAM;
color monito1~ 2MB of RAM on graphics
board recommended.

Circle Reader Service Number 98

MacPaint 2.0
Where It All Began
512K Macintosh or larger.

A Snapshotjeat11re phts a11 Eraser make it
easy to change a11 image i11 !lfacPalllt 2.0.

Performance: 5.0
Innovation: 6.0
Ease Of Use: 9.0
Documentation/Support: 7.0
Value: 5.0
Overall:
6.4
MacPaint started the graphics revolution
and then rested on its laurels for several
years as newer, improved paint programs
c-.tme on the scene. Yet MacPaint still holds a
place in the he-,trts of Macintosh enthusiasts
and ranks very highly in units sold.
Version 2.0 includes several useful features, such as multiple windows. The
upgraded MacPaint allows more than one
document to be open at a time, making it
e-asier to cut and paste between documents.
The number of open windows depends on
the amount of memory installed in your Mac.
The snazziest addition is tear-off menus,
which allow you to remove the graphics tools
and fill pattern palettes from the top menu
bar and place them anywhere on screen.
If you have a large monitor, you'll find
this feature useful. By pressing "t" for tools
or "p" for pauerns you can show or hide
each menu at the current cursor position.
MacPaint 2.0 is well suited to large-screen
monitors and can show a full page of graphics.
SeverJI new ways of displaying text and
graphics are also available. For example,
text can appear above a graphic, under it, in
a box or show through blank areas. In addition, three magnific-.ttion levels (200, 400 and
800 percent) have replaced the single 800
percent FatBits mode in earlier versions.
A new Snapshot feature allows you 10
save an image in memory, continue to work
on it and revert to the Snapshot image if
you don't like your changes. This feature
also works with selected areas of painting.
The Magic Eraser feature erases only the
portion that has been added to an image
since the last Snapshot.

a

Performance
MacPaint 2.0 does a satisfactory job of
creating black and white bit-mapped paint-
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ings at 72 dots per inch. It serves as a basic
paint program for home and office use in
situations where few demands are placed
on work complexity.
Ascaling command and a mouse position indicator are helpful additions, and
there are also a number of newly added
keyboard equivalents in the upgrade.
MacPaint still provides only basic paint
capabilities, however. For example, adding
text in a MacPaint document results in bitmapped lmageWriter-style characters even
when printing from a LaserWriter.
Like its word processing cousin, MacWrite
5.0, MacPaint is best suited to those individuals who have simple, basic needs.

Performance: 8.0
Innovation: 7.0
Documentation/Support: 7.0
Ease Of Use: 8.0
Value: 8.0
Overall:
7.6
Modern Artist is a color paint program.
It will run on a I MB Mac II in monochrome.

Claris' documentation, which is quite good,
reflects the company's Apple origins. Support
is limited, but getting better as Claris finds
itself competing in a very active marketplace.

but the paint ing area will be smaller than the
8.5- by 6.7-inch area you'll have with 2 MB.
To really get the benefits of the program,
you'll need the system configuration recommended above.
Modern Artist is a paint-only program.
Object-oriented graphics and LaserWriterquality text are missing. But the program
still offers a lot of advantages.
First, Modern Artist gives you lots of
color and a number of interesting specialeffects tools. The tools can be used singly
or in conjunction with other tools to provide a great deal of latitude in the appearance of your paintings.
For example, you can paint with a wet
brush and have the paint slowly fade away
as you move the brush along; just like a real
brush full of paint. And you can configure
your paintbrush to paint with multiple colors, as in a rainbow.
'I'here's also a 3-D tool that allows you
to shade a circle from one color to another
giving a solid. spherical appearance. In '
addition, you can add a light source to illuminate the sphere from a certain angle.
With dithering and an expanded 2 MB
video card, the number of possible colors
leaps to as many as 5.5 million on a Mac II.
Users with a standard video card ( I MB)
can still use dithering to increase their range
to 17,000 colors.

Value

Performance

Innovation
MacPaint scored at the top in innovation
in 1984. In just a few short years, however,
the program - because of an adherence
to a basic set of capabilities - has been
surpassed by its competitors.

Ease Of Use
If MacPaint is anything, it's easy to use;
even preschoolers can use the program.

Documentation/Support

MacPaint 2.0 lives on in the shadow of
newer programs, such as SuperPaint,
DeskPaint and Canvas. The lack of an
object-oriented graphics mode seriously
reduces its value.
$125 retail; Version 2.0
Claris Corp.; 440 Clyde Ave.;
Mountain View. CA 94043;
415-962-8946
Circle Reader Service Number 99

Modern Artist does its job well. It
includes the expected features of colored
circles, ovals, rectangles, spray painting,
brushes and pencil (in Modern Artist. the
pencil tool is in the form of a crayon; a sensible choice for a color program). There's
also the ability to alter the shape of the
brush and the design of fill patterns.
As mentioned. these funclions arc now
expected in high-end color paint packages.
All the extras are what make Modern Artist
a fun and creative program to use.

Paint Software

Modern Artist 2.0 lets lifelike artwork take on a variety of spedal
effects, s11ch as streaking and 3-D.

For example, the program offers the
capability to smear colors to blur the edges
of images, and you can produce color shading and streaking with fills, brush strokes
and spray paint. There is also a Sunglasses
filter that imposes a transparent color over
selected regions. This feature can produce
some rather interesting and often unpredictable, yet pleasant, effects.
You can also change every instance of a
specific color to a new color by using the
Stain tool. You can even stain all but a single selected color. In addition, there is a Wet
Canvas mode to mix colors in areas that are
selected. These special paint effects can
produce very smooth and lifelike artwork.
Two color modes are featured in Modern
Artist: Standard, where the Apple-<leflned
256-color table is used, and Expert Color
mode, with access to any of the more than
16 million colors the Mac II is capable of
producing.
The former mode is saved in standard
PICT file format and is usable in any application that accepts PICT format. TI1e Expert
mode, however, which saves a special custom color table with each file, is not generally compatible with other applications.
Other interesting effects can be made
with the 3-D command. When used with
the box tool, for example, a cubic box is
drawn. There is also a plotted curve feature
that allows you to create smooth curves
from a series of two to 100 points.
Unfortunately, the text mode is bit mapped.
Text characters won't look much better than
the screen image.
Modern Artist imports MacPaint and
EnC'.tpsulated PostScript (EPS) files. When
importing EPS files, only the bit-mapped
screen image is used. Thus, the resolution
independence of pure PostScript is not
retained inside Modern Artist.

Foregro11nd and backgro11nd can be easily displayed and enhanced
with PixeiPaint 1.1.

Version 2.0 includes a color separation
program that prints accumte color separations of color PICT II files.

PixelPaint 1.1

Innovation

Macilllosh Uwilb 2MB ofRAM; 2MB ofRAM
on a grapbics card and a color monilor.

Modern Artist is an innovative program,
especially in many of its special paint
effects.

EaseOfUse
Modern Artist isn't as easy to use as MacPaint, but it's not far behind. The progmm's
tool panel and color palette are, for the
most part, simple and easy to use. Modern
Artist's page layout, however, may take a bit
of getting used to. It is a sideways sheet of
paper.
One nice feature is the color independence of each painting tool. You can set
each tool as a different color, and each tool
is displayed according to your selection on
the tool panel.
There are several keyboard equivalents,
but more would be a welcome addition for
frequent users.

Documentation/Support
The manual accompanying Modern Artist
is thorough and complete. It has an index
and table of contents and includes a reference section for each tool and command.
Telephone support is available, but user paid.

Value
Overall, Modern Artist is a valuable addition to a color gmphics artist's software collection. The program has lots of useful
features and is easy to learn and use.
S445 retail; Version 2.0
Computer Friends, Inc.; 14250 N\V Science
Park Dr.; Portland. OR 97229; 503-626-2291
Circle Reader Service Number 100

A Color Showcase
With Plenty Of Features

Performance: 8.0
Innovation: 8.0
Ease Of Use: 7.0
Documentation/Supporu 7.0
Value: 8.0
Overall:
7.6

I

I

Like Modern Artist, PixelPaint is strictly
a bit-mapped paint program -there's no
MacDraw-type mode. Don't think that PixelPaint is short on power graphics features,
however. This progmm is a heavy hitter.
For example, it handles input from MacPaint, Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) and
PICT formats. You can create your masterpieces using one of the 12 standard color
palettes used with the program or you can
create your own custom color setup.
PixelPaint includes a wide variety of
color control with definitions of foreground,
background and blended colors. The Iauer
can produce a rainbow effect of colors
spread between two user-defined colors.
Even multicolored brush, fill, lines and
shapes are possible.
The brush can be configured to paint with
whatever image you have copied to the Clipboard. It can also cycle through the entire
palette of colors, paint with rwo colors, add
a fill pattern or shadow to a painted stroke,
smudge and smear the paint, or add a wash
effect to the paint.
New features include the ability to have
the spmy can act as a standard spray can
that releases paint as you move. If you like,
you can also convert the spray can into an
airbrush that is confined to a stationary area.
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With the spray tools, you can also use
the Clipboard image as a pattern, cycle
through the color spectrum, splatter paint at
the canvas in solid colors or cycle between
selected multiple colors. And you can pick
up colors to reproduce the same shade in
other parts of a painting.
Agreat deal of control over lines and
shapes is offered in PixeiPaint. For example,
different line weights can be assigned to
horizontal and vertical portions of a box
shape. Lines can be randomized, drawn as
radiating from a single point, given colored
edges or given a 3-D effect.
Line widths can be set up to 100 pixels
wide, and horizontal and vertical widths can
be set separately to create tapered lines.
All in all, PixelPaint is a color paint program with features galore.
SuperMac recently introduced PixeiPaint
Professional, which includes built-in color
separation, PixeiScan scanning software,
spot color separation, sophisticated color
dithering, a Quickcolor Editor and much
more. l11e package sells for S595, or SIOO
more than PixeiPaint.

Performance
It's great to have a lot of different features available, but it's even beuer when the
features work as well as those in PixeiPainL
If you're looking for the ability 10 use your
painted images in other applications, such
as desktop publishing, PixeiPaint offers you
a wide range of choices. The program supports a variety of file formats, including
PICT and EPSF. Unfortunately, it doesn't
include a color-separation mode.
Color selection is also a power feature.
PixciPaint has 11 different built-in color
palettes, each containing 256 colors. You
can also create your own.
There is a paleue for earth tones and
another for flesh tones. In addition, there's a
gr'Jy-scale paleue with 256 gradations from
black to white.
Special effects in PixeiPaint arc nt~~ner
ous. You can configure the paintbrush to
paint with whatever image is present in the
Clipboard, with two colors, cycle the brush
through selected colors as you paint, add a
pauern to the colors, create a drop shadow
as you paint, add a lighter shade of the

paint color as you go over the image (called
Charcoaling), or smear in a different color.
In may ways, PixelPaint is close to how
artists actually use real paints on canvas and
has even more possibilities.

Innovation
There are lots of goodies in PixeiPaint,
but probably its most innovative feature is
the program's adherence to the actual way
artists paint on canvas.

Ease Of Use
In spite of a bevy of fe-atures, PixelPaint is
easy to learn and use. Most users should have
little problem gaining speed and confidence.

Documentation/Support
PixeiPaint's manual is well wriuen and
well illustrated. There are seveml examples
of PixelPaint art on the Art disk included
with the program. The program manual
offers a chapter detailing the creation of
each example.
No online help is available, but the
manua! is easy to use and is well indexed.

Color Output That Sizzles
From Your Apple* Macintoshn.' II.
If you're looking for an easy-to-use color primer that delivers fast, high
quality color output, with full Apple Macintosh li compatibility, look at the
0330-70 from Mitsubishi Electronics.
A built-in video interface enables the 0330-70 to create a permanent copy
o n glossy paper or transparency film of any image viewed on your computer
mo nitor.
With ISO dots per inch resolution, the 0330-70 is ideally suited for presentation graphics, paint-type graphic art and PC CAD. It operates smoothly in
several PC environments, including the Apple Macintosh II, IBM®PC/XT I AT
and compatibles, or IBM PS/2!" The 0330-70 can prim the screen displays
from popular graphics boards, including Mac ll, CGA, EGA and VGA.
For fast, bold, brilliant color output directly from your monitor, specify the
Mitsubishi~ 0330-70. At a suggested retail price of $5900, the 0330-70 offers the
most convenient method for high quality color output.
For product information or nearest authorized Mitsubishi
Electronics sales representatives, please calll-800-556-1234,
ext. 54R. In California, calll-800-441-2345, ext. 54R. Mitsubishi
Electronics America, Inc., Computer Peripherals Division,
991 Knox Street, Torrance, CA 90502, (213) 217-5732.
The G330-70 rolor rhennal
transfer prinrer produces a
full-color 8 1h • :r II " page or
rransparency in about 80 seconds.

6 MITSUBISHI
; . ELECTRONICS
Circle Reader Service Number 27
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APalette
Of Paint
Programs
Price
Windows
Resolution, dpi

$295
Yes
72-2540
dpi
Color
Yes
Minimum RAM
1MB
Application Size, K
625K
Mouse Position
Yes
Online Help
Yes
No. Of Fill Patterns
56
Open MacPaint Files
Yes
Save As PICT
Yes
Multipage File
Yes
Hide Tools
No
Levels Of Magnification
15
Custom Font Sizing
Yes
Line-Angle Constraints (in degrees) 45, 90

$79.95 $129.95 $99.95
Yes
Yes
No
72 dpi 72-4000 72 dpi
dpi
No
No
No
512K 512K 512K
150K
133K 46K
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
28
0
190
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
1
N! A
4
Yes
Yes
N/A
N/A
45,
90
90

$495
Yes
72-600
dpi
Yes
2MB
668K
Yes
No
48
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Trace Edges
Edit Brush Shapes
Start-Up Screen
Text Wrap In Blocks
Mixed Fonts & Styles In Block
Edit In Text Block
PostScript Fonts
Gray Scales
Color Printing
Draw Mode
Edit Fill Patterns
Free Rotate
Edit Spray Pattern
Superscript & Subscript

N/ A
N! A
No
N/ A
N/A
N/A
N!A
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No••
Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
.No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

$125
$495
$495 $199
Yes
No
No
Yes
72 dpi 72 dpi 72 dpi 72 and
300 dpi
No
Yes
Yes
No
512K 1MB 1 MB 512K
149K 255K 449K 184K
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
64
38
36
72
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes• No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

3

3

3

3

3

Yes
45, 90

No
45, 90

Yes
45, 90

Yes
45, 90

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Ye's
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
15, 30,
45, 60,
90
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

N/A-Not applicable. 'Paint area can be up to 14' x 14" with sufficient memory. "A separate draw program is provided.
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Conclusions

Telephone support is available, but at the
user's expense.

Value
If you're looking for a good color paint
program, PixelPaint should satisfy your
needs. It has lots of features and is intuitive
in use. The program represents an excellent value.

$495 retail; Version 1.1
SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo
Ave.; Mountain View, CA 94043;
415-964-8884
Circle Reader Service Number 101

SuperPaint 1.1
ASuper Paint/Draw Combination
512K Macintosb or /arge1:

Performance: 9.0
Innovation: 9.0

Ease Of Use: 7.0
Documentation/Support: 6.0
Value: 7.0
(}veraih

7.6

When SuperPaint was introduced a few
years ago, it broke new ground by combining a painting layer with a drawing layer.
It was as if the features of MacPaint were
suddenly combined with the features of
MacDraw.

Performance
SuperPaint provides all of the basic MacPaint and MacDraw functions. The program
also provides painting capabilities at MacPaint's 72 dpi resolution and fine editing at
300 dpi (called l.aserBits).
Because the program offers three levels
of magnification, a SuperPaint user can
draw shapes having different horizontal and
vertical line widths. Combined with the arc
tool, for example, this results in a "rat's tail"
tapered curve.
Polygons can also be painted or drawn.
The program's handy Nudge command
can be used to move selected objects one
pixel at a time in any diredion. Unfortunately, SuperPaint lacks MacDraw's useful Smooth
Polygon command to create a continuous
curve from an angled polygon shape.

Users can scale images for size witb
SuperPaint 1.1.

One of SuperPaint's best features is its
text-handling capability in the drawing layer.
Laser\Vriter-quality text is offered in userspecified font sizes, including word wrap
and the ability to edit text at a later time.
However, you cannot mix fonts, type styles
or sizes in a single text block. Also lacking
are superscripts and subscripts.
If you don't need high-quality text, you
can place text in the paint layer and then
fill outline or shadow characters with a fill
pattern.
SuperPainr includes SuperConvert, a program that turns your TIFF and EPSF files
into a SuperPaint-compatible form. You can
edit the scan at 300 clpi and also add text.

Innovation
SuperPaint combines the best of the
painting and drawing worlds and was the
first program to do so. It is a welcome addition to computerized graphics design.

Ease Of Use
For a program of irs versatility, SuperPaint is easy to learn and offers a number of
keyboard shortcuts.

Documentation/Support
The SuperPaint manual is clear and
straightforward, but telephone support is
user paid.

Value
SuperPaint can substitute for both MacPaint and MacDr.tw for a great many users.
This capability makes the program a good
value for users with monochrome Macs.
S199 retail; Version l.l
Silicon Beach Software; PO Box 261430;
San Diego, CA 92126; 619-695-6956
Circ le Reader Service Number 102
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Your Macintosh is a graphics computer.
It works great with text and numbers, but
graphics are where it really shines, especially now that the Mac II brings color into the
Macintosh world.
It's not surprising that there are many
fine paint programs for your Macintosh.
Now all you have to do is decide which
one or ones you need.
For many people, SuperPaint or Desk Paint
will handle just about any painting or drawing requirement they might have. Either one
is a good all-around, stand-alone progr.tm,
especially for monochrome Mac users.
Color, not surprisingly, adds complications to making a choice. Canvas 2.0 is a
good program that combines painting and
drawing features in one package, along with
the ability to create high-quality PostScript
text. And its support of color is quite good;
even professional gmphics artists will find
the program's features powerful.
Modern Artist and PixeiPaint are also
very good color paint programs, but they
lack a drawing mode and PostScript text.
They are, however, particularly well suited
to creating an artistic environment close to
that of actual painting.
There were several new color paint
offerings in development at the rime this
review was being written. NuPaint from
NuEquation, Studio 8 from Electronic Arts,
Photon Paint from Microlllusion, PixeiPaint
Professional from SuperMac Software and
Cricket Paint from Cricket Software arc
examples of things to come. (Editor's Note:
We will be reviewing those packages as
they come in.)
Finally, there's LaserPaint and its plethora
of paint, draw and PostScript features.
If your job is graphics arts, then LaserPaint
should be of interest to you. It is a continually developing progr.tm and is rich in
advanced features that are shrouded in a
somewhat difficult-to-master environment.
MacPaint graphics cre-ated much of the
original excitement about the Macintosh.
Painting on your Macintosh is still exciting,
and it's time you took a new look at the
paint software available. Things have
changed a lot since 1984, and all the
changes are to your advantage. •

-Roger Hart
Tbe autbor is a contributing editor of
The Macintosh Buyer's Guide.
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Product Intelligence For
The Macintosh
The 1989 Macintosh Product
Registry provides full descriptions
on every product available to the
Macintosh user. These listings are
the definitive source for all hardware and software for reference and
compartson.
As an added bonus, every
Registl)' contains a two-disk product reference guide in HyperCard
format. You can sort, locate and
print out information on any
Macintosh product with a short

description, system requirements,
price and company information.
While every product is listed with
a brief description, system requirements , price and company
name/address on the disks and in
our quarterly publication (The
Macintosh Buyer's Guide) , the magazine format only leaves room for
new products and featured categories to be given full product
descri ptions. The 1989 Macintosh
Product RegistJy, by comparison,

provides a complete and comprehensive rundown on every software
program, every monitor and peripheral dev ice--even entertainment
software.

The 1989 Macintosh Product
Registry with the two-disk reference guide is only $ 19.95. Purchase
the Registry with a subscription to
The Macintosh Buyer's Guide and
save even more.
Fill out the attached card or call
800-826-9553 and say "Bill Me !"
Circle Reader Service Number 51
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Glossary

Glossary Of Desktop
Publishing Terms
Bit Map: Atype of graphic where
the image is composed of tiny dots,
or bits, aligned on a grid.

Kerning: Selectively reducing the
space between individual pairs of
lerrers to improve appearance.

Crop: To proportionately cut off
portions of an image to be used in
a graphic.

Leading (pronounced "ledding"):
The horizontal space between lines
of type.

Design Grids: Aseries of invisible
horizontal and vertical lines that
provide underlying organization to
a document.

Line Art: Art composed of only

Dithering: Placing clots around an
image to soften an edge, smooth a
jagged line or simulate a shade or tone.
Em Space: Aprinter's measurement
used to describe a unit of measure
equal to the width of the letter "m"
of the font being used.
Encapsulated PostScript (EPS):
A file format that carries both a
description of a graphics image in
the PostScript language and an
optional bit-map equivalent for the
screen display.
Font: Aset of characters in one
typeface, including uppercase and
lowercase characters, figures and
punctuation marks.
Halftone: Amethod of representing
shades of intensity using different
combinations of tiny dots.
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Rotate: To move an element in an
imaginary circle around a fixed point.
Scale: Reducing or enlarging an
element or group of elements based
on the direction or distance moved
from a fixed point. Scaling an object
sizes it in proportion to a fixed
point.

black and white markings.

Paginate: The process of breaking
text blocks into pages.

Scanned Images: Documents
created with scanning hardware
and software that converts twoand three-dimensional images into
a computerized file made up of a
collection of tiny dots.

Picture Format (PICf): The format
used for the storage and exchange
of graphics on the Macintosh.

Skew: To transform an element
so that its horizontal and vertical
measurements change in angle.

Pixel: The smallest object or dot
that can be changed in a display.

Template: Adocument that serves
as the starting point for a new illustration complete with artwork, styles,
colors and document specifications.
It can be thought of as a transparent
overlay that outlines the document.

Pantone Color: A brand name for a
system of specifying colors.

Point Size: Ameasure used to
indicate the size of the type. Lt is
equivalent to 1/72 of an inch.
PostScript-Based Graphics: Atype
of graphics based upon the language
developed by Adobe Systems, Inc.
Resolution: Resolution is measured
in dots per inch on computers and
printers. The more dots per inch, the
finer the resolution and the more
perfect the elements look to the eye.

Tagged Image File Format (TIFF):
A file format developed as a standard for documents by Aldus Corp.,
Adobe Systems, Inc. and Apple
Computer, Inc. TIFF is mainly used
to represent scanned images and
other large bit-mapped images.
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Software Review

Art Room 2.0
CD-ROM Software
Maci111osh Plus or larger; CD-ROM drive.

'

., .
-
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Performance: 9.0
Innovation: 9.0
Ease Of Use: 8.0
Documentation/Support: 7.0
Value: 5.0
Overall:
7.6

Image Club calls its new CD-ROM product Art Room, but the product could also be
called Type Room, Photo Room or Illustrator Tools Room. The collection of images
stored on this new CD is overwhelming.
Keep in mind that a computerized CDROM is a polycarbonate disk, 120mm wide
and 12mm thick, that holds digitally encoded data -the same technology used for
music COs. Because the data track, which
is read by a laser, is so thin, there's actually
a continuous thread of digital information
that's more than three miles long.
The average computerized CD can hold
more than 550 MB, which is about the same
as 700 diskel!es.
Art Room 2.0 contains a wide variety of
desktop publishing tools. For instance, there
are more than 500 scanned gray-scale photographs, 10 volumes of PostScript clip art
and more than 100 different laser fonts in
the Hot Type library.
All this information is available at the
touch of a key. The CD-ROMhardware,
also available through Image Club (as well
as other sources), connects to a Macintosh
through the SCSI (small computer systems
interface) port and is "seen" by the computer
as another data drive.
To open the CD, merely double-click on
its icon. Inside are files and folders, just as
on any normal disk.
Clip art has gained a bit of a bad reputation, and the name is often considered
synonymous wi.th "bad art." Some sources
of clip art are highly regarded, but much
of the public domain art available on Compuserve and from computer bulletin board
services is terrible. The inexpensive diskenes advertised in many magazines are
equally unusable in anything but the most
amateur of publications.

A selectio11 of clip art, photographs a11d laserf ollts make up Art Roon~ a CD-ROM package
for desktop ar-tistry.

So it was with some trepidation that we
examined Art Room's files. Happily, we discovered that our fears were misplaced.
In fact, Art Room's art selection is fantastic. Images are clean and smooth, appropriate to business and professionally dmwn.
Few look like "computer art," and those that
do exhibit interesting output variations
available only through PostScript (graduated
screens within type and so forth).
Images are predominantly in Illustrator
and Cricket Draw formats and can be read
into a wide variety of programs, including
QuarkXPress from Quark, Inc. and PageMaker from Aldus Corp.
An important difference between Art
Room's artwork and clip art from most other
sources is that Art Room's offerings are
object oriented - and in the PostScript language. This means the images in Art Room
can be scaled and distorted and will not
lose their resolution.
Most other clip art is available in a bit7
mapped format, constructed with thousands
of tiny dots. If you enlarge an image created
in this format, the dots become larger and
the edges of the image become jagged.
With Art Room images, smooth lines and
curves remain smooth, regardless of the size
you make them.

You can also color Art Room images,
which makes them great for publications
that use spot color. With screened artwork,
unlike bit-mapped images, the screens will
retain their original density regardless of
scaling.
For users who find Art Room's $1,000
price tag hard to swallow (not to mention
another $1,000 or more for a CD-ROM
drive), Image Club alse sells its images on
diskettes. An 80-page color catalog, along
with 10MBofVideoWorks II (MacroMind,
Inc.) demonstrations, 100 PostScript images
and one downloadable PostScript font, is
available in demo form for $59. For most
people, this will be a good place to start.
If you're involved in publications that
need a crisp, professional look and are clipart intensive, or want instant access to an
amazing library of special-effect fonts, Art
Room is a solid value. •
- 71Jom Hmtmann

S999 retail; Version 2.0
Image Club Graphics; 2915 19th St. NE,
Ste. 206; Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2E 7A2;
403-250-1969
Circle Reader Service Number 113
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Software Review

Comment
Desk Accessory Note Processor
512K or larger Macillfosh.

Performance: 6.0
Innovation: 8.0
Ease Of Use: 8.0
Documentation/Support: 5.0
Value: 5.0
Overall:
6.4

This scenario has probably happened to
everybody: You're working on a document
at your Mac when you have a sudden brainstorm related to what you're doing, but
there's no place in the document to make
a note. What you need is a special window
that lets you record your thoughts before
you forget them.
Comment, a note processing software
package that serves as an electronic "Post-It"
notepad, is the solution to this problem.
The program conveniently lets a user attach
notes anywhere in a document.
Comment produces four types of notes:
Ordinary, Window, ScrJtch and Time.
Ordinary notes are attached to selected
parts of a document. Window notes are
attached to a document, but not to any particular position. Scmtch notes aren't
attached to anything, and Time notes are set
to pop up at specified dates and times.
Time notes are particularly useful. Selecting Time Note from the Comment menu
allows a user to set a note to appear at a
particular time on a specified day. ATime
note may be set to provide advance
warning from one minute to 99 months.
Such advance warnings would be useful,
for example, as reminders to purchase and
mail birthday cards.
Notes can also be set to repeat daily,
weekly, monthly or annually. If a Time
note reminder appears at an inconvenient
moment, a user can choose to delay the
reminder from five minutes to an hourkind of like a snooze-alarm feature. The
delay doesn't interfere with the repeat feature; repeats still occur on schedule
(see Figure 1).
Notes can contain many different kinds
of material, including text, drawings or
graphics. Because the cut, paste and copy
functions are all available within the notes,
a user can paste in items such as dmwings
and gmphs from other applications.
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Figure 1 -Reminders call pop up 011 a lime
delay, much like 011 a 'SIIOOZe·alanll"jeature.

Figure 2 -ltrstant co11Ve11ience for note
wrlti11g while computi11g a spreadsheet.

The font, size and style of print are
selectable within a note, but each selection
remains the same for an entire note. For
example, a user can't make only certain
words appear in boldface.
It's easy to set margins and justification
options for a note. If a user wants a note to
be right justified with 2-inch margins, he or
she must set the margins on the note's ruler
and click on the right-justification symbol in
the lower left corner of the Note window.
Note windows are resizable by clicking in
the zoom box. To change the size and margins at the same time, a user can save a step
by double-clicking in the size box at the bottom right corner of the Note window. This
automatically expands the margin markers to
allow text to fill the entire window.
Command-key equivalents are provided
for most of Comment's functions. Some of
the equivalents are user definable. Thus, if
the default command-key sequences conflict
with the particular software being used, the
sequences can easily be changed.
While Comment can be used with many
different types of applications, the progmm's
capabilities are most useful and work best
with spreadsheet and word processing
software.
Using Comment with a spreadsheet
allows a user to attach a note to a particular cell. The user may, for instance, add a
reminder to double-check some figures or
include an explanation for a particular entry.
Creating a note is as simple as doubleclicking on a cell. The Note window
appears on screen with that cell (the cell the
user double-clicked on) as its title, ready for
the user to enter the note (see Figure 2).
In most spreadsheets, if a user moves the
information in a cell, the note moves with it.
Making this happen requires a few extm steps
in spreadsheets created in Microsoft Works.
Comment marks viewable notes with
an X on the screen. This is a handy way to
locate notes attached to a particular" place in
a spreadsheet or document. Clicking on the
X reveals the note. Clicking anywhere else
makes the marks disappear.

Anote can also be enabled to pop up
automatically when a user selects the cell
the note is attached to. If a note is not
enabled, it won't pop up automatically,
but it can be retrieved by double-clicking
on the cell.
Comment works similarly with word processors. There are some differences, however, because word processors lack the grid
structure of spreadsheets. To attach a note to
a section of text, a user selects the text and
then chooses Note from the Comment menu.
A tote window appears with all or part
of the selected text as its title (see Figure 3).
It's possible to mark and enable notes in
word processing documents, too. In a word
processor, an enabled note pops up as a
user scrolls through a document.
Comment's user's guide cautions that this
procedure may prove to be a bit of a nuisance. The program cannot distinguish
between different occurrences of a particular word, and a note may pop up inconveniently or when a user doesn't want it to.
If a user attached a note to the word
"profit" and enabled it. The note would pop
up anytime the word "profit" appeared in
text, not just at the specific location where
the note was created.
Comment includes a Note Manager,
which allows a user to perform such functions as deleting a note, duplicating a note
or changing the anachment point of a note
(see Figure 4).
The program even has a search capability
that allows a user to attach a copy of a note
to every file that contains a particular word
or phrase.
Comment's print function can print
either selected notes or an entire note file.
The print function works with both the
ImageWriter and LaserWriter printers.
Because Comment is a desk accessory,
it must be installed in a user's system file
with the Font!DA Mover, which is included
on the program disk. The Comment user's
guide provides clear instructions for installing the progmm on single-drive, dual-drive
and hard disk systems.
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Figure 3 - Users can add detailed notes to
selected text.

Figure 4 -Notes can be edited, deleted or
copied.

Once installed, Comment may either be
started by selecting Comment from the
Apple menu or with the AutoLoader. With
the Iauer choice, Comment is loaded automatically as a user opens an application.
The AutoLoader offers several options.
By placing an asterisk before the name of
the AutoLoader icon in the System Folder,
a user can set Comment to load with all
applications as they are opened. If automatic loading is desired with only one or two
applications, the user can place the asterisk
before the names of the desired applications in the Finder's desktop.
Once Comment is loaded, an asterisk
appears in the menu bar of the application
being used. Clicking on this asterisk pulls
down the Comment menu.
According to its documentation, Comment
should work with nearly any Macintosh program, with the exception of some older software applications. Our experiences suggest
that Comment's compatibility may not be
quite so universal.
We experimented with several different
types of applications and Comment didn't
perform as smoothly as we would have liked.
In Trapeze from Access Technology,
Inc., for example, we found that Comment
behaved somewhat unpredictably. When
we clicked the close box on a note or the
Note Manager, the asterisk in the menu bar
disappeared, and we had to reload Comment from the Apple menu.
When we tried an enabled note in MindWrite 1.1 , also from Access Technology, we
got caught in a hard-to-break cycle in which
the note kept popping up again immediately after we clicked the close box, even
though the selected word appeared in the
document only once.
Notes that were not enabled worked fine
in MindWrite, and we had no trouble at all
using Comment with Microsoft Word 3.01.

WordPerfect from WordPerfect Corp.
was another matter, however. Even though
we placed the asterisk in the title of the
WordPerfect program, the AutoLoader didn't
work. When we tried to load Comment
from the Apple menu, we usually got a system error. Loading Comment with Command-Shift-L didn't produce the error.
Comment2.0 represents a major
upgrade from earlier versions of the program. The vendor's upgrade policy provides
free upgrades to users when a program is
upgraded within 90 days of purchase. Other
Comment 1.1 users may upgrade for $15
directly from Deneba Software.
Comment provides another feature that
we'd like to see offered more frequently. If
users enjoy the program and would like to
share it with their friends, the vendor has
provided a legal, though limited, way to do so.
When a user makes a backup copy of
the disk and then opens it for the first time,
he or she will be asked to provide the name
and serial number of the original disk. If
the user types in Demo instead of the serial
number, he or she will have a legal demo
copy to give a friend.
This demo offers all of Comment's functions, but limits the number of notes in a
Note file to five, instead of the 520 notes
per file in the purchased version.
We like Comment and appreciate its
usefulness. If a user needs the ability to
place notes in spreadsheets or word processing documents, Comment is worth
considering. •
- Sandra Irish

599.95 retail; Version 2.0
Deneba Software; 7855 I\Yil2th St., Ste.
202; Miami, FL 33126; 305-594-6965
Circle Reader Service Number 114
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Software Review

Digital Darkroom
Image processing software
Macintosh Plus or larger; bard disk drive.
Performance: 8.0
Innovation: 9.0
Documentation/Support: 9.0
Ease Of Use: 7.0
Value: 9.0
Overall:

8.4

Digital Darkroom is an awesome testament to a computer's ability to manipulate
photographic images. More than just wheeling the .Macintosh into the darkroom, Digital
Darkroom introduces the darkroom to the
sophisticated image manipulation capabilities of the computer. For example, an artist
with Digital Darkroom can straighten the
Leaning Tower of Pisa (Figure 1).
Digital Darkroom is a must for anyone
dealing with gray-scale images. The program has a wide range of image modifiers,
powerful paste and blend options, sensitive
touch-up tools and an advanced Auto Trace
function that changes gray-scale images to
Bezier line dmwings. Properly employed,
Digital Darkroom can enhance single
images, blend multiple images or change
photographs into illustrations.
This capability does not come cheaply,
however. To use Digital Darkroom to its
best advantage, a user needs to be working
on a Macintosh II with a high-resolution
monitor and a video card capable of 256
shades of gray. The user should also have
access to a gray-scale scanner and a
Linotronic printer (see sidebar).

Gray-Scale Images
Asimple bit-mapped image, such as a
user might generate in MacPaint, is an
arrangement of black and white pixels.
Though portions of the image may appear
gray, this is only due to the relative placement of the black or white bits.
Agray-scale image as viewed on a computer screen also consists of pixels. However, rather than only being black or white,
these pixels store information that tells the
computer what shade of gray (or "gray
value") they represent. Agray-scale image
can contain pixels ranging from level I
(white) to level 256 (black). Rather than
changing the relative placement of pixels,
Digital Darkroom reads and changes the
gray value of selected pixels.
Because Digital Darkroom employs
image layers, a user can tty various changes
before applying them permanently to an
original image.
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Fig11re 1- The Lea11ing Tower of Pisa lemzs rzo lorzger wilb Digital Darkroom's image
modijyirrg capabilities.

Enhancing The Complete Image
Digital Darkr9om's most basic imageenhancement functions are its Brightness/
Contrast controls. Often, just resetting a picture's brightness and contrast is enough to
provide the desired effect.
A user can Invert. Posterize or Gray-Scale
Modify an image. A photo studio we contacted uses Digital Darkroom's Invert function to save steps in producing black and
white slides. By inverting images in Digital
Darkroom and sending the negatives direaly
to a film printer, the studio can produce positive black and white slides in a single step.
With the Posterize function, a user can
change a multigray-level image into one
containing a select number of gray "colors."
A high-contrast image is an example of a
picture posterized into two gray levels.
For more specific image modification,
Digital Darkroom will replace any particular
range of grays with another set of gray values. This enhancement can be used ro lighten or darken a specific set of gray values
throughout an image.
Digital Darkroom lets a user call up various gray-scale plots to describe an image.
The plots look complicated, but they can
be quite useful.
A hi st ogrt~m , which shows the distribution of gray shades throughout a picture,
can indicate if a scanned image is going to
respond favorably to gray-scale modification. Abell-shaped plot shows a ''normal
gray-scale distribution" and indicates an
image that can probably be successfully
modified.

Other distribution curves may indicate
that a user needs to modify portions of an
image or begin again using another scan.
The user can generally tell if a single image
is well scanned just by looking at it. When
dealing with many images, however, a histogram may be the most convenient way to
check the scanned quality of an original.
An ophthalmologist we spoke to finds
the histogram an invaluable way to check
the image consistency of the many retinal
scans he inspects daily.
Another window, the gray map, shows
how image modifications redistributed the
gray levels from an original to the image
seen on screen. If a user hasn't made any
changes, this line graph is a 45-degree line
(from gray level 0 to level 256) indicating
that each level on the original "maps" to the
same gray level on the monitor.
If a user "posterizes" an image into four
levels of gray, however, the gray map will
change to a four-level, regular stair-step pattern. The gray map is more·than just an
indicator. The user can change an effect by
redrawing the charted line.

Enhancing And Transforming
Selected Image Portions
Image selections are so important to
Digital Darkroom that the program's manual
devotes a complete section to its selection
tools. Four variations on the classic selection marquee - a rectangle, polygon, circle
and free-form selection tool - plus a magic
wand, permit a user to encircle, add, subtract, split and eliminate multiple sections
within an image.
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Digital Darkroom's magic wand is an
"intelligent" selection tool. When a user
clicks on an image with the magic wand,
the tool reads that spot's gray-scale information and begins to search in all directions,
selecting the area that contains the gray
value read and other "close" gray values.
If the tool doesn't capture a large enough
area. the user can instruct it to widen its
scope. The magic wand is most dependable, providing that the image section being
selected doesn't contain too many different
gray values.
Digital Darkroom can enhance discrete
selections by filling them (with chosen
gray levels, textures or clipboard images).
sharpening, blurring and darkening. or
lightening them. Unlike general image
enhancements, selection modifications are
immediately assigned to the original image
and. unless undone immediately, cannot be
taken back.
Selections can be transformed as well as
enhanced. Tr-Jnsformations normally expected in paint programs- such as scale,
rotate, horizontal and vertical nip, stretch.
and slant- can be complicated procedures
when applied to gray-scale images. Because
of a technique offered in Digital Darkroom
-called anti-aliasing- these transformations result in images amazingly faithful to
the original.
To understand anti-aliasing, imagine
rotating a simple black vertical line to. for
example, 15 degrees. The result is a line so
jagged it hardly resembles the original. Antialiasing adds gray pixels around the "jaggies." which makes the rotated line appear
to be straight.

Painting And Pasting
Digital Darkroom's only painting tools
are its paintbrush and airbrush. With these
tools, a user can paint, blur, smudge, and
lighten or darken portions of an image.
When painting, the tools can use either
a gray value or a texture selected from
the image.
Auser can paint in the customa1y manner, affect ing all the pixels over which the
paintbrush travels. The user can also designate specific-image gray shades on which
the painting tool will have an affect.
If. for example. a user is working on a
face and wants to darken the eyebrows,
he or she can specify that only gray values
equal to those contained in the eyebrows
will be affected by the paint tool.
Digital Darkroom is not restricted to any
single image. With it. a user c-Jn cut and
paste portions from different images so subtly that it is impossible to tell that the final
product is a montage.

Pasting is as sophisticated as painting. A
user can replace an image with a Clipboard
entry, as well as blend a Clipboard image
into the image being worked on. As with
the paint tools. the user can designate
exactly which Clipboard and image gmy
levels will take part in the pasting or blending process.

Tracing Images
Digital Darkroom's Auto Tmce facility
opens the door from the darkroom to an
illustrator's studio. This feature permits a
user to generate a line drawing from a grayscale image.

Visually, it is not difficult for us to tmce a
complex image. Our experience dues us into
the fact that the oval of a face is separate
from, for example, the neck. For a computer.
to which every image is merely a matrix of
pixels, electronically discriminating a face
from a neck can be an impossible task.
The Auto Trace feature works best on
dark area~ falling on a light background.
Before trying to trace a complicated grayscale image with this feature, a user will
probably need to modify the image to
ensure that separate areas are bounded by
fairly discrete gray values. The user can do
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this by posterizing the image. changing the
Brightness/Contrast settings or sharpening
certain boundaries.
Digital Darkroom automatically reads and
traces the boundaries that it "sees" within an
image. To speed up the process, a user can
stipulate the minimum size objects that the
program will find and the relative complexity of the curves or lines that the program
will employ to trace those objects. Digital
Darkroom generates a set of Bezier curves,
which are the line types employed by such
illustration programs as Adobe lllustr,ltor or
Aldus FreeHand. A user can finish an illustration in one of these progr.mlS.

Digital Darkroom's
Documentation
Even after learning the program, Digital
Darkroom's documentation will continue
to occupy a prominent position on a user's
bookshelf. Besides describing program
oper.ttions complete!)'. the program manual
can serve as an authoritative source on
Macintosh digital image manipulation, digital halftoning, not to mention the particulars
of gray-scale scanning and printing.
Information in the program's documentation is well arranged and adequately illustrated. Halftone tables compare LaserWriter,
Linotronic 100 and Linotronic 300 output at
va rious sntnned resolutions and screens.
The manual also achieves a sensitive balance between the technical and the practical. Every time we referred to it regarding a
specific problem. we came away with some
new information about the general digital or
gray-scale computer environment.
The program also comes with an accompanying HyperCard help stack. Considering
how comprehensive the \\"ritten documentation is, the HyperCard stack is a
disappointment.

Digital Darkroom's
Performance
Digital Darkroom can be time and memory intensive. Some operations that require
memory equal to the size of the original
image <.: an make a user wait approximately
five minutes for pro<.:essing. Considering the
amount of information being processed,
Digital Darkroom is an dficient progr.tm.
It is unfortunate, however, that the progr.un doesn't work in the background under
MuhiFinder.
Digital Darkroom opens PICT, MacPaint.
TIFF and ThunderScan images. It saves files
in Digital Darkroom (PICT2), ThunderScan
and TIFF formats and exports in EPS, PICT,
TIFF and MacPaint formats.
For printing gray-scale images, the highresolution capabilities of a Linotronic printer
are almost essential. However, Digital Dark56 Winter 7989

room sports an advanced halftone print
option that produces striking results on a
L1serWriter.

Digital Darkroom's Extensions
Image processing applications are more
than just illustration tools. A factory may use
an image proces or to recognize items passing by on a conveyer belt. A security system
may use an image processor Lo scan an area
for certain types of intruders. NASA employs
image processors to filter information tra nsmined by satellites.
Silicon Beach has developed a powerful
tool that will interest programming specialists. Plug-in modules, or "pouches," allow
an end user with programming expertise to
write programs that can be incorpomted
directly into an application.
A user can, for example, program a filter
pouch that will install in a particular Digital
Darkroom menu and recognize a specific
type of image - or sepamte the rings of
Saturn.
Data Translation, a company that produces a video capture board for the Mac 11,
has written a pouch that allows a user to
use the board tO capture real-time video signals with Digital Darkroom.

Mastering Digital Darkroom
Digital Darkroom is easy to use, but
tricky to master. With the program, a user
can do many impressive things. Unless the
user studies the do<.:umentation and spends
time with the program, though, he or she
will not master its compli<.:ated functions.
Much depends on the quality of the original scanned images. We recommend that a
new user follow the llltorial carefully and
use the images Digital Darkroom provides.
A user should gradually apply the lessons
learned with this program. It's best to
employ Digital Darkroom for minor retouching and general image enhancements before
embarking on major composition changes.
A user should experiment with Digital
Darkroom's effects. Every image enhancement is a mathematical process; a function
the user thinks will affect an image one way
may act very differently. Digital Darkroom
provides the user with capabilities more
interesting than ever imagined. I

- joost Romeu
S395 retail: Version 1.0
Silicon Beach Software; PO Box 261430;
9770 Carroll Center Rd., Ste. j.:
San Diego, CA 92126; 619-695-6956
Circle Reader Service Number 115

Digital Darkroom
Equipment
Recommendations
The minimum rontlgur-Jtion for Digital
Darkroom is I ~IB of RAM and a hard disk.
However. there arc man)' considerations to
take into account to get the most from the
program.

• It's designed for use with
scanned images.
Though Digital Darkroom will ' rcad' any
bit-mapped image and assign it gmy-scalc
values based on rclation~h ips betwe::en adjacent pixels, the progmm'~ power comes from
its ability to work with pk1ures that hare
been scannt-d with gmy-lcvcl information.

• Use a high-quaUty printer.
For some images. a 300 dots·pt:r-inch
Laser\Vriter will provide adequate proofs. If
photogmphk appearance is required, consider sending your 11les to t.:ithcr a I.inotronic
100 or 300 typesetter. Check to see if there
are l.inotronic facilities in your area, whether
those facilities suppon the Linotronic l 00 or
300 (the 300 is faster and capable of higher·
resolution printing) and how much the
printing charge will bt=.

• Digital Darkroom is not a paint
program.
Though Digital Darkroom's tools can genemte an image from scr-Jtch. there are many
programs better de5igncd for drawing or
illustrating.

• AMacintosh ll with hlgh-resolution
graphlcs is the real minimum.
Digital Darkroom can run on a Macintosh
Plus. However, the dithering techniques a
non-gray-scale machine employs to describe
gray values are much too rough to depend
on when exercising the subtle comrob the
progmm provides.

• Don't expect Digital Darkroom
to replace your darkroom.
Digital Darkroom is treading on new
ground. Currently. it mediates between two
unevolved tcchnologi<:s: scanner input and
printer output. If you are willing to explore
the potential of digital h:1lftoning. you will
probably be in the best position to use:: its
capabilities when the technology comes of
age. If. on the other hand. you need to
replace your photography depanment and
require photogmphic-quality work immediately. hold on to the traditional darkroom a
while longer.

Datacopy Grayscale Scanners:
Now you~ Rut gallerx~al~ty
photographs man your pubhcations.
The best imag ing in a
desktop scanner comes fi-om
Datacopy. Now you can
merge finely detailed photographs and o ther artwork
directly into your desktop
publications.
HIGH RESOLUTION
Datacopy's complete range of
scanners de livers the ultimate
in high-resolution imaging.
With advanced
gray scaling
capabilities and
300or 400
dot-per-inch
quality graphics,
Datacopy Scanners clearly o utperform all other
products in their
price class.

VERSATILE SOFTWARE
Datacopy software brings all the
capabilities of a professional
graphics house to your desktop.
With Maclmaae~ you can take
any scanned
image and
modify it with
an extensive
selection of
electronic darkroom functions.
Then you can merge images
with text using your current
desktop publishing package.
What's more, Datacopy
MacOCR" lets you automatically scan the
GALLI!IIY NE:WS
most popular
types ofhard
copy information into your
computer in

seconds ... and it will format the
text for your favorite word processing and desktop publishing
programs. Quickly and easily.
QUICK INFORMATION
Call us today. We'll furnish
you with information on our
complete line of scanners
and software. And where to
find the nearest Datacopy
reseller. (800) 821-2898
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MacProject IT
Project Planning Software
512 KE or larger Macinto~h.

Performance: 9.0
Innovation: 8.0
Documentation/Support: 9.5
Ease Of Use: 9.0
Value: 9.5
Overall:

Figure 1 - A hierarchical Gantt chart visttaUy "tracks" a project.

9.0

MacProject II is a full-featured project
management tool featuring sophisticated
planning and reporting capabilities without
sacrificing the ease of use and graphical
interface of the Macintosh. Thus, you can
actually spend time managing a project,
rather than performing the mechanics of
planning and tracking a project.
MacProject II offers sev~ral ways to view
data: PERT-chart format, Gantt-chart format,
resource histogram format, project table format, resource table format and cash flow
format. By toggling through these different
views, users can easily see an overview of
a project and ascertain how project details
are proceeding.
MacProject's hierarchical subproject consolidation capability takes a master project
plan and breaks it down into lower-level
tasks or subprojects. (See Figure 1.) When
items change within subprojects, the new
master project is updated with the changes.
This capability provides the ability to take
commonly identified subprojects and integrate them into many different project
plans. It also allows users to link projects
with other projects. (Isn't every project
linked to another one in the corporate
world today?)
Comparisons between planned project
time frames and the actual time frames are
available at the press of a button. This is a
great feature for showing management how
current situations differ from the planned
time frames, resources and budgets. (See
Figure 2.)
.
An excellent MacProject feature is its
search capabilities for generating custom
reports. This feature allows users to select
a few task blocks and generate a custom
analysis of the tasks' attributes.
This feature is useful for project managers who are constantly making presentations to management. It lets them take a
given person or a given set of tasks and
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Fig11re 2 - Users can relate time frames to
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Fig11re 3- A PERT chart cnn be a tstomized
for a b11slness' style or needs.

produce a report based on that search criteria. To operate the feature, just search for
text strings within the names of the tasks.
For example, you could search a PERT
chart for all items that have the words "this
task requires management approval." Then
create a presentation for management by
using the information about the tasks.
MacProject offers the ability to create
custom-generated charts. The charts can be
sized from a range of 25 percent reduction
to 400 percent enlargement. Annotations
can be made in different fonts and formats.
(See Figure 3.)
MacProject II is loaded with new features, but we still have a wish list of things
we would like to see incorporated into the
next version.
Many left-br.tined-oriented project managers (which we tend to be) like to start by
mapping ou! a Gantt chart and then produce

other project planning charts. MacProject II,
like all other Macintosh project management
software we know of, is not capable of starting a project plan with a Gantt chart. Many
MS-DOS programs have this capability,
however.
Aspokesperson for Claris Corp. told us
that this capability will be incorporated in
a future version of MacProject II.
We would also like to see more complete
subproject consolidation in MacProject II.
Currently, the master plan will change its
dates and information within only the first
sublevel down. If information changes several levels down, a user must manually start at
the lowest level and work his or her way up.
To visually enhance differing characteristics of tasks within a project plan, it would
be nice to allow tasks to have different fonts
and type styles. Currently, all the tasks must
be labeled in the same font and type style.
Claris' technical support is very good. The
company's products have been successful
on the market and are well tested and documented. The technical support staff is very
courteous and extremely knowledgeable.
MacProject II includes a 350-page user's
manual. which is well written and provides
a good deal of information about project
management. The manual illustrates points
extremely well via screen prints, color coding and useful annotations. It also provides
additional tidbits of advice on project management principles.
To supplement the user's manual, two
tutorial disks provide a step-by-step guide
to the operation of the software. With just
the tutorial, a user can probably be up and
running in about an hour.
In addition, the tutorial leads users
through actual case studies that demonstrate
how MacProject II can be integrated into
the business world. The case studies are a
great idea, because they engender new
ways of analyzing and altering business
plans and projects.
MacProject II is the easiest project
management package we have ever used.
It makes life a lot easier for moderately
complex project planning. •
-

FredGold

$495 retail; Version 1.0
Claris Corp.; 440 Clyde Ave.; Mountain
View, CA 94043; 415-962-8946 or
800-544-8554
Circle Reader Service Number 117
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OF YOU ARE ABOUT ~
TO 1RASH YOUR s~
ACCOUNTING PROGRAMS.
It's painful for a business
to throw out its accounting software and start all
over again. But that's just
what most businesses do,
according to a recent survey by Business Software magazine:l'
Business Sense •• will change all
that. It's a fully-integrated, full featured program that overcomes
the accounting problems most
businesses are fed up with.
For one thing, businesses
often find the program they
started w ith can't grow to meet
the demands of their success.
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even for non-accounting personnel.
Instead of dealing with "integrated
modules;• you have one program disk
with all the functions built in: General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Payroll, Invoicing
and Budgeting. They all work alike.
Moving from one to another is as easy
as pulling down a menu.
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Nearly every aspect ofyour
financial situation can be reported in
tabular or graphic format.

This extraordinary ease of
use comes from the fact that
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Business Sense gives you sophisticated
cash flow analysis. You can ageforward as
well as backward to get a clearpicture of
your commitments.

Business Sense can manage up
to 2000 employees, 2000 vendors
and 2000 customers. And it handles
checks up to a trillion dollars! It's
accessible enough for a CEO, but
powerful enough for a CFO.
According to the survey, accounting software can be difficult to use even user-hostile.
Business Sense is easy to use-

You won't find any of the
balkiness of programs designed
for other computers.
It's a bargain at und er S500.
And it's from Monogram,
publishers of Dollars and Sense~
the world's best-selling personal
financial management program:
So there's no need to suffer
any longer.
Every reason businesses
throw out their accounting
software is a reason
Business Sense users won't.

*Business Software Magazine Accounting Survey, july, 1987
Circle Reader Service Number 36

General Ledger • Manages multiple companics, up tO 2000 accounts, five bank
accounts, 99 departments o r profit cemers;
unlimited transactions. • Handles checks to
Sl trillion. • Automates recurring entries.
• Distributes data automatically on posting.
• Transactions can be reversed. • Provides
multiple open mo nths. • Impo rts Do llars
and Sense· files.
Accounts Receivable • Provides detailed
histo ry and analysis for up to 2000 custom·
ers, w ith credit limit warning and automatic
credit memos. • Calculates and applies
finance charges and discounts. • Handles
partial payments. • Tracks commissions.
• Produces aging reports.
Accounts Payable • Manages up to 2000
vendors. • Tracks invoice date, due date and
discount date. • Details aging for cash flow
analysis. • Allows partial payments. • Prints
1099 forms. • Provides vendor analysis.
Payroll • Manages up to 2000 employees,
10 withhold ing and wage categories plus
tips and fringes. • Prints W-2 fo rms, checks
and 94 1 forms and handles federal and
state taxes.
Invoicing is fully integrated into AR and GL
Budgeting • Sophisticated and flexible,
reporting on departments, divisions and
projects for any time period .

See your dealer or call Monogram for a
brochure with a complete feature list

MONffi~
531 Van Ness Avenue, Torrance, CA 90501
(213) 533-5120 FAX: (213) 533-1365
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MegaTrend/2
Twenty-Inch Color Monitor
Macintosh II,· video card.

I

Performance: 7.0
Innovation: 6.0
Documentation/Support: 7.0
Ease Of Use: 9.0
Value: 6.0
Overall:
7.0

Consider yourself fortunate if you have
a Macintosh II with Apple's 13-inch color
monitor. Some of the new color software
really is a treat to see and use. Apple's monitor is clean, crisp and offers a screen vista
of 81 square inches, which is twice the Mac
SE's viewing area.
For many desktop publishing users,
the Apple Color Monitor is not enough.
These users need a monitor big enough to

Providi11g a scree11 tlisplay large e11ougb to view two pages of text, MegaTrelld/ 2works with
both Maci11tosb a11d MS-DOS software.

Reviews

accommodate two pages of text on screen
at one lime. One option is the MegaTrencV2
from lntecolor Corp.
The first thing we noticed about the
MegaTrend/2 was its size. Like all largescreen monitors, the MegaTrend/ 2 is heavy.
weighing in at a hefty 62 pounds - 17
pounds more than a LaserWriter II.
The MegaTrend/2 requires a separate
electrical outlet. Unlike the Apple Color
Monitor, il does not plug into the back of
the Mac II . Therefore, count on one more
line cord running in back of your Mac.
This also means that you have a two-step
procedure for powering up your Mac. First,
switch on the monitor, then press the Mac's
power-on buuon. These steps are part of life
for almost anyone using a large-screen display.
Large-screen displays also require a
deeper desk or table. The MegaTrencV2 is
approximately 21 inches deep, or 3 inches
deeper than the Apple Color Monitor.
The added three inches aren't all that
much, but -considering the much larger
screen area - you'll probably want to place
the MegaTrend/2 five or six inches farther
away than the smaller Apple display. So,

Corrections:
Summer, 1988:
Deskto p Communications Software. page 31
In the table on fJii!W 4H, illl'os iltcornocr(r fl'fJOrted thot Mlcropbone ll.wpfX111S !'modem for
n'Celtt'flfiles 011(1•. II trctual(l' supports Ymodem
for borh sei/IIIU!IIIIId noceMn11flles.
Moc-To-005. page ~2
In the /able 011 pages 56 mul 5i. o WI> 11n< iluuiIV!rtelll(rlc:fl our. lml'fng Perfi'CTek~ .I lac + PC
mul Poe +PC SE lxxmls fn rbe II'TOIIII culum11.
/Jolb boards should bmV! lx-eu/11/be Applicmiou
Com{Jlllibilllyculumu A mmtiX!rofflle .<enV!rs
IIV!fl' also Ill/be ll'rcJIIII column. 7boseflle senV!TS
should hm~· IX't!ll /11 lbl! /JaW Chmpmi/Jilily ·
locoi-Ar{!(t Ne/u'Qril colunm.

Fall, 1988:
Deskto p Engl n~ring And Tite Macintosh .
pa):e 37
On pa~:c 42, we inrom·rtl y i<kntir.ed the vend or
of Lo):irWork' and ncsi)lnWork~. "lltc vendor is

Capilano Computin~: Ltd .: •501- 1168 llamihon
St.: V:lnt"Ouvcr. II.C.. C:mada V6U 2S2: 604-669·

6343.
CAD An d The Macintosh , pa):<: 46
MfniCAD ({XIIII! 521 Is able Ill U£'flll! splirte wm;os
mul umgellls. II also inc/udtos la)'t!l~. fllleliu!l.
re.\1 ro/ll/1011 aud tullo-dfmeusfmtiull.
FiiiUil! 6 011 /XIIII! 52 is IIICOITC'C/(1' Identified liS
tm MGMS1111iou scn't!ll siJOI. 11 is acruollr a
SCf('I!U sbol of PC'JIIIS.I~ 011 /XIII<' H. I'!'JifiS)~
lrtmslarurs IIV!r<' prlnvl fucorrec1(1· m S295 {!(ICh.
71x• comocl price fs S275 Pl'Jill~l~ supports
obj£'Ct-orleut£'fl dmaiKist'S. poinl-lu-po/111 dlmensioulug. :zoom·iulucremi'IIIS amluindoU's and
color. 7be laiJI£• 0 11 fJitJ,'<'> 58mul 59 iucomxrlr
reportt'tl thlll II d()(.osu1

you may need an added 10 inches or so of
room lo work with.
The MegaTrencV2 is quite easy to hook
up and use. Simply run the cable to the
video port of the Mac II and use the adapter
supplied. The monitor is also PC compatible.

Performance
While the MegaTrend/2 offers more than
twice the viewing area of the Apple Color
Monitor, it provides the same 640- by 480pixel resolution. This means that the screen
display appears somewhat grainy when
viewed al normal range.
The screen looks bcucr at a distance, so
you will likely find yourself placing it farther away. The full 175 square inches of
viewing area is a bit overwhelming when
placed directly in front of a user.
However, the MegaTrcnd/ 2 provides a
clear image that is easy on the eyes. I!
works well with the Mac II and its software,
and the fact that it's also compatible with
MS-DOS systems is a plus. The monitor is
well constructed, though a bit bulky.

Innovation

There is nothing particularly innovative
about the monitor, making it an average

representation of the state of the industry in
large. high-resolution color displays.

Ease Of Use
There's linle effort involved in geuing the
MegaTrencV2 up and running. I! would be
convenient to have a power cord that
plugged into the back of the Mac II so the
monitor powered up when the Mac was
booted, but that's a minor inconvenience.

Documentation/Support
The manual is sufficient, and the monitor
comes with a 12-month limited warramy.
Apple's warranty is 90 days.

Value

The MegaTrend/2, which is competitively
priced with other large-screen color monitors, represents an average value. •
- Roger Hcut

S2,295 retail
Imecolor Corp.; 2150 Boggs Rd.;
Duluth, GA 30136; 404-623-9145
Circle Reader Service Number 118
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Hardware Review

Radius Accelerator 25
High-Performance SE Accelerator
Macintosh SE.
Performance: 10.0
Innovation: 8.0
Ease Of Use: 8.0
Documentation/Support: 8.0
Value: 7.0
Overall:

8.2

The accelerator board business grew up
in the MS-DOS world, where users never
seem to get enough speed. Now the same
spectacle seems headed toward Macintosh.
Several vendors offer accelerator boards
for the Macintosh SE that squeeze more performance from processor-intensive programs
such as QuarkXPress, FuiiWrite Professional
and VersaCAD.
For SE users who try running these programs on a standard Macintosh II, the SE can
seem painfully slow. The question becomes
not whether to buy an accelerator board, but
which one to buy.
The Radius Accelerator 25 is one of the
fastest and most expensive accelerators
available for the Macintosh SE. Like similar
products, the Accelerator 25 plugs into an
SE expansion slot and bypasses the SE's
built-in MC68000 microprocessor.
Unlike other accelerators that merely
employ a faster 68000, the Accelerator 25
uses a 32-bit MC68020 running at an impressive 25 MHz, which is 56 percent faster than
the 16 MHz Macintosh II. For even greater
speed, the product supports an optional
MC68881 floating-point coprocessor.
Our review unit was installed by a trained
technician and used on a daily basis for three
weeks. Although a detailed installation guide
comes with the board, Radius advises against
user installation. An MC68881 was installed
into the board previously at the factory.
The Accelerator 25 comes with two system
software files that are dragged into the System Folder and load automatically at start-up:
the Preference Panel and the Radius SANE,
or Standard Apple Numeric Environment.
The Preference Panel provides a link
between the board and a user. If the mouse
button is held down at start-up, the user can
elect to turn the Accelerator on or off and
to enable or disable the code and data
caches (more on these later).
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The SANE file is an enhanced version of
Apple's routines for numerical computations. It is used only when a math coprocessor chip is installed. According to Radius,
the combination of SANE and the MC68881
delivers performance increases of up to 15
times for some floating-point applications.
We noticed significant performance
increases with <;very application we tested.
Windows open and close much faster,
search and replace operations are completed in just a few seconds and time-consuming calculations become tolerable.
We tested the Accelerator 25 with
Microsoft Word, Excel, Helix, Microphone
II, WordPerfect and at least a dozen other
packages and never experienced a compatibility problem.
One glitch did surface right after Apple
began shipping Version 6.0 of its system
software: the Accelerator 25 would stop
working. The problem was traced to the
Radius system software. Afree software
update quickly resolved the situation, but
at a small price in convenience.
Before Apple's 6.0 came out, the Radius
software supported user control through
both the Preference Panel (available at startup) and the Control Panel. As a result, we
could turn the Accelerator and caches on
and off through the Control Panel without
having to reboot the computer.
The new version no longer allows this.
Toggling the board on and off can be done
only by rebooting the SE. According to
Radius, removing the Control Panel feature
was the only reliable way to remain compatible with Apple's 6.0 software. We don't
view this as much of a drawback, however.
Even though the Control Panel feature
may be useful for switching between compatible and incompatible programs or timesensitive applications, such software seems
rare. We never had to shut down the Accelerator 25 for any reason.
The magnitude of the performance
increase offered by this product speaks well
for its engineering. Of particular interest is
the data cache. This feature, which is commonly found in mainframe computers and
certain high-end personal computers (such
as the Compaq Deskpro 386/25), has been
noticeably absent - until now- from the
Macintosh world.
The data cache in the Accelerator 25 consists of 32K of very-high-speed static RAM.
It serves as a high-speed storage area for
the Accelerator's microprocessor, constantly
fetching data from regular RAM microseconds before the microprocessor needs it.

With the data cache, the microprocessor
has almost instantaneous access to the data
it needs. Radius reports data "hit" rates of
between 90 and 95 percent. This means that
the data the microprocessor needs is in the
cache 90 to 95 percent of the time. The
other five to 10 percent is accessed from
regular RAM. As a result, RAM becomes less
of a performance bottleneck than it could be.
Another nice engineering twist of interest
to any CAD/CAM (computer-aided design/
computer-aided manufacturing) or desktop
publishing user is a connector on the board
called MagicBus. Because an SE contains
only one expansion slot, the MagicBus provides a useful way to connect a variety of
additional products, such as large-screen
displays.
So far, only Radius products, including
the Radius Full Page Display and Two Page
Display, work with the MagicBus. Radius
claims that MagicBus' specifications are
available to others wishing to build compatible products.
One option missing from the Accelerator
25 is room for additional SIMMS (Single
In-Line Memory Modules). The maximum
amount of RAM is limited to the standard 4
MB ceiling of an SE.
We don't think this is a problem. Adding
more than 4 MB to an SE involves modifications to the computer's BIOS (basic input/
output system), which is always a risky
proposition. Additional memory also consumes more power and generates heat,
two factors we'd rather avoid in a compact
computer the size of an SE.
The Accelerator 25 is obviously a welldesigned, solidly made product. But the
price for all that power and speed is steep.
Money earmarked for a board with the
coprocessor in place could almost buy
another Macintosh SE.
Still, an Accelerator 25-equipped SE
significantly outperforms a Macintosh II
and provides a degree of added portability.
Power users should carefully consider their
options. •
- Paul Finella
$1,695 retail; without 68881 coprocessor
$2,195 retail; with coprocessor
Radius, Inc.; 404 E. Plumeria Dr.;
San jose, CA 95134; 408-434-1010
Circle Reader Service Number 119
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If you're like most Macintoslf users,
one of the reasons you got hooked on
the Macintosh in the first place is that
ifs so easy to use.
Which is why you'll be happy to know
that now you can use any Macintosh,
from the 512Ke to the Macintosh II,
to access any IB~
r.
mainframe with
·
scarcely more than
the click of a mouse.
MacMainFhnneM
is a Macintosh-toIBM mainframe link
that puts your Macintosh and your
mainframe on speaking terms.
MacMainFhnne gives you complete
Macintosh-to-mainframe functionality
including file transfer.
You can access the host remotely
from your satellite or home office. Or
from client sites.
I"'

And because MacMainFhune builds
on the flexibility inherent in your Macintosh, you can even create your own
personal operating environment. With
convenient features that include everything from keyboard remapping to userdefinable screen colors.
In all candor, when it
comes to
connecting
the Macintosh
with IBM, no other
Macintosh-to-mainframe
link is as true to the
Macintosh ideal as MacMainFhune.
fur the authorized MacMainFhune
dealer or distributor nearest you, call
1-800-289-2526, ext. 27. Or write
Avatar Technologies, 99 South Street,
Hopkinton,
Massachu~ ~ltar
setts 01748.
LV U

A

Circle Reader Service Number 42
Macintosh is a registered trademarl< of Apple Computer lnc. IBM is a registered trademark oflnternationalllusiness
Machines Corporation. A\'aur is a registered rrademark and MacMainFrame is atrademark of Avatar1Cdmologies Inc.
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From January 20-22,

MACWORLD Expo/San Francisco
is the Only Game in Town.
$20

Admission to
Exhibits Only
Pre-reg1ster by December I

Pass "GO" and head directly to
MACWORLD Expo/San Francisco, the
original Macintoshnt computer show.
Spin your way through an extraordinary
array of hardware, software, and peripherals first-hand. Visit more than 450
exhibiting companies spread over
~ 300,000 square feet of space. Attend
dynamic seminars and workshops run
by industry expens. Sharpen your Macintosh skills on the spot. And more.
MACWORLD Expo/San Francisco is a
hands-on, do-it-yourself show. In three
days, you'll pick up Macintosh tips,
tricks, and techniques that would otherwise take weeks to collect.
Everyone's a winner.
It doesn't matter
whether you're
a Macintosh
fanatic or you've
never played the
game. MACWORLD

Ramada Renaissance
415-392-8000
SinglejDouble $117

Expo has something for you including special programs on desktop '
publishing, business graphics, computer
aided design, communications, networking, education, programming with the
/
Mac, and then some. You can't lose. 'Si:

It's all in one convenient location San Francisco.
This year's show is the biggest and
most exciting MACWORLD Expo ever.
And it will be the only game in
town January 20-22.
Start at any of three locations Civic Auditorium, Brooks Hall or
Moscone Center. Then hop on the
MACWORLD Expo Express bus to go
to the other locations.

There are Two Ways to Play the
Game at MACWORLD Expo/San Francisco,
January 20-22.
Option One

Option Two

$65

$20

Pre-register by December
16. Discounted rate
includes admission to all
conference sessions* and
exhibits at Civic Auditorium, Brooks Hall, and
Moscone Center. Seating
is on a first-come, firstserved basis. $75 cash
only at the show.

Pre-register for exhibits
only. Avoid long lines at
the door. Pre-register by
December 16 and we'll
mail your MACWORLD
Expo/San Francisco
badge to you. Visit over
450 exhibitors.
Q

~~·

~OQ

TO PRE-REGISTER ADDITIONAL PEOPLE, COPY THIS
FORM AND FILL OUT COMPLETELY FOR EACH ATTENDEE.
•All conference sessions arc on a first-come, first-served basis with no guaranteed seating.

IT'S YOUR TURN!
This is your chance to pre-register for MACWORLD Expo/San Francisco, January 20-22, 1989. Please choose your option
and fill out this form completely. Use one form per person; photocopy if necessary. (Incomplete forms will be returned.)
Then send the completed form(s) along with your payment to: MACWORLD Expo, P.O. Box 67, Westwood, MA 02090.
Registration coupons must be received by December 16. For further information, call Mitch Hall Associates at 617-3269955. Purchase orders will not be accepted. Payment must accompany form. Registration fees are non-refundable. U.S.
and Canadian attendees will be mailed their badges on January 4. All other badges will be held at the "pre-registration
counter" in the registration area at Moscone Center for pick up beginning Thursday, January 19, 1989. Registration
coupons received after December 16 will not be processed and will be returned to you.

D Option One 865

D Option Two $20

Conference sessions• and exhibits.
Pre-register by December 16. $75 at the door.

Admission to exhibits only.
Pre-register by December 16.

Please send my badge and further information to:
Please check one: 0 Home Address 0 Company Address
Last Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip
Telephone
If mailing to
Title
company
address:
Company
D Check enclosed (make payable to MACWORLD Exposition)

Amount: $ _ _ _ _ __

D MasterCard

Amount: $

Account Number

0 Visa

0 American Express

First Name

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Expiration Date

(Include all numbers)

Cardholder Signature:_ _ _ _ _----::::--------:--:-~---(Signamre necess:uy to be v.~lid.)

If cardholder is other than registrant, please print name below:
Last Name
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

I I I I
First Name I I I I I I I I
Cash only at the door. After December 16, you must register at the show.
Please check the appropriate categories:

Your industry or profession
a. 0 Manufacturer (noncomputer)
b. 0 Manufacturer (computer industry)
c. 0 Distributor/dealer/retaHer/service
d. 0 Finance/insurance/ real estate
e. 0 Professional (law/ medicine)
f. 0 Communications/publishing
g. 0 Education
h. 0 Government
i. 0 Consultant
j. 0 Other (specify) _ _ _ __
Your title
k. 0 CEO/president/vice president
1. 0 Comptroller
m. 0 DP/MIS manager
n. 0 Owner/Partner

PUB

o.
p.
q.
r.
s.

Engineer
Doctor/lawyer/dentist/CPA
Educator
Consultant
Marketing
Sales
Other (specify) _ _ __
Size of your organization (number of
employees national/international)
v. D Under 50
w. D 50-99
X. 0 100-499
y. 0 500-999
z. 0 1,000-5,000
aa. D Over 5,000
D
D
D
0
0
t. 0
u. D

Which personal computer(s) do you
ownjor use?
bb. 0 Macintosh
cc. 0 Macintosh Plus
dd. 0 Macintosh SE
ee. 0 Macintosh II
ff. 0 Apple II +
gg. 0 Apple lie
hh. 0 Apple lie
ii. 0 Apple III
jj. 0 Apple II GS
kk. 0 None
11. 0 Other (specify) _ _ _ __
Where will you be staying while at
MACWORLD Expo/ San Francisco?
mm.O Home
nn. 0 With friends
oo. 0 Hotel (specify)
pp. 0 Other (specify) _ __ _

•All conference sessions are on a first-come, first-served basis with no guaranteed seating.

Two ways to play.
OPTION ONE. Register by December
16 and save $10 on admission to this
action-packed, three-day event. The
discounted $65 fee allows you to visit
all exhibits and attend all conference
sessions* at Civic Auditorium, Brooks
Hall and Moscone Center.
What's more, you can hear from the
best and the brightest in the Macintosh
world at this year's conference sessions
and keynotes. Get the inside story from
people like Jean-Louis Gassee, Bill
Campbell, Marc Canter, Andy Henzfeld
and other Macintosh experts. Conference sessions and keynotes are on a
first-come, first-served basis with no
guaranteed seating.
Don't wait. Pre-register for MACWORLD
Expo now and save $10. On-site admis~ sian will be $75, cash only.
OPTIO 1 T\VO. Even if you simply want
to visit the exhibits, we encourage you
to register by December 16 and avoid
long lines at the door. One $20 fee and
you're on board for MACWORLD Expo/
San Francisco.

~4-?J 41!.
ca~ 'CJ//C.a::"ff

Attention students: ~<{rr:<foo. a~<i
You can pre-register
.r~~~J>d ~O'..r.
for $15 for exhibits only, ¥>l'J/~o a~
but you must send us a xerox
?
copy of your student I.D.
If you want to pre-register additional people, please copy the attached reply form
and fill out one for each person. Payment
must accompany registration. Purchase
orders not accepted. If the registration
form is missing from this ad, please call us
at 617-326-9955. All registration fees are
non-refundable.
Don't miss out on this opponuniry to
pre-register. Make your move today.

~!AC\VORLD Exposirion is produced b)' \t'Ofld Expo Co. and maooged

by Mirch Hall Assoctares. ~!AC\VORLD Exposirion is a regislered
rrademark of \torld E.-qxl Co.• Inc.
,I IACWORLD Exposition is rhc origiool Macimosh compure: show. ll's
sponsored by MACWORLD, rhe Macill(osh'" ~tagazine, a member of rhe
lOG Communicarions/ lnc. family. MACWORLD Exposirion isan indc·
pendem rrade show nor affiliared wirh Apple Compurcr, Inc.
APPLE and rhe APPLE lOGO are regisrered rrademarks and MAC,
~lAC INTOSH, and ~!AC\tORLD ar~ rrademarks of Apple Compurer, Inc
•All conference sessions are on a fim·comc. fim·served b:lsisw11h no
guarameed searing.
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Fairmont
415-772-5000
Sin~e $125 Double $155

Moscone
Center
Conference Sessions*
and Exhibits
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Hardware Review

Varityper VT600
Desktop, Non-Impact Page
Printer/Typesetter

\

..

,,;;a

Any Macintosh.
Performance: 9.0
Documentation/Support: 8.0
Innovation: 9.0
Ease Of Use: 9.0
Value: 7.0
Overall:

8.4

Desktop publishing (DTP) and its applications are maturing at a frenetic pace, fueled
in large part by the sophisticated graphics
capability of the Mac and by such powerful
programs as QuarkXPress from Quark, Inc.
and Digital Darkroom from Silicon Beach
Software. However, the world's fanciest DTP
design technology is useless without a similarly sophisticated output device.
Enter the Varityper VT600.
The VT600 offers four times the 300
dots-per-inch (dpi) resolution of conventional laser printers. The 600 dpi resolution
(double the horizontal, double the vertical
equals four times overall) makes a noticeable difference in halftones and screens
and a dramatic difference in type.
Varityper positions the Vf600 as a lowend typesetter, rather than as a high-end
laser printer. This strategy makes the
device's $15,490 price seem rather reasonable when compared with $30,000 typesetters, as opposed to $5,000 laser printers.
The VT600's letter-quality output is extraordinary. It's nearly impossible to tell the
difference between final output from a
VT600 and that from a much more expensive typesetting machine.
We ran a VT600 through its paces and
produced about 4,000 pages. The machine
did an exceptional job and ran at least twice
as fast as our LaserWriter Plus. With a page
that contained graphics, the VT600 ran
about four times faster than the LaserWriter.
The speed advantage is a result of the
VT600's RIP (Raster Image Processor),
which contains a 20 MB hard disk and 6 MB
of RAMmemory, all powered by a 32-bit
Motorola 68020 processor running at 16
MHz. Half the hard disk is partitioned ro
hold downloadable fonts; the other half acts
as a cache for work in progress.
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The Varityper VI600 offers up to fout· times the resolutio11 of most other laser pri11ters, 11ear
the quality of a projessiotlaltypesellillg machi11e.

The net effect is to speed up printing
and virtually do away with the notorious
"PostScript Error Detected" message that
LaserWriter owners often get when they try
to print documents that contain too many
different fonts.
Our LaserWriter, in fact, refused to print
several of our documents. The error message we received said that the documents
were unprintable, and the LaserWriter
would reboot itself - as if it were sneezing
after sniffing an unpleasant bit of data. The
VT600 printed the same documents without
so much as a sigh.
Physically, the VT600 is a beast. It weighs
more than 160 pounds and, with its RIP,
stands nearly two feet tall. The included
specifications say the device's paper tray
holds 100 sheets of paper, but we had no
problem stuffing in a half ream (250 sheets)
on several occasions.
While plain paper, 25 percent rag bond
and laser papers all produced a nice output,
we achieved the most amazing results when
we ran 8-point, chromecoat high-gloss paper
through the VT600 one sheet at a time (it
was too stiff for the paper tray).
We delivered the resulting type to two
clients and three printers - who were not
neophytes to the typography business and all assumed it was standard phototypesetter output. When we pointed out to one
of our test subjects that the copy had come
from a laser printer, he argued with us,
claiming that such solid blacks were beyond
the capability of laser-printer technology.

The great quality results, in part, from
the smaller toner in the VT600. Varityper
changed the toner from the standard 14micron particle size to a smaller 8-micron
size. At this size, the toner seems to flow like
a liquid, and the smaller particles allow much
tighter resolution and absolutely solid blacks.
The one area where the VT600 is inadequate is in the production of screens and
halftones. While it does provide an
improvement over halftones printed on a
laser printer, the VT600 still falls far short of
the output provided by the 1,240 dpi resolution of a Linotronic L-300 typesetter.
If you have a nearby printer or lab that
can shoot halftones, though, this situation
may not represent a liability. Photographic
halftones are even better than those from a
Linotronic machine and they generally cost
only about $6 each.
Screens can be stripped in by a printer
or cut from press-an material.
For a desktop publisher with serious
typesetting needs, but lacking the budget
for typesetting machinery, the VT600 is a
solid value and a reliable investment. I

- Ibom Hm1mann
515,490 retail
Varityper, A Tegra Co.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.;
East Hanover, NJ 07936; 201-887-8000
or 800-631-8134
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Turn
DEC Computing
''Nohow''
Into
DEC Computing
Know-How
You can't accept "no way, nohow" answers when it comes
to your Digital Equipment system . And you don't have to.
The DEC computing know-how you must have is right here.
Find it at DEXPO East 89.
Test the latest VAX* , MicroVAX* , and PDP-l l * enhancements. Evaluate over l 0 ,000 products for multi-vendor
DEC systems. Compare new technologies from 250
suppliers.
Explore the world 's biggest Mac-to-VAX connectivity event:
The Apple-Dig ita/Integration Center . It features leading
edge solutions from Apple and dozens of Apple-Digital developers. Concurrent conference sessions explore AppleDig ital issues and trends.

and productivity at Technica l and Traini ng Seminars
provided by ERI Training .
Trade the nohows you've heard before fo r the know-how
you need now. Save time and money by doing it all at one
show. Call 800-87-DEXPO. We'll answer any questions
you have and then we 'll send you FREE V.I.P. tickets to the
show (each a $20 value) . Plus, you'll get a FREE Preview
of l 00 products on exhibit, and a complete Conference &
Seminar schedule. Call Today!

DEXPO®East 89

The Complete DEC Computing Exposition & Conference

Develop step-by-step strategies for the successful integration
of VAX architecture into business environments. DEXPO's
"Corpo rate VAX" Conference features 50 practical sessions on all aspects of VAX management. Plus, build skills

Passenger Ship Terminal
New York City
February 8-10, 1989

DEXPO Hotline: 800-87-DEXPO
Organized

by Expoconsullnternationol , Inc., 3 Independence Way, Princeton, NJ 08540 • Registered trademark of
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Oigilol Equipmen t Corporation.
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Hardware And Software
Review

X-lOHome
Control Interface
Control Lamps, Appliances
And Light Switches
Macintosh Plus or larger; nine-volt alkaline
battery recommended.
Performance: 9.5
Innovation: 9.0
Documentation/Support: 9.5
Ease Of Use: 9.5
Value:lO.O
Overall:

9.5

The X-10 Home Control Interface makes
the home of the future a reality today. It
controls lights, appliances, televisions, stereos and other electronic components. It
will even start a coffee pot in the morning.
The product performs its tasks automatically at user-specified times. Users don't have
to be present to flick any switches, and once programming is complete- they don't
have to remain at their computers.
Think of the possibilities. Lights can be
dimmed automatically to save energy. By
having the system control certain lamps or
appliances, users could make their houses
look and sound lived in - even when no
one's home.
Instead of leaving lights on all night,
users could replace their existing outsidelight wall switches with wall-switch modules and have their porch lights turned on
moments before their arrival.
The X-10 interface also lets users program an automatic shutoff time, so they
don't have to remember to tum off their
porch lights.
. Whatever the electrical requirements,
X-10, Inc. probably has a module tailored
to meet the need. For users who don't like
walking into dark houses, a two-pin lamp
module or a three-pin grounded plug can
be used to turn on lamps.
Modules are available for window air conditioners, wall receptacles and other devices.
The Home Cdntrol Interface comes with
a cable, two manuals, interface stickers
and Version 2.2 of the software. The owner's
manual explains how to use the software to
program a timed event and download timed
events to the interface.
The second X-10 manual is a programming
guide designed for do-it-yourselfers who want
to write their own software using machine
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A pictorial of the user's home illustrates
the X-10 Home Control Interface.

Users can test the program -before leaving home -to be certain it works.

X-10 can be edited should the user's list of
events change.

code. Users who do not intend to write their
own programs can set aside this guide.
An Instant X-10 desk accessory (DA) is
included with the software. Once the DA is
copied to the system file, it can be selected
from the DA menu and used to instantly control any module installed in the main X-10
application - even while running another
application. During programming, however,
the X-10 interface must remain connected to
a Macintosh's modem port.
To attach the interface to a Mac, users
must purchase a DB-9 to mini-8 adapter
cable, available from any Apple dealer for
approximately $25.
Once programming is complete, users can
disconnect the interface from their computers. As long as it remains plugged into a 120volt AC outlet, the interface will continue to
transmit electrical signals over house wiring to
the devices connected to the X-10 modules.

Because the interface requires power to
store all the timed events relating to light
and appliance control, X-10 has equipped it
with connectors for a nine-volt battery backup. In the event of a power failure, the battery keeps the dock running and protects
the program for up to 100 hours.
The battery backup is also useful when
users disconnect the interface from their
Macs to unci utter their desktops or free up
their modem ports.
The interface incorporates a real-time
clock, which is activated through the software. Users may set the time to match the
clock in their Macs or some other time reference. The interface lets users program and
store information for up to 128 timed events
and control a maximum of 256 electrical
devices.
A specific timed event can include more
than one module. For example, a single
event may instruct X-10 to turn on a porch
light, living room lamp and kitchen radio
every Tuesday and Thursday at 6:00 p.m.
There are eight rocker keys (switches) on
the interface that allow manual control of
the first eight timed events. If a porch light,
living room lamp and kitchen radio are all
set to timed event A1, for instance, they can
be turned on and off by toggling rocker key
#1- no matter where the interface is
plugged in.
To help users remember which rocker
key controls what gadget, the package
includes preprinted stickers with pictures
of typical electrical devices.
Before moving on to the programming
phase, users should check the interface
manually to make sure it's working. This is
accomplished by pressing each rocker key
to verify that the red LED light comes on,
then by repeating the procedure with a
module connected.
For this review, we tested a lamp module, a three-pin appliance module and a
wall-switch module. Each worked flawlessly.
It's not difficult to program the interface
from the computer using the X-10 software.
The product adheres faithfully to the
Macintosh interface. It comes with four
module maps, or background shots, of the
room layout in a typical house. Users can
design their own floor plans with MacPaint
and port the drawings over tQ the X-10
application.
Once the proper module map has been
selected, users then install icons representing the lights and appliances for which they
have X-10 modules. To accomplish this task,
users select New Module from the Edit
menu, set the house and unit codes and
give their icons a name.
The next step is creating a timed event
for each icon by selecting Edit Module

Reviews
Take The Guesswork Out Of Choosing
The Best Shareware and Public Domain Soffware
Program from the Edit menu. This adjusts
the dimmer control (if the device is a light),
sets the time of day a device should be
turned on and sets which day or days of
the week the program should run.
Users who want to add an Off option to
their programs can click on ew Event and
select the appropriate button. It's possible
to program multiple on and/or off times for
the same device. This feature is useful if the
members of a household always forget to
turn the lights off.
Down the left side of a module map is a
palette of tools that users can access to turn
lamps and appliances on and off immediately. There's also a button to control the
brightness level of the lights. An events
meter lets the users know roughly how
many of the 128 permissible timed events
have been programmed.
When users have completed programming their module events, X-10 creates an
events list. This list must be downloaded to
the interface, which then continues to controlthe devices after being disconnected
from the Macintosh.
To accomplish this task, select Send
Events To The Interface from the Interface
menu. To edit or review the events list
select Get Events From The Interface. The
list can also be saved as a file on the disk
and called up when changes are necessary.
The X-10 Home Control interface is simple
to use and easy to program. It saves energy
costs by dimming lights or turning electrical
devices off when they are no longer needed.
Users can increase the security of their homes
by programming the interface so that lamps
or appliances go on at different times of the
day, each day of the week.
There's even an optional Thermostat SetBack Controller designed to fool a thermostat into "thinking" a room is holler than it
is, so it sets back the heating by 5 to 15
degrees.
Users who give their minds and bodies a
rest and let their fingers do the walking will
he amazed at what the X-10 can do with a
minimum of programming effort. I
- CarolS. Holzberg

S49.99 retail; Version 2.2
Sl4.99 retail; wall-switch module
S14.99 retail; lamp module
Sl4.99 retail; two-pin appliance module
Sl 5.99 retail; three-pin appliance module
S24.99 retail; heavy-duty appliance module
S25 retail; split receptacle module
X-10 (USA), Inc.; 185A LeGrand Ave.;
Northvale, NJ 07647; 201-784-9700
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Selecting the best programs from the
thousands available is overwhelming. Our
librarians have done the work for you. while
eliminating the risk. Each collection of 5
double-sided disks contains the very best of
the Micro Star/Macintosh collection for only
$23.95 per set!

THE BEST

*

MtcRoSrAR

Monopoly - Air Trallic Controller · Aliens ·Hi/lards - Klondike -Orion ·
Lunar Lander • MacMissles · Golf- MacFoo/ball- Radical Castle. etc.

*GAMES

*EDUCATION

Animals - 30 Moles - U/e Hack · Orbi t- Math Mtn- Full Moon Hangman • Word Search -Math Mud - Paflern Block - etc.

* CLIPART

Famous Faces · Cartoons -Borders· Cars Sports Clips · Logos · Shadowefles - and more!
Sound Ellects- Pop Tunes- Sound Mover- Max HeadroomMonty Python - Cheap Betp - plus many more!

*AUDIO

Red Ryder 9.4 · Big Screen /NIT- Font Utilities - Disk Librarian Servani ·Disk Utilities - Resource Editor- and many more!

*UTILITIES

* APPLICATIONS
* STACKS NO. 1
* STACKS NO. 2
* STACKS NO. 3

Typing Helper- BiPlane- MacAu to· Camera - Max Write
- MacRoots - Oot-to-Oot- Memory- CK - etc.

Jungle Adventure -Sound Manager- The Guide· Hyper
Zap- Away From Home- Rez Mover- Home Desk- etc.
Till · Hestaurants- Hyper Jorro- Inigo
Wine Man- Hyperquackey - and more!

Each series has five double-sided disks
for only $23.95 per set!

Choose Micro Star's Econo-Packs for the
BEST Values in Shareware and Public Domain Software!
Only $18.95 per set! Any 3 for $54.95! A/16 for $99.95!
125 STACKS FO~ HYPERCARD

150 GAMES
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MICRO StAR
1105 Second Street
Encinitas. CA 92024
Info: (619) 436-()130

ORDER TOLL FREE

(800) 444-1343
7 am to 5 pm Pacific Time
Monday through Sunday

ORDER TODAY TOLL FREE! Orders shipped o ut same or next day.
We accept MasterCard, Visa. c hecks and C.O.D. orders (add
$4). We offer FREE technical support for our customers. Econopocks contain four double-sided disks. Add $5/set for singlesided. Add S4 per order for shipping and handling. Call today
for free catalog!

The Best-connected
Mac to Mac

Kinetics advances the connectivity
frontier with Ethernet for the
Macintosh. Now you get truly
faster AppleTalk so your Macintoshes can communicate as highspeed personal workstations. And
because we're compatible with
the new EtherTalk standard, you
can use your standard Apple Talk
software packages including file
and disk servers, multi-user database systems, and electronic mail.
Enter the high-end of AppleTalk
networking with the Kinetics
EtherPort SE. With this internal
Ethernet option card for the Macintosh SE, choosing Ethernet for
applications networking is as easy
as clicking a control panel selection.
For the SCSI-based Macintosh,
including the Macintosh Plus, you
can have direct access to Ethernet
through the SCSI device chain.
Just add on the Kinetics EtherSC,
our outboard Ethernet controller.
And to mix-and-match Macintoshes on Ethernet with Macin-

toshes on AppleTalk Personal
Network cabling, the Kinetics
FastPath AppleTalk-Ethernet gateway connects the two networks.
The FastPath acts as a bridge between networks, providing full
support for AppleTalk zones.

Mac to VAX
Ethernet is the network of choice
in the DEC world. And the Macintosh fits naturally into the DEC
world with Kinetics products for
the Apple-DEC connection. Your
Macintosh on an Apple Talk network, or connected directly to
Ethernet, now becomes a vital
part of the Mac-VAX
computing
system.

Let the VAX be a file server for
the Macintosh. Let the Macintosh
be a terminal for the VAX. Share
printing resources along both
networks. And access the worldwide services of DECnet.
Kinetics products provide the
foundation for the best third party
packages adding network values
and building on AppleTalk, DECnet, and TCP/IP.

Mac to UNIX

Put together the versatility of the
Macintosh and the portable, programmable power of UNIX, and
you have an ideal network team.
Kinetics unites the two with K-Thlk,
Kinetics' own AppleTalk for UNIX.

Apple, Applc1~lk , M:~clntos h , M:aclntosh SE, and M:~cimosh Phu :uc trademarks of Apple Compuu:r, Inc. VAX and DECnct arc trademarks of Digital Equipmcm Corpor:ulon. Fa.o;tJl:lth , K.:'l~lk, F.thcrl''on SE and F.thcrSC :uc
tr-.1dem:1rks or Kinetics, I nc. 10M PC is :~tradc:nurk of Jntcrn:nional Dutoincss hl:.lchlnes Corpor:ulon. UNI X 15 :a uademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. Ethernet is :a rcgistcrcd tro~dcm:nk of Xerox Corpol".ttlon. Copyright @
Klnctla , Inc. 1987. All rights reserved.

Macintoshes Begin Here. • •

Or simply use TCP/IP on the
Macintosh.
Kinetics and our third-party
partners offer seamless software
built on AppleThlk or TCP/IP to
bring the UNIX and Macintosh
worlds together. AppleTalk development tools are also available
from Kinetics for UNIX programmers who wish to develop custom
UNIX-Macintosh solutions. In addi~on, UNIX system vendors offer
special UNIX-Macintosh packages.

Mac to PC
And of course the well-connected
Macintosh cannot ignore the IBM
PC and compatibles. Whether the
PC is on an AppleTalk Personal

third-party solutions, or the name
of the dealer nearest you, please
contact Kinetics or Excelan.
Network connected through the
FastPath to Ethernet, or whether
the Macintosh shares Ethernet
with a PC, the Kinetics opensystem family of products ensures
high performance and optimum
communications.

Mac to Everything
Kinetics already offers Macintosh
networking to more systems than
anyone else. And now, as part of
Excelan, we're united with the
leader in TCP/IP-based heterogeneous networking. Together we
offer high-performance, host-tohost communication among the
broadest range of systems in the
LAN industry - VAXes, PCs,
UNIX, micros, minis, Macs and
mainframes.
For further information on
Kinetics and Excelan products,

2500 Camino Diablo
Walnut Creek, California 94596
415-947-0998 FAX 415-947-1238
Telex 6502877642 MCI
Excelan, Inc.
2180 Fortune Drive
San jose, California 95131
800-EXCELAN 408-434-2300
FAX 408-434-2310 Telex 176610
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Communications

Communications Compatibility:
Purchasing The Technology To

Apple snuck Macs in the back doors
of corporations with its
Trojan Horse strategy.
Now that its computers are ready
to play with the big boys, Apple has made some
acquisitions to help make the Macintosh
connect to an endless alphabet
soup of environments.

>a:
<(

w

he corporate market
has always been a
tough nut for Apple
Computer Corp. to
crack. But the people at
Apple arc nothing if not
resourceful. When corporate MISdepartments
insisted on relegating
the early Macintosh
computers to the category of "home• computers, Apple came up with the Trojan Horse
strategy. It snuck Macintoshes into corporate
offices as stand-alone desktop publishing
engines.
Once MIS got used to seeing the Macintosh around the office, Apple next considered the problem of convincing the people

with the corporate checkbooks and the IBM
mindset that the cute little Mac could be a
serious workstation.
Apple engineers went back to their drawing boards and came up with the Macintosh
II. Again, the company's strategy worked.
The Macintosh II, with its open architecture,
speedy 68020 processor and color capability,
lent respectability to the entire Macintosh
line. The lower-priced Macintosh SElent further credence to the computer's power and
credibility.
Today Apple is a S4 billion company,
MIS people are complaining about the "limitations" of MS-DOS, and IBM and Microsoft
arc working like mad to complt;te Presentation Manager, a graphica l user interface for
IBM's new OS/ 2 operating system that will

make PS/ 2 and IBM PC and compatible
computers act more like Macintoshes.

Compatibility Inside A Web
But the battle isn't over yet. Apple now
faces its latest and biggest corporate challenge: the communications compatibility
box. No longer is it enough for Macintosh
vendors to be able to claim they can offer
MS-DOS compatibility.
Today every organization that buys large
numbers of personal computers is insisting
that those computers offer access to an
alphabet soup of networking systems and
host access protocols.
Buyers won't settle for IBM 3270 emulation. They want the whole ball of wax
inside IBM's spiderweb-like System etwork
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Architecture (SNA), including Advanced Program-to-Program Communications (APPC)
and Systems Application Architecture (SAJV
facilities as well.
Some buyers are also insisting on connectivity with Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and the
International Standards Organization's (ISO)
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) protocols. The U.S. government, for example, has
announced that all personal computer vendors submitting bids for deliveries in 1990
and beyond must be able to promise OSI
capability.
john Sculley, Apple's chief executive officer, announced that 1988 was to be the year
of communications for Apple. The company
has developed a long-term strategy for the
development of connectivity solutions.
This includes encouraging established
networking companies- such as Novell
(Netware) of Provo, Utah - and applications developers - such as Ashton-Tate
(dBASE) of Torrance, California -to come
up with Macintosh products that support
the continued efforts of existing Macintosh
developers.
These companies and developers are
also being asked to supplement their purely
in-house development with solutions
derived from joint ventures -such as the
one Apple and Digital Equipment Corp.
(DEC) announced in january 1988 - and
outright acquisitions.
By avoiding the need to start from scratch
in many areas, such a plan should significantly speed up the availability of requisite
technology and rapidly enhance Apple's
ability to link the Macintosh and AppleTalk
to multivendor 'enterprise• networks.
Uppermost on the Apple connectivity
agenda today is host communications, a fact
that appears to be borne out by the hiring
last summer of former IBM executive Donald Casey as vice president of networking
and communications.
According to Thomas White, president
of Infonetics, a Santa Clara, California market-research firm , Casey should provide
Apple with a better understanding of IBM's
connectivity strategy.
"Almost everybody at Apple has a workstation-up point of view. Donald Casey
brings with him a mainfmme-down perspective," White says. "Apple needs to blend
both of these viewpoints together to develop the best possible cvnnectivity strategy."
Apple's Strategic Investment Group has
been busy scouting out companies that can
provide core technologies that will help to
establish the Macintosh as the ideal window
to a mainframe.
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Acquisitions And Investments
A minority investment in Touch Communications of Scotts Valley, California, an OSI
developer, is expected to lead to the development of OSI networking software products for the Macintosh.
In addition, Touch OSI products fully
comply with the Manufacturing Automation
Protocol (MAP) and Technical and Office
Protocol (TOP) networking specifications
for multivendor networking.

Peter Hirshberg asserts that Apple's strategy
inclmks enhatrced comrectivity that di.fferentiates the Mac from other workstations.

Apple recently announced gateway
products that will link the Macintosh to
TCP/IP networks. TCP/I P, which was originally developed in the 1970s, has been
adopted as a networking standard by
numerous businesses, universities and
government agencies.
While part of the new TCP/ IP technology was licensed from Ungermann-Bass, Inc.
of Santa Clara, California, Apple worked on
the product internally as well and, thus, it
will carry the Apple label.
Apple also acquired two tcchnoiOI,'Y
companies outright in 1988: Orion Network
Systems, Inc., a Berkeley, California developer of IBM-compatible SNA software; and
Network Innovations Corp. of Cupertino,
California, developer of CI)l , an SQL-based
(Structured Query Language) connectivity
language (see sidebar).
Both Orion and Network Innovations.
which arc now wholly owned subsidiaries
of Apple, will continue to develop and sell
products for the general computer market.
"In each case in which we acquired a
new company, we looked at the acquisition
as an extension of our own engineering

organization," says Peter Hirshberg, Apple's
manager of host systems integration. "In
most environments, the Macintosh can now
connect as well, if not beuer, than other
personal computers, and those areas where
it can't connect arc just around the corner.
"The real issue now is the quality of that
connectivity," Hirshberg continues. "We're
trying to rely on others for the basic connectivity technology, so our own engineers
can focus on providing higher-level services
and capabilities that will differentiate the
Macintosh from other workstations."
Both Orion and Network Innovations
provide Apple with the kind of coreenabling technologies the company is seeking. Apple's relationship with Orion began
in 1984 when Orion was called in to provide SNA technology for Apple's own MIS
department.
When Apple decided to develop
MacAPPC, a Maci ntosh implementation of
IBM's LU 6.2 and PU 2.1 SNAprotocols, the
company again turned to Orion.
"Orion has some of the finest SNAtalent
in the business," says joe Schoendorf, a
former Apple executive who is now an
independent consultant to senior management at Apple. "The fact that Apple would
buy what is fundamentally an SNA house
shows a major commitment - not just to
providing IBM connectivity capability, but
to providing it in a very innovative and
Apple-like way."

Orion Aids APPC Development
NA is IBM's plan for integrating its dissimilar hardware. SNA has become a
virtual standard within
large corporate organizations during the last several years.
Most microcomputerto-IBMmainframe communications are currently
achieved via IBM's 3270 SNAprotocol,
which allows a workstation 10 emulate a
dumb terminal on a mainframe. Unlike the
hierarchical master/slave relationship established with 3270 terminal emulation, however, APPC creates an environment where
any computer on a network can communicate with any other on a peer-to-peer basis.
IBM introduced APPC as a mainframe
product in 1982 and made it available for
the personal computer as APPC/PC in 1986,
but the technology has not been widely
implemented. Some private companies have
developed in-house APPC networking solutions, butt he only off-the-shelf LU 6.2
application currently available that we
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While MacAPPC is the only joint Apple/
Orion product being marketed to date,
Apple has announced a 3270/5250 terminal
emulation board based on Orion technology. The board provides support for IBM's
3270 High-Level Language Applications
Programming Interface (HLLAPI).
Orion is also expected to provide Apple
with the core te'chnology it needs to support such IBM mail and document services
as System Network Architecture Distribution
Services (SNADS), Document Interchange
Architecture (DIA), the Distributed Office
Support System (DISOSS) and Prot'essional
Office System (PROFS).
In addition to its SNA products, Orion
also owns X.25 technology that it acquired
when it purchased X. Dot Corp. in 1987.
X.25 is an OSI protocol that is used by public data networks both in the United States
and Europe.

know of is XCOM 6.2, a file-transfer utility
from Spectrum Concepts, Inc. of New York.
The current paucity of APPC applications may be attributed in part to the scarcity of APPC implementations. Orion is one
of only a handful of third-party suppliers of
SNA connectivity software.
The shortage also reOects the difficult
and time-consuming job programmers face
in havi ng to write code for applications that
will run in totally disparate environments.
This is one area in which Apple should
have a leg up wit h MacAPPC.
Apple is providing a HyperCard stack
development tool with MacAPPC to facilitate
application development and negate the .
need for extensive programming on the Mac.
Mainframe programmers will also be
able to purchase Apple's Mac\VorkStation,
a $2,500 tool that will allow them to create
a Macintosh front end for their mainframe
products - complete with windows, dialog
boxes and pull-down menus- without
having to learn how to program directly
on the Mac.
On a more fundamental level, MacAPPC
carries considerably less overhead than
APPC/ PC, which requires a hefty 200K
chunk of memory from each networked
1!3MPC or compatible in which it is implemented. MacAPPC resides on a Macintosh
coprocessor card that is plugged into one
of the NuBus expansion slots of a single
Macintosh II on the network.
MacAPPC makes no memory or processor demands on the individual Macs on
the network. or does it require that the
Macintosh II act as a dedicated gateway.

Network Innovations And CUt
etwork Innovations'
contribution to
Apple's networking
strategy is CL/1. CL/1
is a high-level SQLbased connectivity
language that provides a uniform way
to access host-based
data from within
desktop applications. CL/1 eliminates the
need for application developers to write
separate programs for each host operating
system and database management system
their users wish to access. At the same
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Through a HyperCard interface, CL/1 connects users to the VAX platform.

time, it shields end users from having to
deal directly with the host operating system.
"The idea behind CL/1 is to provide open
access to a very broad range of platforms,"
says jim Groff, president of Network Innovations. In addition to providing Macintosh
products, the company plans eventually to
offer CL/1 implementations on all of the
major desktop and data processing platforms, including MS-DOS, OS/2, Microsoft
Windows and Unix.
"What end users really want is the ability
to reach out to host data from within their
software programs- regardless of where
that data lives or what kind of database
manager manages it- and to select the
information they want and incorporate it
into their desktop applications," Groff says.
Several Macintosh software developers
have already indicated support for CL/1,
including Blyth Software, Inc., developer
of the Omnis 3 Plus database manager;
Ashton-Tate, developer of dBASE Mac; and
Access Technology, which has an as yet
unnamed database program.
The first implementations of the CU1
host server are being designed for the DEC
VAX and will support access to most of the
major VAX database management systems,
including lnformix/SQLfrom lnformix
Corp., lngres from Relational Technology,
Oracle from Oracle Corp., Sybase from
Sybase Corp. and DEC's RDB database and
RMS files.
Groff says Network Innovations will
eventually offer access to IBM mainframes.
"Aconnectivity language isn't much good
unless you can connect to the major places
where data processing data resides," he says.
While Apple has indicated that CL/1 will
become part of the Macintosh operating system (perhaps in response to IBM's plans to
incorporate its Structured Query Language
into the Extended Edition of its OS/2 operating system), the company has no objection to sharing CL/1 with the rest of the
computer world.

Team up your Macs and PCs for
LAN·based 3270 access.
The Netway® 1000/PC. It's a
vision that's become reality.
The first SNA gateway offering
total access to the 3270 world
for every workstation in your
corporate workgroup.
The best of both worlds.
Bring together the sophistication and flexibility of the
LocalTh1kTM LAN with the
power of an IBM®host. With
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With MultiFinder1M on the
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host sessions and Macintosh
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And because it functions
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CL/1- SQL For
The Rest Of Us
truclured English Query
Language, sometimes
called SEQUEL but most
often referred to as SQL,
is essentially an interface
that IBM introduced to
provide access to information on its DB2 mainframe database. SQL has
been widely accepted
and is currently the de facto standard
for querying mainframe and minicomputer databases.
CL/1, developed by etwork Innovations. a subsidiary of Apple Compmer.
is a high-level. SQL-based connectivity
language. "CL/1 is a superset of SQL
specifiC'.tlly adapted for host data access
from a desktop perspective," says ~et
work fnnovations President jim Groff.
CL/1 is not an end-user database
application. It is a tool software developers can use to create desktop applications capable of transparently
accessing mini- and mainframe-based
corporate data and applications.
Applications that employ CL/1 can
access a broad range of data sources
without having to be specially rewritten for each environment. "Our goal is
to raise 'plug-and-play connectivil)~ to
the application level," says Groff.
The first implementation of CL/1
supports the Macintosh and the Digital
Equipment Corp. (DEC) VAX. The CIJ I
Developer's Toolkit for the Macintosh,
priced at 535,000, includes the CL/1
application program interface (API),
developer tools for the Macintosh and
a copy of the CL/1 Server for the
VAX/VMS.
The server software is installed on
the VAX. When the server receives a
CL/1 request from the ~lacintosh , it
carries it out on the VA.-X system and
sends the results back to the Mac.
Network Innovations is providing a
set of HyperCard external commands
(XCMDS) for CL/1 that will allow host
data to be presented through HyperCard stacks on the Macintosh.
Network Innovations would like to
see ClJl become a standard for host
database access and plans to offer CL/1
capability across a broad r.tnge of desktop and host computers in the future.
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"We are making the CIJ1 specification
available because we want to make CIJ1 a
standard," says Peter Hirshberg. "We don't
want companies to have to use one language to access host information on the
Mac and another language to access it on a
DOS-based computer.
"A much more attractive alternative is to
create a standard for accessing host databases
and then make the Macintosh the preferred
solution," Hirshberg continues. "This is done
by providing better applications and greater
ease of use than other platforms can offer.'

HyperCard: A Solution For Oracle
art of that preferred solution is already available in
the form of HyperCard.
which i ~ a personal software toolkit that Apple is
bundling with all new
Macs. HyperCard allows
users to customize, create
and manage information
and to design and write
their own oftware using HyperTalk, an
easy-to-use English-based programming
language. HyperCard is also being used
increasingly as an "interface toolkit" for the
development of front ends to remotely
located mini and mainframe computers.
The recent announcement of an Oracle
database product for the Macintosh involves
neither an acquisition nor an Apple-brand
product. When taken in conjunction with
Apple's own 1988 networking announcements, hO\\'ever, it may have as much or
more impact on the acceptance of the
Macintosh in the corporate world as anything Apple has done.
Oracle Corp. is one of the most prominent providers of SQLdatabase software
and services in the world. The Oracle
database runs on 100 different platforms.
including DEC minicomputers and IBM
mainframes. "Oracle is the only SQLrelational database on the Mac that's fully
compatible with IBM's DB2 mainframe
database," says Marc Benioff, director of
the Macintosh team at Oracle.
Oracle is available in both a S199 singleuser version (aimed at developers) and a
$1,099 fully networked version.
Oracle has also announced a joint marketing and development alliance with Network Innovations. The two companies are
expected to develop a CIJI facility in Oracle for the Macintosh that will allow standard off-the-shelf Macintosh applications,
such as Microsoft Excel, to access data from
both local and remote Oracle databases.

According to Benioff, one of the things
Oracle found most attractive about the
Macintosh was the availability of a HyperCard interface. "HyperCard provides a window through the Macintosh that lets users
transparently participate in an Oracle enterprise network," says Benioff.
The response to HyperCard has been
dr.tmatic. "Connectivity between the Mac
and existing corporate databases is a critical
component for corporate acceptance of the
Mac. With HyperCard providing an elegant,
easy-to-use and nexible front end, there is
now a legitimate reason for people ordering
personal computers to specify a Macintosh,"
says Dan Shafer, president of an independent Oracle development firm, Strategy
Consulting of Redwood City, California,
and author of Using Oracle wilb HyperCard, published by Hayden Books.
While the people at and around Apple
won't comment on the possibility of future
networking acquisitions, it's obvious that
the company will continue to try to plug
up connectivity holes and to add value in
terms of enhanced functionalil)'. It's possible Apple will begin looking into extending
its enterprise networking philosophy to
other platforms.
With Mac networks geHing bigger and
more complicated. Apple might be on the
lookout for network management software.
Somebody might come up with an AppleShare file server on an IBM mainframe. Or,
if the futuristic Knowledge Navigator videos
shown at the August MacWorld Expo are
any indication, Apple might be looking for
the combined voice and data capabilities
available via an integrated services digital
network (lSD ).
Perhaps the most intrigu ing purchase
Apple made in 1988 was the artificial-intelligence technology it acquired from the now
defunct Airus, Inc. of Portland, Oregon. The
Airus technology is applicable to a number
of fields, including natural-language interpretation, speech, optical-char.tcter and
handwriting recognition and database
searching.
Who knows? Maybe in a couple of years
you won't need a HyperCard interface or
even a keyboard to query the company
mainframe. You'll be able to simply turn to
your Mac and ask it to get whatever information you need. •
- Donna Barron
71Je autbor is a contn"buting editor to
The Macintosh Buyer's Guide.

Case History

NASA Launches
MicroVAX Graphics Network

T

he National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (J ASA) has embarked on a graphics network
strategy that could change the way
its employees do business.
At NASA headquarters in Washington,
D.C., a Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)
MicroVAX acts as a Macintosh network file
server for a vast database that houses a
catalog of graphics images.
"Virtually all government agencies make
frequent presentations t0 the u.S. Congress
for funding." says David Lavery. senior
computer systems scienti t for \ASA. "We
needed a way to srore and sort all of our
graphics so our employees could easily
access them for their presentations."
Lavery and programmer jean Thomas
devised a HyperCard stack that acts as a
front-end access system for the MicroVAX
server. Through the HyperCard stack.
employees can view photos and other
graphics used by the space agency. They
can also quickly learn all of the details about
the graphics, such as their whereabouts in
the agency, when the graphics were used
last and why, and whether there is any textual information available with them.
·~ean Thomas used assembly language.
which is faster than the HyperCard scripting
language. to write the program," says Lavery.
"Our first release of the databa e was larger
than 100 ~'lB. and combing through all of
that information in a HyperCard script would
have been an extremely slow process."
The network operates with PacerShare
from Pacer Software, Inc.. a package that
transparently allows a VAX to appear as a
Macintosh file server. With this software,
~ASA employees can access the graphics
database simply by selecting the VAX
through the Chooser on their Macintoshes,
in much the same way as they would select
a printer or AppleShare.
Lavery says the images are scanned
and entered into the database, along with
descriptive text that identifies each image.
The images are stored as stand-alone PICT
and TIFF files.
The HyperCard stack acts as a collection
of pointers to access the images in the
database. and HyperCard's XOID (external
command) feature is called to display the
image on a user's Macintosh. The images
are updated regularly.

National Aeronautics
And Space Administration

As Halley 's comet soaretl act·oss the sky ill
1986, a photo of it was cajJtm·etl ill NASA's
VAX network.

The 165 employees in Lavery's division
use Macintosh lis with 13-inch and 19-inch
monitors, but the images in the database are
sized for scanning to match the 19-inch
dimension.
Should a user have a 13-inch monitor
and try to display a 19-inch image. the
image would either appear in the upper left
corner of the screen or a message would
appear notifying the user that a 19-inch
monitor is required to view the image in its
proper proportions.
The MicroVAX complements the Macintosh network in many ways. Lavery says. At
night the MicroVAX backs up files to the
main computer center with no human assistance. This procedure. which is something a
Macintosh server cannot do. was a requirement for i\ASA.
Another advantage of the MicroVAX is its
ability to connect to \ASA's worldwide VAX
network. called SPAN (Space Physics Analysis 1etwork). which has approximately
10,000 nodes connected to it. SPANacts as a
pathway for \ASA researchers. scientists
and corporations to exchange research findings and space exploration details.
For example. during the flyby of Halley's
comet in 1986. the united States was without a deep-space probe for observing the
comet- i\ASA's probe was destroyed in

the space shuttle Challenger explosion. The
Russians, however, had a probe in place
and cooperated with NASA for viewing
the comet.
"We connected a temporary node from
SPAN to the Soviet Space Academy in
Moscow so we could receive telemetry data
about Halley's comet from their (Russia's)
probe." Lavery says. Some of this data is
now stored on the graphics database.
In addition to its connectivity capabilities,
the MicroVAX is capable of performing a
\'ariety of polling tasks for :--IASA over SPA\.
Lavery is exploring ways for the VAX to regularly poll nodes across SPA\ for data and
images. collect that information and store it.
then format it into Macintosh files for a user
to access in the same way as any other
Macintosh folder.
"The goal is to have the MicroVAX collect
information that we need du ring the night
and deposit the information into our Macs.
so it is available when we arrive in the
morning." he says.
PacerShare acts as a map between the
VMS files used by a VAX computer and the
Apple Filing Protocol folders used by the
Macintosh. To a user. the VMS files look like
Macintosh folders. Moreover. Macintosh
users can perform operations on the files as
if they were created on a Macintosh.
La,·ery also plans to put the VAX to work
as an application server, in addition to its
file-serving responsibilities. Using CUI. the
Yiac-to-VAX connectivity language. the VAX
could store and retrie,·e data and act as an
AppleShare server node.
"With CUI . the VAX can do data-collection and processing chores that would
overwhelm a Macintosh," he says. "Another
advantage of CUI is that if an application
is processor or memory intensive, CU I will
pass only the necessary data back and forth
between the Mac and the VAX, letting each
machine do what it does best - the Mac
provides the user interface and display
capabilities and the VAX provides the processing power."
Lavery says other divisions within 1ASA
have expressed an interest in the graphics
database and are awaiting the final touches
before they begin to launch their own
graphics networks. •
- Linda Topoleski
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Desktop Publishing Directory

Special
Desktop Publishing
Directory
A comprehensive compendium of

desktop publishing products for the Mac.

Business Graphics
• Aldus Persuasion
Desktop presentations

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; one BOOK
disk drive.
Aldus Persuasion is a comprehensive desktop presentation software program that provides a complete
set of tools to produce 35mm slides and overhead
presentations.
Persuasion includes a complete set of tools for creating presentations in black-and-white or color, including full.function outlining, word processing, drawing,
charting and layout. Presenters simply select one of the
AutoTemplate slide formats and type their ideas into
the outliner. Persuasion automatically formats the outline text into slides or overheads ready to print. Users
can also create their own AutoTemplates, customize
existing templates or work directly on the individual
slides themselves.
Word processing features include type specification, automatic word wrap, multiple indent levels, tabs,
variable line and paragraph spacing, search and replace
and a spelling checker. Users can also mix typefaces,
styles, sizes and colors within a text block.
Persuasion's drawing program contains tools for
lines, rectangles, circles, polygons, arcs and freeform
sketching. Special effect options include rotation and
graduated fills. The program also accepts existing
graphics files in P!CI; P!CT2 and EPS formats from
MacDraw, MacDraw 1!, Aldus Freehand and Adobe
ntustrator.
For charting numbers, Persuasion automatically
converts data into a wide choice of chart types, including bar, pie, line, area, scatter, high-low, table and userdefined formats. Data can be imported from
spreadsheets or entered directly in Persuasion's special
work area.
Other features include: a slide sorter, automatic
slide overlays, a slide-show feature, access to the 16.8
million colors on a Macintosh II, a 256-<:olor palette, the

ability to specify color on a Macintosh Plus and SE and
more. Users can customize their own color schemes
and then print 35mm slides and overhead transparencies on color laser printers or film recorders.
Persuasion also produces speaker notes and audience handouts, complete with thumbnail sketches of
the slides to accompany the presentation.
$495 retail
Aldus Corp.; 411 First Ave. S, Ste. 200: Seattle.
WA 98104; 2()6.022-5500
Business Graphics Toolkit
Produces business charts from data and labels

512K or larger Macintosh; True Basic Language Version 2.0 or lziglzer.
The Business Graphics Toolkit produces business
charts from data and labels. The program selects the
scale, chooses good-looking numbers for the axes and
draws the chart. The Business Graphics Toolkit works
in all the True Basic graphics modes.
The program features bar charts, histograms, line
charts, area charts, scatter plots, comparison tables. 1bearn and high-low-close charts. Multiple data sets may
be plotted on a graph and overlaid graphs are available.
In addition, 13 point styles, four line styles and full color
support are provided. Amanual and two dozen sample
programs are included.
$69.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 45 Theodore Fremd Ave.; Rye,
NY 10580: 800S72-2742
Cricket Graph
Business, scientific, educational graphics

512KE or larger Macintosh.
Cricket Graph aUows a user to create high-quality
graphs and charts using business, scientific and engineering data.
Features include: choice of 12 different chart and
graph types; support for importing data from spreadsheets, word processors and databases; easy direct
entry and editing of data; full range of mathematical
operations on data, including logarithmic. trigonometric
and exponentiation functions; the ability to plot more
than 2,000 distinct data points on one graph; full text
editing capacity; regression curve fits. interpolation and
error bars; ful~page layout with editing tools; export to

page layout, word processing and graphics programs;
graphic macros for storing graph formats; and support
for color on a Macintosh II and !mageWriter ll, as well
as Hewlett-Packard plotters.
$195 retail
Cricket Software; 40 Valley Stream Pkwy.; Malvern,
PA 19355; 215-251-9890
Cricket Pict-O-Graph
Dynamic graphing program

512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
Pict-O·Graph is a dynamic graphing program
intended for use in the media and advertising indus·
tries. It offers the means tograph data using pictograms instead of bars and columns. The program also
supplies an icon library and offers an icon editor to create new images.
Pict·O-Graph offers a choice of eight graph types,
support for easy import and export of data. easy manipulation of text and support for color on a Macintosh II,
ImageWriter II and film recorders. !mages can be displayed in varying sizes and quantities; percentages can
be shown by filling in portions of the image. Graphs can
be printed on all versions of the ImageWriter and
LaserWriter.
$175 retail
Cricket Software: 40 Valley Stream Pkwy.; Malvern,
PA 19355; 215-251-9890
Cricket Presents...
Presentation graphics

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard.disk drive; PostScript
output device or non-PostScript device with Cricket
Device Drivers.
Cricket Presents... is a professional graphics package designed to create fast, fulkolor presentations and
accompanying literature, including overhead transparencies, 35mm slides and Oip charts.
The program has an extensive library of templates
and offers a comprehensive creating environment,
including presentation planning, text editing, full draw·
ing, graphing. tabling and image-handling, as well as
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presentation animation. It works in conjunction with
Cricket Device Drivers to support a wide variety of output devices.
Auser can create professional graphics from conception through production without ever leaving the
program and directly produce a professional, taBormade presentation.
$495 retaH
Cricket Software; 40 Valley Stream Pkwy.; Malvern,
PA 19355; 215-251-9890
Drexel Plot
Plots line and/or scatter graphs
Any Macintosh. Finder 4.1 or 5.3.
Drexel Plot is a graphing application that, among
other things, allows a user to enter up to four paired
sets of data and place as many as four lines on the same
graph. Auser can select the range, increments and axis
origin for the graph and the numbers of decimal places
fo r the numbers on the grid.
Drexel Plot also includes the ability to load any two
columns of paired data from a SYLK file created in
Microsoft Multiplan or Excel to enlarge a portion of any
graph and to take graphs into MacDraw for further
enhancements.
$11 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange; 255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A:. PO Box 8000; Ventura, CA 93002;
800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 inCA
Genesis
Idea design and presentation tool
512Kor larger Macintosh.
Genesis is an idea and presentation tool designed
to help a user graphically and textually develop, refine
and present ideas, concepts and procedures.
The program contains a small palette of drawing
tools. With them, a user draws "bubbles" that represent
ideas. Each bubble (idea) is given a user-defined title.
lines can be drawn between bubbles that relate to one
another. For each bubble, a user can open a text win·
dow and enter a description of what the bubble
represents.
Having completed a first level of bubbles, a user
may want to refine some or all ideas initially drawn. To
do so, a user would open each bubble that needs refinement. At this point, a user is presented with another
window that contains another palette. Here the user can
draw new bubbles that represent more detail than the
original bubble (Idea). Dependency lines and textual
descriptions for each new bubble can also be added.
The procedure of hierarchically refining ideas to
deeper levels can continue as far as necessary, much
the same way an outline is done.
$195 retail; available january 1989
Futuresoft System Designs, Inc.; 160 Bleecker St.,
#5jW; New York, NY 10012; 212-674-5195
• MacBriefer
Tool for creating and displaying presentations
Macintosh II; 1MB ofRAM; hard disk drive recommended; one to three video cards for additional displays.
MacBriefer is a software tool that automates the
creation of presentations and permits total control during the actual briefing.
Results can be displayed on multicolor
monitors/ projectors, and different images can be dis-played on one monitor/projector or the same image on
all monitors/projectors. Editing may be done during
the actual presentation. In addition tousing upto three
monitors/projectors for simultaneous display, split
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screens can also be used to display three different
images on one monitor. Images can be displayed with
an extensive array of effects, such as venetian blinds,
dissolves, zooms and wipes.
MacBriefer provides two facilities for editing: Color
Draw Utility and Color Paint Utility. Both utilities support all256 colors and color combinations. These utilities perform a variety of editing functions, such as
gradated background, color coordinated palettes. cus-tom color palettes, multidirectional gradations, image
alignmen~ copy/cut/paste, text editing, style sheets
and enlarge/reduce.
MacBriefer simplifies the creation of a serial dis-play. Overlay Builder allows a virtually unlimited number of images to be built in one file and then each image
can be displayed automatically, building or layering on
the previous image displayed. Storyboard allows for the
creation of printed handouts.
$495 retail
FGM, Inc.; 131 Elden St., Ste. 108; Herndon, VA 22070;
703-478-9881
Microsoft Chart 1.02
Business graphics
Any Maci11tosh.
Microsoft Chart is a business graphics package
that allows a user to prepare presentation-quality
charts.
It allows a user to select from 42 predesigned chart
formats and seven major chart types. Auser can then
customize a chart to emphasize specific points - text
can be added, line patterns and fonts can be varied, the
legend can be moved and resized and arrows can be
added.
$125 retail
Microsoft Corp.; 16011 NE 36th Way; Box 97017; Redmond, WA 98073; 20&-882-8080
Microsoft PowerPoint 2.0
Presentation tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB of RAM; two BOOK disk
drives or harddisk drive.
Microsoft PowerPoint is a presentationgraphics
application that provides users with the capability to
develop 35mm color slides or black and white overheads, on-screen slide shows, speaker notes and audience handouts.
Users can cut and paste materials from any Macintosh application and bring themtogether into a presentation being developed in PowerPoint
The program helps users create entire storyboards
by displaying slides in full view or by tiUe and reorganizing their sequence with ease. It can also produce
speaker notes and audience handout copies to support
the visual presentation.
The program contains special tools, including word
processing capabilities for multilevel bullet charts, diagram drawing tools for illustrations and on-screen slide
sorters.
Business graphics and text can be imported from
virtually any Macintosh program, and outlines created
in More can be opened directly in PowerPoint
Version2.0 includes: access to the full16.8 million
colors of a Macintosh II; templates that provide built-in
color schemes, background effects and fonts; a spelling
checker and lind-and-replace command for the word
processing function; the ability to import graphics
directly into EPSF formats; the ability to move files
back and forth between a Macintosh Plus, SE and Il
with full preservation of color; the ability to generate
hard copies in gray scale and inverse gray scale so that
a hard copy of presentations for proofing can be generated on a laser printer; new drawing commands, including Select All, Bring to Front and Send to Back; support
for multiple screens; an entire disk of presentation fonts
in Times and Helvetica up to 96 point size and Zapf
Dingbats screen fonts licensed from Adobe; and more.
$395 retail; Version 2.0

$40 retaH; upgrade to 2.0 (free to users who licensed
the program after Apn11, 1988)
Microsoft Corp.; 16011 NE36th Way; Box 97017; Redmond, WA 98073; 206-882-8080
Pixie Macintosh Version
Charting and drawing program
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Pixie is a charting and drawing program that allows
users to produce bn1liant fulkolor slides, hardcopy and
overhead transparencies, as well as sharp laser output
Pixie shows charts on screen exactly as they will
appear when output Changes to the chart are done
directly on screen with Pixie's direct manipulation style
of interface.
The program's "smart"chart formats allow users
to concentrate on the content instead of the form. On a
Macintosh II, Pixie goes beyond the 256 color limit to
simulate more than 16 million colors on screen, with
full support for color output devices. It also automates
such features as three-dimensional bars and pies, shaded backgrounds and drop-shadowed text There's also a
toolbox full of drawing tools for either freeform drawing
or cbart enhancement
The program connects to professional graphics
environments through Zenographics Mirage, CGM,
PICT and PICT2, allowing files, art and presentations to
be shared with Pes.
$295 retail
Zenographics,lnc.; 19752 MacArthur Blvd., #220;
Irvine, CA 92715; 714-851-6352
• PresentationPro
Presentation graphics
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
PresentationPro is designed for graphic and audio
visual presentation needs. Users can produce 4,000 and
8,000 line 35mm full-color slides and overhead transparencies, color prints, black and white laser proofs and
Unotronic typeset images.
With Presentation Pro, users can use the formats
provided or create their own. Any format can be
retrieved, modified and updated as needed, while main·
taining consistent color, layout and composition.
The package also gives users access to Crosfield
Design Systems, a worldwide service bureau network.
This combination delivers cost-effective finished
images from virtually anywhere in the world.
Features include: create slides fro mpredesigned
formats;add to, change or create new formats and combine various formats with a job; choose from 64 available colors and 16 typestyles; use, modify or create tags
within any format; take any PresentationPro image and
merge it with the most popular desktop publishing programs via PICT files; create notes for each individual
image, and then print story boards that combine notes
and images together (six to a page); output to any
PostScript<empatible device for proofs or story boards;
import text fromother Macintosh programs via the
Clipboard; import object-based charts, diagrams and
illustrations into PreseotationPro via PICT files; assign
color combinations, scale images and merge with other
PresentationPro elements; add background color globally, use any available color or any one of 10 custom gradated backgrounds included with the program; utilize
any of seven standard photodrop formats; and more.
$295 retail
Strade Corp.; 12600 W. Colfax Ave.; Lakewood,
co 80215; 303-232-8282
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QuickPie
Pie chart program
512K or larger Macintosh; ImageWriter II.
QuickPie is a desk accessory designed to create
pie charts within any word processing or page layout
programs.
Each pie chart is generated by typing in the numerical value for each pie wedge. The pie wedge is added
to the pie when the Return key is pressed. The new pie
wedge is filled with the currently selected pattern. The
pattern selection automatically advances so that each
pie wedge has a different pattern.
Features include: multiple data-entry formatsdata can be entered in degrees, percent or auto-scale
mode, which automatically calculates ratios; eight significant digits (five above and three below the decimal
point); exploding pie sections; comprehensive pie label
and title options to control appearance: automatic legend generation; colored text pie sections: 32 fiU patterns, including 16 gray-scale levels that can be
combined with the seven available colors; three-dimensional effects: variable scaling in inches or centimeters
(pies can be enlarged to any size without distortion);
memory awareness; and object-oriented pictures that
deliver fuU LaserWriter resolution.
$45 retail
Prophecy Software: 3650 SilverSide Rd.; Wilmington,
DE 19810; 302-994-1502
StandOut!
Desktop presentations
Macintosh Plus or larger; erternal disk drive.
StandOut! is professional desktop presentation software that provides the necessary tools for making
35mm slides, overhead transparencies, tlipcharts,
speaker's notes and audience handouts.
The product combines the utility of text processing, graphics, charting and presentation management
software into a single package. It delivers fuU<olor, fully
integrated charts and graphs; includes powerful texthandling capabilities and professional typographic
effects; and provides a range of functions, such as slide
sorting and online video review for easy and efficient
show organization.
StandOut! provides extensive color suppor~ including access to the full spectrum of 16.7 million Macintosh ll colors. Its color palette aUows simultaneous
display of 256 colors. Users can also edit, mix and store
their own colors and generate a wide variety of custom
palettes.
The program's fully integrated charting lets users
create and edit fulkolor pie, scatter, line, bar and co~
umn charts and provides a wide range of graphic
embellishments, such as the ability to move individual
pie slices for emphasis.
StandOut! offers full desktop publishing.quality
text editing with extensive WYSIWYG features, such as
kerning for professional headlines and titles;
stylesheets for fast global reformats; and spell
checking.
StandOut] supports the industry-standard file formats (TIFF, RIFF, EPSF, PICT I, PJCT II and MacPaint)
to ensure a user's library of images can be imported as
graphic enhancement for their presentations. Output
devices supported include color and black and white
laser printers, thermal printers, phototypesetters, plotte.rs and film recorders.
$395 retail
Letraset USA; 40 Eisenhower Dr.; Paramus, NJ 07653;
201-845-6100

TSGraph
Graphing application
512K or larger Macintosh.
TS Graph is an inexpensive alternative to other
graphing programs available for the Macintosh. It has
been written especially for scientific journal style
graphs, but can be used in many other graphing appl~
cations. Its strengths are that it aUows the graph creator greater flexibility in customizing the axes and data
symbols in many more ways than other graphing programs, and it provides a powerful data entry, editing
and modification system. TS Graph produces publication.quality graphs on the LaserWriter. It will work with
Switcher, and can import data from other programs
using the Clipboard and Scrapbook.
Features ofTS Graph include: up to 40 columns of
data with the number of data limited only by memory;
versatile data editing and selection capability; automatic
average and standard deviation across selected data
columns; flexibility in axis scaling and labeling; control
of range and intercept points; horizontal and/or vertical
error bars; exponential, log and linear curve fitting;
boxes, lines, arrows and text can be added to the graph;
and graphs can be reduced to fit a window display.
$49.95 retail
Trimbur Software: 200 Pleasant Grove Rd.: Ithaca,
NY 14850; 607-257-2070 or 800-328-2252

Creative/Art
Canvas 2.0

Precision drawing program
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive.
Canvas is a precision drawing program for illustrators, designers, artists, architects and engineers.
Features include: auto tracing converts bit-map
images into objects; multipoint Bezier curves and
smooth polygons can be joined, spli~ opened or closed:
points can be added or deleted at will; unlimited layers
can be viewed, printed or saved together or individual·
ly; 16.7 million colors on a Macintosh ll; PostScript gray
scales in one percent increments: hairlines as small as
l,OOOth of an inch; zoom capacity from three percent of
original to 3,200 percent; precise positioning of objects,
text or bitmaps to 64,000 dpi; macro graphic libraries;
user-editable arrowheads, patterns, colors and brushes;
auto-dimensioning of lines and arcs; area and perimeter
calculations; WYSIWYG text; special effects; 9 by 9-foot
continuous drawing area; direct support for PICT,
PICT2, TIFF, MacDraw and MacPaint file formats; and
a desk accessory version with 80 percent of the features available in the application.
$299.95 retail; site licenses available
Deneba Software; 7855 NW 12th St, Ste. 202; Miami,
FL 33126; 3()5.594-6965 or 800-622{;827
The Comic Strip Factory
Creates comic panel layouts
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Comic Strip Factory is a writing, paneling, ~
looning and character assembly program that allows
users to create comic strips.
Acharacter's parts are treated as separate objects.
To assemble a character, users simply drags parts into
place. If users decide to change a part. they can pluck
that part away and drag in a new parL
The program has the equivalent of a mini word processor buill in for creating dialog within baUoons. To
create a baUoon, users click on one of the seven baUoon
types available, including standard dialog, rounded
rectangle dialog, thought and shouting styles, and the
program makes the balloon fit around the text
automatically.

The program works with background pictures and
allows users to put a character in front of the picture,
move the character, use a different part of the picture,
or even change pictures completely without having to
start from scratch or erase and repair. It also allows
users to crop a panel to any shape desired.
$69.95 retail
Foundation Publishing; 5100 Eden Ave., Ste. 307; Min·
neapolis, MN 55436; 612-925-0027
ComicWorks
Paint, drawing and page-layout program
512K or larger Macintosh.
ComicWorks is a paint program, a drawing tool. a
text editor and a page-layout program in one. It can be
used to create comic books, cards, posters, newsletters,
flyers, storyboards and more.
Features include: intermixing of text and graphics
anywhere on the page; independently moving graphic
objects; creation of multipage documents; full text editing; airbrush; custom panels and voice baUoons: special
comic book fonts; ability to import art directly from
MacPaint and ComicWorks documents; a poster making program; a two-disk set of art created by comic
book artist Mike Saenz; and more.
$79.95 retail
Mindscape, Inc.; 3444 Dundee Rd.; Northbrook,
!L 60062; 800-221-9884
DeskPaint 2.0 And DeskDraw
Pain~ TIFF and draw editing in two desk accessories
512K or larger Macintosh; System 4.2 or later.
DeskPaint And DeskDraw is a complete graphics
package that provides users with pain~ TIFF and draw
editing in two desk accessories.
The DeskPaint desk accessory creates, loads, edits
and saves bitmap graphics, including TIFF, MacPaint
and PlCT formats. Aspecial feature included with
DeskPaint is Auto Trace, a facility for tracing bitmap
images (ITFF or MacPaint) to Pier objects.
Other features include: air brush, charcoal, duplicate, distor~ one and two point perspective, cropping,
transparent paint, inverse paint, halftoning effects,
printing of posters and billboards, edit patterns, scale
selections from one percent to 3,999 percen~ paste
unsealed (pastes images back at their original size),
browse features for looking through folders of clip art
or scrapbooks and free rotating bitmaps in 2 degree
increments.
DeskDraw is a desk accessory similar to MacDraw
that creates, loads, edits and saves images consisting of
graphics and text objects, bitmaps (up to 4,000 dpi) and
rotated PostScript text DeskDraw has normal objectoriented graphics editing capabilities, such as arcs, free
rotation of te>.1 and graphics, rectangles, polygons.
lines, hairlines and freehand objects. Objects may be
filled with patterns, colored with any of eight QuickDraw colors, set eight copy modes and set line patterns
and widths.
Aunique addition to DeskPaint and DeskDraw is
an instant help system. When a user clicks on the Help
button, the cursor turns into a question mark that can
be used to click on tools or menu items for detailed
help.
The two packages are bundled together and
include a 192·page illustrated manual. They are not
copy protected.
$129.95 retail
Zedcor, Inc.; 4500 E. Speedway, Ste. 22; Tucson,
AZ 85712; 602-881-8101 or 8004824561
Mac-A-Mug
Human face composition
512K or larger Macintosh.
Mac-A-Mug allows a user to create thousands of
human faces by scrolling through and choosing from
hundreds of individual facial features.
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The program assembles chosen features into a
composite face, according to specifications given by a
user.
The disks contain both male and female facial fea·
tures and accessories and the capability of mixing the
two.
Users control every aspect of creating a face,
including hair-style and color, and they may print out a
face in a number of sizes or copy it into MacPaint for
further refinement
$59.95 retail
Shaherazam; PO Box 26731; Milwaukee, WI 53226;
414442-7503
MacBillboard 4.01
Graphics editing; printing

512K or larger Macintosh.
MacBillboard is a package that combines graphics
editing and printing capabilities to allow users to create
and print personalized greeting cards, signs, banners,
stationary, iron-Qn transfers and more.
The program's graphics editor is a toolset for creal·
ing and modifying graphics or text It incorporates full
MacPaint-style editing and file compatibility with multiple levels of enlargement for detail work. Users can
copy and paste picture elements larger than screen
size, enlarge or reduce selected pictures by exact ratio
to reduce distortion and see a full page while editing.
All paint brushes can be modified, with spraypaint
effect available for each brush.
Printing capabilities include enlargement up to 32
times original size. Users can print documents from a
single page up to 500 square feet. In addition, the pr()gram provides greeting card alignment and envelope
templates for printing four-panel greeting cards. The
program \viii also reverse artwork to produce iron ons.
S35 retail
CE Software; PO Box 65580; W. Des Moines, lA 50265;
515-224·1995
MacCalligraphy 2.0
India ink application

512K or larger Macintoslr; second disk drive
recommended.
MacCalligraphy is a software package that simu·
lates the act of painting or writing on absorbent rice
paper.
The flow of ink is controlled by the mouse button.
!ilk will begin and continue to Oow when the mouse but·
ton is pressed and stop Oowing after some predeter·
mined time delay when the mouse button is released to
create the tail. The thickness of a line can be varied by
the speed at which the mouse is dragged.
The tools available on the workscreen will also
allow variations in how a line will appear, such as the
shade o[ black ink used, the length of the tail attached,
the.size of the brush and the touch of the line.
The tools consist of six brush sizes, five brush
touches, 10 shades of ink, four speeds of ink-Oow from
the brush and four lengths of tails that follow each
stroke after the mouse button is released.
The program also offers a Custom Touch Editor for
creating graphic effects and a Seal leon that opens a
Custom Seal Editor grid for creating, opening or saving
seal designs for MacCalligraphy files.
The final printout can be made on the type of
washi, an absorbent paper, that is included in the
package.
S149.95 retail
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Qualitas Trading Co.; 69\fl Norfolk Rd.; Berkeley, CA
94705; 415-848-8080

Ad/Art/Plus
Clip art

Any Macintosh; ImageWriter or l.aserWriter; MacPaint.
MacChoro V.l.6
Choropleth mapping program

512KE or larger Macintosh.
MacChoro is a data classification and map-design
program for the creation of choropleth maps. The
choropleth method uses shadings to represent values
and is one of the most common methods of statistical
mapping.
The program's display is composed of 14 elements
-map, legend, first neatline, second neatline and 10
text elements. Auser defines a rectangle for each element by moving and clicking the mouse at opposite cor·
ners. Map, legend and text elements are scaled,
centered and placed within the user-defined rectangle.
Elements can be ouUined with a visible rectangle,
moved to a new location or erased.
Once a map is created, it may be transferred via
the Clipboard to MacPaint (as a bitmap) or to SuperPaint (as a bitmap on in PICT format) for adding other
text or graphics. The map may also be transferred in
PICT format to other programs, such as MacWrite,
Microsoft Word and PageMaker.
The program works with specially formatted map
61es. Map files currenUy available include: United
States (mcluded with the program), any of 48 states by
county, Canada by province, North America by country,
South America by country, Asia by country, Europe by
country, Africa by country and world by country.
$295 retail; MacChoro and United States by state digital
map
$50 each retail; additional map files
Image Mapping Systems; PO Box 31593; Omaha, NE
68131; 402-553-2246
PolyExtract
Facilitates creation of map files of U.S. counties for use
with MacChoro program

512KE or larger Macintosh.
PolyExtract facilitates the creation of map files of
U.S. counties for use with the MacChoro mapping pr()gram. Up to 300 counties may be extracted from any
state or combination of states from the U.S. Counties
file.
The outlines of counties are extracted from a 485K
file containing 3,980 polygons and 32,865 X, Ycoordi·
nates. The coordinates have been projected using the
Alber's equal area projection.
Also included is a rotation program that can be
used to rotate the map file to any desired angle.
$100retail
Image Mapping Systems; PO Box 31593; Omaha, NE
68131; 402-553-2246

Ad/Art/Plus Vol. !"Variety" is a 400K diskette full
of MacPaint clip art graphic drawings and images that
can be used for creating advertisements and logos for
desktop publishing, business or personal use. It con·
tains airplanes, animals, birds, borders, flowers, frames,
headings, holiday, people, ribbons, sign backgrounds,
symbols, stars, international sign symbols, vehicles and
advertising attention symbols.
Ad/ Art/Plus Vol. 2 "Borders" is a 400K diskett.e
containing MacPaint border designs. The largest proportion of the collection contains complete border sizes
(1/4, 1/2, 1/3, 2/3 and full page) as well as a selection
of designs for customizing user-defined border sizes.
Border sizes can be changed and textures can be added
with a paint program to provide unlimited varieties and
combinations. It is available in either PictureBase or
Mac Paint format.
Ad/ Art/Plus "laserArt/ Borders• is a 400K
diskette containing object-Qriented border designs and
rules created in MacDraw formaL The collection con·
tains complete border sizes (1/4, 1/2, 1/3, 2/3 and full
page) as well as a selection of designs for customizing
user defined border sizes. Border sizes and line widths
can be modified.
Ad/ Art/Plus "Architectural Graphics" is a 400K
diskette containing object-Qriented architectural graph·
ic drawings and symbols created in MacDraw format
The collection contains complete architectural drawing
and landscape design graphics, as well as a selection of
designs for creating user-defined architectural and land·
scape graphic drawings and shapes. Drawings and
sizes, as well as shading and line widths, can be modi·
fied. It contains a selection of trees, bushes, foliage,
rocks, building blocks, windows, architectural symbols,
plumbing, electrical, fixtures and basic three-dimen·
sionai graphics for constructing three-dimensional
drawings.
Ad/Art/Plus "Cartoon Designer'' is a 400K
diskette containing object-Qriented cartoon graphic
drawings and symbols created in MacDraw format. The
collection contains a complete selection of cartoon
expressions and features for designing and constructing user-defined characters. Also included are libraries
of complete cartoon characters for immediate use.
Drawing sizes and line width and shading can be
modified.
$49.95 each retail; Vol. ! ''Variety," Vol. 2"Borders,"
''laserArt/Borders"
$75 ret3il; Ad/ Art/Plus "Architectural Graphics"
$75 retail; Ad/ Art/Plus "Cartoon Designer''
Freemyers Design; 575 Nelson Ave.; Oroville, CA
95965; 916-533-9365
Adobe Illustrator Collector's Edition
Modifiable art collection

Creative/Clip Art
MH Computer Graphic Productions
Graphics collection

Any Macintoslr; MacPaint or equivalent.

AAH specializes in graphics collections for the
Macintosh. Each diskette contains more than 340K of
images that can be used as is or altered to suit a user's
needs.
Graphics include: Fantasy, Horror &Science Fiction; Bytes Of Fright; Dinosaur Bytes; Sky Bytes; Classic Science F"'IC!ion; Sea life; and Fantasy Realms.
$29.95 each retail; Fantasy, Horror &Science Fiction;
Bytes Of Fright; Dinosaur Bytes; Sky Bytes; Classic Sc~
ence Fiction; Sea life; Fantasy Realms
AAH Computer Graphic Productions; PO Box 610667;
San Jose, CA 95161; 408-980-7363

Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript printer.
Adobe illustrator Collector's Edition is a package of
hundreds of pre-built Adobe lllustrator basic graphic
shapes. The collection of art is designed for ease of use
and can be edited and manipulated by a user.
Collector's Edition I features numerous basic
graphic shapes that illustrators frequenUy use. The
package contains 100 borders and more than 300 ding·
bats. Additionally, there is a medium weight serif and
san serif typeface that can be edited and modified by an
artist to create logotypes. All images can be used with
other Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Illustrator 88 files.
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Collector's Edition 2 is a collection of patterns that
can be used for such drawing applications as cartography, architecture, engineering, graphic design and edi·
torial illustration.
$125 each edition retail
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 41~961-4400
ArmyArt; NavyArt; AirArt
Clip art of military subjects

Any Macintosh; MacPaint, SuperPaint or Fui/Paint.
ArmyAr~ NavyArt and AirArt represent a full
series of artwork for users requiring illustrations of mi~
itary subjects.
Each package consists of a graphic library in a mix
of paint and Pier formats, thus accessible by many of
the most popular graphics and desktop publishing
applications. Included are drawings of people, vehicles,
ships, aircraft and other equipmen~ as well as art covering many other military subject areas.
$69.95 each retail
Storm King Technology; Dept. JHW-30608; PO Box
185; Wilson, WY 83014; 800-331-4460

ArtDisk 2 contains people, such as a bust of a
woman by Allan Gilbert, two children in a field by Alibina Makuraite, romantic couples, a girl doing needlepoint and more; animals, such as a head .of a Korigum
or Senegal antelope, a buffalo, a South African giraffe,
horses, a zebra and more; and birds, such as a bird
feather, a great blue heron, a mistlethrush, a nun bird, a
peacock and more.
ArtDisk 3: Humor &Wit contains images that
range from business humor, animated animals, doctors,
drinkers, family life, musicians and more.
ArtDisk 4 contains images of fresh and salt water
fish, amphibians and birds.
$39.95 each volume retail
D.V. Franks; 3721 Sue Ellen Dr.; Raleigh, NC 27604:
919-872-5379

ArtRoom CD ROJ\1
PostScript images on compact disk
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript laser printer; Apple
CD SC or compatible.
The ArtRoom CD ROM contains more than 1,500
EPS PostScript images, as well as 100 laser advertising
fonts, all on a five-inch compact disk. The clip art is
managed by a desk accessory called the ArtRoom
Retriever and categorized according to libraries. Auser
can click on the appropriate library, choose an image
and the retriever will place the image into a user's appli·
cation. Font Juggler is also included along with tutorials
and templates.
The ArtRoom CD ROM comes complete with an
SO-page reference catalog that outlines 150 color clip art
images for a Macintosh II (also on the CD ROM). The
clip art and fonts can be placed right from the CD into a
document using page-layout programs, such as PageMaker, ReadySetGo!, QuarkXPress and any other puJ>.
lishing program that will support the PostScript format
$999 retail
Image Club Graphics; 291S.l9th St. NE, Ste. 206;
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2E 7A2; 403-250-1969 or
800-661-9410

Art A l.a Mac Volume 1 And 2
Clip art
Any Macintosh.
Volume 1, People And Places offers more than 600
pieces of clip art It features people in a variety of amusing and unpredictable situations. Places include the
U.S. Capitol, the Taj Mahal and other international landmarks, plus flags and maps of the world.
Volume 2, Variety Pack offers more than 600 pieces
of clip art in a variety of categories, including music,
plants, vehicles, outerspace, monsters, astrology, reJi.
gious symbols and more.
S39.95 each retail; Vo11, People And Places or Vo12,
Variety Pack
Springboard Software, Inc.; 7808 Creekridge Cir.; Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915

Artware
Clip art

I Artagenix: Planes Of Fame

Macintosh Plus or larger; page layout or other program
that accepts Encapsulated PostScript files; laser printer.

Clip art

512K or larger Macintosh.
Artagenix: Planes Of Fame is a collection of bitmapped clip art designed for use with a user's favorite
paint program. The collection consists of three viewdetailed illustrations of many modern military aircraft
Also included are silhouette views of these same aircraft Insignia and customizing accessories are provided to allow a user to personalize the illustrations, as
well as flags of European nations and maps of several
European countries.
$39.50 retail
Devonian International Software Co.; PO Box 2351;
Montclair, CA 91763; 714-621-0073
ArtDisks 1, 2, 3 & 4

Clip art

Any Macin(Qsh; MacPaint.
ArtDisk 1contains buildings, such as the
amphitheater at Verona, the Colosseum in Rome, a
Dutch apartment village, Colonnade of the Louvre in
Paris. the U.S. Capitol and more; landscapes, such as
the Morningside Barn Chapel in the Ozark Mountains,
Bonnie Brook, an ancient Arab burial ground, Deer
Island, Fire Island lighthouse, Mount Rushmore and
more; and objects of decor, such as armor worn by
Charles V. an open cabinet and chair. sculptures and
more.

Artware is a series of high-resolution clip art that
has been composed using Adobe Illustrator. The graph·
ics are all vector images and a registered user may use
them in any publication.
The clip art is available in encapsulated PostScript
files. They can be used with page-layout programs that
accept these files, such as PageMaker, QuarkXPress or
ReadySetGo!. Users do not need a copy of Adobe Illustrator to use the graphics. Once placed into a page-layout program, the images can be easily resized and
positioned.
The series consists of: Assortment 1, which is a
one-disk set containing 30 business images for presen·
tations and commercial use, such as a "thumbs up"
sign, landing aircraft, keys on a keyring and an automobile; Borders, which is a tw<Hiisk set containing 40
images for presentations and commercial use, such as
greeting cards. newsletters and invitations; Christmas,
which is a two-disk set containing 37 images related to
Christmas and the holiday theme, such as a candy cane,
mistletoe, snowflakes, Santa Claus and Christmas trees:
Equestrian, which is a tw<Hiisk set containing an
assortment of 27 images of Equestrian art, such as a

cowboy on a horse, horse head profile and entire horse
profile; Symbols I, which is a one-disk set containing 50
images for assisting commercial printers in utilizing
desktop publishing in their business environment, such
as MasterCard, Visa and American Express symbols;
and Communications, which is a one-disk set containing communications graphics geared toward corporate
~ublishers.

S69.95 retail; Assortment 1 (commercial, presentation
and business images)
$129.95 retail; Borders (two disks)
$89.95 retail; Equestrian (two disks)
$89.95 retail; Christmas (two disks)
$89.95 retail; Symbols 1 (one disk)
$69.95 retail; Communications (one disk)
Artware Systems, Inc.; 4332 Bland Rd.; Raleigh,
NC 27609; 919-872-6511 or 800-426-3858 (orders)

BearWare
Clip art

Any Macintosh; paint program or page makeup
program.
BearWare is a collection of 180 digitized teddy
bears on nine disks that are designed to be used on a
Macintosh with page makeup or paint programs. The
bears are elaborately costumed and suitable for many
holidays and occasions, including Christmas, Valentine's Day, Easter, Halloween, Thanksgiving, births,
bon voyages and thank-you notes. Recent additions
include bears that represent sports activities, romance
and professions.
$12 each retail; 20 bears per disk
$99.99 retait entire package
$1 retail; catalog
Collector Software: 1535 W. Holt; Pomona, CA 91768;
71~2(}.9014

I Bede Tech Clip Art; Coloring Book Clip Art
Clip art

Any Macintosh.
Business Clip Art Vol. I. Christmas Clip Art Vol. I
and Easter Clip Art VoL! each contains more than 70
illustrations. The detailed illustrations can be used by
businesses. churches. schools and students. They may
also be printed in color with an ImageWriter II.
Coloring Book Clip Art, available in four volumes,
features big, ful~page 8.5 by 11-inch illustrations. Vol·
umes I and 11 feature dinosaurs, dogs, cats and horses.
Volume Ill offers more dinosaurs, small animals, oceanic fish and American birds. Volume IV includes tropical
fish, tropical birds, tropical plants and wild flowers.
$14.95 each volume retail; Clip Art
$12.95 eJ!Ch volume retail; Coloring Book Clip Art
$39.95 retait Coloring Book Clip Art Volumes J. IV
Bede Tech. Inc.; 8327 Clinton Rd.; Cleveland.
OH 44144; 216-631-4214 or 80().772-4536

I Business Graphics 1
PostScript clip art
512KE or larger Macintosh; 1MB of RAM; PostScript
laser printer.

Business Graphics 1is a collection of high-resolution PostScript clip art stored in EPS format. The collection contains more than 140 illustrations and gymbols
created with Adobe Dlustraior and contained on four
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BOOK disks. Images are strictly business-related, with
sections devoted to computers, occupational icons, peo.
ple doing business, communications, aerospace, public
symbols, display framers and business phrases.
The clip art is resolution independent and will print
at the maximum resolution of the PostScript output
device chosen. Business Graphics I provides an exten·
sive user's guide containing many examples of ways to
use images. Acomplete pictorial index shows where
each image is located and how it is organized. The num·
ber of useful images can be almost doubled if used in
conjunction with Adobe Illustrator or Aldus Freehand.
Many of the individual graphics pieces can be lifted and
used separately.
$129.95 retail
3G Graphics; 11410 NE !24th St., Ste. 6155; Kirkland,
WA 98034; 20&823-8198 or 80045&0234
I The Business Image

National recognized company/agency logos and
trademarks
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or later.
The Business Image is a database of hundreds of
nationally recognized, copyrighted logos and trademarks used throughout the world for product and corporate recognition.
The Business Image is an idea generator showing
some of the most famous designs and creations of
world renowned agencies. Users may search the
database by clicking items one-byo()ne or use a quick
review feature. Searches can be conducted using letters
of the alphabe~ or by using a number of shapes and
symbols provided. Once captured, pictures can be used
to modify or create original designs. Logos and trademarks may be added or deleted, creating a personalized
resource library.
$225 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa Barbara,
CA 93101; 805-564-3386
I Centennial Classics
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; graphics program.
Centennial Classics is a clip art set that recaptures
the best of the lovingly crafted illustrations of the past
The illustrations have been captured at 300 dpi resolution. The more than 100.yearo()ld woodcuts, drawings
and engravings were then meticulously "cleaned" to
enhance the contrast and detail required by graphics
designers.
Available in TIFF, EPSF, PICf and other formats,
Centennial Classics include a range of illuminated letters, characters, symbols, banners and borders.
$650 retail; 37 volume set
$19.95 retail; per volume
New Edge, Inc.; Noone Falls: Peterborough,
NH 03458; 603-924-9100 or 8()0.284-3330'

Click & Clip Illustrations
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Click & Clip is a package of computer clip art. The
illustrations were designed primarily with the desktop
publisher in mind, and are simple in design, with an
emphasis on practicality. The Click & Clip series is
available by subscription in quarterly or annual issues.
Each issue contains two BOOK disks comprising a total
of 50 illustrations per issue and includes both word and
pictorial indexes.
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The illustration files are created in two formats,
PostScript only and encapsulated PostScript The pure
PostScript files create the beautifully smooth lines that
make up the illustrations.
The same illustrations, maintained in encapsulated
·PostScript forma~ can be viewed on the screen and
cropped or sized to fit a user's needs. This format is
designed to merge with most page composition programs. Editing an illustration in this format requires
Adobe fllustrator or Aldus Freehand.
Click & Clip 500 is an illustration package that contains more than 500 illustrations in a single issue.
$39.95 retail; per issue
$125 retail; four issues (one year)
$395 retail; Click &Clip 500
Studio Advertising Art 5130 E. Charleston Blvd., Ste.
5-52; Las Vegas, NV 89122; 702-641-7041
ClickArt Business Images
More than 1,000 busineSSo()riented images provided in
MacPaint and HyperCard formats
Any Macintosh.
ClickArt Business Images is a portfolio of more
than 1,000 busiilesSo()riented images for use in enhancing and illustrating overhead slides, reports, charts,
newsletters and any other type of business-related desktop publishing.
Image categories include: arrows, business/communications, business logos, business symbols, computers, flags of the world, food and agriculture,
illustrated ideas, industrial symbols, map symbols,
news heads, people, transportation and U.S. states.
llte program is supplied in MacPaint format and
can be used by any MacPaint-conipatib1e application, as
well as HyperCard.
Also included is ClickArt ClipOut, a desk accessory that allows access into MacPainlfiles without leaving
a current application.
$49.95 retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa St; Mountain View, CA 94041;
415-96Ul195
ClickArt Christian Images
ReligiouSo()riented images provided in MacPaint and
HyperCard formats
Any Macintosh.
ClickArt Christian Images is a portfolio of more
than 600 religiouSo()riented images for use in enhancing
and illustrating church-related publications.
Image categories include Christian holidays, illustrated Bible stories, church services and events and
religious symbols.
The program is supplied in MacPaint format and
can be used by any MacPaint-compatible application, as
well as HyperCard.
Also included is ClickArt ClipOut, a desk accessory that allows access into MacPaint files without leaving
a current application.
$59.95 retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa SL; Mountain View, CA 94041;
415-962.0195
ClickArt EPS IUustrations
Encapsulated PostScript images
512K or larger Macintosh.
ClickArtEPS Illustrations is a portfolio of more
than 175 professionally drawn images for use in enhancing newsletters, reports, overhead foils and any other
form of desktop publishing.
Image categories include business, food, people,
sports, maps and transportation.
The program can be used only with applications
that read Encapsulated PostScript and PostScript-compatible printers.
S129.95 retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa St.; Mountain View, CA 94041;
415-962.0195

ClickArt Holidays
Holiday images provided MacPaint and HyperCard
formats
Any Macintosh.
ClickArt Holidays is a portfolio of more than 250
images for use in enhancing and illustrating announcements, newsletters and invitations.
Image categories include animals, cartoons, Christmas, decorative borders, decorative stars, Easter,
Father's Day, festive captions, Fourth of july, graduation, Hanukkah, Mother's Day, New Years Eve, open
house, party symbols, patriotic symbols, Thanksgiving
and Valentine's Day.
It is supplied in MacPaint format and can be used
by any MacPaint-compatible application, including
HyperCard.
Also included is ClickArt ClipOut, a desk accessory that allows access into Mac Paint files without leaving
a current application.
$49.95 retail
T/MakerCo.; 1390 Villa St; Mountain View, CA 94041;
415-962.0195
ClickArt Personal Graphics
More than 130 images provided in MacPaint and
HyperCard formats
Any Macintosh.
ClickArt Personal Graphics is a collection of more
than 130 images for use in enhancing and illustrating
overhead slides, reports, charts, newsletters and
publications.
Image categories include Americana, animals,
arrows, billboards, borders, cars, cartoons, celebrities,
.famous people of the past, presidential hopefuls, skylines, sports, statues, wine and beer.
They are supplied in MacPaint and Stackware formats, and can be used by any MacPaint-compatible
application, as well as HyperCard.
Also included is ClickArt ClipOut, a desk accessory that allows access into Mac Paint files without leaving
a currentapplication.
$49.95 retail
T/MakerCo.; 1390 Villa St; Mountain View, CA 94041;
415-962.()195
ClickArt Publications
More than 300 images for newsletters and publications
provided in MacPaint and HyperCard formats
Any Macintosh.
ClickArt Publications is a portfolio of more than
300 images for use in enhancing and illustrating
newsletters and other types of publications.
Image categories include adobes, borders, calendars, columns, credit cards, decorative alphabets, desk
items, dingbats, illustrated headlines, literary figures,
maps of the world, marquees, phrases, presentation displays, stencil letters and street signs.
They are supplied in MacPaint and stackware formats, and can be used by any MacPaint-compatible
application, as well as HyperCard.
Also included is ClickArt ClipOut, a desk accessory that allows access into MacPaint files without leaving
a current application.
$49.95 retail
T/MakerCo.; 1390 Villa SL; Mountain View, CA 94041;
415-962.0195
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• Cliptures Volume 1, Business Images
Encapsulated PostScript-based clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; page layout or graphics program that accepts EPS files.

Cliptures Volume I, Business Images is a four BOOK
disk collection of more than 150 high-resolution graph·
ics focusing on the topics of business and people.
Cliptures can be used with any page layout or
graphics program that reads or can import EPS files.
The graphics are ready to use as is, or they can be edited using Adobe fllustrator or Aldus Freehand.
The PostScript format allows users to edit and
scale Cliptures' graphics to any size without loss of
image clarity. APostScript printer, such as the LaserWriter or Unotronic, is needed for hard copy output
$129.95 retail
Dream Maker Software; 4020 Paige St.; Los Angeles,
CA 90031; lm87~5665
Colormate Art
Color clip art
Any Macintosh; Colormate.
Colormate Art is a collection of more than 130 full
color images for creating business, professional and
educational presentations and illustrations.
$45 retail
SoftStyle; AProduct of Phoenix Technologies Ud.; 6600
Kalanianaole Hwy.; Honolulu, Hl 96825; 808-39!Hi368
or 800-367-5600
Comic People
Additional art for The Comic Strip Factory
512K or larger Macintruh; MacPaint or compatiblt.
Comic People is a package of additional art for the
Comic Strip Factory. The package consists of two disks
containing numerous characters for use in comic strips.
Each character has dozens of heads. bodies, arms and
legs. Auser can assemble them in any way desired for
use in comics, ads, storyboards, pamphlets or newsletters.
$39.95 retail
Foundation Publishing; 5100 Eden Ave., Ste. 307; Minneapolis, MN 55436; 612--925-6027
Comicards
Humorous images
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
Comicards is a collection of fuJl.frame illustrations
and cartoons that can be altered or combined to create
Avante-Garde computer art It is designed for people
who want unusual and humorous images to complement invitations, brochures or greeting cards.
$29.95 retail; print-out of images available
ScanMaster; 2700 W. Coast Hwy., #220; Newport Beach,
CA 92663; 714-548-5967

DarkRoom CD ROM
Stock photo library on compact disc
Macintosh Plus or larger; PO$!Script laser printer; Apple
CD SC or compatible.
The DarkRoom CD ROM is a stock photo library
of more than 450 professional ready-to-use photos, all
on a five-inch compact disc. The photos are categorized
according to Sports, Ufestyle, Business and Travel.
The DarkRoom CD ROM comes complete with a
full color reference catalog. The black and white photo
can be placed right from the CD into a document using
page-layout programs, such as PageMaker, ReadySetGo!, QuarkXPress or any other publishing program that
will support the TIFF file format.
$499 retail
Image Club Graphics; 2915-19th SL NE, Stc. 206; Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2E 7A2; 403-250-1969 or
800661-9410
• DavkaGraphics ill
Clip art
Any Macintosh; paint progrom.
DavkaGraphics ill is Judaic clip art that features a
wide assortment of high-<juality graphics suitable for
Synagogue, school and personal use. It includes pictures appropriate for all seasons and occasions, including jewish holidays and Israel U1emes.
DavkaGraphics ill is compatible for use with FuJI.
Paint, MacPaint, The Print Shop and other Macintosh
applications that use clip art
$34.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312-9#4070
DavkaGraphics; DavkaGraphics D
jewish symbols; pictures
Any Macintosh.
DavkaGraphics is a collection of91 Jewish symbols
and pictures, compatible for use with FuUPaint, MacPaint, The Print Shop and other applications that use
clip art.
The program also contains several Hebrew fonts.
DavkaGraphics II is a clip art disk ofJudaic images
and pictures drawn in FuiiPaint format. In addition to
original, hand-drawn artwork, DavkaGraphics II
includes a variety of digitized photos and drawings. It is
compatible for use with FuiiPain~ MacPaint, The Print
Shop and other applications that use clip art.
$34.95 each retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312-944-1070
DeskTop Art
Graphics
Any Macintosh.
DeskTop Art is specially compiled from the company's library of more than 20,000 professionally created
illustrations and graphics by the nation's top commercial artists. They are compall'ble with desktop visual
communications programs, including pagination, graphics and drawing programs.
Each volume contains more than 300 illustrations
stored on two diskettes, a how-to guide, a complete pictorial index to the art and suggested applications for the
art in visual commun.ications projects.
Volumes include: Artfolio I, Borders & Mortices I,
Business I, Education I, Four Seasons I. Graphics &
Symbols 1, Sports 1and HealthCare l.
$74.95 each retail; Artfolio 1; Borders & Morticcs I;
Business 1; Education 1; Fovr Seasons 1; Graphics &
Symbols I; Sports I; Health Care I
Dynamic Graphics, Inc.; 6000 N. Forest Park Dr.;
Peoria, IL 61614; 3Q9.688.ll!ro or 800-255-8800 (sales)

• Desktop Video Productions Clip Art
Clip art
512K or larger Macintosh; 400K disk drive; MacPaint
or compatible.

Sampler includes clip art samples from Faces,
Hands, BeaUes, Portraits of Prince, Landscapes,
Romantic Images and more.
Faces includes drawings and photographs of men's
and women's faces, profiles and front view portraits in a
variety of sizes.
Landscapes includes a range of ful~page pictures to
be used alone or with other images.
Romantic Images contains graphics of romantic
images, including "Her Knight," "Moon Kiss" and "Love
Asleep."
Prince includes graphics of the rock star, Prince.
Portrait of the 4.9ers includes graphics of the 1985
Super Bowl champions.
As clip art, all of the collections can be changed
and interacted with. They can also be used with other
MacPaint<Ompatible programs, such as ClickArt
Effects, Art Grabber, MacPublisher, Mac Draw,
MacWrite and Slide Show.
$39.95 each retail
Desktop Video Productions; 2000 Powell St., Ste. 700;
Emeryville, CA 94608; 415-655-1022
Digi-Art Laser Graphics
Object-oriented clip art in fllustrator format
Any Macintosh; MacDraUJ.
Digi-Art is a series of encapsulated PostScript
graphics created with Adobe fllustrator for perfect
LaserWriter resolution.
Each volume consists of decorative fonts, graphics,
pictures, forms, borders and symbols.
$168 retail; Volumes I &2
$149 retail; Volume 3 (five BOOK disks)
$168 retait Volumes 4 & 5
$199 retail: Volumes I. 2 & 8
$199 retail; Volumes 9 & 10
$149 retail; Volume 10
Image Club Graphics; 2915-19th St NE, Ste. 206;
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2E 7A2; 403-250-1969 or
800661-9410
•DiskArt
Clip art

512K or larger Maci11toslr; BOOKfloppy disk drive.

The DiskArt Image Series in EPS format includes
five collections of images that are Adobe Illustrator and
Adobe Freehand compatible.
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I Graphic Shortcuts Vl.O

Creative/Clip Art
Portfoli.o 1is a 25-disk volume containing a broad
base of themes.
Creative Theme Art 1 (black and white) is a coUec·
lion of various images, including people, animals, car·
toons and transportation.
Creative Theme Art Seasonal (black and white) is a
collection representing every holiday and season. All
images are detailed graphics for projects that arrive
year after year.
International Symbols (black and white) covers
such topics as food, people, medical, transportation and
sports.
Flags of the USA (color) is a complete volume of 65
flag illustrations.
Flags of the World (color) is a current collection of
the flags of different countries of the world. Periodically
updated, the series is organized by continent
$575 retail; Portfolio 1
$125 retail; Creative Theme Art I
$125 retail; Creative Theme Art Seasonal
$125 retail; International Symbols
$125 retaJ1; Flags of the USA
$125 retai~ Flags of the World
DiskArt: PO Box 354; San Ramon, CA 94583;
41~734

DrawArt

Object oriented clip art
Any Macintosh.
DrawArt is object-oriented clip art disks that take
full advantage oflaser printers to provide desktOJHIUali·
ty graphics not possible with bit·mapped images.
DrawArt Volume 1consists of more than 150 clip
art images in the categories of publishing, clip art, car·
loons, drafting and drawing, as well as several large and
intricate drawings best suited for full page applications.
DrawArt Volume 2consists of more than 300 clip
art images in categories such as business, people, holi·
days, sports, nature, transportation, home and leisure.
An image directory and image index are also included.
$49.95 retail; Volume I
$79.95 re~ Volume 2
Desktop Graphics; 268 E. 16th St, Ste. 6; Costa Mesa,
CA 92627; 714-76().7272
Drawings By Leonardo
Drawings, illustrations based on Leonardo daVinci's
best work
Any Macintosh; MacPainl.
Drawings By Leonardo is a collection of scanned
and retouched images based on the original illustrations of Leonardo daVinci. The drawings have been
altered as little as possible to make them adaptable for
use as MacPaint illustrations.
$29.95 retail; printout of images available
ScanMaster; 2700 W. Coast Hwy., #220; Newport Beach,
CA 92663; 714-s.tS-5967
Electronic Woodcuts And Holiday CUp Art
Clip art
Any Macintosh; MacPainL
Electronic Woodcuts And Holiday Clip Art is a co~
lection of ornate pictorials that contains approximately
200 items, including borders and ornaments suitable
for creating unique displays. Holidays, such as Easter,
St. Valentine's Day, Thanksgiving and New Year's are
also included.
$39.95 retail
Bibnap, Inc.; PO Box 237; Westwego, IJ\ 70094;
504-347-6317
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Collection of technical entourage clip art
512K or larger Macintosh; SuperPoinl or Dreams.
Graphic Shortcuts is a comprehensive package of
entourage images for the Macintosh. The package is
essentially technical clip art that can be used by arcJU.
tects, builders or graphic artists. It includes four separate modules that span a "ide variety of images, such
as trees, people, cards and signs. It is available for
Dreams and SuperPaint
$59.95 retail
Desktop Architect; 634 N. High St; Columbus,
OH 43215; 614-469-9906
I The Graphics Warehouse

Bit·mapped art
Any Macintosh.
The Graphics Warehouse is a growing collection of
bit·mapped art that includes a run section of clip art,
unusual digitized photos of people, borders, cartoons,
children's art and hundreds of useful mortises and
design devices.
Each lmK disk is categorized and includes a slide
show browsing utility and a printed catalog of fullscreen samples for eaSY access and idea browsing. All
of the art can be easily imported into any Macintosh
software program that supports graphics.
There are 24 disks so far, in four disk modules,
packaged in clear three-ring binder sleeves along with
indexed jackets and printed directories.
Afree catalog is available upon request
$20.50 per module retail
Showker Graphic Arts &Design; 15SouthGate Ct.:
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Heraldry
Graphics/clip art to be used in the creation of coats of
arms
Any Macintosl~
Heraldry is a collection of graphics/clip art to be
used in the creation of coats of arms.
!Uustrations include: traditional divisions of the
field (the area within the shield}, partition styles and
coded colors used in medieval heraldry; various
emblems used to depict bearers' names, lineages, occu·
pations and locations; some authentic coats of arms;
and one file of coats of arms recently designed for a film
script showing users how to design coats of arms.
$42.95 retail; Heraldry I
$42.95 retail; Heraldry II (Supplement to Heraldry)
$82.95 retail; Heraldry III (Heraldry I and II combined)
Pleasant Graphic Ware; PO Box 506; Pleasant HiD,
0 R 97455; 5()3.345-5796
Imagebank Professional ClipArt Images
Series of clip art images that can be ordered by subject
Any Macintosh.
lmagebank Professional ClipArt is a series of clip
art images that can be ordered by subject Any four
subject groups may be selected per 400K disk. The
disks contain professional quality MacPaint format
images and are also available in PictureBase format
files. Each file contains one image for eaSY handling.
Subjects include: five series of animals, six series of art
and entertainment grapbics,l4 series of people and two
series of transportation images.
$29.95 retail; per 400K disk
DigiTech Systems; 34684 Richard 0. Dr.; Sterling
Heights, MI 48310; 313-264-3039
Images With Impact -Graphics & Symbols 1

PostScript clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; page layo11/ progrom that
accepts EPS file format; PostScript printer or p/wtotypeseller.
The Images With Impact series are topical coUec·
lions of PostScript artwork designed to bring new
impact to desktop page layout and design.

The first offering of the series, Graphics and Sym·
bois 1, is a portfolio of approximately 70 art files of ver·
satile illustrations and symbols created with Adobe
illustrator and stored in Encapsulated PostScript (EPS)
Macintosh format on two BOOK disks. Each image is
designed to be adaptable to a wide variety of desktop
publishing applications.
All graphics, regardless of how they have been
scaled, wiDprint at the maximum resolution available
on any PostScript output device, from a LaserWriter to a
linotronic.
AfuUy illustrated user's guide is included that fea·
lures more than 60 examples, which have one or more
Graphics and Symbols images incorporated into a vari·
ety of different applications. Both page layout and
Adobe illustrator tips are provided as well.
$99.95 retail
3G Graphics; 11410 NE !24th St., Ste. 6155; Kirkland,
WA 98034; 20&823-8198 or 800456@34
I Japanese Clip Art "Borders" Scroll

Clip art
Any Macintosh; MacPainl.
japanese Clip Art "Borders" Scroll is a three-disk
collection of border clip art garnered from 18th· and
19th<entury Japanese publications and other sources.
It consists of letterhead designs, postcard borders,
signboards, calligraphy backgrounds, ukiyoe scenes,
book cover illustrations and many other intriguing
items.
All images are stored in standard bit·mapped Mac·
Paint files and can be caUed into any graphics, page lay·
out or other program for further manipulation or laser
{lrinter output.
S99.95 retail
Qualitas Trading Co.; 6907 Norfolk Rd.; Berkeley,
CA 94705; 415-848-8080
Japanese Clip Art Scroll! "Heaven" and Scroll ll
"Earth"

Clip art
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
Japanese Clip Art Scroll I "Heaven" contains 14
MacPaint files of images relating to Japanese and Chi·
nese spiritual and mythological subjects, such as festi·
val spirits, Mandalas, Surtras, evil spirits and ghosts.
Also included are landscape, bird and flower images
from japanese and Chinese paintings. Each file con·
tains its own palette of patterns. The disk also includes
four System-loadable fonts of japanese kana characters
and ancient phonetic scripts.
japanese Clip Art ScroD II "Earth" contains II
MacPaint files of images garnered from Japanese paint·
ings, woodblock prints and kanji calligraphy. The sutr
ject matter includes views of Ml Fuji, birds and flowers,
samurai figures, pattern motifs, family crests and uki·
yoe images. Each file contains its own palette of pat·
terns. The disk also includes four System-loadable
japanese kana fonts.
$79.95 each retail
Qualitas Trading Co.; 6907 Norfolk Rd.; Berkeley,
CA 94705; 415-848-8080
Kwikee Inhouse Pal Potpourri 1.0
Professional art library
Macintosh Plus or larger; CJ).ROM drivt.
Kwikee Inhouse Pal Potpourri is a 38MB CD ROM
disc designed to help desktop publishers illustrate topics, concepts and events. Pal, the Professional Art
library, includes more than 300 original illustrations in
encapsulated PostScript format, executed in the Adobe
illustrator vector·based drawing program.
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and maps of all SO U.S. states by county. The maps can
be edited with any paint program and pasted into other
applications.
$79retail
MicroMaps Software, Inc.; PO Box 757; Lambertville,
NJ 08530; 609-397-1611 or 800-334-4291

• MacAdas EPSF Version
Map templates

Creative/Clip Art
Categories include: Animal Kingdom, Around the
House, Careers, Education, Food, Hearts & Flowers,
Holidays, leisure T!Dle, Personal Style, Religious Subjects, Sports and Vacation.
Features include: image resolution is limited only
by the capabilities of the printer or imagesetter; the
ability to scale images up or down with no loss of resolution; the ability to customize Pal art to meet individual
needs; and includes the Inhouse Retriever DA to help
find art by keyword or browse and place it efficiently
{available in CD version only).
$149.95 retail; CD/Mac
$189.95 retail; disks
Multi·Ad Services, Inc.; 1720 W. Detweiller Dr.; Peoria,
IL 61615; 309-692-1530
Mac·Art Laorary
Clip art

Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript{ormat graphics
program, such as Adobe Rlustrator or Aldus Freehand.
MacAtJas EPSF Version is a collection of map templates. The product contains more than 60 maps in
PostScript format. including maps of the USA by state,
aliSO U.S. states by country and world regions by country. Sub-areas, such as countries. states and counties,
are separate objects, allowing users to ungroup and
arrange maps of countless different areas. Major cities
and country names are included in the maps.
Adobe illustrator or Aldus Freehand can be used to
customize the maps and then import them directly into
page layout or slide presentation software. The accompany manual contains ideas and instructions for making
interesting, creative maps.
$199 retail
MicroMaps Software, Inc.; PO Box 757; Lambertville,
NJ 08530; 609-397-1611 or 800-334-4291

MacAtlas Professional Version
MacDraw (PICO format map templates
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; MacDraw.
MacAtlas Professional Version contains more than
60 maps that give aCcurate and detailed outlines of the
U.SA by state, continents by country and aliSO states
by county. Major cities are shown on every map.
All maps are in PICT format, and can be used with
drawing and page makeup software.
$199retail
MicroMaps Software, Inc.; PO Box 757; Lambertville,
NJ 08530; 609-397-1611 or 800-334-4291

MacBits
Graphics/clip-art set containing 1,()()().plus images of
the native Macintosh icons
Any Macintosh; ImageWriter or LaserWriter; MacPaint
MacBits is a three-disk set of MacPaint documents
containing magnified images of the native Macintosh
icons and symbols, each accurately scaled and provided
in both original and FatBits-like styles.

MacAtlas Paint Version 2.0
MacPaint format map templates

Any Macintosh.

The Mac-Art u'brary is a 12-disk collection of categorized clip-art that includes Animals, Buildings, On
The Farm, Flowers/frees/Plants, Geography, Greeting
Cards, Kitchen, People, Sports, Signs/Symbols/Borders, Tools and Transportation.
$39.95 retail; per volume
$49.95 retai~ Variety-Pack volume
$250 retail; entire library (12 disk set)
$275 retail; entire library in PictureBase format
CompuCraft; PO Box 3155; Englewood, CO 80155;
303-791-2077

Any Macintosh; MacPaint

MacAtJas Paint Version is a series of professionally
designed MacPaint-format map templates that can be
used to produce economical, high-quality maps for
home and professional use.
The program contains two world maps, 16 maps of
world regions by country, six maps of the USA by state

·b
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Write or Record Macros • Multiple Clipboards
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Randomly Assigned Student ID Numbers
Useful for K through University Levels
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• Cllptures, Volume 1 is business; business people, cartoons, objects,
symbols, graphics and more!
• Contains four 800K disks of high resolution EPS illustrations created in
Adobe lllustrator·· plus an index book.
• Images can be resized without loosing detail and stay sharp when printed
on any PostScript"' compatible printer.
• Call our toll free number or ask your software dealer for Cliptures today!
Cliptures, Volume 1 $129.95
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Creative/Clip Art
There are 1,000 plus images total of the 60 plus
individual native icons, all in a wide variety of sizes from
1/4-inch to 8-inches square.
$50 retail
MacPoint Publications; 1374 E. 57th St, #3; Chicago,
IL 60637; 312-955-1954
Maccessories Graphic Accents
Professional illustrations

Any Macintosh.
Maccessories Graphic Accents is a collection of
more than 250 professional illustrations that cover a
wide range of subjects, such as business and govern·
ment, sports and entertainment and holidays.
Arranged by subject in standard MacPaint files,
they can be used as is or tailored to a users specific
needs.
$49.95 retail
Kensington Microware, Ltd.; 251 Park Ave. S; New
York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or 800-535-4242
MacGallery
More than 400 hand-drawn clip art images in MacPaint
or HyperCard format

Any Macintosh; MacPaint or Hypti'Card.
MacGallery is a collection of more than 400 original hand-drawn graphics covering a wide variety of topics, such as holidays, sports, food. special occasions,
nature, fantasy, religion, phrases, teddy bears, mortise
cuts, borders and more.
MacGallery's clip art is ready to use as is, or it can
be assembled into a user's own custom creations. Several graphics have accessories that a user can cut and
paste as they wish.
The MacGallery Tour Guide, a handy reference
manual with helpful hints, ideas, suggestions and a visual index, is included. Athird disk, containing more than
50 different pieces of Border-Art, is also included.
MacGallery is available in either MacPaint or
HyperCard stack formats.
$49.95 retail
Dream Maker Software; 4020 Paige St; Los Angeles,
CA 90031; 8ro876-5665
MacGraphics V3.0
9 MB clip art b'brary
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacGraphics is a 13 volume, double-sided disk set
of electronic clip art that consists of more than 9,000K
of bit-mapped drawings for use with MacPaint, FullPaint, SuperPaint, MacDraw and more.
Categories include: transportation, animals, trees
& plants, advertising graphics, food & beverages, people, occupations, caricatures, special occasions, signs &
symbols, fancy letters and frames & borders.
$245 retail; 13 BOOK volumes
$39.95 retail; individual files
GoldMind Publishing; 12155 Magnolia Ave., Ste. 3B;
Riverside, CA 92503; 714-7~8685
.1\facMatbook Libraries Of Graphic Art
Clip art in PictureBase format
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacMatbook is a disk storage system for clip art
that can be used to produce letterhead stationery, invitations, greeting cards and more.
$99.95 retail; Volumes 1-3
$99.95 retail; Volumes 4-6
$179.95 retail; Volumes 1..fi
The Electronic Publisher, Inc.; 215 South St; Excelsior
Springs, MO 64024; 816-637-7233
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MapMaker
Map making system
512K or larger Macintosh.
MapMaker includes everything needed to produce
professional quality maps. Auser can create maps of
the United State by any individual state, group of states
or the entire country, or maps of one or more states by
county or entire continents of the world.
The program prints maps in full color on an
ImageWriter II or LQ.In addition, it is capable of displaying maps in full color on a Macintosh II.
MapMaker comes with 63 U.S. Census demograph·
ic and population statistics for each state, 13 for each
and every county in the U.S. and 20 population statistics
for each of 176 countries of the world.
Other map boundary files and population data sets
are available separately. These include Zip codes (both
3-digit Zip sectional centers and full 5-digit Zip areas),
MSAs, telephone area codes, major city points, ADI and
DMA television marketing areas, congressional districts, census tracts and others.
Auser can also enter data or import it from
databases and spreadsheets. The new MapMaker Version 3.0 features higher resolution boundary lines, is
entirely object oriented and will display map areas with
hatch patterns and points as graduated circles or symbols. It will also create maps as cartograms, dot densities and in exploded views or 11zoomed11 from one to 400
percent It is accompanied with a new users manual
and now supports printing on pen plotters, linotype,
ink-jet printers. etc., in full color.
$349retail
Select Micro Systems; 40 Triangle Ctr., Ste. 211; York·
town Heights, NY 10598; 914-2454670
McPic!; McPic! Volume 2
Drawings; illustrations with hint manual
Any Macintosh.
McPic! and McPic! Volume 2each contains 150
professionally drawn pictures in a variety of categories
and its own hint manual.
Volume 1categories include animals, astrology,
business, holidays and symbols. Volume 2categories
include flags of the world, world maps, occupations,
special effects and the People Maker, which allows a
user to create cartoon people from a variety of heads,
eyes, noses, mouths and accessories.
$49.95 each retail
Magnum Software; 21115 Devonshire St, Ste. 337;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-7()().()510

Packaged in volumes of 100 images each, ImageBase Art is categorized for quick and easy selection.
Volumes are available in 14 specific categories:
Newsl..etterMaker, ReportMaker, Food, Computer
Graphics, Business Graphics, Weekend Sports, Team
Sports, People, Art Deco, Travel, Four Seasons, Borders & Boxes, Exercise & Fitness and Nine To Five.
$145 per volume retail
Metro lmageBase, Inc.; 18623 Ventura Blvd., #210;
Tarzana, CA 91356; 818-881-1997 or 800-525-1552

PICI'ures
Object-oriented clip art in PICf format
512K or larger Macintosh; second disk drive.
PICfures Volume One is a one-disk collection of
more than 120 high-quality images for use in desktop
publishing. Drawings are created in an object-oriented
environment and retain their quality whether reduced,
enlarged or stretched out of proportion.
FUes are saved in a PICf format and can be opened
from MacDraw, SuperPaint and other applications.
Drawings may also be pasted via the Scrapbook into
page-layout programs for printing on a LaserWriter.
Included are files of arrows and stars, borders,
computers, transportation, people, tools and more.
$34.95 retail
Ad-Techs; 2505 Glen Oaks Ct; Bedford, 1X 76021;
817-354-1632
Post-Artll
Clip art
512KE or larger Macintosh; LaserWriter; MacDraw;
Cricket Draw; Adobe Rlustrator.
Post·Art is a three disk collection of more than 100
professional illustrations by award-winning artist Jose
Antonio Ciccone.
The disks consist of full size, highly detailed illustrations designed to take advantage of the LaserWriter
and other PostScript printers. The MacDraw, Cricket
Draw and Adobe lliustrator-created images can be
scaled (magnified or reduced) to any desired size without loss of quality. The illustrations can be used with
most desktop publishing applications.
Imagery ranges from futuristic fighter planes,
boats, houses, delicately shaded nature and rural
scenes and Illustrator and Cricket Draw-based abstract
studies in spirals, hypnotic suns and other works of art
$99retail
Olduvai Corp.; 7520 Red Rd., Ste. A;, South Miami,
FL 33143; 3()5.665.4665

I Medical Application ClipArt Vol. 1
Clip art
Any Macintosh.
Medical Application ClipArt Volume 1is a collection of more than 100 medically related bit-mapped
images stored in MacPaint format.
These images are rendered in extremely high
detail and can be easily incorporated into any word processor or desktop publishing program capable of
importing MacPaint-format graphics files. They can
also be easily edited with a user's favorite graphic software to suit particular needs.
$89.95 retail
MacPDS; PO Box 85097; Seattle, WA 98105;
206-743-0145

IPS Comics
Cartoon panels
Macintosh Plus or larger.

Metro ImageBase Electronic Art

PS Comics are professional cartoon panels. The
first edition of PS Comics contains general humor car·
toons suitable for all ages and appropriate for many
types of publications.
·
The cartoons are originally produced in PostScript
They are provided on disk as Encapsulated PostScript
files and PICf files, making them fully compatible with
all major desktop publishing programs, such as PageMaker, ReadySetGo!, QuarkXPress, etc.

High-resolution artwork
512KE or larger Macintosh configured/or desktop publishing; hard disk drive recommended; laser printer;
PageMaker, ReadySetGo or QuarkXPress.
Metro lmageBase Electronic Art contains high·
quality, high-resolution artwork for desktop publishers.
Digitized at 300 dpi, the artwork can be imported into
popular Macintosh applications, such as PageMaker,
ReadySetGo and QuarkXPress.
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Creative/Clip Art
Additional volumes for specific business categories,
such as accounting, banking and government services,
are planned for future release.
$49.95 retail
ByteType; 2904-A Colorado; Santa Monica, CA 90404;
213-828-8750
Publisher's PicturePak
Professionally designed electronic art
512K or larger Macintosh.
Publisher's PicturePaks are collections of professionally designed electronic art used to illustrate documents created with all of the most popular desktop
publishing packages. Each of three editions, Executive
and Management, Fmance and Administration, and
Sales and Marketing are available in either an Encapsulated PostScript or a MacPaint format
In the Paint version for Macintosh, MacPaint files
are almost universally compatible with other Macin·
tosh·based programs, including most Macintosh desktop publishing packages. PicturePak can be edited in
MacPaint and other paint/draw packages that read the
MacPaint format
In the Draw version for Macintosh, the Encapsulated PostScript files are compabole with other Macintosh-based programs that can import an .EPS file and
output to a PostScript printer. This includes PageMaker
for the Macintosh and any PostScript printer.
Each Publisher's PicturePak consists of approximately 200 pictures on 3.5-inch diskettes, a 4~page PicturePak Reference Guide and a comprehensive Picture
Catalog packaged in a vinyl storage case.
$250 retail; all three editions (Executive and Management, Finance and Administration, Sales and
Marketing)
$99.95 retail; each edition
Marketing Graphics, Inc.; 4401 Dominion Blvd., Ste.
210; Glen Allen, VA 23060; 804-747-6991
Q-Art
Clip art
Any Macintosh; MacPainL
Q-Art is a collection of more than 200 original pictures for personal or business use. These include animals, children and a variety of other objects and scenes.
$34.95 retail
Queue, Inc.; 562 Boston Ave.; Bridgeport, Cf 06610;
203-335-0908 or 800.232-2224
Religious Art Portfolio
Digitized pictures; symbols
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
MacPaint, FuUPaint, SuperPaint or compatible
program.
Religious Art Portfolio is a series of MacPaint documents containing more than 200 graphics, such as historic christian symbols, digitized images of the life of
Jesus Christ, borders and greeting card designs.
It is available in English or Spanish, as well as in
PictureBase format The images are indexed into
libraries that are accessed through a desk accessory. A
HyperCard stack version is available.
$24.95 retail U.S.; $35 retail non-U.S.
$10 retail; evaluation diskette; $13 retail non-U.S.
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-1676

Smart Borders
Graphics/clip art
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
Smart Borders includes 94 borders that contain
original designs using common and uncommon objects,
such as tools, foods, wrought iron, embroidery and

toys. Supplied on a 400K disk, some of the objects can
be used individually as clip art
$42.95 retail
Pleasant Graphic Ware; PO Box 506; Pleasant Hill,
OR 97455; 503-345-5796

Apicture library listing each image, file location
and graphics format is included in the user's manual.
$79.95 retail
Alsek Productions, Inc.; 5051 W. Boston Way; Chandler,
AZ 85226; 602-961-3686

Smart Foods And Smart Family
Graphics/clip art
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
Smart Foods includes original art in both whimsical and realistic styles supplied on a 400K disk. It contains a variety of foods/preparation, including fruits and
vegetables (m various sizes), meats, fish, packaged staples, spices, condiments, crockery, place settings, uten·
sils and other kitchen/dining room objects.
Smart Family, supplied on a 400K disk, contains
adults and cluldren, singles and groups in various activities of daily life, as well as holiday motifs, toys, foods
and household items, animals, tools and more.
$42.95 each retail
$82.95 retail; both (requires 5~2KE or larger)
Pleasant Graphic Ware; PO Box 506; Pleasant Hill,
OR 97455; 503-345-5796

• Totem Graphics
Color PostScript clip art
Macintosh II; 2MB ofRAM; extended color card;
PostScript printer; Rlustrator 88 or Freehand graphics

Smartmouse
Graphics; more than 100 illustrations available in MacPaint or PictureBase format
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
Smartmouse contains more than 100 mouse-drawn
images that can be used to illustrate newsletters, greeting cards, posters and more.
Images include: people, animals, birds, cowboys,
clowns, dancers, food, fish, flowers, fun/frolic, vehicles,
tools/things, madcaps, musicians and more.
$42.95 retail
Pleasant Graphic Ware; PO Box 506; Pleasant Hill,
OR 97455; 503-345-5796
SunShine Graphics Library
51 disks of bit-mapped graphics; three disks of decorative border fonts
Any Macintosh; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
The SunShine Graphics library consists of more
than 50 disks of Macintosh graphics stored as MacPaint
files. The pictures, adapted from European woodcuts,
as well as newly created, are mostly full page and are
very elaborate. Because of their size and detail, the pictures are well suited for desktop publishing. They can
be reduced in any program that supports the LaserWriter and will still maintain their fine detail. Three disks of
decorative border fonts are also available.
Afree catalog is available.
$20 per disk retail; 1-4 disks
$18 per disk retail; 5-9 disks
$15 per disk retail; 10-19 disks
$13 per disk retail; 20 or more disks
SunShine; PO Box 4351; Austin, TX 78765;
512-453-2334
Techman Vol. 1
Clip art
512K or larger Macintosh.
Techman Vol. 1 is a clip art collection of more than
60 images of popular computer systems, including Mac·
intosh, ffiM and VAX mainframes and workstations,
DEC peripherals, printers and other personal computer
workstations. It is geared to meet the needs of technical
illustrators, writers, computer trainers/consultants,
engineers and systems analysts. When output on a
Ilnotronic 300, the illustrations are of advertising and
brochure quality.
Techman contains PICf files of Draw and
PostScript graphics created in MacDraw and Cricket
Draw. The Draw files are compatible with software that
imports MacDraw files. The PostScript files are
compatible with PageMaker 3.0, MacPublisher II and
other software that "place" Cricket Draw PICffiles.

programs.

Totem Graphics color clip art is available on a
monthly subscription basis. Every issue contains 96
images, eight from each of the following categories:
women, food, sports, holidays, tools, flowers, fish,
domestic animals, nautical, insects, birds and wild animals. It also includes a color index of the artwork and a
binder.
The company recommends Ilnotronic typesetter
output for final copy of these images. When ordering,
specify Adobe Dlustrator 88, Aldus Freehand or EPS
(without color printing) format.
$95 retail; one month issue
$895 retail; 12 month subscription
Totem Graphics; 51Q9.A Capitol Blvd.; Tumwater, WA
98501; 2()6.352-1851
U.S. Presidents
Clip art
Any Macintosh.
U.S. Presidents is a collection of Macintosh Paint
images in portrait format They are useful for a variety
of desktop publications and projects, especially in
schools.
$35 each retail
Visatex Corp.; 1745 Dell Ave.; Campbell, CA 95008;
408-866-6596
• The Visual Arts
PostScript clip art

512K or larger Macintosh.
The Visual Arts consists of four BOOK disks of
Encapsulated PostScript artwork. The package
includes clip art, as well as a few borders, page backgrounds, a set of DropCaps and some special shading
effects. DropCaps are those large letters that sometimes start off paragraphs.
The art is completely original, both in design and
execution, and will print out at the maximum resolution
available on a LaserWriter.
$95 U.S. retail
Electronic Pen; Wren House; Sutton Court Rd.; Sotton,
Surrey SM14TL, Great Britain; 01-642-4242
WetPaint 2.0
Bit-mapped clip art
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 4.1 or later.
Each volume of WetPaint is an extensive collection
of useful pictures, icons, borders, maps and patterns
stored in paint files. The images are appropriate for
both home and business use, and reproduce well on
both an ImageWriter and LaserWriter.
Two desk accessories are included: ArtRoundup
and PatternMover. ArtRoundup opens/displays paint
files and has its own lasso, marquee, grabber, eraser,
pencil and slideshow tools. PatternMover copies/edits
patterns between paint files and provides tools, such as
rotate, flijls, invert, bit-shifts, mirrors and random pattern generation.
WetPaint Classic Clip-Art Vol. 1/2 includes maps,
borders, symbols, international icons, computers,
planes, trains, automobiles, office supplies & furnishings, animals, dinosaurs, food, holidays, western, men,
women and tools.
WetPaint for Publishing Vol. 3/4 includes animals,
people, sports, food, housewares, borders, symbols,
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medical, space, military, office, computers, transportation, food and holidays.
WetPaint Animal Kingdom Vol. 5/6 includes carefully drawn line-art and crisp, digitized images of animals, camping, fishing, hunting and the great outdoors.
WetPaint Special Occasions Vol. 7/8 includes turnofthe-century art of Christmas and other holidays, seasons, religious events, children, music, dance, food and
feasting.
WetPaint Printets Helper Vol. 9/10 includes popular images from turn-of-the-century sources, including
Art Nouveau, symbols, signs, fancy letters, silhouettes,
shadows, borders, frames and book ornaments.
WetPaint Industrial Revolution Volll/12 includes
turn-of-the-century images, including professions, business situations, tools, machines and images from the
American west.
WetPaint Old Earth Almanac Vol. 13/14 is a compendium of turn-of-the-century "encyclopedic images/'
such as animals, plant life, transportation, characters
and facial expressions.
WetPaint Island life Vol. 15/16 includes modern
line-art and digitized images from Hawaiian and Australian authors, including tropical vegetation, animal
life, trademarks and passtimes from surfing to camel
riding.
$79.95 per volume retail; three BOOK disks in FullPaint
format
$30 additional per volume retail; for PictureBase format
Dubl-Click Software, Inc.; 18201 Gresham St.;
Northridge, CA 91325; 818-349-2758

Works Of Art
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; MacPain~· use ofHyperCard
stack requires HyperCard and 1 MB ofRAM.
Works Of Art is a comprehensive source of highquality clip art that provides both advanced HyperCard
and traditional MacPaint access. Each of the three volumes- Assortment Series Sampler, Education Series
Sampler and Holiday Series Sampler- contains more
than 500 pieces of art CQvering a wide range of topics.
Each piece of art is rendered in full detail by professional illustrators and the use of shading, contrast, texture
and perspective add an extra dimension to a user's
documents.
Assortment Series Sampler includes: business, celebrations, computer, farm, flowers, food, headings, holidays, home, kids, maps, miscellaneous, music, pets,
religion, scenery, school, sports and vehicles.
Education Series Sampler includes: animals,
artists, astronomy, extra-curricular, headings, history,
human anatomy, industrial arts, inventions, literature,
maps, meteorology, money, music, plants, pre-school,
school supplies, science, tools and U.S. government.
Holiday Series Sampler includes: anniversaries,
Arbor Day, birthdays, Christmas, Columbus Day, Easter, engagements, Father's Day, Flag Day, 4th of]uly,
graduation, Grandparent's Day, Groundhog Day, Halloween, Labor Day, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, Memorial Day, Mother's Day, New Year's Eve, Presidenfs
Day, religious holidays, St. Patrick's Day, Secretary's
Day, Thanksgiving, vacations, Valentine's Day, Veteran's
Day and weddings.
$49.95 per volume retail; Assortment Series Sampler,
Education Series Sampler, Holiday Series Sampler
Springboard Software, Inc.; 7808 Creekridge Cir.; Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915
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• Works Of Art Laser Art/Business Selection
More than 125 professional EPS clip art graphics for
business use
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Works Of Art Laser Art/Business Selection provides more than 125 professional EPS illustrations for
business use. Categories include: Mter Hours (food,
entertainment and leisure), Americana (symbols and
government buildings), Arts (drama, art, literature and
music), Business (executives, money, charts and equipment), Celebrations (major holidays), Computers (peopleat computers and hardware), Dingbats &Symbols,
Landscapes &Scenery, Maps {US, North America,
Europe and world), Miscellaneous (animals, flowers,
objects and humor) and Travel & Transportation.
Features include: enlarge or reduce each EPS
image to any size without sacrificing clarity or detail;
print art at the full resolution of a PostScript outptit
device (from 300 to 2,540 dpQ; and supports EPS applications, such as Adobe lliustrator, Aldus Freehand,
Cricket Draw 1.1, PageMaker 2.0a and 3.0, QuarkXPress, ReadySetGo! 4.0 and Top Honors.
$99.95 retail
.
Springboard Software, Inc.; 7808 Creekridge Cir.; Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915

• Year OfThe Dragon '88
Clip art

Any Macintosh; MacPaint.

The Year Of The Dragon '88 is a collection of dragons from all over the world. All images are stored in
standard bit-mapped MacPaint files and can be called
into any graphics, page layaut or other program for fur.
ther manipuJation or laser printer output.
$29.95 retail
Qualitas Trading Co.; 6907 Norfolk Rd.; Berkeley,
CA 94705; 415-848-8080

Creative/Drawing Programs
Adobe Dlustrator
Graphics production software
Macintosh Plus or larger; extemal disk drive; scanner;
LaserWriter.
Adobe illustrator is a graphics tool that allows a
user to create new illustrations or trace existing ones,
and then modify them in an endless number of ways.
Rather than building an image with crude dots, the
program uses precise curves and lines, so nothing
looks Uke it was drawn on a computer.
There is no limit to the material that can be used as
the starting point for a user's artwork. Auser can start
with a scanned image of a photo, logotype, blue print,
rough sketch, etc., or use a document from MacPaint or
other compatible software. A user can even combine
two or more images into a single image and work with
that.
Once an illustration is on the illustrator desktop, a
user traces around the parts needed. The program provides a boundless artistic license to modify a user's
work by moving, skeWing, scaling, rotating and reflect·
ing shapes and type, changing the layout, painting
using virtually any line weight and more.
$495retail
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400
Adobe Dlustrator 88
PostScript-based graphics software
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript printer.
Adobe lliustrator 88 is a PostScript-based product
developed to assist both the professional and novice
artist in producing high-quality graphics. Afreehand
drawing tool is included to simplify the drawing process. The program contains every tool of the original

Adobe lllustrator, plus several new features such as
color, a blending (or interpolation) tool, resolution-independent pattern fills and masking.
Artists using Adobe illustrator 88 can create onscreen color images. To help an artist achieve accurate
and precise colors, the Pantone Matching Systems Colors are provided with each package. In addition to seeing color.images on screen, illustrators can create color
separations for output to a PostScript typesetter. The
image can also be printed on a PostScript color thermal
transfer printer for proofing. The on-screen previewing
capability introduced with the original Adobe Dlustrator
is now possible in color.
The blending tool allows a user to dynamically create effects such as highlighting, contouring, airbrushing and shading. It can also be used to blend (or
interpolate) shapes and line weights.
A resolution-independent pattern fill feature provides a user with the ability to create PostScript patterns. Auser may direct the program to "fill" a specified
area with a selected pattern. Custom and overlay patterns may be created for an unlimited variety of textures and cross-hatching effects.
The masking tool enables a user to create a ''win·
dow" of any desired shape. Whatever design is behind
that window will show through, providing an illustrator
with a means to easily create bansparent objects or to
J?recisely crop an image.
S495retail
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400

Aldus Freehand
Drawing program for producing high-quality graphics
Macintosh PlrtS or larger; two BOOK disk drives or hard
disk drive; PostScript-language compatible output
dtvict.
Aldus Freehand is a comprehensive drawing program for producing high-quality graphics on a Macintosh. It is designed to be approachable as a basic
drawing program, yet it incorporates the color and
advanced capabilities of PostScript language drawing
tools. The program can trace graphics with basic drawing tools or advanced line with Bezier curve tools.
Objects and text can then be manipulated using one of
Freehand's special effect features, such as graduated
fills of text and objects and the ability to scale, rotate,
reflect and skew objects in text.
Text handling capabilities include the ability to
shape or bend a line of text along a user-defined baseline: typographic controls for kerning and for variable
letter, word and line spacing; and the ability to mix typefaces, styles, sizes and colors within a text block.
Aldus Freehand's color support consists of color
separations for spot color and the four process colors
(CYMK), or a combination of both. Users can display
up to 256 colors on a Macintosh ncolor monitor, and
specify color screen percentages for printing color tints.
Additional features include 200 independent userassigned layers, undo and redo options for the last
eight actions, multiple levels of magnification for viewing work on the screen and the ability to edit in the Preview mode.
Aldus Freehand is compatible with a number of
other Macintosh software applications and formats, and
works well with PageMaker. The product can import
files saved in Encapsulated PostScript (EPS), and users
can open and edit graphics files in Adobe mustrator. In
addition to the program, the package includes a user
manual, an interactive training disk, a tutorial and a
quick reference card.
$495 retail
Aldus Corp.; 411 Fll'St Ave. S. Ste. 200; Seattle,
WA 98104; 206-622-5500

Desktop Publishing Directory

Creative/Drawing Pr~
Cricket Draw
Object-()riented drawing program

Macintosh Plus or larger; LaserWriter.
Cricket Draw is an object-()riented drawing program designed to take advantage of the graphic capabilities of PostScript printers, from the LaserWriter to the
Ilnotronic 300. The package consists of two integrated
programs: a drawing window and a PostScript language
editor. The programs can be used independently or in
conjunction.
Features include: import of EPSF files use of graded tints (shadows and fountains); free rotation and tilting of all objects in .05 point increments; line thickness
can be adjusted in .05 point increments; unrestricted
shading and screening capabilities in 100 levels; include
and incorporate output from other PostScript-generating programs; import MacDraw, MacPaint, Pier and
ESPF files; text can be shadowed, rotated, b'lted and/or
put on a curved path; use of multiple fonts, sizes and
styles within a block of text; a full.featured PostScript
editor where existing code (based on the drawing window) can be modified; import, resize, crop and set gray
scale on bitmaps; support for color on a Macintosh II
and ImageWriter ll; and zoom in/out capabilities.
$295retail
Cricket Software; 40 Valley Stream Pkwy.; Malvern,
PA 19355; 215-251-9890

Draw It Again, Sam
Object-()riented graphics program
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Draw It Again, Sam is an object-()riented graphics
program with multilayered drawing capabilities and
b'brary features. It allows a user to create up to 10 layers per drawing that can be printed together to create
complex multilevel drawings or can be printed separately to create spot color separations. Version 2.0 offers
bitmap n~tingl' capability.
Features include: atoolbox with 13 drawing tools; a
frame and fill menu that contains 83 tools; separate
11
snap to" on Xand Ygrids; separate Xand Ygrid sizes;
adjustable corner radii; adjustable duplication offsets;
adjustable line count in parallel line mode; object grouping; front to back ordering of objects; movement by
mouse or by arrow keys; objects can be "frozen" to
inhibit alteration or motion; displayed mouse coordinates; libraries; painting tools (brush, pencil, paint
bucket, spray can, eraser, rectangle, circle, lasso and
marquee); multiple layer select with new toot hairlines;
new tools for inquiry about object status; user-specifiable brush shapes and spray-can shapes; selectable
eraser shapes, intensity for paint bucket and dither patterns on spray can; use of transfer modes on paint; the
ability to paint directly on draw objects; the ability to
convert draw objects to paint objects; Bitmaps can be
manipulated like objects after creation; and more.
$195retail
Aba Software, Inc.; PO Box 850; Two Davis Ave.;
Frazer, PA 19355; 21~580 or 800-234-0230
I Drawing Table

Drawing tool

512K or larger Macintosh.

Drawing Table is a professional-quality drawing
tool that can be used for a wide range of graphics applications, including illustrations, maps, diagrams, floor
plans, flyers, posters, logos and letterhead.
This flexible program offers precision drawing
tools and features, such as text-binding, which automatically fits text to lines and curves on screen and then
prints the text to an ImageWriter, ImageWriter LQ or
LaserWriter. Rulers are provided for precision drawing,
along with polygon editing tools. The program supports

the importing of EPSF, Pier and paint files. Extensive
clip art libraries are included, with building blocks for
maps, landscaping, interior designs, letterheads and
more. Users can open up to eight windows at once and
simply drag clip art from h'brary windows to a drawing
without cutting and pasting. It also offers full zoom
capabilities to magnify detail or give overviews of multipage drawings. In addition, the program supports color
display on a Macintosh ll.
$129.95 retail
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-492-3500, 800-527-6263, or 415-492-3200
(dealers)
MacDraw

Drawing tool

512KE or larger Macintosh.
MacDraw is a basic drawing tool for education,
business and personal applications.
Key features include: draw boxes, lines, ovals, circles, arcs and freehand designs; annotate drawings with
text; arrange objects easily; simple and straight-forward
menus and tools; standard Macintosh interface; reduce
to fit capability; maximum document size of 4 by 8feet;
36 fill patterns; choice of five line widths, from 0 to 8
points, with or without arrows; type sizes from 9 to 48
point; text and objects can be rotated 90 degrees; mod~
fication features, such as resize, reshape, rotate and flip;
text in captions or as paragraphs; up to 54 fonts; 72 dpi
resolution; and size precision to two decimal places.
Multiple printing options include: QuickDraw
prints (lmageWriter,lmageWriter PostScript printers (laserWriter) and up toE size (AO) plotters via
third-party drivers.
$195retail
Claris Corp.; 440 Clyde Ave.; Mountain View, CA
94043; 415-962-8946 (customer relations), 80().544-8554
(upgrades) or 800-334-3535 (U.S. dealers)

m,

MacDrawll
Designing and graphics
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MacDraw ll is a flex~'ble and precise drawing tool
for business, design and engineering. Auser can deve~
op graphics for a variety of design projects from presen·
tations to desktop publishing illustrations and from
architectural renderings to complex engineering
drawings.
Key enhancements include: increased speed
through elimination of screen redraw and highly optj.
mized code; multiple layers (500 on a 1 MB Macintosh);
up to 16,000 editable color or monochrome patterns;
libraries for easy storage and retrieval of objects; zoom
up to 32 times enlargement or down to three percent
reduction; editing accuracy increased to 2,000 dp~
drawing size increased to 100 by 100 inches; customizable rulers in standard and metric units; object and text
rotation with 1/1()().degree precision; rescaling of
objects; pen width modifiable in 1/1,000 increments
[mches, centimeters, points); customizable arrows and
dashed lines; single-letter type font, style and size editing capability; custom type font sizes and text line spacing from 1to 127 points; and color plotter output up to
"E" size (supports selected Hewlett-Packard and Houston Instrument plotters).
$395 retail; MacDraw II
$100 retail; upgrade to MacDraw ll
Claris Corp.; 440 Clyde Ave.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 415-962-8946 (customer relations),
80().544-8554 (upgrades) or 80().334-3535 (U.S. dealers)
MiniDraw V2.0
Drawing program in desk accessory form
512K or larger Macintosh.
MiniDraw is a utility that provides many of the abi~
ities similar to popular graphics packages in a desk

accessory form. Specifically, it is a tool to modify Macintosh graphics stored in the standard QuickDraw
Pier format This includes graphics on the Clipboard,
MacDraw documents saved as Piers or any other file
saved as a Pier. With MiniDraw, users can create new
drawings, open existing ones, save them to disk, copy
them to the Clipboard or paste them into documents
created by other applications.
Features include: draw text in point sizes of 1 to
127; rotate objects about any point in 90 degree increments Oines at any angle); enlarge a drawing up to four
times for detail work; print directly from MiniDraw;
object-()riented (prints at LaserWriter resolution); supports hairlines; special effects, such as inverse and
transparent modes; and no copy protection.
Version 2.0 includes online help, rectangles and
polygons, grouping, B-spline polygon smoothing, a
duplicate command, editing of polygons, color. free.
hand drawing, support for all eight QuickDraw transfer
modes, commands for aligning objects, adjustable document size and reduction and enlargement from three
percent to 1,600 percent·
844.95 retail
Software for Recognition Technologies; 55 Academy
Dr.; Rochester, NY 14623; 716-359-3024

Creative/Painting Programs
Cricket Paint
Full-featured black and white paint program

Macintosh Plus or larger.
Cricket Paint is a third-generation monochrome
paint program that offers many unique painting tools
and powerful features that bring a new level of control
and customization to paint programs. ·
Cricket Paint's tools and features include: a dual
pattern texture tool; graded tints; 64 user-definable patterns and 64 gray dithers; darken and lighten commands; a host of tools with unique capabilities,
including spyro polygon, rotated smooth, para]Iel and
hyper polygons, reshaping ellipse, pen and freehand;
and control features, including overlay modes, line
width, pattern fill, paint radial, reshaping and free
rotation.
A_double click·on almost any tool will bring up a
dialog box that allows users to change the parameters
used by the tool to create an image. An exclusive Custom Tool capability lets users make their own tools
from anytlttng they create.
A revolutionary approach to painting programs,
FreshPaint, offers the flexi'bility and control of objectoriented drawing with the detailed precision of bitmap
painting. Users simply select a tool, draw a shape and
fine tune it as they would with any drawing program.
When the FreshPaint object is deselected, the shape
becomes a bitmap.
Images can be created at resolutions of 72, 75, 144,
150, 288 or 300 dpi. Documents can be output to an
ImageWriter and LaserWriter and to a wide selection of
other output devices driven by Cricket Expression,
Cricket Software's standard for high-resolution QuickDraw output Cricket Paint can read files in Cricket
Paint, MacPaint, TIFF, Pier or PICf2 formats and
allows users to edit black and white (one-bit) TIFF files.
Files can be saved in Cricket Paint, MacPaint, TIFF or
Pier formats.
$175retail
Cricket Software; 40 Valley Stream Pkwy.; Malvern,
PA 19355; 215-251-9890
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Creative/Painting Programs
Crystal.Paint
Symmetry drawing program that can be used with any
write, paint or paste-up program
512K or larger Macintosh.
Crystal Paint is a graphics program designed to be
used with desktop publishing and home productivity
programs, as well as with other graphic programs.
The program allows the creation of completely
symmetrical art that can be moved to other applica·
tions. Also included is a redraw option that allows in~rocess editing and intricate animation.
849.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5959 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; ~38-1990

IDAfx 1.30
Paint desk accessory
512KE or larger Macintosh; 1MB ofRAM and hard
disk drive recommended.
DAfx is a bit-mapped painting program that works
as a desk accessory. When activated, the program
replaces the entire menu bar, revealing its host of
features.
Afew of the special tool capabilities include a spray
paint can with adjustable spray nozzle and airbrush
option; the text tooL which allows users to enter text
and change the pattern of the text itself. the text back·
ground and the text outline; and object tools, which can
draw constrained, multiple and/or centered objects.
Other features include: graphic conversion capabiJi.
ties; grids (for both horizontal and/or vertical movement); undo; picture recovery (m the event of a system
failure); preferences dialog (open to, undo and other
options); turbo grabber; full font/style/size control of
text; 90 degree rotations; horizontal/vertical flips; selec·
tion scaling; five levels of FatBits; and "Fuzzing." Fuzzing
allows users to do such things as edge detection, pattern
removaL edge tracing and image enhancement
$21.75 retail; registration fee
Mi Concepts; PO Box 8822; Kentwood, MI 49508
FullPaint
Four document screen painting utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
FuiiPaint is a full-screen, four document paint program. It provides a user with an entire screen for paint·
ing, coupled with "floating'' tool and pattern palettes
that can be moved anywhere on screen or completely
hidden.
Up to four windows can be open simultaneously,
and for precise applications such as drafting and desk·
top publishing, pop-up rulers and a MouseSpot display
show a user the exact position and.dimensions of all
work in progress. Available drawing scales include
inches, centimeters, pixels, points and picas.
Do~ents can be printed at various resolutions,
from 25 percent wallet-sized reductions to 400 percent
wall-size posters. Also included is ColorPrint, which
allows color printing, and LaserPrint, which permits a
user to edit and print on a high-resolution 300 dpi scale.
$99.95 retail
Ashton-Tate; 20101 Hamilton Ave.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-329-8000

ImageStudio
Graphic design software tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive.
lmageStudio is a Macintosh-based image processing system that extensively manipulates gray-level infor·
mation of images generated by high-resolution
scanners. Retouched images can be stored in a variety
of standard formats for incorporation into software
programs.
·
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In addition to its graymap editor and assortment of
filters, lmageStudio comes with a full complement of
sophisticated design tools, including a paint brush,
water drop, charcoal and finger, allowing for a variety of
effects, such as air brushing, edge softening and paint
smearing.
Features include: supports 256 gray levels at resolutions from 10 to 2,000 dpi; a graymap editor for chang·
ing brightness and contrast and creating a variety of
effects. such as posterization, solarization and nega·
tives; zoom capabilities; multiple view of the same
image; user definable tool preferences; user customiz.
able pens and tool configurations; direct import of TIFF.
RIFF, ThunderScan, MacPaint and FOTO file formats
for use with most popular desktop scanners; saves doc·
uments in TIFF, EPSF, RIFF and MacPaint file formats;
an assortment of filters for shaping, blurring, tracing
edges and more; the ability to apply graymap and filter
changes to all or part of the image; PostScript linescreens and dotscreens; user definable till patterns; on
screen help files; and more.
$495retail
I..etraset USA; 40 Eisenhower Dr.; Paramus, NJ 07653;
201~100

l.aserPaint

Complete graphics and text environment
Macintosh Plus or larger; LaserWriter.
LaserPaint is a complete graphics and text environ·
ment that allows a user to create professional, cameraready artwork. Included within the program are three
major modules: Drawing, Painting and Writing. The
modules, which can be used interactively to create a
complete layout, are filled with options and functions to
complete that phase of design.
Features include: full screen editing of TIFF scans
at resolutions up to 600 dpi; provides for drawing, paint·
ing and text in percents of gray, patterns and screens;
PostScript special effects; user-defined halftone dpi;
text on path, fountain effects and picture wrap; import
MacPaint, TIFF and text; export TIFF, EPSF and pure
PostScript text files; and more.
In addition, the program will automatically create
four-color process or spot-color separations based on
the Pantone Matching System, with automatic calcuJa.
lion of screen percentages, angles, adjustments for
coated/uncoated paper and registration marks. Acolor
display version is available that allows for display in
Pantone colors on Macintosh lls with color monitors.
$495retail
LaserWare, Inc.; PO Box.668; San Rafael, CA 94915;
415-453-9500 or 8()0.367-t898
laserPaint Color ll
Graphics and text environment
Macintosh II equippedfor 256 color displa~
LaserPaint Color II is a complete graphics and text
environment that enables a user to create professional,
camera-ready artwork.
Incorporated in the program are tools for doing
PostScript line and object drawings. Creating smooth
curve tracings over bit-mapped images with multiple
width or color lines is supported. With multiple view
levels, a user can import scanned images at resolutions
from 72· to 600-dpi. Full editing ofbitmapped 11paint"
type images and TIFF images is supported.
LaserPaint Color II will import full-color scanned
images and allows for "photo-retouching" and editing.
Text handling includes text on path, text wrap around,
text fill and color or patterned text. Manipulation of
line-screens and half-tone dots, as weD as full-featured
leading and kerning, is included.
The program will perform automatic four-color separations of any artwork that can then be sent to a production print shop for a professionally printed job.

To ensure hardware and software compatibility, a
wide range of file import 311d export is supported.
$595 retail
LaserWare, Inc.; PO Box 668; San Rafael, CA 94915;
415453-9500 or 800-367-6898
MacPaint 2.0
Drawing; graphics
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MacPaint is a design tool for creating free-form
drawings and for manipulating existing images. Its
design capabilities enable a user to create any kind of
artwork- from advertising to layouts to book
illustrations.
Key enhancements include: open up to nine resiz·
able documents simultaneously; tool and pattern
palettes are located in menus that can be pulled down
and relocated anywhere on the screen (tear-off
palettes); documents scroll automatically when a draw·
ing or selection tool reaches the edge of a window;
11
Snapshot11 lets users return any portion of a picture to
a prior version and can be used with magic eraser; four
levels of zooming with editing capabilities at each levet
and compatibility with Macintosh II and AppleShare.
Other features include: paintbrush, pencil, spray
can, paint bucket and eraser tools; rectangle, rounded
rectangle, oval, freehand and polygon-shape tools;
choice of 38 painting and filling patterns that can be
edited; enlargement to 200, 400 or 800 (FatBits) percent
with editing capabilities; reduction to 50 percent with
editing capabilities; create and modify custom start-up
screens; opaque, transparent, inverse and erase pattern
modes; draw shapes from the center outward or from ·
corner to corner; adjustable spacing between grids; and
size and location of shapes displayed as they are drawn
in inches, centimeters or pixels.
$125 retail
$25 retail; upgrade to 2.0
Claris Corp.; 440 Clyde Ave.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 415-962-8946 (customer relations),
800-544-8554 (upgrades) or 8()().334-3535 (U.S. dealers)
Modem Artist V2.0

Color painting software
Macintosh Il
Modern Artist is color painting software designed
to work on a Macintosh nwith a 256-, 16- or four-color
configuration. On a 256-color machine, a user can
choose from as many as 5.5 million colors.
The program provides all of the basic tools and
functions of Macintosh painting programs, including
outline and tilled geometric shapes; lines and arcs with
selectable line widths; paint brush with optional shapes
and sizes; text with full support of all font and style
options; paint bucket to fill irregular regions; lasso and
marquee for selecting regions; color Fatbits for precise,
full-color painting; mouse grid for accurate painting;
constrain tools for perfect lines, squares and circles;
rotate and flip selection; and cut, copy and paste via the
Clipboard or Scrapbook.
Modern Artist includes many color editing features, as well as sophisticated color special effects:
three-dimensional function for three-dimensional
spheres (with positionable light source), cubes and
brush n'bbons; automatic fountain shading between two
colors; select colors by hue, tint and intensity or RGB
values; tinting regions, as if looking through colored
glass; and wet canvas for paint mixing and smearing.
The program also has the ability to convert Mac·
Paint files for colorizing and embellishment and supports the standard Macintosh ll PICf file type, so
·paintings are portable to other applications.
S495retail
Computer Friends, Inc.; 14250 NW Science Park Dr.;
Portland, OR 97229; 503-626-2291

Desktop Publishing Directory

Creative/ Painting Programs
•NuPaint
Paint program
512KE or larger Macintosh.

NuPaint is a Macintosh paint program that allows
users to: double the quality of the ImageWriter printer
from 72 dpi to 144 dpi; print the maximum quality on
the LaserWriter by increasing the resolution of a paint
document to 300 dpi to match the resolution of the
LaserWriter and then cleaning up and printing the document; adjust the painted image on the page or see the
overall effect of a user's work on the full page with
Show Page; do fine detail work in Fatbits and see the
results on the Normal Page at the same time; and automatically scroll as an image is drawn, painted or
dragged past the edge of the document.
Additional features include: use the Smoothing
Tool to halftone and smooth pictures to look more realistic; isolate areas for fine detail paintings by using the
Masking Tape; use the Spray Can to spray fine detail or
subtle textures with the ease and control of an air
brush: use the Razor to quickly shave off unwanted
dots; use the Trowel to smooth jagged edges; gain
greater accuracy in placing and sizing shapes by drawing
from the center as well as from the corner; use all eight
paint modes with all of the tools for a greater variety of
painting methods; choose from more than 100 patterns
in three sizes; make any image on a paint document or
screen into a user-defined pattern by copying it with the
Artist Palette; enlarge frames up to twice the size of
those in other programs to make borders; fill borders
with patterns; and place and duplicate images precisely
with scales in inches, points. picas or centimeters.
$139.95 retail
NuEquation, Inc.; PO Box 516143; Dallas, TX 75251;
800423-6837 or 8()().526-9269 in TX
Photon Paint
Paint program
Macintosh II; 2MB ofRAM recommended; color QllickDram
Photon Paint is a third-generation graphics program that combines the outstanding features of the
most popular paint programs.
Some of the features include: 256 color palette; file
compatibility with other paint programs; extensive
brush manipulation; tilt (m any direction with proper
perspective); rotate (by any degree); resize; mapping
on three-dimensional objects (wraps a ball, cone, cube,
tube or free shape); and luminance (light source from a
user-defined direction and intensity).
Users can also execute blending, add and subtract
colors and have full control of dithering in the XandY
directions.
$299.95 retail
Microlllusions; 17408 Chatsworth St.; Granada Hills,
CA 91344; 818-36().3715 or 8()().522-2041

Pixe!Paint Professional
Color paint program
Macintosh I/.
PixelPaint Professional is a color painting and
design program for a Macintosh II.
It includes a highly sophisticated color palette system, including a full array of Pantone colors, readily
available through the Color Picker. This feature allows
users to search color interactively, as if thumbing
through a book of Pantone color samples.
PixelPaint Professional enables users to easily
manipulate colors through sophisticated dithered
blending, which achieves smooth color blends with
very few colors. This eliminates color banding that has
been found in previous 8-bit color paint packages.
Other unique features include PixelScan color
scanning utility, a built-in color separator with screen
angling and undercolor removal capabilities, as well as
spot color separation keyed to Pantone colors.
Additional features include a Friske!, which is a
masking technique for painting, airbrushing and drawing; and a Quickcolor Editor providing global search
and replacement of colors. Afull screen format is available, allowing the display of a 1,024 by 1,024 8-bit color
image with 2MB of memory. Other color features and
special effects include smearing, blending, anti-aliasing,
warping and blurring.
PixeiPaint Professional also offers new image processing and visual effects. There are new file formats,
including TIFF in black and white, custom file sizes and
new printing effects. Select Last, a new editing choice,
allows users to reposition a previous stroke.
Fully System 6.0, AppleTalk and AppleShare compatible, PixelPaint Professional provides expanded
printing support, as well as various speed enhancements. It comes with both a User and Reference Guide
to permit users to take the best advantage of the program's capabilities.
$595 retail
SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo Ave.;
Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-8884
• Studio/8
Color paint program
Macintosh /I; hard disk drive; I MB of RAM; 4-l!it color
card and monochrome monitorfor 2-color mode; or 2MB
ofRAM; ~it color card and color monitor for full color.
Studio/8 is a 256-color paint program developed for
creative professionals in the graphics design, presentation, desktop publishing and video markets.
Studio/8 gives creative professionals the tools for
creating their own special effects rather than pre-programmed special effects. It provides a familiar range of
tools along with an additional set of nine tool modifiers
to customize the tools in a variety of ways. Accessible
from the icon tool box, these tools let an artist dictate
how objects are created, where they are placed and
how they are filled.
Up to eight different airbrushes, each with a different rate of flow and speed, may be saved and accessed
from the icon tool box. Virtually any image or section of
image may be picked up and used as a paintbrush to
create custom effects.
Studio/ 8's Magnification Mode contains four levels
of magnification.The magoification window can be
resized and moved anywhere on screen, and can be
turned into a powerful magnifying glass and moved fluidly on screen. All tools work in both the magnification
window and the regular view window.
Other features include: dual-mode pencil; color picker selects a specific color from a multiple color image;
wide variety of polygons; French and Bezier curves with
adjustable anchor points; draft and transparent page to
allow protected background painting; 2, 16 or 256 colors
(or gray scale) on screen at once; choice ofStudio/ 8,
Apple or Custom color palette; select and mix colors in

Color Mixer to create custom colors; powerful manipulation tools; full text box style editing capabilities; images
created on a wide array of output devices, including Tektronix 4693D Color Printer, Mirus 35mm film printer,
Matrix 35mm slide imager and LaserWriter. supports
TIFF, PICT and PICT 2 files: and more.
$495 retail
Electronic Arts; 1820 Gateway Dr.; San Mateo,
CA 94404; 415-571-7171 or 8()().2454525
SuperPaint 2.0
Graphics editor offering bit-mapped and object
capabilities
Macintosh Plus or larger.
SuperPaint is a graphics editor for both bit·mapped
(paint) and object-oriented (draw) art With the program, a user ' toggles" between the paint and draw layers with the click of an icon.
Features include: full-screen editing, multiple windows, multiple pattern palettes. three levels of magnifi.
cation and LaserWriter fonts. Auser can create shapes
bigger than the screen, draw circles and squares from
the center, open and save files in PICT and MacPaint
formats, print multiple copies and print in color with
both the ImageWriter II and ImageWriter LQ.
The program includes the LaserBits feature for bit
map editing at 300 dpi resolution. After editing, the
images can be pasted into other programs, still retaining their resolution.
Version 2.0 builds on an already strong paint features and incorporates sigoificant new drawing capabilities. AutoTrace automatically traces bit-mapped images
in the paint layer to created object-oriented tine art in
the draw layer. Another important capability is the
expandable paint palette. Custom tools can be programmed, selected by a user and automatically inserted
in the tool palette. The Freehand tool is capable of
drawing editable Bezier paths in the draw layer, affording a user spontaneity and control. The SuperBits feature allows editing of bit-mapped images at any
resolution specified by a user.
$199 retail
Silicon Beach Software; PO Box 261430; San Diego,
CA 92126; 619-695-6956

Creative/Other
3-D Graphics Ubrary
Three-dimensional graphics
512K or larger Macintosh; Trne Basic.
The 3-D Graphics Library supports both perspective and parallel projections. Auser need only describe
the 3-D window volume and •camera" placement, and
the Ubrary does the rest
Features include simple and advanced calling interfaces: support for circles, rectan_gles, grids, polygons,
areas, text plotting and contour Plots; special threedimensional "animation" tools; and convenient support
for cabinet, caviller and arbitrary oblique projections.
$69.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 45 Theodore Fremd Ave.; Rye,
NY 10580; 8()().872-2742

Award Maker Plus
Customized awards
Any Macintosh.
Award Maker Plus is a software tool that lets a user
create and print professional-quality awards, certificates, ticenses, coupons or other documents.
The program will print hundreds of predesigned
award styles, allowing a user to enter text, select the border style and, in some styles. enter a user's own picture.
The program comes with hundreds of different
awards and certificates to pick from for sports, school,
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home and business; several styles of borders; sample
awards; gold-embossed press-on seals; a special price
on pin-feed parchment paper; and the ability to create
name files and print out awards for an entire class or
group.
S49.95 retail
Baudville; 5380 52nd St SE; Grand Rapids, MI 49508;
61!Hi98-0888
Benoit
Fractal generator in a desk accessory form
512K or larger Macintosh.
Benoit is a fractal generator in a desk accessory
form. It includes sound capability, three-dimensional
~phics and color support.
S30 retail
Comlink; 485 Brown Briar Cir.; Horsham, PA 19044;
215-672-9396
Black & White Movies
17 animated movies for use with VideoWorks II
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive; Video Works
ll.

Black & White Movies contains 17 animated
movies created by MacroMind's master animators. The
movies range from a Tour de France cyclist racing to
victory, to a digitized face dancing on the screen. The
package includes complete explanations of the many
animation techniques used to create the movies.
$49.95 retail
Macro Mind, Inc.; 1028 W. Wolfram; Chicago, IL 60657;
312-871-0987
CalendarMaker 3.0
Custom calendar generator
512K or larger Macintosh.
CalendarMaker provides a quick and efficient way
to create monthly calendars displaying daily
information.
The program will directly read calendar Iiles from
Appointment Diary (in SmartAlarms), More, SideKick,
BatteryPack, text Iiles and other CalendarMaker files
through the "lmporL.."command. The import appends
existing information so that multiple individual calendars
may be combined to create single master calendars.
CalendarMaker provides the ability to preview iodi·
vidual days in the edit window, and then provides for a
full·page preview of the completed monthly calendar.
plus the ability to enlarge the display to actual print size.
Floating notes can be created that will print on the
calendar in the unused boxes, across multiple dates, or
wherever a user decides. These are useful for multiple
day events and large reminders of upcoming events.
Individual dates allow up to 254 characters of text
to be centered, or left or right justified. With a Plus and
4.1 system, character by character text for each day can
be mixed in font, size and/or style. Setup of preferences
for page style, text style, monthly pictures, printing col·
ors and monthly icons is built into the menus.
S49.95 retail
CE Software; PO Box 65580; W. Des Moines, lA 50265;
515-224-1995
Card Shop
45 greeting cards for all occasions
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
Card Shop contains an assortment of 45 greeting
cards that can be used as is or customized with a user's
own personal message.
The cards cover a variety of occasions, including
birthdays, Christmas, party invitations, Bar Mitzvahs,
Thanksgiving, baby announcements, friendship, sympa·
thy, get well, thank you, anniversary, Valentine, congrat·
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ulations, Halloween, Easter and more.
$29.95 retail
Artsci, Inc.; PO Box 1848; Burbank, CA 91507;
818-985-2922
Certificate Maker; Certificate library Volume I
Customized awards, certificates
Any Macintosh.
Certificate Maker allows a user to create customized awards and certificates for home, school and
business use.
Auser can select frommore than 200 certificates in
a wide variety of categories, including sports, business,
recreation, religious, home, scholastic and more.
Every certificate is pictured and numbered in the
included Certificate Maker booklet
Auser selects the certificate to be used, chooses a
border to outline the certificate, enters a personalized
message in the open-text area and prints out the certifi·
cate on any popular printer (one certificate can be print·
ed at a time, or a user can merge an entire list).
Three-dozen seals and stickers are included to add
finishing touches.
Certificate library Volume 1includes more than
100 new certificate templates, 24 new borders and six
dozen additional seals.
$39.95 retail; Certificate Maker
$29.95 retail; Certificate Ubrary Volume 1
Springboard Software, Inc.; 7808 Creekridge Cir.; Min·
neapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915
ClickArt Effects
Adds rotate, distort, slant and perspective to images in
MacPaint Version 1.5 or earlier
512K or larger Macintosh.
ClickArt Effects is a collection of four tools that
work with images in any MacPaint file.
Rotation allows a user to rotate an image as little as
one degree; Slant allows a user to slant images or text
backward or forward, up or down; Perspective allows
an image to have it foreground (or background)
enlarged or compressed, giving the appearance that it
is stretching o!f into the distance, or that it is painted on
a floor, ceiling or side wall; Distort makes an image
"pliable," allowing it to be stretched in one or more
directions by pulling on any corner.
S49.95 retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa St; Mountain View, CA 94041;
415-962.()195
I Clip Animation Sampler
Animated clip sequences
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive; VideoiVorks
ll or VideoWorks Professional.

Clip Animation Sampler contains animated clip
sequences for use with VideoWorks II or VideoWorks
Professional animation software packages. Designed
for in-house users to create their own animated presentations, the package includes animation sequences from
three clipanimation products: Business & Industry,
Sales & Marketing and Borders &Symbols.
$59.95 retail
Desktop Video Productions; 2000 Powell St. Ste. 700;
Emeryville, CA 94608; 415-655-1022

Clip Animations
Fifty clip animations for use with VideoWorks II

Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive;
Video Works II.
Clip Animations contains 50 ready-made clip anima·
tions for use with VideoWorks 11 Animations include: a
spinning dollar sign, a steaming coffee cup, balloons
Ooating in the air and arrows coming from seven
different directions. Words such as '!Introducing" or
'!Presenting"are also animated with effects such as
shimmering, fading or tumbling.
$59.95 retail
MacroMind, lnc.; 1028W. Wolfram; Chicago,IL 60657;
312-871-0987
Clip Charts

Contains components for creating variable and atten·
tion grabbing animated business charts
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive;
Video Works II.
Clip Charts contains the components for creating
variable and attention-grabbing animated business
charts. This ready-made package allows a user to mix
and match the different components to create many
types of charts, such as bar, pie, bullet and line.
$59.95 retail
MacroMind, Inc.; 1028 W. Wolfram; Chicago, IL 60657;
312-871-0987
Clip Sounds
Music and sound effects; contains Sound-to-Video,
which imports digitized sounds to VideoWorks or
HyperCard
512KE or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive;
VideoWorks /l.
.
Clip Sounds are music and sound effects for
VideoWorks II and HyperCard presentations. It con·
tains 16 digitized sounds, as well as Sound-to-Video, an
application that imports a user's own digitized sounds
created bySoundEdit, Soundcap and Soundwave 5oft·
ware into VideoWorks II.
$59.95 retail
Macro Mind, Inc.; 1028 W. Wolfram; Chicago, IL 60657;
312-871-0987
Clip*Video*Art "Animation Effects"
Animated clips
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard'
disk drive; Video Works ll.
.
"Animation Effects" is a disk containing short animated clips for enhancing and adding excitement to animated presentations. Special effect animated graphic
symbols and shapes move, spin, explode, highlight,
fade and race across the screen. Clips can be combined
to create user-defined effects.
$75 retail
Freemyers Design; 575 Nelson Ave.; Oroville, CA
95965; 916-533-9365
Clip*Video*Art "Presentation Animation"
Animations for enhancing presentations
512KE or largerMacintosh; fXIernal disk drive orlrard
disk drive; Video Works II.
Clip*Video*Art "Presentation Animation" is full of
short animations for enhancing animated presentations.
Animated special effects, pie charts, bar charts, borders,
marquees, graphic arts aids, arrows, symbols and select·
ed clip art are included for customizing presentations.
$75 retail
Freemyers Design; 575 Nelson Ave.; Oroville,
CA 95965; 916-533-9365
Color Movies Disk Series
VideoWorks II color movies
Macintosh II; BOOK disk drive; VideoiVorks II.
Color Movies Disk Series, developed with
VideoWorks II, reflects the wide variety of MacroMind's color animations and sounds. They are bundled
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in three different packages: One disk set, three disk set
and eight disk set
$25 retail; One disk set
$75 retail; Three disk set
$195 retail; Eight disk set
MacroMind, Inc.; 1028 W. Wolfram; Chicago, IL 60657;
312-871-0987
Digital Darkroom
Image enhancement
Madntosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; hard disk drive
recommended.
Digital Darkroom is an image-processing program
for the Macintosh that functions as a computerized
darkroom to enhance and compose scanned images,
such as photos. The program includes unique "intelli·
gene' tools for automatic image manipulation, as well as
tools for detailed retouching, to give users complete
control over their work.
Digital Darkroom features AutoTrace, automatic
tracing of gray-scale and other bit-mapped images to
convert them into object-oriented graphics. The unique
selection tools, such as the "Magic Wand" for automati·
cally choosing areas based on gray values, allow easy
selection of precise areas for image enhancement
Selections can be blended with or pasted into existing
images. Selected areas of an image can be rotated,
scaled, flipped or distorted. For detailed retouching,
there are brushes and filters that blur, sharpen, remove
noise or create special effects.
$395 retail
Silicon Beach Software; PO Box 261430; San Diego,
CA 92126; 619-69&6956
• Education Award Library; Sports Award
Library
Supplement h'braries for Award Maker Plus

512K or larger Macintosh; Award Maker Plus.
Education Award u'brary and Sports Award
library are supplement libraries for use with Award
Maker Plus. Each library includes 10 new border styles
and four new fonts. Both male and female versions are
included.
Education Award Library contains more than 200
professionally-designed award styles. Award subjects
range from music to lost teeth to homecoming.
Sports Award library contains more than 600 professionally designed award styles. Awards range from
baseball to sailing to karate.
$24.95 each retail
BaudviUe; 5380 52nd St SE; Grand Rapids, MI 49508;
61&693-0888
Graphics Magician
Pictures, animation
-Any Macintosh except IL
Graphics Magician is a picture and object painter
that lets a user store pictures on a single disk and recall
them quicklf.
The picture painter allows a user to manipulate
lines and haS an automatic color-fill, paintbrushes for
shading and detail, text and more than 100 colors. To
allow for storage of so many pictures, lines are drawn
from point to point and only directions to redraw the
pictures are stored by the computer.
Graphic files can be transferred to other computers
that support the program, avoiding the need to dupli·
cate work when converting programs.
$49.95 retail
Polarware; 1055 Paramount Pkwy., Ste. A; Batavia,
IL 60510; 312·232-1984 or 80().323-0884

GridMaker Version 1.1
Perspective-grid construction set

512K or larger Macintosh; MacDraw, MacDraft or any
PIC'/'format application.
GridMaker can be used to create avariety of threedimensional perspective grids that can be used within
MacDraw as a guide for rendering perspective drawings.
The program enables a user to select from planar
surfaces, a corner, exterior views of a box and interior
views of a room. The dimensions of each object can be
selected independently.
The perspective is adjustable from a wide angle to a
telephoto lens. The density of tlie grid lines is
adjustable. Also, all objects can be rotated around all
three axes of rotation, and a user can scroll the view
within the window and zoom in and out
Grids generated by the program can span many
MacDraw pages, and a user can alter the grid using
MacDraw. Once in MacDraw, drawings can be created
on top of the grid and then, if desired, the grid can be
hidden or removed. Saving a grid in PICf format from
MacDraw allows large grids to be used in the back·
ground layer of ruustrator.
849 retail; GridMaker
$15 retail; GridMaker Sampler
Folkstone Design, Inc.; PO Box 44; Grantham's
Landing, BC, Canada VON lXO; 604-8864502
Hebrew CalendarMaker

Hebrew calendar generator for use with
CalendarMaker
512K or larger Macintosh; CalendarMaker.
Hebrew CalendarMaker, in conjunction with
CalendarMaker from CE Software, automatically calcu·
lates the Hebrew dates, Torah portions and Jewish holi·
days for any day of any month.
It also includes 15 pictures for monthly calendars
and 24 Judaic icons for individual dates.
$29.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312-9444070

IPText
Circular and shadowed type; Creates EPSF files for
placing into PageMaker 2.0, QuarkXPress, ReadySet·
Go!, etc.
512K or larger Madntosh; PostScript printer.
LP Text provides access to powerful PostScript rou·
tines. Asimple entry screen allows a user to specify
parameters that will be combined with these routines to
create high-quality graphics. Three effects are currently
available: Circular Text, Shadowed Text and Page Fii1.
Circular Text can be created using any diameter
circle with the text set either inside or outside of the cir·
cle. Text can be controlled to exactly fill a specific angular segment of the circle.
Shadow Text provides control over the gray shades
of the shadow, its length and many other features,
which in combinations allow a user to create some
spectacular type effects.
Page F'ill allows a user to specify a string of text
that is to be repeatedly printed in a square block. Text
can be rotated within the block.
All effects provide individual character kerning and
gray text in one percent increments. Access is provided
to the printers halftoning facilities to create various
effects. Any resident or downloaded PostScript font can
be used in any point size, bo~ expanded and condensed.
$99retail
London Pride, Inc.; 1Birch St.; Norwalk, Cf 06851;
203-8664806

MacMovies
Desktop video processing package
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacMovies is a graphics animation program that
allows a user to compact many frames of animation
down to a minimum amount of memory and play the
frames back, seamlessly, at speeds from single frame to
30 per second.
It contains four basic tools that take a series of
MacPaint documents and interprets or compiles them
into movies. Preview composes and edits images;
FMComp compiles images into playback form; Projector plays them back; and MacMovies permits stringing
a whole series of movies together to spool from a hard
disk or mass storage device.
$99retail
Beck-Tech; 41 Tunnel Rd.; Berkeley, CA 94705;
415-5484054
The Mall

Interactive animation created with VideoWorks
Interactive
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive.
The Mall is an imaginary shopping mall that can be
explored with a click of the mouse. Auser clicks on an
on-screen mall map and is transported to one of the
many different stores in the mall. Each store demon·
stration allows a different type of interaction.
$50 retail
MacroMind, Inc.; 1028 W. Wolfram; Chicago, IL 60657;
312-871-0987
Optical IDusions Version 1.2
More than 50 replicants of the most famous illusions

Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
Optical lliusions contains more than 50 MacPaint
replicants of the most famous illusions.
Many of the illusions are static, some require user
interaction and others are animated. The manual has a
detailed bibliography and glossary section and contains
tips for conducting perpetual experiments.
The disk will operate with any Macintosh and has
been designed to be used together with MacPaint, FulJ.
Paint, SuperPaint or paint viewing utilities. An animated
demo, 11 0l'SnakeEyes," is available in public-domain
libraries.
$29.95 retail
Artbase Computer Graphic Services; 815 Princess Ave.;
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6A 3E5; 604-255-8077
•PhotoMac
Fulkolor image processing and separations software
Macintosh II,· 2MB ofRAM; 40MB hard disk drive;
Apple Video Expansion Card; color monitor.
PhotoMac is full.color image processing and separations software for a Macintosh D. Fulkolor (24
bits/pixel) images can be enhanced and combined with
text from any of the popular page layout applications to
produce color publications.
•
PhotoMac users have complete creative control
over photodesign and image enhancing. They can
manipulate, retouch and color correct images, then
print color proofs, generate four-color separations for
printing or combine images with text in page-layout
software.
Photodesign tools, all accessible from within the
familiar Macintosh environment, allow designers to
enhance images. Retouching operations include trans. parent painting, airbrushing, color correction and
brightness/contrast adjustment In addition, users can
define protective masks (friskets) to protect parts of an
image while retouching.
Image manipulations include rotating to any angle,
resizing with or without image distortion and ffipping. A
variety of special effects make the color edges in the
image sharper (also called unsharp masking), convert
full color images to monochrome and change color neg·
atives to positives.
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PhotoMac supports many devices for acquiring
and printing images, such as slide scanners, flatbed
scanners, color thermal printers and color video. Appli·
cations for PhotoMac include desktop publishing, desktop presentations, color photoretouching and image
~rocessing.

S695retail
Avalon Development Group; 1000 Massachusetts Ave.;
Cambridge, MA 02138; 800-522-0265
Postcards
Postcard creation
512K or larger Macintosh; MacPaint, SuperPaint or
FullPaint.
Postcards is funny and creative program for copying, pasting and printing postcards or momentos. It
includes 110 pieces of crazy clip art; 10 bizarre back·
ground scenes and catchy captions. The program supports color printing on an ImageWriter nor black and
white printing on an ImageWriter or a LaserWriter.
Users may edit the existing art or create their own
art Captions included in the program may be used, or
new ones written. Postcard stock for mailing creations
is included.
$29.95 retail
HyperWare from Activision, Inc.; 3885 Bohannon Dr.;
Menlo Park, CA 94025; 415-329-0800

a

PosterMaker Plus
Text-styling tool for creating logos, mastheads, etc.
512KE or larger Macintoshi ezternal disk drive or hard
disk drive; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
PosterMaker Plus provides a user with the ability
to create professional-quality posters, banners and
signs, as well as a tool for manipulating headlines. The
program includes SmoothFonts, which are PostScripttype font sets that can be stretched, rotated. arched or
flipped, and still stay 8mooth with WYSIWYG on-screen
representation.
The program also provides incremental scaling
capability from one to 3,200 percent for MacPaint or
Pier files. Auser can reduce a page from 100 to one
percent, providing a convenient tool for scaling graphics prior to inclusion in a page-makeup program. Poster·
Maker Plus can also enlarge a Pier or MacPaint file to
a maximum 21 by 26 feet in size. Auser can select any
portion of a document to print, or reprint a selected por·
tion of a scaled document if necessary.
Additional features include customizable panels,
which allow users to create signboards, borders and
logo backgrounds; optional cutting guides and segment
labels for printing laser tiles; color printing capability on
th¢ ImageWriter ll; built-in rotation; the ability to save
documents in paint, scaled paint or PIC!' formats; and
the abilify to save SmoothFonts as Encapsulated
PostScript (EPS) files.
$59.95 retail
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415492-3500, 800-527-6263, or 415492-3200
(dealers)

slides are imaged overnight and delivered within 24
hours. Slides are $7 each. Free oyernight express shipping is included on orders of six or more slides, and a
toll-free phone line is provided for modem transfer of
slide files.
The software features: up to 256 colors per slide;
gradient color ramping on background, text and boxes;
use any MacDraw compatible drawings; slide preview
window; online help; and is not ropy protected.
$249retail
Stokes Slide Services, Inc. and 20/20 Data Systems,
Inc.; 7000 Cameron Rd.; Austin, 1X 78752; 512-454-2508
The Slide Show Magician

Presentations on a Macintosh or big screens; special
effects; voice and sound
Any Macintosh.
The Slide Show Magician allows a user to make and
run professional-quality presentations on a Macintosh.
Anything that can be shown on screen, such as
charts, graphs, artwork, digitized pictures, text, etc., can
be used a5 aframe. All frames can be quickly arranged;
rearranged, deleted and repeated. Each frame can have
its own timing, as can any of the 20 special effects that
can be used. The program offers up to 10 multiple
choices on every frame for full user interaction.
The Natural Sound Sound Effects is a three disk
set of natural, digitized sound effects for use with presentations created with The Slide Show Magician. The
sound effects cover a wide range of natural, musical
and specially created sound effects. Also included is a
special program in Basic and Pascal that allows a user
to add sounds to non-commercial programs.
The Natural Sound Cable & Editor allows a user to
add and edit voice, music and sounds to presentations
created with The Slide Show Magician or to Basic programs. The "smart'1cable attaches a Macintosh to a
tape recorder and allows a user to transfer any sound to
a show. The Editor lets a user do sophisticated sound
editing of natural (digitized) sounds. It also allows a
user to select all or any part of any sound recorded and
change its length and volume, as well as repeat sounds,
add echo, play them in reverse, append sounds, superimpose one over another, and cut, copy and paste. The
disk also contains the Translator/Editor for the Macintalk voice by Apple Computer.
$59.95 retail; The Slide Show Magician
$129.95 retail; Natural Sound Cable & Editor
$39.95 retail; Natural Sound Sound'Effects
Magnum Software; 21115 Devonshire St., Ste. 337;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-70M510
SmoothTalker
Speech-synthesis softWare
512K or larger Macintosh except II; Image Writer.
SmoothTalker is speech-synthesis software that
converts plain English text or numbers from the keyboard into spoken speech.
No additional hardware or attachments ate needed,
and the program can be used as a talking word processor, a proofreader and more.
$49.95 retail
First Byte, Inc.; 3333 E. Spring St., Ste. 302; long
Beach, CA 90806; 213-595-7006

Professional Image Slide Manager 2.0

ITopHonors

Creates 35mm slides; overhead transparencies
512K or larger Macintosh; modem; MacDraw.
The Professional Image Slide Manager is a presentation graphics software package that allows a user to
create professional quality color 35mm slides from
MacDraw files.
With Professional Image Slide Manager a user
assigns solid colors to MacDraw patterns. The program
then creates 35mm film recorder files. These files are
then transferred via modem to Stokes Slide Services,
Inc. in Austin, Texas, where they are used to create a ·
user's slides on a professional film imaging system. The

Laser-quality awards, certificates and diplomas
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript printer.
Top Honors is a professional certificate creation
program that creates laser-quality certificates, awards
and diplomas of almost any kind.
Features include: takes maximum advantage of
laser printing for near-typeset results; full flexibility of
design; special merge feature allows printing customized certificates for an entire list of people; up to
four signature lines for any certificate; unique, professional effects, such as curved certificate titles, 11water·
mark11 graphics and custom text fits inside the curves of
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graphic seals; use sample graphics provided or import
from other programs; supports EPS graphics for maximum resolution at any size; EPS graphics can be scaled
up to a full page in size without losing resolution;
includes 10 EPS graphics specially designed for awards,
diplomas and certificates; imports MacPaint graphics;
supports all built-in and downloaded PostScript laser
fonts up to 72 points in size; free bonus laser font
included (Old German); provides 24 border pattern
choices in full LaserWriter resolution (300 dpij; and
provides seven seal designs (300 dpi) created expressly
for professional certificate use that can be customized
with curved text and positioned anywhere on the
award.
$99.95 retail
Springboard Software, Inc.; 7808 Creekridge Cir.; Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915
I TypeStyler

Display type special effects
512K or larger Macintosh.
TypeStyler is a unique tool that can be used to
achieve dramatic special effects with display type. It
provides unparalleled control over typefaces, enabling
users to bend, squeeze, stretch, twist and rotate text.
Users can also add perspective, such as shadows,
shades, patterns and colors.
TypeStyler prints styled text smoothly using
PostScript printers such as the LaserWriter. On an
ImageWriter, the output is so smooth that is rivals print·
ing. TypeStyler also includes a number of other features helpful to graphic designers and desktop
publishers, such as the ability to import and export
paint, Pier and EPS files. In addition, users can manipulate many third-party PostScript fonts.
$149.95 retail
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafae~
CA 94903; 415492-3500, 800-527-6263, or 415-492-3200
(dealers)
VideoWorks Accelerator

Supercharges the speed of color and black and white
VideoWorks ll documents; allows Accelerator files to be
played from within HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive;
Video Kbrks II.
The VideoWorks Accelerator is a software 50lution
that supercharges the speed of VideoWorks II documents- both black and white and color. Film speeds
of up to 200 frames per second are possible.
$195 rf!tail
MacroMind, Inc.; 1028 W. Wolfram; Chicago, IL 60657;
312-871-0987
IVideoWorks CD-ROM

200MB of VideoWorks animations, clip animations, clip
art, sounds and more
Macintosh Plus or larger; AppkCD SC.
VideoWorks CD-ROM is a collection of more than
200MB of VideoWorks animations, VideoWorks Accelerator documents, clip animations, clip art, clip sounds
and interactive environments.
The graphics included on the disk can be used by
professionals and presenters who need a large database
of animation and art for their own presentations. The
interactive shells included on the disk allow users to
view the documents without owning a copy of VideoWorks ll.lf users want to modify the documents, they
must own the VideoWorks ll program. Also, the VideoWorks II Accelerator is required to view accelerated
documents.
In addition to the commercially available products,
MacroMind has included more than 60MB of VideoWorks Accelerator documents and their source files.
The.disk also includes demonstrations and presenta-
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tions created for some of MacroMind Production's
clients. The CD-ROM also includes an AppleShare file
server driver so that the disk can be accessed by a
number of users on an AppleTalk network.
$695retail
MacroMind, Inc.; 1028 W. Wolfram; Chicago, IL 60657;
312-871-0987
VideoWorks ll
Animated desktop presentation tool
512K or larger Macintosh.
VideoWorks ll is an animated desktop presentation
tool that is ideally suited for business presentations,
computer-based training, advertising storyboards, multimedia presentations and point-of-purchase displays.
It contains an icon-based Overview window that
allows a user to construct slide shows with existing
MacPaint. MacDraw or Glue documents, as weD as any
other Macintosh program. Auser can add special
effects, such as wipes, fades and dissolves. Digitized
sound effects, music and Macintalk enhance a presenta·
tion's impact and quality.
VideoWorks ncomes complete with a comprehen·
sive manual and three diskettes: Program, Tutorials &
System; Clip Animation, Artwork & Movies; and Guided Tour.
$295retail
MacroMind, Inc.; 1028 W. Wolfram; Chicago, IL 60657;
312-871.()987
VideoWorks Interactive
Animation tool for creating interactive animations
Macintosh Plus or larger.
·
VideoWorks Interactive is an advanced version of
MacroMind's VideoWorks ll.lt comes with all of the
animation features of VideoWorks ll, as well as a procedural language that creates interactive applications.
simulations or prototypes.
The program is designed for training disks. in-store
displays, software interface simulations, educational
courseware or instrumentation panel prototypes.
$50() retail
MacroMind, Inc.; 1028 W. Wolfram; Chicago, IL 60657;
312-871.()987
• VideoWorks Professional
Animation program
Macintosh Plus or larger
VideoWorks Professional allows users to create animated business presentations, training materials. mar·
keting demonstrations, animated engineering diagrams
and more.
The program includes more than 100 new features,
including a powerful color paint program, color palette
control, an improved user interface with poJHlp menus
and extensive online help, automated animation creation to quickly create animated charts and graphs,
MIDI controls. several new animation features and 24bitsupport
Increased color graphics capabilities include color
cycling, color paint tools such as smear and smudge,
gradient fills, advanced color palette manipulation,
speckled airbrush effects and more.
Several new animation techniques have also been
added, including in-betweening along a curved path,
auto-rotate and color palette animation.
In the Overview section of the program, automatic
animation lets users create animated slides in seconds
through the use of poJHlp menus, radio buttons and
text fields. Automatic animation effects include text that

shimmers. sparkles or scrolls. bullet points that fly onto
the screen from the left or right, animated borders and
marquees that surround a slide and graphs or'd1arts
that automatically animate data.
$695retail
$250 retail; upgrade from VideoWorks ll
MacroMind, Inc.; 1028 W. Wolfram; Chicago, IL 60657;
312-871-0987

Color System I consists of an illtre'*Setter, aMacintosh ll NuBus interface board and cables and Knowledge Engineering's software, lithographer and RIP.
$35,000 to $60,000 retail
Knowledge Engineering; 115 Mason St; Greenwich,
CT 06830; ~22-8770

World Builder
Interactive program creation software
512K or larger Macintosh.
World Builder provides a user with the tools need- .
ed to create professional-quality, stand-alone games on
a Macintosh.
Auser can create programs with up to 2,500 rut:fer-.
ent scenes and depict each in a graphics window. These
scenes can be drawn with the built-in editor or pasted
from the Clipboard.
Alongside each scene, a user accepts, interprets
and responds to the typed input This is done using simple statements, including those that customize the
Commands menu.
Silicon Beach's RealSound can be used to further
enhance the effectiveness of a creation.
$79.95 retail
Silicon Beach Software; PO Box 261430; San Diego, CA
92126; 619-695-6956
'

Corporate Image Templates
Ten PageMaker templates
512K or larger Macintosh; PageMaker 2.1 or laltt:
Corporate Image Templates contains ready-to-use
PageMaker templates designed for common business
printing jobs.
The disk includes instructions, examples and blank
templates for business cards. letterheads, envelopes.
signs, diplomas, awards, labels and postcards.
Each template is a PageMaker file ~ontaining a
blank form in which a user can add the name, address
and other particulars. After laying out the test. a user
removes the master items, outputs the results to a
LaserWriter and takes it to a printer.
The disk includes 41 templates, eight examples,
four clip art files and a three-page instruction file.
$9 per disk retail
The Public Domain Exchange; 2074C Walsh Ave.; Santa
Clara, CA 95050; 4034960024 or 800331-8125

Desktop Publishing
• Color System I
High-quality color prepress system
Macintosh II; 40MB or larger hard disk drive; 8MB of
RAM; AppleColor high-resolution RBG monitor and
video card; RasterOps ColorBoard 104 and 19-inch
monitor (24-bit color system); ltitapro QCS-450 Color
Scanner and NJJ.GPIB interfac~ for Mac II recommended; LaserWriter IINTX recommended.
·
Color System I is a high-quality color prepress system that combines cutting edge hardware and software
to produce four-color 'separations at a fraction of the
time and cost of traditional methods.
It fully exploits the Ultre*Setter, Ultre*Corp.'s laser
raster imager, which is capable of resolutions of 480 to ·
3,000 dpi and achieves print times of under five minutes
per 8.5 by 11-inch page at 3,000 dpi {significantly faster.
times are achieved at lower resolutions). ·
Features include: produces dot screens ranging
from 65 to 150 lines per inch at traditional printing
angles with exceptional tonal response; provides caJi.
brated density control for precise output in any produc·
tion environment; performs exceptional registration
accuracy, which is repeatable and dependable; outputs
to both 72 and 94 pica page widths with length limited
to output cassette capacity; supports more than 1,500
typefaces from the Compugraphics Typeface Ubrary,
PostScript outline fonts from Bitstream and other vendors, and all fonts available for the LaserWriter; outputs
to film, RC paper and 3M dry silver material; includes
Uthographer, which is a painVphoto retouching/draw
program, with 32 bits of color information per pixel at
up to 150 pixels per inch; the monitor displays tuneable
color to guarantee truer WYSIWYG; unlimited palette,
which is compabole with PMS colors; sophisticated
color paint capabilities. such ·as cloning, click and fill
and masking; generates color separations from a variety .
of sources; provides color correction capabilities; executes sophisticated ramping, trapping, chokes and
spreads; creates polygons and close black lines; and

provides cropping, sizing and rotation tools, as well as
text effects.

Crosfield Ughtspeed Inc.
Color layout system
Maci11tosh II; 5MB ofRAM; 40MB hard disk drive;
19-inch lligh-resolution color monitor with graphics
card.
The Color Layout System is a color design and layout system based on the Macintosh ll. It is used by
graphic designers to create, revise and specify designs.
and to produce comprehensives for full-color printed
materials. The Color Layout System streamlines the
process of producing the design by transferring its
specifications to color electronic prepress systems.
The turnkey system includes a Macintosh ll with 5
MB of RAM; 40 MB hard disk drive; 19-inch high-resolution color monitor with graphics card; color monitor
stand; 300 dpi color flatbed scanner with transparency
attachment. scanner interface card and cables; 300 dpi
color thermal transfer printer with interface card and
cables; PixelPaint software; Iightspeed Color Layout
System software and 20 standard fonts.
Options are available for output to color electronic
prepress systems and analog and digital film recorders,
as well as laser printers for black-and-white proofing.
Additional options include those for networking, remote
communications and extended storage. Additional fonts
are also available.
$39,500 retail; turnkey system
$17,000 retail; base system (excludes color scanning
and printing options)
$6,000 retail; software only
lightspeed, Inc.; 47 Farnsworth St.; Boston,
MA 02210; 617-338-2173
Fontographer
Professional PostScript font editor
512K or larger Macintosh.
Fontographer is used for the creation oflogos,
symbols, fonts and repetitive artwork that can be print·
ed at any size up to a full page at full typeset resolution.
Features include: the ability to assign logos, characters and graphics to keys for use in word processing and
desktop publishing prQgrams; allows totally new image
creation, or can be used in tracing mode to outline
scanned images; the ability to create kerned character
pairs and combine and manipulate characters from
existing PostScript fonts: letters and special symbols
from the same or different fonts can be combined with
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custom drawn Bezier curves to build logos of unlimited
complexity; special effects, such as scaling, rotation,
skewing, character stretching and obliquing and shades
of gray; custom symbols or characters can be assigned
to any of 232 combinations of option key, shift key and
other keyboard keys; a circle tool creates a circle with
just two Bezier curves; a zooming command allows
characters to be scaled during editing; and more.
$395 retail
Altsys Corp.; 720Ave. F, Ste.109; Plano, TIC 75074;
214-424-4888

FX-Paks I • VI
Expansion packages for Laser FX
512KE or larger Macintosh; LaserWriter; Laser FX.
FX-Paks are a series of six expansion packages
designed to supplement the 30 effects built into laser
FX, a desktop publishing utility that allows a user to add
professional typographic effects to any PostScript font
Each of the packages includes 10 effects, including
dramatic effects, such as Fireworks (exploding letters),
Zoom Out Oetters seem to zoom out of the page) and
I.ettershade Oetters fade out); and humorous effects,
such as Route 66 (a highway surrounds each letter, and
a user specifies the number ofJanes), Old Wallpaper
Oetters seem to peel off the page), Tire Tracks (a user
picks his favorite tire type) and Fence (a user picks the
type of fence to run through the letters). Five new background screens are included with each package.
S49 each suggested retail
Postcraft International, Inc.; 27811 Avenue Hopkins,
Ste. 6; Valencia, CA 91355; 805-257-1797
GraphicWorks 1.1
Graphics, text, layout tool
512K or larger Macintosh; extmral disk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
GraphicWorks incorporates all the drawing features of the most sophisticated paint programs with full
text editing capabilities and the ability to freely mix text
and graphics anywhere on any page. It allows a user to
create a myriad of print products, including newsletters,
reports, ads, brochures, proposals, flyers, storyboards,
sales material and original art
Features include: multipage documents; object-ori·
ented bit-mapped graphics; direct import of TIFF files;
high-resolution easels (300 dpi and higher); full Laser·
Writer support; no copy protection; MacDraw-style
object-oriented graphics; integrated color printing to an
ImageWriter II; custom card and poster printing; on
screen, user defined grid and rulers; rotation, perspec·
tive, skew and distort tools; PostScript gray scale; hairlines, white type and professional quality airbrush;
custom font sizes, line weights, brushes and patterns;
and more.
$149.95 retail
Mindscape, Inc.: 3444 Dundee Rd.; Northbrook,
IL 60062; 800-221-9884

Interleaf Publisher 3.5
Electronic publishing software
Macintosh II,· 5MB ofRAM; 40MB hard disk drive.
Interleaf Publisher is document processing soft·
ware that integrates word processing, graphics and
manual and automated page layout It is especially
appropriate for creating very long, complex documents.
Page-layout features include: automatic continuous
repagination, hyphenation, justification, indexing and
cross-referencing for creating complex documents such
as technical manuals, financial reports and directories.
The program includes an integrated graphics pack·
age, and will also automatically generate charts in a
wide variety of styles from data transferred from
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spreadsheet files or typed in. Scanned images can be
sized, stretched, rotated and pixel edited. Graphics can
be combined with text, and Interleaf Publisher accepts
files in PICTl, PICT2, TIFF and EPSF formats.
Word processing features include: unlimited document length, automatic spell verification, generation of
indexes and table of contents, multilevel numbering
and outlining, revision tracking and the ability to accept
files from Microsoft Word and MacWrite.
· Interleaf Publisher enables a Macintosh II to be
networked with major engineering workstations and
makes use of Apple networking capabilities. Output is
to PostScript laser printers and typesetters.
$2,495 retai~ software
$10,900 retail; includes hardware, software and support
$16,500 retail; includes hardware, software, laserWriter
Plus and support
Interleaf, Inc.; Ten Canal Park; Cambridge, MA 02141:
617-577-9800

laser FX 1.6
Font enhancement program to create unique typefaces
512KE or larger Macintosh; LaserWriter.
Laser FX is a desktop publishing utility program
that allows a user to take any PostScript font and use
any of the 30 effects to create unique typefaces.
Working from an icon-based menu, the program
allows a user to modify any System-resident PostScript
font, selecting from any combination of 21 drop shadows, seven drop angles, 21 inside or outline gray
shades, 10 outline border sizes and a variety of screens.
Characters can be rotated or skewed to any angle and
resized to print at sizes limited only by what can be
printed on PostScript printers.
Itbas the ability to read PICT files created in other
programs and the ability to print and/or paste directly
into other desktop publishing packages, such as
QuarkXPress, ReadySetGo! and PageMaker 2.0.
The program can be used for creating special
effects in newsletters, for designing logos or for various
other typographical design tasks.
$195 suggested retail
Postcraft International, Inc.; 27811 Avenue Hopkins,
Ste. 6; Valencia, CA 91355; 805-257-1797

MacD'IP
Desktop publishing database
512KE or larger Macintosh; Microsoft File, &eel, FileMaker Plus and other database formats.
MacDTP is a desktop publishing database that
includes an annotated bibliography of every article that
has appeared about Macintosh desktop publishing.
The program provides in-depth annotation of 1,263
citations from all business and trade publications; full
coverage from 1983 to December 31, 1986; a break·
down by hardware and software products and applications; and an automated search and sort format in
several database programs. Updates are planned.
$75 retail; available in multiple database formats listing
every article on Macintosh desktop publishing.
Crown Communications; PO Box 11626; St Paul,
MN 55111: 612-644-0709
•MacKern
Typographic kerning program
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MacKern is a utility that adjusts or modifies the
space between letters of any laser font for use in programs that support kerning. It allows users to modify a
font to suit individual kerning values. The kerned font
is then usable in any program that allows kerning. It
need never be changed again, yet it can easily be
altered if a change is desired
$149.95 retail
Icom Simulations, Inc.; 648 S. Wheeling Rd.; Wheeling,
IL 60090; 312·5204440
MacKtav
Hebrew/English version of ReadySetGo! 4
512K or lorger Macintosh.
MacKtav is a complete, Hebrew/English version of
ReadySetGo!. It is fully bilingual and bidirectional, and
includes Hebrew and English fonts for laserWriter use.
With MacKtav, complete Hebrew/English bu~
letins, announcements and other printed matter can be
created. Aseparate Arabic/English version of the program is also avrulable.
8595 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312-944-4070

Laser Positive
Screen printing
Macintosh Plus or larger.
laser Positive, a software package designed for the
screen printing industry, simplifies the artwork process
for making the positives to burn screens.
Using features such as Flex Text, Arc Text, Vertical
Text, Fade Text and Spinning Text, users can arrange
text in just about any way they desire.
In addition, users can take artwork from most
drawing programs and merge it with the lettering of
Laser Positive. Users can also see the artwork and lettering on screen during the design process for easy
editing.
$11,944 to $19,823 retail; complete systems
Graphic Applications, Inc.; 618-E Guilford College Rd.;
Greensboro, NC 27409; 919-852-1608

•I..ettruck

Professional letter spacing
Macintosh Plus or larger.
l.etrTuck gives users control over the pre-set character spacing built into desktop publishing software.
Features include: select a font family and font style;
decide which character pair to add, change or delete;
determine the acceptable spacing; and print the results
on a laser printer.
$149retail
EDCO Services, Inc.; 12410 N. Dale Mabry Hwy.;
Tampa, FL 33618; 813-962-7800

•MacMaster
Tablet/screen menu system to enhance PageMaker
and the Macintosh
Macintosh SE or IL
The MacMaster Template Series, which consists of
a graphics tablet driver and template overlays for PageMaker, speeds a user's work by placing all of their
options on color-coded templates, logically grouped to
allow users to quickly find the commands they need,
when they need them. Each command can be executed
with one easy selection from the template.
The high resolution of a graphics tablet combined
with MacMaster tablet Iilanager provides incredible
accuracy. The screen can relate to a small portion of the
tablet or cover its entire area and can be changed at any
time. Drawings can easily be traced or digitized into
PageMaker or any paint or draw program.
MacMaster is modular in design. While the Master
Template incorporates commands pertaining to PageMaker, it also includes die-cut areas for interchangeable
subtemplates. Application specific subtemplates can be
purchased separately to run other Macintosh-compatible software programs.
$195 retru1
AutoEase, Inc.; 1325 South 800 Eas~ Ste. 315; Orem,
UT 84058; 801-224-8833
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MacTex
Desktop typesetting system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; PostScript
printer.
MacTex, an implementation of the TeX typesetting
language, can be used to typeset sizeable or intricately
designed documents that would be tedious or imposs~
ble to typeset with conventional page-makeup software.
The program competes with high-end software/
hardware systems and is targeted to corporate electronic publishing sections, communications companies and
to university, research and government markets.
The program supports PostScript-based printers
such as the LaserWriter and LaserWriter Plus, and the
linotronic 100 or 300 phototypesetting systems.
In addition, MacPaint images can be merged with
the text
Features new to Version 2.0 include: files larger
than 32K in size will be allowed; coded documents can
now appear in different fonts, sizes and styles; documents created in MacWrite and Microsoft Word can be
converted automatically into MacTex coded documents; a new previewer; an internal spooler; an interactive macro that allows a user to automatically create the
coding for multicolumn pages with text flowing from
one column to the next; and more.
$900 Canada retail; $700 U.S. retail (site licenses available)
FIL Systems, Inc.; 234 Eglin ton Ave. E, Ste. 205; Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4P 1K5; 416487-2142

Twenty-seven million American
adults are functionally illiterate.
Your company can change that by
joining in the f ight against illiteracy.
Call the Coalition for Literacy at
1-800-228-8813, today.

A literate America
is a good investment.

M:!

MicroSetter II
Allows a Macintosh or word processor to be used as a
text entry station for typesetting
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20MB hard disk drive
recommended.
.
The MicroSetter typesetting emulator System
allows a Macintosh or word processor to be used as a
text entry station for typesetting. All functions of the
typesetting machine can be accessed from the computer by typing simple English codes into the word processed text. The document is then transferred to the
typesetting machine through the MicroSetter interface
and software. Output devices supported include CG
CompuWriter Jr., I, Uand IV; CG EditWriter; CG
ExecuWriter; Varityper Comp/Set &Comp/Edit; and
Unotype CRTronic and CRTerminal.
The MicroSetter PostScript converter is a WYSIWYG system that takes advantage of the built-in
capabilities of the Macintosh, such as style and size
changes, ful~page composition and graphics. Because
the "front end'' is the computer, all typesetting parameters, such as size, style, leading, hyphenation, justification,line endings, indentation, columns and paginations
are designed and controlled by a user with standard
software. The formatting is interpreted and converted
by MicroSetter for output to both non-digital and digital
typesetters. Output devices supported include Compu·
graphic MCS; Varityper Comp/Edi~ Varityper EPICS;
and linotype CRTronic and CRTerminal.

DeskTop Publishing, f
DeskTop Presentations; just about
anything you want
to design on your
Macintosh" will
look better if you
can accurately see
entire pages and
spreads while
you're working.
And although
there seem to be
a lot of big screen
displays to choose from
these days, experienced
DTP designers look for true
WYSIWYG. The kind of
display pioneered by M
our MegaScreen:·
·
Before you buy a '
lesser system, call us

The most recent addition to the MicroSetter product line is the introduction of the "slave" output device
capability. By connecting the computer directly to a
"slave~ typesetter, documents can be composed on a
Macintosh within the WYSIWYG environmentand typeset without the need to pass through the front end of
the typesetting system. This product eliminates the
need for disk conversion and storage. Text, ruling and
graphics are supported. Output devices supported
include Compugraphic 8000, 8400, 8600 and 9600; Varityper 6700, 6710, 6720, 6750 and 4300; and linotype
100, 300 and 500.
$695 to $3,290 retail
TeleTypesetting Co.; 474 Commonwealth Ave.; Boston,
MA 02215; 617-21»6637

•open It! _

Allows users with incompatible applications to share
information and files
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive; System
4.0orlater.
Open It! is a print-to-disk desk accessory that
allows users with incompatible applications to share
information and files.
Ideally designed for inter-office file sharing, desktop publishing and telecommunications, Open It!
enables users to save files from any application in a
common format and transfer files without using the creating application. While working in an application, u5ers
can access Open It! and merge an Open It! file into a
document

E

name your nearest
dealer and take a look at the
superior accuracy of our one
and two page displays.
G1 A If your ideas are
•
important enough
to design right, you
need MegaScreen.

qr"&'p/fttcl

Call us at (805) 484-3799 for your nearest dealer. FAX: (805) 484-5870
Telex: (650) 288-0349 MCIMAIL. MegaGraphics, 439 Calle San Pablo, Camarillo, CA 93010
~1988, MegaGraphics, Inc. MegaGraphics is an Authorized Apple Value Added Reseller.

cftalition for

Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Circle Reader Service Number 21
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Open It! permits multiple Scrapbook files to be cr~
ated, graphic images or text to be scaled from one to
1,000 percent, and graphics to be measured and sized
by on-screen rulers before pasting into the document A
thumbnail feature allows users to view up to eight
pages in the Scrapbook and other files read by Open It!.
APreview function enables users to print a file to
screen and view the document before printing.
The Print It! utility of the program allows users to
print to disk any document that can then be accessed
with Open Itl and place the document in any application. For example, desktop publishers can use Open It!
to open a file, clip graphics or text, scale and place it
into their working document- all without having to
exit the page-layout program. Font styles and sizes can
be changed to match those in the document to which
the information is pasted. Open It! features its own icon
tool palette and allows for optional use of menu options
and keyboard commands.
·
Apublic-domain "viewer" included with the program allows files to be shared with, viewed and copied
by others who don't have Open It!. For example, files
can be sent via modem to other telecommunications
users or over file networks without sending the creating
application.
$79.95 retail
TenPointO; 3885 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo Park,
CA 94025; 415-329-0800
Page One
Automated book-typesetting software
· Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; l..aserWriter;
Microsoft Word V1.05 or less.
Page One is automated book-typesetting software
designed to eliminate three major bottlenecks and costs
in book production: book design, typesetting and proofreading of typeset galleys.
Auser creates a manuscript on a Macintosh using
Microsoft Word formats and submits it as a set of disks.
After editing the manuscript on a Macintosh, a user
chooses one of 50 templates (representing standard
book designs) from a catalog and enters its number on
a screen form, along with optional page-format
information.
The book can then be printed on any PostScriptcompatible printer.
The program gives a user control over several
other book-design elements, such as right and left running heads, page density and which chapters to print
$1,200 retail
McCutcheon Graphics, Inc.; 500 Cochrane Dr., Unit k,
Markham, Ontario, Canada l3R 8E2; 41&479-9292
PageMaker 3.0 For The Macintosh
. Desktop publishing program
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; System 4.1 or
later; Finder 5.5 or laltr; PostScript-Compatible or
Q11ickDraw-compatible laser printer.
PageMaker is a desktop publishing program that
integrates text and graphics, enabling users to quickly
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produce long documents by flowing text automatically
through successive pages, formatting text with userdefined style sheets and updating source files by
exporting their PageMaker documents to selected
word processors.
Graphics features include the ability to wrap text
around both regularly and irregularly shaped objects,
support for spot color and spot-color overlays, and builtin brightness, contrast and special effect controls for
scanned images and bit-map (paint-style) illustrations.
PageMaker also includes 20 ready-made templates
to help businesses and organizations to produce professional-looking documents quickly and efficiently. The
templates consist of complete page designs for reports,
flyers, proposals, company directories, calendars, price
lists, newsletters, overheads, bulletins, speaker notes
and slides. Each template contains a layout grid and
placeholders that enable users to position their own
text and graphics for the finished document The new
PageMaker documentation also explains how users can
modify the templates and build their own.
Automated options available to users include style
sheets. The style sheets are available in three ways:
users can create them in PageMaker, import a style
sheet prepared in Microsoft Word or tag text in a word
processing, database or spreadsheet program so Pag~
Maker can create a style sheet automatically.
$595retail
Aldus Corp.; 411 First Ave. S, Ste. 200; Seattle,
WA 98104; 2~22-5500
PageMaker Portfolio: Designs For Business
Communications
~esigned page formats for business use
512K or larger Macintosh; PageMaker.
PageMaker Portfolio: Designs For Business Communications comes with pr~esigned page formats for
proposals, memos, overhead transparencies, reports,
handbooks and business plans.
The disks are accompanied by a 148-page instruction book explaining bow users can incorporate their
text, charts and other graphics into any one of the templates to create polished materials that communicate
their message clearly.
$99retail
Aldus Corp.; 411 First Ave. S, Ste. 200; Seattle,
WA 98104; 206-622-5500
PageMaker Portfolio: Designs For Newsletters
21 pr~esigned templates for newsletters
512K or larger Macintosh; PageMaker.
. PageMaker Portfolio: Designs For Newsletters is a
collection of 21 different newsletter formats into which
PageMaker users can insert their own text and
graphics.
The designs, or templates, are packaged on disk
and accompanied by a step.by-step instruction manual
that explains how users can. incorporate their own copy,
headlines and artwork into a finished newsletter. It also
gives users advanced techniques for adding a designer
touch to their newsletter efforts.
$79 retail
Aldus Corp.; 411 F'li'St Ave. S, Ste. 200; Seattle,
WA 98104; 2~22-5500
PostCode 'JYpesetter Interface
Translates Macintosh formatting into typesetter coding
for Compugrapbic MCS or Powerview typesetters
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive; Compugraphic MSC!Powerview Typesetters.
The PostCode Typesetter Interface is a software
package that features PostCode, Font Modifier and
Micro-Set and a special5.25-inch disk drive.for the
Macintosh.

PostCode will automatically translate Macintosh
formatting into typesetter coding for the Compugraphic
MCS or Powerview typesetters. It works with nearly
every Macintosh program and allows a user to reproduce Macintosh graphics on the typesetter. The copy
run out of the typesetter will look just like the copy on
the Macintosh screen, right down to the footnotes and
page numbers.
·
Compugraphic has created a special"graphic el~
ment font'' to the company's specifications that allows a
user to typeset Macintosh screen graphics in full size
and reductions of 75 percen~ 50 percent and 25 percent The Font Modifier reads MCS font disks and automatically transfers width information to Macintosh
fonts.
After an MCS file has been created on the Macintosh, the Micro-Set program will transfer it to an MCS
compatible floppy disk. Micro-Set works in conjunction
with a special5.25-inch disk drive that plugs into the
back of the Macintosh. It allows a user to copy Macintosh files to MCS disks, or copy MCS files back to Macintosh disks. It also allows a user to copy files from mM
PC disks onto the Macintosh disks.
$1,995 retail
Mumford Micro Systems; PO Box 400; Summerland,
CA 93067; 805-9694557
Postility 1.0
PostScript development environment; EPS file
manipulation
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Postility is aPostScript development envirOnment
that also enables users to manipuJate EPS files.
Features include: full text editing capabilities; glossaries; allows the conversion of any PICffile to
PostScrip~ a quick reference guide to PostScript com·
mands and variables; the ability to embed/edit
PostScript in PICffiles; prMownload error detection;
PostScript goodies; conversion of EPS files into Pier
files; the ability to combine two or more EPS files into a
single file; window, file and font downloading; conversion of EPS files to text; EPSF development aids; allows
loading and printing of EPS files; allows loading and
editing of EPS files; PostScript pretty-printing; and a
background generator.
$99 suggested retail
Postcraft Intemational, Inc.; 27811 Avenue Hopkins,
Ste. 6; Valencia, CA 91355; 805-257-1797
The Print Shop 1.3
Personalized cards, letters, banners, signs
512/for larger Macintosh.
The Print Shop allows users to create greeting
cards, stationery, letterhead, signs and banners.
Features include a selection of icons and abstract
patterns used to create borders, backgrounds or logos;
and several type styles available in avariety of sizes in
solid, outline or three dimensional formats for personalizing messages.
The program can print illustrations generated with
other graphics programs and allows a user to modify
the built-in designs or create their own.
$59.95 retail
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-492-3500, 8()().527-6263 or 415-492-3200
(dealers)
• QuarkStyle
Professionally designed templates and extensive word
processing capabilities
Macintosh Plus or larger.
QuarkStyle is a low-cost, easy-to-use "instant publishing'' package that provides professional-quality page
finishing to managers, entrepreneurs, administrative
assistants and other word processing users.
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QuarkStyle includes more than 70 templates that
allow users to create professional, finished documents
without requiring them to have the skills of a graphic
artist. The program also includes a many-featured word
processor with complete editing capabilities, spell
checking and automatic hyphenation.
QuarkStyle provides typography and high-level
page finishing capability to users who don't need to
master an industrial-strength desktop publishing program. The package can finish text files produced by virtually all Macintosh word processing packages.
Alternatively, users can develop their own finished doc·
uments using QuarkStyle's built-in word processor.
The program supports all the formatting parameters of templates created by QuarkXPress. Templates
created on QuarkXPress can be brought into QuarkStyle where users can add their own text and graphics.
The more than 70 high-quality templates include
designs for letterhead, business cards, memos, expense
reports, purchase orders and publications, such as
newsletters, magazines and books. Each template supports both standard LaserWriter fonts and "designer''
fonts available from other vendors. Apreview function
allows users to view template designs easily and
quickly.
$295 retail
Quark, Inc.; 300 S. jackson St., Ste. 100; Denver,
CO 80209; 303-934-2211 or 800-543-7711
QuarkXPress 2.0
Integrated desktop publishing system
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two BOOK disk
drives; hard disk drive recommended.
QuarkXPress is a professional electronic publishing system that integrates word processing with page
layout, typesetting and graphics.
The program provides options, such as font sizes
from 2 to 500, in increments of quarter-points. Afont
usage menu shows a user which fonts he has used,
what style they are in and whether or not the fonts are
downloadable. Kerning and tracking are available in
increments of .005 of an em space.
Auser can also do similar fine-tuning with graphics
and line elements. Throughout a range that a user
defines, the program will decrease or increase line
thickness in one-point increments, or modify graphics
by scaling from 10 to 1,000 percent in steps as small as
one percent. Auser can also add borders from the
Frame menu.
QuarkXPress accepts text from word processing
(ormats such as MacWrite, Microsoft Word 1.05 and
3.0, any ASCIJ file and WriteNow. It accepts files from
programs such as MacPaint, FullPaint, PICf, EPSF and
TIFF.
The program will automatically flow text from column to column and page to page. In addition, Text Run·
Around automatically flows around irregular shaped
graphics, boxes and lines. The program supports spot
color and color separations with registration marks,
automatic tiling and variable screen densities.
New to Version 2.0 are: supports the full array of
Pantone colors and allows users to mix their own colors
(after assigning color, QuarkXPress will then create fourcolor separations); permits TIFF full-color images to be
displayed and printed on color printers; speed-boosting
features, such as optional text greeking for faster screen
display, a quicker hyphenation algorithm and improved
print routines; and the ability to cut, copy and paste hierarchical collections of text and graphic boxes from page-

to-page or from document-to-document.
$795 retail
Quark, Inc.; 300 S. jackson St., Ste.100; Denver,
CO 80209; 303-934-2211 or 800-543-7711
Ragtime 2
Integrated page processing
512KE or larger Maci11tosh; hard disk drive;
/mage Writer or LaserWriter.
Ragtime 2 is an integrated document processing
package with word processing, spreadsheets, graphics
management and forms generation assembled in a
powerful page layout environment.
Features include: fully functional WYSIWYG editor;
auto text run-around overlapped frames; split screen;
up to nine windows; a Show Page function for layout,
review or edit of entire pages; insert/delete pages and
simultaneous access to multiple documents; horizontal
and vertical scrolling; documents up to 350 pages in
length; automatic and discretionary hyphenation; snapto grids; kerning and optional character spacing; trans·
parent frames for text around irregular shapes;
frames/backgrounds in color (Mac ll); nesting of
frames; lines, rules and boxes; spelling checker; unlim·
ited exception dictionary; fixed or automatic leading;
show invisible characters; automatic generation of new
pages; justification; mai~merge capability; imports
Encapsulated PostScript files; imports scanned images
through TIFF and non-compressed formats; supports
color and gray scales on a Macintosh ll; and more.
$395 retail
Cricket Software; 40 Valley Stream Pkwy.; Malvern,
PA 19355; 215-251-9890
ReadySetGo! 4.5
Page layout
512K or larger Macintosh.
ReadySetGo! is a page-layout program with many
new features to support both graphic design and production needs.
Major enhancements include: arbitrary
runarounds; high resolution graphic support; interactive facing pages; custom page sizes up to 99 by 99 inches; style and type specification sheets; glossaries;
improved tab interface; enhanced spelling dictionary
that suggests correct spellings; color overlays; global
search and replace; a redesigned user interface that
integrates all of the program's toolboxes into one tool
bar; diagonal line drawing tool; visual tab ruler; hyphen·
ation control; word spacing; support for Microsoft Word
3.0, MacWrite, WriteNow and any other ASCII II file format word processing programs; fractional font sizes,
line spacing and baseline shifts to the .01 of a point;
fractional kerning, tracking and letterspacing to .001 of
an em space; thumbnail views of the document permit
quick review and individual page access, as well as page
level editing and printing; move command allows users
to select a number of object and move them a precise
distance; user-adjustable alignment guides and design
grids; color registration marks for spot color separations; editing of grayscale images; additional line or
rule styles; case conversion for selected text; style specification sheet for setting up all possible type characteristics for reuse in one dialog box; user-retained defaults;
and more.
$495 retail
Letraset USA; 40 Eisenhower Dr.; Paramus, NJ 07653;
201-84!Hi100
I Springboard Publisher

Page layout, word processing and graphics creation
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Springboard Publisher is a desktop publishing
package that integrates page layout, word processing
and graphics creation in one software program. Intended for general business, home office, high school and
college users, the program creates professional-looking

printed materials, such as reports, newsletters, memos,
correspondence, brochures and presentation aids.
Springboard Publisher offers total page layout control. Text and graphics can be arranged in any fashion
on the page and rearranged at any time. Text can be
placed in up to nine individually sized columns and will
flow automatically from column to column. Text automatically wraps around graphics, as well as irregular
shapes. Page layout can be designed and edited from
four viewing levels, formatting an entire document or
page-by-page.
Springboard Publisher's integrated word processor
lets users enter and edit text quickly and easily. A
unique typing window provides rapid text entry without
waiting for page reformatting. Text can also be imported from popular word processing programs such as
MacWrite and Microsoft Word. Complete text formatting is supported, including size, style, spacing and
alignment. Automatic hyphenation and search/replace
functions add even more control.
Springboard Publisher includes a comprehensive
set of built-in graphics tools that enable users to draw
or modify art on the page without switching programs.
Included are free-form drawing and painting tools, automatic shapes, tools for resizing images and creating
special effects, unlimited patterns and brushes and a
"zoom" mode for detailed pixel editing. Graphics can
also be imported from Springboard clip art programs
and from MacPaint files.
$199.95 retail
Springboard Software, Inc.; 7ro8 Creekridge Cir.; Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915
Storyboarder
Desktop publishing for film, advertising and television
applications
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
Storyboarder is a stand-alone graphics presentation tool designed to create videos, animations, slides
or print-type storyboards.
Images can be aspect-ratio-formatted, assembled,
time coded, edited and played back. Montages of up to
nine images per screen can be created, and storyboards can be projected to an audience, transferred to
videotape or laser printed.
Features include: select images from a customized
onscreen image library; assemble full-frame MacPaint
images sequentially; draw, modify or erase each image
from within the program; edit by cutting from and pasting to a spreadsheet-like master list; edit an image
sequence by shuffling/dragging images; optionally
show dialogue, script notes or production details below
each frame; add variable speed transition effects such
as dissolves, fades and wipes; time code each image
duration; enlarge or shrink fields; flip fields horizontally
and vertically; achieve thirty frames per second; playback in quick, normal or rolling mode; and more.
$495 retail
American lntelliware Corp.; PO Box 6980; Torrance,
CA 90504; 213-533-4040
Stylo-Type I
CRTronic/Unotronic typesetting program that drives
typesetters in their native command language
Macintosh Plus or larger; second BOOK drive.
Stylo-Type I is a typesetting program with the ability to output text files with all of the appropriate typesetter native driver commands for the Mergenthaler
CRTronic, CRTerminal and I..inotronic typesetting
machines.
The program converts Stylo-Type I word processing style format commands to the machine specific
CRTronic commands. Counting, justification, tabbing,
font selection and paging are all performed by the program. All specialized typesetter commands can be
coded in the program and passed directly to the typesetter for its processing.
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The program allows a user to view the file after
inputting the text and display the actual text placement
and exact typesetter character width information using
the view mode. The program does the actual counting
and shows the correct line endings.
$295retail
DeskTop ComPosition Systems; PO Box 5279; Reno,
NV 89513; 702-355-7503
SuperGiue
Desktop-publishing and communications print-to-disk
utility
·

512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
SuperGlue allows users to send formatted documents electronically to other Macintosh users who may
not have the same software or same fonts available. It
also allows for the transfer of text and graphics between
programs that may not have been compatible.
The program is made up of three parts: SuperlmageSaver, SuperViewer and SuperViewDA
SuperlmageSaver is the printer driver that prints
text and graphics to disk as images. SuperViewer is the
application that allows a user to open Superlmage saved
images or full-page MacPaint documents and print or
copy them for use in other applications. SuperViewer
can also be installed as a desk accessory so that the
images of spreadsheets. charts and letters with fonts
can be pasted into another program.
$89.95 retail
Solutions International; 30 Commerce St; Williston,
vr 05495; 802-658-5506
Textures
Professional typesetting
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; two disk drives
or hard disk drive.
Textures is a fully compatible Macintosh implementation of the TeX typesetting standard. It lets users
compose and typeset large and complex documents
including technical manuals, proposals, scientific
papers, product documentation, catalogs and journal
articles.
Features include: a word processing/editing window for entering and editing text of up to 1,000 pages;
documents are precisely displayed in final typeset form
in the preview window, with graphics in correct relationship to the text; accurate WYSIWYG preview; magnifications up to five times normal size; editing and
preview windows that can be displayed side-by-side; the
ability to place virtually any type of draw, paint or other
graphic image, as well as PostScript effects, into documents; the ability to use text-only files created with any
other Macintosh editor or ASCD files from other computers; typeset documents and pre-defined layouts can
be exported to and imported from more than 50 types
of micro, mini and mainframe computers that run TeX,
including MS-DOS machines using MicroTex from
Addison-Wesley; and more.
Textures is compatible with: PostScript printers
and typesetters; large screens; Adobe illustrator and
other applications that output Encapsulated PostScript;
text files; and all types of graphics applications.
$495 retail
Blue Sky Research; 534 SW 3rd Ave.; Portland,
OR 97204; 503-222-9571 or 800-622-8398
I Visionary

Color page design/layout system
Macintosh II.
Visionary is a full color design/layout system that
provides totally electronic color page design and production. Visionary integrates text, graphics and color,
and allows rapid generation, review and approval of
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color pages. Alternate designs or different iterations
may be stored on diskette. Full color comprehensives
may be output at any time from the system's proofer.
Functions include page design/layou~ input of reference quality color photos, text composition of multipage
documents, lineart creation with color breaking, color
selection and modification.
Visionary comes in three basic configurations. The
Design Station includes: Visionary software with Quark's
Handshake XPress, 36 Bitstream fonts, Macintosh II
with extended keyboard, 19-inch color monitor with
screen resolution 1,024 by 768, 4MB memory, 80MB
internal bard disk and IAN. Primary Design Station
includes the entire Design Station plus: a high speed
modem that transmits 19,200 bits per second, Mitsubishi
300 dpi color thermal printer that handles paper sizes to
11 by 17, Sharp 300 dpi color scanner that handles paper
sizes to 11 by 17, IAN and Communications. The Gateway configuration is located at aScitex system site. It
provides access to Scitex Response systems. The Gateway receives full color electronic mechanicals, provides
digital link to Scitex image enhancemenVmanipulation
and high-end commercia).quality output The Gateway
configuration includes the entire Design Station plus:
high-speed modem, Mitsubishi color thermal printer,
Parallel interface to Response-300 system, Screen Processor kit for Response-300, 150 Bitstream fonts and
Communications.
Off-the-shelf components available include: Mac ll
Workstation, Mitsubishi proofer, Sharp scanner, Communications software packages and IAN.
$13,600 to $80,000 retail; complete systems
Scitex America Corp.; 8 Oak Park Dr.; Bedford,
MA 01730; 617-275-5150

Fonts
Adobe Typeface library
More than 250 typefaces
512K or larger Macintosh,· LaserWriter.
Adobe Fonts are downloadable typefaces for all
PostScript devices.
Font families include: Palatino, ITC Bookman, lTC
Zapf Chancery, ITC Zapf Dingbats, ITC Avant Garde,
New Century Schoolbook, Optima, ITC Souvenir, ITC
Lubalin Graph, ITC Garamond, ITC American Typewriter, ITC Machine, ITC Benguiat, ITC Friz Quadrata,
Glypha, Helvetica, Trump Mediaeval, Melior, ITC Galliard, ITC New Baskerville, ITC Korinna, Goudy Old
Style, Sonata, Century Old Style, ITC Franklin Gothic,
lTC Cheltenham, Park Avenue, Bodoni, Letter Gothic,
Prestige Elite, Orator, News Gothic, lTC Tiffany, Cooper Black, Stencil, Hobo, Brushscrip~ Aachen Bold,
Rewe, University Roman, Freestyle Script, Carta, Lucida, Univers, Futura, Stone Serif, Stone Sans, Stone
Informal, Corona, Eurostile, Excelsior, Futura, Lucida,
Memphis, Italia, Belwe, Caslon, Janson and ITC Eras.
$95 to $370 retail
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400
Allotype Typographies

Downloadable l.aserWriter fonts
512K or larger Macintosh; LaserWriter.
Allotype Typographic fonts are true PostScript
fonts and are distributed in forms for both manual and
automatic downloading to PostScript printers.
Fonts include: Kadmos (a classical Greek font),
Thomson & Haber (two convenience fonts for
chemists. physicists and other scientists); Structure

(contains more than 100 chemical structures, bonds
and abbreviations), Czasy & Szwajcarskie (adaptations
of two of Adobe Systems' serif and sans-serif fonts for
Polish typesetting), Demotiki {character set for typesetting in modem Greek), Czasy Small Caps {serif small
caps for Polish typesetting) and Tempora Small Caps
(small caps version of Adobe Systems' serif font).
$40 to $160 retail
Allotype Typographies; 1600 Packard Rd., Ste. 5; Ann
Arbor, MI 48104; 313-663-1989
• Beverly Hills V2.0

High-quality font
Any Macintosh (512K required for font sizes 18 and
up); Image Writer.
Beverly Hills is a font package for the ImageWriter
and ImageWriter II. The package contains several files
that make the Beverly Hills font available for best quality output
The Beverly Hills font file contains the Beverly
Hills font in 11 sizes ranging from 9- to 36-point Best
quality output can be done in the first six sizes. Other
files contain the Beverly Hills fonts relabeled to allow
their use in programs that do not provide for those
sizes on its menus.
The Beverly Hills Medium font file contains the 11and 22-point sizes labeled as 12- and 24-point The
Beverly Hills small font file contains the font in the following sizes: 6-, 7-, 8-, 12-, 14- and H>·point These have
been labeled as 9-, 10-, 12-, 18-, 20-, and 24-point
The Beverly Hills large font file contains 36- and72point sizes labeled as 1~ and 24-point Beverly Hills is
designed to offer output with a distinct typeset
appearance.
Beverly Hills has several additional features that add
to its utility. It allows the use of multiple-digit fractions
with any number of digits on the top or bottom and provides additional mathematical and musical symbols. The
program also allows entry of variable-length horizontal
lines and fine adjustment of horizontal or vertical spacing, with one and two pixel resolution, respectively.
Some of Beverly Hills font files are compressed in
Stufflt archives to allow all files to fit on a single sided
400K disk to be readable by Macintosh owners. The latest decompress-only version of Stufflt 1.5 is included on
the disk to decompress the files. Apple's Font/DA
Mover 3.6 is also included. The package contains a
J.>rinted, bound and illustrated 70-page manual.
829.95 retail
ADH Software; PO Box 67129; Los Angeles, CA 90067
• Bitstream MacFontware
High-quality typefaces
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive recommended; LaserWriter, LaserWriter /ISC or Image Writer.
MacFontware is an extensive library of high-quality
typefaces for use with a wide range of Macintosh printers, from dot matrix to high-resolution imagesetters.
Bitstream also supplies type for MS-DOS systems,
enabling users to use the same typefaces across hard·
ware boundaries. Documents created with Bitstream
fonts on an mM PC or compatible will look the same as
documents created with MacFontware on a Macintosh,
down to character spacing, line endings and page
breaks.
MacFontware provides a Macintosh with screen
fonts in 9, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 36, 40, 48, 54, 72 and 96
points. For PostScript devices, a full range of scalable
typefaces are available from 2to 254 points. It provides
the LaserWriter IISC with printer fonts in 9, 10, 12, 14,
18 and 24 points. It provides typefaces for the
ImageWriter I and ll, in high-quality llbest11 mode, in 9,
10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 36 and 48 points.
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Fonts
Typeface families available include: Bakerville, Bitstream Charter, Futura Medium, ITC Galliard, lTC
Garamond Book, Bitstream Cooper Black, University
Roman, Cloister Black, Broadway, Brush Script, Blippo
Black, Hobo, Windsor, Letter Gothic, News Gothic and
ITC Souvenir Ught
Call for pricing
Bitstream, Inc.; Athenaeum House; 215 Frrst St;
Cambridge, MA 02142; 617-497-6222 or 800-522-3668

• Bitstream SoftFonts
High-quality type fonts
Any Macintosh; lmageiVriter I or II or LaseriVriter
l/SC.
Bitstream SoftFonts are high-quality type fonts for
use with the LaserWriter USC. They provide a wide
range of fonts and type sizes, with high-quality, highresolution (300 dpi) output in the most popular point
sizes.
There are 35 fonts available, and they match the 35
typefaces usually found in more expensive PostScript
printers. That means if users print documents on the
l.aserWriter USC and then print on any PostScript
device, such as a llilotronic lmagesetter, the documents will match all the way down to the character
spacing, line endings and page breaks.
These same 35 fonts also produce high-quality output from the ImageWriter I or ll or dot matrix printers,
again with the same character spacing, line edgings and
page breaks.
Bitstream SoftFonts provide screen fonts in 9, 10,
12, 14, 18, 24, 36, 40, 48, 54, 72 and 96 points. They provide the l.aserWriter USC with printer fonts in 9, 10, 12,
14, 18 and 24 points. They provide typefaces for the
ImageWriter I and ll, in high-quality ''best!' mode, in 9,
10, 12, 14, 18, 24,36 and 48 points.
Typeface families available include: Swiss Narrow,
Century Schoolbook, ITC Zapf Chancery Medium Italic, ITC Zapf Dingbats, Zapf Calligraphic, ITC Bookman
Light and lTC Avant Garde.
Call for pricing
Bitstream, Inc.; Athenaeum House; 215 First SL;
Cambridge, MA 02142; 617-497-6222 or 800-522-3668

symbols can be used without losing the desired line
leading. Other symbols include: the command key,
astronomical signs, arrows, filled or open triangles,
octagons, diamonds and four kerning slashes for fraction building. Custom copies, including a company logo
or special symbols, are available.
Bullets &Boxes is not copy-protected.
$89 retail; company logo or special symbols are
available
Caseys' Page Mill; 6528 S. Oneida Ct.; Englewood,
co 80111; 303-220.1463
CG Type For The Macintosh
Link between desktop publishing and Compugraphic
typographic systems to provide Mac users with access
to Compugraphic typeface library
CG Type is a link between desktop publishing and
Compugraphic typographic systems that provides Macintosh users with access to the extensive Compugraphic typeface library. Supported by any Macintosh
program, CG Type can output to any printer that supports the PostScript language. Fmal documents can
also be converted for output on the company's high-resolution imagesetters through CG Script and future
Compugraphic connectivity solutions.
CG Type packages for the Macintosh are shipped
in a PostScript-language format with one typeface in
matching weights- Roman, italic, bold and bold italic.
Screen fontS are included for each typeface.
$149 retail
Compugraphic Corp.; Type Division; 90 Industrial Way;
Wilmington, MA 01887; 800-622-8973
·

Any Macintosh; lmageiVriter I or II.

Bullets & Boxes Version 1.4
PostScript font
512K or larger Maci~/Qsh; any PostScript printer.
Bullets & Boxes is a utilitarian PostScript font for
the Macintosh. It contains eight sizes of round and
square bullets and ballot boxes, so that larger graphic

ClickArt Letters !/Letters 2
Large bitrnapped fonts and typefaces ranging in size
from 24 to 72 points
Any Macintosh.
ClickArt Letters is a collection of high-quality largesize bitmapped fonts and typefaces ranging in size from
24 to 72 points. The letters are hollow and can be filled
with any pattern using MacPaint
$49.95 retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa St; Mountain View, CA 94041;
415-962-0195

512K or larger Macintosh.

BostonD
Letter-quality typeface for ImageWriter I and li
Boston II is a letter-quality font for printing on an
ImageWriter or similar dot matrix printer.
It includes many common symbols that standard
fonts omit, five useful fractions and a full complement of
Greek letters in upper and lower case.
The font comes in 10 sizes, including special
minuscules for proper subscripts and superscripts.
Boston II comes in three versions: one for most
applications, including MacWrite; one for all other applications; and a third version especially for Microsoft
Word.
$15 U.S. retail or $10.50 plus disk
Charles E. Maurer; 5 Grandview Ct.; Dundas, Ontario,
Canada L9H 5C8; 416-627-7035

ClickArt l.aserLetters Bombay/Plymouth/Seville
Downloadable PostScript fonts
512K or larger Macintosh.
ClickArt LaserLetters are downloadable fonts for a
LaserWriter. Although designed to be used as display
fonts, they are legible at smaller sizes.
Fonts available separately include: Plymouth, Bombay and Seville. Acomplete set of foreign characters
are included.
$79.95 retail
T/MakerCo.; 1390 Villa St.; Mountain View, CA 94041;
415-962.{)195
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512K or larger Macintosh; PostScript printer such as
LaserWriter.
Complementary Type are downloadable PostScript
fonts. Each comes with appropriate screen fonts to be
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Fonts
installed in a system file and a user guide with tips and
tricks on usage. Each of the seven disks contain at least
two fonts.
All alphabet fonts are kerned as needed and
include diacritics for foreign language usage; and each
font's AFM (Adobe Font Metrics) is included on a
user's disk. In addition, all font outlines are designed
without overlapping lines, enabling derived versions to
be printed for outline and shadow.
The Bodette Borders contain characters that mix
and match. They require application software that
allows overlays, such as MacDraw, PageMaker,
ReadySetGo!, etc.
Fonts include: Fatti Patti, Cut Outs, Vertigo;
Bodettes Square, Bodettes Accent Frames, Borders;
Highland Gothic, Highland Gothic Ught; Nouveau,
Kasse; Calculus, Michelle; Fletcher Gothic, Hobnob;
and Peruta light, Peruta Medium.
The company also offers a custom logo and font
service.
$69 each disk retail
$350 retail; all fonts
Software Complement; 8 Pennsylvania Ave.; Matamoras, PA 18336; 717491-2492 or 717491-2495
Ecological Linguistics Fonts
Complex alphabets of Asia and Eastern Europe
512K or larger Macintosh.
To order, a user must return a license agreement
and order form. These are contained in a catalog that
has samples of typefaces and detailed information about
other services.
Services provided include: Alphabetical Sorting
and Indexing, Automated Transliteration and Custom
Modification of Applications for these purposes. Bilingual Dictionary Databases are in development
LaserFonts include: E'I!I'Opeaniunes, VietnamTunes, Mideastiunes, IndicTunes, GreekTunes
(mcludes ancient and modern Greek and Balkan
Roman alphabets), IPATunes, Cyrillic, Thai, Khmer,
Arabic and others. Also, for Chess, the Pillsbury LaserFont for mixing chess diagrams, play listings and multilingual text
Bitmap fonts include: European, Right-to-Left
Scripts, Vertically written alphabets, Tibetan, North
India, South India, Southeast Asia, Syllabaries, Japanese
and Chinese Characters, Mayan Hieroglyphs, Egyptian
Hieroglyphs and Sign Language Writing.
$35 to $50 direct; bitmap base systems for 512K or
larger Macintosh
$35 direct; Apple Script Manager systems for Arabic,
Japanese, Korean, Greek and Chinese for Plus, SE or II
$45 direct; laser base systems for Roman or Greekbased alphabets for 512K or larger Macintosh
$45 to $80 direct; laser base systems for other alphabets
For catalog, license agreement and order forms send
long SASE (85 cents) and $2
Ecological linguistics; PO Box 15156; Washington,
DC 20003; 202-546-5862

EmDash Fonts
Collection of 18 PostScript fonts
512K or larger Macintosh; LastrWriter or other

PostScript device.

EmDash develops auto-downloading PostScript
fonts featuring full foreign language character support
and AFM files.
Font titles include: ArchiText, UpStar~ Briar,
ArrowDynamic, Caspian and BulletsNStuff. The ArchiText font emulates the band-lettering style of an architect or designer.
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$63 retail; complete set
EmDash; PO Box 8256; Northfield, lL 60093;
312441-6699

Fluent Fonts
Set of 66 word processing and graphics bitmap fonts

512K or larger Macintosh.

F1uent Fonts are a collection of word processing
and graphics bitmap fonts.
Fonts include: Architecture, Art Nouveau, ASCll,
AstroBio, Astrology, Berkshire, Berkshire Initials,
Berlin, Bodoni, Borderline, BoxBorder, Calligraphy,
Canterbury, China, Chubby, Clean, Confuser, Cyrillica,
Czech Plus, Des Moines, Dream, Easy Stree~ E"tre, El
Camino, Electronic, Gloss, Greek, Hacker, Hebrew,
Images, London, MathMeteor, Matrux, Mazel Tov, Melrose, Mendocino, Meow, Micro, MicroMono, Monticello, Nordic, Nova, NY Inline, Oblique, Old West, Palazzo,
Polish, Portland, Round, Samson, Scrip~ Silicon, Slim,
Strike Easy, Stripe, Teeny, Tmy, Venice and Vmes.
$49.95 retail
Casady & Greene, Inc.; PO Box 223779; Cannel,
CA 93922; 408-624-8716

Fluent Laser Fonts
15 volumes of PostScript laser font families
512K or larger Macintosh; lllserWriter.
F1uent Laser Fonts are typefaces for a LaserWriter
or other PostScript printer.
Fonts include: Bodoni Family, Calligraphy, Coventry Scrip~ Cyrillic Family, Dorovar Family, Gatsby Fam·
ily, Gregorian, Micro Family, Micro Extended Family,
Monterey Family, Prelude Family, RegencyScrip~
RightBank, Ritz Family, San Serif Family and
ZephyrScript
$89.95 retail; per volume
Casady &Greene, Inc.; PO Box 223779; Carmel,
CA 93922; 408-624-8716
Fontagenix
Fonts; typefaces
Any Macintosh; ImageWriter.
Fontagenix I is a collection of 11 bitmap (dot
matrix) fonts. Fonts include: Baton Rouge, Williamsburg, Boston, Novosibirsk, Coventry, Galveston, Lyons,
Milwaukee, Portland, St. Uluis and Des Moines.
Fontagenix II is a collection of 11 bitmap fonts.
Fonts include: Lilliput, Brobdingnag, Dublin, Albu·
querque, Fresno, Atlanta, Lexington, Oxford, Prague,
Trizekh and Cedar Rapids.
Fontagenix ill (Valfonts Collection) is a collection
of 12 bitmap fonts. Fonts include: Burbank, North Hollywood, Studio City, Mission Hills, Van Nuys,
Chatsworth, Granada Hills, Canoga Park, Pacoima,
Sepulveda, Sherman Oaks and Da Bronx.
Fontagenix N is a collection of 13 bitmap fonts.
Fonts include: Pomona, Chino, Ontario, Alta Lorna,
Upland, Montclair, Cbinica, Hellenica, Judaica, Fairbanks, Pueblo, Pictograph and Circuit. Also included is
Font Display, a shareware program for viewing and
p!ifiting out fonts.
~9.50 each retail; Fontagenix I, II, ill (Valfonts Collection) orN
$139.50 retail; all four
Devonian International Software Co.; PO Box 2351;
Montclair, CA 91763; 714-621-0973
Fontastic Fonts; Fontographer Fonts
Font families for ImageWriter and LaserWriter
Any Macintosh; ImageWriter or I..aserWriter.
Fontastic Fonts, for an ImageWriter, include: Power
Fonts, Doug Miles Fonts, Foreign languages, Math &
Special Symbols, Richard Roberts Fonts A. B& Cand
Power+MileS+More.
Fontographer Fonts, for an ImageWriter and laserWriter, include: Goudy NewStyle and OldStyle, Cooper

Extra and OldStyle, Venezia and Extra, Penstroke, Bor·
der I & II, Border ill & IY, BlackSansSerif and Block.
$19.95 to $39.95 per disk retail; Fantastic Fonts
$59.95 to $79.95 per disk retail; Fontographer Fonts
Altsys Corp.; 720 Ave. F. Ste. 109; Plano, 1X 75074;
2144244888
.

Foreign Fonts Edition
22 foreign fonts
Any Macintosh; ImageWriter.
Foreign Fonts Edition is a collection of 22 bitmap
fonts. Most of the fonts have functional single-stroke
accenting keys for use with special accents, diacriticals,
aspiration signs and vowel symbols.
Fonts include: Tanis, Arpad, Persepolis, Mycenae,
Sparta, Delphi, Tel Aviv, Haifa, Riyadh, Yerevan, Vladi·
vostok, Prague, Budapes~ Dusseldort limerick,
Trizekb, Lunaria, IPA. Seoul. Bangkok, Luang Phrabang and Rivendell.
$69.50 retail
Devonian International Software Co.; PO Box 2351;
Montclair, CA 91763; 714-621-0973
Foreign-Language Fonts
ImageWriter and laserWriterfonts for 142languages

Any Macintosh; ImageWriter or LaSerWriter.
Foreign-language Fonts consist of: MacHebrew;
MacGreek, Hebrew & Phonetics; MacGreek;
SuperFrench German Spanish; LaserCyrillic; LaserTransliterator; LaserFrencb German Spanish; LaserHebrew; MacChinese; laseriPA Plus; MacThai; MacHindi
Sanskrit MacAkkadian; MacHieroglyphics; Mac·
Semitic Coptic Devanagari; MacKorean; MacKana &
Basic Japanese Kanji; MacPhonetics; MacArabic &
Farsi 2.1; MacKanj~ MacCyrillic; LaserGreek;
TLG>MacGreek Converter & Text Editor; MacGreek
New Testament; MacGreek Old Testament; MacHebrew Old Testament; MacHebrew Old Testament Con·
verter; MacGeorgian; MacArmenian; and ~rKorean.
$49.95 to $149.95 retail
linguists' Software; 925 Hindley ln.; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130

Framework Fonts
Border and frame fonts for PostScript devices
512K or larger Macintosh.
Framework Fonts are designed to add'a new
elegance to documents, as well as produce certificates.
These downloadable laser fonts can be printed on any
PostScript printer and in any font size that an application allows.
$79.95 retail
Data Management Associates of New York, Inc.; 275 N.
Plank Rd.; Newburgh, NY 12550; 914-565-6262
Hebrew LaserWritet Fonts
PostScript fonts
Any Macintosh.
Hebrew LaserWriter Fonts is a set of two fonts for
PostScript printers such as the LaserWriter. The fonts
may be used with Davka's Hebrew word processors, as
well as with standard left-to-right English programs.
$150retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312-9444070
Hebrew Macintosh Fonts
ImageWriter fonts

Any Macintosh.

Hebrew Macintosh Fonts is a set of four Hebrew
fonts for an ImageWriter. The fonts may be used with
Davka's Hebrew word processors, as well as with stan·
dard left-to-right English programs.
$40retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312·944-4070
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Fonts
Hotrype PostScript Fonts
Downloadable LaserWriter fonts
512K or larger Macintosh.
HotType is a collection of high-quality typefaces
that download directly to a LaserWriter, either automati·
cally or manually. Fonts include: Set I- lima Font, Sofa
Font, Tipe Font, PaintBrush Font, Castle Foot, Lynz
Font, Aria Font and Scaning Font; Set ll-Chrome
Font, BrassPlate Font, Uberty Font, RubberStamp
Font, Mechanical Font, Macintosh Font, SuriStyle Font
and Mini-Pies Picture Font; Set III- ComicBook, CompactoCopy, CompactoHeads, Lunar Font, Coble Font,
Dyno Font, ScoreBoard and Pipe Font; and Set IVlmageCiub Font, DropCaps, Theatre Font, Signature
Font, Fastlane, Italian Font, Calgary Font and Headliner.
$34 retail; each font
$149 retail;'eight font set
$259 retai~ 16 font set
$379 retail; 24 font set
$499 retail; 32 font set
$639 retail; 40 font set
$759 retail: 48 font set
Image Club Graphics; 291S.19th St NE, Ste. 206;
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2E 7t-:1.; 4()3.25().1969 or
~1·9410

• Ideograf 1101
Weather symbols, international font

Macintosh Plus or larger; erterna/ disk drive or hard
disk drive; LaserWriter.
•
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Ideograf 1101 is a PostScript·based pictorial symbol
font designed to be used on 18 different versions of
localized Macintosh Systemsoftware for countries
using the Roman alphabet These versions include Australian, British, Danish, Dutch, F'mnish, Flemish,
French, French Canadian, French Swiss, German, German Swiss, Icelandic, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese,
Spanish, Swedish and Turkish.
ldeograf generates a large collection of weatherrelated symbols for use in publications on tourism, trav·
el, weather reports and business-sponsored outdoor
activities.
Each of the characters is accessed by pressing a
key or key plus Shift or Option. Designed for use on the
Macintosh/LaserWriter system, the font will download
automatically and will reproduce at the maximum resolution of PostScript-<:ampatible printing equipment.
Character size is limited only by the application prcr
gram being used.
S95 direct
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Ste. 1050;
Chandler, 1\l 85224; 602-839-2763
• Ideograf2010
International keyboard keys

Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; LaserWriter.
Ideograf2010 is a PostScript·based pictorial symbol
font tbat graphically represents the key or combination
of keys needed to execute a specific command or computer procedure.

All volumes now available for both

Macintosh® and IBM® Pen•
compatible computers.
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United Stales dealers can order Fluent Laset· Fonts from
the following: AOCO, Oonsu, Channel, Ingram,

Micro D, PC Micro Dealers, and Softsel.
Please call for foreign dealer information.
Information: ( 408} 624-8716
Orders: ( 800} 331 -432 1
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lldeograf6010

lldeograf2015

Fonts
It is designed to be used on 18 different versions of
Macintosh System software for countries using the
Roman alphabet These versions include Australian,
British, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Flemish, French,
French Canadian, French Swiss, German, German
Swiss, Icelandic, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish and Turkish. ldeograf consists of an automatically downloadable PostScript font and a 12-point
screen font for the Macintosh.
For convenient reference, Ideograf2010 also
includes PICT files of the Apple ADB Standard Keyboards. for each of the 18 countries, which were generated with the font

International computer icons
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; I.aserWriter.
ldeograf 2015 is a PostScript-based pictorial symbol
font designed for use on 18 different versions of localized Macintosh System software for countries using the
Roman alphabet. These versions include Australian,
British, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Flemish, French,
•
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lldeograf 2012
International key symbols

Madntosil Plus or lilrger; erternal disk drive or hard
disk drive; l.aserWriter.
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French Canadian, French Swiss, German, German
Swiss, Icelandic, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish and Turkish. ldeografincludes both Macintosh and non-Macintosh icons to illustrate a variety of
computer-oriented publications and instructional
materials.
Designed for use on the Macintosh/laserWriter
system, the symbols will reproduce at the maximum
resolution of PostScript-compatible printing equipment
$95 direct
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd .. Ste. 1050;
Chandler, t\1. 85224; 602-839-2763
I Ideograf 4015

International traffic and mapping symbols
Macintosh Plus or larger; erternal disk drive or hard
disk drive; LaseriVriter.
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ldeograf2012 is a PostScript·based pictorial symbol
font that graphically represents each individual keycap
symbol shown on Macintosh keyboards for 18 countries using the Roman alphabet These versions include
Australian, British, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Flemish,
French, French Canadian, French Swiss, German, Ger·
man Swiss, Icelandic, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese,
Spanish, Swedish and Turkish.
The font is designed to be used on localized Macin·
tosh System software for these countries, to illustrate
manuals and instructional materials. Keycaps can be
typed in 10 and 12 point (or anysize desired) along with
text, to explain how to execute a specific command or
computer procedure.
Designed for use on the Macintosh/Laser\Vriter
system, the symbols will reproduce at the maximum
resolution of PostScript-compatible printing equipment.
$95 direct
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Ste. 1050;
Chandler, t\1. 85224; 602-839-2763
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Designed for use on the Macintosh/LaserWriter
system, the symbols will reproduce at the maximum
resolution of PostScript-compatible printing equipment
$95 direct
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd.. Ste. 1050;
Chandler, t\1. 85224; 602-839-2763

International presentation graphics
Macintosh Plus or larger; erternal disk drive or hard
disk drive; LaserWriter.

ldeograf 4015 is a PostScript·based pictorial symbol
font designed to be used on 18 different versions of
localized Macintosh System software for countries
using the Roman alphabet. These versions include Australian, British, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Flemish.
French, French Canadian, French Swiss. German, German Swiss, Icelandic, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese,
Spanish, Swedish and Turkish.
ldeograf generates international road signs and
mapping symbols. Abuilt·in system allows for easy creation of European motor ways, Canadian autoroutes and
Australian highways number signs.
Each of the characters is accessed by pressing a
key or key plus Shift or Option. Designed for use on the
Madntosh/LaserWriter system, the font will download
automatically and will reproduce at the maximum resolution of PostScript-compatible printing equipment
Character size is limited only by the application program being used.
S95 direct
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Ste. 'to50;
Chandler, t\1. 85224; 602-839-2763

Ideograf 6010 is a PostScript-based pictorial symbol
font designed to be used on 18 different versions of
localized Macintosh System software for countries
using the Roman alphabet These versions include Australian, British, Danish. Dutch, Finnish, Flemish,
French, French Canadian, French Swiss, German, Ger·
man Swiss, Icelandic, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese,
Spanish, Swedish and Turkish.
ldeograf generates graphics of businessmen and
women in conference and presenting, to enliven desktop presentations. as well as male/female/children fig·
ures designed for use in demographic charts and other
business communications. Afew whimsical figures are
also included for invitations to tennis matches, cocktail
parties, etc.
Each of the characters is accessed by pressing a
key or key plus Shift or Option. Designed for use on the
Madntosh/LaserWriter system, the symbols will reproduce at the maximum resolution of PostScript-compatible printing equipment. Character size is limited only
by the application program being used.
$95 direct
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Sle. 1050;
Chandler, t\1. 85224; 602-839-2763
The International Fonts
Foreign·language ImageWriter fonts
Any Macintosh; lmageWriter I or II.
The International Fonts are four foreign-language
fonts {Roman, Cyrillic, Greek and Phonetic) designed
for an ImageWriter that supports hundreds of languages, including typing accents and other signs above
capital letters. They are available in IZ. and 24-point
sizes.
$21.75 U.S. retail; $28.25 Canadian retail; overseas add
$1 u.s.
Prof. Paul Rapoport; 7 Cradock CL; Ancaster, Ontario,
Canada l.9G 3Z5; 41~2181 (evenings)
I KeyCap Fonts

Keycap font and graphics symbols
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript printer.
KeyCap Fonts provides three sets of symbols useful in producing computer related documentation.
KeyCap ovals make it easy to show people which
keys to press when learning new software. Aset of
graphic symbols make it possible to produce screen
images in documentation or to enhance any PostScript·
printed output with lines and boxes. Ten shades of gray
halftone screens, plus black and white, allow the emulation of reverse-video screen images and the addition of
shading accents. Keycap Fonts allows users to place
symbols in documents electronically to eliminate the
need for paste-up.
$149 retail
Paperback Software International; 2830 Ninth St.;
Berkeley, CA 94710; 41!Hl44-2116
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Fonts
LaserFonts
PostScript type styles

512K or larger Macinwsh.
LaserFonts consist of: Micro Fonts+, Williamette,
Congo, Styx, Thames, Devoll, Spokane, Cumberland,
Neosho, Columbia, Shadow Effects, Shadow Effects 2,
Trent, Symbols+, Colorado, Seine, Potomac, Rhine,
Yukon, Hudson, Los Angeles, Manistee and Caps &
Fractions.
$34.95 each retail
Century Software; 702 Twin brook Pkwy.; Rockville,
MD 20851; 301-424-1357
LaserFonts Designer Series
Downloadable PostScript fonts

512K or larger Macinwsh.
LaserFonts Designer Series consist of lTC Eras,
lTC Avant Garde, ITC Kabel, Micron, Missive, Terra,
Gothica, Option and HelHeavy.
$44.95 each retail
Century Software; 702 Twinbrook Pkwy.; Rockville,
MD 20851; 301-424-1357
Lasergenix
LaserWriter fonts

512K or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter,l..aserWriter or
LaserWriter Plus.
Lasergenix: Fractional is a collection of fonts
designed for use with printing both types of fractionshorizontal (dash) and diagonal (slash). Each font is
sans serif and is matched (can be used in the same
style work).
Lasergenix: Fontana is a sans serif bold-face font
designed for use in graphic and headline purposes, such
as advertising, display, titles and other functions. It may
be downloaded via a special utility that is included.
Lasergenix: Riverside is a sans serif font available
in three versions- standard, bold/extended and italic.
This font has many uses for text purposes and may be
downloaded via a special utility that is included.
Lasergenix: Sverdlovsk is a serif font and is an
extended version of Russian Cyrillic. Extended means
the font includes letters that are used in other Cyrillic
alphabet languages, as well as the characters derived
from Cyrillic that were modified and used for languages
in the Soviet Union. With this font, a user may write in
Russian, Old Russian, Serbian, Ukranian, Byelorussian,
Macedonian and a number ofTurkic and Asiastic Ian·
guages using a modified Cyrillic alphabet.
Lasergenix: IPA is a serif font designed to blend
with Times Roman and used with the character and
symbol set of the International Phonetics Association.
Lasergenix: Newport News is a serif text font
designed for text and headlines with emphasis in adver·
!ising. It has superior numerals, common fractions,
boxes, bullets and borders.
$39.50 each retail; Lasergenix: Fractional, Fontana,
Riverside, Sverdlovsk, IPA or Newport News
Devonian International Software Co.; PO Box 2351;
Montclair, CA 91763; 714-621-0973
Laserl..ogo Credit Card Symbol Font
Symbol font

512K or larger Macintosh.
The LaserLogo Credit Card Symbol Font includes
MasterCard, VISA and American Express. They can be
placed on a page just as any other font character and
can be used in any size.
Custom logo fonts are also available.
$29.95 retail
George Monagle/Graphic Partners; 120 Walton St.;
Syracuse, NY 13202; 315-421Hl513

LaserPerfect Fonts
Downloadable PostScript fonts and custom typography

Any Macintosh; LaserWriter.
LaserPerfect Fonts are downloadable PostScript
fonts that include foreign fonts, classic book typefaces
and specialty character sets. Fonts include: Ambo, Athi·
na, Benares, Garajon, Hebrew, MacSiab, Norfolk,
OCR·A, Phonetic, Digital, Antique, Neuland, Kangaroo,
Tschichold, Fractions, Athletic, Railway (Gill Sans),
Cryrillic, Oldstyle, Macangelo, Barcode, Beaton and
Latvian.
LaserPerfect Fonts also includes LaserStatus desk
accessory, a downloading utility for the LaserWriter. AU
fonts are downloadable to the hard disk on Unotronic
orVarizypertypesetters.
$79 to $I49 retail
NeoScribe International; PO Box 633; East Haven,
CT 06512; 203-467·9880

l'ttacTut/ProGiyph 2.0
Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic fonts and artwork

512KE or larger Macintosh; System 4.1 or later.
The MacTut disk is half clip art (Egyptian borders,
motifs and gods) and half hieroglyphic fonts (Alexan·
dria, Aswan, Heracleopolis, Hermopolis, Memphis and
Thebes).
ProGlyph is a collection of fonts based on Egyptian
hieroglyphs. It comes with the ArtRoundup desk accessory, the BigCaps desk accessory for reproducing
inscriptions, a font character application and a Geneva·
compatible Diacritics font for creating transliterations.
$49.95 retail
Dubi-Ciick Software, Inc.; 18201Gresham St;
Northridge, CA 91325; 818-34~2758
• Monster Fonts
8 MBoffonts

Any Macintosh.
I Letraset Type library
Display zypefaces and type customization software

Macintosh Plus or larger; 2MB of RAM.
The LetrasetType Ubrary is a collection of display
typefaces available electronically, and in color, for desk·
top publishers and designers.
Letr,aStudio software is a display type customiza.
lion program that allows users access to the Letraset
Type Ubrary. The software combines the functionality
of traditional tools, such as phototypesetter, photocopi·
er, repro-camera and special effect lenses, through a
simple user interface on the Macintosh. It allows users
to visualize, design, edit and produce high-quality print·
ed display type. Because LetraStudio software displays
true character outlines, the type can be viewed on the
screen exactly as it will print - even after being
reworked with special effects.
Letraset typefaces are digitized with great accuracy
and are matched against the original designers artwork
held by Letraset. Each typeface is complete as specified
in the original design, with special elements, such as
alternate characters, flourishes and ligatures, accessible.
LetraStudio software prints to PostScriptcompati·
ble and most QuickDraw compatible output devices. It
works with page layout programs and other programs
that accept the Encapsulated PostScript format
$75 each retail; LetraFont typefaces
$495 retail; LetraStudio software (includes four display
typefaces)
Letraset USA; 40 Eisenhower Dr.; Paramus, NJ 07653;
201-845-6100
Mac The linguist 2
Phonetic fonts

Any Macintosh; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Mac The Unguist2 are phonetic fonts designed for
linguists and other language specialists. They include:
UnguistG, UnguistNY, Ulliput, LGeneva and l.New
York.
The fonts include 217 printing symbols; most frequently used symbols from the International Phonetic
Alphabet and other transcription systems; all letters and
symbols needed to write Albanian, Basque, Czech.
Estonian, Hungarian, Icelandic, Latin, Latvian, Uthuani·
an, Navajo, Old English, Polish, Romanian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovak, Turkish, Vietnamese and other languages
that cannot be written with standard Macintosh fonts;
and 26 distinct types of diacritics, with variations for use
with characters of different widths in both upper and
lowercase.
$40 retail
Megatherium Enterprises; PO Box 7000417; Redondo
Beach, CA 90277; 213-545-5913

Monster Fonts is 8 MB of fonts in a 1!Hiisk (800K)
collection that cover every imaginable font usage, from
modern display to cursive. ImageWriter and LaserWrit·
er fonts are cataloged in families and include a stand·
alone Guided Tour sample, "About Fonts" tutorial,
font-related utilities, desk accessories and documents.
Afree catalog is available on request
$49.95 retail
Showker Graphic Arts &Design; 15 SouthGate Ct.;
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
PIX.ymbols
PostScript:based pictorial symbol fonts

512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; LaserWriter.
P!Xymbols are a series of PostScript-based pictorial
symbol fonts that automatically download to a printer.
Designed for use with a LaserWriter, the symbols will
reproduce at the maximum resolution of PostScript·
compatible printing equipment, and they are generated
and manipulated directly from the keyboard.
P!XymbolsOne contains professionally designed
illustrative devices relating to business and news topics,
activities, events, holidays, etc. Two downloadable fonts
and screen fonts are provided. One features very thin
lines, designed for character sizes below 36 point. The
second uses various stroke weights, appropriate for
larger character sizes. Screen fonts come in 12, 18, 24
and 26 point sizes. There are more than 200 characters
on the disk.
PIXymbolsTwo is designed to enhance and
improve the understanding of charts, graphs and dia·
grams. it contains more than 100 characters in categories to meet a wide variety of business applications. A
number pf the pictorial symbols lend themselves to
other illustrative uses in business communications. The
program provides a flexible built-in system of spacing,
as well as character enhancement and modification.
Characters can be generated in the normal format
(filled) or in outline selected from the Style menu.
Screen fonts are 24 and 36 point
PIXymbolsKeys is designed for developers of
instructional documentation to improve comprehension
of their material, as well as to visually enhance their
product It consists of two downloadable fonts: one for
the 58 and 78 keyboards of the Mac and Mac Plus, the
other for the 81 and 105 keyboards of theSE and II.
Any character or numeric key graphic symbol can be
accessed from its equivalent key. Simple mnemonics
generate the special keys, direction keys and functions
keys. Achoice of three key types is provided, each in
seven segments to create any key: halftone shaded, lin·
ear shaded and linear rounded. Screen fonts are 24
point.
P!Xymbols/US is a graphic font that generates out·
line U.S. maps, as well as maps of each of the 50 states.
The U.S. map can be typed to show the 48 contiguous
states only, or include Alaska and Hawaii. Another
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Fonts.
optional character provides a distance scale, with ticks
for miles and kilometers. Amap typed at 120 point will
fill an 8.5 by 11-inch sheet. Acollection of standard map
symbols, as well as Interstate, Federal, State and Coun·
ty highway identification shields are included in the
font. Aunique system allows instant highway number·
ing. Each symbol requires only a single keystroke to
access. The font downloads automatically to a LaserWriter and prints in PostScript fine resolution. Outline
state maps have a solid white background and can be
superimposed on a black, gray or patterned background. The font also provides a solid black map of
each state to use as a drop-shadow in any position.
Screen characters show location of principal cities and
legends can be added in a user's choice of type.
P!Xymbols/lcons 2generates standard Macintosh
icons in PostScript form, as well as many non-Macintosh computer-oriented icons and other graphic
devices. Each PostScript symbol requires only a single
keystroke to access and will reproduce at the maximum
resolution of the printer.
PIXymbolsCmdKeys is designed for developers of
documentationfor computer programs to improve comprehension of the material, as well as to enhaoce it visu·
ally. The program creates simple key shapes with
legends for all Macintosh, IBM PC, AT aod PS/2 model
command keys for use in manuals aod instructional
materials. They are designed to be typed in 10 and 12
point (or any size desired) along with text. More than
100 keys are provided, including all F-keys, Cmd-keys,
alphabet and numbers. Simple mnemonics help a user
to remember each of the characters needed to generate
the special keys, direction keys and function keys. Each
PostScript symbol requires only a single keystroke to
access and will reproduce at the maximum resolution of
the printer.
PIXymbolsPCKeys is designed for developers of
instructional documentation for IBM PC and PS/2 computers to improve comprehension of the material, as well
as to enhaoce it visually. The program consists of an
automatically downloadable PostScript font and a 24
point bit-mapped screen font for the Macintosh, with key
legends for the IBM PC and AT keyboards, as well as
keyboards for Personal System/2 models. Each of these
PostScript symbols are accessed by pressing a key or
key and Shift or Option. Simple mnemonics help a user
to remember each of the characters needed to generate
the special keys, direction keys aod function keys.
$50 each direct; PIXymbolsOne (newsletter), PIXymbolsTwo (business), PIXymbolsKeys (Mac keyboard),
P!Xymbols!US (mapping), P!Xymbols/Icons (Icons),
PIXymbolsCmdKeys ($30 when purchased with PIXymbolsKeys or PCKeys), PIXymbolsPCKeys
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Ste. 1050;
Chandler, AZ 85224; 602-83~2763
I PIXymbols 2011

Pictorial symbols
512KE or larger Macintosh; e.rlernal disk drive or hard
disk drive; LaserWriter.
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I P!Xymbols 5001

Pictorial symbols
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; LastriVriter.
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P!Xymbols 5001 is a pictorial symbol font in
PostScript specifically designed to enhance desktop
presentations. Business-related graphic symbols can be
used instead of bullets, enlarged for emphasis or used
in repetitive columns or rows for descriptive charts and
graphs. The font also includes many strong graphic
devices for qualifying correspondence aod memoraoda,
such as "For internal use only," "confidential," etc.
Each of the characters is accessed by pressing a
key, or key plus Shift or Option. The font will download
automatically to a PostScript-compatible printer.
Character size is limited only by the application
program being used.
$50 direct
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Ste. 1050;
Chandler, AZ 85224; 602-83~2763
I PIXymbols 6010

Pictorial symbols
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; LaserWriter.
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Character size is limited only by the application
program being used.
$50 direct
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Ste.1050;
Chandler, AZ 85224; 602-839-2763
PIX.ymbols Cubix
Display font
512KE or larger Macintosh; e.rtenral disk drive or hard
disk drive; LaseriVriter.
P!Xymbols Cubix is a PostScript font version of an
old graphic specialty display typeface, which was usually custom drawn. Its period look is well suited to the
still current art deco revival.
The font includes white on black and 35 percent
gray on black characters. Aunique system allows for
the generation of black on gray, as well as black-bordered gray characters. Characters can be either transparent or include an opaque white background. An
ouUine version can be generated in the Style menu. The
font can effectively be used by itself, or in combination
with other letterforms.
Designed for use on a Macintosh/l.aserWriter system, the symbols will reproduce at the maximum resolution of PostScript-compatible equipment. Each
PostScript symbol requires only a single keystroke or
Option/Shift/keystroke to access.
$50 direct
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Ste. 1050;
Chandler, AZ 85224; 602-839-2763
I PIX.ymbols' Channel Nunnber

t:!'u:
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P!Xymbols 2011 creates key shapes with a shadowbox effect and features commaod key legends for all
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Macintosh, IBM PC, AT aod PS/2 models for use in
manuals and instructional materials. They are designed
to be typed in 10 and 12 point (or any size desired)
along with texl This is a new, heavier font, similar to
PIXymbolsCmdKeys.
P!Xymbols 2011 includes more thao 100 keys,
including all FKeys, Cmd-Keys, alphabet and numbers.
Each PostScript symbol requires only one keystroke, or
Option/Shift/keystroke to access.
Designed for use on the Macintosh/l.aserWriter
system, the symbols will reproduce at the maximum
resolution of PostScript-compatible printing equipment
$50 direct
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Ste. 1050;
Chandler, AZ 85224; 602-83~2763

P!Xymbols 6010 is a pictorial font in PostScript
showing businessmen and women in conference and
presenting to enliven graphs and overhead transparency presentations. It also includes figures designed for
use in demographic charts, as well as other business
communications. Afew whimsical figures are'also
included for invitations to tennis matches, cocktail par·
ties, etc.
Each of the characters is accessed by pressing a
key, or key plus Shift or Option. The font will download
automatically to a PostScript-compatible printer.

Pictorial symbols
512KE or larger Macintosh; extenral disk drive or hard
disk drive; LaserWriter.

P!Xymbols' Channel Number is a TV listing sym·
bois utility for newspapers with a Macintosh editorial
front-enp publishing system in PostScript font form.
The font generates, in reverse or in outline TVscreen shapes, any number from one to 99 and includes
all necessary additional symbols, as well as solid and
outline stars for show ratings.
Symbols will reproduce at the maximum resolution
of PostScript-compatible printing equipment. The disk
includes the Adobe Font Metrics File.
$50 direct
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Ste.1050;
Chandler, AZ 85224; 602-83~2763
PIX.ymbolsForm
Form making font
512KE or larger Macintosh; e.rternal disk drive or hard
disk drive; LaseriVriter.
PIXymbolsForm is designed for anyone who needs
to generate a form. Each PostScript symbol is accessed
by pressing a key or key and Shift or Option.
The font was developed for businesses using Mac·
intosh/ l.aserWriter publishing systems aod, once
installed, it downloads automatically to a PostScriptcompatible printer. However, a sufficient number of
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Fonts
components are available in the bibnap screen font that
can be used to create forms on a dot matrix printer.
$50 direct
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Ste. 1050;
Chandler, AZ 85224: 602-839-2763
PostScript Type Sampler
Book of PostScript type samples printed on the
linotronic at 1,270 dpi
PostScript Type Sampler is a book of PostScript
type samples. It is contained in a 19-inch ring binder
and additions are provided to keep it up-to-date.
$53.95 retail
MacTography; 702 Twin brook Pkwy.: Rockville,
MD 20851; 301-424-3942
Publishiing Packs
Typeface groups
Macintosh Plus; BOOK disk drive; PostScript printer.
Publishing Packs are a group of typefaces that
work especially well together in a particular application.
There are three Packs tochoose from. One for newsletters, one for forms and schedules, and one for displays
and presentations. Each package consists of typefaces
specially selected by experts in typography and graphic
design. Also included is a how-to booklet from each
expert, with tips on how to usc a type for maximum
effecL
$395 retail; Publishing Pack 1: Newsletters
$475 retail; Publishing Pack 2: Forms & Schedules
$475 retail; Publishing Pack 3: Displays & Presentations
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400
SMK GreekKeys
Foreign language fonts for ImageWriter and
LaserWriter
512K or larger Macinto.slr.
SMK GreekKeys allows a user to type and print the
characters and diacritical marks used in classical and
biblical Greek.
They include Salamis and Sparta for an ImageWriter and Attika for a LaserWriter.
$30 retail; ImageWriter
$40 retail; LaserWriter
SMK: 5760 S. Blackstone Ave.; Chicago, lL 60637:
312·947·9157
Studio 231 Typeface Collection
Fonts
Any Macintosh; PostScript-compatible printer.
The Studio 231Typeface Collection consists of 12
font volumes. Each font disk contains U1e font, a bibnap
(.bmap) for each font, Printerfile (AFM) and Studio
Downloader.
Volume 1contains: SBroadway, SBroadway
Engraved, SGallia, SFolkwang, SSingle Pipe and
SDouble Pipe.
Volume 2contains: SBradley Outline, SRevue,
SRiccardo, SRound Black, SBolt Bold and SBasilea.
Volume 3 contains: SBradley, SBanco, SBiock,
SBalloon Extra Bold, SBrucc Mikita and SBrody
Display.
Volume 4 contains: SBaker Argentina No.3,
SBaker Argentina No. 3 Italic, SBaker Argentina No. 2,
SBaker Argentina No. 21talic, SBaker Argentina No. 1
and SBaker Argentina No. ! Italic.
Volume 5 contains: SBaker Argentina No. 6,
SBaker Argentina No. 61talic, SBaker Argentina No. 5,
SBaker Argentina No. 5 Italic, SBaker Argentina No. 4
and SBaker Argentina No. 4 Italic.
Volume 6 contains: SBaker Dan mark One, SHaker
Danmark Two, SBaker Dan mark Three. SDuo Solid,
SCornball and SCartoon Bold.

Volume 7 contains: SFutura Black, SBurmese
Black, SBurgondy Right, SCorvina Black, SBritannic
and SProfile.
Volume 8 contains an assorbnent of business and
informationsigns: SBusiness Signs One, SBusiness
Signs Two and Slnformation Signs.
Volume 9 contains: SAdlibs, SAngzelgen Grotesk
Bold, SHarry Bold, SHarry Medium, SLed 16 and
SMoore Computer.
Volume 10 contains: SGill Sans, SGill Sans Bold,
SGill Sans Bold Italic, SGill Sans Italic, SGill Sans light
and SGiU Sans light Italic.
Volume II contains: SA!bertus, SA!bertus Black,
SA!bertus Bold Titling, SA!bertus lnline, SA!bertus
Outline and SA!bertus Titling.
Volume 12contains: SStandard, SStandard Bold,
SStandard Condensed, SStandard light, SStandard
Medium and SStandard Medium Condensed.
$99 per volume retail
The Software Shop; 229 Bedford Ave.; Bellmore,
NY 11710: 516-785-4422
Superfonts Version 1.5
Collectionof23 ImageWriter fonts
Any Macintosh.
Superfonts is a collection of 23 fonts. Each font is
supplied in at least two sizes, most come in at least
three sizes and manycome in five or more sizes.
Fonts include: Baby Teeth, Broadway, City, F"rreoze. Futura, Gallia, Honda, Ivy League, Microgramma,
Orbi~ Parisian, Peignot. Playbill, Relief, Stencil, Russell
Square and Crossfire.
$29.95 retail
Software Apple-cations; 1934 Ridge Point Way; Boise,
10 83712; 2()8.345-0547
UltraFonts
ImageWriter fonts
Any Maci11tosh; ImageWriter.
UltraFonts is a collection of bit·mapped
ImageWriter fonts that range in size from 6 to 36 points
and come in various styles including art deco, art
nouveau and bauhaus.
One type style contains a selectionof lines and corners that can be used to create boxes and borders and
print ornaments. An additional style includes a variety
of illustrations, pictures and icons.
The program also comes with an extended charac·
ter set that includes bullets, proportional numbers and
special spaces used by professional printers.
$29.95 retail
Century Software; 702 Twinbrook Pkwy.; Rockville,
MD 20851: 301424-1357
I Works Of Art laser Fonts Volume One

Five typestyles for PostScript laser printers
Macintosh Plus orlarger; PostScript printer.
Works Of Art Laser Fonts Volume One provides
five distinctive PostScript typefaces for laser printers. It
includes botl1 text and display faces for added distinc·
lion in any publication. Text fonts include Modern and
Oxford Condensed in plain, bold, italic and bold-italic
styles. Display fonts include Celeste, Circus (plain and
gray styles) and Old German.
Features include: five typefaces in one package (12
styles in alO: adds versatility ana depth to word processing and desktop publishing programs: all fonts include
international characters; all text fonts include special
characters; hundreds of kerning pairs included for flaw·
less typographical appearance; multiple bit·map sizes
provided for accurate screen representation: and works
with all standard Macintosh programs supporting
downloaded laser fonts.
$99.95 retail
Springboard Software, Inc.; 7808 Creekridge Cir.; Minneapolis, MN 55435: 612-944-3915

World Class Fonts!
Bit-mapped typefaces
Any Macintosh (some ofthelarger fonts require 512KE
or larger Macintosh).
World Class Fonts is a collectionof bit-mapped
typefaces. Most fonts come complete with foreign characters (for French, German, Italian, Spanish and Scandinavian languages), many with fractions and some
with symbols, icons and built-in borders. The BigCaps
and DefaultFont desk accessories are included, along
with the FontCharter application.
The Originals Vol. 1/2 includes everything from
practical text fonts to large and unusual display faces, as
well as symbol, border and foreign language (Greek,
Hebrew, Russian) fonts.
The Stylish Vol. 3/4 includes unique and distinctive
text fonts in an extremely large array of sizes.
The Giants Vol. 5/6 contains selected ultra·large
sizes from fan1ilies contained in The Originals and The
Stylish volumes.
$79.95 per volume retail; three SOOK disks
DubJ.Click Software, Inc.; 18201Gresham St:
Northridge, CA 91325: 81~349-2758

Vertical Markets/Publishing
Ad\Vriter 1.0
Ad make-up tool
Macintosh II; hard disk drive.
AdWriter is an ad make-up tool designed for display ad production.
Features include: a 17 by 22-inch broadsheet work
area; columnguides are independently configurable in
inches, picas or millimeters across the top and left side
of work area; the ability to flowcopy inside or outside of
guides; discontinuous selection; familiar Apple mouse
and Mycro-Comp command key equivalents; pulklown
help menus include file, edi~ compose, format and win·
dow; major open window selections include text
attribute, graphics, status, fine tune, search/ replace
and tool box; multiple windows open on display; ASCD
files can be imported from Mycro-Comp systemor
other word processors; insert leaders; superior and
inferior characters remainautomatically proportional to
copy when copy point size is changed; "fit text" expands
or reduces copy to fill measure; unlimited formats can
be created, stored and called up for usc by name; circles, ovals, rounded-corner rectangles. pies. boxes and
border lines; pen height and width control; shade from
0 to 100 percent; color separations; a divide function
that permits equal division of a selected box; PostScript
output; and more.
$2,000 retail
Mycro-Tek,lnc.; 9229 E. 37th St. N; Wichita, KS 67226;
316-636-5000
Classified Ad Management Software (C.A.M.S.)
Management package for newspapers or shoppers
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; backup
device; LaserWriter; QuarkXPress or other desktop pu/r
fishing program.
Classified Ad Management Software (CAM.S.) is a
complete single or multiuser management package for
weekly newspapers or shoppers. Versions for single
papers or papers with multiple editions are available. It
offers complete customer credit, history, billing and
accounts receivable, which users can bypass (and not
see) if the ads are prepaid.
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Ads are printed classified and completely formatted
with borders, fonts, centering, etc., or flowed through
popular page layout programs with a user's specified
formats intact. Extensive control over format specifications for each classification, alterable on the ad leveL
allow for a high~uality classified section, including classified display. "Until further notice" ads are handled
with a choice of billing cycles and types. Charge cards
are also handled.
CAM.S. offers automatic word count or line count
pricing and allows users to set up "extras" and specials,
as well as their own price structure.The Editions ver·
sion offers default placement setup based on Zip-<:odes.
Special prompts to increase revenues from automobile
ads, as well as automatic scattering, password control,
full reporting and true distributed database, are provid·
ed. It is fully MultiF'mder compatible, including background processing.
CAM.S. is part of a family of software products,
including Display Ad Sales and Accounts Receivable,
Distribution and General Ledger.
$1,995 retail; single user
$3,995 retail; average two to five user system
DataWindow Newspaper Software; 1540 San Andreas
Ave.; San jose, CA 95118; 4()8.978-1546
Classified! u
Classified ad management system for medium-size
newspapers

512K or larger Macintosh; MicrOSI)ftllfml; any drow or
paint program.
Classified! is a classified ad management system
for medium-size newspapers.
The disk contains all the usual classified ad headings, and a user is shown how to create additional headings as they are needed. When a classified ad is
submitted, a user goes to the proper heading and types
in the ad, complete with expiration code. Auser then
opens the billing files and enters the billing information. The complete galley of classified ads can be printed out anytime. Acurrent classified billing can be
printed out anytime, whether a user decides to bill
weekly, monthly or whatever. The invoice forms are
included on disk, so a user need only enter the customer name, address and pertinent information for
each ad.
The Classified! system also enables a user to
search and delete all expired ads as soon as he is
through with the current issue. The search system
makes it simple to locate and post each account as payment comes in.
Also included is a provision, with complete instructions, for integrating all small (one- and two-inch) display ads into the same system.
Enhanced versions of Classified II include: offers
aU of the word processing capabilities of Microsoft
Word; supports postcard billing; and provisions for
credit checks for classified customers.
Included with the program is a chapter from "Selling More Advertising" that provides helpful suggestions on how to sell more classified ads.
$295 retail
Nick Murray; 608 W.Colorado Sl; Hammond,
lA 70401; 504-345-2332
DisplayAd MakeUp System
Typography system for display ad makeup
Macintosh Plus or larger; lAserWriter.
The DisplayAd MakeUp System is software
designed specifically to speed the production of newspaper display ads.
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Features include: powerful formatting; automatic
generation of boxes and rules; multiple item-to-item
alignment options; full copy editing; powerful tabbing;
ability to rotate text, boxes and rules; manual kerning;
full on-screen graphics handling (scaling, cropping,
screen tints, spot color separations, the ability to group
and modify and move or align multiple items simultaneously, etc.); support for Encapsulated PostScript artwork; and more.
The system supports phototypesetters such as the
Monotype Blaser, Lasercomp and the Express; Compugraphic 8!XXI, 8400, 8600 and 9600; Linotrooic 101 and
202; and PostScript-capable typesetters and laser
printers.
The software is constantly being improved, at the
rate of a new release every quarter. Every improvement, such as a built-in library of often-used graphics
including bursts, coupon borders, circles, MasterCard
and VISA logos, etc., is designed specifically to enhance
display ad makeup productivity.
$2,495 retai~ software only
Digital Technology International; 500 West 1200 South;
Orem, UT 84058; 801-226-2984
I DisplayAdBuilder

Display ad production
Macintosh II; 5MB ofRAM.
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DisplayAdBuilder is a Macintosh Il-based display
ad workstation, which includes the hardware and software needed to produce display ads.
Features include: kerning, graphics masks, spot
color separations complete with registration marks,
copy Oow around irregular shapes, ability to draw circles and diagonal rules, vertical justification for precise
leading and unlimited arranging, stacking and unstacking of objects and graphics.
Otl1er DisplayAdBuilder features include: formatting, a selection of up to 100 fonts from 4to 720 point,
screen tints, reverse type, outline type, condensed or
expanded type, superior numbers and several special
effects. Ad elements can be rotated, automatically
aligned, centered, quadded or justified. Abuilt·in graphics library offers frequently used graphic items (bursts,
credit card logos, etc.) that can be scaled proportionally
or anamorphically to fit a certain space.
DisplayAdBuilder workstations can be networked
together, giving every workstation access to all of the
display ads, old or new, that are on file. The art library
can be maintained in one place and shared by several
workstations.
$13,495 to $17,995 (color) retail
Digital Technology International; 500 West 1200 South;
Orem, UT 84058; 801-226-2984
Large Volume Printing Manager

Print shop management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Omnis 3 Plus_
Large Volume Printing Manager allows print shops
to manage the jobs that use large volumes of preprinted
forms or certain types of media
Features include: order entry and processing;
tracking of customer information (name, address, historic account information and generation of mailing
labels, mailing lists, etc.); tracking of inventory forms;

tracking of invoices and payments; aging of accounts;
minimizes the setup time of the printing equipment;
tracks progression of printing jobs; maximizes the efficiency of consumption of preprinted forms; optimization of the order by which the forms are to be printed;
allows for modification of the priority of print jobs;
reports on status of print jobs; inventory levels;
preparation of reminder notices for repeat customers;
and more.
The program runs in a multiuser environment, and
customization is available.
$2,490 retail
Stanford Business Systems, Inc.; 5250 W. Century
Blvd., Ste. 407; Los Angeles, CA 90045; 213-417-4940
MacSub
Subscription fulfillment; circulation management
Macintosh SE or IJ; 2MB of RAM; 45MB itard disk
drive; Omnis 3 Plus; Microsoft Erce/; Microsoft Word.
MacSub is a software package designed specifically
to maintain and manage the name and address files and
pertinent information about subscribers to periodical
publications. By setting parameters and manipulating
menus, users can produce mailing labels, renewal
notices, invoices, reports and statistics.
The program operates as a single or multipublication system capable of servicing from 5,000 to 100,000
subscribers in one common database. It can also operate in single or multiuser mode where several operators
access the database simultaneously.
The program supports mainframe line printers
with speeds ranging from 300 to 1,000 lines per minute.
It also supports a 1/2-inch magnetic tape drive capable
of reading and writing magnetic tapes compatible with
mainframes. Both peripherals connect to the SCSI port
of a Macintosh.
$3,120 U.S. retail; starting price for a 5,000 subscriber
system
Brauch Software, Inc.; 550 Alden Rd., Ste. 105;
Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 6A8; 416470-8550
I Newsbuilder Workstation

Editorial workstations
Maci11tosh II; 5MB of RAM.

Newsbuilder Workstations are Macintosh ll·based
editorial workstations, which include hardware and
software components that can be integrated into a complete multiuser newspaper production and management
system.
Components that make up the complete newspaper
system include: display ad makeup, page makeup, editorial makeup, classified ad system, circulation management, typesetting, accounts receivable and sales
management, general accounting and central file
servers.
Newsbuilder provides a high-resolution monitor.
Instead of the traditional split-screen, multiple windows
are supported. Spell checker, online thesaurus, cut,
copy, search, replace, single-key copy marking, word
count and depth count are supported.
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Workstations are available in three versions. Newsbuilder I supports eveq• feature needed to write and
edit stories. Newsbuilder II supports the features needed to write and edit stories and features that allow operators to set up stories for output in columns to fit
headlines, subheadlines and captions, and the ability to
import and handle graphics. Color Newsbuilder II
includes all the features of Newsbuilder II, plus the ability for editors to add color to stories.
$4,495 to $18,995 (color) retail
Digital Technology International; 500 West 1200 South;
Orcm, ur 84058; 801-226-2984
I PrlntSpec

Printing specifications program

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB ofRAM; hard disk
drive.
PriotSpec is a printing specifications program
designed to ease the task of specifications writing for
everyone involved in the design, purchase and production of printing, in both the private and public sectors.
PriotSpec addresses and solves the most significant issues associated with specifications writing, bid
management and expense control. It reminds a user to
include all pertinent aspects of the printed piece in the
original specifications; adapts to the most simple or the
most complex job specifications and permits a wide
range of user modifications for specific requirements;
and creates a uniform vocabulary for all participants in
the job.
Specification categories include: stock, including
alternatives; presswork, including alternatives, second
side and inks; artwork, including separations, maps and
diagrams, tritones, duotones and halftones and other
art; mechaoicals; and proofs.
Post press specifications include: engraving,
embossing and debossing, die cuts, tiiHJnS and lay-ons,
silkscreening and foil stamping; scoring and perforations; Oaps and pockets; folding and binding; binders;
hardcovers; and shipping schedules.
Also included are notices for third·party billing,
ownership, use and storage, and the ability to list artwork by type, quantity and value.
Jobs with a single componen~ such as a bound
book, are defined by page sets that can be specified in a
range from single pages, a set of pages, or all pages.
Jobs having multiple components can be specified by a
single componen~ sets of components or a range of
components.
Built into specific data entry fields are pop-up lists
that contain choices relevant to the selection. Auser
can use U1e mouse or keyboard to make a selection,
and can modify the contents of the lists at the point of
data entry.
On a larger scale, specification templates can be
developed that contain information common to all jobs
of a specific type. Stock, presswork, artwork, mechaoi·
cals and proofs can all be pre-specified. Information is
then either added or deleted to suit the particular job.
$595 retail; single user
$995 starting price retail; multiuser
StraightEdge Software; 1219 Spruce St.; Philadelphia,
PA 19107; 215-732-1250

Qu•est
Complete print management software providing quoting, estimating, invoicing, billing, cost center and management reports for small- to medium-size printer

Macintosh Plus or larger; etterna/ disk drive or hard
disk drive; JmogelVriter or LaserWriter.
Qu •est is a quoting and estimating software package for the quic.k-print industry to the medium-sized
printer and the in-plant printing department The sys-

tern simplifies the problems of developing and maintaining a plant costing system, without the time involved in
a manual system.
Features of the system include: quoting and estimating; invoicing/billing; job costing; reports; directories; summaries; inventory scheduling; company
databases; inventories; press database limited only by
storage device; a "Force Input" feature that prevents
costly omissions in quotes; and more.
$850 retail; complete system
RCO Computer Services, Inc.; 2750 Birchcrest Dr. SE;
Grand Rapids, MI 49506; 616-956-9474

Want Ads Composer
Generates typeset quality copy
512K or larger Macintosh; second disk drive; or hard
disk drive; printer.
Want Ads Composer generates typeseto((uality copy
for classified ads, sales ads, directories or any other
application that needs to maintain and print large quantities of data.
Features include columns; automatic hyphenation
and justification; kerning; sorts and scatters into up to
30 categories; places ads in up to 14 different publications; boxing of ads; graphics capabilities; search capabilities; and tracks and modifies ad run time.
$995 retail; total software solution
Microserve, Inc.; 4412 Spicewood Springs Rd., F-1000;
Austin, TX 78759; 512-343-0180

Hardware & Peripherals/
Digitizers & Scanners
Abaton Scan 300/S
flatbed scanner

Macintosh Pius or larger; hard disk drive recommended.

AppleScao software lets users modify scanned
images and offers a high level of graphics integration
with Apple peripherals, such as the I.aserWriter and
ImageWriter LQ printers and the AppleFax Modem.
Users can choose complete contrast and brightness
controls, several AppleScan-supplied halftone techniques (or create their own), as well as threshold and
gray-map setting.
HyperScan software allows higho((uality images to
be placed into HyperCard stacks. The scanning capabilities of the software include reduction or enlargement
of the original image, portrait or landscape scanning
and automatic adjustments for brightness, contrast and
halftone pattern.
$1,799 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014;4~996-1010
ASf TurboScan/Flatbed
300 dpi image scanner

512KE or larger Macintosh.
The ASfTurboScan/Fiatbed is a 300 dpi optical
scanner that includes SuperScan software for full-page,
300 dpi document scanning and editing. It scans threedimensional objects and bound documents up to 8.5 by
14-inches.
Features include multiple window viewing to display and edit multiple images simultaneously; automatic
disk spooling to allow scanning large images in their
entirety; and is compatible with standard Macintosh file
formats, including TIFF, PostScrip~ MacPaint, gray
PostScript and Supe.rScan.
$1,899 retail
ASf Research, Inc.; 2121 Alton Ave.; Irvine, CA 92714;

714-863-9991
ASf TurboScan/Sheet Feed
300 dpi image scanner

512KE or larger Macintosh.

The Scan 300/S is a 300 dpi Oatbed scanner.
Designed to handle originals that cannot be processed
by sheet feed mechanisms, Scan 300/S features Ahaton's C-Scao Plus and PaoelScan software for graphic
scanning.
C-Scan Plus enables high-resolution scanning in
linear~ halftone or true grayscale modes, as well as a
full compliment of MacPaint tools, shapes, lines and fill
patterns. PaoeiScao is a utility residing in the control
panel that allows users to scan from within their
favorite desktop publishing package.
Abaton also offers an optional Optical Character
Recognition solution that reads more than 120 type
styles in sizes from 6 to 12 points.
$1,995 retail
Abaton Technology; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 415-683-2226

The ASfTurboScan is a high-resolution desktop
image reader that allows users to incorporate scanned
graphics and text information from line-art and halftone
originals into newsletters, brochures and manuals.
It converts color or black-and·white text, handwriting, artwork and photographs into digitized bit information for processing by a Macintosh. The images are
digitized with a maximum resolution of 300 by 300 dpi,
and data compression support provides enhanced scanning speeds.
Its utility software allows a user to enlarge, reduce
and merge scanned images with text or other graphics.
The product provides several scanning modes: lineart mode for black-and-white materials, halftone mode
for documents with continuous shading and mixed
mode for a combination of line-art mode and halftone
mode.
$1.699 retail
ASf Research, Inc.; 2121 Alton Ave.; Irvine, CA 92714;

I Apple Scanner
Optical image scanner

714-863-9991

Macintosh Plus or larger.

• ComputerEyes
Video digitizer

The Apple Scanner is an optical image scanner that
gives users the ability to integrate higho((uality line ar~
halftones and gray scale images into Macintosh
applications.
The system comprises a flatbed scanning device,
AppleScan software and HyperScan software. The 8.5
by 14-inch flatbed scanner is capable of importing previously created images and graphics into any popular
paint, draw or page layout application supporting PICI;
TIFF or MacPaint file formats.
Utilizing a SCSI interface for high·speed data transfer, the Apple Scanner is capable of scanning linear~
halftones and gray scale images at resolutions up to 300
dpL Gray scale can be captured in 4-bit/16levels per
scanned pixel.

512KE or larger Macintosh; 1MB of RAM; etternal
disk drive.
ComputerEyes is a hardware/software system that
digitizes high'<!uality images from any standard video
source (video camera, VCR. videodisc, etc.). Under simple, software control, the video signal is scanned and
images are captured into the graphics memory of the
computer. Images are then displayed on screen, modified with any of several image manipulation options and
saved to disk for use with other graphics programs.
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Hardware & Peripherals/
Digitizers & Scanners
The ComputerEyes system software supports the
graphics capabilities of all Macintosh computers. On a
Macintosh II, images are displayed with 256 grays for a
near photographic image display. On other Macintosh·
es, images are displayed with several options of dither
patterns to maximize image quality for all types of
images.
Captured images may be saved to disk in a number
of formats independent of the computer's display capa·
bilitics. Formats supported by ComputerEyes include
MacPaint, P!Cf, gray scale and bit·mapped TIFF and
Encapsulated PostScript
With these file formats, ComputerEyes images can
be imported to virtually all graphics programs, such as
desktop publishing programs, image databases, draw·
ing or painting programs, authoring systems and ani·
mation programs for high-quality image display or
printing.
$249.95 retail
Digital Vision, Inc.; 66 Eastern Ave.; Dedham,
MA 02026; 617-329-5400

I Digi-Pad With ADB Option
Digitizer
Macintosh SE or 11.
Digi-Pad With ADB Option is a digitizer that is fully
compatible with the Apple Desktop Bus. The ADB
option allows Digi·Pad tablets to connect to the Macin·
tosh ADS as a digitizing tablet. This provides faster
response and allows the full use of a digitizer for screen
pointing, precise tracing and tablet menuing. Because
the Digi-Pad is connected through ADB. other periph·
erals can be connected to the computer's serial ports,
or Utey can be left free for networking.
Digi-Pads are available in sizes from 11 by ll·inch·
es to 42 by ()().inches. The larger tablets are suitable for
mapping; computer-aided design and drafting; and digi·
tizing blueprints, maps or drawings for estimating. The
smaller tablets are designed for menuing and sketch·
ing. Options include a stylus or crosshair cursor with
up to 16 buttons. The extra buttons can be used to acti·
vate additional functions in the applications software for
greater productivity.
Included with the ADB option is a diskette with a
HyperCard stack user's manual that provides installa·
lion, use and trouble shooting instructions; sample
applications and driver installation. The driver includes
a mouse emulation mode to allow the digitizer to act as
an absolute mouse in existing applications. It can be
decoupled to allow an application total access to digitiz.
er information, including full resolution (0.001-inches)
coordinates and all button codes. The HyperCard stack
also includes XFCN and XCMD to provide access to
digitizer information so that users can design their own
stack applications.
$495 to S4,000 retail
GTCO Corp.; 7125 Riverwood Dr.; Columbia,
MD 21046; 301·381-6688
I Drafting Board Digitizer
Digitizer

Any Macintosh; drafting or light table.
The Drafting Board Digitizer comes complete with
a built·in power supply, 256K of memory, on/off switch
and a 28 button keypad. The keypad can be used for
entering Zfactors and for doing menuing fu nctions. It
can also be used for entering the baud rate and for
inputting emulation codes, allowing the digitizer to be
used with virtually any software package.
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The digitizer is able to maintain maximum resolu·
lion over the entire working area because it can independently set the zero point, and it allows up to 1,000
lines per inch resolution. Sizes available range from 30
by 30.inches to 48 by 72·inches.
There are no magnetic fields to harm electronics or
software. The •pick" function can be done with a foot
switch, a table switch or both.
The digitizer mounts directly on the edge of a draft·
ing board, light table or any fiat surface to turn the area
into a digitizing workstation. Carrying cases are
available.
$3,700 to $5,300 retail; 30 by 30.inch to 48 by 72-inch
GeoGraphies Corp.; 1318Alms Ave.; Champaign,
IL 61820; 217·351-8591
DrawingBoard Digitizers (2300 Series)
Digitizers
Any Macintosh.
The Dra\\ingBoard (2300 Series) is a family of
high·performance digitizers that offer A·, B· and C-size
tablets. Designated Models 23120A, 23180A and
23240A, the tablets have active areas of 12 by 12-inches,
12 by IS-inches and 18 by 24-inches, respectively.
Each model includes a data cable, a technical man·
ual and a five-year warranty. They also come standard
with a !&button cursor.
Each DrawingBoard model boasts an accuracy of
±0.025 inches, as well as a user-selectable resolution of
up to 1,000 lines per inch. They are housed in a wedgeshaped molded case that reduces footprint size and fea·
ture recessed connectors, a power-on indicator, a flush
surface that allows freer hand and cursor movements, a
built-in stylus holder and a polyester film overlay that
secures user menus to the tablet.
Under $700 retail; 23120A
Under $1,200 retail; 23180A
Under $2,600 retail; 23240A
CaiComp, Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821·2000 or 80().225-2667

• FaxScan
Scanner/facsimile receiver
Macintosh Plus or larger.
FaxScan can transform a stand-alone facsimile
machine into a 150 to 300 dpi scanner to import pic·
tures and documents from hardcopy, as well as double
as a facsimile receiver.
FaxScan connects to a standard stand-alone facsiJn.
ile machine and to a Macintosh via an RS232 serial
interface. By simulating another fax, FaxScan establish·
es connection with the facsimile machine directly
through its telephone line. After establishing proper
communication, FaxScan receives data from the stand·
alone facsimile machine and transfers it to the comput·
er. Images being scanned are transferred into a TIFF or
PICTformat.
FaxScan is compatible 1vith all stand-alone facsimile
machines using Group II. It is compatible with Multi·
Finder, and its external power supply makes it possible
to use in other countries.
$299.95 retail
MD!deas, Inc.; 1163 Triton Dr.; Foster City, CA 94404;
41S.57J.0580
HP Scan.let

Desktop scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The HP Scan,Jet is a desktop scanner that scans
photos, line art or graphK:s at 300 dpi in less than 30
seconds.
AMacintosh interface kit, HP 88390B, includes the
HP Desk Gallery software collection, which provides
advanced scanning capabilities and full painting tools in
two components: HP DeskScan scanning software and
DeskPain~ a painting program by Zcdcor. The HP Desk
Gallery can be used as either a desk accessory or an
application.

HP DeskScan performs scans at any resolution
from 38 to 600 dpi. It allows a user to scale an image to
fit available space, from 13 percent of the original size
to 200 percent. Scanning an image and moving it into a
software package is simplified when the desk accessory
is coupled with a Clipboard feature.
Once an image is captured by the computer,
DeskPaint lets a user revise and polish the image, turn
the image, erase portions and add text. All of the famiJ.
iar Macintosh painting tools can be used in this desk
accessory.
The HP Scan,Jet operates with a variety of Macin·
tosh publishing, image-processing and painting soft·
ware packages. Images are stored in the following
formats: TIFF, MacPaint, PICT and the Clipboard.
$1,990 retail
Hewlett-Packard Co.; Customer Information Center;
19310 Pruneridge Ave.; Cupertino, CA 95014;
80().752-0000
ffiNCScanner
300 by 300 dpi resolution scanner
Macintrulr Plus or larger.
The IBNC Scanner has an adjustable, 300 by 300
dpi resolution and provides 12 halftone patterns, 14
brightness and contrast settings, 16 scaling settings
from 25 to 100 percent, 64 shades of gray, line
art/halftone, mixed mode and fast scanning at 9.9
seconds for a 8.5 by 11-inch document Scanner imag·
ing quotient (SIQ) is 2,352. Three models are available.
$340 retail
IBNC; 1919 E. Romneya, Ste. 317; Anaheim, CA 92805;
714635-7825
IOC SpeedReader
Desktop text and graphics scanner
512K or larger Macintosh.
The IOC SpeedReader is a desktop text and graph·
ics scanner that scans text documents directlyinto
MacWrite, Microsoft Word or as ASCII text at 165 char·
acters per second.
It scans graphics programs in TIFF, MacPaint,
SuperPaint or PageMaker formats. In graphics mode,
SpeedReader creates images of 200, 300 or 400 dpi. It
provides 128 shades of gray for halftones and 256
shades for true gray-scale images. When ope.rating in
the optical character recognition mode, the SpeedRead·
er's output is a text file including the control characters
that would be inserted by a word processing program.
These control codes include hard and soft returns to
preserve paragraph integrity, but allow word wrap func·
lions, tabs, indents, centering, underlining, space com·
pression, subscripts and superscripts.
It includes all necessary software and a 30.page
sheet-feeder.
$4,295 retail; IOC ModeiSOOA
$3,895 retail; IOC Model600A
$5,495 retail; IOC Model700A
Intelligent Optics Corp.; 4 Heritage Park Rd.; Clinton,
CT 06413; 20:J.66g.3650
JetReader
Sheet-fed scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or lrard
disk driue; LaserWriter; Mac/mage Software.
The JetReader is a compact, page-fed scanner that
accepts stacks of up to 10 pages at a time from 5.8 to
10.1-inches wide. It works with all Datacopy software
including MacOCR. Maclmage, OCR Plus and MicroFax. As a resul~ it is compatible with image, text and
facsimile devices.
$1,300 retail
Datacopy Corp.; 1215 Terra Bella Ave.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 415-965-7900 or S()().S21-2898
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IJX-300
Color scanner
Macintosh II.
The JX-300 is a full-featured compact. flatbed color
scanner that can scan originals of up to 8.5 by 11-inches. It features 300 dpi resolution. with 24-bits per pixel,
and can recognize up to 16.2 million colors.
$4,995 (tentative pricing) retail
Sharp Electronics Corp.; Sharp Plaza; Mahwah,
NJ 07430; 201·529-8100
IJX-450
Color scanner
Macintosh II.
The ]X-450 is a full-featured color scanner that can
scan originals up to 11 by 17-inches in length, including
transparencies and slides with the use of a mirror attachment It features high 300 dpi resolution, with 24-dots per
pixel, and can recognize up to 16.2 million colors.
56,995 suggested retail
Sharp Electronics Corp.; Sharp Plaza; Mahwah, NJ
07430; 201-529-8100
I KaleidoScan
Color image scanner
Macintosh II.
KaleidoScan is a flatbed color page scanning system
based on the Sharp ]X-450 color scanner. Scanning
modes of color, gray scale, halftone and line art are provided. Direct support is provided within the MacScan
software for the RasterOps 24-bit color display card, the
Tektronix 4693 Color Printer and the QMS Color Printer.
$7,995 retai~ with Sharp flatbed color scanner
$995 retail; KaleidoScan Card and MacScan software
only
$99.95 retail; MacScan software only
New Image Technology, Inc.; 9701 Philadelphia Ct;
Lanham, MD 20706; 301-731-2000
I.S-300
Image scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The I..S-300 image scanner, when teamed with MacScan software, scans graphics and text at up to 300 dpi
and 32 shades of gray in seconds.
The scanner permits four scanning resolutions
from 75 to 300 dpi and will accept both line art and con·
tinuous-tone images. It supports brightness control and
employs a high-speed SCSI interface.
MacScan software controls the scanning process,
eliminating setup knobs, buttons and switches and
offers pulklown menus so the user can set scan
resolution, brightness and input mode (line art or
halftone). Aseparate window provides a flexible scanning margin and a complete 300 dpi toolbox is supplied
for editing and cropping of the image.
Images can be saved in any of 10 formats, including
TIFF, PIIT, EPSF, MacPaint, PostScript, SuperPaint
and PageMaker 1.2.
$1,547 retail; with MacScan
Princeton Graphic Systems; 601 Ewing St., Bldg. k,
Princeton, NJ 08540; 1)()%83.1660
Mac Scanner
Scanner
512K or larger Macintosh; erternal disk drive or hard
disk drive.
The Mac Scanner is hardware and software that
allows 300 by 300 multigrayscale scanning.
$1,199 retail
lnfotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682

Macintizer
Integrated digitizer
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Macinti1.er is a Macintosh-integrated digitizer
that plugs into the mouse port of a Macintosh. It can be
used without any modification to the operating system
or applications software, and allows a user to draw on
the screen without using the mouse.
The Macintizer can be used for graphic input,
including sketching and tracing, on any non-metallic
material up to 1/2-inch thick. There is an absolute coordinate mode that eliminates the occasional "lift and
shift" incurred with a mouse's relative coordinates.
$399 retail
GTCO Corp.; 7125 Riverwood Dr.; Columbia,
MD 21046; 301-381-6688
I Macintizer ADB
Digitizing tablet
Macintosh SE or II.
Macintizer ADB is a digitizing tablet thai enhances
the Macintosh's graphics capabilities and meets Apple's
specifications for Apple Desktop Bus tablets. The Macintizer ADB provides a choice of transducers, either a
Binary Stylus for freehand sketching or a four button
cursor that allows accurate tracing.
The Macintizer ADB is attached to the Apple Desktop Bus, so serial ports remain available for networking
or peripherals. Included \vith the tablet is an interface
cable that can be connected to either the keyboard or
the back of a Macintosh. An optional second interface
cable is available for daisy chaining additional devices.
Other features of the tablet include support of menu
overlays and a driver that provides mouse emulation.
The driver provides additional program support by
making coordinate information available to the applica·
lion programmer.
The Macintizer ADB has an active area of 12 by 12·
inches, a resolution of .001-inches and uses electromagnetic technology. For additional interfacing support, a
HyperCard user's manual and sample HyperCard program using XFCNs and XCMDs are included.
$495 retail
GTCO Corp.; 7125 Riverwood Dr.; Columbia, MD
21046; 301-381-6688
MacScan
Image scanner
Maci11tosil Plus or larger.
The MacScan Feed·Thru and Flatbed scanning systems are based on the Canon IX-12 and IX-12F scanners, Panasonic FX-RS505 scanner and Fujitsu M3095E
scanner. MacScan software allows compatibility with
virtually any desktop publishing software, including
MultiFinder software.
Features include a full400 dpi editing toolbox, 10 dif.
ferent save formats, scans in both line art and halftone
modes, adjustable brightness and optional OCR software.
The SCSI interface increases the speed of digitized
images without losing high-quality resolution.
$1,547 retail; with Canon sheetfed scanner
$1,995 retail; with Canon flatbed scanner
$2,195 retail; with Panasooic flatbed scanner
$6,895 retail; with Fujitsu flatbed scanner (Macintosh
II only)
$648 retail; MacScan Interface and software only
$99.95 retail; MacScan software only
New Image Technology, Inc.; 9701 Philadelphia Ct.;
Lanham, MD 20706; 301-731-2000
MacScanPro
Gray scale image scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The MacScanPro is a scanning system that contains all of the features of MacScan, as well as the ability to capture images in an 8-bit, 2561evel grayscale
mode. Eleven save formats are provided.
$2,395 retail; with Canon sheetfed scanner

$2,895 retai~ with Canon flatbed scanner
$3,095 retail; with Panasonic flatbed scanner
$1,295 retail; MacScanPro Interface and software only
$99.95 retail; MacScan software only
New Image Technology, Inc.; 9701 Philadelphia Ct.;
Lanham, MD 20706; 301-731-2000
ll\lacScanPro-40M; MacScanPro-80M
Gray scale image scanners
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The MacScanPro-40M and MacScanPnHlOM are
scanning systems with all of the features of MacScanPro, as well as a built-in 40 MB and 80 MB Quantum
hard disk drive, respectively.
$3,295 retail; 40M with Canon sheetfed scanner
$3,695 retail; SOM with Canon sheetfed scanner
$3,795 retail; 40M with Canon Oathed scanner
$4,195 retail; SOM with Canon flatbed scanner
$3,995 retail; 40M with Panasonic flatbed scanner
$4,395 retail; SOM with Panasonic flatbed scanner
$2,195 retail; 40M with MacScanPro Interface and
software only
$2,595 retail; SOM with MacScanPro Interface and
software only
$99.95 retail; MacScan software only
New Image Technology, Inc.; 9701 Philadelphia Ct.;
Lanham, MD 20706; 301-731-2000
MacVision 2.0
Video imager
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacVision is a video digitizer that allows a user to
put high-quality digitized pictures and graphics into a
Macintosh, as well as take video images from a VCR
and laserdisc player.
Features include: accepts virtually any video
source; images both flat and three-dimensional objects;
10 different scanning techniques; compatible with all
major software; and works as both a desk accessory
and a desktop application.
$399.95 retail
KoalaTechnologies; 269 Mt. Hermon Rd.; Scotts Valley,
CA 95066; 408-438-0046
Model 730 Flatbed Scanner
Scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; LaserWriter; Mac/mage
software.
The Model 730 is a flatbed desktop scanner that
works with any original document from postage stamp
size to 81/2 by 116/ 10 inches. Page thickness or finish
does not matter.
An optional automatic document feeder (ADF)
automatically scans and feeds up to 30 pages at a time.
An installed ADF does not interfere with the scanner's
ability to scan pages manually placed on the platen.
The scanner works with all Datacopy software
imaging products including OCR Plus, Maclmage and
Micro Fax. As a result, it works with graphics, text and
facsimile documents.
$1,800 retail
Datacopy Corp.; 1215 Terra Bella Ave.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 415-965-7900 or ~21-2898
MS-300A; MSF-300A; MSF-300C
Image scanners
512KE or larger Macintosh.
The MS-300 is a high-resolution desktop image digitizer that allows processing in both line art mode for
text and diagrams, and halftone mode for photographs
and multishaded artwork. Documents of mixed composition can be processed in one pass by defining either of
these as the primary scanning mode and setting windows as secondary mode areas.
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Halftoning logic provides multiple halftone cell resolution/ texture selections and up to 64 gray levels for
outstanding halftone renderings.
The MS-300 can perform data compression, allowing line art image data to be compressed by 90 percent
on the average, reducing transmission time, system
memory requirements and communication costs.
$1,895 retail; MS-300A (RS422 interface)
$2,095 retail; MS.300A (SCSI interface)
$2,395 retail; MSF-300A (RS422 interface)
$2,595 retail; MSF-300A (SCSI interface)
$1,895 retail; MSF-300C (RS422 interface)
$2,095 retail; MSF-300C (SCSI interface)
Microtek lab, Inc.; 16901 S. Western Ave.; Gardena,
CA 90247; 213-321-2121
MSF·300G; MSF-400G
Gray-scale scanners
Madntosh Plus or larger.
The MSF-300G (300 dpi) and MSF-400G (400 dJll1
are gray level desktop scanners that allows a user to
scan continuous tone photos while recognizing up to
256 shades of gray.
They provide the multi-bit-per-pixel data needed to
perform sophisticated "post processing.• With six to
eight bits ofinformation available, powerful graphics
editing software can draw with shades of gray; use tools
such as charcoal, water drop and finger painting; modify brightness and image contrast; and provide true siz.
ing and rotation without image degradation.
They are also able to function as "single bit-perpixel" scanners with all of the capabilities of the MS.
300A, with many enhancements such as the ability to
do framing/windowing accurately to the pixel boundary, as well as the ability to download user-generated
textured halftone screens. The scanners also incorporates the flatbed design of the MSF·300C.
$3,495 retail; MSF-300G
$3,995 retail; MSF-400G
Microtek lab, Inc.; 16901 S. Western Ave.; Gardena,
CA 90247; 213-321-2121
•MSF-300Q
Gray-scale scanner
Madntosh Plus or larger.
The MSF-300Q is a low-cost 64 gray-scale scanner
that allows users to scan in two different modes. The
single bit-per-pixel mode will be used when scanning
logos, line drawings and photos when conserving disk
space is desirable. When printing 11ith PostScript
equipped laser printers, high-resolution PostScript
printers (Unotronic 100 and 300, Varitypers Vf600,
etc.) and performing gray-scale graphics editing, the
multi bit-per-pixel (gray scale) mode will be used.
The MSF-300Q is available with an external SCSI
interface. Another model, the MSF·300QS, will be
available with the Apple SCSI interface built into the
scanner.
$2,495 retail
Microtek lab, Inc.; 16901 S. Western Ave.; Gardena, CA
90247; 213-321-2121

NuVision
Imaging workstation
Modntosh II; 40MB hard disk driue.
NuVision is an image processing workstation that
combines a powerful, real-time image processor with
the user-friendliness of a Macintosh n. It features a
unique parallel processing architecture with a dedicated Digital Signal Processor (DSP) in each Smart Memory. Thus, processing power is increased as memory is
increased. In addition, the architecture decouples
acquisition, display and processing functions allowing
speeds in excess of standard video rates.
Features include: an integral DSP on each image
memory for parallel processing of multiplane RGB or
CMYK images; frame grabs of 1,024 by 1,024
monochrome, RGB true color and stereo pair images in
!/30th of a second; flicker-free 1,280 by 1,024 24-bit
true color display; pixel processor for real-time video
arithmetic/logic and histogram computations; flexible
region of interest processing at faster than frame rates;
optional68020/68881 image coprocessor that's user
programmable or runs Perceptic's Resident Image J>ro.
cessing Software (RIPS); a Macintosh II workstation
that provides a friendly user interface, image scanning,
printing and networking; integrated software for basic
display, spatial, fourier, geometrical and morphological
processing, including continuous interpolated zoom.
convolution, frequency filtering, warping and -blob"
statistics; and more.
$19,660 and up retail
Perceptics Corp.; PO Box 22991; Knoxville, TN 37933;
615-~9200

PC Scan 1000
Gray-scale scanners
Modntosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
The PC Scan 1000 is a flatbed scanner that scans
images such as continuous tone photographs and line
drawings. Up to 16levels of gray may be scanned and
stored in industry-standard file formats, immediately
available for use in desktop publishing applications. It
also provides sizing and scaling capabilities and three
levels of contrast control.
Coupled with Dest software and an optional Text
Processor, the PC Scan 1000 has the power to accurately read many styles of text, eliminating the need to
rekey documents.
$2,545 retail
Dest Corp.; 1201 Cadillac CL; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-946-7100
PC Scan 2000
Gray-scale scanner
Modntosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
The PC Scan 2000 combines the ability to scan
images such as photographs and line drawings along
with texl
Coupled with Dest software and an optional Text
Processor, the PC Scan 2000 has the power to accurately read many styles of lex~ eliminating the need to
rekey documents.
For image scanning applications, up to 256 shades
of gray may be recognized. Titree image scanning
modes are available (8-bit gray scale, bilevel and
halftone), as well as sizing and scaling capabilities.
$2,345 retail
Dest Corp.; 1201 Cadillac Ct.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
4()8.946-7100
PC Scan Plus
Page scanner
Madntosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; inlet/oct
cable; Publish Poe software.
PC Scan Plus is a page scanner that provides
halftone scanning in 16shades of gray. User-selectable
contrast levels are provided.
Used with Publish Pac, PC Scan Plus scans text
and graphics, including images, photographs and line
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art, into industry-standard desktop publishing programs and other text or image processing applications.
$2,495 retail; PC Scan Plus
$595 retail; Publish Pac
$95 retail; Macintosh Plus Interface Kit
Dest Corp.; 1201 Cadillac CL; Milpitas, CA 95035;
4()8.946-7100
PenMac
Pen and tablet digitizer; user-definable macro
capabilities
512K or larger Macintosh.
PenMac is apen and tablet digitizer. It includes
user-definable macro capabilities and software that performs automatic magnification, translation, rotation,
reduction, enlargements, reverses and inverses.
Tablet sizes range from 8.5 by ll-inch to 42- by 6t).
inch at 1,000 dpi.
$595 to $6,095 retail; (8.5 by 11-inch tablet to 42- by 6().
inch tablet)
$580 retail; PenMac ADB (SE and ll)
4Site Technologies, Inc.; 200 7th Ave., MS 250; Santa
Cruz, CA 95062: 408475-8444 or 80(}634.7483
PenMac Professional
Interactive digitizer
512K or largtr Macintosh.
Pen.\iac Professional allows blueprints, maps and
other engineering, architectural and technical drawings
to be digitized into Macintosh applications. It is a full.
featured interactive digitizer that offers precision to
1,000 points-per~nch.
Each PenMac Professional can be configured as an
integral component of a workstation, customized for the
specific application at hand using PenMac 4.0's interface software. The software includes dynamic tablet to
screen mapping, absolute and relative positioning, plus
the ability to save and modify configurations.
Configurations can include an unlimited number of
Pen Macro recordings. Users can playback recorded
sequences of mouse movements, text strings, control
keys, menu puUdowns, application launches (V4.1) and
entire drawings. All capabilities are controlled through
PenMac's desk accessory, which allows users to scale
and rotate, record and playback and otherwise tailor
PenMac Professional within any application.
PenMac Professional also allows freehand drawing
in Macintosh paint programs. Users draw, sketch, write,
trace, point and draft exactly as they would with an onlioary pen or pencil. The electronic pen is weighted and
sculpted to fit a users hand comfortably.
PenMac Professional can be used for CAD/CAM,
cartography, package design, construction cost estimation and scientific analysis applications, as well as to
produce working drawings, three-dimensional perspective renderings and professional line art.
$1,145 retail
4Site Technologies, Inc.; 200 7th Ave., MS 250; Santa
Cruz, CA 95062:408475-8444 or 8()().634-7483

ProScan Series 800
Flatbed image scanners
Madntos!J Pius or larger.
The ProScan Series 800 are high-performance
flatbed image scanners with grayscale capabilities for
high-quality halftone reproduction in electronic and
desktop publishing systems.
The Model840i offers 400 dpi at 2561evels of gray
(8 bits) with intelligent image processing hardware and
scanner control software. It's image processor makes
maximum use of grayscale information for such functions as resolution scaling (up to 2,600 dpi) when
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printing photographs on high-resolution phototypesetters; edge enhancement, used to sharpen transition
between gray levels; gamma correction, a way of adjusting the weight and intensity of a photograph's grayscale
information to increase definition and detail; and
dehalftoning, to avoid the moire patterns that occur
when changing a digitized halftone's size.
The Mode1840 offers 400 dpi at 2561evels of gray
(8 bits}, without the built-in image processing capability
of the Model840i. The 840 is designed for publishing
systems where the host computer is used for image
processing.
The Mode1830 provides resolutions from 75 to 300
dpi and has a special300 by 600 mode for greater image
detail. It is a 6-bit scanner providing 64 levels of gray,
live halltone patterns, live levels of brightness and
three levels of contrast
All three models feature illumination compensation
and precision digitizing to assure the availability of a
full range of gray information. Their flatbed design
allows precise positioning of scanned artwork, as well
as the use of board-mounted art, books and other
bound documents on an 8.5 by H-inch scan area. An
optional automatic document feeder automatically
handles up to 30 pages of paper up to 8.5by 14-inches
in size.
$9,995 retail; Mode1840i
$6,800 retail; Model840
$2,800 retail; Mode1830
Datacopy Corp.; 1215 Terra Bella Ave.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 415-965-7900 or 800-821-2898
ProViz
Video digitizer

Any Macintosh; hard disk drive; LastriYrittr; SCSI port.
ProViz is a high-resolution, real-time video digitizer
that creates photographic quality images from moving,
real-world subjects or flat art in !/30th of a second.
It creates screened halftones from video camera,
videotape, television and output from other computers.
It then generates newspaper-quality images on laser
printers or magazine-quality images on phototypesetters.lt works with any desktop publishing and editing
software that supports EPSF and TIFF.
$1,095 retail; gray scale
$1,695 retai~ color
Pixelogic, lnc.; 800 W. Cummings Park, Ste. 2900;
Woburn. MA 01801; 617-938-7711
QuickCapture
Frame grabber board and software
Macintosh 11; Finder 6.0; System 4.2.
QuickCapture is a Macintosh ll accessory consisting of a plug-in frame grabber board and software package for capturing, manipulating and displaying video
images. QuickCapture grabs images from ordinary
video cameras and VCRs in !/30th of a second "real
time." It features continuous or freeze-frame display on
a Macintosh ll monitor and can connect to as many as
four video sources at once.
Once captured, images can be manipulated by
clicking menu options. Images may be processed,
enhanced and analyzed. They can be displayed on a
Macintosh 11 monitor or printed on a LaserWriter. They
may also be sent to other programs for use in paint,
draw, document processing, database or page layout
applications. Output formats include TIFF, RIFF, PICT
and PostScript.

QuickCapture is available in two versions, one compatible with RS-170 and 1\l"fSC video formats followed in
North America and Japan, and one with the CCIR and
PAL formats prevalent in Western Europe.
$995 retail
Data Translation, Inc.; 100 Locke Dr.; Marlboro,
MA 01752; 617-481-3700
Scanmaster
F1atbed scanner
Macintosh 11; ~it or 2-Uit color monitor.
The Scanmaster is a flatbed scanner that provides
an effective way of converting hard-a>py color images
into data that can be entered into an image-capturing
computer. It allows a user to store, modify and enhance
color images. Input copy can be in the form of line art,
text, continuous tone or halftone documents.
The Scanmaster scans continuous tone and
halftone images up to II by 17-inches in size and film
transparencies up to 8by 10-inches in size.
The Scanmaster employs a single CCD sensor and
an all electronic Red-Green-Blue (RGB) color separation method. It digitizes fulkolor or black and white
images or color transparencies at 30 to 300 dpi and
transmits the data over a GPffi interface.
Application software is also provided. Amenu-driven package, Scan·It provides a user with immediate
access to aU of the scanner's features. Using a pulldown menu, a user can select an area to scan, zoom,
crop and size the image. Acontrast and color correction menu allows an operator to adjust the gamma correction (contrast) in the scanner to match a specific
output display device and to color correct an image by
modifying the scanner's internal color look-up tables
(Wfs).

Color corrected and sized images can be output to
one of three file formats: PICT II, RIFF (Raster Image
file Format) and Howtek's SIM (Scanned Imaged file
format). Color TIFF and ESPFwill be supported in a
future release.
$8.195 retai~ includes Scan-It application software
Howtek, Inc.; 21 Park Ave.; Hudson, NH 03051;
603-882-5200
Scanmaster/35
35mm scanner
Macintosh /1; ~it or 24~it color monitor.
The Scanmastcr/35 scans and digitizes 35mm film
for display and storage on an image capturing computer. Input film can be in the form of positives or negatives, mounted or in strip form.
To digitize an image, Scanmaster/35 uses a 2,048
element CCD array, a fluorescent lamp and a color mter
wheel Scanning is line oriented and data is sent over a
standard 8-bit GPffi interface. Output data can then be
packed in one of four formats: RGB pixel packed, RGB
line packed, RGB field packed or black and white.
Two versions of the scanner arc currently available.Tite Scanmaster/35 has a scanning resolution of
2,000 by 2,000 dpi (1,333 by 2,000 effective on a 35mm
image) and 180 degree image rotation capability. The
Scanmaster/35 is ideal for applications such as publishing, where image orientation is essential.The Scan.master/35 II. with a scanning resolution of2,000 by 3,000
dpi, is well suited for applications such as medical imaging and high-quality retouching, which demand high
resolution.
Application software is also provided. Amenu-driven
package, Scan-It/35 provides a user with immediate
access to all of the scanner's features. Apreview function
allows a user to quickly scan an image in black and white
to the monitor. Auser can then select a subsection of the
original image, zoom, crop and size iL This new, sized
image is then rescanned and displayed in full color. ·
Acolor correction menu allows an operator to correct the color and contrast of the image. The scanner's
internal red, green, blue and black 12-bit downloadable
look-up tables (LlJrs) provide 4,096 gray levels per color.
$8,195 retail; includes Scan-It application software

Howtek, lnc.; 21 Park Ave.; Hudson, NH 03051;
603-882-5200

Sheet Feed Image Scanner
Tabletop optical scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The Sheet Feed Image Scanner is a tabletop optical
scanner that offers input resolution with true halftoning, enabling output at photographic quality.
Connected to the SCSI bus, the Image Scanner digitizes graphics, photographs and drawings, providing a
full-page scan at 300 dots-per-inch.
Its software allows a user to edit the captured
images by cropping, sizing, touching up and adjusting
the brightness and contrast. The software is fast and
flexible, storing the scanned images with the appropriate gray-scale data. allowing a user to review the images
at different thresholds.
OCR software is optional.
$1,785 retail
Laser Optical Technology (UYI); 1803 Mission St, Ste.
403; Santa Cruz, CA 95060; 408-426-7171
Thunde&:an
Digitizing scanner
512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer.
ThunderScan is an inexpensive scanner that
replaces the ribbon cartridge on an ImageWriter
(except the LQ) to scan in graphics from photographs.
illustrations or line art.
It produces true halftones, delivering 32 shades of
gray. Auser can control resolution, up to 300 dpi, and
contrast and brightness.
The software allows a user to choose any magnification from 25 to 800 percent; provides a lasso for work·
ing with irregularly shaped areas; supports TIFF, ESPF
and Draw formats; a custom PostScript feature that lets
a user frame, rotate, caption and create other special
effects; and more.
Power Port allows ThunderScan to work with a
Macintosh Plus and SE; Power Accessory for Macintosh II allows it to work with a Macintosh II.
$249 retail; includes Power Port
$49 retail; Power Accessory for Macintosh II
Thunderware, Inc.; 21 Orinda Way; Orinda, CA 94563;
415-254-6581

TLC IS-300 & IS-300F
Desktop scanner available in flatbed or shectfed design
Macintosh PItiS or larger.
The TLC IS-300 is a compact and light-weight electronic scanner designed for single-sheet documents.
About the size of a three-ring binder. the IS-300 scans
letter or legal-size paper, business cards or stationery.
The automatic document feeder scans text and graphics
for 300 by 300 dpi resolution, 16 shades of gray and a
speed of 15 seconds per page.
The TLC IS-300F provides the flexibility to scan
books, magazines, oversized originals or bulkier items.
It works like a photocopier, where documents are laid
on top of the scanner rather than being fed through. It
provides scanning resolution options of 300, 200, 75 and
50 dpi; 32 shades of gray; and a speed of 16 seconds for
a 300 dpi page (eight seconds for a ISO dpi page).
The Scanner System Package includes a scanner,
scanner card, PC Paintbrush Plus and cable.
MacScan is a combination of hardware and software that allows the IS-300 and 1S-300F scanners to
interface with a Macintosh Plus, SE or II.
$895 retail;TLC IS-300
$1,495 retail; TLC IS-300F
$1,899 retail; Scanner System Package
$649 retail; MacScan
Laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile, AL 36685;
20~7223 or 800-523-2696
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I TruScan TF·3X; 'fZ.3X
X-ray film scanners
Maci11tosh II; 5MB of RAM; 80MB hard disk drive;
256-level grayscale m011itor.
1l1e TruScan series of X-ray scanners are capable
of scanning films ranging in size from a 35mm strip to a
14-inch wide chest X-ray; films can be of any length.
Two basic models are available: the TF-3X and Tl·3X.
1l1e TF·3X has a fixed TruOptical resolution of 256
dpi. Reduced electronic resolutions are availabl~ from 64
dpi. F'rxed optical resolution makes the TF-~ ~pie to
operate and ideal for repetitive scans. Each prxel1s represented on a 25&1evel grayscale, assuring high-quality
reproduction of even the subtilest image density changes.
TruScan X-ray scanners are capable of caplllring
density changes even in dark "diffi~t to see"~ of X·
ray images, which typically have a WJde dynarruc range.
The 'fZ.3X Truvel's most advanced X-ray scanner,
has all the feat~res of the TF·3X. plus variable resolu·
tion up to 700 dpi. Aunique zoom approach enables
users to scan strips (strips width dependent upon resolution) at TruOptical resolutions ranging fro.m 256 to
700 dpi. In this manner, small films and ~eta1ls can.be
scanned with a clarity and accuracy previOusly avadable
only on more expensive systems.
.
Data files generated by either model are stored m
industry-standard formats to aid in the incorporation of
third-party imaging software.
$12,690 retail; TF-3X
$13,190 retail; 'fZ.3X
Truvel Corp.; 8943 Fullbright Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 9131 1; 818407-1031
I TruScan Tl-3
Black and white scanner
Macintosh II; 5MB of/W.f,· 80MB hard disk drive;

11· or 13-inch Macintosh RGB monitor.
The TruScan TZ-3 black and white image scanner
features high resolution- 300 to 900 dpi. The TZ-3
scans up to 256 1evels of gray, which can be stored in
most industry-standard file formats.
The open flatbed design of the TZ-3 allows for scan·
ning of single sheets or bound documents and threedimensional objects. Truvel's unique overhead tower
design, which contains the CCD, lens.and ~ght sou:ce
in a single-moving unit, provides preose, high-quality
image capture.
$7,190 retail
Truvel Corp.; 8943 Fullbright Ave.: Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818407-1031
I TruScan 'fZ.3C; TZ-3BWC
24-bit color scanner; combination black and white/color
scanner

Macintosh II· 8MB of RAM; 80MB hard disk drive;
RasterOps C~lorBoard 104 and RasterOps 19-inch 1~1on·
itor or RasterOps ColorBoard 64 and standard Mac1n·
tosil RGB monitor.
The TruScan 'fZ.3C single-pass color scanner
offers high-resolution - 300 to 900 dpi. It outpuls 24-bit
colot 256 values for each of red, green and blue, provid·
ing a'palette of more than 16 million colors. !he o~n
flatbed design of the TZ-3C allows for scannrng of smgle
sheets or bound documents and three-dimensional
objects. Truvel's unique overhead d«:Sign,_which co~
tains the CCD, lens and tight source ma smgle-movmg
unit, provides precise, high-quality imag~ capture.
The 'fZ.3BWC is a combination black and
white/color scanner that provides the same functionaJi.
ty as the 'fZ.3C color scanner and the TZ·3 black and
white scanner. In black and white mode, it scans up to
256levels of gray. files, in either mode, are stored in
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industry-standard formats for use with editing
packages.
$10,090 retail;TZ-3C
$11,090 retail;'fZ.3BWC .
Truvel Corp.; 8943 Fullbnght Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311:818407-1031
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• r ruScan 'fZ.3T; 'fZ.3CT; 'fZ.3BWCT
Grayscale and color transp~ency. scanners

Macintosl1 Plus or SE.

Macintosh II;80MB hard dr.sk dnve; 5MB of RAM
and 11· or 13·inch RGB monitor for 1Z-3T; 8MB of
RAM and RasterOps ColorBoard 104 and 19-inc/1 mon·
itor or RasterOps ColorBoard 64 and 11· or 13-inch
RGB mo11itor for 1Z·3C7'and 1Z.JBWC1:
The TruScan'fZ.3BWCT is a combination
grayscale and color transparency ~anner that.digitizes
positive and negative tran~parenc1es at resolu~ons
ranging from 75 to 900 dp1, and accepts film WJdths
from 35mm to 12 inches.
The TruScan transparency tine includes two other
models: the 'fZ.3T. which feature> S.bits per pixel. 25?
level gray scale; and the 'fZ.3Cf, which features 24-blt
color.
Consistent with Truvel's tine of reflective scanners,
these products incorporate a unique zoom lens
approach that enables users to vary the optical resolu·
tion from 300 to 900 dpi; electronically reduced resolu·
lions are available from 75 to 450 dpi.
Images are stored in most industry-standard file
formats.
$9,690 retail; Tl-31'
$11,590 retail;rz.3CT
$13,590 retail;'fZ.3BWCT
Truvel Corp.; 8943 Fullbright Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818407·1031
I Video Color Converter
Transforms composite color images

Macintosh II; ProVil Color Digitizer; sta11dard video
camera or VCR.
The Video Color Converter is a stand-alone device
that transforms composite color images generated by a
standard video camera or VCR into red, green and blue
component colors, thus fulfilling the requirements for
computer color imaging.
The device plugs directly into any ProViz Color
Digitizer and the camera or VCR Color images are
then processed through the converter and the digitizer
where they are converted to pixel images and displayed
on the computer screen. Once in memory, these
images can be integrated into virtually any Macintosh
compatible software package.
$595 retail
Pixelogic, Inc.; 800 W. Cummings Park, Ste. 2900;
Woburn, MA 01801:617-938-7711
VisionScan
Ful~function

image scanner

Macintosh Plus or larger.
VisionScan is a full-function, flatbed image scanner
that allows a user to scan virtually anything without
ever tearing out a page.
VisionScan does not require an additional invest·
ment in hardware, nor does it monopolize the use of an
Image Writer. It is shipped complete with all of the hard·
ware software and connecting cables needed to allow a
Maci~tosh to begin scanning immediately. ~d it works
in the ambient light found in most office enVIronments.
VisionScan allows users to scan images simultaneously while using a desktop publishing program. While
composing the text of a document, users are able to
scan images right into place. Images can be cropped,
re-sized, re-detailed, tightened or darkened.
$595 retail; VisionScan I
$795 retail; VisionScan ll
$200 retail; Read-It! O.C.R software by Olduvai ~rp.
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.; RoseVIlle,
MN 55113; 612-633-4450

I Apollo Presenter PC-9500
LCD display
The Apollo Presenter is a flat, t~m (under t~ree
pounds) unit that connects to a Mac1_ntosh and s1ts on a
variety of transmissive overhead proJectors. Images
generated by the Macintosh are displayed on the
Presenter's LCD panel and picked up by the overhead
projector.
.
.
Every image !hat a Macmtosh can generate, mclud·
ing text, graphic movement and animation, can be projected onto a large conference-room screen! and IYlth
the same high-resolution (512 by 342 graphic dots) as
the Macintosh monitor itself.
The Presenter comes with its own solderless video
connector interface and all cabling. Hard or soft carry·
ing cases are available.
Call for pricing
Apollo Audio Visual; 60 Trade Zone Ct; Ronkonkoma,
NY 11779; 516467-8033
Apple Computer Monitors An~ Vid~ Acces~ries
Monochrome monitor, color mom tor, VIdeo card, Video
card expansion kit

Macintosl1ll.
The Apple high-resolution mo~ochrome r:nonitor
provides users with a 640 by 480 prxel resolution on a
larger black and white screen. The 12-inch flat screen
displays the full width and r:nore than h~ the length of
a letter-size page and perm1ts a much WJder range of
gray scales than is possible with digital (ITL) displays.
The Apple high-resolution RGB monitor provides
users with a 640 by 480 pixel resolution. Its 13-inch
screen displays both graphics and text in either brilliant
color or sharp gray scales. Combine_d with the Maci~·
tosh nVideo Card or Video ExpansiOn IGt, the momtor
is capable of simultaneously displaying 16 to 256 colors
from a palette of more than 16 million.
$399 retail; High resolution, 12-inch monochrome
monitor (l0
.
$999 retail; High resolution, 13-inch color momtor (l0
$499 retail; Macintosh II Video Card
$149 retail; Macintosh II Video Card Expansion IGt
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 4()8.99&1010
The Big Mac Monitor
High resolution, 23-inch video monitor

Any Macintosh.
The Big Mac Monitor delivers 23-inches of sharp
high-resolution black and white d~splay. I! will c.learly
reproduce any Macintosh screen 1mage, mcludmg fine
text and high-resolution graphics.
The system includes a PDS external video card, 25inch video cable and complete instructions.
$1,595 retail; includes external video card and cable
PDS Video Technology, Inc.; 1152 Santa Barbara St.;
San Diego, CA 92107; 619-222·7900
The Big Picture
17-inch monochrome display

Macintosh Plus or larger.

.

The Big Picture is a 17-inch large 5<;reen momt~r
that offers a resolution of 1,024 by 808 ptxels. The display allows a user to work on a project while ~~g
the actual size of a page or fonn, rather than V!eWJng
only a small section at a time. Double Feature software
permits the use of both screens al once.
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Its large rectangular Oandscape) format display
allows nearly two complete 8 by !().inch pages to be displayed. CAD/CAM programs can show most of a "B"
sized drawing (13.5 by IO.~inch visible) in actual size.
The Big Picture supports all standard Macintosh
software and is compatible with the leading high·perfor·
mance add-ons. The complete package includes a 17inch monitor, video controller, software and cables.
$1,695 retail: Mac Plus, SE
$1,795 retail: Mac II
E-Machines, Inc.: 9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-64~99
The Big Picture IQ
Photographic image quality grayscale display system

Madntosh II.
The Big Picture IQ is a fast, two-page display that
can show 256 simultaneous shades of gray for realistic
scanned images with true 300 dpi photographic image
quality. Its NuBus controller features a high-speed 32bit data path and I MB of dedicated video memory.
'lbe display format of 1,024 by80S lines is designed
to show an area 13.5 by IO.~inches of "actual size" in
drawing and page layout programs on a 17-inch
monitor.
$3, 195 retail
E-Machines, Inc.; 9305 SW Gemini Dr.: Beaverton.
OR 97005; 50~&ffi99
• The Big Picture Z21 & Z21 1Q
Monochrome/grayscale display systems

Macintosh SE or II.
The Big Picture 221and 221IQ are large screen
displays that allow users to see two complete 8.5 by Hinch or international A4 pages, including the margins,
on a 16 by 12-inch viewing area
The 221features four software switchable resolutions. Auser can easily shift between the four resolutions without restarting the Macintosh or redrawing
the screen. These four resolutions are: actual size
(1,152 by 864 pixels at 72 dpi), full view (1,280 by 960
pixels at 80 dpi), magnified actual size (576 by 432 pixels at 36 dpi) and magnified full view (640 by 480 pixels
at 40 dpi).
The screen is refreshed 70 times per second in 80
dpi mode and 76 times per second in 72 dpi mode. This
produces a completely stable, paper-like image.
The 221also has hardware panning capabilities
that allows the viewable screen to move (pan) across
the virtual screen, which is significantly faster than
scrolling. Tracking Menus keeps the Macintosh menu
bar at the top of the screen where it is always
accessible.
By purchasing a simple plug-in 221 Memory Module, owners of The Big Picture 221 will be able to
upgrade their unit to The Big Picture 2211Q grayscale
display system. All four resolutions can then be displayed with 256 shades of gray, or the extra memory
can be used to create virtual screen buffers with
enough room to show two side-by-side broadsheet
newspaper pages.
$2,495 retail;The Big Picture 221
$3,495 retail; The Big Picture 221IQ
$1,095 retail; 221 Memory Module
E-Machines, Inc.; 9305 SW G~mini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005: 50~&ffi99

BigTop
Two-page display

Macintosh SE or II.

The BigTop provides a full20.~inch flicker-free,
multiple-page display. It offers more than one million
screen pixels (1,024 by 980) and a resolution of 80 dots
per inch (dpi). Atilt-and-swivel base lets a user position
the screen to relieve neck and back strain. Toggle
switching between screens eliminates the need to
reboot or run additional programs.
The screen offers the advantage of a clip-on video
board, allowing user installation in less than 15 minutes
without soldering or trace cutting.
$1,895 retail; Macintosh SE
$1,995 retail; Macintosh II
Network Specialties, Inc.; 2325 3rd St., Ste. 324: San
Francisco, CA 94107; 41~25~2293
The BTh1 Black & White 14-Inch High Resolution
Monitor
Black and white monitor

Any Madntoslr.
The BTM Black &White High Resolution 14-inch
Monitor offers a 14-inch diagonal non-glare screen with
a tilt swivel base.
An inverse video function allows a user to select
the graphics mode best suited to the application. The
normal mode is a white background with black characters. The inverse mode is a black background with
white characters.
Features and specifications include: 25 MHz bandwidth video circuitry with TIL input: external contrast
and brightness controls; s.,.,itching power supply .,.,;th
removable 6-inch computer line cord: video interface
and three-inch shielded cable with computer connector;
and a one year warranty.
$440 retail; includes video interface and cables
Business Technology Manufacturing, Inc.; 42-18 235th
St.: Douglaston, NY 11363; 718-229-8094
Chromatron
Video scan converter with standard NTSC video output;
I&color palette

512K orlarger Madn/Qslr.

Chromatron is a real-time video scan conversion
system that takes Macintosh video and converts it to
standard TV scan rates.
Features include the ability to: get up to 16 direct
colors (and more using halftones); display Macintosh
screens on a standard color video monitor; record Macintosh screens in color on Video Tape Recorders
(VfRs): broadcast ~acintosh screens on closed circuit
TV systems, stations and video teleconferences: project
Macintosh screens on any video projector; overlay Mac·
intosh screens with external video camera or video tape
images (option required); and make color slides for presentations using a Macintosh.
Everything that happens on a Macintosh display
screen is instantly and immediately displayed on an
external high-resolution monochrome monitor (green.
amber, white or other color), on a composite color
video monitor or on an RGB color monitor (option
required).
The Chromatron color video converter is an external, self-contained control box that performs all timebase scan conversions in real-time using advanced
digital video techniques. The 22.5 KHz horizontal scan
rate of the Macintosh is converted to the normal TV
scan rates (15.734 KHz). Plus, in several modes, color is
obtained "free or charge."
Options include: PAL Video Format (for European
TV broadcast); genlock to external video camera or
videotape: phasing adjustments for horizontal and subcarrier; RGB component video output: external sync
inputs; sync drive outputs; and test pattern generator.
$2,995 retail
Beck-Tech; 41 Tunnel Rd.; Berkeley, CA 94705;

• ChromaTron
19-inch color graphics and imaging display

Maci11tos/r II.
ChromaTron Model '&/767 RGB color monitor
automatically accommodates all resolutions from 640
by 480 to 1,024 by 768 through 1,280 by 1,024 with 200
MHz video bandwidth. This allows for a display or an
infinite number of colors. The monitor also automatically adjusts to any vertical refresh rate from 40 Hz to 120
Hz. The automatic power ranging from 90 VAC to 250
VAC allows the monitor to be used anywhere in the
world without modifications. The '&1767 interfaces with
all high-performance graphics controllers.
$3,495 retail
AD.E.X. Corp.: 105 Albright Way; Los Gatos,
CA 95030: 408-866-2077
CineMac/CineMac SE
External video board

Any Macintosh ercept fl.
The CineMac Interface or the CineMac SE Video
Interface provide a Macintosh user with presentation
capability when coupled with an appropriate large monitor or video projector. Each device is also capable or
transmitting signals compatible with other video
devices. such as film recorders.
The interface card transmits the standard Macintosh signal outside the Macintosh for display on an
external display device. The image displayed will be
identical to that of the Macintosh in all parameters
except size - size is fully dependent upon the type of
device attached to the CineMac.
Any video monitor, projector or other device used
with CineMac must be capable of displaying a 22.7 KHz
horizontal scan rate frequency composite signal. This
specification matches the video specifications of tile
Macintosh CRT.
$195 retail
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 930 I0: 805-184·3799
Colby Bigfop Monitor
12-inch CRT

Any Macintosh ercept II.
The Colby 12-inch BigTop Monitor is designed for
use with a Macintosh computer and provides a standard Macintosh 512 by 342 pixel image that is 50 percent larger than the regular Macintosh screen. The
BigTop CRT Monitor works with the Colby Walkmac
and with a Colby video adapter Model CVA-1. It will
work with the standard Macintosh 128, 512, 512E, Plus
or SE. The BigTop Monitor comes with a free internal
fan for the Macintosh. The fan is not needed for the
MaeSE.
$299 retail; Bigtop
$99 retail; Video adapter
Colby Systems Corp.; 4723 N. Warren Ave.; Fresno,
CA 93705; 209-222-4985
• Color Space 0
Videographics board

Macintosh II.
Color Space II is an NTSC/ RGB compatible genlocking videographics board for a Macintosh II. It
allows a user to overlay 256 color graphics over live or
videotaped background pictures that are input from a
VCR, videodisc, camcorder or video camera.
It is a stand-alone board that offers a number of
graphics features, such as translucent graphics and a
dimmed video background. The product also scans,
digiti7.cs and provides simultaneous output in RGB and
NTSC.
$1,995 retail
Mass Micro Systems; 550 De.l Rey Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086: 800-522-7979
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ColorBoard 100
High-resolution 1,024 by 768 colorgraphics board
Macintosh II; high-resolution color monitor.
ColorBoard 100 is a high-resolution 1,024 by 768
color graphics board tl1at displays 256 colors from a
palette of 16.7 million colors and is capable ofgeneral·
ing NTSC (National Television Standard Communication) video. This allows a user to switch into video
mode and connect to a standard television or VCR for
video output.
$1,795 retail
RasterOps Corp.; 10161Bubb Rd.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 40S4464090
ColorBoard 104
24-bit true color, high-resolution 1,024 by 768 color
graphics board
Macintosh II.
The RasterOps ColorBoard 104 is a 24-bit true
color, high resolution (1,024 by 768 pixels) color display
system for a Macintosh II. In the 24-bit color mode, the
ColorBoard 104 displays up to 768,432 colors simultaneously from a palette of 16.7 million. The board is fully
compatible with a wide range of popular color graphics
and design application programs.
$3.495 retail
RasterOps Corp.; 10161 Bubb Rd.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 40S4464090
ColorBoard lOS
Multiple-resolution, 8-bit color graphics system
Macintosh II.
The ColorBoard 108 is a multiple-resolution, 8-bit
color graphics systemfor a Macintosh II. It provides
users with 256 simultaneously displayable colors and
resolution capabilities of 640 by 4!1l, !llO by 600 and
1,024 by768 pixels for ful~page display, all at 72 dpi. At
640 by 480 resolution, it is fully compatible with Apple's
standard color monitor. The product supports both 1-bit
(monochrome) and 8-bit color modes in all resolutions,
and is offered with a choice of 16- or 19-inch high-resolution color monitors from RasterOps.
$1,595 retail
RasterOps Corp.; 10161 Bubb Rd.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 40S4464090
ColorCapture
Color frame grabber board
Macintosh II.
ColorCapture is a plug-in color frame grabber
board for capturing, processing and displaying color
images ona Macintosh II.
ColorCapture grabs color images from composite
video cameras or VCRs and displays themat a rate of 30
images per second (real time). Color images can be
displayed continuously or in freeze-frame mode on
ordinary composite video monitors, or on high-quality
RGB video monitors, as well as displayed on a
Macintosh II monitor.
ColorCapture captures 640 by 480 square-pixel
images and displays them with 32,768 colors.
The ColorCapture frame grabber board fits neatly
into any Macintosh II expansion slot Acable extends
fromthe board to plug into video cameras, home VCRs
or electronic stil~video equipment from which Color·
Capture grabs images. Composite or RBG monitors
also attach directly to the board via this cable for live
display.
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For synchronizing the capture of color images with
another event. such as the flashing of a photographer's
strobe light, ColorCapture contains a specialized, exter·
nal trigger feature.
Additional, specialized functions include a high·
speed zoom-pan-scroll controller that allows instantaneous magnification and close-up examination of image
regions. It also contains an extra graphics memory
plane for merging text and drawing Jines, arcs, curves,
boxes, icons. etc. with the captured video image without foresaking any original color image information.
ColorCapture outputs both an NTSC (PAL, 50 Hz
version) composite video signal and the three signals
comprising the RS.170 RBG signal format (CC!R, RGB,
50 Hz version), so color images can be displayed on an
inexpensive composite video monitor and/or on a high·
quality RGB monitor. Color images can also be displayed on a Mac ll's own color monitor with 256 colors.
ColorCapture does feature genlock capability for com·
patibility with genlock cameras, monitors and
recorders.
$2,995 retail
Data Translation, Inc.; 100 Locke Dr.; Marlboro,
MA 01752; 617-481-3700
Co1orCard
Programmable, 8-bit, 640 by 480 color video card
Macintosh II.
The ColorCard is a programmable, 8-bit, 640 by 480
color video card, capable of displaying 256 different co~
ors simultaneously from a palette of more than 16 ~
lion. It features NTSC/PAL ou~t capability and
includes PixelPaint color paint application.
$695 retail
SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo Ave.; Moun·
tain View, CA 94043; 415-964-8884
CotorVue SE
Color video card
Macintosh SE.
ColorVue is a video card that allows a user to con·
nect a color monitor to a Macintosh SE. Features
include: up to 16 colors from a palette of 256,000; is
compatible with all existing software for theSE; 75 per·
cent larger on-screen work area: 640 by 480 pixels view.
able area: uses industry standard monitors; and screen
images translate accurately to printed color output on
compatible printers such as the ImageWriter II and LQ
and the HP Paintlet.
$695 retail
Orchid Technology; 45365 Northport loop W;
Fremont, CA 94538; 415-683-0300
Composite Video Adapter
User·installable high-resolution video output kit
Any Macintosh.
The Composite Video Adapter (CVA) provides a
high quality, composite video signal and output for
large-screen educational and commercial applications.
All units have user-selected mounting options for specif·
ic applications.
CVA-equipped Macintoshes can be interfaced with
a wide range of video monitors and projectors.
$79.95 retail; 128K, 512K, 512KE, Plus
$99.95 retail; Macintosh SE
$119.95 retail; Macintosh II
Mentauris Corp.; 407 Main St; PO Box 567; Martindale, 1X 78655; 512·357·2182
I Conrac 7250

19-inch autotrak color monitor
Macintosh II.
The Conrac 7250 is a 19-inch color monitor that
offers a 0.31PIL higiH:ontrast, anti-glare CRT. variable
resolution to 1,024 by 1,024 pixels interlaced and 15.75
to 37 KHz autotrak. Other features include color stabiJi.
ty through the full contrast range and auto switching
for 40 MHz analog and 16/64 color Til. This monitor

can be used for desktop publishing and for high-resolution color graphics. Atilt and swivel base is optional.
$2,995 retail; monitor
$15.95 retail; interface cable
Conrac Display Products Group; 1724 S. Mountain
Ave.; Duarte, CA 91010; 818-3()3.0095
I Conrac 7351

High-resolution color monitor
Macintosh II.
The Conrac 7351ultrahigh-resolution color moni·
tors provide a 19-inch display for finely detailed non·
interlaced images generated for CAD, CAE, AEC,
CAD/D and other applications demanding the highest
resolution in full color.
Features include 110 MHz video pulse perfor·
mance, 64 KHz horizontal scan rate, non-interlaced 60
Hz refresh rate, 1,280 by 1,024 resolution format and
self-diagnostic status indicators. Options include a
choice of cabinet, rack slide or chassis only versions, 45
to 55 KHz horizontal scan rate, a tilt and swivel base,
contrast enhancement panels and anti-reflective panels.
$2,995 retail; Model 7351·3
$3,245 retail; Model 7351-4
Conrac Display Products Group; 1724 S. Mountain
Ave.; Duarte, CA 91010; 818-3()3.0095
Diamond Scan 14
14-inch auto-tracking color monitor
Macintosh II.
The Diamond Scan 14 (ModeiAUM·1381A) is a 14inch (13-inch viewable) auto-tracking color monitor that
has a resolution of up to !llO by 600 pixels and a CRT
dot pitch of .31mm.
The auto-tracking monitor has a video bandwidth
of 30 MHz, with 15.6 KHz to 36 KHz horizontal and 45
to 90 Hz vertical scanning frequencies.
Auto-tracking enable users of the Diamond Scan
family of monitors to use many leading graphics boards
on the market. An auto-tracking monitor automatically
adjusts its scanning frequency to match a controller
board's generated signal.
$889 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Computer Peripherals Division; 991 Knox St; Torrance, CA 90502;
213-217-5732
Diamond Scan 20 L
20.inch auto-tracking color monitor
Macintosh II.
The Diamond Scan 20 L(Model HL6905) is a 2().
inch (J.9.inch viewable) auto-tracking color monitor
with microprocessor-eontrolled digital scan mode memory for more accurate display control.
The monitor supports a wide frequency range,
from the low-end resolution of 640 by 480 pixels to
higher resolutions of up to 1,024 by 768 and 1,280 by
1,024 pixels.
The Diamond Scan 20 Lhas a video bandwidth of
100 MHz, with 30 to 64 KHz horizontal and 50 to 90Hz
vertical scanning frequencies.
Auto-tracking enable users of the Diamond Scan
family of monitors to use many of the leading graphics
boards on the market. An auto-tracking monitor automatically adjusts its scanning frequency to match a controller board's generated signal.
$3,650 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Computer Peripherals Division; 991 Knox St; Torrance, CA 90502;
213-217-5732
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DoubleColor
Fu!J.page color card
Macintosh II.
DoubleColor is a fu!J.page color card for a
Macintosh nthat displays a high-resolution 832 by 624
pixels -large enough to view an entire 8.5 by 11-inch
page in landscape format.
Designed to use widelyavailable monitors, the
DoubleColor card can show 256 simukaneous colors
from a palette of 16.8 million and provides the ability to
display the full color graphics important to CAD/CAE
and presentation graphics. To ensure a clear, steady
image that is free from nicker, the card refreshes the
screen fil times per second.
The NuBus video controller for the DoubleColor
features a high-speed 32-bit data path and .5 MB of dedicated video memory. The card provides NuRus block
transfer capabilities, allowing information to be written
to the card at a rate of 35 MB per second.
Complete control over color selection and image
processing is possible because of DoubleColor's hardware color lookup table. Each of the 256 displayable colors are selected from 16.8 million possible colors
through the controller's programmable video palette
and digital to analog converts (DAC). This allows such
operations as smooth color shading and image processing to be performed by appropriate awlication software. Grayscale images with up to 256 shades can also
be accurately viewed by setting the palette to show gray
levels.
The board plugs into any NuBus slot in a Macintosh II and the video cables connect to the monitor. All
required software is contained on a built-in ROM chip.
The color display card is fully compatible with multiple
display cards and works with MultiF'mder and A/UX.
$995 retail
&Machines, Inc.; 9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-64~
DuaiPage
Two-page monochrome display
Macintosh II.
The DuaiPage is an ultra-high resolution, two-page
monochrome display system. It combines a 19-inch display and controller card, allowing desh1op publishers to
view two full-sized pages side by side and features a
1,600 by 1,280 pixel resolution.
Its non-interlaced screen refreshes at fil Hz frequency rate and has a video bandwidth of 200 MHz,
producing a flicker-free display.
The Dua!Page display system maintains the standard Macintosh user interface and is compatible with
QuickDraw. It is compatible with most popular graphics, desktop publishing and business software programs. Dual Page includes a display generator
controller card that occupies a single NuBus expansion
slot in a Macintosh n.
$2,195 retail
Cornerstone Technology; 1883 Ringwood Ave.; San
jose, CA 95131; 4()3.279-1600
E-Machines C20
20.inch color display system
Macintosh ll.
The &Machines C20 is a 2o.inch large-screen color
display system complete with Hitachi monitor, video
controller, cables and software. it features a 1,024 by
808 pixel display with a dot density of 75 dpi.

brigh~ vibrant color. It features a refresh rate of 72 Hz

to ensure a clear, nicker-free image and a standard
tilt/swivel base that allows users to adjust the C20 for
comfortable viewing.
$5,195 retail
&Machines, Inc.; 9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-64~
E-Mach.ines T16
Color display system
Macintosh II.
The &Machines Tl6 is a full-page color display system complete with SonyTrinitron monitor, video controller, cables and software for a Macintosh II. It
provides a high resolution 832 by 624 pixel display at
the Macintosh standard of 72 dpi - large enough to
view an entire 8.5 by 11-inch page in landscape format.
The systemcan show 256 simultaneous colors
from a palette of 16.8 million and provides the ability to
display the fulkolor graphics important to CAD/CAE
and presentation graphics. It features a refresh rate of
fil Hz to ensure a clear, flicker-free image.
$3,295 retail
&Machines, Inc.; 9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-64~
E-Machines T19
19-inch color display system
Macintosh II.
The &Machines Tl9 is a 19-inch large-screen color
display system complete with SonyTrinitron monitor,
video controller, cables and software. It features a 1,024
by 808 pixel display with a dot density of 75 dpi. At 75
dpi, documents are displayed the same size as the final
printed piece.
The screen features a refresh rate of 72 Hz to
ensure a clear, Oicker-free image and a standard
tilt/swivel base that allows users to adjust the Tl9 for
comfortable viewing.
$5,995 retail
&Machines, Inc.; 9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-64&6699
E-l'ttachines 1X
l~inch color display system
Macintosh II.
TheE-Machines 1X is a l~inch two-page color display system complete with Sony Trinitron monitor,
video controller, cables and software. It features a 1,024
by 808 pixel display, the ability to display 256 simultaneous colors from a palette of 16.4 million and a refresh
rate of 72 Hz to ensure true nicker-free performance.
$4,495 retail
&Machines, Inc.; 9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-64~
EasyView
14-inch large screen monitor
512K or larger Macintosh.
EasyView is a 14-inch large screen monitor that
increases the viewing surface of a Macintosh without
reducing the size of text and graphics.
EasyView features a paper-white phosphor antiglare screen. It has a small footprint and a tilt-swivel
base for easy viewing. EasyView requires no additional
software and is compatible with existing applications.
Installation is unique. The video adapter installs in just
a few minutes with no soldering. It simply plugs into the
Macintosh motherboard. EasyView leaves the expansion slot free on the SE and is compatible with thirdparty hardware upgrades on both theSE and the
Macintosh Plus.
$495 retail
Nuvotech, Inc.; 2015 Bridgeway, Ste. 204; Sausalito, CA
94965; 415-331-7815

I Eikonix 1435 Slide Scanner

35mm slide scanner
Macintosh /1.
The Eikonix 1435 Slide Scanner is a small-format
digitizer tailored for high-throughput scanning of 35mm
mounted and unmounted slides, negatives, single
frames and fibn strips, 35mm sections of 70mm fibn and
aperture cards. The high· performance scanner com- ·
pletes a color scan in less than three minutes, has 2,800
dpi resolution and a dynamic range of up to 12-bits per
pixel per color.
The Eikonix 1435's compact, desktop design incorporates complete scanning electronics, a fixed·focus
75mm Rodenstock lens, a film holding mechanism, a
color filter wheel and a high-intensity diffused light
source, all in a rugged, lightweight housing. The digitizer's patented scanning technique, which involves the
movement of the camera's electronic sensor array
. rather than the object film, assures positional accuracy
in multiple RGB scans.
Other standard features include a power supply,
automatic calibration and menlHiriven scanning
software.
$8,900 retail
Eikonix; 15 Wiggins Ave.; Bedford, MA 01730;
617-27~7161

FA3415; FA3425L9
High-resolution 14-inch monitors
Macintosh II.
The FA3415 and FA3425L9 are high-resolution 14inch (13-inch viewable) auto-tracking color monitors.
The FA3415 provides a typical resolution of up to 850 by
600 pixels, while the FA3425L9, with a long· persistence
phosphore, has a resolution of up to 1,024 by 768 pixels.
Both monitors have a fine .28mm dot pitch CRT.
The two monitors are designed for use in desktop
publishing, electronic imaging, CAD/CAM, process
control applications and others.
The monitors feature auto-tracking in the 15.6 to
35.5 KHz horizontal and 50 to 87 Hz vertical scan frequencies. Auto-tracking enables monitor users to use
many leading graphics boards by automatically adjusting the monitor's scanning frequency to match a controller board's generated signal They offer a 40 MHz
bandwidth, a 33 percent increase over conventional
multisync-type monitors.
$1,015 retail; FA3415
$1,175 retail; FA3425L9
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Computer Peripherals Division; 991 Knox St; Torrance, CA 90502;
213-217-5732
FHF3500K; C6922AGK; XC3710SS

High·resolution color monitors
Macintosh II.
The FHF3500K (15-inch), C6922AGK (20-inch) and
XC3710SS (37·inch) are high-resolution color monitors
that feature a 640 by 480 resolution in Macintosh mode.
The FHF3500K is a fla~ square monitor with a fine
0.3lmm dot pitch suited for applications such as CAD,
solid modeling, image processing and desktop
publishing.
The C6922AGK features a 0.31mm dot pitch and
non-glare, super-high contrast glass for improved
viewability.
The XC3710SS is an auto-tracking, multiapplication
color monitor. Proprietary auto-scan circuitry accepts
analog, digital and television-type NTSC signals.
$1,440 retail; FHF3500K
$2,980 retail; C6922AGK
$7,599 retail; XC-3710
$54 retail; Macintosh Ucable
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Computer Peripherals Division; 991 Knox St; Torrance, CA 90502;
213-217-5732
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FL6605ADK; IIL6605A1K (Diamond Scan 16L)
Hi-inch auto-tracking color monitors
Macintosh H.
The FL6605ADK and HL6605A1K (Diamond Scan
16L) are 16-inch (15-inch viewable) auto-tracking color
monitors designed for applications that require highresolution color displays, such as desktop publishing
and CAD/CAM.
Auto-tracking enables users to use many of the
leading graphics boards on the market. An auto-tracking monitor self-adjusts its scanning frequency to match
a controller board's scanning frequency.
The digital scan mode memory features a microprocessor in the monitor to control the.setting of display size and position, horizontally and vertically, for up
to 20 combinations of settings. This results in optimum
display in any mode (text or graphic) and when switch·
ing between multiple modes.
The FL6605ADK offers a high-resolution of 1,280
by 1,024, superior color, contrast and viewability and a
fine pitch CRT (.26mm dot pitch). The HL6605ATK has
the same features as the FL6605ADK, but with a .31mm
dot pitch CRT.
Both monitors have 100 MHz bandwidths, with 30
to 64 KHz horizontal and 50 to 90 Hz vertical scanning
frequencies. Both are available with optional tilt and
swivel
$2,145 retail; FL6605ADK
$1,945 retail; HL6605A1K (Diamond Scan 16L)
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Computer Peripherals Division; 991 Knox St; Torrance, CA 90502;
213-217-5732
Flatfop
LCD display device

Any Macintosh.
The FlatTop is designed for group viewing of Macintosh screens in presentations, meetings, seminars
and conferences. It features a liquid crystal display
(LCD) plate and software that allows any standard overhead projector to project a Macintosh screen image. Its
LCD is composed of liquid crystals specifically
designed to avoid overheating when subjected to the
heat generated by a typical overhead projector.
FlatTop displays a 640 by 400 image for 40 percent
more data display than the standard Macintosh screen.
It also features two-screen software, allowing users
to display an image both on the standard Macintosh
screen and on the projected screen. It also enables a
movable menu bar and provides the option of splitting
the image horizontally between the two screens so that
images can be generated on the Macintosh screen and
then dragged onto the projected screen.
$1,695 retail
Network Specialties, Inc.; 2325 3rd St., Ste. 324; San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415-255-2293
• Flexscan 8060S
14-inch flexible scanning .color monitor

Macintosh H; Apple color card.
The Ftexscan 8060S is a 14-inch high-resolution
multiple scan color monitor. With a resolution of 640 by
480, Flexscan delivers crisp text and graphics for word
processing, CAD/CAM and desktop publishing. It can
clearly display small fonts.
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Features include a large aperture electron gun,
four points 10nun step horizontal size adjustment and
stepless vertical size adjustment. characters that can be
switched from white to amber in every mode, a
TillAnalog indicator light and a special circuit that
feeds back the beam current and regulates the raster
size to deliver the perfect square or rectangular windows necessary for business presentations.
$939retail
Nanao USA Corp.; 23510 Telo Ave., #5; Torrance,
CA 90505; 213-325-5202
• Flexscan 9070S
16-inch flexible scanning color monitor

Macintosh II; high-resolution video card.
The Flexscan 9070S is a 16-inch high-resolution
multiple scan color monitor. Maximum resolution is
1.280 dots horizontal and 800 lines vertical. The non·
interlace signal delivers flicker-free graphics and text
for word processing, business graphics, CADI CAE and
desktop publishing.
Features include a 0.31 dot pitch XF gun CRT, nonglare coating, characters that can be displayed in white
or amber in TIL and analog modes, easy access front
controls and connectors, aVGA support switch and a
tilt and swivel stand. Autility software and driver that
provides a variety of resolution modes and character
formats is available as an option.
$1,699 retail
Nanao USA Corp.; 23510 Telo Ave., #5; Torrance,
CA 90505; 213-325-5202
• Flexscan 9500
20-inch high-resolution flexible scanning workstation
monitor

Macintosh II; high-resolution video card.
The Flexscan 9500 is an ultrahigh-resolution triple
multiple scan workstation monitor. The triple multiscan
system provides three usage ranges: a 31.5 KHz VGA
compab'ble mode, a 48 to 50 KHz PC CAD/CAE range
and a 64 to 78 KHz professional graphics range.
Within the professional graphics range, Flexscan
9500 provides automatic adjusting scan frequency for
use in advanced graphics workstations and with leading
graphics boards. This range can use the thin wire-frame
lines necessary for architectural construction drawings
and three-dimensional modeling.
To prevent eye strain, a high-contrast, anti-reflection, anti-static CRT surface panel is attached. Controls
are front mounted, and a tilt-swivel stand is provided.
Recommended resolution is 1,280 dots by 1,084lines.
$3,999 retail
Nanao USA Corp.; 23510 Telo Ave., #5; Torrance,
CA 90505; 213-325-5202

•Gataxyn

Monochrome video controller
Macintosh II.
The Galaxy II is a 19-inch monochrome video controller for a Macintosh II. Using the latest high-speed
ECL technology, it produces a bright, crisp, highly
stable 1,024.by 890 image.
$495retail
MacPeak Systems; 1201 Spyglass; Austin, TX 78746;
512-327-3211 or 800-225-7509
• Genlock Converter

Macintosh II to NTSC video with effects
Macintosh II or Rack II; Apple video card or julian
enhanced video card.
The Genlock Converter connects a Macintosh II
with either an Apple or SuperMac video interface card
to standard video devices, such as VCRs or v(deo projectors, to perform sophisticated special effects right
from the computer.
The Genlock Converter allows the overlay of computer-generated graphics onto or behind live or recorded
video images. It is also designed to accept signals from

auxiliary video equipment, such as that found in a stu·
dio or Production center.
.
Additional capabilities include AutoSync, which
allows operation without an external video source; CasCade, which allows multiple display card/Genlock Converter pairs to be used to create multiplane graphics;
and the ability to accept an external key signal for overlaying.

Additional products will allow color-based overlays,
true blends in overlay, still image storage and videotape
machine controls.
$999reta11
Julian Systems, Inc.; 2280 Bates Ave., Ste. J; Concord,
CA 94520; 415-6864400
HighTop

15-inch ful~page monitor and interface board
512K or larger Macintosh.
The HighTop is a 15-inch full page monitor and
interface board. It features dual screen software, two
sizes of menu bars, two sizes of cursors, screen position
configuration software and an adjustable screen saver.
The HighTop installs without altering a Macintosh
in any way. Auser simply removes the Macintosh moth·
erboard and clips on the interface board to the 68000
processor chip. Acable is run to the back of the Macintosh case from the interface board, so the external
monitor connector is mounted in the security outlet. To
use the monitor, a user plugs the external cable into the
security outlet and into the monitor itself.
The monitor features a 720 by 900 pixel display
with a resolution of 90 dpi.
$1,595 retail
Network Specialties, Inc.; 2325 3rd St, Ste. 324; San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415-255-2293

mNC Mac ll Monitor
14-inch color monitor with 800 by 560 resolution
Macintosh H.
The IDNC Mac II Monitoris a 14-inch multifrequencies monitor with a resolution of 800 by 560. It provides a horizontal scan frequency of 15 KHz to 35 KHz
and a vertical scan frequency of 45 KHz to 75 KHz. It
features tint control, 0.31mm dot pitch, tilt and swivel,
super-high contrast and a non-glare surface. Input signals include RGBI, RGB. RBG analog and video
composite.
Call for pricing
IDNC; 1919 E. Romneya, Ste. 317; Anaheim, CA 92805;
714-635-7825
lmageMaker Plus

35mm slide maker
Maci11tosh Plus or larger.
lmageMaker Plus is a desktop slidemaking device
that allows users to generate high-resolution 35mm
slides. It generates both text and graphic color slides
for about 50 cents each, and is based on a proprietary
technology that allows 8,000-line resolution.
The lmageMaker combines phototypesetting and
optical drawing technologies. When a precise beam of
light is projected through a font cartridge, the characters, symbols, numbers and shapes are typeset on the
slide film. During the process, the text is proportionally
spaced and kerned.
The process is similar in the graphics mode. The
electronics within the lmageMaker control the movement of the light beam across the film to create smooth
lines, arcs, circles and other images, much as a plotter
controls a pen on paper.
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In both the text and graphics mode, lmageMaker
provides 75 foreground colors and 16 background colors. In addition, font cartridges offer a user a choice of
several industry-standard type fonts. as weD ascustomized fonts and logos.
Users also have a choice of film media The ImageMaker includes a fully automatic 35mm camera that can
use either Kodak Ektachrome 100 or Polaroid
Polachrome 40 film. With the Ektachrome 1ilm,.operators simply remove an exposed roll and send it to a
photo processing lab for finished slides or prints. With
Polachrome film, users can process the film and mount
the slides themselves.
JmageMaker with MacDriver supports many Macintosh applications, including MacDraw, MacWrite,
More, Microsoft Excel. PageMaker, PowerPoint and
Cricket Graph.
$4,995 retail; lmageMaker Plus
$149 retail; MacDriver
Presentation Technologies, Inc.; 743 N. PastoriaAve.;
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-749-1959
•
Kodak Datashow HR/M Projection Pad
High-resolution LCD projection ·pad

Any Macintosh except II.

The Datashow HR/M is a portable, high-resolution
liquid' crystal display (LCD) projection pad thatcan be
used to display large-screen electronic imagesfor prO:fessional-quality desktop presentations.
The projection pad allows users to project an image
of the Macintosh screen using any transmissive overhead projector. It is compatible with any combination of
Macintosh software.
The Datashow HR1M features an LCD panel that
displays a high-resolution of 512 by 342 pixel black on
white image swrounded by a black border. nhas a 20:1
contrast ratio and can be easily adjusted to compensate
for ambient light in the presentation area and for differences in individual projection surfaces.
As an alternative to the presentation mode, the
Datashow system can be used in a real-time interactive
mode and serve as a large-screen projection monitor.
This allows a user to enter new information through a
keyboard and update a graph or chart instantly. The
computer will process the new information and simultaneously adjust the display.
$1,695 retail; Projection Pad
$99 retail; video adapter
Eastman Kodak Co.; Motion Picture &Audiovisual
Products Div.; 343 State St; Rochester, NY 14650;
800445-6325 ext. 883
lasergraphics Film Recorder (UR)
Digital film recorder
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The l.asergraphics F'llm Recorder (I.FR) is a digital
film recorder that takes only two minutes to generate a
4,()()().Une slide for corporate presentations, without
image or color degradation.
The LFR uses a high-resolution CRT to produce
sharp images. In addition, the film recorder monitors
light intensity and automatically calibrates the exposure
to adjust brightness and ensure consistent color images
for every exposure.

The LFR features a software rasterizer and SCSI
interface. The software is key to producing slide from
the graphics image file. Once an image is created, it is
rasterized into millions of color pixels. The pixels are
then transferred to the LFR from aMacintosh via the
high-speed SCSI interface.
·
The LFR, containing a high-resolution black and
white CRT, color filter and 35mm camera, reproduces
the pixels on the CRT. The image is captured by the
lens after passing through the three-color filter system
(red, green and blue) and superimposed on 35mm film
to create a fulkolor, high·resolution slide.
$9,750 retail
Lasergraphics, Inc.; 17671 Cowan Ave.; .Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-660-9497

a

LaserView Display System
Graphics adapter board and monitor
Macintosh SE or H.
The LaserView Display System consists of a highresolution graphics adapter board and a choice of a 15inch or 19-inch monitor.
The scan frequency is 75 KHz and the refresh rate
is 60 Hz in non-interlaced mode.
The display adapter board is mounted inside a
Macintosh SE, using up the single bus connector. A
user can switch from an SE screen to a LaserView
screen at any time. LaserView incorporates several new
display capabilities that can be selected via acontrol
panel added to the desk accessory menu. Auser can
choose the default, high·resolution display mode of
1,664 by 1,200 (2,000,000 pixels), or select the standard
Macintosh linear resolution ~!72 dpi.
Other features include four cursor sizes, two system font sizes, a screen save feature for the active
screen and an adjustable delay time of a flashing icon
(on the inactive screen) to show that power is still on.
$2,395 retail; Macintosh SE (mcludes H~·inch monitor
and adapter board)
$2,495 retail; Macintosh n(mcludes 19-inch monitor
and adapter board)
$1,895 retail; Macintosh SE (mcludes 15-inch monitor
and adapter board)
$1,995 retail; Macintosh ll (mcludes l~ch monitor
and adapter board)
Sigma Designs; 46501 Landing Pkwy.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 415-770-0100

llimelight7
High·resolution portable computer projector
Any Macintosh.
Limelight 7is a high-resolution portable computer
projector. It magnifies the image on a computer monitor, allowing it to be projected up to 12 feet Images are
up to 50 percent brighter than previous models and can
be seen easily in dimmed rooms.
The Limelight 7has 16 shade gray capability. There
are separate controls for brightness, contrast, keystone,
vertical size, horizontal size and electronic focus.
The Limelight 7weighs only 25 pounds and is completely portable. It has a built in handle and a protective
casing.
$2,995 retail
Apercom Corp.; 1601 Industrial Way, Ste.I70; Belmont,
CA 94002; 415-593-5818
ILM-317
17-inch landscape monitor
Macintosh SE or IL
The LM-317 is a 17·inch high-resolution landscapemounted monochrome display. The monitor has a resolution of 1,664 by 1,200 pixels, 140 dpi and four gray
levels to clearly display photographs and illustrations
with maximum intensity and detail.
It offers crisp, flicker-free images with a 74.63 KHz
horizontal frequency in a non·interlaced format and has
a paper·white phosphor for sharp characters and
detailed graphics.

The LM-317 features such ergonomic details as a
built-in tilt and swivel base and front-mounted, easy
access user controls.
$949retail
Princeton Graphic Systems; 601 Ewing St. Bldg. A;
Princeton. NJ 08540; 609-fi83-1660
Mac'nTouch
Touch screen

Macintosh Plus or larger.

The Mac 'n Touch is an all-glass, fully integrated
touch screen with a mouse-compatible software driver.
It allows all Macintosh software to work without being
modified.
The screen offers an easy-to-use input device that
replaces the mouse, which allows Value-added resellers
to permit the public to test the Macintosh.
The screen provides a high-resolutionofl,024 by
1,024 touch points. In addition, the controller is able to
average the total area of finger contact to a single data
point, providing a measure of control enabling even the
smallest mouse target to be selected with atouch of the
finger.
$695retail
MicroTouch Systems, Inc.; 10 State St; Woburn.
MA 01801; 617-935-0080
I Mac Data Display
Projection monitor
Any Macintosh except II.
The Mac Data Display allows Macintosh users to
share data, graphics and presentations by p~ovidillgll·
large-screen projection monitor~ It interfaces with Ute
Macintosh's internal video circuitry and is easy to
install.
The Mac Data Display features a high-contrast blue
on white LCD panel and a display resolution of 51~ by
342 pixels. The high-contrast panel takes full advantage
of the Macintosh's ability to display shades of gray gen·
erated via pixel pattern generation. The result is a highimpact targe.screen display.
$1,499 retail
Computer Accessories Corp.; 6610 Nancy Ridge Dr.;
San Diego, CA 92121; 619-457-5500
Mac-screen Overhead
Placed on top of an overhead projector

Macintosh Plus or larger.

The Mac-Screen Overhead may be connected to a
Macintosh SE or Plus and placed on top ofan overhead
projector. The result will be an enlargement of the com·
puter screen image and ies projection onto a projection·
screen or wall. The representation is 100 percent identi•
cal to the Macintosh screen image. Moving pictures
may be reproduced without turning down the lights. All
Macintosh software products can be used without any
need for modifications.
$1,490 retail
Ask LCD, Inc.; 5 Dunwoody Park, Ste.116;Atlanta.
GA 30338; 404-399-5208 or 800-255-1379
IMacColor
Color graphics controller board

Macintosh II; high-resolution color monitor.
MacColor is a 1,024 by 768 graphics controller for a
Macintosh ll that can operate selectively in 2-, 4- or 8-bit
modes, permitting the use of up to 256 colors or shades
of gray simultaneously. It is suitable for demanding
applications such as CAD/f::AM/CAE, desktop publish·
ing and graphic design. It comes with .768K of highspeed V-Ram memory and is 100 percent QuickDraw
compatible.
$1,595 retail
AD.E.X. Corp.; 105 Albright Way; Los Gatos,
CA 95030; 408-866-2077
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MacGenius
Full-page display system

512K or larger Macintosh.
MacGenius is a super-high-resolution non-interlaced monochrome full-page display system offering
text and graphics capability. It is compatible with virtually all Macintosh software.
Features include an on/off power switch, tilVswivel
base, anti-glare etched screen and black on white reverse
video. Its 15-inch screen shows a full 66lines and is 2.5
times larger than that of a Macintosh. It allows use of
both MacGenius and the Macintosh screen simultaneously. With both screens active, the Macintosh screen
can be used to hold desk accessories, tool palettes and
document windows to provide the greatest flexibility and
maximize usable screen area.
$1,495 retail
Micro Display Systems, Inc.; 1310 Vermillion Sl; PO
Box 455; Hastings, MN 55033; 612-437-2233 or
800-328-9524
Macintosh D Video Expansion Kit
Increases Mac II display to 256 levels of gray or color

Macintosh II.
The Macintosh ll Video Expansion Kit increases a
Macintosh II display performance from 16 levels of
gray or color to 256 levels of gray or color. The Expansion kit uses low power CMOS Video RAM components, and can be installed on the Macintosh II Video
Card. The kits are shipped with everything needed,
including an installation guide.
Call for pricing
Micron Technology; 2805 E. Columbia Rd.; Boise,
ID 83706; 208-38&3900
MacLarger
12-inch monochrome monitor

512K or larger Macintosh except II.
Macl.arger is a 12-inch monochrome monitor for
the Macintosh. It enlarges the existing screen image by
70 percent at the same 512 by 342 resolution of the 9inch Macintosh display. The video board drives up to
six monitors.
$449 retail; includes video board
$349 retail; monitor only
$129 retail; video board only
Power R; 1606 Dexter Ave. N; Seattle, WA 98109;
206-547-4!000
• MacroColor Board
Video display adapter

Macintosh l/; color monitor.
The MacroColor Board is a video display adapter
for a Macintosh II that allows users to display up to 16
million colors on Macintosh-compatible analog RGB
monitors. The MacroColor Board provides for the creation of color graphics, the use of full-color-scanned
images and the ability to manipulate both.
The board has a resolution of 640 by 480 with 24bits per pixel. It offers easy installation and a passthrough for Apple video adapters, so it can be used with
one or two monitors. The MacroColor Board includes a
Micron-designed 24-bit color paint program.
Call for pricing
Micron Technology; 2805 E. Columbia Rd.; Boise,
lD 83706; 208-38&3900
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MacViewFrame
LCD computer projection display

512K or larger Macintosh.
The MacViewFrarne projection display uses liquid
crystal display (LCD) technology to project a real-time
image, as large as 15 feet, of a Macintosh monitor onto
a screen or a wall. The MacViewFrarne Display attaches to a Macintosh and lays on an ordinary overhead·
projector. The computer screen is projected just as an
overhead transparency would be.
Features of MacViewFrarne include: a high contrast, supertwisted LCD panel, full Macintosh resolution support, fan-cooling supplemented by optical heat
rejection and a video adapter that does not require an
expansion slot
$1,695 retail
NView Corp.; 11835 Canon Blvd., Ste. C101; Newport
News, VA 23606; 804-873-1354
• MagniView 342
LCD computer display panel

512K or larger Macintosh etceptl/.
The MagniView342 is an LCD computer display
panel compatible with a 512K Macintosh, Plus and SE.
Placed on top of any transmissive overhead projector,
the MagniView acts as an electronic transparency,
allowing real-time monitor data to be projected onto any
large screen. The LCD projects text and graphics in
crisp, vivid blue on a light blue background to maximize audience attention and comfort During presentation, users can easily modify projected images by
accessing the host computer's keyboard.
The MagniView is compact and lightweight, and
features an enhanced contrast ratio and a high-resolution 512 by 342 pixel display, ensuring consistently
sharp, detailed projected images. A4:3 aspect ratio
affords distortion-free image reproduction.
The MagniView has convenient top-mounted panel
controls, including contras~ reverse, vertical positiohing, sync and power. Adurable glass plate protects the
MagniView's LCD, allowing users the convenience of
writing directly on the panel with a water soluble transparency pen, without fear of damage.
The complete package consists of the portable 3.5
pound LCD panel with non-slip fee~ a six-foot composite video cable, a board to adapt the host computer for
panel use, a UL approved transformer and a one-year
warranty. An attractive protective carrying case is
available.
Call for pricing
Dukane Corp.; 2900 Dukane Dr.; St. Charles, IL 60174;
312-584-2300
Max-15
14-inch monochrome "landscape" monitor

Macintosh fl.

TheMax-15 is a 14-inch autosynchronous
monochrome monitor with a resolution of 1,024 by 670.
Compatible with the Macintosh 11, the Max-15 offers
the widest autosynchronous horizontal/vertical frequency scan range available.
$389 retail
Princeton Graphic Systems; 601 Ewing St., Bldg. k,
Princeton, NJ 08540; 609-683-1660
MegaBrot Mandelbrot Accelerator
Generates Mandelbrot sets
Maci11tosil /1,' video card; monitor.
The MegaBrot is a Mandelbrot Set Generator interface card that allows a Macintosh II to generate highly
complex fractal graphics at 5 million calculations per
second.
The Mandelbrot Set is a group of complex numbers. or numbers with a real and an imaginary part
The numbers are the result of repetitive iterations of a
specific standard, simple formula, which are graphed as

points in the complex plane. Set member points are
graphed in black; and colored regions indicate points,
in a specially defined mathematical sense, which are
"fleeing' from the sel The resulting pictures closely
resemble highly aesthetic forms found in nature, such
as ferns, sea creatures and crystal formations.
The MegaBrot interface card is capable of general·
ing 5 million iterations of the standard Mandelbrot
equation each second. The coordinates are displayed
by using any Macintosh II video card and color display
monitor. Displaying 64 user-definable colors ina 400 by
400 pixel window, the MegaBrot card can generate a
complete Mandelbrot in approximately seven to 20 seconds, depending upon the coordinate area selected.
Software enables a user to locate areas of the Man·
delbrot set and zoom in for a closer view. The color
palette can be fully manipulated, allowing a user to
change the images and emphasize particular qualities.
Selected Mandelbrot views may also be saved.
$2,995 retail
·
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 93010; 805-484-3799
MegaScreen 2001
19-inch monochrome video display system

Macintosh II.
The MegaScreen 2001 is as large screen 1,024 by
826 pixel black and white video display system for a
Macintosh ll. It includes a 19-inch dual-page display
monitor, an internally installed interface card, cables
and MegaScreen software.
The MegaScreen 2001 NuBus-design interface
card provides multiple sockets for clock oscillators,
which regulate the video output speed. Standard oscillators are installed in two of the four sockets; one regulates a video output compatible with the 19-inch
monitor. The other is compatible with standard video
signals such as American/Japanese NTSC or European
PAL. useful for videotaping the Macintosh signal.
MegaScreen also allows networked Macintosh
systems the convenience of ongoing communications
using its dual-screen electronic mail package,
MegaTalk 2.0. This AppleTalk compatible network software allows bulletin-board displays and directed messages to run concurrently with primary applications,
such as page layout and CAD packages. The system
software includes MegaTalk at no additional charge.
$1,495 retail; 19-inch monitor
$795 retail; Graphics Controller Interface Kit
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 93010; 805-484-3799
Mega'Screen 2008 Video System
8-bit color NuBus card and 19-inch monitor
Macintosh fl.
The MegaScreen 2008 is an 8-bit color NuB us card
and 19-inch monitor that displays resolutions up to
1,024 by 826. The system can generate images with 256
colors on the screen simultaneously, selected from an
overall palette of 16.8 million colors.
The interface card can also be used with a
monochrome monitor to display 256level of gray.
$3,995 retail; standard-resolution monitor
$4,670 retail; high-resolution monitor
$1,695 retail; graphics Interface
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 93010; 805-484-3799
MegaScreen U
19-inch expandable large screen; 1,024 by 832

512KE or larger Macintosh.
The MegaScreen 11 is a video interface card used
to drive a MegaScreen 11 Video System. It is used in
conjunction with a 19-inch high-resolution monitor to
increase the displayed workspace of a Macintosh as
much as 600 percent
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MegaScreen nallows a user to direct output from a
Macintosh Plus to a MegaScreen monitor while preserving the Macintosh WYSIWYG pixeklensity standard The card provides a full range of user-definable
video parameters, including pixel resolution, shape and
refresh rate.
It is installed by an authorized MegaScreen dealer
in approximately 15 minutes and requires no soldering.
The interface comes with a delachable monitor cable,
MegaScreen software and all necessary interface
cables.
$1,495 retail; 19-inch monitor
$795 retail; graphics controller
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 930I0; 805484-3799
MegaScreenSE
Large screen for SE; includes dua~screen software
Macintosh SE.
MegaScreen SE offers large-screen capabilities for
a Macintosh SE. The product supports several largescreen, high·resolution displays, in both vertical and
horizontal formats, and is bundled with a 19-inch moni·
tor at 1,024 by 832 resolution. The horizonlal display
increases the workspace of a Macintosh by 526 percent
The board provides additional video capabilities
including NTSC, PAL or standard Macintosh video out·
puts. Clock oscillators to provide compatibility with specific video terminals and devices may also be
purchased.
The product's interface cards are installed into a
Macintosh SE's internal expansion sloL The monitor
cable connector is anchored into the standard opening
in a Macintosh SE case back, making the monitor cable
fully detachable. It is dealer·installable.
Both interfaces come with a detachable monitor
cable, MegaScreen software and all necessary interface
cables.
$1,495 retail; 19-incb monitor
$795 retail; Graphics Controller
MegaGraphics,lnc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 93010; 805484-3799
MegaShot Video Digitizer
S.bit graphics frame grabber
Macintosh II; video camera or standard video feed.
MegaShot is an S.bit graphics frame grabber that
will accept any standard video signal or input to capture
an image into 256 shades of gray. Image capture time is
!/30th of a second. Frames may be stored to Macintosh
file formats, such as TIFF, PICT and RIFE
$1,495 retail
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 93010; 805484-3799
MegaTrend/2
20.inch color monitor
Macintosh II.
The MegaTrend/2 is a 2().inch color monitor that
offers 640 by 480 resolution with 256 colors available
from a palette of more than 16 million. It plugs directly
into a Macintosh ncolor video card with an optional pin
adapter, also available from lntecolor.
Ergonomic features of the MegaTrend/2 include a
small footprint of just over a foot square. front·panel
controls and a built,in tilt/swivel base. Other features
include an Automatic Bearn<Urrent Umiting (ABL)
capability that produces a maximum picture brightness
and extends CRT life, and an auto-ranging power supply that provides almost complete protection from the
effects of power surges, brown-outs and brief power
interruptions.

$2,295 retail
lntecolor; 2150 Boggs Rd; Deluth, GA 30136;
404449-5961
• Microvitec Auto-Sync Monitor
19-inch variable-frequency monitor
Macinwsh II.
The Auto-Sync Monitor is a 19-inch variable-frequency monitor for a Macintosh U. It supports display
capabilities with a resolution of up to 1,025 by 768 inter·
laced or 800 by 600 non-interlaced. It also supports a
wide variety of other graphics standards and resolu·
lions, including CGA EGA and PGA
The monitor automatically locks into any scan frequency from 15 KHz to 36 KHz. It also syncs to the ver·
tical frequency (from 40Hz to 100Hz), as well as the
horizontal scan frequency.
$2,395 retail
Microvitec, Inc.; 1943 Providence Ct; College Park,
GA 30337; 404-991-2246
Mirage I And Mirage II
Video systems
Macintosh SE.
Mirage is a video system capable of displaying two
complete 8.5 by ll·inch or A4 pages side-by·side. The
24- and 15-inch screens resemble the original Macin·
tosh screens and all configurations are plug·in modules.
$1,995 retail; with monitor (Mirage I)
$3,295 retail; with card and two monitors (Mirage
lOT Systems, Inc.; 60 N. College Ave., Ste. B; Newark,
DE 19711; 302-731-0430 or 800-782-0097

m

Mirus FUmPrinter
Fulkolor digital film recorder
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Mirus FUmPrinter is a desktop digital slidemaking systemthat takes full advantage of the graphics
power and point-ancklick simplicity of the Macintosh.
The FUmPrinter images both object and bit·mapped
graphics with the complete family of 35 LaserWriter
compab'ble fonts. !.ike the LaserWriter, the F'UmPrinter
attaches to a Macintosh SCSI port and is selectable from
the Chooser, enabling colors, type styles and print
parameters to be specified from within user applications.
The Ft!mPrinter produces 35mm slides from Mac·
intosh graphics and presenlation software with up to 16
million colors and 8,000 lines of addressable resolution,
resulting in exceptionally high-quality graphics and text
outpuL It can also create special effects, such as color
sweeps, embossed backgrounds, corporate logos and
photo inserts with natural flesh tones.
The FdmPrinter weighs only 16 pounds and has a
very small footprint
$5,895 retail
Mirus Corp.; 4301 Great America Pkwy.; Santa Clara,
CA 95054; 8Q0.654.0808
• Montage FRl
35mm film recorder
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Montage FR1 is a desktop slide maker that
provides 35mm slides with more than 16 million colors,
full bit·map capabilities and 4,()()().1ine resolution. Afully
digital uni~ it can rasterize and complete a 4,()()().line
image in one to three minutes.
Because the Montage FR1 supports the operating
environments of either Macintoshes or mM PCs and
compatibles- or both simultaneously- users
throughout a department can share the same presentation output system. The Montage FRI is supported by a
broad range of presentation graphics, page layout and

computer·aided design software for both environments.
It will support industry standards for graphics format·
ling, networking and color PostScript page description
language.
The Montage FR1 uses high-contrast Kodak
Ektachrome 100, Polaroid Polachrome 40, Fuji
Fujichrome 100 and Agfa Agfachrome 100, which can
be processed at any local processing house in one or
two hours.
$5,995 retail
Presenlation Technologies, Inc.; 743 N. Pastoria Ave.;
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 4()8.749-1959
I MouseToucb
Touch screen
Macintosh SE or II.
MouseTouch is a touch screen that allows users to
perform operations usually performed with a mouse pointing, clicking, double clicking and dragging- by
merely touching the screen. All standard mouse functions are supported in firmware so there is no additional programming to be done and no drivers to install.
Users need only put the touch screen glass over the
monitor face and plug MouseTouch into the ADB port.
In more harsh environments, MouseTouch can be
installed inside the monitor chassis.
HyperCard users and developers can use MouseTouch to create a mouseless environment. No desk
space is required. MouseTouch is designed to work
without adding patches to the operating system.
$1,060 retail
Information Strategies, Inc.; 888 S. Greenville Ave., Ste.
121; Richardson. TX 75081; 214-~176

MultiSync II; MultiSync Plus; MultiSync XL
High-resolutioncolor monitors
Macintosh II; interface cable.
The NEC Multi Sync family of color monitors provide high·resolution text and graphics for business
graphics and CAD/CAM use for a Macintosh II. The
entry·level monitor is the MultiSync 11, which provides
high-resolution text and graphics. With a resolution of
800 by 560, the !+inch MultiSync is intended for business users.
The two models intended for higher·resolution
needs are the MultiSync Plus and MultiSync XL The
MultiSync Plus is a IS-inch model that provides 960 by
720 resolution and the ability to display unlimited colors
on the screen. The MultiSync XL is a 2().inch monitor
with a resolution of 1,024 by 768.
$949 retail; MultiSync
$1,399 retai~ MultiSync Plus
$3,199 retai~ MultiSync XL
NEC Home Electronics (USA),Inc.; 1255 Michael Dr.;
Wood Dale, IL 60191; 312-860-9500
NI'SC Converter For Macintosh II
Connects Mac II with Apple or SuperMac color card to
standard video recorder or television monitor
Maci11tosh II; APPle or SuperMac Video Card.
The NTSC Converter allows for the connection of a
Macintosh II with an Apple color card to a standard
video recorder or television monitor. NTSC does not
require a GenLock capable editing system to record
videolape. Thus, individuals and corporate presenlation
departments can take advantage of the animation and
color capabilities of a Macintosh ll without purchasing
additional equipment Applications for the NTSC converter include commercials, presenlations and educa·
lion. It will display black and white, 4-bit or S.bit color.
Software is included that allows for the customization of
the converter to a particular display card.
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Atutorial HyperCard stack is included, which also
educates on the usc and basics of video.
$599 retail
julian Systems, Inc.: 2280 Bates Ave., Ste. J; Concord,
CA 94520; 41!Hi804400
Nutmeg 19
Dual-page display

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Nutmeg 19 is a dual-page display with a fullll
by 14-inch horizontal format, allowing users to view two
complete pages without scrolling. It has 75 dpi resolu·
tion in a 1,024 by 768 display.
Nutmeg's proprietary video interface allows users
to upgrade froma Macintosh SE to a Macintosh nand
keep their Nutmeg monitor. The transfer is accom·
plished by attaching a new adapter board to the inter·
face and inserting it into the new machine.
$1,699 retail; Plus and SE
$1,899 retail; Mac II
Nutmeg Systems, Inc.; 25 South Ave.; New Canaan,
CT 06840; 203-966-3226
I Nutmeg/Kodak Datashow
Projection pad

Macintoslr Plus or larger.
The Nutmeg/Kodak Datashow teams Nutmeg's
proprietary video interface with the Kodak Datashow
HRIM projection pad and works with standard over·
head projectors.
The interface for the Nutmeg/Kodak Datashow
can be easily installed while leaving the Macintosh case
intact. Users simply plug the interface into a Macintosh
using existing ports for cabling.
Designed for classrooms. meeting rooms and other
large-presentation needs, the Nutmeg/Kodak
Datashow has 72 dpi resolution in a 512 by 342 pixel
display to replicate Macintosh screens. It also offers a
black and white 20: I contrast ratio.
The 9-inch diagonal LCD projection pad in a horizontal format lets users project images of any size. To
project oversized images, a user simply connects the
Nutmeg/Kodak Datashow projection pad to the Macin·
tosh and lays it across the overhead projector screen.
Images and text that are generated on the Macintosh
appear on the LCD projection pad and are projected in
any size on a wall or screen.
$1,695 retail; Plus and SE
$2,095 retail; Mac U
Nutmeg Systems, Inc.; 25 South Ave.; New Canaan,
CT 06840; 203-966-3226
Nutmeg/Xerox Full-Page Display
Desktop publishing screen

Macintosh Plus or larger.
1l1c Nutmeg/Xerox FuU-Page Display is an 8.5 by
11-inch vertical display that lets users see a complete
page when writing, editing or preparing layouts, without scrolling up or down.
Its IS-inch diagonal screen, with a 10 by H)-inch
footprint. swivels and can be tilted for maximum
convenience.
The Xerox FPD offers 90 dots-per-inch resolution
on its 720 by 900 pixel display, a paper-white phosphor
screen and front panel brightness and contrast controls.
The display can be connected to a Macintosh via a
proprietary interface developed by its vendor. Solder·
less installation of the interface board can be per·
formed by users.
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$1,599 retail; Plus and SE
$1,799 retail; Mac II
Nutmeg Systems. Inc.; 25 South Ave.; New Canaan, CT
06840; 203-966-3226
NuVista
Videographics card

Macintosh ll; analog RGB video camera for input; ana·
log RGB monitorfor output.
Nu Vista is a videographics card for a Macintosh [J
that couples high-resolution video capture and display
capabilities with a high-speed 32-bit graphics processor.
The single slot NuVista digitizes a standard video
signal in real time, in full color. It also generates a high·
quality analog video output signal. Its sophisticated
frame capture and display capabilities enable NuVista
to produce images of excellent clarity and realism. In
addition, Nu Vista functions as an indigenous Macintosh
graphics controller, making it compatible with virtually
all Macintosh II software.
NuVista provides programmable capture and display resolutions, including: 756 by486 for NTSC (the
U.S. video standard), 738 by 576 for PAL (a European
video standard), 1,024 by 768 and 640 by 480. The 4MB
of on-board video memory, along with a custom video
cross-point chip, will accommodate several memory
organizations, including: 1,024 by 1.024 pixels by 32
bits: 2,048 by 1,024 pixels by 26 bits; and 2,048 by 2,048
pixels by 8 bits.
\Vith its 16.7 million-plus colors, NuVista is suited
for a wide variety of applications including video production, design and presentation graphics, slide production, digital pre-press and desktop publishing,
computer-aided design and engineering, and image
processing.
S4,250 retail; 2MB version
$5,995 retail: 4 MBversion
$750 memory surcharge; 2 MB
$1,500 memory surcharge: 4 MB
(temporary memory surcharge effective September 7,
1988 until further notice)
Truevision, Inc.; 7351Shadeland Station, Ste. 100;
Indianapolis, IN 46256; 317-841-0332 or ~783
IPageView
Multiresolution, ful~page monitor

Macintosh SE.
PageView is a IS-inch portrait-mounted monitor
with an 8 by 10.7-inch viewing area and two resolution
modes. In its Actual Size resolution mode, PageView
displays 576 by 768 pixels to provide exactly 72 dpi. The
Letter Size mode displays 640 by870 pixels to provide
80 dpi. This mode allows the display of an entire singlepage document on the screen and eliminates the need
for repeated scrolling and panning.
Other features include: up to 97 Hz non-interlaced
screen refresh; a Oat screen for enhanced readability
and minimal distortion; full tilt and swivel base; a dark
glass screen for reduced glare and easy of viewing;
front panel on/off, contrast and brightness control
switches; lowpower consumption; and a host of user·
selectable settings provided in the utility software.
The PageView software incorporates a Control
Panel that allows a user to switch between the Actual
Size and Letter Size resolution modes: between display·
ing on PageView or the Macintosh SE screens; to select
several cursor sizes; to set a time delay before a screen
save feature is activated: and to usc one of two system
font sizes for increased readability.
$999 retail
Sigma Designs; 46501 Landing Pk-wy.; Fremont,
CA 94538: 415-77().{)100

PC Viewer
LCD presentation systems

.

Any Macintosh; video card; interface cable for Macin·
tosll II.
The PC Viewers are designed to be placed in a
briefcase and taken to meeting locations, where an onlinary overhead projector can be used to present high·
contrast images of stored information to a group. All
three models of the viewers feature 640 by 480 pixel
resolution, supertwist LCD technology, color deselect
and vertic.al, horizontal and contrast controls. Standard
accessories include a &foot RGB cable, &foot composite cable and an AC adapter.
The PCV 6448C+2 is the most sophisticated of the
viewers and features a I MB on board memory that
stores up to 75 Mac images and an infrared remote con·
trolthat al.lows users to cycle through the presentation
in front of audiences without having to sit at the keyboard and without having to take the Macintosh to the
presentation. Special effects can also be used to
strengthen the presentation.
The PCV 6448C viewer provides the same features
as the PCV6448Ct2less the memory module and
infrared remote control. This viewer can be upgraded,
adding those features at any time.
The PCV 6448AV features a metal case designed to
take heavy industrial usc, as opposed to the injection
molded cases on the other viewers.
$2,795 retail: PCV 6448Ct2
$1,895 retail: PCV 6448C
$1,695 retai.l: PCV 6448AV
$199 retail:optional cable for Macintosh II (#A30)
$119 retail: optional internal video cable for Macintosh
SE (#A20)
$69.95 retail: optional deluxe carrying case (#C70)
$119 retail: optional internal video cable for all except
Macintosh SE and II (IAIO)
In Focus Systems, Inc.: 7649 SW Mohawk; Tualatin,
OR 97062; 503-6924968 or 800-327·7231
PCPC CGC/2 Color Video Card
High-resolution color graphics card

Macintosh II.
The PCPC CGC/ 2 is a high-resolution color graphics card for a Macintosh D. It provides resolutions of
1,024 by 768 with a horizontal scan rate of 49KHz or
640 by 480 with a horizontal scan rate of 35 KHz. The
CGC/ 2 provides as many as 256 colors from a palette of
16.7 million. For monochrome, users can choose either
black and white or up to 256 shades of gray for maxi·
mum detailing. The CGC/2 is NUX compatible, has
768K of video RAM and comes complete with RGB
cable and a one-year limited warranty.
$1,795 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710 Eisenhow·
er Blvd., Bldg. A4;Tampa, FL 33634; 813-884-3092 or
80().622-2888
PCPC II
High resolution color graphics system

Macintosh II.
The PCPC II is a high-resolution color graphics
system for a Macintosh II. It displays up to 256 simultaneous colors from a palette of 16.7 million hues, as well
as 256 shades of gray or black and white for
monochrome graphics. With 768Kof video RAM, the
PCPC ll provides resolutions of 1,024 by 768 with up to
8-bits per pixel.
The PCPC II is NUX compatible and includes special software that enables users to have a virtual screen
to pan or scroll through images that are many times
larger than the actual screen size. Also provided is an
enlarge/reduction capability ranging from 25 percent to
1,600 percent of actual size.
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The system comes complete with a 19- or Hi-inch
monitor, CGC/2 color graphics card, RGB cable, blt·
swivel base and a one-year limited warranty.
$4,395 starting price retail; PCPC ll ( includes CGC/2
~phics card, cable and tilt-swivel base)
51,795 retail; CGC/2 Color Graphics Card (mcludes
cable)
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710 Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa. FL 33634; 813-884--3092 or
800622-2888
• PCPC ShadowGraph
Gray-scale graphics system
Macintosh IL
The PCPC ShadowGraph is a high-resolution grayscale graphics system for a Macintosh II. The system
incorporates the PCPC CGC/2 graphics card and provides resolutions of 1,024 by 768 and 72 dip in both 1· or
8-bitmodem. Eight-bit mode allows up to 256 shades of
gray, while one-bit mode offers a sharp monochrome
picture.
The ShadowGraph is NUX compatible and
includes special software that enables users to have a
virtual screen to pan or scroll through images that are
many times larger than the actual screen size. Also provided is an enlarge/reduction capability ranging from
25 percent toJ,600 percent of actual size.
The system comes complete with a 19-inch monitor, tilt-swivel base, CGC/2 graphics card, software and
cable.
$3,195 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710 Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. M; Tampa. FL 33634; 813-884--3092 or
80().622-2888

•Pegasus
Accelerated video system
Macintosh Plus or SE.
The Pegasus is a state-of-the-art graphics system
for a Macintosh Plus and SE. It combines accelerator
technology with the finest quality ECL graphics drivers,
resulting in a bright, crisp large-screen display.
Using its own 16 MHz 68000 microprocessor and
zero-wait-state static RAM, graphic refresh rates can
reach up to three times faster than an ordinary largescreen monitor.
$2,395 retail; includes combination video and accelerator card; monitor and adapter set
MacPeak Systems; 1201 Spyglass; Austin, TX 78746;
512-327-3211 or 800-225-7509

•Pixarll
Image computer
Macintosh II with A/UX configuration; 4MB ofRAM;

300MB disk storage; tape drive.

Pixar II is a support system that allows the Macintoshto take advantage of image computing technology.
This technology allows large quantities of data to be
interpreted by presenting it in the form of highly realistic, full-color images. The result is a better understand·
ing of the data's significance.
Based on the data structure of the pixels themselves, Pixar's image computer architecture maximizes
the speed at which pixel data can be accessed and mod·
ified Utilizing a flexible, modular design, users can
increase the performance and capability of the basic
image computer systems with additional processors,
image memory and video options.

The Pixar II Image Computing System for the Mac·
intosh consists of the Pixar II image computer, a SCSI
interface board that resides in the Pixar II, and Pixar's
imaging software, run-time libraries and software development tools.
The system provides 12 to 108 MB of user configurable image memory and fully programmable video out·
put formats up to 1,280 by 1,024 60Hz noninterlaced.
529,500 retail; Pixar Dwith Macintosh II interface
$6,000 retait 1,280 by 1,024 color monitor
Pixar; 3240 Kerner Blvd.; San Rafael, CA 94901;
415-258-8100
Power R Composite Video Adapter
Video output port for driving projection video systems
or Maclarger monitors
Any Macintosh.
The Composite Video Adapter is a video output
port for driving projection video systems or MacLarger
monitors. It drives up to six external monitors and/or
projectors simultaneously.
It installs in minutes without cutting, dn1ling or soldering and is compatible with internal hard disks, accelerator boards, etc.
When ordering, specify type 2406 for a Macintosh
SE or type 2402 for a 512K or Plus.
$129 retail
Power R; 1606 Dexter Ave. N; Seattle, WA 98109;
206-547-8000

Power R LCD Video Adapter
Video output port for driVing Sharp QA-50 and InFocus
LCD presentation systems
512K or larger Madntosh.
The Power RLCD Video Adapter allows users to
· view a Macintosh display on the InFocus 6448C and
Sharp QA-50 LCD presentation systems.
$129 retail
Power R; 1606 Dexter Ave. N; Seattle, WA 98109;
206-547-8000
IProColor
Desktop film recorder
Macintosh H.
ProColor is a desktop film recorder that creates
bold, effective 35mm slides or 3by 4-inch Polaroid
prints in minutes. It supports a wide range of type fonts,
special effects and a full-color spectrum, allowing users
to turn out professional-looking slides for all kinds of
presentation and business use.
$6,995 retail
Matrix Instruments, Inc.; Computer Graphics Division;
1Ramland Rd; Orangeburg, NY 10962; 914-365-0190 or
800-852-8533
Project-A-Mac
Wide-screen projection system
Any Macintosh.
Project-A-Mac clearly reproduces any Macintosh
display, including fine text and high-resolution graph·
ics, onto screens up to 10-feetwide.
Controls for brightness and contrast adjust for
room lighting conditions. Included with the package is
a projector, PDS external video card, 25-foot video cable
and complete instructions.
$4,495 retail; includes external video card and cable
PDS Video Technology, Inc.; 1152 Santa Barbara St;
San Diego, CA 92107; 619-222-7900
Project-A-Mac ll
Color video projection system
512K or larger Madntosh.
Project-A-Mac II is a color video projection system
for all Macintosh models, including a Macintosh IL It
~rojects images to 10 feet diagonal size.
58,995 retail
PDS Video Technology, Inc.; 1152 Santa Barbara St;
San Diego, CA 92107; 619-222-7900

Projection 1\fonitor ll
10 by 14-foot monitor
512K or larger Macintosh.
Projection Monitor II is a 10 by 14 foot monitor that
is available with either a tlat or curved screen. It
includes MacVid II, a high-resolution composite video
output adapter.
$3,495 retail
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY lln2;
516-289-9682
Radius Color Display System
19-inch high-resolution display and video interface

Macintosh IL
The Radius Color Display System, designed for the
professional publisher and design engineer, features
the latest in digital design and Trinitron technology to
provide users with two 8.5 by 11-inch pages in living
color. An 8-bit video interface allows users to display
256 colors from a palette of 16.7 million. The system
consists of the Radius Color Display and the Radius
GS/C Interface, which includes the video card, cables
and extensive system software.
The Radius Color Display's resolution of 1,152 by
882 pixels creates a work area that is 30 percent larger
than traditional19-inch monitors. It has a refresh rate of
72 Hz, eliminating perceptible flicker. In addition, the
system features superior clarity, focus and color imaging across the entire screen.
The Display offers a variety of unique software features. Tear-off Menus extend the Macintosh .interface
by allowing any menu to be detached from the menil
bar and placed anywhere on the screen. Users can
select a 12- or 16-point menu bar for easy viewing at
comfortable distances. Additional software enables
users to create a PICI'2 screen dump for any portion of
the screen. These features are available through the
standard Apple Control Panel
·
The Radius GS/C Video Interface drives the Color
Display as well as the Radius Gray Scale Display, giving
users the option of adding gray-scale capabilities to
their system.
$4,295 retail; display
$1,895 retail; interface kit
Radius, Inc.; 404 E. Plumeria Dr.: San Jose, CA 95134;
408-434-1010

Radius Full Page Display
Large-screen display
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Radius Full Page Display (FPD) is a largescreen display that works in tandem with a Macintosh.
The 15-inch diagonal display holds an actual-sized
8.5 by 11-inch page and is designed so that the original
9-inch diagonal Macintosh screen remains active, either
displaying such items as tools, windows and additional
documents or combining its horizontal display with that
of the FPD.
The two displays sit side-by-side on a desk or table
and act as a single, large screen. Users can drag text,
graphics and tools from one to the other without
barriers.
Macintosh software can be used with the Radius
FPD as is, with no modifications or start-up disks. Most
popular software packages will run on the FPD and
take full advantage of the large screen.
The FPD includes a logic board that contains 32
kilobytes of ROM. This logic board, which is installed
inside the Macintosh, enhances the functionality of soft·
ware programs used, adding features that highlight the
benefits of the larger screen area.
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Users can disconnect the single cable connecting
the FPD to the Macintosh at any time, reverting it to its
original, standard-screen operation.
The Radius FPD operates silently and consumes
very little additional power, eliminating the need for
fans or modification of the Macintosh power supply.
$1,095 retail; Radius Full Page Display
$595 retail; Macintosh Plus, SE Interface Kit
$695 retail; Macintosh DInterface Kit
Radius, Inc.; 404 E. Plumeria Dr.; San Jose, CA 95134;
4~34-1010

Radius Gray Scale Display System
!!)·inch high-resolution display and video interface
Macintosh II.
The Radius Gray Scale Display System offers a
high-quality two-page display for a Macintosh D.
Designed for the professional publisher, graphic
designer and engineer, the Gray Scale System features
unrivaled photograph image quality, a fast refresh rate
and the ability to display 256 shades of gray. The sys.
tern consists of the 19-inch Radius Two Page Display,
Radius GS/C video card, cables and extensive system
software.
The Gray Scale System has a resolution of 1,152 by
882 pixels and a 72 Hz refresh rate. In comparison to
the traditionall,024 by 768 pixels, the Gray Scale Sys.
tern provides 30 percent more work area This resolu·
lion allows a user to view two 8.5 by 11·inch
photographic-quality pages or a B-size drawing without
reducing or scrolling. In addition, the system features
superior brightness, contrast and focus across the
entire screen.
The system also offers powerful software features.
Tear-off Menus extend the Macintosh interface by
allowing any menu to be detached from the menu bar
and placed anywhere on the screen. Additional software
allows a user to create a screen dump of any portion of
the screen.
The Radius GS/C video card, with its full color
capability, candrive either a gray scale or color display.
Auser has the option of adding a color display to the
system at any time.
$1,695 retail; Radius Gray Scale Display
$1,895 retail; Radius GS/C Interface
Radius, Inc.; 404 E. Plumeria Dr.; San Jose, CA 95134;
4~34-1010

Radius Two Page Display
High-resolution monochrome two-page display
Macintosh SE.
The Radius Two Page Display (fPD) is a complete
display system that allows users to view two 8.5 by 11·
inch pages or a B-size drawing on one screen. It is
designed for use with a Macintosh SE. The TPD features a 19-inch monochrome screen and facilitates
exacting page layouts and graphic designs.
The TPD offers a variety of unique software fea·
lures. The Macintosh interface has been extended to
include Tear-off Menus, which allow any menu to be
detached from the menu bar and placed on either
screen for immediate and continuous access. Magnifier
transforms the Macintosh SE screen into a magnifying
glass focused on a work area on the TPD, and screens
may be saved in a bitmap 6le format.
$1,695 retail; Radius Two Page Display
$695 retail; Interface Kit
Radius, Inc.; 404 E. Plumeria Dr.: San Jose. CA 95134:
4~34-1010
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RasterOps Color Monitors
Color monitors
Macintosh II; RasterOps ColorBoard 100, 104 or 108.
The Monitor 19488 is a high-resolution 19-inch
Trinitron color monitor compatible with the RasterOps
8- and 24-bit ColorBoard display cards capable of dis.
playing 1,024 by 768 pixels.
The Monitor 16488 is a Hi-inch version of the
Monitor 1948S.
The Monitor 1650S is a Hi-inch Trinitron color
monitor that is true WYSIWYG with the ColorBoard
I08 at 800 by 600 pixels.
The Monitor 1948H is a standard 19-inch color
monitor.
$4,195 retail; Monitor 19488
$2,995 retail; Monitor 16485
$2,995 retail: Monitor 1650S
$3,195 retail; Monitor 1948H
RasterOps Corp.; 10161 Bubb Rd.: Cupertino,
CA 95014; 4~&4090
SinglePage
15-inch monochrome display
Macintosh SE or II.
The SinglePage is a full-page, high-resolution
monochrome display for word processing and desktop
publishing. It is also available with four levels of gray
for accurate on-screen representation of laser printer
output.
The Single Page's Hi-inch portrait screen displays a
full page of text and graphics. With 768 by 1,008 pixel
resolution, it displays crisp fonts for desktop publishing.
The SinglePage display maintains the standard
Macintosh user interface and is compatible with Quick·
Draw. It is compatible with most popular Macintosh
computer graphics, desktop publishing and business
software programs. It includes a display generator coo·
troller card that occupies the SE expansion slot or a
single NuBus expansion slot in a Macintosh D.
It is available in standard monochrome for a Macin·
tosh SE and D. The SinglePage GS, with four levels of
gray, is available for a Macintosh D.
S999 retail: Single Page monochrome (Mac SE and II)
$1,125 retail; SinglePage GS with four levels of gray
(Macm

Cornerstone Technology; 1883 Ringwood Ave.; San
Jose, CA 95131; 408-279-1600
SlideWriter
35mm slidemaker
512K or larger Macintosh.
SlideWriter is a Macintosh-compatible, 35mm slidemaker for business presentations, graphic design,
image recording and more.
Features include very high-resolution 35mm slides
(2,048 or 4,096 pixels per scan line); virtually unlimited
colors selectable from a palette of 16 million; fast
recording; and more.
The SlideWriter package includes a SCSI interface,
built-in professional-quality camera, utility software,
cables and instructions.
$11,795 retail
Matrix Instruments, Inc.; Computer Graphics Division;
I Ramland Rd.; Orangeburg, NY 10962:914-365-0190 or
800-852-8533

Spectrasync 1437, 1537 & 1550+
14· and IS-inch color monitors
Macintosh II.
TI1e Spectrasync 1437 (14-inch) and 1537 (15-inch)
arc color monitors that provide superior performance
with fully automatic frequency scanning from 15.5 to 37
KHz horizontal, 50 to 90Hz vertical. Th·ey automatically
adjust the aspect ratio (horizontal/vertical dimensions

and position) to preset values. Therefore, the monitors
wiJI always have the desired size image on the screen
regardless of the scanning frequency, and circles will
always be displayed as true circles.
These models provide graphic resolution of up to
800 pixels by 600 lines. Seven switchable text colors are
available via a combination of three front-panel RBG
pushbuttons. When all three buttons are in the off
mode, a monochrome display with gray shades results.
Other front panel controls include power on/off with
indicator, contrast and brightness.
Amode switch is provided at the rear of the unit for
selection of the input from the analog or digital connec·
tor. Two video sources from a digital output controller
and analog controller can be connected to the monitor
and selected by the mode switch. The mode switch
allows the choice of a TIL 8, 16 or 64 color mode to
best suit the installed graphics card. Rear controls are
also provided to make final adjustments to a displayed
image for aspect ratio.
The Spectrasync 1550+ analog and TIL is the top
of the line monitor designed for CAD/CAM and bus~
ness graphics applications. This unit combines automat·
ic frequency scanning from 21.5 KHz to 50.0 KHz with a
.26mm dot pitch flat-type monitor screen.
The 1550t makes full-screen high-resolution graph·
ics affordable with a resolution of up to 1,024 by 768.
Seven switchable text colors are available via the usc of
front-panel pushbuttons. When all three buttons are in
the off mode, a monochrome display with gray shades
results.
All of the ldek monitors have a two-year warranty
on the monitor and a one-year warranty on labor. Prices
include tilt/swivel stand and cable.
$849 retail; Spectrasync 1437
$995 retail; Spectrasync 1537
$1,495 retail; Spectrasync 1550t
ldek America, Inc.; 204 S. Olive St.; Rolla, MO 65401;
314-364-7500
Spectrum; SuperView II; SuperView SE
Graphic boards and monitors
Macintosh SE or II.
The Spectrum is a 1,0?..4 by 768-color graphics
board for a Macintosh D. It can be minimally config·
ured for up to 256 colors from a color palette containing
16 million color shades and combinations, using an 8-bit
color chip and 768K RAM.
SuperView II is a black and white only board for a
Macintosh II. It will drive any black and white monitor
3l)d supports multiple contiguous monitors simultaneously. In this manner, all monitors are interconnected
allowing icons and windows to be dragged between
monitors and even span two monitors at once.
Spectrum and SuperView Dcan be used concur·
rently to drive two monitors.
SuperView SE is an ultra-high-resolution (1,365 by
1,024) black and white graphics board for a Macintosh
SE. It utilizes advanced CMOS technology, and fits into
the open slot of the Macintosh SE.
SuperView SE can also be connected to a video projection system for group viewing and supports multiple
contiguous monitors simultaneously.
An on-board socket allows the addition of an
optional Motorola 68881 floating-point coprocessor.
SuperMac's Hi-inch and 19-inch black and white
analog RGB monitors give a user up to eight times the
image area of a standard Macintosh screen.rhey are
configurable for American or European voltages.
$1,595 retail; Spectrum color video adapter (Includes
Pixel Paint)
$495 retail: SuperView Dmonochrome video adapter
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$495 retail; SuperView SE monochrome video adapter
$2,195 retail; SuperView nwith 19-inch monochrome
monitor
$2,195 retail; SuperView SE with 19-inch monochrome
monitor
$4,795 retail; Spectrum/8 color video system for Mac ll
$5,795 retail; Spectrumwith 19-inch color monitor
$4,395 retail; Spectrum with Hi·inch color monitor
$3,195 retail; Spectrum with 19-inch gray scale monitor
SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo Ave.; Moun·
tain View, CA 94043; 415-9648884
I Still Ught
Digital film recorder

Macintos/1 II; 2MB ofRAM.
Still Ught is a digital film recorder that captures
images and generates boardroom-quality 35mm slides,
negatives, transparencies or instant prints.
Drawing on up to 16.5 million colors, Still light
accepts PICT or PICT UIiles from popular Macintosh
applications. Its batch processing capability allows it to
produce up to 36 images, unattended, without having to
load the software where the Iiles were created.
Still light's standard features include the Still light
video graphics card, software, adapter cables, film
recorder, 35mm camera back with autowinder, instant
film back for 3.25 by 4.25-inch print film, Polaroid
Instant FilmProcessor and slide mounting accessories.
Optional features include a 4 by 5-inch filmback, 8 by
!O·inch filmback and 35mm motion picture back.
$3,995 retail
American liquid light, Inc.; 2301 W. 205th St, Ste. 106;
Torrance, CA 90501; 213-618-0274
I Til. Video Port Expander
Allows viewing information from one computer on
more than one display device
Macintosh II.
The Til. Video Port Expander allows users to view
information from one computer on more than one display device. It effectively provides distribution ofTIL
computer signals.
For use with Tit only, the distribution amplifier is
capable of driving the signal more than 300 feet, using
specified low-<:apacitance cable. This substantially
expands the operating distance between the computer
and the display equipment While the maximum num·
ber of outputs per unit is six, the amplifier can be
stacked to allow for as many outputs as are required.
The Video Port Expander allows data to be displayed throughout classrooms, control rooms, corp<r
rate training centers, back office brokerage firms,
information centers or other areas where more than
one viewing station is desirable.
Call for pricing
DataDisplay Corp.; 1800 Landmeier Rd.; Elk Grove,
lL 60007; 312-640.7800

1V Producer RGB!Pro
Makes a standard Macintosh UVideo Card compatible
with standard (NTSC} video signals

Macintosh 11.
1V Producer is a board that installs in a Macintosh
II and makes a standard Macintosh II Video Card compatible with standard (NTSC) video signals.
The device will genlock a Macintosh II video signal, overlay Macintosh Ugraphics and titles over live
video and output to standard video equipment, such as
video projectors and video tape recorders.

$1,500 retail; RGB Pro
$2,600 retail; Combo RGB Pro and ColorFreeze 24
$999 retail; Professional option
$999 retail; PAL version for Europe
$1,990 retait ColorFreeze
Computer Friends, Inc.; 14250 NW Science Park Dr.;
Portland, OR 97229; 503-62&2291
I Ultra 16
16-inch color monitor

Macintosh SE or II.
The Ultra 16 is a 16-inch high·resolution color monitor that features a wide combination of autosynchronous horizontal and vertical scanning capabilities.
TI1e Ultra 16 offers a .31mm dot pitch CRT and
works with either Tit or analog inputs. It can automatically synchronize with any horizontal scan frequency
within the 15 KHz to 37 KHz range. Most notably, it
automatically synchronizes with any vertical frequency
within 45 to 120 Hz.
The Ultra 16 supports an infinite color palette in
analog mode. Ergonomically designed, it features a
built-in tilt and swivel base, small footprint, color switch
for text support and a black matrix non-glare screen.
$1,375 retail
Princeton Graphic Systems; 601 Ewing St., Bldg. k.
Princeton, NJ 08540; 6()9.$1660
Ultrasync
Color monitor
Macintosh JJ.
The Ultrasync is a 12-inch non-glare color monitor.
Features include a 256,0Q().color palette; maximum resolution of 800 by 600; tilt and swivel base; color switch
for text processing; vertical scan frequencies from 45
Hz to 120Hz; horizontal scan rate from15.7 Hz to 35.5
Hz; and a .28mm dot pitch.
$849 retail
Princeton Graphic Systems; 601 Ewing St., Bldg. k.
Princeton, NJ 08540; 6()9.683.1660
I UltraVIew Video System
Color video system
Macintosh JJ.
UltraView Video System is a color video system
that increases the data transfer rate from the Macintosh
II to the video card, reducing the time it takes to redraw
an image. The system uses a fast monitor and can
refresh the screen at 79 Hz.
The system pairs the Nutmeg 256 proprietary color
video interface with a 19-inch landscape monitor from
Mitsubishi Electric Corp. The Nutmeg 256 supports
block transfers, the preferred method of transferring
data between cards on the Macintosh NuBus. The Nutmeg 256 also provides a 1-, 2-,4- or S.bit selectable operation. It can be upgraded easily. An expansion slot for
video memory and a second slot for video performance
peripherals are built into the video interface.
With a full 14 by 11-inch horizontal format, UltraView provides colored images and intense colors. A
self-converging inline color gun helps to ensure that the
images are in focus and colors are aligned. 1·t
To increase comfort, the UltraView offetta bonded
non-reflective surface that allows users to view screen
images without glare. The screen swivels and"tilts.
Brightness and contrast controls are located conveniently on the front panel.
$5,798 retail
.
Nutmeg Systems, Inc.; 25 South Ave.; New Canaan.
CT 06840; 203-96&3226

VA Plus; VASE
Connects 128K Macintosh through SE to high-resolution monitors and projectors for flawless, flickerless
images
Any Macintosh.
The VA Plus and VASE connect a Macintosh to a
large-screen monitor or video projector.
Each provides a screen of 512 by 342 pixels and is
suitable for use in presentations and meetings where a
large group of people would need to see a Macintosh
screen.
The adapters are installed inside the computer with
a clip and connect to the monitor through a cable connector exiting through the security port. Monitors and
cables are available from Open Mac Enterprises.
The VA Plus is for a 1281{, 512K. 512KE and Macintosh Plus; the VASE is for a Macintosh SE.
$99.95 retail; VA Plus
$149.95 retail; VASE
Open Mac Ente.rprises; 2280 Bates Ave., Ste. J;
Concord, CA 94520; 4 1 5-682~0
I Vari.Sync Monitor

19-inch monitor
Macintosh JJ.
The Vari-Sync Monitor is a 19-inch monitor that
automatically adjusts to resolutions of 640 by 350, 640
by 400 and 640 by 480.11 features a variable synchnr
nization between 31.25 and 35.75 KHz and analog input
The CRT has a pre-converged inline tube with a
trio dot pitch of .31mm and has a 90 degree deflection.
Vertical scan frequency is 40 Hz to 90 Hz with a video
bandwidth of 100 MHz. User controls include power,
brightness, horizontal centering and width. An infinite
number of colors are available in analog input.
The Vari-Sync is available in a metal enclosure,
metal ergonomic cabinet or metal chassis suitable for
rack mounting.
Call for pricing
Colorgraphic Communications Corp.; 5388 New
Peachtree Rd.; PO Box 80448; Atlanta, GA 30366;
404-455-3921
VideoEx
Upgrades Mac II and color video board users to 256Jey.
els of color or gray
Macintosh II; Applt or SupuMac video card.
VideoEx upgrades Macintosh II and color video
board users to 256levels of color or gray.
Composed of eight multi port video RAMs, the kit is
compatible with the Apple and SuperMac video cards
fo r a Macintosh H. Installation requires plugging chips
into sockets.
VideoEx does not void any manufacturer's warranties and is guaranteed for two years.
Call for pricing
Open Mac Enterprises; 2280 Bates Ave., Ste. J;
Concord, CA 94520; 415-682-0440
• ViewFrame 11+2
LCD computer projection display
512K or larger Macintosh.
The ViewFrame 11+2 projection display uses liquid
crystal display (LCD) technology to project a real-time
image of a Macintosh computer's monitor onto a screen
or wall. The unit attaches to the Macintosh and uses
any ordinary overhead projector. The computer screen
is projected just as an overhead transparency would be.
Features of the ViewFrame 11+2 include: a 640 by
480 pixel resolution; black and white with eight shades
of gray; an aspect ratio of 1.33 to I; fan cooling supplemented by optical heat rejection; the video adapter used
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on the Macintosh does not require an expansion slot;
and installation does not require any alteration of the
computer case.
$1,850 retail
NView Corp.; 11835 Canon Blvd., Ste. CI01; Newport
News, VA 23606; 8()4.873-1354
Viking l
.
19-inch high-resolution monochrome momtor
Macintosh SE or II.
The Viking I is a 19-inch monochrome monitor
that offers 1,280 by 960 resolution that retains a 1:1
ratio of the screen (circles won't appear as ovals).
The Viking I includes three desktop publishing
modes. In Extend mode, the screen image extends onto
the Macintosh SE, allowing for a larger image to ?e displayed and vertically scrolled on theSE.. In Magnify .
mode. theSE provides two levels of fatbtts-style magnification of whatever the cursor is pointing to on the
large screen. In WYSIWYG mode, theSE displays the
document at exact printed size, or can serve to display
extra windows.
The Macintosh SE can be quickly disconnected
and used independently without modifications.
Ahardware screen-saver automatically turns off
the Viking I screen after a selectable interval.
$1,995 retail; includes card
MonitermCorp.; 5740 Green Circle Dr.; Minnetonka,
MN 55343; 612-93).4 151
Viking 10
High-resolution color monitor
Madntosllll.
The Viking 10 is a 19-inch color monitor for a
Macintosh II. The 1,024 by 768 pixel resolution is optimum for CAD/CAM and DTP on a Macintosh because
it retains a 1:1 ratio (meaning that circles don't appear
as ovals).
The Viking 10 displays two full pages simultaneously with detailed, readable characters crisply formed
from square pixels, so screen and printed characters
precisely match.
It also features flicker-free viewing and complete
portability.
55,070 retail; includes card
Moniterm Corp.; 5740 Green Circle Dr.; Minnetonka.
MN 55343: 612-9354 151
Viking 2400
24-inch large-screen monochrome monitor
Macintosh SE or II.
The Viking 2400 is a 24-inch large-screen .
monochrome monitor that features 1,280 by 960 piXel
resolution for advanced desktop publishing, CAD/CAM
and spreadsheet applications.
The monitor is non-interlaced with paper-white
phosphor for flicker-free viewing. It allow~ for desktop
publishing with larger documents or multlple pages on
screen. Its 18 by 13-inch screen can legiblydisplay facing 8.5 by I l-inch pages or a full B-size engineering
drawing.
$2,595 retail; includes card
Moniterm Corp.; 5740 Green Circle Dr.; Minnetonka,
MN 55343; 612-93).4151
Viking G/S
Gray-scale monochrome monitor
Macintosh 11.
The Viking G/S gray-scale monochrome monitor is
a 1,024 by 768 pixel display offering 256 shades of gray.
It is designed for sophisticated electronic publishing
presentation graphics, retouching, three-dimensional
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solid modeling, image processing and other applications requiting photorealistic images with prectse text
and line detail.
The Viking G/S monitor uses square pixels for precise matching of screen and laser printer text an~
graphics. Its 72 dpi resolution allows for actual-siZC
WYSIWYG screen display with all Macintosh soft\\•are.
The Viking G/S comes with a controller car~ that
plugs into the Macintosh U NuBus slot No modifications are required.
$3,125 retail: includes card
Moniterm Corp.; 5740 Green Circle Dr.; Minnetonka,
MN 55343; 612-93).4151
Vopex-2M
Two-channel video output port expander
Maci1rtosh 11.
The Vopex-2M video port ~xpander allows two .
Macintosh II monitors to be driven from the same vtdeo
port. In addition, the operating distance between the
Macintosh and its monitors can be extended to 50 feet.
This permits the relocation of monitors into classrooms, control rooms, factory Doors and applications
using video projectors. Vopex-2M features 50 MHz
bandwidth and no resolution loss. The Macintosh ll
interface cable is included.
$334 retail
NetworkTechnologies, Inc.; 19145 Elizabeth St.;
Aurora, OH 44202; 2 1 ~543- 1646 or 800-742~24
IVopex-SM
Eight output, Macintosh II video port expander
Macintoslll1.
The Vopex-8M is a video por! expan~er for _the
Macintosh nvideo standard and IS functtonal wtth both
the monochrome and color monitor. The Vopex-8M
allows eight monitors to be driven by a single Macin- .
tosh II at distances upto 50 feet from the computer. It ts
an ideal device for applications such as training rooms,
presentations, video printers and video projectors.
The Vopex-8M connects directly to a Macintosh II
video port via an NTI supplied 4-foot interface cable. All
eight output ports are individually buffered. The Vopex8M is completely operational with monochrome or
color monitors because it precisely tracks the input
signal.
.
It is easy to install and operate by pluggmg any
compatible Macintosh II monitor directly into the 15-pin
Doutput connectors. Extension ~bles ~!ted with the •
same 15-pin Dconnectors are available m lengths of 25-,
35- and 50-feel
The Vopex-8M is housed in an 8 by 2.5 by 6.2-inch
package and powered by 110 VAC.
$999 retail
Network Technologies, Inc.; 19145 Elizabeth St.;
Aurora, OH 44202; 2 1~543- 1 646 or 8()0.742-8324
VP-10 Graphics Processor
Graphic element processor that connects color and
monochrome raster output devices to a Macintosh
A11y Macintosh.
The VP-10 Graphic Element Processor connects
color and monochrome raster output devices to a Macintosh. It accepts random vectors, symbols and other
graphic information from a host mainf~e compute~.
Its multiprocessors allow for overlap of mput data whtle
outputting toa raster device.
It includes a vector capacity of up to 200,000 elements· 512K of memory, expandable to 2MB; support
for m~st popular raster hard copy grap'!ics devices;
color support for both modulated and dtthered devtces;
real time memory optimization; print/ plot spooler capabilities; pen plotter emulation; and built-in diagnostics.
$5,995 retail
.
KMW Systems Corp.; 6034 W. Courtyard Dr.; Austin,
TX 78730; 512-338-3000 or 80().531-5167

XC-3310
33-inch auto-tracking monitor
Macintosh II.
The XC-3310 is a 33-inch (31-inch viewable) autotracking monitor that has a resolution up to 800 by 600
pixels. Auto-tracking circuitry automatically locks onto
any horizontal frequency from 15KHz to 35KHz and
any vertical frequency from 40 Hz to 75 ~z. These specifications result in a plug-and-play convemence to a
user, requiting no internal adjustments when connecting to a VCR or a computer.
The XC-3310 accepts eitherTTI.. analog or television-type NTSC input signals. It also features an inline
gun with .81mm stripe mask pitch and can display infinite colors (depending on input mode or graphics
board used).
$5,495 retail
.
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Computer Penpherals Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance, CA 90502;
213-217-5732
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l 040GT Series Pen Plotters
Eight-pen plotters
Any Macintosh.
The 1040GT Series arc eight-pen plotters that consist of three models: 1043GT, which performs in cutsheet mode; and 1042G1' and 1044GT. which are
dual-mode plotters that operate in both cut-sheet and
continuous-roll modes. All three models can plot on
paper or film ranging from ANSI-size Ato E (!SO-size

A4toAO).

Features include: Plot Manager firmware, which
increases throughput as much as 100 percent o~er pen
plotters with equal plotting s~ and ac~elerati?n; an
eight-pen turret with automatic pen cappmg; an mtegrated plotter communications interface; non-volatile
setup memory; and self·test diagnostics.
Key specifications include: a plotting speed of up to
24 ips at an acceleration rate of 1.2gs; resolution of
0.0005 inches; repeatability of 0.005 inches (0.127mm);
and accuracy of 0.1 percent of the move up to 36 inches
(914mm) or O.o! inches (0.254mm), whichever is
greater.
$9,900 retail; 1042GT
$7,995 retail; 1043GT
$13,900 retail; 1044GT
CalComp, Inc.; 2411 W. laPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667
1070 Series Pen Plotters
Four-pen plotters
Any Macintosh.
The 1070 Series of high-performance four-pen plotters feature one cut-sheet model (1076C) and one dualmode model (1077). Both models offer plotting speeds
of up to 50 inches per second (Ips) on axis, 70 ips on
diagonal; a 4g acceleration rate; and a resolution of
0.0005 inches.
In drum-plotter mode, the 1077 produces continuous-roll drawings upto 34-inches wide by 120-feet long.
In beltbed-plotter (or cut-sheet) mode, either model can
yield plots as large as 34- by 50-inches on a variety of
media types and preprinted forms.
$17,995 retail; 1076C
$26,995 retail; 1077
CalComp, Inc.; 2411 W. laPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 8()0.225-2667
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4300 & 4200 Laser Imagesetters
PostScript front-end systems

Any Madntosh for PostScript models; MicroSetter l/
interface program for non-PostScript models.
The 4300 Laser lmagesetter is a high-performance
imaging system that outputs at speeds of H).inches per
minute at full2,400 dpi resolution and 20-inches per
minute in the 1,200 dpi high-speed mode. The system
accepts input from a wide variety of intelligent front
ends. including all Varityper digital front-end workstations and front ends currently driving Varityper's 6700
Series. In addition, Varityper offers the Microsetter D
interface program that allows Macintosh users to drive
the4300.
Varityper's entire type library is available for the
4300. Type sizes for the system range from 4 to 288
points. Type can be slanted forward and backward up
to 45 degrees in one degree increments and can be condensed and expanded in width. Inaddition, the 4300
outputs tints, special typographic effects and computergenerated graphics, and can output at 600 dpi with a bitmapped graphics option.
The 4200 Laser lmagesetter is a 1.200 dpi version
of the 4300 and outputs at lfHnches per minute. It can
be upgraded in the field to a 4300.
The 4300P is a PostScript Laser lmagesetter that
employs the Adobe RIP, supplying full Adobe PostScript
functionality. Output speeds and resolutions are the
same as the 4300.
The 4200P is a 1,200 dpi-only version of the 4300P,
which can be optionally upgraded in the field to a 4300P.
Both PostScript lmagesctters utilize fonts from
PostScript type, Varityper's and Adobe's libraries, and
are compatible with all PostScript front-end systems.
The 13 basic LaserWriter fonts are standard, and the 22
additional styles that complete the LaserWriter Plus
fonts are packaged as an option.
$37,995 retail; 4300 Laser lmagesetter
$49,995 retail; 4300P PostScript Laser lmagesetter
$31,995 retail; 4200 Laser lmagesetter
$36,995 retail; 4200P PostScript Laser lmagesetter
$19,995 retail; PostScript option for 4300 (provides
dual RIPs)
Varityper, ATegra Co.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.; E.
Hanover, NJ 07936; 201-887-8000
5700 Series Electrostatic Plotters
Electrostatic plotters

Any Madntosh.
The 5700 Series is a family of electrostatic plotters
that output wide-forma~ dry monochrome plots for a
varietyof computer-aided design applications. They
accommodate media widths of 24, 36 or 44 inches and
are available with media speeds ranging from 0.4 to 3.8
inches per second [Ips) and resolutions of 200 or 400 dpi.
An exclusive feature of the 5700 Series is a quickplotting mode that doubles plotting speed with little
appreciable loss of image quality. In this mode, the system outputs full-resolution data across the plotting head
while selectively plotting data at half-resolution along
the media travel axis. At the same time, the plotting
engine is commanded to operate at a higher media
travel speed.

Other features include: uses a staggered styli
image head that produces a dot pattern in which adjacent dots overlap by almost half a dot: a line enhancement feature, which provides four levels of line weight
to produce bolder or wider lines; the ability to create
drawings with as many as 1,024 different line types and
1,024 different fill patterns in a single plot; standard
vector memory of25 MB; Enviroclean toning system;
self-diagnostics; and an intelligent control panel.
$22,900 retail; 5723 (24-inch/200 dpi)
$22,900 retail; 5725 (24-inch/400 dpi)
$27,500 retail; 5733 (36-inch/200 dpi)
$27,500 retail; 5735 (36-inch/400 dpi)
$65,000 retail; 5745 (44-inch/400 dpi)
CaiComp, Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 80().225-2667
5800 Series Color Electrostatic Plotters
Color electrostatic plotters

Any Madnwsh.
The 5800 Series is a family of color electrostatic
plotters that output wide-format, dry color plots for a
variety of computer-aided design applications.
There are three basic models in the series - 5825,
5835 and 5845 -that accommodate media widths of 24,
36 and 44 inches, respectively. For continuous color
representation and a crisp image, all5800 Series
models provide a resolution of 400 dpi. Other key features include a palette of 1,024 colors and electronic
registration.
The plotters use four separate toner stations, each
containing a different color toner. cyan, magenta. yellow or black. Together, these toners produce seven
pure colors that can be mixed to produce an unlimited
number of hues and shades.
Other features include: media image speeds of 0.7
ips for Model5825, 0.5 ips for Modcl5835 and 0.4 ips
for Modcl5845; standard vector memory of 12MB with
25. 50. 140 and 280MB disks available as options; selfdiagnostics; 0.1 percent vertical/horizontal accuracy;
and ROM pack firmware and Enviroclean toning
system.
$49,000 retail; 5825
$59,000 retail; 5835
$69,000 retail; 5845
CaiComp, Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 80().225-2667
7000 Series Of Plotters
Electrostatic monochrome plotters

Any Madntosh.
The 7000 Series of electrostatic monochrome plotters offer 200 and 400 ppi (points per inch) resolutions
and a field upgradable option on a 200 ppi model. The
plotters are available in 22, 24, 36 and 44-inch widths.
Multimedia plotting capabilities are available for tailor·
ing output requirements.
Service features built in include a service panel
that can be used like a digital meter. Average paper
speed in inches per second allows users to quickly
determine output performance. The service panel also
displays media status aiding in waste controL Operator
controls and indicators have easy access and include
controls of plot darkness display. Optional enhanced
accuracy and automatic media cutter features are available on both the 7200 and 7400 models.
Adjustable plot speed control permits operator or
host computer to set plotter sjJeed from .125 ips to rated
speed. Maximum accumulated error of a plot is 0.1 percent horizontal and vertical. Versaplot software allows
the production of virtuallyany graphics representation.
$24,500 retail; 22 and 24-inch
$35,000 retail; 36-inch
$42,500 retail; 44-inch
Versatec, AXerox Co.; 2710 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 4()8.988-2800

8500 Series Of Plotters
Electrostatic monochrome plotters

Any Madntosh.
The 8500 Series of electrostatic plotters are
designed to produce an average of 1,000 plots per
month and, depending on the plo~ have 6to 20 times
the throughput of a pen plotter.
The plotters accept 906/907 and HPGL data for!Dats _and can replace pen plotters in applications requirmg high throughput Two models are available: the
8524 provides 0-size on 24-inch wide roll media and the
8536 forE-size on 36-inch wide roll media. Both provide
high-speed plotting with 200 points per inch resolution.
A0-size drawing (24 by 36-inches) can be plotted in
less than a minute with crisp, black lines.
$19,900 to $22,900 retail
Versatec, AXerox Co.; 2710 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 408-988-2800
Artisan Pen Plotter (Model 1023)
Eight-pen plotter
Any Madntosh.
The ~tisan Pen Plotter is a high-performance, fullfeatured e1ght-pen plotter that produces high-resolution
drawings on cut-sheet paper and film, sizes ANSI Ato D
OSO A4 to AI).
Performance specifications include: on axis it plots
as fast as 30 inches (762mm) per second at an acceleration rate of2gs: plots up to 42 inches {1,077mm) per
second at 2.8g acceleration at a 45-degree angle; 0.()()()5.
inch (0.0125mm) addressable resolution; O.OQS.inch
(0.127mm) repeatability; and 0.1 percent of the move or
0.01 inches (0.254mm) accuracy.
Features include: Plot Manager, which substantially increases throughput by minimizing pen changes
and pen movement; a "look-ahead" capability, which
keeps the pen moving at high speed when a line
changes direction less than 45 degrees; an optional! or
2 MB memory expansion cartridge, which allows users
to download entire plot files from the host computer for
storage in the Artisan; a rotating turre~ which houses
up to eight pens in any combination of type, color or tip
width; an intelligent control panel, which guides users
through every step by means of keypad and a 32<haracter LCD; nonvolatile setup memory, which permits
up to four users to save setup parameters, such as communications mode, scaling and pen velocity/acceleration; a full-width grit drum, which accommodates all
media widths up to 25 inches (635mm); and an operator
safety cover; which also reduces noise and keeps the
plotting mechanism free from dust.
$4,895 retail
CaiComp, Inc.; 2411W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 80().225-2667
I Barneyscan
35mm desktop color slide scanner
Madntosh II.
Barneyscan consists of a self<ontained, vibration·
free desktop scanner unit, an expansion card and menudriven software that interfaces directly with a
Macintosh II.
The software controls simple, high-resolution scanning of 35mm slides and allows for color correction,
brightness and gamma correction, cropping, sharpening, image resizing and conversion of the color image
to 2561evels of gray without rescanning.
Barneyscan digitizes color slides in about three
minutes, depending on slide density. Monochrome
slides scan in 30 seconds.
The scanner samples slides at1,000 lines per inch
at a pixel size of 25.4 microns. The resulting matrix
measures 1,520 by 1,024lines.
$8,700 retail
Barneyscan Corp.; 1198 lOth St.: Berkeley, CA 94nO;
415-5~8
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Big Bin 1000
Increases paper handling capacity to 1,00> sheets
Any Canon SX, Ricoh 4150or Ricoh 4080/4081 laser

printer.

The Big Bin is a sheet feeder that replaces the
paper tray and holds I,<XX> sheets. It is available in three
models that connect to laser printers with Canon SX.
Rlcoh 4150 and Rlcoh 4080/4081 engines. Optional
legal·slze kits are also available.
$795 retail
laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile, AL 36685;
205-633-7223 or 8()0.523-2696
I BirmySetter 300 And 400
PostScript language-<:ompatible imagesetters

Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript output wftware.
The BirmySetter is a PostScript language-<:ompatible output device that uses infrared laser diode technology and a raster image processor (RIP) to image
PostScript output 61es five- to !().times faster than similar devices. The BirmySetter operates at selected resolution levels from 600 to 3,00> dpi (3,00> dpi is an
optional resolution requiring hardware and program
modification) and comes in two basic models. The 300
can accommodate 72 pica 6lm widths and the 400 can
accommodate 94 pica film widths.
The Birmy RIP has 8MB of RAM and uses a 10
MIPS RISC chip set to process PostScript POL files.
The RIP can communicate bidirectionally with up to 16
other devices.
The BirmySetter is shipped with 35 standard Bit·
stream fonts. Additional fonts are available through
Birmy Graphics.
$34,600 retail; BirmySetter 300
$54,00> retail; BirmySetter 400
Birmy Graphics Corp.; 2244 NW 21Ter.; Miami,
FL 33142; 305-633-3321
Buffer Box P/ S; Buffer Plus P/S
64K printer buffer, parallel/serial or serial/parallel
converter

Any Macintosh; any R~232C serial or Centronics para/·
lei device.
The Buffer Box P/S is a 64K printer buffer capable
of serial-to-parallel or parallel-to-serial data conversion.
Features include automatic pause, copy and reset
The Buffer Plus PIS is a 64K printer buffer, serial/parallel and parallel/serial converter, data_translator,
protocol converter and printer remote controUer all in
one. Its front panel consists of several touch-sensitive
pushbuttons that control a user's print jobs. Features
include pause, copy, reset and programmable keys.
$199 retail; Buffer Box P/S
$269 retail; Buffer Plus P/S
Applied Creative Technology, Inc.; 8333 Douglas Ave.,
Ste. 700; Dallas, TX 75225; 214-7394200 or
800433-5373
Business I.aserPrinter
PostScript laser printer

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Business LaserPrinter is a low-cost, 300 dpi
PostScript laser printer. It combines the very latest version of Adobe PostScript (Version 49) with 2MB of
RAM, AppleTalk compatibility and a SCSI port for hard
disk storage. It also adds Helvetica Condensed to the
standard set of35 fonts, providing a user with a total of
39 fonts. There is also a SCSI port to connect a hard
disk drive for additional font storage.
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The Business LaserPrinter uses the second-generation Ricoh 1060 engine and provides output at six pages
per minute. The printers toner, drum and cleaning cartridges can be replaced separately. The LaserPrinter
works with all standard paper sizes, as well as transparencies, envelopes and a variety of paper weights.
Owners of GCC's Personal LaserPrinter (Pl.P) or
Personal LaserPrinter Plus can upgrade to the Business
LaserPrinter by ge.tting the Business LaserPrinter
upgrade board instaUed by an authorized GCC Level ll
service center.
$4,199 retail; Business LaserPrinter
$2,299 retail; upgrade board for Personal LaserPrinter
and Personal LaserPrinter Plus
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter St; Waltham,
MA 02154; 617-89().{)880
C2552 Spectrum
Electrostatic color plotter

Any Macintosh.
The C2552 Spectrum is an 11-inch electrostatic
color plotter that produces fuU color, narrow format output on film or paper at a resolution of 200 ppi (points
per inch). Spectrum can switch between text and graphics, Aand Bsize pages and color or monochrome output in response to input data without the need for
operator intervention.lt performs the functions of
three output devices: line printer, plotter or CRT hard
copy device. Its multifunction capabilities make Spec·
trum especially suitable for use as a system hard copy
device, on shared workstation networks or in remote
operation.
Standard Spectrum features, line enhance, mirror
imaging, raster data translation and an automatic media
cutter allow a user to concentrate on the work at hand,
not on the plotter. line enhance creates bolder line
widths. Mirror image allows plotting of overlays on
film. Raster data translation permits the use of 100 ppi
resolution on the 200 ppi model for "quick-look" plots,
and the integral media cutter allows a user to cut plots
automatically or to select the size needed under program controL Integrated Versaplot software packages
are available for plotter operation.
$11,950 retail
Versatec, AXerox Co.; 2710 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 408-988-2800

• CAMM·l
Desktop sign maker
Macintosh SE or ll; connectingcable; plotter w/lwart.
CAMM·l is a desktop sign maker that combines
cutting and plotting functions in one convenient unit Its
cutting function makes it simple to produce cut-out
alphanumeric characters, as well as various graphics to
be used for in-store displays, ads and signs. The plotting function is ideal for drawing posters and making
price tagS when used together with bold marker pens.
Once linked to a Macintosh, all necessary data can
be easily edited. In addition, the CAMM-1 is compatible
with CAD software, making intricate logos and compli·
cated graphics as easy to produce as simple letters and
numbers.
The CAMM-1 can cut or plot on a wide variety of
standard sign media up to a maximum width of 17 inches and a length of 31 inches. With a maximum speed of
6 inches per second, the CAMM-1still maintains a resolution of 0.001inches per step. Capable of utilizing
either an ink pen or a swivel knife, it has bullt-in controls for setting the optimum down pressure from as little as 20g to a maximum of 120g.
Other features include etched steel grit rollers for
exceUent traction for all types of media and a 20-character/2-line LCD display for easy set-up and use. For production runs of the same sign, the CAMM·1 has the

ability to store both graphic and font data and can replot
this data as many times as necessary. Data cannot be
lost- even in the event of a power loss.
$4,495 retail
Roland DG; 7200 Dominion Cir.; Los Angeles,
CA 90040; 213-685-5141

CAMM-2
Computer-aided engraving machine
Macintosh SE or II; CAD wflwart.
The CAMM-2 is a compact engraving machine that
can transform an ordinary CAD system into a professional-quality engraving workstation. It has a total working area of 8 by 5.5 by .5-inches, a maximum speed of
71 inches per minute and a resolution of 0.0004 inches
per step.
The CAMM-2 has two sets of controlling com·
mands. The first set is compatible with the CAMM-3
milling machine. The other set of commands are com·
patible with HP-GL plotter protocoL By manually set·
ting the depth of cut, users can output to the CAMM-2
just as they would to their plotter.
A20 character/2line LCD display with interactive
software allows a user to quickly modify all operational
settings, including workpiece origin, Zaxis origin,
speed of cut, depth of cut and communications protocols. Standard Centronics Parallel and RS-232C Serial
interfaces provide links to all types of software.
For production runs, the CAMM-2's replot function
allows a user to output the same data as many times as
necessary- without the need of a computer. Once
data is stored in the buffer, it will not be lost - even in
the event of a power outage.
The CAMM-2consists of a controller and the
engraving machine. It includes a wide range of engraving tools, including diamond gravers, pardllel cutters
and micro-drills.
$4,995 retail
Roland DG; 7200 Dominion Cir.; Los Angeles,
CA 90040; 213-685-5141
I Caretaker Plus

Printer sharing

Serial or parallel port.
Caretaker Plus enables users to share a common
printer among several computers. It accepts data simultaneously on all ports and will connect each port automatically on a first come first serve basis. The LEOs
display the flow of data, busy signals, errors and active,
queued and inactive status. The units may be connected
to one another or to a Porter code activated switch to
make versatile low cost networks.
The base unit is supplied with 16K of buffer
expandable to 64K or 256K It is available in either 4
ports or 8 ports, and paraUel or serial.
Caretaker Plus is packaged in a tan enclosure and
is available with an optional black anodized rack mount.
Power is supplied by a 110 volt wall mount adapter. It is
also available in a 220 volt version.
$395 retail; 4-port box
$495 retail; S-port box
Rose Electronics; 10850 Wilcrest, Ste. 900; Houston,
TX 77099; 713-933-7673 or 80().333-9343
CE3000 Series Of Plotters
Electrostatic color plotters

Any Macintosh.
The CE3<XX> Series of Electrostatic Color Plotters
offers versatile 200 or 400 ppi (points per inch) color
plo.tting and IT!ay be interfaced wi~ a wide range of rastenzers enabling upgrades as plotting requirements
change. Plotters are available that produce output on
24, 36 and #inch media widths. The extended plot
width of the #inch plotters is especiaUy useful for
Vl.Sl design, seismic data representation and most
mapping applications.
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The CE3000 models feature fast plotting speeds. D
orE size monochrome plots may be created in less than
60 seconds. Additional features include a hardware char·
acter generator, an integral media take-up reel and a
built·in manually operated media cutter. The hardware
character generator allows creation of text and banner
pages. The media take-up reel allows the creation of hun·
dreds of plots without operator intervention.
The plotters feature casters, small size,low weight
and low power requirements (300 watts nominal). Integrated Versaplot packages are available for most popu·
Jar computer operating systems and operate on the
3000 series of plotters.
$37,000 retai~ 24-inch
$47,000 retail; 3&inch
$57,000 retail; #inch
Versatec, AXerox Co.; 2710 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 40&9~2800
CG400 PS

PostScript-compatible plain paper printer
512K or klrger Macintosh.
The CG 400 PSis a PostScript-compatible plain
paper printer that uses LED array technology for high·
er resolution and reliability. It produces resolution of
400 dots per inch at up to 18 pages per minute with a
monthly output of up to 100,000 pages. The printer
includes 73 resident fonts upgradable to as many as
200, a 2,QOO.sheet paper capacity, 20 MB hard disk
drive, 6MB of RAM and serial and parallel interfaces.
$29,995 retail
Compugraphic Corp.; 200 Ballardvale St; Wilmington,
MA 01887; 5Q8.65S.5600
CG Script

PostScript to Compugraphic converter
512K or klrger Macint0$h.
CG Script is a hardware and software package that
converts PostScript files into Compugraphic typesetter
language commands. It accepts text and graphic input
from hundreds of Macintosh application packages and
outputs to any of four Compugraphic typesetters,
including the CG 9600/9700 laser imagesetters and the
MCS 8000/8400 photo units.
CG Script consists of a controller and PostScript
interpreter software as well as typesetter fonts corresponding to the 13 "core" PostScript fonts. Sixty additional fonts are also available.
$8,995 retail
Compugraphic Corp.; 200 Ballardvale St; Wilmirigton,
MA 01887; 50s.65S.5600
Colby Porta-Printer
Ink-jet printer
Any Macint0$h.
The Colby Porta-Printer is a portable, Macintosh·
compatible printer that weighs 2.5 pounds and mea·
sures 2 by 6.5 by 11 inches.
It uses HP ink·jet carbidges and is quie~ fast (140
cps) and features full Macintosh-compatible text graph·
ics printing capability. It uses regular or coated tractor·
feed paper and has a page condensing feature that
makes output look similar to I.aserWriter output while
reducing the page size by 20 percent
$499 retail; includes Macintosh software driver, serial
port cable and AC adapter
Colby Systems Corp.; 4723 N. Warren Ave.; Fresno,
CA 93705; 2()9.2224985

Color Image Printer (Model 46930)
300 dpi color image printer
Macintosh ll; 2MB ofRAM; hard disk drive; 256 color
monitor and card.
The Color image Printer is a 300 dpi thermal wax
transfer printer designed for use with a Macintosh II.
The printer comes with four high-resolution fonts
that are compatible with Apple's LaserWriter IISC print·
er. The printer's driver software takes advantage of large
fonts installed on the Macintosh II, allowing text to be
printed clearly at its maximum resolution of300 dpi.
The Color Image Printer provides representation of
more than 16 million colors, as well as a custom image
processor that provides fulkolor printing capability,
image scaling and image rotation in hardware rather
than software.
The image processor is based on the Motorola
68020 microprocessor. The printer comes with 4 MB of
RAM, expandable to 12 MB. Aminimum of 8MB is
required to achieve full300 dpi resolution. Ahigh-per·
formance parallel interface offloads images from the
Macintosh II in as few as 10 seconds, freeing the computer for other tasks.
The Color image Printer uses a four-pass (cyan,
magenta, yellow, black) thermal wax transfer printing
process for greater color saturation and a brilliant range
of colors. The system includes a high-speed NuB us
compatible parallel interface card for the Macintosh II,
enabling Macintosh users to control printing from with·
in applications.
$8,495 retail; printer
$495 retail; printer interface card for Mac II
Tektronix, Inc.; Graphics Printing and imaging
Division; PO Box 1000, Mail Sta 63447; Wilsonville,
OR 97070; 503-235-7202 or 80().225-5434
ColorMaster
PlotterI printer
Any Macintosh.
The ColorMaster thermal transfer plotter/printer
is a desktop computer peripheral device designed for
presentation graphics and graphic arts applications. It
produces color or monochrome graphics and text on
ANSI·A size OSO A4) cut-sheet paper or overhead
transparency film.
ColorMaster features seven solid colors, a resolution of 200 dpi and a built-in rasterizer. The plot·
ter/printer can automatically output up to 100 plain
paper copies or 40 transparencies at an imaging speed
of one minute per full-color page or 20 seconds for
black and white page.
$4,795 retail
CalComp, Inc.; 2411 W.l..aPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667
ColorView 5612VS
Printer with color video controller
Any Macintosh.
The ColorView 5612VS comprises a Model5612
thermal transfer printer and a Mode1903 color video
controller that combine to produce fast, color-saturated
A· and B-size hard copy of a workstation image. The
5612 has an imaging speed of two minutes per B-size
color page (45 seconds for black and white) and 75 sec·
onds per A-size color page (30 seconds for black and
white).
The 903 accepts images with resolutions of up to
1,280 by 1,024 pixels; provides 2 MB of video memory
for image storage; and allows the printer to reproduce
images.
The color video controller captures the RGB
screen image in less than one second. The screen
image is first converted to digital data by the 903 and
then printed by the 5612 in a choice of either a portrait
(vertical) or a landscape (horizontal) format

The 5612 combines a thermal imaging head with
thermally sensitive ink ribbon to transfer yellow,
magenta and cyan dots (200 per inch) onto the paper or
film. These three primary colors produce red, green,
blue and black, making seven solid colors available for
any single dot (combinations of these dots can form
thousands of colors).
Features of the 903 include: an internal4-to-1multi·
plexer that allows up to four workstations to link v.ith
the printer at the same time; acontrol panel with a 10pushbutton keypad and a 32-character alphanumeric
LCD; black and white reversal; fractional enlargement;
and the ability to generate multiple copies, which the
5612 accommodates via a tractor·feed mechanism that
also allows for unattended operation.
$13,995 retail
Ca!Comp, Inc.; 2411 W. l..aPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821·2000 or 80().225-2667
ColorView 5912
Plotter/printer
Any Macintosh.
The ColorView 5912 is a thermal transfer
plotter/printer that can output on either ANSI NISO
A4-size or ANSI B/ISO A3-size media for a variety of
CAD/CAM/CAE, geophysical, graphic arts and presentation graphics applications.
Features include: imaging speed of two minutes
per B-size color page (45 seconds for black and white)
and 75 seconds per A-size color page (30 seconds for
black and white); 200 dpi resolution; uses an internal
rasterizer to drive its print engine; emulates Ca!Comp
5800 Series color electrostatic plotters; employs 3.5 MB
of internal RAM; a proprietary graphics language that
provides the user-definable color palette (1,024 fill
colors and 512line types) of the CalComp 5800 Series;
and more.
$10,495 retail
Ca!Comp, Inc.; 2411 W.l..aPalma Ave.; Anaheim. CA
92801; 714-821-2000 or 80().225-2667
• ColorView 5912VS
Plotter/printer with color video controller
Any Macintosh.
ColorView5912VS combines the capabilities of a
desktop thermal transfer plotter/printer and a color
video controller to produce fas~ color-saturated A· and
B-size paper or film hard copy from CAD or graphics
software, or from workstation screen images. Imaging
speed is two minutes per B-size color page, 45 seconds
for black and white. Resolution is 200 dpi.
The video controller connects the plotter/printer to
almost any workstation with analog RGB output capabil·
ity; accepts images with resolutions of up to 1,280 by
1,024 pixels; captures RGB screen images in less than
one second; provides 2 MB of video memory for image
storage; and allows the plotter/printer to reproduce
images at full screen resolution, completely indepen·
dent of the software used.
Plotter/printer mode features 3.5 MB of internal
RAM and built-in rasterizer to store and print even the
most complex vector· or raster-based image. It emu·
lates the Ca!Comp 5800 Series color electrostatics,
1040GT Series and Artisan pen plotters, Epson FX.SO
printer and standard Centronic parallel and RS-232-C
serial interfaces. Tractor-feed allows for multicopy,
unattended operation.
$15,995 retail
Ca!Comp, Inc.; 2411 W.l..aPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821·2000 or 80().225-2667
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Converter Plus
Serial to parallel (or vice versa) conversion with print
buffering up to 512K
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Converter Plus provides serial-to-parallel or
parallel-to-serial conversion with print buffering up to
512K
Auser can choose any of 16 standard baud rates to
match a computer, printer, plotter or other serial peripheral. The serial interface supports both X-On/X-Off and
DTR protocols.
Additional features include: built-in self test; a Copy
button to produce up to 256 copies; a Clear button that
erases and resets the buffer memory; a Ready tight that
provides the status of data transfer; 1/0 processor; parity checking; and more.
$235 retail: 64K
$359 retail: 256K
$495 retail; 512K
$669 retail; I MB
$1.295 retail; 2MB
Supports all printer software drivers
Johnathon Freeman Designs; PO Box 880114· San
Francisco, CA 94188; 41~22-8451
'
I CrystalPrint PubUsher

PostScript-compatible page printer
512K or larger Macintosh.
CrystalPrint Publisher is a PostScript-compatible
page printer that provides the same level of text and
graphics processing speed as Apple Computer's l.aserWriteriiNTX.
The Publisher features a printer-resident reduced
instruction set computing (RISC) architecture printer
controller utilizing the Weitek Corp. ultrahigh performance HyperScript Processor XL-8200 chip set
The Publisher comes standard with 3 MB of RAM
allowing for continuous text printing and providing '
more downloadable fonts for enhanced user flexibility.
Combining a third-generation page printer engine
from Casio Computer Co. with the Qume printer controller, the Publisher has a print resolution of300 by
300 dots per inch.
The printer comes standard with 11bwlt-in font
families, providing 35 typefaces. Additional fonts are
available through the use of Qume downloadable soft
fonts.
The drum and toner for the printer are separated
units. The organic photo conductor drum is rated at
10,000 pages, while the toner unit has a 6,000 page lifecycle. Letter, legal, DIN A4 and DIN B5 paper sizes or
ov~rhead ~ransparency film can be used with CrystalPont Publisher. The cassette holds 100 sheets with the
output face down and collated.
$4,499 retail
Qume Corp.; 500 Yosemite Dr.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-942-4000
Diconix Modell 50
Portable ink-jet printer
GDT Sojlworks or Orange Micro Grappler.
The Diconix 150 is a portable ink-jet printer that
runs on rechargeable batteries or electricity to easily
adapt to any location. In addition to draft near-letterquality and script tex~ it prints itaUc, emphasized,
enlarged, condensed, supersc.ript, subscrip~ underlined
text and graphics.
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The printer weighs 3.75 pounds, including five Csize nickel-cadmium batteries that fit inside the platen.
Its case measures 11 by 6.5 by 2-inches, and it features
two interfaces: Centronics 8-bit parallel or RS232C 7/8bit serial.
$499 retail; parallel
$519 retail; serial
Diconix; 3100 Research Blvd.; PO Box 3100; Dayton,
OH 45420; 800-342-6649
Diconix Model 300 And 300w
Ink-jet, plain paper printers
Orange Mitro Grappler.
The Diconix Modcl300 and Model300w (wide-carriage) are ink-jet, plain paper printers that are ideal for
printing all types of high-quality office correspondence.
They feature full graphic capabilities and wide font flexibility, and can print 310 characters per second in draft
mode. Also included is a time-saving bypass feature that
allows a user to print on single-sheet paper without
removing continuous paper.
The Model300 weighs 10 pounds with dimensions
of3 by9.5 by 14-inches: the Model300w we.ighs 13
pounds \lith dimensions of 3 by 9.5 by 19 inches. Print
modes include draft. near-letter-quality, underline, italics, emphasized, proportional spacing, enlarged, condensed, super/subscript, double strike, double high
and double wide. Two interfaces are available: Centronics 8-bit parallel or RS232C 7/8-bit serial.
$599 retail; parallel (Model300)
$629 retail; serial (Model300)
$749 retail; parallel (Model300w)
$779 retail; serial (Model300w)
Diconix; 3100 Research Blvd.: PO Box 3100; Dayton,
OH 45420; 800-342-6649
I DirectPrint

PostScript-compatible LCS page printer
512K or larger Macintosh.
The DirectPrint is a liquid crystal shutter (LCS)
PostScript-compatible 300 dpi page printer. The printer
uses a strip of liquid crystal shutters similar to the liquid crystals used in watch faces and portable computer
displays. There are no rotating mirrors and, therefore,
no scanning distortions, enabling consistent print quality over the entire page.
The printer's Weitek XL8200 4 MHz processor has
3 MB of RAM and operates at a rate of 4million instructions per second (MIPS), averaging five times faster
than processors in comparable printers.
Call for pricing
Jasmine Technologies, Inc.; 1740 Army St; San
Francisco, CA 94124; 415-282-lll1
Four Channel Buffer
Five bidirectional serial ports, a bidirectional parallel
port and four simultaneously accessible internal buffers
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Four Channel Buffer has five bidirectional
serial ports, a bidirectional parallel port and four simu~
taneously accessible internal buffers (four Macintoshes
can share two peripherals. one serial and one parallel).
$695 retail; 256K
$845 retail: 512K
$1,025 retail; I MB
$1,645 retail; 2MB
Johnathon Freeman Designs; PO Box 880114: San
Francisco, CA 94188; 41~-8451
G330
Color thermal printer with video interface
Macintosh II.
The G330 is a color thermal graphics printer with a
built-in video interface to create faster, high-quality
color output for presentation graphics.

The G330 creates color graphics output with 150
dpi resolution in about 80 seconds on cut-sheet A-size
(8.5 by 11-inch) paper or transparencies.
With sequential overprinting and color mixing, the
G330 printer uses seven basic colors- black, yellow.
magenta, cyan, green, blue and red -to produce output in up to 4,096 hues.
The video interface captures video signals directly
from graphics controller boards. The "screen dump"
and video interface enables the G330 to create output of
any image viewed on the CRt
$5,900 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Computer Peripherals Division; 991 Knox St.: Torrance, CA 90502;
213-217-5732
Grappler C/Mac/GS
Serial-to-parallel converter cable
Macintosh Plus or larger; parallel printer.
The Grappler C/Mac/GS is a serial-to-parallel converter cable with built-in ImageWriter Uemulation. It
takes ImageWriter signals from the Macintosh and
changes it into what your printer needs to understand.
It works with Epson, Okidata, Panasonic and other
Epson-compatible printers.
The MacGrappler Laser Driver is an option that
allows the Macintosh to connect to a variety of nonPostScript laser printers.
$119 retail
g~~~~~~o _~~~~~~ N.l.akeview Ave.: Anaheim,

14

GRX-300/400
Drafting plotters
Macintosh SE or II; connecting cable.
The GRX-300 is an eight-pen drafting plotter that
features a paper size of ANSI Ato ANSI Dcut sheet a
maximum plotting area of 33.5 by 22-inches, a plotti~g
speed of 24 inches per second and a resolution of
.78125 microns.
The GRX-400 is an eight-pen drafting plotter that
features a paper size of ANSI Ato ANSI E cut sheet a
maximum plotting area of 43.5 by 33.5-inches. a plotting
speed of24 inches per second and a resolution of
.78125 microns.
Other features include: a custom VLSIchip for the
micro-step system and a custom CPU for pen carousel
optimization; an optional I MB buffer; and a 20 character/2 tine LCD display with interactive software to set
all operating parameters.
$5.295 retail; GRX-300
$7,495 retail; GRX-400
Roland DG; 7200 Dominion Cir.; Los Angeles,
CA 90040; 213-685-5141
Hewlett-Packard Plotters
Plotters
5l2K or larger Macintosh; Apple Peripheral Adapter
(for Plus, SE ~r II co~rjiguralions only); HP92219M
Cable (or equrvalenl).
Hewlett-Packard graphics plotters, all compatible
with the family of Apple Macintoshes, can be used to
highlight both design and business-graphic
applications.
The HP ColorPro is an eight-pen plotter designed
for personal business plotting needs. It prints on both
8.5 by 11-inch paper, glossy paper and overhead transparency film and can be used for charts, graphs and
color overheads.
The HP 7475A is a six-pen plotter that produces
c_olor graphics for bot~ business and PC CAD applications. It accepts two SIZCS of paper, 8.5 by 11-inch and 11
by 17-inch and will plot on non-glossy paper, glossy
paper, polyester film and overhead transparency film.
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The HP 7550A is an eight-pen plotter that produces
color graphics on both paper 8.5 by 11-inch and 11 by
17-inch and overhead transparency film, as well as
mylar and vellum. It features automatic sheet feed and
unattended operation.
Tite DraftPro, which requires an RS-232-C inter·
face, is an eight-pen plotter that produces color graph·
ics for PC CAD applications. It uses both "C" and "D"
size media (up to 24 by 3&inch) and plots on paper, vellum and polyester film. It supports fiber-tip, disposable
liquid-ink and refillable liquid ink pens.
The new DraftPro DXL and EXL plotters are "D"
and "E" size plotters that fit in the mid-range of HP's
drafting plotter line. They offer the full range of media
sizes ("A' through "D" for the DXLand "A' through
"E" for the EXL). The plotters offer excellent line quality for aU applications and plot on paper, vellum and
polyester film with liquid ink and fiber tip pens. One
and two MB memory buffers are upgradeable options.
The DraftMaster plotters are designed to meet the
high-performance requirements of CAD environments.
Both the DraftMaster I and the DraftMaster II accept
vellum, polyester film, tracing bond and paper in A4/A
through AO/E sizes, plus A4/A-size overhead transparency film. The DraftMaster II also plots on continuous rolls of paper, vellum and polyester film for
high-volume unattended operation, as well as long-axis
plotting. Both plotters support fiber-tip, rollerbaU, disposable liquid-ink and refillable liquid-ink pens.
The new HP 7600 Series Models 240D and 240E
are "D" and "E" size electrostatic plotters with a resolution of 406 dpi. These monochrome plotters have very
high throughput and excellent reliability. They have a
built-in vector-to-raster converter and plot on-roDs of
report· and premium-grade opaque paper and vellum.
An Apple MOISO cable or HP 92219M cable is
required for all Macintoshes. An Apple Peripheral
Adapter Cable, Apple M0199, is required for a Macintosh Plus, SE or II. Some software may require the use
of Graphics Enhancement Cartridge, HP 17440A
$1,295 retail; HP ColorPro
$1.895 retail; HP 7475A
$3,900 retail; HP 7550A
$3,995 retail; HP DraftPro
$4,995 retail; HP DraftPro DXL
$6,495 retail; HP DraftPro EXL
$8,495 retail; DraftMaster I
$10,995 retail; DraftMaster ll
$22,900 retail; HP 7600 Series, Model240D
$27,500 retail; HP 7500 Series, Modei240E
Hewlett-Packard Co.-San Diego Div.; 16399 W.
Bernardo Dr.; San Diego, CA 92127; 619487-4100 or
800-752.()9()(}

HP PaintJet
Color graphics printer
128K or 512K Macintosh; Apple MOISO cable or HP
92219M cable; Macintosh Plus or larger; Apple MOISO
cable or HP 92219M cable; Apple Peripheral Adapter
cable Apple MOI99.
The HP Paint)et produces vivid color graphics for
overhead transparencies and reports and has near-let·
ter-quality, high-speed text
The printer produces text and graphics with 180 by
180 dpi resolution and near-letter-quality text at a speed
of 167 characters per second. The device can produce a
typical text page in about 40 seconds and a full page of
color graphics in about four minutes.
The printer holds four inks- black, yellow,
magenta and cyan. It mixes these colors to produce
red, blue and green. With appropriate software, the primary colors can be mixed to provide 330 different
shades and hues.
Sixty nozzles transfer the ink to the media. Two
disposable cartridges - black and color- contain the
nozzles, inks and electrical printing elements. Cartridge
life is approximately 1.1 million characters and can produce about 1,100 pages of black text and 180 pages of
color graphics.
The printer handles z.fold or cut-sheet paper and
single-sheet transparency film in either A(8.5 by 11·
inch) or A4 (metric) sizes.
Some software may require use of the Graphics
Enhancement Cartridge (HP 17440A).
$1,395 retail
Hewlett-Packard Co.-San Diego Div.; 16399 W.
Bernardo Dr.; San Diego, CA 92127; 619487-4100 or
800-752.()9()(}
ffiNC Laser Printers
Printers
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The three lBNC Laser Printers are identical in per·
formance to the Apple l..aserWriter IISC,UNT and
IINTX. respectively.
Call for pricing
IBNC; 1919 E. Romneya, Ste. 317; Anaheim, CA 92805;
71M15-7825
ffiNC Printer
ImageWriter-compatible, 9-pin dot matrix printer
512K or larger Macintosh.
The IBNC Printer is a 9-pin dot matrix printer. Features include; bidirectional, friction/tractor feed,
removable tractor unit, NLQ button, automatic paper
loading, cut-sheet paper rack, multiple fonts/pitches,
prints carbons and a small footprint. Its ribbon has a 2.5
million character life, and the printer has a two year
warranty.
$335 retail
illNC; 1919 E. Romneya, Ste. 317; Anaheim, CA 92805;
71M15-7825
I lmageGrnpb

Color plotter
Any Macintosh; HPG!Jamlpatible software.
lmageGraph is a six-pen desktop color plotter for A·
and B-size business graphics and technical applications.
Designed for business presentations and smaJI.
scale engineering or architectural design, lmageGrapb
plots on several types of media, including paper, coated
paper, transparency and polyester drafting film. The
plotter can automatically accommodate free-size media
as small as a postcard, up to and including A3/B-size
formats (11. 7by 32-inches maximum).

The plotter comes with six pens (water-based ball
point and oil-based fiber tip) in fine (.25mm) and medium (.5mm) tip widths. The pens are stored in a rotating
carousel that features automatic pen changing and capping capabilities. Other features of the fully-programmable unit include online/offline capabilities,
.25mm per step resolution (1,!XXJ steps/inch) and
O.lmm repeatability using the same pen. A12K input
buffer and a top pen plotting speed of 10-inches per sec·
ond provide high-quality throughput
$1,295 retail
Fujitsu Component of America; 3330 Scott Blvd.; Santa
Clara, CA 95054; 408-562-1!XXJ
lmageWriter II
Expandable printer
Any Macintosh.
The ImageWriter II is an expandable printer that
offers users fast drafts, sharp graphics, near-letter-quali·
ty output and color printing.
Features include: prints at 250 characters per sec·
ond; offers three printing speeds (fast draft, midspeed
correspondence mode and near-letter-quality mode);
color printing in six different colors using an optional
~olor ~"bbon ; handles cut-sheet or continuous paper,
mcludmg labels and multiple copies; and features pushbutton paper loading for single sheets.
Options include: a cut-sheet feeder for automatic
processing of standard office papers; a 32K memory
option for extra buffer space; and an AppleTalk option
for sharing the printer over an AppleTalk network.
$595 retail; ImageWriter II
$225 retail; Sheet Feeder
$63 retail; Black Ribbon (pack of six)
$83.70 retail; Color Ribbon (pack of six)
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 4()8.996-1010
lmageWriter LQ
Letter-quality, wide-carriage dot matrix printer
Any Macintosh.
The ImageWriter LQ is a letter-quality, wide-car·
riage dot matrix printer offering versatile paper handling capabilities that satisfy a broad range of office
printing needs, such as creating letter-quality correspondence, processing multiple-part forms, printing
labels, addressing envelopes and producing color·
enhanced text and graphics. Its !!>·inch carriage can
handle ful ~sized spreadsheets and wide forms.
1lte ImageWriter LQ's 27-pin head provides the
capability to produce letter-quality text and graphics at
216 by 216 dots per inch. It has double the density of an
ImageWriter II and its print quality approaches that of a
l.aserWriter.lt prints in three modes: draft, near letter
quality and letter quality.
The printer uses impact print technology, enabling
the printing of multiple layer forms of up to five pages.
Its paper handling capabilities include push tractor and
pull tractor mode and bottom feed, allowing pin-feed
paper and multiple-part forms to be processed directly
beneath the printer.
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The ImageWriter LQ can also be configured with
an optional expandable cut-sheet feeder, enabling unattended sheet feeding while operating ona network. The
cut-sheet feeder can have up to three bins, and an
optional envelope attachment is available.
An AppleTalk option is available that allows the
printer to be a shared printing device on an AppleTalk
network.
$1,399 retail; ImageWriter LQ
$299 retail; Sheet Feeder
$169 retail; Additional Bins
$49 retai~ Envelope Feed
$114 retail; Black Ribbon (pack of six)
$150 retail; Color Ribbon (pack of six)
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
lnfotek Printers & Plotters
Printers, plotters
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Personal laser Printer provides nearPostScript results at 300 by 300 dpi using a new graphics and text descriptor language.
The LaserImage Printer is a laser printer that
indudes 2 MB of RAM.
The Network Laser Printer is for use on a fileserver network.
The Maclaser is a graphics and text laser printer.
The Big 'NFast laser is a 11 by 17-inch, 2.6page/min. PostScript laser printer.
The Atlas PS 000 is a 000 by 000 dpi PostScript
laser printer.
Mac Plotter is a "D" size, single-color plotter that
includes software.
Color Plot II is a "0" and "E" size, 24 by36-inch
and 36 by 72-inch, high-resolution plotter.
The High Volume PostScript laser Printer contains
a Canon CXD print engine, 250-sheet paper tray, 16
MHz rip, two tray input, true PostScript, 2 MB of RAM
and 35 built-in fonts.Three color cartridges are
available.
The IT 000 Plain Paper Typesetter System is a 600
by 600 pixeVinch electrophotography laser printer with
an Adobe Atlas board, 20MB hard disk drive for fonts
and 16 MHz 68020 and 68881math coprocessor.
The Prolaser is an 11 by 17-inch professional typese_tter and graphics printer that offers 26 pages per
mmute, 32-bit rip, AppleTalk serial and parallel interface and a resolution of 300 by 300 dpi.
The T480 is an 11 by 17-inch, 480 dpi fast plain
paper PostScript laser typesetter.
The TlOOO is an 11 by 17-inch, 1,000 dpi fast plain
paper PostScript laser typesetter.
S1,950 retail; Personal laser Printer
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$4,495 retail; laserlmage Printer with 2 MB of RAM
$3,300 to $6,800 retail; Network Laser Printer
$1,995 retail; Maclaser graphics and text laser printer
$16,995 retail; Big 'N Fast laser (11 by 17-inch, 26
page/min. PostScript laser printer)
S13,999 retail;Atlas PS 600 (000 by 600 dpi PostScript
laser printer)
$1,995 retai~ Mac Plotter
$2,595 retail; Color Plot II
$6,485 retail; High Volume PostScript laser Printer
$18,495 retail; IT 600 Plain Paper Typesetter System
$15,995 retail; Prolaser
$18,975 retail;T480 Plain Paper PostScript laser
Typesetter
$32,750 retail;TIOOO Plain Paper PostScript laser
Typesetter
lnfotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682
JDL-850 GL+ Plotter/Printer
Plotter/printer
Any Macintosh.
TheJDL850 GL+ is a 14-color, Ato C size, HewlettPackard-<:ampatible plotter/printer featuring high resolution plotting for two- and three-dimensional drafting,
three-dimensional modeling, CAD and graphics applications. In addition, the 850 GL+ 24-pin printhead provides letter-quality text at 144 cps and high-speed
printing at 360 cps.
$3,845 retail
JDL, U.S. Sales Division; 2649 Townsgate Rd., Ste. 600;
Westlake Village, CA 91361; 805495-3451
I JX-730

Color ink-jet printer
Macintosh II.
The JX-730 is a B-sized, plain paper color ink -jet
printer featuring 48 ink-jet nozzles, 180 dpi resolution
and a 19K image buffer. It offers wide-carriage printing
and, depending on the software, can produce unlimited
colors. It has three paper options: roll paper, tractor or
cut sheet.
$1,995 (tentative pricing) retail
Sharp Electronics Corp.; Sharp Plaza; Mahwah, NJ
07430; 201-529-8100
Uiserl..ine 6
Six-page-per-minute laser printer
Macintosh PillS or larger.
Okidata's Laserline 6 is the first of the company's
laser printers. The six-page-per-minute printer allows
users to produce letter quality correspondence, presentations using multiple fonts and merged text and graphics. The Laserline 6 also features two plug-in
personality modules, one that enables up to three users
to share a single printer; ISresident fonts; and facedown, correct-order stacking of letter and legal paper.
$2,145 retail
Okidata, An Oki America Co.; 532 Fellowship Rd.;
Mount laurel, NJ 08054; 609-235-2600
UiserWriter II Family
Desktop laser printers
Macintosh PillS or larger.
The LaserWriter UFamily, which replaces the
LaserWriter and laserWriter Plus models, offers features ranging from improved print quality and highspeed output to networking and expansioncapabilities.
The modular design of the printer family, based on the
second-generation Canon printing engine, provides an
easy and cost-effective method of upgrading the printers as users' needs grow.

The laserWriter IIN1X, a Motorola 68020-based
desktop laser printer, is a high-performance, 300 dpi,
expandable laser printer with networking capabilities
and a PostScript interpreter. The printer's high-throughput capabilities, as well as memory, font expansion card
and SCSI hard disk drive expansion options, provide for
even greater printing throughput and virtually unlimited foot storage.
The LaserWriter IlNf is Apple's mainstream, 300
dpi laser printer, offering improved print quality and
more memory than the LaserWriter Plus. It also offers
networking capabilities and PostScript functionality.
The Laser\Vriter USC is an entry-level, single user
laser printer, offering 300 dpi full-page text and graphics. This printer can be upgraded to the laserWriter
IINToriiNTX.
The NTX in the laserWriter IINTX name refers to
Networking and Expansion; NT in the LaserWriter liNT
name refers to Networking capabilities; and SC in the
LaserWriter USC name refers to the SCSI interface.
$2,799 retail; Laser\Vriter IISC
$4,999 retail; LaserWriter liNT
$6,999 retail; laserWriter IINfX
$2,699 retail; laserWriter IISC to I!Nr upgrade
$2,499 retail; LaserWriter liNT to IINTX upgrade
$4,699 retail; LaserWriter liSC to IINfX upgrade
$499 retail; LaserWriter UNTX I MB Memory
Expansion Kit
$2,399 retail; LaserWriter liNfX 4 MB Memory
Expansion Kit
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
I..inotronic 100, 300, 500
laser imagesetters
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Linotronic 100 and 300 are laser imagesetters
that offer output at 1,270 dpi and 2,540 dpi, respectively.
With PostScript, the imagesetters can produce fully
composed pages, combining both text and graphics,
including tints, patterns, charts and graphs, line art and
halftones.
The systems include a PostScript Raster Image
Processor for text and graphic processing; software for
word processing, graphics and page make up; and all
necessary cables.
$32,000 to $125,000 retail
Linotype Co.; 425 Oser Ave.; Hauppauge, NY 11788;
516-434-2000
l.ZR 1260
Laser printer
Macintosh PIu.s or larger.
The I2R 1260 is a laser printer that incorporates
the PostScript page description language and prints at a
rate of 12 pages per minute for all but the most complex
pages. Users have a choice of 35 resident fonts produced in true typographical image and compatible with
characters generated by typesetters. The fonts can be
printed in any point style, pitch or rotation. Download·
able fonts are available fromAdobe's extensive library
of 600 additional offerings.
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The l.ZR offers multiple emulations and three interface ports. Users may select a PostScript or HP Laserjet
Plus emulation. Interfaces available include RS-232C,
AppleTalk and Centronics. Amulticassette feeder and
an envelope feeder are options that can be added to provide paper handling solutions. The I.ZR 1260 is easy to
operate. It is menu driven by means of a H)-button keypad and l&eharacter liquid crystal display that provides
information in plain language. Developer, toner and
fuser come in cartridge form and can be replaced
quickly and without mess.
$7,995 retail
Dataproducts Corp.; 6200 Canoga Ave.; PO Box 746;
Woodland Hills, CA 91365; 818-887-8000
IZR2665

laser printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The l.ZR 2665 is a medium-speed laser printer that
contains a PostScript interpreter. It executes page
descriptions written in PostScript language and produces printed pages at a rate of up to 26 pages per
minute. The raster printing technology is xerographic,
black and white and write white at 300 pixels per inch.
The machine is intended either as a dedicated printer
accessed by RS-232 serial or Centronics Parallel communication or as a shared printer accessed through the
AppleTalk local-area network.
The 1.ZR 2665 includes as standard equipment an
l.ZR-2600 Laser printer engine with an internally
mounted Raster Image Processor; two cassettes, one
500 sheet capadty - 8.5 by 11-inch long leading edge
and 250 sheet capacity, universal paper size (domestic);
an exit and a manual feed tray, document holder, toner
brush and paddle and one bottle of toner and developer.
The l.ZR 2665E will ship with Metric size paper
cassettes.
$18,200 retail
Dataproducts Corp.; 6200 Canoga Ave.; PO Box 746;
Woodland Hills, CA 91365; 818-887-8000
Mac Port Adaptor
Connects Macintosh to either serial or parallel device
Any Macintosh.
The Mac Port Adaptor allows a Macintosh to be
connected to either a serial or parallel device. It plugs
into a Macintosh's printer or modem port, giving a user
the ability to use IBM and other parallel peripherals.
$79 retail
Cambridge Automation, Inc.; 3260 Industry Dr.; Signal
Hill, CA 90806; 213-597-1626, 80().345-8666, or
80().826-9214 inCA

•l'ttacDigitek
Direct connection to Digitek 5000 digital typesetter
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacDigitek provides Macintosh users with a direct
connection between their Macintosh and the Digitek
5000 high-resolution digital typesetter.
It translates Macintosh laser Prep PostScript files
into Digitek format and allows direct output of text On
hundreds ofDigitek typestyles), rules and scanned
graphics on the Digitek 5000 digital typesetter. Text and
rules are output at 1,333 dpi, while scanned graphics
are output at up to 240 dpi. All page elements are output
in position, as created on the Macintosh screen.
MacDigitek outputs LaserPrep PostScript files
from the most popular Macintosh desktop programs,
including PageMaker 2.0 and 3.0, MacWrite, Microsoft
Word, MacDraw, ReadySetGo!, Ragtime, QuarkXPress
and WriteNow.
The complete system includes MacDigitek software, the Digitek 5000 digital typesetter and 13 highresolution downloadable Digitek fonts.
$14,495 retail
ltek Graphix Corp.; 34 Cellu Dr.; Nashua, NH 03063;
6()3.889-1400
MacMaster
Universal buffer and printer controller
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacMaster is a universal buffer and universal
printer controller that performs three functions.
As a buffer, it frees a computer from waiting until
printing is finished. Adigital display shows how much
memory is available, and a Copy push button allows a
user to duplicate a document.
As a printer controller, MacMaster lets a user
access all printer commands via the MacMaster keyboard. Auser can select any printer font, line spacing,
form setting, etc. It lets a user define and store up to 99
commands.
As an auxiliary printer memory, it lets a user store
recurrent phrases, logos and graphic commands. By
combining the printer buffer and printer control functions, a user can change the print style or add phrases
whenever desired.
Call for pricing
Computer Friends, Inc.; 14250 NW Science Park Dr.;
Portland, OR 97229; 503-626-2291
Max Print Server/Buffer
Print server/buffer
512K or larger Macintosh; !mageWriter.
The Max Print Server/Buffer is a hardware buffer
that lets users connect ImageWriters to AppleTalk. It
also serves as a print buffer, freeing up the Macintosh
for other activities. It includes a minimum of 256K of
RAM, expandable to 1 MB. Drivers written by third·
party vendors let the device work with Hewlett-Packard
plotters and serial daisy-wheel printers.
$855 retail
Dataspace Corp.; 185 Riviera Dr., Unit 9; Markham,
Ontario, Canada 1.3R 5]6; 416-474-0113 or 80().387-0492
MF 850 I.aserFeeder; MF 830 MultiFeeder
LaserWriter,laserWriter Plus envelope and paper handling enhancements
I.aserWriter or I.aserWriter Plus.
The three-bin LaserFeeder and six~ssette MultiFeeder provide a way to automatically feed envelopes
into Apple laserWriters.

The laserFeeder expands system capabilities to
three paper bins totaling 500 sheets of paper (or three
paper types) and one envelope bin for 40 to 60
envelopes.
The MultiFeeder creates a laser print station supplying seven individually selectable cassettes for automated paper or envelope feeding. The standard
MultiFeeder adds live paper cassettes with a capacity of
200 sheets each (1,000 sheet total) and one envelope
cassette accommodating 40 to 60 envelopes. Additional
envelope cassettes may be purchased to expand the
capacity from 40 to 240 envelopes.
Each MultiFeeder or laserFeeder comes equipped
with a diskette containing a specialized driver for the
Macintosh/laserWriter system. With this software
driver, system users may control their print station via
normal Macintosh type dialogs using either the system
keyboard or mouse.
$1,895 retail; LaserFeeder
$5,095 retail; MultiFeeder
BDT Products, Inc.; 17152 Armstrong Ave.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-660-1386
Model 880 l.aserFeeder
Multibin sheet feeder
I.aserWriter llNT/NTX.
The Model880 laserFeeder is a multibin sheet
feeder for an Apple LaserWriter liNT and IIN1X. An
innovative new separation mechanismoffers flawless
paper and envelope feeding, and also permits the feeding of executive stationery and monarch envelopes.
The LaserFeeder expands system capabilities to
three paper bins. It allows 220 sheets of paper in each of
its two paper bins and 40 to 60 envelopes in the single
envelope bin.
Each LaserFeeder comes equipped with a diskette
containing a specialized driver for the Macintosh/
LaserWriter ll system. With this software driver, sys.
tern users may control their print station via normal
Macintosh type dialogs utilizing either the system keyboard or mouse.
$1,395 retail
BDT Products, Inc.; 17152Armstrong Ave.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-660-1386
• Model 890 LaserFeede.r
Four-bin sheet feeding system
LaserWriter ll NT/NTX.
The Model890 laserFeeder is a four-bin sheet
feeding system that automatically feeds paper and
envelopes into the LaserWriter II NT/NTX.
It features three paper bins, each storing up to 220
sheets of paper, and an envelope bin for up to 60
envelopes. Typical office applications include the feeding of three types of paper, such as letterhead, seconds
sheets, memos, miscellaneous forms (Invoices, call
reports, purchase orders) or simply 660 sheets of one
paper type, offering more than 1.5 hours of continuous
printing.
BOT's software driver, standard with the Model
890 allows system operators to control the selection of
individual bins through normal Macintosh-style dialogs
by utilizing either the system keyboard or mouse. The
driver is compatible with most popular application packages written for the Macintosh.
$1,795 retail
BDT Products, Inc.; 17152 Armstrong Ave.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-660-1386
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I Model CB-3203 Printer
Thermal color printer

Macintosh II.
The Model CB-3203 thermal color printer provides
an inexpensive solution for obtaining high'{Juality color
output for a Macintosh 11.
The printer produces 240 dpi on both paper and
overhead transparencies in 72 seconds. Apalette of 16.7
million colors and 256 shades of gray are available
using all major fonts and all major graphics applications. Printing is accomplished by using RGB's "chooser" compatible driver, which allows full printer control
including selecting the number of copies directly from
the Macintosh puiJ.down print menu.
$6,595 retail
RGB Technology, Inc.; 6862 Elm SL, Ste. 320; McLean,
VA 22101; 703-5560066
Omnilltser Series 2000
Page printers
AppleTalk or RS-422.
The OmniLaser Series 2000 family consists of four
printers: the OmniLaser 2015, 2108, 2115 and 2106. The
2015 is intended for high'{Juality, high-volume word processing with limited graphics, while the 2106,2108 and
2115 support the Adobe Systems PostScript page
description language, which allows users to print pages
that integrate text, graphics and scanned images.
The Omnil..aser 2015 has a print speed of 15 pages
per minute and a maximum duty cycle of 25,000 pages
per month. It has the capacity to handle 500 sheets of
paper through two 250-sheet input bins. It has a resolution of 300 by 300 dots per inch, and has two slots for
plug-in font modules.
The Omnil..aser 2115 uses the same 15 ppm print
engine as the 2015; its powerful PostScript controller is
built around the 32-bit Motorola 68000 microprocessor.
It has 3 MB of RAM, two font cartridge slots and
optional fonts can be addressed via the font cartridges.
The 2115 is ideal for shared resource use in such applications as in·house publishing, CAD/CAE workstations
and forms generation.
The Omnil..aser 2108 serves as a workstation printer for the same graphics-intensive applications as the
2115.11 has an eight ppm engine with a 10,000 page per
month duty cycle, a 600,000 print machine life and a
680QO.based controller with 2 MB of RAM.
The smal~footprint 2106 model is designed for
workstation use. It shares many of the same features of
the other printers, but also brings new capabilities such
as 35 resident typefaces and expanded paper-handling
features, including a manual paper-feed with the ability
to accept enve.lopes and transparencies. It prints up to
six pages per minute, and with a duty cycle of 3,000
pages per month, the expected machine life is five
years. Resolution is 300 by 300 dots per inch. The 2106
utilizes a 680QO.based microprocessor with 2 ~m of
RAM.
$4,595 retail; Model2106
$5,995 retail; Model2015
$5,995 retail; Model2108
$7,995 retail; Model 2115
Texas Instruments; PO Box 181153; Austin, TX 78718;
800-527-3500
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Pagel.aser12
Laser printer
512K or larger Macintosh; Toshstart.
The Pagel..aser12 is a 12 pages-per-minute laser
printer designed for use in locaJ.area networks and
other shared printer environments, such as department
or secretarial printing stations. It is also targeted at
high paper volume areas, such as d~mentation/pub
lishing, mailing houses, tax/accounting and .ro_rms
printing. Options include a sheetfeeder proVJdmg 750
page total capacity and an envelope feeder. Up to 2 MB
of memory is available with the 512K standard and 1.5
MBoptional.
$3,799 retail
Toshiba America, Inc., Information Systems Division;
9740 Irvine Blvd.; Irvine. CA 92718; 714-583-3000 or
800-457-7777
Panasonic And Epson Serial Interface Converters
Allow a Macintosh to drive a Panasonic or Epson
printer
Any Macintosh.
The Panasonic and Epson Serial Interface Converters allow a Macintosh (serial) to drive a Panasonic or
Epson (parallel) printer, respectively. The card has two
modes of operation (Panasonic/Epson or Apple) that
can be selected by a dip switch setting or software command. The parallel interface is still fully functional, giving a choice of serial or parallel input by connecting the
appropriate cable.
Printer models include: Epson Fx, Rx,lX and MX;
and Paoasonic 1091/1092.
$129 retail
Hanlon Data, Inc.; 22032 23rd Dr. SE; Bothell,
WA 98021; 20&487-1717
Panchroma Color Printer
Color hard copier
Macintosh II.
The Panchroma Color Printer provides a solution
for computer graphics color hard copy needs. The pictures are brilliant and a user can print on paper or on
overhead transparency (mylar).
Its compact design occupies no more space than
the average 80 column, black and white printer and it
features quiet operation.
Specifications include: thermal transfer printing
method; 200 dpi resolution; 1,000 printed colors in
dithered mode; and a paper size and printable width of
8.5 by !!-inches.
$4,500 retail; CHC-335
$6,000 retai~ CHC-345
$8,900 retail; CHC-635
$12,000 retail; CHC-645
Computer Friends, Inc.; 14250 NW Science Park Dr.;
Portland. OR 97229; 5()3.02~2291
PaperJet 400XP
Du~bin, 350-sheet document feeder for l..aserWriter
and QMS PostScript printers
LaserWriter or LaserWriter Plus.
The Paperjet 400 is a document feeder designed
for a l..aser\Vriter, LaserWriter Plus and QMS PostScript
printers. It provides a printer with two additional paper
trays, holding 175 sheets of paper each, and an output
bin capable of holding 100 sheets.
The trays can hold paper in a different size from
that of the printer's cassette. It accepts paper weights

from !8to 20 points and sizes ranging from 725 by 10.5
inches to 8.5 by 14 inches. Envelopes and special
papers can still be fed manually as needed.
$1,295 retail
Laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile, AL 36685;
205-633-7223 or 800-523-2696
PC 3600 & 4800 Plotters
Large format plotters
Any Macintosh.
The PC line of plotters consist of three large format
and variable format plotters for architectural, mechaJJi.
cal and electronic CAD applications.
The PC 3600 C/D supports Cand !).sized draw·
ings, the PC 3600 ND supports Athrough !).sized
drawings and the PC 4800 NE supports Athrough &
sized drawings.
All three plotters have identical performance characteristics: a plotting speed of seven·inches per second;
repeatability of .(lOl-inches; compatible with Houston
Instrument DM/Pl..; vacuum paper hold down; allow
precision drawing in X.Yscales with :±0.002 inch accuracy over the full length of a drawing; draw exceptionally
high-resolution circles that are suitable for printed circuit board artwork; and include a custom RS-232 cable
that ensures fast, accurate interfacing to a user's
system.
An optional multipen adapter is available for the
3600 ND and the 4800 NE. It replaces the standard
single pen with a four-pen, self-tapping unil
$1,695 retail; PC 3600 C/ D
$2,295 retail; PC 3600 ND
$2,695 retai~ PC 4800 NE
$395 retail; optional multipeo adapter for 3600 AID and
4800NE
Zericon; 40491 Encyclopedia Cir.; Fremont, CA 94538;
41!H!J0.8380
Personal lltserPrinter
Ful~featured laser printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Personal LaserPrinter (Pl.P) is a fuiHeatured,
high'{Juality laser printer. It includes versions of all
Apple l..aserWriter fonts, as well as a version of Palatine
from Bitstream,lnc. and a version of Helvetica Narrow.
The PLP uses outline fonts developed by Bitstream for
maximum flexibility in producing high'{Juatity text. lndi·
vidual characters of an outline font may be scaled and
rotated to any size and angle at full 300 dpi resolution.
Fonts Plus gives the PLP seven additional font families,
giving the PLP font capabilities that exceed those of the
Apple LaserWriter.
The PLP achieves its high-resolution graphics by
using QuickDraw. Because the PLP uses this same language to lay out printed pages, output will be identical
to what is displayed on screen, but at a full300 dpi.
The PLP includes three powerful printing modes:
Preview, Draft and High-Quality. The Preview mode
allows users to view documents on screen as they will
appear when printed. The Draft mode begins printing
an image with 75 dpi resolution almost instantly. The
High·Quality mode produces near-typeset quality output at 300 dpi.
The PLP comes complete with toner cartridge,
drum and cleaning magazine, all of which can be
replaced separately.
$1,999 retail; Personal l..aserPrinter
$2,199 retail; Personal LaserPrinter Plus
$299 retail; Fonts Plus
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter St.; Waltham,
MA 02154; 617-89().0880
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PlotMaster
Plotter/printer
Any Madntosh.
The PlotMaster is a desktop plotter/printer that
uses thermal transfer technology to produce fast, high·
resolution color hard copy for CAD/CAM, graphic arts
and presentation graphics applications.
PlotMaster images at a speed of approximately one
minute per color page; plots in seven solid colors; and
boasts a resolution of 200 dpi. It features a built-in rasterizer and 1.5 MB of RAM that provide a full threeplane buffer with unlimited vector capacity.
Other features include; an image rotation mode
that enables a user to produce graphics in either a portrait (vertical) or a landscape (horizontal) format; produces both color and black and white graphics and text
on ANSI-size Aor ISO-size A4 cut-sheet paper or overhead transparency film; and up to 100 plain-paper
copies or 40 transparencies can be imaged at speeds of
one minute per color page (20 seconds for black and
white) with an automatic sheet feeder for unattended
operation.
$5,295 retail
Ca!Comp, lnc.; 2411 W.laPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 9280 I; 714-821-2<KXl or 800-~2667
PIP Share
Networking device for Personal LaserPrinter
Madntoslt Plus or larger; Personall.AserPrinter;
AppleTalk.
PLP Share effectively extends the benefits of the
Personal LaserPrinter (PLP) to small workgroups. The
combination of PLP and PLP Share provides a costeffective method of sharing a laser printer in an
AppleTalk environment PLP Share works with the current installed base of PLPs, as well as future versions.
$999retail
GCCTechnologies, Inc.; 580 \V"mter St; Waltham,
MA 02154; 617~
PostScript RIP 2
Raster image processor
Madntosh Plus or larger.
PostScript Raster Image Processor 2 is a faster
higher-performance version of the original PostScript
RIP and offers significantly enhanced output. Graphics
handling is 200 to 300 percent faster, and text-only jobs
are speeded up by approximately 50 percent

PostScript RIP 2enables users to generate highquality output of documents created with the PostScript
page description language. With the PostScript language, users can create pages that combine text and
graphics using any PostScript compatible application
software at any computer workstation -even pages
with an output width of up to 105 picas (17.5 inches).
The RIP, as part of the back end device, converts
PostScript language data into a stream of pixel information for the final output Because the RIPs processing is
invisible, the output of integrated text and graphics
requires no operator involvement
rmal output of the docume.nts is tothe high-resolution Unotronic 100, 300 or 500 laser image.setters.
Call for pricing
Unotype Co.; 425 Oser Ave.; Hauppauge, NY 11788;
51&434-2<KXl
Printer Optimizer
Printer/plotter control center; printer/plotter buffer.
adapter, data translator, protocol converter
Any Madntosh; any RS232C or Centronics parallel
device.
The Printer Optimizer combines the functions of a
print buffer, multipart printer selector, protocol converter, serial/parallel converter, data translator, printer/plotter adapter and computer laboratory tool. It has
four slots for plug-in memory cards available in two
sizes: 64K and 256K Any combination of these cards
can be plugged in, yielding buffer capacities ranging
from 64K to 1MB.
Afront-panel display and keypad are used for a
variety of purposes, including selection of the
printer(s). print-job management, merging data from
different sources onto a single page, printing multiple
collated copies and programming. The keypad also provides up to 99 programmable function keys for selecting type styles, print speeds, print formats and forms
control.
The Printer Optimizer consists of the main unit
(one parallel input and one parallel output), plus one of
two optional expansion cards that may be plugged in for
serial capability. The Opticom adds one serial input and
one serial output, giving a Macintosh the ability to run
one parallel and one serial printer off of a single serial
printer port The Opticom+ adds one se.rial input and
two serial outputs, allowing use of up to one parallel and
two serial output devices fromone serial port on a
computer.
$349 retail
Applied Creative Technology, Inc.; 8333 Douglas Ave.,
Ste. 700; Dallas, 1X 75225; 214-73!M200 or
800-4~5373

• Printware 720 IQ
Laser imager (printer)
Madntosh Plus or larger; 1200 HDRaster Image
Proci!SSQr.
The 720 IQ Laser Imager is a compact laser printer
that delivers 1,200 by 600 dpi resolution. It is capable of
interfacing with a wide variety of software packages.
including PageMaker, Microsoft Word and Cricket
Draw.
Prior to being printed, software files are processed
by the 1200 HD Image Processor. This stand-alone processor houses the intelligence required to print files.
The font outline masters, especially designed with the
720 IQ's resolution in mind, range from 4 to 720 point
and can be rotated up to 29 degrees. Users may select a
Printset processor for basic publishing applications or a
Printscript processor especially designed to interpret
PostScript files. The selected processor can be customized to fit individual needs. Ahard disk or more
memory is available to provide flexibility.

$13,300 to $20.000 retail
Printware, Inc.; 1385 Mendota Heights Rd.; St Paul,
MN 55120; 612-456-1400 or 800-456-1400
PS-Jet Plus Upgrades
Provides Adobe PostScript to any Canon CX-based laser
printers
Any Canon CX-based laser printer.
PS-Jets are complete PostScript upgrade kits for
Canon CX-based laser printers. They are user instaJ.
Iable and include such features as 2 MB of RAM, .5 MB
of ROM, 13 resident typefaces and ~232 and ~
422/ AppleTalk interfaces.
$2,995 retail
Laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile, AL 36685;
205-633-7223 or 800-523-2696
Ql'ttS ColorScript 100
Color thermal transfer output device
512K or largerMadntosh.
The QMS ColorScript 100 printer is a high-resolution color thermal transfer output device aimed at
graphics arts, printing and publishing groups in corporate and professional environments.
It consists of a QMSdesigned external color
PostScript controller, a 300 by 300 dpi Mitsubishi G650
thermal transfer print engine, cabling and manuals.
The ColorScript 100's controller comes with 8MB
of RAM, 1 MB of ROM, a 68020 MPU operating at 16.67
MHz and a 20MB hard disk. The controller is based on
the latest release of Adobe PostScript code and has
standard ~232. Centronics parallel and RS-422/
AppleTalk interfacing.
Users can print from black, three color or four
color thermal ink films. The printer can generate seven
primary colors and users can simulate an unlimited
number of secondarycolors.
$21,995 retail
QMS,lnc.; I Magnum Pass; Mobile, AL 36618;
205-633-4300 or S()(M33-2696 (dealer info.)
QMS JetScript
PostScript-based controller offering Hewlett-Packard
Laserjet Series nuse.rs a way to add PostScript capabilities to their printers
Hewlett-Packard l.Aserjet Series ll.
The QMS JetScript is a PostScript-based controller
that offers Hewlett-Packard Laser]et Series II users
operating with LBM PC XTs, ATs or compatibles an
affordable and efficient way to add PostScript capabilities to their printers.
The JetScript controller consists of a single board
PostScript controller that is installed in a host expansion slot, a LaserJet Series Uvideo adapter card that is
installed in the printer, cabling, diskette-based software
and manuals.
$2,495 retail
Laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile, AL 36685;
205-633-7223 or 800-523-2696
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QMS PS 2400 & PS 1500
laser printers
512K or larger Madntosh.
The QMS PS 2400 is a 24-page-per-minute
PostScript-based laser printer suitable for high-volume
production environments where Macintoshes are
networked.
The QMS PS 1500 is a 15-page-per-minute
PostScript-based laser printer. It offers 35 typefaces and
is suitable for office automation and electronic publish·
ing environments requiring a multiuser/networked
output device.
$24,995 retail; QMS PS 2400
$9,995 retail: QMS PS 1500
QMS.Inc.; 1Magnum Pass; Mobile, & 36618;
205-6334300 or 800-633-2696 {dealer info.)
QMS PS 810 & PS 800 II
laser printers
512K or larger Madntosh.
The QMS PS 810 is an eight-page-per-minute
PostScript-based laser printer. If offers 35 typefaces and
is built on a Canon SX engine.
The QMS PS 800 II is an eight-page-per-minute
PostScript-based laser printer. It offers 35 typefaces and
is built on a Canon CXD engine.
$5,495 retail; QMS PS 810
$6,495 retail; QMS PS 800 II
laser Connection: PO Box 850296; Mobile, & 36685;
205-633-7223 or 80().523-2696
Roland DPX Plotters

Flatbed plotters
Any Macintosh; plotter driver Stich as MacPiot or Mac·
Plot II.
The DPX-2200 is an 8-pen flatbed plotter for ANSI·
C/ISO·A2 size paper. II produces fast. higiHjuality
drawings at a maximum plotting speed of 450mm {18
inches per second) with a resolution of 0.0125 {0.0004
i~~hes per step). This plotter has oversize plotting capability, an XY coordinate LED display, a built-in higlr
capacity data buffer, a wide variety of pen options and
automatic origin setting and pen lifting. Standard inter·
faces connect the DPX series to all types of hardware
through standard Centronics parallel and RS232C serial interfaces. Cables are available that connect the plot·
ter to various Macintosh computers.

The DPX-3000 is an 8-pen flatbed plotter for ANSI·
D/ISO.Al-size paper. It produces fast. higiHjuality
drawings at a maximum speed of 450mm {18 inches per
·second) with a resolution of 0.125mrn {0.0004 inches
per step). This plotter features secure paper setting,
automatic pen selection and control, automatic pen cal>'
ping and silent drafting. Standard interfaces connect
the DPX series to all types of hardware through stan·
dard Centronics parallel and RS-232C serial interfaces.
Cables are available that connect the plotter to various
Macintosh computers.
$5,795 retail; DPX-2200
$7,495 retail; DPX-3300
Roland DG; 7200 Dominion Cir.; Los Angeles,
CA 90040; 213-685-5141
Roland DXY Plotters
Plotters
Any MadntosJr; plotter driver Stich as MacPiot or Mac·
Plot II.
The DX'f.885 is an A3 plotter equipped with drawing capacity and multiple functions. The plotter is capable of setting precise drawing conditions, enlarging or
reducing drawings or drawing only a specific part of a
drawing, which can then be enlarged or reduced. There
is a wide range of pen options and an automatic pen cap
system. An ink pen can be used with the soft landing
device. There are a variety of fonts available, and the
plotter can plot slanted characters at various angles and
rotate lines of characters. Both parallel and serial inter·
faces are included as standard. Cables are available that
connect the plotters to various Macintosh computers.
The DXY·990 is an 8-pen, AlB size plotter. It fea·
tures unrestricted drawing capabilities and has the abili·
ty to set precise drawing commands, enlarge or reduce
drawings or draw only specific parts of drawings that
can then be enlarged or reduced. The digitizing func·
tion enables the computer to store the current status of
the plotter. There is a wide range of pen options and an
automatic pen-up function. An ink pen can be used with
the soft landing device. Avariety of character fonts is
available, and the plotter can plot slanted characters at
various angles and rotate lines of characters.
This model features automatic origin setting. The
plotter can set the original position automatically, even
if the pen carriage is not in the original position when
the power supply is turned on. When power is supplied,
the pen carriage moves to the right, goes up and, after
reaching the top, goes down. It then moves to the left to
set the original position of the coordinate. Both parallel
and serial interfaces are included as standard. Cables
are available that connect the plotter to various Macin·
tosh computers.
$1,695 retail; DXY-885
$2,295 retail; DXY-990
Roland DG; 7200 Dominion Cir.; Los Angeles, CA
90040; 213-685-5141
I ScripTen

PostScript laser printer
512K or larger Madntosh.
ScripTen is a laser printer with Adobe PostScript
This !().page per-minute printer offers advanced desk·
top publishing capabilities and the necessary printing
options that allow users to create sophisticated output
Using page-layout programs, users are able to produce documents merging high-quality text and highresolution graphics together on a single page. Print
resolution for text and graphics is 300 dpi.
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ScripTen comes standard with 11 built-in font fami·
lies, providing 35 typefaces in both serif and sans serif
styles. Additional fonts are available through the use of
Qume downloadable fonts.
The printer is configured with 1 MB of ROM and 3
MBofRAM.
Letter, legal and A4 paper sizes, as well as transparencies and labels can be printed. Paper tray capacity
is 250 sheets.
$4,595 retail
Qume Corp.; 500 Yosemite Dr.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-942-4000
Systematic
Networking printer buffer
Any Madntosh; any RS.232C or Centronics parallel
device.
The Systematic is a networking printer buffer that
allows up to 15 terminals to share one or two printers.
Features include: multiple printer access; 64K
printer buffer; universal serial/ parallel adapting;
puslrbutton control over print jobs; the ability to translate or filter data; and busy/ ready and X-on/X-off
handshaking.
$299 retail
Applied Creative Technology, Inc.; 8333 Douglas Ave.,
Ste. 700; Dallas, TX 75225; 214-7394200 or
800433-5373
The Systemizer
Printer sharing system, networkable print buffer, serial/
parallel adapter, data translator, print job controller
Any Macintosh; any RS.232C serial or Centronics parol·
lei devict.
The Systemizer is a networking printer buffer that
allows up to 15 computers toshare one to 15 printers. It
has an input and an output. and both can be set independently for Centronics parallel or RS232C serial
operation, allowing a user to mix almost any variety of
equipment in a network.
Features include: access to any printer or plotter
{up to IS); 64K printer buffer; universal serial/parallel
adapting; push-button control over print jobs; and the
ability to translate or filter data {often used to translate
control codes for printers that a user's software will not
drive).
The Systemizer works with aU Apple computers
and can be used to link them with non-Apple computers
and printers to form a printer sharing network.
$349 retail
Applied Creative Technology, Inc.; 8333 Douglas Ave.,
Ste. 700; Dallas, TX 75225; 214-7394200 or
800433-5373
I Systemizer Plus
Networkable printer buffer
Any Macintosh.
The Systemizer Plus is a small modem-sized
desktop device used to form a distributed peripheral
sharing network. Up to 31 users, when each is equipped
with a Systcmizer Plus, can share access to as many as
31 printers, plot1ers and modems, as well as exchange
E-mail and data files.
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Features include: an increase in the number of possible computers per network from 15 to 31; spooling
and cache buffer capacity up to 1MB per user; front·
panel push-button access to eight peripherals instead of
four; support for true Xon/Xoff handshaking on both
input and output; provisions for bidirectional data transmission; the ability to share modems; adata-file transfer
capability; an E-mail capability; data translation for
adapting incompab"ble software and hardware; macrofunction keys for sending control code sequences to
printers; a number of emulation modes to facilitate
buffering of plotters; a user-definable operating personality; an EEPROM for storing data translations, macros
and personality settings; most of the original Systemiz·
er's custom ROM options are now buih in; and an
optional print-server mode for use when a Systemizer
Plus is located at a remote printer (up to 1,200 feet
away).
$399 retail
Applied Creative Technology, Inc.; 8333 Douglas Ave.,
Ste. 700; Dallas, TX 75225; 214-739-4200 or
800-433-5373
Tempest laserWriter liNTT5271
NACSIM 5100A version of Apple LaserWriter liNT.
Tempest Macintosh SE or II.
The Tempest LaserWriter liNT combines high resolution with the ability to produce full-page text and
graphics at 300 by 300 dpi.
Linked to a maximum combination of 31 Tempest
Macintosh lis, SEs or T5170s throughan AppleTalk
network, users are able to produce a wide variety of
near-typeset-quality documents. Eleven font families are
included for a total of 35 typefaces. These include:
Times, Helvetica, Courier, Symbol, ITC Avant Garde
Gothic, ITC Bookman, New CenturySchoolbook, New
Helvetica Narrow, Palatino, lTC Zapf Chancery and ITC
Zapf Dingbats.
The Tempest LaserWriter UNT supports PostScript
and will work with any software that outputs PostScriptcompatible files. It uses the second-generation laser
engine with an improved toner systemfor darker
blacks and longer cartridge life.
Call for pricing
Atlantic Research Corp. - Tempest Division; 5390
Cherokee Ave.; Alexandria. VA 22312; 800-542-5323
Toshiba Printers
Dot matrix printers
512K or larger Macintosh; Toshstart.
Toshiba provides a full line of3-in·1 U pin dotmatrix printers.
The P35JSX isToshiba's top.of-the-lioe printer. It is
geared for office printing, desktop publishing and
CAD/CAM applications. The printer features a speed of

360 characters per second in high speed draft and 120
cps in letter quality. it handles paper, including six-part
forms, easily. Standard features include a 32 digit LCD
display front panel, a 32Kbuffer capacity and seven resident fonts. Automatic envelope printing is an option
through the addition of an envelope sheetfeeder, which
also contains a paper bin. Another option is a new color
upgrade kit that provides seven-color printing
capability.
The P321SL is the lowest priced and most compact
of the Upin Toshiba printers. It is designed primarily
for business or home-based professional word processing needs. The narrow carriage printer provides high·
speed drafts, precision graphics and letter-quality text
Standard with the P321SL are plug-in font card capability, a built in tractor for fanfold paper, a fanfold bypass,
automatic paper loading, parallel and serial interfaces, a
quiet mode and 16digit LCD display front paneL
The P321SLC is a Upin narrow<arriage color
printer. It provides the same features as the P321Sl.., but
has the added capability of seven colors plus black
printing.
The P341SL is a Upin wide-carriage printer. It is
an economical alternative for the small to medium-sized
business. corporate department or professional requir·
ing letter-quality high-speed drafts and high-resolution
graphics. Standard features are identical to the P321SL
Options include 14 credit card sized font cards, a single
bin sheetfeeder and an additional32K memory card for
downloadable fonts.
$1,599 retail; P351SX
$799 retail; P321SL
$949 retail; P321SLC
$1,049 retail; P341SL
Toshiba America, Inc., Information Systems Division;
9740 Irvine Blvd.; Irvine, CA 92718; 714-583-3000 or
800-457-7777
Unigate
Parallel printer interface
Macintosh II.
Unigate is a parallel interface card that allows a
user to connect a Macintosh 11 to the Panchroma color
printer or to a wide range of Centronics-style parallel
interface printers and peripherals.
$500 to $600 retai~ includes card, cable, Panchroma
Printer Driver
Computer Friends, Inc.; 14250 NW Science Park Dr.;
Portland, OR 97229; 503-626-2291
Universal Data Buffer/Interface Converter
Allows two computers to share serial or parallel printers
Any Macintosh.
The Universal Data Buffer/Interface Converter
allows two computers to share serial or parallel
printers.
Features include: serial/parallel interface; protocol
converter; 64K to 1MB memory; copy capability (up to
255 copies); stop printout from buffer. high-speed
communication; file managemen~ and intelligent
interfaci ng.
$385 to $934 retail; 64K to 1MB
HanZon Data, Inc.; 22032 23rd Dr. SE; Bothell,
\VA 98021; 206487-l717

Universal Interface Converter
Serial to parallel; parallel to serial switchable converter
(Xon/Xoff, DTR)
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Universal Interface Converter provides serialto-parallel and paralle~to-serial conversion. Auser can
choose anyof 16 standard baud rates to match a computer, printer or other serial peripherals. Abank of
switches lets a user set the rate from 50 baud to 19.2K
baud.

The serial interface supports both Xon/Xoff and
DTR protocols through an RS-232C EIA Standard connector. The parallel interface is a Centronics 36-pin
connector.
The converter also has a Ready light to let a user
know it's working. The light glows steadily when ready
to accept data and tlickers during data transfer.
$119 retail; supports all printer software drivers
Johna~on Freeman Designs; PO Box 880114; San
FranCisco, CA 94188; 41~-8451
Universal Printer Buffer
Both parallel and serial input and output ports, conversion and buffering for Macintosh
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Universal Printer Buffer frees a computer for
use during long printouts. It provides interface and
baud-rate conversions, giving a user flexibility in
connecting printers, modems, plotters and other
peripherals.
It can be used to connect two printers to one computer, two computers to one printer, or to connect all
four ports at once. Auser can even turn a printer into a
copier with the buffer's copy feature.
Interface conversion includes: serial to parallel,
parallel to serial, serial to serial and parallel to parallel.
$275 retail; 64K
$395 retail; 256K
Johnathon Freeman Designs; PO Box 880114; San
Francisco, CA 94188; 415-822-8451
Universal Printer Buffer Plus
Buffer and converter supports both parallel and serial
input and output for printers, plotters and modems
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Universal Printer Buffer Plus (UPB-Plus) frees
a computer for use during long printouts. It provides
interface and baud-rate conversions, giving a user flexibility in connecting printers. modems. plotters and
other peripherals.
It also includes cut sheet feeding, modem support
and software programmable output selection.
AStatus display lets a user see how much buffer
memory is being used and how long they have to prinl
It also indicates the number of copies being made or
shows the amount of memory installed in the UPB-Plus
during its built-in self-tesl
Protocol conversions supported include: serial to
parallel, parallel to serial, serial to serial and parallel to
parallel.
$465 retail; 64K
$585 retail; 256K
$719 retail; 512K
$895 retail; I MB
$1,515 retai~ 2 MB
Johnathon Freeman Designs: PO Box 880114; San
Francisco, CA 94188; 41~-8451
V-80
Electrostatic monochrome printer/plotter
Any Macintosh.
The V.SO series are electrostatic monochrome multimedia printer/plotters in one compact device. Each
provides the functions of three separate peripherals:
line printer, plotter and, when used with hard copy con·
trollers, a dedicated CRT hard copy device. The V.SO
models offer a choice of 100 or 200 ppi (points per inch)
resolution, long line receivers for operation up to 1,000
feet fromthe host computer, character underline, serial
(RS-232-C) interface, a choice of optional or custom
designed character sets and the capability to print up to
256 unique characters.
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Hardware & Peripherals/
Printers, Plotters &
Enhancements
For convenience, paper. toner and concentrate can
all be reached from the top of the V-80. The printer/
plotters operate quieUy and quickly. They plot at one
inch per second and print at 1000 lines or 15 pages per
minute. An integral self-test feature verifies the operation and minimizes the need for external test equipmentor a host data source. Versaplot software allows
the production of virtually any graphics representation.
$8,950 retail
Versatec, AXerox Co.; 2710 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 4()8.988-2800

It's Time
Your Mouse
Traveled
First Class.
Introducing
The Executive Pad.
The Executive Pad has a
specially-treated suede surface
that is durable and offers smooth,
accurate tracking for your mouse.
Available in platinum or tan, the
pad features the high-quality look
and feel of leather. $12.95
includes shipping.

r------------------------------,
Send me _ _mouse pad/pads
for only $12.95 each.
Choose desired color
___Tan
Platinum

Name _ __ _ _ _ __ _
Address - - - -- - - City_ _ __ __ __ _

State ____ Zip- - - - Phone- - - - - -- - Send your check or money order to
1be Executive Pad
I P.O. Box 3993, Vero Beach, FL. 32964
1

I
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Versadapter
Interface converter capable of making any standard
asynchronous RS-232C serial interface into 8-bit Centronics parallel and vice versa
Any .Madntosh; any RS-232C or Centronics parallel
device.
The Versadapter is an interface converter capable
of making any standard asynchronous RS-232C serial
interface into 8-bit Centronics parallel and vice versa.
The parallel input/output is wired according to the
Centronics parallel standard. The serial input/output
offers baud rates from 300 to 19,200-baud, as well as
Busy (DTR) and Xon/Xoff handshaking.
This product brings together mismatched equipment by adapting serial to parallel or parallel to serial.
$119 retail
Applied Creative Technology, Inc.; 8333 Douglas Ave.,
Ste. 700; Dallas, 1X 75225; 214-7394200 or
800433-5373
VT600P & VI'600W
Desktop, non·impact page printer/typesetters
Any Madntosh.
The VI'600P is a desktop, non·impact page printer/
typesetter that produces camera·ready text and graphics on plain paper at a resolution of 600 by 600 pixels
per inch. The unit consists of a raster image processor
equipped with a high-speed PostScript interpreter and a
xerographic print engine capable of producing pages at
a rate of up to 10 sheets per minute. The VI'600P is
plug compatible with existing front-end PostScript applications and can use standard Adobe fonts as weD as
PostScript foots from Varityper's library. The 35laserWriter Plus font set is standard.
The vrooow is a wide-measure 11 by 17-inch version, which outputs at 10 pages per minute for letter
size and seven pages per minute for ledger size.
$16,995 retail; Vf600P
$22,995 retail; vrooow
Varityper, ATegra Co.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.; E.
Hanover, NJ 07936; 201-887-8000

I Writel'tfove
Portable printer
Madntosh PillS or larger.
The WriteMove portable printer is a 192 dpi ink-jet
printer. Weighi~g 3 pounds and measuring 2· by 6.5- by
10.8-inches. the WriteMove can eastly be carried in a
briefcase or packed alongside the Macintosh inside a
Macintosh carrying case. There is also an optional
WriteMove carrying case available that protects the
printer when it is being transported.
The WriteMove incorporates the same QuickDraw
imaging technology used in the Personal LaserPrinter.
The software that ships with the WriteMove includes
six font families, a Chooser selectable printer driver, a
spooler and a Print Manager application.

The six font families are based on the same Bit·
stream constrained outline font technology found in the
PLP. They include Times, Helvetica, Symbol, Courier,
Swiss Narrow and Zapf Calligraphic.
The WriteMove is based on the Dicooix 150 iok-jet
printer. Other hardware features include the ability to
print on plain paper and accept cut·sheet or tractor·fed
paper. For power needs, the WriteMove comes with an
AC adapter for wall ouUets or it accepts live NiCad
rechargeable Csize batteries that actually set inside the
printer roller to save space. The batteries can be
recharged while still installed in the printer.
$699 retail
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter St.; Waltham,
MA 02154; 617.a9(}{)88()

Hardware/ Other
KroyKolor; KroyKolor Plus
Color processor
512K or larger Madntash.
The KroyKolor system brings the power of color to
desktop publishing and business communications
through a process compatible with virtually every laser
printer, including the Apple LaserWriter, and most photocopiers that apply dry toner to the page.
There are 60 colors and metallic foils. The matte
and gloss colors range from a cool blue to a blazing, fire
engine red. The 14 metallic foils simulate foil stamping
on logos, invitations, letterhead, etc., and range from
polished gold and silver to burnished aluminum and
copper.
After an original has been printed on a laser printer
or photocopier, a user inserts it into a sheet of
KroyKolor transfer film, feeds it through the processor
and peels away the transfer film.
When creating multicolor business graphics (such
as a pie chart with each slice a different color), a user
cuts pieces from various colors of transfer film and
places the pieces onto the areas of the graphic to be
highlighted.
The processor acceptS materials up to 12 inches
wide. Transfer films are slightly larger than an 8.5 by
ll·inch page, providing edge-to-edge coverage.
$1,295 retail; KroyKolor
$875 retai~ KroyKolor Plus
42 cents to 58 cents retail; per film sheet
Kroy, Inc.; 14555 N. Hayden Rd.; Scottsdale, AZ 85260;
602-951-1593 or lro521-4997
Omnicrom
Color transfer system
512K or larger Madntosh.
Omnicrom isa color transfer system that enables
an untrained office staff to convert dry toner photocopies and laser prints into color. The finished quality is
up to litho print standard, or in the case of metallics, up
to the standard of foil blocking. The process is dry and
permanen~ and in contrast to a dry transfer rulHiowo,
takes only a few seconds.
In addition, the Omnicrom system may be used to
laminate and encapsulate covers and valuable docu·
ments in a glossy protective film. The Omnicrom 2000
wm also permit the bind in of up to 40 pages in clear
{lresentation covers.
S1,495 retail
Omnicrom Systems Corp.; 1931 S. Manchester Ave.;
Anaheim, CA 92802; 714-971·3939 or 800443-4031

Business And Professional Sofhvarc

Comprehensive Product Directory
This section includes every Macintosh product for
which we received a response from our mailing to all
Macintosh product developers in our database. The
products are fisted alphabetically by category and
within categories, primarily by product name. An
exception to the product-name beading wiD occur
whenever a vendor bas a number of products within
the same category. In these instances, the heading will
be the name of the vendor and not the names of the
products. The product directory also includes many
products identified with a box (I). These are
Macintosh products that are either new or fisted for
the first time in The Macintosh Buyer's Guide. These
descriptions may be longer than the others and may
include screen images.

Accounting
Aatrix Payroll Plus
Accounting
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$295retail
Aatrix Software; PO Box 5359; Grand Forks, ND 58206;
80042&0854

Aatrix Payroll Version 3.01
Accounting and bookkeeping assistance program
512K or larger Macintosh.
$179retail
Aatrix Software; PO Box 5359; Grand Forks, ND 58206;
8004260854
•Accountant, Inc. Professional Vl.O
General ~r, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Payroll, Inventory Cootro~ Job Costing, Project Management Tune Billing
Macintosh with 1MB ofRAM; 128K ROM; BOOK disk

drive.
Accountant Inc. Professional is acomplete business accounting package that includes General Ledger,
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payro~ Inventory Control, Job Costing, Project Management and
Tune Billing. These modules are integrated into a single program.
The General Ledger tracks all account balances
and transactions; Payroll calculates income and deductions, as well as prints checks and generates tax
reports; Accounts Receivable Ledger tracks sales and
income; Accounts Payable Ledger records and tracks
purchases and payments; Inventory tracks both goods
and services; Job Costing uses aform similar to invoic·
ing, that can be printed and presented to a client; and
Project Management tracks income and expenses that
are associated with a project.
Other features include: customer and vendor mailing labels; form printing; detailed audit trails are generated automatically, which are time and date stamped;
information and reports can be exported to spreadsheets and word processors; password protection;
reports and analysis can be generated by period or
year-to-date; an Income Statement and a Balance Sheet
show a company's profitability and financial condition;
the year-end closing process is fully automated; gener·
ates 940, 941 and W2 reports, as well as a variety of

employee reports; open and balance forward accounts;
time billing; and more.
·
AHyperCard tutorial, help screens, a concise manual and a weJI.indexed reference book are included.
The HyperCard tutorial provides tutorials of three sample companies: amanufacturer. aservice/professional
business and a retailer.
$595retail
Softsync, Inc.; 162 Madison Ave.; New York, NY 10016;
212&!5-2080
Accounting For Micros
General ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Inventory, Payroll

512K or larger Macintosh.
$125 retail; per module
$465 retail; all five modules
James River Group, Inc.; 125 N. First Sl; Minneapolis,
MN 55401; 612-339-2521
Accounts Payable

Open item accounts payable system
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive recommended; lmogeWriterrecommendetl.
$250retail
S&J Enterprises; PO Box 1134; Bettendorf, lA 52722;
319-3324166

Accounts Receivable
Client file, invoicing (debit) file, payments (credit) file
and complete audit trail
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Omnis 3 Plu

$299retail
Stanford Business Systems, Inc.; 5250 W. Century
Blvd., Ste. 407; Los Angeles, CA 90045; 213417-4940
Accounts Receivable
Open item accounting system

512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive recommended. ImageWriter recommended.
$250retail
S&J Enterprises; PO Box 1134; Bettendor~ JA 52722;
319-332-4166
Accounts Receivable Manager

Invoice Register, Cash Receipts Register, General
Journal
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; printer.
$395 retail; single user
$1,395 retail; multiuser
Microsystems Consulting, Inc.; 708 S. Rosemont Rd.,
Ste. 102; Virginia Beach, VA 23452; 804-431-1758
I Aware V2.18
Accounting system permitting transfer of information
into and out of an accounting environment
Macintosh Plus or larger, hard disk drive.
Aware is a database General Ledger application
that permits flexible tran~er of information into and out
of an accounting environment Because of the database
technology emplOYed. Aware offers such features lis:
the ability to import information from spreadsheets and
other applications while creating a complete transaction
audit trail; the ability to export information to other
applications; the ability to combine data between
accounting centers when operating separate departments, subsidiaries or profit centers; generation of proforma financial statements and forecasts using current
accounting data; and the ability to use Aware as a build-

ing block for acustomized system.
$1,500 retail
Database International, Inc.; PO Box 2432; Framingham. MA 01701; 508-8200018
Back To Basics: Professioual Accounting System
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Invoicing

512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive; ImageWriter
or LaserWriter (LaserWriter cannot print checks).
$199 retail
Peachtree Software; 4355 Shackleford Rd.; Norcross,
GA 30093; 404-564-5800 or 8()().247-3224
BakerForms Accounting Applications
Accounts Receivable, AccOunts Payable, Payroll, Purchasing for Microsoft Works
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive; lmageWriter; pin{eed computerforms; Microsoft Works 1.0 or later.
$49.95 retail; each package
$169 retail; all four
Baker Graphics; PO Box G826/Depl C; New Bedford,
MA 02742; 617-9966732 or 8()().338-1753
The Bean Counter, Small Business Accounting
System

General Ledger, Accounts Payable. Accounts Receivable, Payroll
512KE or larger Macintosh; lulrd disk drive (optional);
printer (optitmal).
·
$129.95 retail; each module
JPL Associates; 18 Sequoia Way; San Francisco,
CA 94127; 415469-8862
Bill·It
Accounts Receivable, sales, billing, customer files,
invoicing
Macintosh PltiS or larger; ertenuJIBOOK disk driue;
printer.
$159retail
ShopKeeper Software; PO Box 38160; Tallahassee,
FL 32315; 904-222-8808

BPI General Accounting
· General Ledger accounting system for small businesses
512K or larger Macintosh; printer.
$89 retail
Computer Associates International, Inc.; 1240 McKay
Dr.; San Jose, CA 95131; 408432-1727 or 8()().533-2070
The Business And Fmance Manager
Bookkeeping system

Macintosh Plus or larger; ImageWriter II or I.aserWriter; Omnis 3 Plus.
$1,995 retail
Hamilton Information Services, Inc.; PO Box 28900;
Spokane, WA 99228; 509-467-2425

Business Sense
Business accounting; General Ledger; Accounts Receivable; Accounts Payable; Payroll; Invoicing; Budgeting
512KE or larger Macintosh; extemal disk driue.
$495retail
Monogram; 531 Van Ness Ave.; Torrance, CA 90501;
213-533-5120 or 80().356.5988
Canadian Payroll Plus
Payroll system for people employed in Ontario
Macintosh PltiS or larger; 20MB hard disk driu;
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Accounting
Omnis3 Plus.

When you do accounting

you'll
want something more than database
adaptations, spreadsheet templates or
converted MS-DOS programs. All three
of our fine accounting programs were
created especially for the Macintosh!

Multiledgern.t
Now you can get General Ledger,
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, and Inventory tracking together
in one completely integrated program
... at a fraction of the cost of buying
Individual GIL, AIR, AlP, and
Inventory modules.

Payroll

This easy-to-learn, easy-to-use
payroll system is Ideal for most organizations or businesses with 1 to
1000 employees. Use It as a standalone program or Integrate It with
either of our ledger programs.

Cash Ledger
This is a full-featured accounting
system for businesses or organizations using cash-basis reporting. It
can also be used by accountants or
other professionals who require
"write-up" capability.

$985 retail
APplications Plus, Inc.; 67 lakeshore Rd. E;
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5G 1C9; 416-278-2151
Cash Ledger
Accounting
512K or larger MacinWsh.

$195 retail
CheckMark Software, Inc.; 1520 E. Mulberry, Ste. 200;
Fort Collins, CO 80524; 303-484-3541
CheckMark MultiLedger
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Inventory
512K or larger Macintosh.
$395 retail
CheckMark Software, Inc.; 1520 E. Mulberry, Ste. 200;
Fort Collins, CO 80524; 303-484-3541
CheckMark Payroll
Payroll accounting
512K or larger Macintosh.
$295 retail
CheckMark Software, Inc.; 1520 E. Mulberry, Ste. 200;
Fort Collins, CO 80524; 303-484-3541
I Components General Ledger
Accounting
MacinWsh PillS or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk drive

recommended.
Components General Ledger is one of a series of
integrated accounting modules that can be used to
build a customized accounting system. It comes with
templates suitable for most businesses, or users can
customize journals and forms to fit individual needs.
General Ledger provides flexible setup, unlimited
custom journals (such as Cash Receipts and Disbursements) and forms-oriented output
$595 retail
Satori Software; 2815 2nd Ave., Ste. 560; Seattle, WA
98121; 206-443-0765

Computerized Classic Bookkeeping 1.02
Accounting
Macinwsh Plus or larger; 20MB hard disk driue;
ImageWriter or LaserJVriter.
$995 retail
Absolute Solutions, Inc.; 3142 Vista Way, Ste. 400;
Oceanside, CA 92056; 800-633-7666 or 800-458-3399
in CA
Contract Tracking
Provides job estimates for the actual job cost and cost
to client

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$3,000 retail
Advanced Data Systems, Inc.; 7246 Sharon Dr.; San
Jose, CA 95129; 408-257-1465
Full-functioning demo disks available
Dealer inquiries welcome

CHECK-MARK
SOFTWARE

INC.

1520 E. Mulberry I Suile 200
Ft. Collins. Colorado USA 80524
303·484·3541
In Canada 416·731-0744

Cost Management System D (CMS D)
Cost management

Macintush Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
$495 retail
Softouch Software, Inc.; 2066 NWIrving, Ste. 2; Portland, OR 97~ 503-241-1841
DbsPay
Payroll system
512K or larger Macintosh.

$395 retail
Summit Systems, inc.; 1050 Turnpike St; PO Box 91;
Stoughton, MA 02072; 617-344-1251
Circle Reader Service Number 56
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F1exsbare
Speeds Flexware database activity

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$299 retail
Flexware, Inc.; 15404 E. Valley Blvd.; Industry,
CA 91746; 818-961.@37 orS00-527~
F1exware
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, General
Ledger, Payroll, lnveotory, Order Entry, Purchasing,
Job Costing; development system

Macintosh Plus or larger; luJrd disk drive; ImageWriter
or LaserWriter; multiuser req11ires AppleTalk a~d Tops
or App/eShare.
$795 retail; per module
Flexware, Inc.; 15404 E. Valley Blvd.; Industry,
CA 91746; 818-961-{)237 or 800-527-6587
General Accounting
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, General
Ledger

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$3,000 retail
Advanced Data Systems, Inc.; 7246 Sharon Dr.; San
Jose, CA 95129; 408-257-1465

Grant Manager
Grant and fund accounting
512K or larger Macinwsh; BOOK merna/ drive.
$425 retail
Niles & Associates; 2200 Powell St, Ste. 765;
Emeryville, CA 94608; 41~
Great Plains Accounting Series For The
Macintosh
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Payroll, inventory, Order Entry with Point of
Sale, Purchase Order, Job Cos~ Network Manager,
Executive Advisor

512KE or larger Macintush; altr11al disk drive.

$795 retail; per module
$595 retai~ Executive Advisor
Great Plains Software; 170138th St S\V; Fargo,
ND 58103; 701-281-{)55() or 800-645-1007
In-House Accountant
Accounting
512K or larger Macinwsh; two 400K driues; or BOOK

drive.

$199 retail
Migen~ Inc.; PO Box 6062; Incline Village, NV 89450;
702-832-3n7 or 800-633-3444
Insight Expert Accounting Series
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable &Billing,
Accounts Payable,lnventory Control, Tune Billing
512KE or larger Macintosh.

$695 each retail; General Ledger, Accounts Receivable
& Billing, Accounts Payable, Inventory Control, Time
Billing
$995 each retai~ multiuser Accounts Receivable,
Accounts Payable
$299 retail; Insight OneWrite
layered, Inc.; 529 Main St; Boston, MA 02129;
617-242-7700
Insight Expert Inventory
Perpetual inventory system

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$695 retail
layered, Inc.; 529 Main St.; Boston, MA 02129;
617-242-7700
Insight Expert Tune Billing
Tune and billing package that tracks billable time and
produces detailed invoices

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$695 retail
layered, Inc.; 529 Main St; Boston, MA 02129;
617-242-7700

Business And Professional Software

I Ledger

Accounting
Inventory
Inventory management
512K or largerMacintosh.
$95 relail
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, vr 05440;
514-9334918

Excel template for small businesses
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft &eel.
· ~·- ·· - -- -

I Inventory

Bar-<:ode system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; FileMaker 4;
ImageWriter I or II; LaserWriteroptional (required/or
printing bar codes).
Inventory allows users to conduct an inventory
audit by scanning bar codes assigned to the names of
employees, warehouses, bin numbers and inventory
items. The bar-<:ode data is collected using a portable
battery-operated bar-<:ode reader that is about the size
of a credit card.
At the end of the day, the bar<ode data is transferred to the Macintosh hard disk when the bar-<:ode
reader is placed in a recharger that is connected to the
computer serial port. Apull-down menu option in the
WandTalk program processes and saves the inventory
data. The data is then transferred to a FHeMaker template where reports are generated showing the items
missing or in the wrong locations. The FileMaker templates also allow a user to mainlain a complete database
on each of the inventory items and each of the employees. Data can also be saved in a format that can be
directly accessed by another Computcxt program, Bar
Code Factory, which allows users to print bar codes on
peel-off label stock.
$1,195 retail; includes portable 16K bar<ode reader,
recharger/download station, connecting cable, download station power supply, bar-code keypad card, barcode software and documentation
Computcxt; 911 NE Lawndale Pl.; Corvallis, OR 97330;
503-754-1100

Ledger is an Excel template designed for small
businesses. No accounting skills are required, and it
can be customiled to fit a particular business.
Users enter the name. amount and a number (1to
II) for each item, and Ledger will provide monthly
totals for each column and a yearly summary page by
months. If the monthly bank totals are entered, Ledger
shows any discrepancy.
Ledger lends itself to any job where items must be
separated by category.
$95 retail; program
S25 relail; demo
Hewpact Limited; 734 Holgate Crescent; Kingston,
Ontario, Canada K7M 5A6; 613-389-3200

M.D.A. Basics
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$995 retail; single user
$1,795 retail; two to five users
$2,795 retail; six to 10 users
S3,795 retail; 11 to 20 users
Circo Business Solutions; 1725-A Little Orchard St.; San
Jose, CA 95125; 408-998-1132 orS00-458-7466

I MacFiscal K-12
Fund accounting
Macintosh II; I MB of RAM; 40MB hard disk drive.
MacFiscal is a comprehensive encumbrance fund
accounting system that includes general ledger, budget
development, accounts payable, income, payroll and
fringe benefits. Aflexible 24 digit account number provides object control accounts and fiscal history.
Additional features include a report writer, modifiable programs and interfaces with Microsoft Excel for
charts, graphs, etc. Mac Fiscal is multiuser and compatible with F1exware applications.
$6,500 retail
Turner Data Systems, Inc.; 17885 Sky Park N, Ste. E;
Irvine, CA 92714; 714-261-5094
Multiuser Desktop Accounting (M.D.A.)
Business accounting
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive; multiuser
version requires Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,795 retail; single user
$2,595 retail; two to frve users

Inventory Control
Keeps track of in-house inventories
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive recommended; Image Writer recommended.
$250 retail
S&J Enterprises; PO Box 1134; Bettendorf, !A 52722;
319-332-4166
Job Cost I
Designed for manufacturers who build products to
order
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,995 relail
Advanced Data Systems, Inc.; 7246 Sharon Dr.; San
Jose. CA 95129; 408-257-1465
Job Cost U
Designed for manufacturers who produce or build
products to order
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$6,000 relail
Advanced Data Systems, Inc.; 7246 Sharon Dr.: San
Jose, CA 95129; 408-257-1465
Lake Avenue Accounting Collection
Integrated accounting
512K or larger Macintosh;external disk drive orhard
disk drive; ImageWriter.
$595 per module retail; Lake Avenue Accounting
Collection
$695 relail; Staff Scheduling
$795 per module relail;The Multi-Entity Accounting
Series
Lake Avenue Software; 650 Sierra Madre Villa, #204;
Pasadena, CA 91107; 818-351-5483

N ow let your creative side get down
to business. And
your business side
get creative. Clients &
Profits allows you to effortlessly
manage everything from job
tickets, to estimates, to

invoices, to profit
and loss statements,
and much more, at
the click of a mouse. So
you're free to do what
you do best. Create good
advertising. Call today for
more information.

Try our Trial Size $40!
Use your own clients, jobs, vendors and more-Satisfaction Guaranteed!

(619) 721·0501
WORKING COMPUTER P.O. Box 87 San Luis Rey, CA 92068
Circle Reader Service Number 57
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Accounting
$3,595 retail; six to I 0 users
$4,595 retail; 11 to 20 users
Circo Business Solutions; 1725-A Little Orchard St.; San
Jose, CA 95125; 4()3.998-1132 or 800458-7466
OmniBooks
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, General
Ledger
512/(E or larger Macintosh; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive; Omnis 3 Plus or runtime.
$139.95 retail
$169.95 retail; with runtime disk
janac Enterprises; PO Box 394; Hebron, IL 60034;
815-648-2492
OmniPay
Payroll program
512K or larger Macintosh; t'XIernal disk drive;
lmageiVriter; Omnis 3 Plus or rttntime.
$79.95 retail
$109.95 retail; with runtime disk
janac Enterprises; PO Box 394; Hebron, IL 60034;
815-648-2492
Open For Business I & II
Small business accounting
512K or larger Macintosh; t'XIernal disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$595 to $995 retail
james River Group, Inc.; 125 N. First St.; Minneapolis,
MN 55401; 612·339-2521
Order Distribution
Designed for distributors of discrete ready-made
products
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$6,000 retail
Advanced Data Systems, Inc.; 7246 Sharon Dr.; San
Jose, CA 95129; 408-257-1465

Payroll-Bridge Plus
Payroll accounling
512Kor larger Macintosh; t'XIernal disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$495 retail
Software Bridge, Inc.; 97ll South 7th East, Ste. 203;
Sandy, lJf 84070; 801-572-1133

The company offers LaserChecks, which are
specifically sized and designed for the laser printer. Clip
art or logos can be printed directly onto the checks
using Intuit's CheckArL
$49.95 retail
Intuit; 540 University Ave.; Palo Alto, CA 94301;
800-624-8742 or 80046B-8481 inCA

Plain-Payroll
Payroll
512KE or larger Macintosfr; t'XIenral disk drive;
Image Writer; Omnis 3 Plus.
$299 retail
Technology with Ease,lnc.; PO Box 840355; Pembroke
Pines, FL 33084; 305-431-0364

Rags To Riches III
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Inventory, Professional Billing
512K or larger Macintosh.
$199.95 to $399.95 each retail
Chang Laboratories, Inc.; 5300 Stevens Creek Blvd.;
San Jose, CA 95129; 4()3.246-8020, 8@972-8800,
or 8Q0.83I.g()80 in CA

Plains & Simple One-Write Accounting
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive opti011al.
$395 retail
Great Plains Software; 170138th St. SW; Fargo,
ND 58103; 701·281-0550 or 80%15-1007
Precision Inventory Control And Order Entry
Inventory control/order entry system for mail order
businesses
Macintosh Plus or larger; harddisk drive; Image Writer;
Omnis3 Plus.
$1,295 retail
Precision Computer Systems; 575 W. Riordan Rd.;
Flagstaff, AZ 86001; 602-779-5341
Professional Time & Materials Billing System
Cost accumulation, client billing, accounts receivable,
accounts payable
Macintosh SE or ll; hard disk drive.
$995 retail
Berrios &Co.; 117 N. Gordon St.; Alexandria,
VA 22304; 703-751-5733
I Quicken Vl.Ol

Single-entry bookkeeping software
?12K or larger Macitrtosh; pn·nter.

I Order House II

Integrated business system
Macintosh Plrts or larger.
Order House II is an integrated multiuser program
designed to completely manage small to mediumsized
businesses.
Features include: online order entry, invoices, pur·
chase orders, inventory of products and services, aged
receivables and payables, monthly statements, financial
reports, general ledger with trial balances and audit
trail, individual and form letters, notes and reminder
lists, UPS shipping labels, mailing labels and envelopes.
Order House II fully utilizes any size monitor,
stores complex graphics, and supports PostScript laser
fonts.
$995 retail
Elefunt Software; 724 Allston Way; Berkeley, CA 94710;
415-843-7725
Payroll
Calculates payroll deductions
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$995 retail
Advanced Data Systems, Inc.; 7246 Sharon Dr.; San
Jose, CA 95129; 4()3.257-1465
Payroll Partner
Payroll
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
$99 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 415-943-7667
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S.BA. Project Billing
Customizable job costing and billing for service
businesses
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer;
Omnis 3 Plus.
$895 retail
Working Computer; PO Box 87; San Luis Rey,
CA 92068; 619-721-0501
S.BA. Small Business Accounting
Customizable, multiuser accounling for Omnis 3 Plus
Maci11toslt Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer;
Omnis 3 Plus.
$895 retail
Working Computer; PO Box 87; San Luis Rey,
CA 92068; 619-721.0501
SBT Database Accounting library 6.20 &
6.20FM
Integrated accounting written in Dbase Ill Plus or
FoxBaset/ Mac; includes source code
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$295 per program retail; compiled single user
$395 per program retail; single user with source code
$595 per program retail; multiuser with source code
SBT Corp.; One Harbor Dr.; Sausalito, CA 94965;
415-331-9900
I Services Rendered V2.0

Billing and customer tracking system
Macintosh Plus or larger; lrard disk drive.
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Quicken is a single-entry bookkeeping program for
small businesses and individuals.
Quicken writes and prints checks automatically on
either laser or dot matrix printers. When a user enters
the amount of the check, Quicken performs 14 automatic bookkeeping steps and produces the check. In
addition, it automatically writes recurring checks while
simultaneously updating financial records. Quicken
manages unlimited numbers of bank accounts, transac·
lions and income/expense categories for amounts up to
S!Omillion.
The program also generates financial reports
including: income and expenses. P&L, budget vs. actu·
al, taxable income/deductions, rental property/job
cost, accounts payable, cash flow/cash needs and pay·
roll taxes.
Quicken will automatically export data in SYLK for·
mat for the creation ofcustomized reports in Microsoft
Excel and will export data to HyperCard.
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Services Rendered is a billing and customer track·
ing system tailored to meet the needs of small· to medi·
urn-sized businesses that bill monthly for ongoing
services. The program includes payment dispersal,
account aging and bill configuring functions.
Billing calculates and prints monthly bills. Bills
include breakdowns of all charges and customizable
messages. Upcoming specials and other advertising
can be included. Complete diagnostics are available to
help resolve customer questions. Past due notices can
be generated, and the system can be configured to skip
bills that are not economical to process.
Financial reports include a paid tax summary, a
revenue breakdown and an account receivable aging
printout. An outstanding accounts list provides informa·
lion needed for a telephone collections campaign.
Services Rendered provides online help, interactive
error checking and continuous feedback of stored infor·

Business And Professional Sofuvare

Accounting
mation. Automatic saving and several data logging func·
tions protect data. Services Rendered can share data
with any program using more than 1,000 formats.
$1,200 retail
Software Development Group; 1890 Kerr Gulch; Evergreen, CO 80439; 504-343-8437
ShopKeeper 3
Sales; P.O.S.; Invoicing; Inventory; Billing; Accounts
Receivable; Customer Files
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive;
Image Writer or l.aserWriter.
$195retail
ShopKeeper Software; PO Box 38160; Tallahassee,
FL 32315; 904-222-8808
ShuBox Filing
Small business accounting
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer
l,IIorLQ.
$59.95 retail
AH. Nussel, Sr.; 1606 NW 21st St; Gainesville,
FL 32005; 904-372-0066
Simply Accounting
General Ledger, Payables, Receivables, Payroll, Inventory, Project Cost
Macintosh with I MB ofRAM,· one BOOK disk drive;
128KROM.
$349retail
Bedford Software Corp.; 15311 NE 90th St; Redmond,
WA 98052; 206-883-0074
Small Business Accounting System
Designed for users who are running cash- or accrualbased businesses primarily out of one or more checking accounts
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
$79 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 415-943-7667
Strictly Business Accounting System
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
$395 retail; each module
Future Design Software; 13681 Wdlamette Dr.; West
Minster, CA 92683; 714-891-9796

I Time & Materials
Bar-code system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive,· FileMaker 4;
Image Writer I or II; l.aserWriteroptional (required/or
printing bar codes).
Time & Materials is a portable battery-operated
bar-code reader that is used to keep track of time for
client billing.
Employees scan their bar code, scan a client bar
code, scan a project bar code and then scan a bar code
for a task or product The bar-code reader timestamps
each bar-code scan with the date and time. At the end of
the day, the bar-code data is transferred to a Macintosh
when the bar-code reader is placed in a recharger that
is connected to the computer serial port Apull-down
menu option in the WandTalk program processes and
saves the bar-code data so that a preview of the time
data can be printed out for each employee's review.
The data can be edited and transferred to the F"deMaker templates where invoices and billing reports can
be maintained. The F'~eMaker templates allow a user to
maintain a complete database on all employees and
clients and generate summary income reports. Data
can also be saved in a format that can be directly

accessed by another Computext product, Bar Code Factory, which allows users to print bar codes on peel-off
label stock.
$1,495 retail; includes portable 16K bar-code reader,
recharger/download station, connecting cable, download station power supply, bar-code keypad card, barcode software and documentation
Computext; 911 NE Lawndale PL; Corvallis, OR 97330;
503-754-1100
I Time Analysis

Tune/cost control sheet
512K or larger Macintosh,· Microsoft Excel.
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Tune Analysis is a time/cost control sheet
designed for small businesses. It can be used as a time
sheet for up to 10 employees. Tracking of up to 10 dif.
ferent jobs is accomplished, and weekly costs per job
and the hours spent on each are calcuJated. Each
employee's total of daily and weekly hours are shown,
as well as a weekly cost of each employee.
Tune Analysis can be used as an employee time
sheet, a source for client billing, a cross reference for
material/Jabor usage and as a ready check of excessive
daily hours and a cost control sheet to check against
estimated labor costs.
Costs savings are achieved by the control users
have over their labor costs. Checking labor hours and
costs against their bid amounts, provided by such programs as Bid Analysis, allow users to correct potential
{>roblems before they get out of hand.
849 retail; program
$25 retail; demo
Hewpact limited; 734 Holgate Crescent; Kingston,
Ontario, Canada K7M 5A6; 613-389-3200

Time Billing & Client Receivables
Maintains client information, job information, general
ledger income accounts, employee information (for
direct bill employees)
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$595 retail; single user
$1,595 retail; multiuser
$50 retail; sample disk (refundable with purchase of
program)
Microsystems Consulting, Inc.; 708 S. Rosemont Rd.,
Ste.102; Virginia Beach, VA 23452; 804-431-1758
Time Saver Payroll Version 4.0
Full-featured Excel payroll template program
512KE or larger Macintosh; Image Writer or
lAserWriter.
$99.50 retail; proiram
$15 retai~ demo
Western Software Associates; 110 El Dorado Rd.;
Walnut Creek, CA 94595; 415-932-3999
Tuneslips Ill
DA time/expense tracking and professional billing
512K or larger Macintosh; two BOOKfloppy disk drives
or one BOOK floppy disk drive and hard disk drive.
$199.95 retail
North Edge Software Corp.; 239 Western Ave.; Essex,
MA 01929; 617-768-6100 or 800-338-5314

What's Missing?

Capital assets control program
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$1,345 retail
MacSolutions; 9124 N. McKenna; Portland, OR 97203;
503-289-7174

Workmen's Billing And Time Management
Software

Manages the time and billing of workmen
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Omnis 3 Plus.
$1,490 retail
Stanford Business Systems, Inc.; 5250 W. Century
Blvd., Ste. 407; Los Angeles, CA 90045; 213-417-4940
WOS Fund Accounting
Multiuser fund accounting
512K or larger Macintosh except II; hard disk drive.
$1,695 retail; Budgetary General Ledger (BGL)
$2,695 retail; BGL/Accounts Receivable (AR)
$2,995 retail; BGL/Purchase Order-Voucher (PO)
$3,995 retail; BGIJPayroll (PR) or BGIJPO/AR
$4,995 retail; BGIJPRIPO or BGIJPRIAR
$5,995 retail; BGIJPO/PRIAR
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2150 Kittredge St; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-849-2331

Creative/Music
Alchemy

Universal stereo sample editing network
Macintosh Plus or larger; MIDI interface; supported
digital sampler.
$495retail
Blank Software; PO Box 6561; San Francisco,
CA 94101; 415-863-9224

Appletones; Mozart
Teaches the importance of repetition, silence, changes
in volume and timbre in the composition and arrangement of music
Any Macintosh.
$13 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange; 255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A:, PO Box 8000; Ventura, CA 93002;
800-235-al19 or 800-292-6640 in CA
IBigEars

Music courseware
Any Macintosh.
BigEars is courseware for all students of music. It
consists of a substantial workbook containing musical
training exercises and cassette tapes containing al1 of
the exercises, performed with great precision by a
Kurzweil250 Sampled Grand Piano.
While training a user's musical ear for relative,
intervallic and absolute pitch recognition, BigEars
simultaneously trains the harmonic, melodic and rhythmic fundamentals of Western musical culture and helps
develop latent musical abilities. BigEars works by
imprinting intervallic relationships to subliminal references that are reinforced at regular. intervals.
Also included is PerfectPitch, software that allows
a user to precisely direct all of the specially prepared
music in the BigEars course to a MIDI synthesizer for
extreme pitch accuracy during the imprinting process.
Although using PerfectPitch greatly enhances and
accelerates learning with the BigEars system, irs use is
not necessary because the manual and tapes are complete in themselves.
$129retail
MacMIDI Distributing; 18 Haviland St; Boston,
MA 02115; 617-598-8929
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Creative/Music
Brass
Music notation
512K or larger Maci11tosh; ImageiVriter, LaserWriter or
other PostScript compatible printer.
$195 retail
Shaherazam; PO Box 26731; Milwaukee, WI 53226;
414442-7503
Clicktracks
Professional film and video timing software
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$349.95 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St; Half Moon
Bay, CA 94019; 415-726-0280
ConcertWare+ Version 4
Music composition; editing; playback
512K or larger Macintosh.
$69.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5959 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408438-1990
ConcertWare+MIDI Version 4
Compose, edit, print, play back using MIDI synthesizers; expanded MIDI synthesizer features; MIDI
macros: custom quantize
512K or larger Macintosh.
$149.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5959 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408438-1990
ConcertWare+Music
Seven volumes of music
512K or larger Macintosh; ConcertWare+ or Concert·
Ware+MIDI.
$15 retail; each volume
$90 retail; all seven volumes
Great Wave Software; 5959 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 40843S-1990
Cue - The Film Music System
Comprehensive software package for filmcomposers
and music editors
512K or larger Macintosh.
$595 retail
Opcode Systems: 1024 Hamilton CL; Menlo Park,
CA 94025; 415-321-8977
Deluxe Music Construction Set 2.5
Music composition
512K or largerMacintosh.
$99.95 retail
Electronic Arts; 1820 Gateway Dr.; San Mateo,
CA 94404; 415-571-7171 or 8()0.245-4525
I DMP7 & DMP11 Pro

Integrated editors, librarians and intelligent real-time
controllers
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; MIDI interface; Yamaha
DMP7 or DMPll.

The DMP7 Pro and DMPll Pro are integrated editors, librarians and intelligent real-time controllers
designed to bring out the full potential of the Yamaha
DMP7 and DMPll digital mixers. Each product provides a "front panel" for the mixer to allow instant
access to any of the digital mixer's controls.
In addition, there are special graphic editors for the
EQ and panning of each channel. The parameters for
the built-in effects can be edited, organized and stored
to disk. They can also be used with a sequencer to
record an automated mix. The products' "tool box" feature includes: a "snapshot" functio n for instant recall of
certain parts of the mixer: smart ratio-based grouping
of controls; filtering of specific controls; updating of par·
ticular controls in a mix by an offse~ the ability to compare entire scenes; transport controls; and a notepad.
Other features include: programmable routing of
the solo buss; copy/paste editing of channels and
effects; templates for saving window setups; and the
ability for printouts.
$395 retail; DMP7 Pro
$295 retail; DMPll Pro
Digital Music Services: 23010 Lake Forest Dr.,
Ste. D334: Laguna Hills, CA 92653; 714-951-1159
Drum File
MIDI librarian/translator for E-mu SP-12 sampling
drum machine
512KE or larger Macintosh; E-11111 SP-12 Turbo.
$295 retail
Blank Software; PO Box 6561; San Francisco,
CA 94101 ;41~9224

IFB Pro
Integrated editor/librarian
512K or larger Macintosh; MIDI interface; Yamaha
FB-01 tone generator.

The FB Pro is an integrated editor/librarian software package designed for the Yamaha FB-01 synthesizer. The program allows editing of all FB-01
parameters. Banks of voices and configurations can be
transferred to the synthesizer or to disk for storage.
The FB-01 can be played from a MIDI keyboard or
from the Macintosh. Aspecial function allows voices to
be compared. Also included are templates for saving
window setups.
$129 retail
Digital Music Services; 23010 Lake Forest Dr.,
Ste. D334; Laguna Hills, CA 92653:714-951-1159

I DX7 U & DXll Pro

Integrated editors/librarians
512K or larger Macintosh; MIDI interface; Yamaha
DX7ll or DXll synthesizer.

Fmale
Music transcription software
Macintosh PillS or larger.
$1,000 retail
Coda Music Software; 1401 E. 79th St.; Minneapolis,
MN 55425; 612-854-1288 or 800-843-1337
FXDesigner
Visual editor for Lexicon PCM 70 Digital Effects
Processor
512K or larger Macintosh; MIDI interface; Lexicon
PCM 70 digital effects processor.
$195 retail
Digidesign, Inc.; 1360 Willow Rd., Ste. 101; Menlo Park,
CA 94025:415-327-8811

The DX7 II Pro and DXI1 Pro are integrated edi·
tor/librarian software packages designed for the Yamaha DX7 II and DXII synthesizers. The programs allow
editing of all DX7 II and DX11 parameters. Banks of
voices, performances, microtunings and system setups
can be transferred to the synthesizer or to disk for
storage.
Both packages include multiple libraries of voices
and performances that can be automatically scanned
tor duplicates and alphabetized. The programs feature
graphic envelope editing, microtuning editing and
effects editing. Also included are templates for saving
window setups.
$199 retail; DX7 11 Pro
$139 retail; DX11 Pro
Digital Music Services; 23010 Lake Forest Dr.,
Ste. D334; Laguna Hills, CA 92653; 714-951-1159
ExampleKrafter
Musical typesetting software
512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer, LaserWriter or
Linotronic.
$49.95 retail; ExampleKrafter 3.2
$64.95 retail; Shape Notes 2.1
$49.95 retail; LuteKrafter 2.0
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$139.95 retail; PrintKrafter 2.0
MusiKrafters Music Services; PO Box 14124;
Louisville, KY 40214; 502-361-1597

HB Music Engraver
Music engraving
Macintosh Plus or larger; Linotronic, any PostScript or
dot matrix printer.
$495 retail
HBImaging, Inc.; 560 S. State St., #G I; Orem,
liT 84058; 801-225-7222

Jam Factory
Music improvisation and live performance processor
512K or larger Macintoslr; MIDI interface; MIDI
synthesizer(s).
$200 retail
Intelligent Music; PO Box 8748; Albany, NY 12208:
518434-1110
Jam Session
Music performance program
512K or larger Macintoslr.
$49.95 retail
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-492-3500, 8Q0.527-6263,
or 415-492-3200 (dealers)
I KCS Level U With PVG
Sequencer
Macintosh PillS or larger; any MIDI S)stem.

Business And Professional Software

Creative/Music

Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange; 255 W. Stan·
ley Ave., Ste. A:. PO Box 8000; Ventura, CA 93002:
8Q0.235-6919 or 8()0.292-6640 inCA

Any Macintosh.

Master Tracks Jr.
Personal MIDI recording studio

$59.95 retail
Shahera1.am; PO Box 26731; Milwaukee, WI 53226;
414442·7503

512KE or larger Macintosh; Passport M!DIInter[ace or

compatible; 011e or more MIDI-i!quippedi11strumt11/s.
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512K or larger Maci11tosh; Image Writer or PostScript

Master Tracks Pro Version 3.0
Professional MIDI recording and editing package

$250 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.;
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-72&{)280

card; o11e or moreMIDI-i!quipped i11struments.

Listen Version 2. 1
Musical ear training with MIDI

A11y Maci11tos!r.
$99 retail
Resonate; PO Box 996; Menlo Park. CA 94026:
415-323-5022
M
Music interactive composing and performing system
512K or larger Maci11toslz; MIDI i11ter[ace; MIDI

SJIItlzesizer(s).
S250 retail
Intelligent Music; PO Box 8748: Albany, NY !2208:
518-4344110
MacDrums
Four·voice polyphonic drumsynthesizer and sequencer
512K orlarger Maci11tosh.

$49.95 retail
Coda Music Software: 1401E. 79th St.; Minneapolis,
MN 55425: 612-854-1288 or 800-843-1337
MacMIDI Software Line
Sound storage, playback. recording, editing, printing

A11y Maci11toslz.
$549 retail: Professional Musician MacMIDI System
Musicworks; 18 Haviland; Boston, MA 02115:
617-598-8929
MacVoice
Assists music theory students in writing four·part
music

A11y Maci11toslz.
$25.50 retail

MusScribe
Notation system

$149.95 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.:
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-72&{)280

512KE or larger Maci11tosil; Passport MIDI i11ter[ace

The KCS Level II is a sequencer that functions as
an enhanced 48-track tape recorder with a continuous
overdub facility. Individual tracks or sequences can be
edited using either the mouse or computer keyboard.
Scroll bars move to any part of the edit "note list." High·
lighted ranges can be played or used for any edit
option.
SMPTE is supported tl1rough Song Pointer or
Sequences. Tracks can be made to a specified time,
simplifying sound effects that sync to video events.
A Programmable Variations Generator (PVG)
allows a user to generate variations from previously
recorded musical parts. It produces changes or permu·
lations in pitch, dynamics, controller values, rhythm
and expression according to instructions that are
entered by a user. It can produce a single variation or a
series of random or determined variations evolving over
time.
Master Editor allows editing of notes by a wide
range of criteria, including pitch, velocity, interval and
pattern position.
S325 retail
Dr. T's Music Software, Inc.: 220 Boyiston St., Ste. 206;
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167; 617-244-1477

MusicType
Music notation

$395 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.;
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-72&{)280
MidiPaint 2.0
Professional MIDI sequencer program
512KE or larger Macintosh.

$295 retail
Southworth Music Systems, Inc.; 91Ann Lee Rd.; Harvard, MA 01451: 617·772·9471

Pri11ter.

One-Step
MIDI sequencer program
512K or larger Maci11tosh.

$69 retail
Southworth Music Systems, Inc.; 91 Ann Lee Rd.;
Harvard, MA 01451: 617·n2·9471
Opcode Editor/ Librarians With Patch Factory
Stores and edits sounds
512K or largerMacintosh.

$59 retail
Opcode Systems: 1024 Hamilton Ct.; Menlo Park.
CA 94025: 415-321·8977

$199 retail; Akai MPX820 Mixer
$149 retail; Casio CZ
$199 retail; Ensoniq ESQ·I/SQ·80
$199 retail; Kawai K·l
$199 retail; Oberheim Matrix·lOOO/Matrix-6
$199 retail; Roland D·IO/ D·IIO/D·IO/MT-32
$249 retail; Roland D·SO/ D·550
$149 retail: Roland MT-32
$249 retail: Yamaha DX/TX/Bulk (all ().operator)
SI49 retail: Yamaha FB.QI
$199 retail: Yamaha REVS Reverb
$129 retail: Yamaha SPX90 Effects
$179 retail; Yamaha DXll!fX81Z + DX21/27/ 100
Opcode Systems; 1024 Hamilton Ct.; Menlo Park.
CA 94025; 415-321-8977

Music Publisher
Aids in composing and scoring music

Opcode Patch Librarians With Patch Factory
Store thousands of sounds on a single disk

MidiShare
Utility program for MultiFinder
512K or larger Maci11tosh.

$49 retail
Soutl1worth Music Systems, Inc.; 91 Ann Lee Rd.;
Harvard. MA 01451; 617-772·9471
Music Mouse - An Intelligent Instrument
Turns a Macintosh into a musical instrument

Any Maci11tosil.

Maci11tosil Plus or larger.

512K or larger Maci11tosh.

$595 retail
Graphic Notes: 200 7th Ave., Ste. 125; Santa Cruz,
CA 95062: 408-47&{)147

$99 each retail: available for most synthesizers
Opcode Systems; 1024 Hamilton Ct.; Menlo Park,
CA 94025:415-321-8977

•Music Symbol Library
Professional PostScript fonts

• OvaiTune
Creates audiovisual performances

Maci11toslz Plus or larger; Fi11ale.

Maci11tosh Plus or larger; MIDI i11ter[ace m1d stereo
hookup oplio11al.

Music Symbol Ubrary contains five professional
PostScript fonts for use with Finale, a musical transcription program.
Petrucci, included with Finale, comes with a
complete set of traditional music symbols and an
extended set of contemporary music symbols.
Rameau provides an extended set of music theory
and composition symbols.
Newport offers a set of the most commonly used
jazz and percussion symbols, plus many useful, unusual
symbols.
Seville provides a set of the most commonly used
guitar chord symbols, plus a set of symbols to create
any guitar chord not already included.
MidiCom gives a complete set of symbols that can
be used to represent and notate various types of MIDI
data in Finale scores, so users can manage MIDI data
more easily and effectively.'
$149 retail; Petrucci
$69 retail; Rameau
$69 retail; Newport
$69 retail; Seville
$69 retail: MidiCom
Coda Music Software; 1401 E. 79th St.; Minneapolis,
MN 55425: 612-854-1288 or 8()0.843-1337

.

OvalTune allows users to create audiovisual per for·
mances by associating a wide variety of kaleidoscopic
graphics with musical events.
OvalTune contains powerful graphics generating
capabilities. The program allows users to take graphics
from any Macintosh graphics program and transform
them in synchronir.ation with their music. OvaiTulle
saves graphics in P1CT images of the screen for later
playback or fur ther manipulation. Music created in conjunction with OvaiTune graphics can be played through
the Macintosh speaker using the 128 sampled sounds
that come with the program. For users 1vith MIDI
setups, OvaiTune can also play through MIDI
synthesizers.
Features include: creates vibrant color graphics
when used with a Macintosh II; captures and replays
both music and graphics performances: does not
require MIDI to make music; can be used 1vith a MIDI
interface and MIDI synthesizer, saves MIDI files; and
supports Sound Designer and Sound Cap.
$145 retail
Intelligent Music; PO Box 8748; Albany, NY 12208;
518-4344110
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Creative/Music
Passport MIDI Voice Ubrarians
DX7(fX and CZ series librarians
Any Macintosh; Pas;port MIDI interface card.
869.95 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St;
Half Moon Bay. CA 94019; 415-72&0280
I Perceive

Music ear training course
Macilztosh Plus or larger.
Perceive is a comprehensive music ear training
course that combines software, textbook and work·
book. The textbook provides clear explanations of
music fundamentals while the workbook and software
provide drill and practice. Six programs take users from
basic training to advanced learning:
Ear Training Tutor gives personalized melodic
training in the major, minor, pentatonic, whole-tone,
diminished and chromatic scales.
Ear Training Drills offer extensive, in-depth prac·
rice in identifying ascending. descending and simultaneous intervals, triads and seventh chords. and ascending
and descending scales and modes.
Mini Design Wave lets users enter precise numeric
parameters of sound waves, then draws them on screen
for users to see and hear.
MiniDraw Wave lets users draw any wave shape
with a mouse. click to listen, then see a detailed display
of the sound wave data and hear a sonic demonstration
of their creation.
Tunings introduces users to the six most import
historic temperaments: Equal. Pythagorean, Just Inter
nation. Meantone, Well and 5-and-7.
The Sound Machine lets users hear the difference
between a variety of basic and complex waveforms.
from sine to sawtooth.
$99 retail
Coda Music Software; 1401 E. 79th St; Minneapolis.
MN 55425; 612-854-1288 or 800-843-1337
Performer Version 2
MIDI sequencer, editor, performance tool
512Korlarger Macintosh.
$395 retail
Mark ofthe Unicorn, Inc.; 222 Third St.; Cambridge,
MA 02142; 617-576-2760

Digidesign.lnc.: 1360 Willow Rd.. Ste. 101: Menlo Park,
CA 94025; 415-327-8811
Sequencer 2.6
Turns a Macintosh into a cost-effective multitrack
recording studio
512K or larger Macintosh.
$249 retail
Opcode Systems; 1024 Hamilton Ct.; Menlo Park,
CA 94025: 415-321·8977
Softsynth 2.1
Digital additive/FM synthesis software
SI2Kor larger Macintosh; MIDI interface.
$295 retail
Digidesign, Inc.: 1360 Willow Rd., Ste. 101: Menlo Park,
CA 94025:415-327-8811
SongBook Albums
Music data files
SI2K orlarger Macintoslr.
Dealer or large distribution inquiries only
Syn·Comp Productions. Inc.: PO Box 6478; Champaign,
IL 61821; 217·351-6478
Sound Designer
Visual editing/ digital signal processing software
512K or largerMacilrlosh; BOOKdisk drive; MIDI illterface; digital sampli11g keyboard.
$395 retail
Digidesign, Inc.: 1360 WiDow Rd.. Ste. 101; Menlo Park.
CA 94025; 415-327-8811
Sound File ESQ-1 Ubrarian
Sound and sequence librarian
512KE or larger Macintosh; Ensoniq ESQ·I Digital
Wave Synthesizer.
$95 retail
Blank Software: PO Box 6561; San Francisco.
CA 94101; 415-S63-9224
Sound Lab
Ensoniq Mirage visual editing system
512KE or larger Macintoslr; Ensoniq Mirage DSK or
DMS.
$295 retail
Blank Software; PO Box 6561; San Francisco,
CA 94101: 415-863-9224

Practiea Musiea
~u sic fundamentals training
512KE or larger Macilzloslz.
$125 retail
Ars Nova Software: PO Box 40629; Santa Barbara,
CA 93140; 805-564-2518 or 800445-4866

Studio Session
Music creation, output
512K or larger Maci11toslr.
$89.95 retail: Studio Session
$19.95 each retail: Heavy ~Ictal Disk. Country Disk.
String Quartet Disk
Bogus Productions; 520 Cashew Ct.: San Ramon,
CA 94538: 415-829-2444

Professional Composer
Music notation program
512K or larger Macintosh.
$495 retail
Mark of the Unicorn. Inc.; 222 Third St.; Cambridge,
MA 02142: 617-576-2760

Terpsichore
181 Renaissance music transcriptions; playback
512K or larger Maci11toslr; ConcertWare+.
$49.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5959 Scotts Valley Dr.: Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 40843&1990

Q-Sheet
SMPTE/ MIDI Time Code based MIDI automation
software
5I2K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive; MIDI inter·
face; SMPTE!MIDI time code converter.
$495 retail
Digidesign, Inc.: 1360 Willow Rd.. Ste. 101; Menlo Park,
CA 94025: 415-327-8811

Turbosynth
Modular synthesis/sample processing software
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$349 retail
Digidcsign,lnc.: 1360 Willow Rd., Ste. 101; Menlo Park,
CA 94025; 415-327-8811

Q·SheetNV
Audio post-production software
Macintoslz PillS or larger; I MB of RAM.
$995 retail
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I TX802 & TX81Z Pro
Integrated editors/librarians
Macintoslr witlr I MB ofRAM; MID/Interface; Yamalra
TX802 or TXBIZ tone generator.

The TX802 Pro and TX81Z Pro are integrated edi·
tor/ librarian software packages designed for the Yama·
ha TX802 and TX81Z synthesizers. The programs allow
editing of all TX802 and TX81Z parameters. Banks of
voices and performances can be transferred to the syn·
thesizer or to disk for storage.
Both packages include multiple libraries of voices
and performances that can be automatically scanned
for duplicates and alphabetized. The programs feature
graphic envelope editing. microtuning editing and
effects editing. Also included are templates for saving
window setups.
$249 retail: TX802 Pro
$139 retail: TX81Z Pro
Digital Music Services; 23010 Lake Forest Dr.. Ste.
D334; Laguna Hills, CA 92653: 714-951-1159
UpBeat
Programmer for drum machines and synthesizers
5I2K or larger .Macinloslr; MIDI interface; drum
maclrine and/or MIDI synthesizer.
$150 retail
Intelligent Music; PO Box 8748; Albany, NY 12208;
51&434-4110
Virtuoso Pianist
Music instruction
Any Macintosh.
$549 retail: includes classical piano library
MacMIDI Distributing: 18 Haviland St.: Boston,
MA 02115:617-598-8929

Database Management
1stf'lle
Programmable relational database
Any Macintoslr.
$95 retail: Version 3.5
$295 retail; Version 4.0 (requires 512KE or above)
1stDesk Systems. Inc.: 71ndustrial Park Rd.: Medwav.
MA 02053; 508-533-2203 or 800-522-2286
·

1stMerge
Full featured list manager and mail merge program
Any Macintoslr; word processor /Ira/ supports MaciVrite
format.
$95 retail: Version 3.5
$195 retail: Version 4.0
1stDesk Systems, Inc.; 7 Industrial Park Rd.: Medway,
MA 02053: 508-533-2203 or 800-522-2286
1stTeam 4.0
Multiuser. automated macrcrprogrammable database
optimized for HyperCard
SI2KC: or larger Macintoslr; exlenral disk drive or lrard
disk drive; JmageiVriter or LaserlVriter.
$795 retail
1stDesk Systems. Inc.: ? Industrial Park Rd.; ~1edway,
MA 02053; 508-533-2203 or 800-522·2286

Business And Professional Software

Database Management
4th Dimension
Relational database
MaciMtosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
S695 retail; 4th Dimension
$295 retail; 4D Runtime [mcludes four diskettes for four
users)
Acius. Inc.; 20300 Stevens Creek Blvd.. Ste. 495;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-252-4444
Brock Keystroke Advanced Encrypted Database
And Report Generator
Relational database
Any Macintosh.
$149 retail
Brock Software Products, Inc.; PO Box 799; Crystal
Lake,IL 60014; 815-459-4210
Brock Keystroke Filer
Database
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Brock Software Products, Inc.; PO Box 799; Crystal
Lake. IL 60014: 815-4594210
Brock Keystroke Relational Database And Report
Generator
Relational database
Any Macintosh.
$99 retail
BrockSoftware Products. Inc.; PO Box 799; Crystal
Lake, IL 60014; 815-459-4210
Business Filevision Vl.l
Integrated graphics, filing, reporting
512KE or larger Maci11los!J; external disk drive or ltard
disk drive; ImageWriter or l.aseriVriter.
$395 retail
Marvelin Corp.; 3420 Ocean Park Blvd .. Ste. 3020:
Santa ~lonica. CA 90405: 213-45().6813

selected records: auto copy of complete records; flexible exportation; extension printing options; telephone
dialing; multiple picture fields per record: online help;
color and font control of fields and text; innovative
check box and pop-up fields; and HyperCard-like background graphics and border types.
S129.95 retail
Preferred Publishers. Inc.: 5100 Poplar Ave.. Ste. 706:
Memphis, TN 38137:901-683-3383
Dbase Mac

Relational database management system
Maci11toslr Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$495 retail; Dbase Mac
$795 retail; Dbase Mac Runtime version
Ashton·Tate; 20101Hamilton Ave.; Torrance.
CA 90502; 213-329-8000
DB_Vista Ill
Database development system for Clanguage application development
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive
recommended.
S595 starting price retail; DB_Vista (DBMS)
S595 starting price retail; DB_Query (SQL.based query
and report writer)
S595 starting price retail; DB_Revisc (database restruc·
ture program)
$195 retail; DB_Vista File Manager
Raima Corp.; 3245 !46th Pl. SE: Bellevue. \VA 98007:
206-8234636 or 8()().327-2462
Double Helix II
Information management; database
Macintoslr Plus or larger.
$595 retail; Double Helix II
$395 retail; Double Helix II Multiuser Kit
$4,500 starting price; Helix VMX
Odesta Corp.: 4084 Commercial Ave.: Northbrook.
1L 60062:312498-5615

Inside Out 1.2
Relational database for programmers of conventional
Pascal or C development systems
Macintosh with I MB of RAM: BOOK disk drive.
$395 retail; single user
$595 retail: multiuser
Shana Corp.: Advanced Technology Center. #105. 9650
20th Ave.: Edmonton. Alberta, Canada T6i\ IG 1:
403-163-3330
I Instant lmageTalk
Audio/video production system
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; Panaso11ic videodisc
recorder/player: composite video 1110/tilor: EECO still·
frame encoder/ decoderS}ltem; HyperCard.
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Business.Tools For Omnis 3 Plus
Unlocked tutorial for usc with Omnis 3 Plus
Macintosh Plus or larger; l10rd disk drive; lmagelVriter
or l.aseriVriter.
$299.95 retail
Working Computer; PO Box 87; San Luis Rey,
CA 92068; 619-721.0501

FileMaker II
Database manager
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or hard
disk drive.
$299 retail
$50 retail; upgrade to FileMaker for registered FileMaker users
Clans Corp.: 440 Clyde Ave.; Mountain View, CA
94043: 415-962-8946 (customer relations). 8()().544·8554
(upgrades) or 8()().334-3535 (U.S. dealers)

C.A.T.-Contacts-Activities-Time
High·speed, higlrvolume database for business contacts and transactions; sophisticated mail merge. report
generator. etc.
512K or larger Macintosh.
$399.95 retail
Chang Laboratories, Inc.; 5300 Stevens Creek Blvd.;
SanJose. CA 95129: 4QS.246-8020. 8()().972-8800.
or 80Q.831-8080 inCA

FoxBase+/ Mac
Relational database system compatible \lith PC Dbase
Ill Plus and FoxBasc+
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB ofRAM: hard disk
drive; System 4.2 or later; Fi11der 6.0.
$395 retail; program
$300 retail; royalty free runtime
Fox Software, Inc.; 118 W. South Boundary; Perrys·
burg. OH 43551; 419-874.()162

I DAtabase

Graphidex
Graphic indexing. editing. retrieval
512K or larger Macintosh.
$79.95 retail
BrainPower, Inc.: 24009 Ventura Blvd .. Ste. 250: Ca~
abasas. CA 91302:818-884-6911 or 80Q.34S.0519

Database desk accessory
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 5.0 or later.
DAtabase is a full-featured database desk accessory that can file all types of materials. including color pictures. multifonttext, calculated figures and more.
TI1e program simplifies importing by automatically
creating DAtabase files from text files and other formats with selective field importation. It also provides
calculation fields to process forms and financial figures.
Features include: three level password protection
on each file; time and date stamping on each record;
fully variable \Iindowsizes for data files; detailed
reporting with multiple rule-based searches; global or
field specific find; sophisticated art grabber for pictures
with both marquee and lasso: marking capability on

The Import/ Export Utility is an ASCII text transla·
lion program that can translate almost anv file from
other Macintosh programs or anyother systemwhere
the file can be transported to a Macintosh disk. "l11e
program provides standard format translation for popular Apple. PC and Macintosh programs and is equipped
\lith manual filters for setting up non-standard
translations.
The program is supplied on a 400K disk and the
package includes an ~!(}page user manual.
$40 retail
Marvelin Corp.; 3420 Ocean Park Blvd.. Ste. 3020:
Santa Monica, CA 90405; 213-45().6813

I Import/Export Utility For Business Filevision
ASCII text translation program
512KE or larger Macintosh; exlernal disk drive orhard
disk drive; /magelVriter or l.aseriVriter; Business
Filevision.

~

I@>

Instant ImageTalk is a multimedia audio/video pnr
duction system that uses HyperText to help create and
manage extensive picture libraries. The program
allows users to master their own videodiscs without
having to go to outside mastering services.
TI1e system uses still·frame audio technology that
allows random access of 10 to 4Q.second sound segments that a user can link to tens of thousands of
images on analog videodiscs. The pictures and sound
are recorded on analog videodisc media: only the text.
associated to the pictures and sound. is written on digi·
tal media.
With a video camera or videotape. users can record
up to 24.000 still video frames, or more than 13 minutes
of real·time "action" video and audio. or 67 hours of stillframe audio, or a combination of the above. on oneS.
inch optical videodisc.
Tile system can also be used to create animations
with single frame recording of computer·generated
images. Multiple computer and audio/video systems
can be networked to permit electronic editing of enormous amounts of audio/ video "footage" quickly.
$35.000 retail; basic entry level system (includes soft·
ware. Panasonic videodisc recorder. Sonv color monitor
and Sony color t·amera and stand)
S32.500 retail; EECO Still Frame Audio OJ>tion
$11,000 retail; tout·h·screen video overlay option
(requires Mac 11)
Royal Recovery Systems. Inc.: PO Box 1468: Plainfield,
NJ 07061; 201·753-2835
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Database Management
I Label Master

Maintains a database of mailing labels
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 5.0 or later.
Label Master allows users to conveniently maintain
a database of mailing labels from a few odd labels to
mailing lists consisting of thousands of entries.
Designed with flexibility in mind, the program supports any printer, any layout of labels and any size
labels. In addition, labels can be printed in any font and
font size. Labels can be printed one at a time or thousands at once. It can import and export data to and
from most popular databases and supports envelope
printing and ZIP code sorts.
$89.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste. 706;
Memphis, TN 38137; 901-683-3383
MacList
Desk accessory database for sorting and searching
files

512K or larger Macintosh.
$39 retail; dealer inquiries welcome
Jam Technologies; 685 Market St., Ste. 860; San Fran·
cisco, CA 94105; 415442.0795
or Int.+ 612·799-1888 (Australia)
Mailbase
Mailing list management

512K or larger Macintosh.
$149 retail
Exceiver Corp.; PO Box 671; Hopkins, MN 55343;
612·938-3361

I NU DataTalker; NU Connector
Uses conversational English to access SQL databases
on both Macintosh and Digital Vf\1.. computers

Macintosh II running A!UX; 6MB ofRAM; 60MB
hard disk drive.
The NU products provide information access for
both Macintosh workstations and distributed Mac-toVf\1.. environments.
The NU DataTalker is a conversational English
interface to relational database management systems
(RDBMS). The program understands free-form English
sentences, allowing end users easy and flexible online
access to RDBMS data. It understands the syntax
(structure) and semantics (word meanings) of English,
and has a built·in knowledge of universal contexts and
concepts. DataTalker understands 10,000 words and
1,100 concepts including time and space.
The NU Connector is an interactive knowledgebased tool that teaches DataTalker the additional relationships and concepts involved in a specific database
by transferring the user-described relationships and
concepts directly to DataTalker.
$5,000 retail; DataTalker
$10,000 retail; Connector
Natural Language, Inc.; 1786 F'lfth St.; Berkeley, CA
94710; 415-841-3500
Omnis 3 Plus/Express Version 3.3
Single or multiuser, customizable, relational database
manager
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$795retail
Blyth Software, Inc.; 1065 E. Hillsdale Blvd., Ste. 300; .
Foster City, CA 94404; 415-571-0222

Network ofMacintoshes (MacintosiJ Plus or larger);
optical disk drive; scanner, laser printer; OCR device
(optional).
$15,000 retail; server license
$3,000 retail; optional Access Management module
$3,000 retail; optional FreeForm module
Micro Dynamics, Ud.; 8555 16th St., Ste. 802; Silver
Spring, MD 20910; 301·589-6300 or 8()().634.7638

I Oracle For Macintosh
Transforms HyperCard into a full·function SQL
database
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2MB ofRAM; 5MB ofhard
disk space; floppy disk drive; HyperCard 1.2; Maci11tosh
Programmers Workshop (for advanced programmillg).
Oracle is a database management system that operates under the native Macintosh operating system.
Through HyperSQL, a HyperCard front-end for the
database, users can create HyperCard applications that
interact directly with any Oracle database whether it is
stored on an IBM mainframe, a Digital Equipment
Corp. Vf\1.., a UNIX machine or any other PC.
Oracle for Macintosh includes a set of two programming tools for use with the Macintosh Programmer Workshop. Pro*C is a Ccompiler that allows
programmers to embed the Structured Query Language (SQL) within their own Cprograms. This permits programmers to develop Macintosh applications
that interlock directly with the Oracle database and the
Macintosh toolbox.
SQL* Plus is a ad·hoc SQL query and reporting
tool that provides traditional editing and reporting of
database information.
$199 retail; developer version
$999 retail; networking version
Oracle Corp.; 20 Davis Dr.; Belmont, CA 94002:
415-598-8000

Microsoft File 2.0
Data management program

OverVue Mail Manager Template
Mailing list manager

Maill..ist
Mailing list data management

512K or larger Macintosh.
$24.95 retail
Artworx Software Co.; 1844 Penfield Rd.; Penfield,
NY 14526; 716-385-6120 or 80Q.828.6573
McMax'89
Dbase Ill-compatible relational database management
system

512KE or larger Macintosh; two external disk drives or
hard disk drive; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$295 retail
Nantucket Corp.; 12555 W. Jefferson Blvd., Ste. 300; Los
Angeles, CA 90066; 213-390-7923
Micro Dynamics ltlars
Multiuser archival and retrieval system

Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$195 retail; Version 2.0
$50 retait upgrade to Version 2.0 (free to users who
licensed the program after May 1, 1988)
Microsoft Corp.; 16011 NE 36th Way; Box 97017; Redmond, WA 98073; 2()6.882-8080
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A11y Macintosh.
$39.95 retail
Provue Development Corp.; 15180 Transistor Ln.: Hunt·
ington Beach, CA 92649; 714-892-8199
PictureBase
Graphic art management system

512K or larger Maci11tosh; exten1al disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$99 retail
Symmetry Corp.; 761 E. University Dr.; Mesa,
AZ 85203; 602-844-2199 or 8Q0.624-2485

QuickStart
Complementary product to Dbase Mac

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; hard disk
drive.
$169 retail
DigiCorp; 6925 Union Park Ctr., #145; Midvale,
UT 84047; 801·562·2227
RecordHolderPius
Database manager

512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$69.95 retail
Software Discoveries, Inc.; 137 Krawski Dr.; S. Windsor,
CT 06074; 203-872·1024
Reflex Plus: The Database Manager
Database management system

512K or larger Macintos/1.
$279retail
Borland International; 1800 Green Hills Rd.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 4()8.438.8400
I SQI/Expert

Generates Structured Query Language (SQL)
statements
Macintos/1 PltiS or larger.
SQL/Expert is an 11intelligent11 application for non·
programmers that generates Structured Query l..an·
guage (SQL) statements, offering a "push button"
approach and a HyperCard interface to the traditionally
complex process of accessing data from mini and main·
frame database management systems.
SQL/Expert can actually write SQL programs simply by asking a user questions, providing step-by-step
guidance, and all of the choices up front.
It can be used to generate complex SQL queries for
use by a large database management system. It also
directly connects to the separately available ScriptEx·
pert for generation of SQL commands embedded into
HyperTalk.
$99.95 retail
HyperPress Publishing Corp.; PO Box 8243; Foster
City, CA 94404; 415-3454620
TimeWand Manager
Relational database
Any Macintosh.
$489retail
Videx, Inc.; 1105 NE Circle Blvd.; Corvallis, OR 97330;
503-758-Q521
I U.S. Map Templates For Business Filevision
Map templates

512KE or larger Macintosll; external disk drive or liard
disk drive; Image Writer or LaserWriter; Business
Filevision.
The U.S. Map Templates consist of all 50 states to
the county level (every county is a separate object \vithin the state), plus a few cities for reference. Each state
map also has a mini U.S. map that acts as a locator and
provides a means to randomly link from state to state. A
combined U.S. map and tutorial is also included that
provides examples for demographic and thematic devel·
opment of these maps.
The Map Templates are supplied on two BOOK
disks and the package includes a 12-page user manual.
$99retail
Marvelin Corp.; 3420 Ocean Park Blvd., Ste. 3020;
Santa Monica, CA 90405; 213-450-6813

Business And Professional Sofuvare

Desktop Communications/
Electronic Mail
IDaynaMail
Electronic mail
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; AppieShare,
NetWare, 3+ or Tops.
DaynaMail is a server-based electronic-mail appli·
cation that allows Macintosh and IBM PC users to send
and receive messages across local-area networks, such
as AppleShare, Tops, 3+ and NetWare for Macintosh.
DaynaMail automatically sorts incoming mail by
person, date and topic. It alerts users when they receive
urgent or registered mail that requires immediate attention. It files replies with the original message so that a
running conversation is kept of an entire exchange.
DaynaMail gives users a personal address book in
which to enter the people and workgroups they correspond with. Users can import an entire address book
full of names or export their address book for other
people to use.
Other features, such as the ability to save message
drafts for later completion, carbon copy and blind copy,
and registered and urgent delivery of mail, increase the
ease and flexibility of interoffice communications.
For businesses that need to communicate beyond
the local-area network, DaynaMail can provide widearea connectivity to other applications running on other
networks. In conjunction with MHS- a wide-area message handling software package- DaynaMail can communicate with other applications, such as IBM's
PROFS, DEC's Ail-In-One, Action Technologies' The
Coordinator and other MHScompatible applications.
$295 retail; per five-user pack
Dayna Communications; 50 South Main St., 5th Fl.;
Salt Lake City, tJf 84144; 801-531.()6()()
Electronic Envelope
Prepares binary data for sending over modem or
electronic mail system
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
MCTel, Inc.; 5070 Parkside Ave., Ste. 1300; PhiladeJ.
phia, PA 19131; 21!>-879-3819

IEz·Mail
E-Mail database in a desk accessory
512KE or larger Maci11tosh.
Ez·Mail is an electronic-mail database in a desk
accessory. It allows users to instantly retrieve up to four
E-Mail addresses and other information, such as street
address. telephone number or notes about an online
discussion, from up to 64 people at a time. If 64 entries
isn't adequate, users can keep an unlimited number of
address books.
Ez-Mail works with CompuServe Navigator,
Red Ryder and other communications software.
$15 retail
Mi Concepts; PO Box 8822; Kentwood, MI 49508
InBox
Desktop communications package that delivers elec·
tronic mail and tile transfer capabilities to AppleTalk
users
512K or larger Macintosh.
$350 retail; starter kit
$125 retail; per additional Macintosh connection
$195 retail; per additional PC connection
Tops, ASun Microsystems Co.; 950 Marina Village Pkwy.;
Alameda, CA 94501; 415-769-8700 or 800445-8677 in
U.S. and Canada
InBox/PC For I.ANs
Electronic mail and file transfer for PCbased I.ANs
512K or larger Macintosll.
$99 retail; trial size (limited to three users)

$599 retail; regular size
Tops, ASun Microsystems Co.; 950 Marina Village Pkwy.;
Alameda, CA 94501; 415-769-8700 or 800-445-8677 in
U.S. and Canada

$495 retail; 3+ for Macintosh
$595 retail; 3+Mail
3Com Corp.; 3165 Kifer Rd.; Santa Clara, CA 95052;
403-562-6400 or 800-638-3266

Mac Mail
Electronic mail
Any Mdci11tosh.
$39.95 retail
Aegis Development, Inc.; 2210 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 277;
Santa Monica, CA 90403; 213-392·9972

AppleSbare 2.0
Workgroup file server software
Dedicated Macintosh Plus; hard disk drive.
$799retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010

Mail Center
AppleTalk electronic mail system
Any Macintosh.
$299 retail; Twin Pak
$499 retail; Six Pak
Videx, Inc.; 1105 NE Circle Blvd.; Corvallis, OR 97330;
503-758-0521

FSlOO Ftle Server System
Allows IBM PC, PS/2 or compatible to work as an
AppleShare compab'ble file server on LocaTfalk
network
IBM PC or compatible; LocaiTalk.
$995 retail; PC version
$1,195 retail; PS/2 version
DayStar Digital, Inc.; 5556 Atlanta Hwy.; Flowery
Branch, GA 30542; 4()4..967-2077 or 800-962·2077

Microsoft Mail 1.36
AppleTalk electronic mail system
512K or larger Macintosh.
$299.95 retail; up to four users
$499.95 retail; up to 10 users
$749.95 retail; up to 20 users
$949.95 retail; 21 to 32 users
Microsoft Corp.; 16011 NE 36th Way; Box 97017;
Redmond, WA 98073; 20&882-8080
QuickMail
Electronic mail

512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$300 retail; per 10 users
CE Software; PO Box 65580; W. Des Moines, lA 50265;
515-224-1995

I Real Talk
Provides communications between users on AppleTalk
or EtherTalk networks
512K or larger Macintosh.
ReaiTalk is a communications program that allows
users on an AppleTalk or EtherTalk network to 11talk11 to
one another via a window opened on both machines.
Users are also able to send windows from machine to
machine.
ReaiTalk also includes a fast and efficient file transfer program for Macintosh-to-Macintosh transfers.
The program works similarly to a telephone, but
with additional features. Alog is kept of all talk sessions
so that users can take a look later; or even print the message out for documentation purposes. If a person does
not answer the computer "page," the caller can leave a
message on the computer in much the same manner as
a 1'While You Were Out" message pad would do.
$79.95 retail
$219.95 retail; three pack
InterNet Systems Corp.; 11732 Bowman Green Dr.;
Reston, VA 22090; 703435-8170

Desktop Communications/
File Servers
3+ For Macintosh
Network operating system integrating Macintoshes and
IBMPCs
Maci11tosh Plus or larger; 3Com 3S/200 or 3S/400 server for LocalTalk and Ethernet networks; PC server for
Ethernet·m1ly networks; Maci11toshes use standard
LocalTalk or PhoneNet cabling and connectors, or Eth·
emet cabling with 3Com EtherLink/NB or Kinetics
adapter.

MacServe 2.4
AppleTalk disk server software that runs in back·
ground of a Macintosh
512K or larger Macintosh.
$250 per server retail
Infosphere, Inc.; 4730 SW Macadam Ave.; Portland.
OR 97201; 503-22&3620
I NetWare For Macintosh
Allows Macintoshes and Pes to interoperate on Net·
Warei.ANs
512KE or larger Macintosh; IBM PC or compatible
80286 or 80386 network server running NetWare V2.15
orltigher.
NetWare For Macintosh allows Macintoshes and
PCs to interoperate on NetWare IANs. Featuring 100
percent AppleTalk compatibility, the product transforms economical IBM-compatible PCs into high-per·
formance AppleShare network servers. NetWare For
Macintosh allows file, message and printer sharing with
other Macintoshes and with PCs.
NetWare For Macintosh is a software package that
gives Macintosh workstations full access to the ser·
vices ofNetWare V2.15 network servers. Enhanced
security, resource accounting and system fauh toler- ·
ance are features available to NetWare For Macintosh
users.
NetWare For Macintosh was designed with Apple's
technical assistance and in strict compliance to their
standards, ensuring smooth operation with future
enhancements. The product accommodates both the
LocalTalk and EtherTalk Macintosh cabling schemes.
To Macintosh users, information stored on the net·
work is listed using Macintosh icons. PC users see
information listed in the format of the workstation oper·
ating system. Fdes from both PC users and Macintosh
users are stored in the same directories of the same
network server. PC files that share the same format as
their Macintosh counterparts, such as PageMaker,
Excel or ThinkTank/More, can be opened from either
workstation. Translation utilities are available to translate files with incompatible formats. PC and Macintosh
users can also share Apple's LaserWriter PostScript
printers.
NetWare supports more than 30 PCI.AN topologies. Sharing printers, files and messages across like or
unlike network topologies is transparent I.AN
resources can be utilized by each member of every net·
work with NetWare For Macintosh.
$200 retail; for customer license (cost of NetWare. OS
not included)
Novell, Inc.; 122 East 1700 South; Provo, UT 84601;
801-379-5900 or 800453-1267
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Desktop Communications/

File Servers
PacerS hare
VNX/VMS AppleShare-compatible file server
Any VMS-compatible system; PacerLink.
$400 per VNX and up retail
Pacer Software, Inc.: 1900 W. Park Dr.. Ste. 280: Westborough, MA 01581:617-898-3300
Tops/ Macintosh 2.0
Distributed file server software for AppleTalk LANs
including LaserWriter spooler and file translation
program
512K orlarger Macintosh; extemal disk drive or hard
disk drive; Tops TeleConnector. PlloneNet Plus, DuPont
Fiber Optics, AppleTalk or other AppleTalk-compatiblt
cabling; thick or thi11 Ether11et cable/or EtherTalk.
$249 retail: per Macintosh
Tops, ASun Microsystems Co.: 950 Marina Village
Pkwy.; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-769-8700 or 8004458677 in U.S. and Canada
UShare
Enable Macintosh computers to be integrated with
UNIX workstations
Maci11toslr Plus or larger; UNIX operating S)stem.
S1.195 retail: base price
Information PresentationTechnologies. Inc.: 23801
Calabasas Rd., Ste. 2008; PO Box8609; Calabasas. CA
91302: 818-347-7791

Waterloo l\facJanet
L.ocal·area network and LaserWriter/ lmageWriter print
spooler designed to meet the special requirements of
academic institutions
512K or larger Macintosh; AppleTalk.
$1.450 U.S. retail
$995 U.S. retail: introductory educational price (site
licensing available)
Watcom Products, Inc.: 415 PhillipSt.; Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada N2L3X2: 519-88&3700

Desktop Communications/

General Terminal Emulation
GT-100

Terminal emulator
A11y Maci11tosll; ertemal disk dri~e or hard disk drive;
Image Writer or LaseriVrittr.
S99 retail
Metaresearch, Inc.; 1211SW5th Ave.. Ste. 2860: Port·
land, OR 97204: 503-228-5806
I lnterfaceR
Provides a Finder-like interface for Macintosh ll workstations running NUX
Maci11tosh II; A!UX opuating S}~te111.
InterfaceRprovides a Finder·like interface for Macintosh ll workstations running NUX. It lets users use a
mouse to point and click their way through Apple's

• EMULATE industry standard text and graphics
terminals, including the DEC VflOO, DG 0200,
Tektronix 40 14 and Tektronix 4105 • COMMUNICA.T E w ith a wide varie ry of mainframe computers
o r information services • TRANSFER files using
popular protocols, including XModem, YModem
and Kermit • BACKGROUND operation is
supported under Mu ltifinder.
Abelbeck
Software

port data, analyze the data, and generate scientific and business graphics
from one easy-to-use program
• FLEXIBLE data import facilities • FAST operation
(5 to 20 times faster than Cricket Graph'M version 1.2)
• LARGE data sets supported ( 32,000 data points per
variable) • FEATURES including: curve fitting; log,
linear, polar and probabiliry plots; high-resolution
printing • PROGRAMMABLE RPN Calculator an d
Algebraic Formula entry.
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implementation of the UNIX operating system. All of
the powerful features of UNIX. including file sharing.
databases. electronic mail and multitasking, are available \~a InterfaceR
When using lnterfaceR under NUX. users keep a
Macintosh environment. All UNIX files and directories
are shown as icons. Familiar menus appear across the
top of the screen. Multiple UNIX shell sessions are as
simple as a point and click. Multitasking is available.
Selecting a menu option with the mouse is all users
need to do to generate error·free NUX command
strings automatically. Users can even send Ul\IX mail
using only the mouse.
IntcrfaceRworks on any Macintosh II NUX con·
figuration. It lets users add the best features ofthe
A!UX operating system to ihe imerface of a Macintosh.
It gives users access to the sophisticated resources of
NUX with ease.
$295 retail
ust: PO Box 271: Stinson Beach. CA 94970:
415-SGS-1828
IMacNix/A
Gives Macintoshes running the Macintosh OS a Finderlike interface to a Macintosh II running NUX
512K orlarger Macintosh; A!UX host: Apple
S>~tem/Peripheral 8 cable.
MacNix/ Agives Macintosh cOmJJUters running the
Macintosh OS a Finder-like interface to a Macintosh II
running NUX. It lets users use a mouse to point and
click their way through Apple's implementation of the
UNIX operating system. Multitasking. multiwindow
Vf220 terminal emulation is included. File transfer and
conversion is fast and error-free.
All of the powerful features of UNIX. including file
sharing. databases, electronic mail and multitasking,
are available to users via MacNix/ A. When using MacNix/Afrom a Macintosh, the environment doesn't
change. All UNIX files and directories are shown as
icons. Selecting a menu option with the mouse is all
users need to do to execute NUX commands. MacNix/Agenerates the error·free NUX command string
automatically. Users can even send UNIX mail using
only the mouse.
Mac Nix/ Aworks on a Macintosh II or other Macintosh workstation connected via the modem port or
the SuperMac Card to an NUX host. MacNix lets users
add the best features of the NUX operating systemto
the interface of a Macintosh. It gives users access to
the sophisticated resources of NUX with the case of a
Macintosh.
$995 retail: two-user package
ust: PO Box 271: Stinson Beach, CA 94970:
415-SGS-1828
ITCPort HostAccess
Macintosh access to Ethernet hosts
Maci11tosh Plus orlarger.
TCPort HostAccess is a collection of software appli·
cations that provide Macintosh users with direct access
to multiple hosts on an Ethernet network. These applications include: Telnet, which provides VTlOO terminal
emulation: FTP. which allows transfer of files between
hosts; and multiple sessions to different hosts.
TCPort HostAccess is part of the LAN WorkPlace
for Macintosh. which also includes TCPort Toolkit. The
LAN WorkPlace for Macintosh allows Macintoshes to
gain seamless access to a broad range of dissimilar
hosts, servers and workgroups. including other Macintoshes, PCs. VAX minicomputers. IBMmainframes and
Sun UKIX-based workstations. Shared access to peripherals such as printers. plouers and file servers is also
possible.
S149 retail ·
Kinetics, Inc.: 2540 Camino Diablo: Walnut Creek.
CA 94596; 415-947.()998
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Desktop Communications/

Desktop Communications/

Desktop Communications/

General Terminal Emulation

Macintosh To Burroughs

Macintosh To DEC

TekPrint
Terminal emulation; graphics application for VersaTerm
or VersaTerm-Pro
512K or larger Macintosh; versa Term or Versa Term·
Pro.
$79 retail
Peripherals Computers & Supplies, Inc.; 2457
Perkiomen Ave.; Reading, PA 19606; 215-779-0522

Contact
Burroughs terminal emulation
512K or larger Maci11tosh.
$395 retail
Avenue Software. Inc.; 1173 W. Charest Blvd., Ste. 390;
Quebec City, Quebec, Canada GIN 2C9; 418-682-3088

Alisa Digital Print System (ADP)
DEC printing support system
512K or larger Macintosh; Digital PrintServer-40.
$750 to $2,300 retail;based on VAX CPU size
AUsa Systems, Inc.; 221E. Walnut, Ste. 175; Pasadena,
CA 91101; 818-792-9474

Desktop Communications/

Alisa TSSnet
DECnet for the Macintosh
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$495 retail
AUsa Systems, Inc.; 221 E. Walnut. Ste. 175; Pasadena,
CA 91101; 818-792-9474

Telescape
Terminal emulation; mainframe communications
Any Macintosh.
$125 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
818-991-6540
TexCferm+Graphics (l'ekalike Version 3)
DEC VT100, Tektronix 4014 and 4105 terminal emula·
tion; mainframe communications; file transfers; built in
editor for electronic mail
512K or larger Macintosh.
$195 retail; low cost upgrades available to registered
owners
Mesa Graphics; PO Box 600; Los Alamos, NM 87544;
505-6i2-1998

Macintosh To Data General
FrontEnd
Macintosh mainframe communications with user interface utility for host software; Data General D210 and
VflOOterminal emulation
512K or larger Macintosh.
$120 retail
Kaz Business Systems; 10 Columbus Cir., Ste. 1620;
NewYork, NY 10019; 212-757-9566

VersaTerm
DEC VflOO, Data General 0200, Tektronix 4014 termi·
nal emulation; mainframe communications; file transfers; database access
512K or larger Macintosh; modem or direct host
connection.
$149 retail
Peripherals Computers & Supplies, Inc.; 2457
Perkiomen Ave.; Reading, PA 19606; 215-779-0522
VersaTerm-Pro
DEC Vf!OO, Tektronix 4105 color/4014 terminal emu·
lation; mainframe communications; file transfers;
database access
512KE or larger Macintosh; modem or direct host
connection.
$295 retail
Peripherals Computers & Supplies, Inc~ 2457
Perkiomen Ave.; Reading. PA 19606; 215-779-0522

Desktop Communications/

Macintosh To Alpha Micro
AlphaMac
Macintosh to Alpha Micro file transfer
Any Macintosh; Alpha Micro computer; MacTerminal
or MicroPhone.
$335 retail
Products Diversified, Inc.; 9720 Beechnut. 1406; Houston.lX 77036; 713-771-8357

AlisaTalk
Macintosh and VAX/VMS network system
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$4,700 to $14,400 retail; based on VAX CPU size
AUsa Systems, Inc.; 221E. Walnut. Ste. 175; Pasadena,
CA 9ll01; 818-792-9474
CommUnity-Mac
Connects Macintosh systems with VMS, Ultrix and
RSX-llM computers on a DECnet Phase IV Ethernet or
asynchronous network
Macintosh Plus or larger; supports asynchronous
(DDCMPJ connections or Ethernet controllers (Ether·

"VAX--to--the--Macs"
Specialists,... With A
Respected Family Tree!
White Pine Software offers a complete family of products for
total two-way Macintoshnt/VAXnt communication: text, graphics,
file transfers and program access.

(!) ~ac240nt- Turn your
Mac into a VT240 with
'
our acclaimed DEC" terminal
emulator. White Pine's "VT240
emulator stands among the
best"- says Digital News.

~ ~ ~ac220nt
Full featured VT220"'
emulation with expanded text
and special character
capabilities.

/@ V~acSTM

@

Mac241™.....All the functions of
Mac240 PLUS
COLOR.

/

Share Macintosh text,
data and program
files among users.

W/1/TBP/NB

SOfTWARE

@

Reggient - Convert MacPaint"", MacDraw"",
and Clipboard"' images into ReGIS"' or SIXEL"" formats.

CALL (603) 886-9050 for your desktop communication solutions.
!vtad ..f('l, VM:.l ... , :md Rc.-ggk art· tr3demarks of Whne Pme Software:, Inc., DEC, Vf, VAX. art tradem3rk5 of Digit al
Equtpmem C m pur:uaon ; MacDraw, MacPamt, and C lipbo:.rd arC' trOJdcmarks of A pple Computtr, Inc.; M3cint osh
'"' a u :lJ \.'m:nk hu.·n'<'ll tn Appl(' C ompuu:r. Inc.
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I

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To DEC
SC, EtherPort SE, EtherPort II, FastNet SCSI,
EtherTalk, EtherLink/NBJ.
$260 to $350 retail; CommUnity-Mac license
$200 retail; media and documentation
$1,195 to $1,495 retail; Total Solution packages include
CommUnity-Mac license, media, documentation, Kinetics or Dove Computer Ethernet controllers and
transceiver
Technology Concepts, Inc.; ABell Atlantic Co.; 40 Tall
Pine Dr.; Sudbury, MA 01776; 617~7311, ext 221
or 80().777-2323, ext 221
Mac220
Turns a Macintosh into a Vf220, DEC's standard 200Series text terminal
512K or larger Madntosh.
$129 retail
White Pine Software, Inc.; 94 Rt lOlA: Amherst,
NH 03031; 603-886-9050
Mac240
DEC Vf240 text and graphics terminal emulation; file
transfers
512K or larger Macintoslz.
$199 retail
White Pine Software, Inc.; 94 Rt lOlA; Amherst,
NH 03031; 6()3.886.9050
Mac241
Turns a Macintosh into a Vf241, DEC's 200 Series
color text and graphics terminal
512K or larger Macintosh.
$299 retail
White Pine Software, Inc.; 94 Rt lOlA; Amherst,
NH 03031; 603-886-9050
MakeEasy
Desktop DCL and Vf-220 emulator
512K or larger Madntosh.
$2,900 to $11,000 retail; based on VAX CPU size and
number of Macintosh clients
$225 retait additional Macintosh clients
Alisa Systems, Inc.; 221 E. Walnut, Ste. 175; Pasadena,
CA 91101; 818-792-9474
PacerGraph
Graphic terminal emulation
512K or larger Madntoslr; hard disk drive
recommended.
$150 per Macintosh retail; quantity discounts available
Pacer Software, Inc.; 1900 W. Park Dr., Ste. 280; Westborough, MA 01581; 617-898-3300
PacerUnk
Terminal emulation; VAX file transfers; VAX virtual
disk; VAX printer access; AppleTalk, RS-232-C or Ether·
net (EtherTalk or TCP/IP) connection
512K or larger Macintoslz; Izard disk drive
recommended.
$2,000 per VAX and up retail; no charge for Macintosh
portion
Pacer Software, Inc.; 1900 \V. Park Dr., Ste. 280; West·
borough, MA 01581; 617-898-3300

PacerPrint
VAX/VMS print service for PostScript devices
Any VMS.Compatible system.
$1,000 retail; MicroVAX
$2,000 retail; VAX
$4,000 retail; VAX Cluster
Pacer Software, Inc.; 1900 W. Park Dr., Ste. 280; Westborough, MA 01581; 617-898-3300
I Reflection 2 For The Macintosh
Vf320 terminal emulation
512K or larger Macintosh.
Reflection 2emulates all the features of the Vf320
terminal including dynamically redefinable character
sets, user defined keys and a 25th status line. Reflection
2 also provides full emulation ofVf220, vnoo and
Vf52 terminals.
In addition to complete emulation, Reflection 2 provides a command language for automating a wide variety of tasks, and a proprietary error-free protocol for
fast and accurate file transfer.
$249retai1
Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc.; 2825 Eastlake Ave. E;
Seattle, WA 98102; 2()6.324-0350

Reggie
Macintosh-to-DEC two-way graphic conversions
512K or larger Macintosh.
$149 retail
White Pine Software, Inc.; 94 Rt. lOlA: Ambers~
NH 03031; 603-886-9050
Sequelink
Host SQLdatabase link
512K or larger Madntoslz.
$1,500 to $9,950 retail; VAX server software
$395 retail; Macintosh client software
Alisa Systems, Inc.; 221 E. Walnu~ Ste. 175; Pasadena,
CA 91101; 818-792-9474
Telescape Pro Vfl 00
DEC Vf52, VT100 terminal emulation
Any Macintosh.
$125 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
818-991-6540
VMacS
VAX-to-Macintosh link; file transfer; file sharing; file
storing

512K or larger Madntoslz.
$399 retail; single user license
$999 retail; multiuser license
White Pine Software, Inc.; 94 Rt lOlA; Amherst,
NH 03031; 603-886-9050

Xinet
Macintosh file sharing and terminal emulation for VAX
computers running UNIX system software
Macintosh Plus or larger; Tops/Mac; FastPath.
$895 to $2,495 retail; Server for VAX system
Mt Xinu; 2560 9th St, Ste. 312; Berkeley, CA 94710;
415-fi4.W146

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To Hewlett-Packard
Mac-3000
Hewlett-Packard 2392, DEC Vf100 and IBM 3278 ter·
minal emulation; file transfers
512K or larger Macintosh.
$150 retail
International Computer Consultants; 1311 Clegg St;
Petaluma, CA 94952; 707-765-9200
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Reflection 3 For The Macintosh Release 3.0
HP 2393Amonochrome graphics terminal emulation
512K or larger Madntoslr.
$349retail
Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc.; 2825 Eastlake Ave. E;
Seattle, WA 98102; 2()6.324-0350
Reflection For The Macintosh Release 3.0
HP 2392A terminal emulation/communications
512K or larger Macintosh.
$249 retail
Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc.; 2825 Eastlake Ave. E;
Seattle, WA 98102; 2()6.324-0350
Session
Hewlett-Packard terminal emulators for Macintosh;
intelligent file transfers
512KorlargerMadntosh; HP3000, 9000or 1000.
$199 retail; Business Session 3.1
$299 retail; Graphic Session 3.1
$399 retail; Color Session 3.1
Tymlabs Corp.; 811 Barton Springs Rd.; Austin,
1X 78704; 512-478-0611

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To Lear Siegler
Mac Menlo Lear Siegler ADM2
Terminal emulation; mainframe communications
512K or larger Madntosh.
$395retail
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St; los Altos,
CA 94022; 415-948-7920

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To IBM
Minicomputers & Mainframes
l.ap·Unk Mac
Allows Macintoshes and IBMs to share files
Any Madntoslz; IBM PC or compatiblt; MS.DOS 2.0 or
later.
$139.95 retail
Traveling Software, Inc.; 18702 N. Creek Pkwy.; Bothell,
WA 98011; 206483-8088 or 80().343-8080

Mac-3780Plus SSM
IBM 2780/3780 terminal emulation
A11y Maci11tosh.
$995 retail
Cleo Software; 1639 N. Alpine Rd.; Rockford, IL 61107;
815-397-8110, 8()0.233-2536 or 800422-2536 in JL
Mac3270 Version 2.0
Macintosh to IBM mainframes
Macintosh Plus or larger; Hayes-compatible modem.
$250 retail; Async Version
$325 retail; Master Version
Simware, Inc.; 20 Colonnade Rd.; Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada K2E 7M6; 613-727-1779
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Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To IBM
Minicomputers & Mainframes
MacBlue Software Family
Multiple Macintosh to ffiM connections

Macintosh Plus or larger; l*lll Data DCF II lrardware
$95 to $500 retail; MacBlue/5250, MacBlue FIX/52s0
MacBlue 3270
'
$3,995 retail; DCF n(five ports)
$4,995 retail; DCF n(nine ports)
$5,995 retail; DCF ll (17 ports)
Wall Data, Inc.; 17769 NE 78th PI.; Redmond
WA 98052; 20&883-4777
'
I MacMasterUnk
Macintosh to IBM mainframe data transfer system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacMasterlink is a Macintosh to ffiM mainframe
data transfer system that goes beyond the ability to
transfer text files between two computers.
MacMasterUnk offers a full range of capabilities,
such as access to mainframe files like VSAM and
spooled files (from both POWER and JES) select and
omit capability on both records and fields to transfer
only the data a user needs and the translation of main·
frame data into Macintosh formats such as SYLK, CSV
and binary. Under the MultiFinder, MacMasterlink
allows a user to transfer files in the background1 allow·
ing other processing to take place.
In addition, MacMasterlink allows data transfer
between Macintoshes and IBM PCs (XTs ATs and
PS/2s), using the IBM mainframe as an intermediary.
Call for pricing
·
Performance Software, Inc.; 575 Southlake Blvd.; Rich·
mond, VA 23236; 804-794-1012
1

MacNetway 3270
!.AN-to-mainframe link
Any Macintosh; Netway 1000 Communication Server.
$895 retail; MacNetway 3270
·
$895 retail; PC Netway 3270
Tri·Data Systems, Inc.; 1450 Kifer Rd.; Sunnyvale
CA 94086; 408-746-2900
'
MacWindows 3270
Multisession IBM 3270 terminal emulation
512K or MacintosiJ Plus; Netway 1000.
$125 retail; per Macintosh
Tri-Data Systems, Inc.; 1450 Kifer Rd.; Sunnyvale
CA 94086; 408-746-2900
'

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To MS-DOS
AnyGraph
Universal IBM PC to Macintosh bit-mapped graphics
translator used in conjunction with Apple Fde
Exchange
512KE or larger Macintosh; IBM compatible
PC/XT/AT or PS/2.
$95 retail
Compatible Systems Corp.; PO Drawer 17220; Boulder,
CO 80308; 303-444-9532 or 80(),35&0283
AnY!'ext
Universal IBM PC to Macintosh text translator used in
conjunction with Apple Ale Exchange
512KE or larger Macintosh; IBM compatible
PC/XT/AT or PS/2.

$95retail
Compatible Systems Corp.; PO Drawer 17220· Boulder.
CO 80308; 303-444-9532 or 800-356-0283
'
'

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To .NCR

AppleSbare PC
Bridges gap between MS.DOS operating system and
AppleShare Ale Server
IBM PC or compatible with 384K ofRAM; LocalTalk
PC Card; LocalTalk Connector Kit; M8-DOS 3.1 or
later.
$149 retail; AppleShare PC
$249 retail; LocaiTalk PC Card
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
'

MacQT
Macintosh to NCR
Any Macintosh (512K recommended).
$2~ per Macintosh retail; site licensing available
Rasmussen Software, Inc.; 10260 SW Nimbus Ave.,
Ste. M2A; Portland, OR 97223; 503-624-0360

FS Workstation Software
Gives IBM PC, PS/2 or compatible access to any AppleShare compatible file server

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To Tandem

IBM PC or compatible; APPleS/rare.
$99 retail
DayStar Digital, Inc.; 5556 Atlanta Hwy.; Flowery
Branch, GA 30542; 404-967·2077 or 800-962·2077
The Gmphics Ilnk Plus+
IBM PC to Macintosh file conversion

Communications link between IBM PC and Macintosh
$149 retail
·
PC Quik-Art, Inc.; 394 S. Milledge Ave., Ste. 252:
Athens, GA 30606; 404-543-1779
MacChuck 1.1
PC remote control program

512KE or larger Macintosh; IBM PC or compatible witlz
mono or CGA display adapter; RS-232 serial cable
$79.95 retail; software only
·
$34.95 retail; 10-foot cable
Vano Associates, Inc.; PO Box 12730; New Brighton
MN 55418; 612-788-9547
'
Macllnk Plus 3.0
Complete kit for Macintosh/IBM PC file transfer and
translation
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$195 retail
DataViz, Inc.; 35 Corporate Dr.; Trumbull Cf 06611·
203-268-0030
'
•
PCMacTerm
Macintosh to MS.DOS
512KE or larger Macintoslr; System 4.1 or later.
$99 retail; PC MacTerm
$145 retail; PC Anywhere
DMA; 60 E. 42nd St, Ste. 1100; New York, NY 10165·
212-687-7115
•
Soft:PC
Synthetic hardware that allows users to run MS.DOS
applications on Mac lis and accelerated SEs at PC/XT
speeds
Maci11tosh II; 2MB ofRAM; ha;d disk drive with at
least 3 !dB o[free space. Maci11tosh SE; 2MB ofRAM;
hard diSk dnve with at least 3MB offree space; 68020
or 68030 accelerator card.
$595retail
Insignia Solutions; 7871Alcerne Dr.; Sunnyvale,
A 94086; 408-446-2228

xFer3.0
Macintosh and MS/DOS transfer and backup utility
512KE or larger Macintos/J; IBM PC or compatible;
DOS 2.0 or greater.
$99.95 retail
$129.95 retail; with null modem cable
Messenger Software, Inc.; 20202 Center Ridge Rd.,
Ste. 5; Rocky River, OH 44116; 216-333-9936

Foundation Graphics Toolbox
Macintosh graphics in Tandem computer applications
512K or larger Macintosh; any Tandem mainframe
model.
$19,500 retail
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St.· Los Altos
CA 94022; 415-948-7920
'
'
Mac Menlo T65xx
Terminal emulation; Tandem mainframe
communications
512K or larger Macintosh.
$395 retail
Menlo Business Systems; Inc.; 201 Main St.· Los Altos
CA 94022; 415-948-7920
'
'
Max
Tandem to Macintosh file transfers
Any Macintosh; Tandem computer.
$1,295 retai~ per Tandem
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St: Los Altos
CA 94022; 415-948-7920
'
'

Menlocom
Allows a~plicati?ns r~ng on Tandem computers to
commumcate With Macmtosh presentation applications
Maci,tosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM.
$295 retail; Macintosh process
$16,000 retail; Tandem process
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St.· Los Altos
CA 94022; 415-948-7920
'
'
Spool AT
Tandem mainframe-to-Apple LaserWriter print spooling
512K or larger Macintosh; Tandem computer.
$295 retail; per Macintosh link
$995 retail; per Tandem site
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St: Los Altos
CA 94022; 415-94~7920
I

'

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To Unix
K·Talk
Kernel modification software
UNIX lrost that supports the BSD lpr medwnism and
BSD network socket mechanism.
$3,500 retail
Kinetics, Inc.; 2540 Camino Diablo; Walnut Creek
CA 94596; 415-947-0998
I
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Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To Wang

Desktop Communications/
Modem Servers

I Mac2200 1.10
Wang 2200 terminal emulator
512KE or larger Macintosh; Wang 2200.

ComServe
App!eTalk software for sharing modems in other serial
devices
512K or larger Macintosh.
$195 retail; per background server
Infosphere, Inc.; 4730 SW Macadam Ave.; Portland,
OR 97201; 503-226-3620
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Mac2200 is a Wang 2200 terminal emulator. It provides full support of the 32 special function keys and
the complete set of programmer support keys of the
Wang terminal as both on-screen buttons and keyboard
selections. The bright, blink, reverse video and under·
line attributes, box graphics and alternate character
sets are emulated. Local printer support, including
remote screen dumps, is provided for the ImageWriter
I, II or LQ.
The Macintosh integration includes cutting and
pasting between Mac2200 and other applications via the
Clipboard, support of desk accessories and the ability
to capture printed text in a Macintosh file. In addition,
the emulator allows a Wang Basic-2 programmer to
access the Macintosh mouse through special control
sequences.
All of the features of Mac2200 are user-config.
urable and can be stored in a document that is automat·
ically loaded by the program. Customizable settings
include: row/column coordinate display; Hayes-compatible modem support including automatic phone dialing;
screen color; cursor shape; cursor blink rate; audio
alarm volume; and baud rate (300 to 19,200 bps).
$225 retail; program
$25 retail; adapter cable
The Vermont Software Co., Inc.; PO Box 318; Lake
Morey Rd.; Fairlee, Vf 05045; 802-333-4020
Macllnk Plus/Wang OIS
File transfer and conversion between Macintosh and
Wang OIS, Wang PC and ffiM PC systems
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$495 retail
DataViz, Inc.; 35 Corporate Dr.; Trumbull, cr 06611;
203-268-0030
MacUnk Plus/Wang VS 3.0
Macintosh/Wang VS file transfers and translations
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$395 retail
DataViz,lnc.; 35 Corporate Dr.; Trumbull, cr 06611;
203-268-0030

VsCom/Macintosh
Wang VS 2110 terminal emulation and document
file transfer
512K or larger Macintosh; enemaI disk drive; available
modem or printer port
$395 retail; terminal emulation and file transfer
$195 retail; terminal emulation only
M/H Group; 222 W. Adams St.; Chicago, IL 60606;
312-443-1222
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ICom/ment
Communications management program
Macintosh II; A/UX operating system.
Com/mentis a general purpose communications
management software program that is designed to provide users with access to a variety of computer communications tasks.
The program allows users to set up and customize
a total electronic mail and database network. It also provides a blueprint of a user's network, whether there are
two or 200 computers on it, and then serves as the
ongoing management plan for the daily communications system.
Features include: administration control, ASCII file
transfer, dumb terminal access, user-defined macros,
scrolling concept, easy log on and log-on control, file
locking, private and public libraries, systems reports,
PC VI'-100 access, SYSOP monitoring, password control, Xmodem file transfer, auto disconnect and help
menus.
$400retail
Starx Technology, Inc.; 1201 Flower St.; Bakersfield,
CA 93305; 805-324-6041

Desktop Communications/
Network Management
CompuServe Navigator
Automated access software
512K or larger Maci11tosh; BOOK disk drive; System 3.0
or later; Hayes-compatible modem.
$79.95 retail
CompuServe: PO Box 20212; 5000 Arlington Centre
Blvd.; Columbus, OH 43220; 614-457-0802
or 80().848-8199

Inter• Poll
Network administrator's utility
Macintosh Plus. or larger.
$129 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
MacTeU
International software communications package
512K or larger Macintosh.
$97 retail
Baseline, Inc.; 838 Broadway; New York, NY 10003;
212-254-8235

PhoneNet CheckNet DA
Network user utility
512K or latger Macintosh.
$95retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.: 2150 Kittredge St.; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-849-2331
PhoneNet TrafficWatch
AppleTalk network analysis software and macros
512K or larger Macintoslt.
$195 retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2150 Kittredge St.; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-849-2331

Desktop Communications/
Online Information Services
Applellnk- Personal Edition
Online communication and information service
512K or larger Macintosh.
$35 retail; indudes software, user's guide, first year's
subscription to the service, monthly AppleLink Update
magazine and first two hours of non-prime time use
$35 retail; annual subscription fee after first year
$6 retail; hourly rate for non-prime time use (6 p.m. to 7
a.m. weekdays and all day on weekends)
$15 retail; hourly rate for prime time use
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-99&1010
CompuSerVe
Online information service
Any Macintosh.
Call for pricing
CompuServe; PO Box 20212; 5000 Arlington Centre
Blvd.; Columbus, OH 43220; 614-457-0802
or 80().848-8199
DASnet Service
Electronic mail link between systems on four continents: provides value-added services
512K or larger Macintoslt.
$33.50 retail; initial individual subscription
$4.50 retail; per month plus messaging charges
DA Systems, Inc.; 1503 E. Campbell Ave.; Campbell,
CA 95008; 408-559-7434

Dialog
Online information service
Any Macintosh.
Call for pricing
Dialog Information Services, Inc.; 3460 Hillview Ave.;
Palo Alto, CA 94304; 41~58-2700 or 800-334-2564
Dow Jones News/Retrieval
Online information service; communications software
Any Macintosh.
Call for pricing
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.; PO Box 300; Princeton,
NJ 08543; 609-520-4641 or 609-520-4642
Exchange!
Communications software and service
512K or larger Macintosh; modem.
$12.50 per month retail
Shaman Software; 12708 Foxton Rd.; Foxton,
CO 80441; 303-674-9784 or 800-624-8597

Business And Professional Software

Desktop Communications/
Online Information Services
Genie
Online information service
Any Madntosh.
Call for pricing
General Electric Information Services; 401 N. Washington St.; Rockville, MD 20850; 301-340-4000
or 800-638-9636
InfoMaster
Online information service
Any Macintosh.
Call for pricing
InfoMaster; Dept. 520; 4230 Alpha Rd., Ste. 100; Dallas,
1X 75244; 800-247-1373 Dept. 520
Lexis/Nexis
Online information service
Any Macintosh.
Call for pricing
Mead Data Central; 9443 Springsboro ffite;
PO Box 933; Dayton, OH 45401:800-227-4908
~lac Net
Online network service
512KE or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive or hard
disk drive; modem; available telephone line or telephone
access.
$49.95 retail

$999 retail; bundle of 20
Connect, Inc.; 10101 Bubb Rd.; Cupertino, CA 95014;
40S-973-0II0

$49.95 retail; starter kit (mcludes access time)
Semaphore Corp.; 207 Granada Dr.: Aptos. CA 95003;
408-688-9200

MCI Mail
Online information service
Any Macintosh.
Call for pricing
MCI Mail; 1150 17th St. NW, &h Fl.; Washington,
DC 20036: 202-833-8484 or 800-444-6245

Trinet
Online information service
Any Macintosh.
Call for pricing
Trinet, Inc.; 9 Campus Dr.; Parsippany, NJ 07054:
201-267-3600 or 800-874-6381

NewsNet, Inc.
Online information service
Any Macintosh.
$120 per year retail; subscription fee
$75 retail; six month subscription fee
$15 retail; month-by-month subscription fee
$60 per hour retail; 300/1,200-baud connection
$90 per hour retail; 2,400-baud connection
(rates are subject to premiums for higher access
speeds and publisher read charges)
NewsNe~ Inc.; 945 Haverford Rd.; Bryn Mawr,
PA 19010; 215-527-SOOO or 800-345-1301

Desktop Communications/
Telecommunications Software

The Source
Online information service
Any Madntosh.
Call for pricing
Source Telecomputing: 1616 Anderson Rd.; PO Box
1305: McLean, VA 22102; 703-821-6666 or 800-336-3366
Telefolders
Electronic information service
512K or larger Macilrtosh.

Communications Support
Telecommunications
512K or larger Macintosh.
$69.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 45 Theodore Fremd Ave.; Rye,
NY 10580; 800-872-2742
Desktop Express

Graphic and text document delivery using MCI Mail
512K or larger Madntosh; two 400K dn'ves, one BOOK
drive or Apple HD20; modem.
$149 retail
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.; PO Box 300; Princeton,
NJ 08543:609-520-4641or 609-520-4642
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Mac,PC, Mini & Mainframe Communications Software
for File Transfer and Terminal Emulation Across Operating Systems
• Fast, Accurate, reliable asynchronous communications;
100% error-free
• No boards or hardware; uses
RS-232 ports and any modems
• Scripts and Programming
language for automating
communication tasks

• VT-100NT-220, TIY emulations
for PC and Mac; others available
• Connects many different
operating systems
• Use dial-up phone lines,
X.25 networks, LANs
• Connect multiple unattended sites
• OEM/reseller/corporate licenses

COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH GROUP
Call (BOO) 24-BLAST • 1504! 923 0888 • Telex 759985
Circle Reader Service Number 60

Circle Reader Service Number 61
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Desktop Communications/
Telecommunications Software
Dow Jones Straight Talk
Telecommunications

Any Macintosh; modem. ·

$95 retail
Dow jones & Company, Inc.; PO Box 300; Princeton,
Nj 08543; 609-5204641 or 609-5204642
I Instant Mail Manager

Provides connection between EasyUnk service and
Macintosh

512KE or larger Macintosh.

Instant Mail Manager (IMM) connects Macintosh
computers to Western Union's Easylink electronic mail
service. IMM integrates Macintoshes with Easylink.
and provides word processing, address list maintenance, terminal emulation and automatic
communications.
Easylink allows users to communicate electronically with virtually anyone in the world. This includes
everything from sending a PageMaker document to
another Macintosh to communicating with mM PCs,
facsimile machines and telex. Easylink provides interconnection to a wide range of computer systems and
communications protocols. In addition, Mailgram messages can be transmitted for delivery to those without
electronic communications.
With the Easylinkbinary file transfer capability,
Macintosh users can transmit spreadsheets, address
lists, desktop publishing files, computer programs and
word processing documents. MacBinary file transfers
can also be made via Easylink so that file and folder
icons and formats specific to Macintosh computers are
preserved on transferred documents. Lengthy files are
also transmitted in a completely revisable format
Additionally, IMM for the Macintosh supports
error-free communications. The X.PC error detection
and correction protocol is used from start to finish to
protect not only file transfers, but also terminal sessions
when using Easylink information services. Any errors
detected while sending or receiving are automatically
and transparently corrected.
$195 retail
Western Union; One lake St; Upper Saddle River,
Nj 07458; 201-825-5000
InTalk3.0
Terminal emulation; mainframe communication

512K or larger Macintosh; 400K or BOOK floppy disk
drive.

$195 retail
Palantir Software; 12777 jones Road, Ste. 100; Houston,
TX 77070; 713-955-8880 or 800-368-3797
MacBlast
Provides binary or text data transfer between Macintosh U, VAX, PDP, Wang, Hewlett-Packard, Data General, UNIX, XENIX and others

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$195 retail
Communications Research Group; 5615 Corporate
Blvd.; Baton Rouge, LA 70808; 504-923-0888
or 800-242-5278
MacTerminal
Terminal emulation; mainframe communication

Any Macintosh.

$125 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
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Market link
Telecommunications

Any Macintosh; modem.
$85retail
Smith Micro Software, Inc.; PO Box 7137: Huntington
Beach, CA 92615; 714-964-0412
MicroPhone 1.1
General purpose telecommunications; VT100,
VT52, TIY terminal emulation

512K or larger Macintosh; modem.
$149retail
Software Ventures Corp.; 2907 Claremont Ave., Ste. 220;
Berkeley, CA 94705; 415-644-3232,800-336-6477
or 800-336-6478 in CA
MicroPhone II
General purpose telecommunications

512KE or larger Macintosh; modem.
$295 suggested retail
Software Ventures Corp.; 2907 Claremont Ave., Ste. 220;
Berkeley, CA 94705; 415-644-3232,800-336-6477
or 800-336-6478 in CA
Quick link
Telecommunications

512K or larger Macintosh; modem.

Desktop Communications/
Other
lstPort4.0
File conversion program with communications and
text editor

Any Mad11tosh; external disk drive,· modem or modem
eliminator cable.
$295retail
1stDesk Systems, Inc.; 7 Industrial Park Rd.; Medway,
MA 02053; 508-533-2203 or 800-522-2286
Apple DCA F'dter Software
Translates documents from MS.DOS word processing
applications to and from MacWrite

512K or larger Macintosh.

Free
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
BackFax
Fax communication software

Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; App/eFax Modem.

$45 retail
Smith Micro Software, Inc.; PO Box 7137; Huntington
Beach, CA 92615; 714-964-0412

$245 retail
Solutions International; 30 Commerce St; Williston,
vr 05495: 802-658-5506

Red Ryder
Telecommunications

liaison
Provides dial-up access to and universal bridging of
AppleTalk and EtherTalk

512K or larger Macintosh; modem.

$80retail
FreeSoft: 150 Hickory Dr.; Beaver Falls, PA 15010;
412-846-2700
Red Ryder Host BBS
Bulletin board system

512K or larger Macintosh; Hayes-compatible modem.
$60 U.S. retail
FreeSoft: 150 Hickory Dr.; Beaver Falls, PA 15010;
412-846-2700
Smartcom II For The Apple Macintosh
Terminal emulation: mainframe communications

Any Macintosh.
$149 estimated retail
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.; PO Box 105203;
Atlanta, GA 30348; 404-449-8791 or 404-441-1617
(customer service)
TurboDownload
Desk accessory

Any Macintosh.
$39.95 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.: Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
818-99Hi540
Westmate
Westlaw communications software

512K or larger Macintosh.
$100 retail; first disk
$25 retail; each additional disk
$775 retail; licensing fee for subscribers requiring
28 or more disks
West Services, Inc.; 58 W. Kellogg Blvd.; PO Box 64779:
St. Paul, MN 55164; 612-688-3654 or 800-328-0109
WWIVMacBBS
Shareware bulletin board system

512K or larger Macintosh; Izard disk drive; Hayes<ompatible modem.
$30 or more donation
T.R Teague; 530 W. Dana St; Mountain View,
CA 94041; CompuServe: 76354,324
or Telex: 6502792400 MCI

512KE or larger Macintosh.
$295 retail
lnfosphere, Inc.; 4730 SW Macadam Ave.; Portland,
OR 97201; 503-226-3620
Mac-Attach V1.0
links Macintosh to Alloy PC-Plus network

Alloy's PC-Plus Networking running o" IBM PC, XT,
AT or Personal System/2; Macintosh Plus or larger.
$195 retail
Alloy Computer Products, Inc.; 100 Pennsylvania Ave.;
Framingham, MA 01701; 617-875-6100
Mac-Sak
Allows Macintosh emulation on 520Sf or 1040Sf
computers

512K or larger Macintosh.
$139 retail
lnfotek, Inc.: 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682
Mac.Transfer
Apple ll or mM PC to Macintosh file transfers

Any Macintosh.
$60 retail; program
$22 retail; Apple II to Macintosh cables
Southeasten Software; 7743 Briarwood Dr.: New
Orleans, lA 70128; 504-24&8438
Macline
Connects a Macintosh to a variety of other computers
and information services

512K or larger Macintosh.
$145 retail
Touchstone Software Corp.; 909 Electric Ave.; Seal
Beach, CA 90740; 213-598-7746 or 800-531-0450
MacUnk Plus/NBI
link between Macintosh and NBI word processors

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$495retail
DataVJZ, Inc.; 35 Corporate Dr.; Trumbull, cr 06611;
203-268-0030

Business And Professional Software

Desktop Communications/
Other
I MacUnkPlus/Translators

File translation software
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MaclinkPius/Translators is a library of file translation software for the Macintosh that extends the translation capabilities of the Apple File Exchange utility.
It consists of more than 46 different translation
combinations that provide automatic conversion of a file
format and contents between a variety of normally
incompatible applications.
MaclinkPius/Translators include translation
options for popular packages, such as Mac Write,
Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, OfficeWriter. WordStar,
Multimate, XYWrite and more.
$159 retail
DataViz, Inc.; 35 Corporate Dr.; Trumbull. cr 06611;
203-268-0030

ProUnk
Apple II and Macintosh data transfer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$49.95 retail
Alsoft, Inc.; PO Box 927; Spring, TX 77383;
713-353-4090
Talker
File transfer and interactive conversation across
AppleTalk
512K or larger Macintosh.
$39.95 retail; two nodes
$79.90 retail; four nodes
$99.95 retail; five or more nodes
Eliot Software Co.; PO Box 337; Eliot, ME 03903;
207439-9361
Timbuktu Version 2.0
Desk accessory/driver that allows remote operation
of Macintoshes
512KE or larger Macintosh; AppleTalk.
$99 each retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2150 Kittredge St.; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-849-2331
Tops Terminal
AppleTalk link to TCP/ IP based networks
512K or larger Macintosh; Kinetics FastPalh or compatible AppleTalk/Ethmet gateway; System 4.1 or later;
Finder 5.5 or later.
$189 retail
Tops, ASun Microsystems Co.; 950 Marina Village
Pkwy.; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-769-8700
or 800-445-8677 in U.S. and Canada

ClipShare
Allows users on a network to instantly share
Clipboard contents
512KE or larger Maci11tosh.
$149 retail; three users
$249 retail; six users
$395 retail; full network license
Olduvai Corp.; 7520 Red Rd., Ste. A; South Miami,
FL 33143; 305-665-4665
Comment 2.0
Post-it note desk accessory
512KE or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
$99.95 retail; site licenses available
Deneba Software; 7855 NW 12th St., Ste. 202; Miami,
FL 33126; 305-594-6965 or m622-6827
Desl<foppers
Calendar, little Black Book, Doodle Pad, Music Maker,
Scrapbook library
Any Macintosh.
$19.95 retail
Harvard Associates, Inc.; 10 Holworthy St.; Cambridge,
MA 02138; 617492-0660
Disk Tools Plus 1.01
MultiFinder-compatible utility for file management
from within any application
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
(users can update to the Multifinder-compatible version by either accessing the updater program on the
Macintosh bulletin board on CompuServe or by sending their original disk, together with proof of purchase
to Electronic Arts)
Electronic Arts; 1820 Gateway Dr.: San Mateo,
CA 94404; 415-571-7171 or 800-245-4525
I Exposure

I FileMagic; MultiMagic; WindowMagic

System enhancements
512KE or larger Macintosh.
About FlleMoglc •••_L
Add "HyperCard Stocks"

P'D Ar

Calendar And Date Calendar
General purpose desk accessory to keep track of
appointments and reminders

512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk driveor hard
disk drive.
$150 retail
Lcgalware, Inc.; 135 King St. E: Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M5C 1G6; 416-863-6906 or 800-387-1129
Capture
Snapshot utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
$59.95 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
81S.991-6540
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Find File, such as Find, New Folder, Get Info, Delete,
Copy, Duplicate and Move, which are available when a
user opens or saves a file.
MultiMagic is a MultiFinder enhancement that
allows users to configure multiple sets of application
programs and desk accessories. All applications and
desk accessories contained in a set can be loaded
directly from the Finder simply by opening the set. The
program presents a dialog box that lets a user select
the start-up set from a list of available sets.
WindowMagic isa Macintosh system enhancement that provides users with control over windows. By
holding down the Option key and clicking the Apple
menu, the program \\ill replace the standard list of desk
accessories with a list of the windows on the screen.
Simply selecting a window from this list immediately
brings it to the front.
$99.95 retail
Magnus Corp.; PO Box 87; Mukilteo, WA 98275;
206467-5738
llllacPhonebook 1.0
Creates database of names, addresses and phone
numbers
512KE or larger Macintosh; ImageWriter or
LaserWriter.
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Snapshot utility
512KE or larger Macintosh; Sj~tem 5.0 or later.
Exposure gives users a full spectrum of choices to
help create graphic images of the screen for documentation and advertising. Complete with online touch-up
facilities, the program allows users to manipulate the
image before saving to one of the following graphic formats: MacPaint, FuiiPain~ Startup Screen, MacDraw,
Cricket Draw, Canvas, Giffer, Pixel Paint, the Clipboard
and more.
Other features include treatment of both black and
white and color images, various printing options and
support for all Apple printers.
$89.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste. 706;
Memphis, TN 38137; 901-683-3383

Desktop Management

It also provides most of the features of the Finder and

Qlttltr2
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MacPhonebook creates a database of names,
addresses and phone numbers and lists them in any
way users want. Organized by categories, a phone
directory can be defined and printed using any of three
different formats.
$39.95 retail
Synex; 692 lOth St.; Brooklyn, NY 11215; 71s-499-0293
Maii•Dex
Desk accessory
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 5.0 or later; printer.
$39.95 retail
Mission Accomplished Software Services, Inc.; 10615
Bradbury Rd.; Los Angeles, CA 90064; 213-870-2441
MultiCiip
Clipboard enhancement utility
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$69 retail
Olduvai Corp.; 7520 Red Rd., Ste. A: South Miami,
FL 33143: 305-665-4665
PowerStation
Desktop management
512K or larger Macintosh.
$59.95 retail
F"tfth Generation Systems, Inc.; 11200 lndustriplex
Blvd.; Baton Rouge, lA 70809; 504-291-7221
or 800-225-2775

_~--'-"-'

FileMagic is a Macintosh system enhancement that
speeds the selection of files and folders by extending
the standard dialog box presented by the Open and
Save commands available in most application programs.
It remembers the files and folders that a user uses
most, as well as the applications that they are used with.

Pro• Desk
Office automation workstation
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 5.0 or larger; printer.
$499 retail; site license available
Mission Accomplished Software Services, Inc.:
10615 Bradbury Rd.; Los Angeles, CA 90064;
213-870-2441
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Desktop Management
QuickDex V1.4A
Free-form database desk accessory
SI2K or larger Macintosh.
$60 retail
Casady & Greene, Inc.; PO Box 223779; Carmel,
. CA 93922; 4()8.624-8716

HyperCard Stackware
•101 Scripts & Buttons For HyperCard
HyperCard development tools
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard.

QuicKeys 1.0.1
Keyboard enhancer
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
CE Software; PO Box 65580; W. Des Moines, !A 50265;
515-224-1995
Retriever
Database desk accessory
512K or larger Macintosh.
$89.95 retail
Exodus Software; 8620 Winton Rd., Ste. 304; Cincinnati,
OH 45231; 513-522-0011
Small Tips Desk Accessory
Stores and displays "tips" or other useful information
while running an application
Any Macintosh; Finder 4.1 or 5.3.
$19.50 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. k, PO Box 1m); Ventura,
CA 93002; 80().235-6919 or 80().292-6640 inCA
Suitcase 2.0
Font and desk accessory liberation
SI2K or larger Macintosh.
$59.95 retail
Fifth Generation Systems, Inc.; 11200 Industriplex
Blvd.; Baton Rouge,l.A 70809; 504-291-7221
or 80().225-2775
TopDesk
Collection of seven timesaving desk accessories
Any Macintosh.
$59.95 retail
Cortland Computer, Inc.; PO Box 9916; Berkeley,
CA 94709; 415-845-1142
Twelve-C
HP-!2C financial calculator emulator
5I2K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Positive Works. Inc.; 142 Cone Rd.; Ormond Beach,
FL 32074; 904-673-6229
'JYpeNow
Typewriter desk accessory
A11y Macintosh; ImageWriter.
$39.95 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
81Pr991-6540

Business Class
Travel assistant
Macintosh with I MB ofRAM; two disk drives; hard
disk drive recommended; HyperCard; telephone dialing
device or modem required [or automatic dialing.
$49.95 retail
HyperWare from Activision, Inc.; 3885 Bohannon Dr.;
Menlo Park, CA 94025; 415-32~
• Business Letters To Go! (Stack) V1 .0
Letter database with writing guide
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB ofRAM; two BOOK disk
drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.

101 Scripts &Buttons For HyperCard is an exten·
sive collection of HyperCard development tools.
Features include: 15 new HyperCard X-Commands;
scores of exciting buttons, cursors and icons; a host of
games, visual eJfects and pop-up menus; full-featured
tune and animation recorders; browsing, painting and
text-processing tools; pop-up meta-documentation for
each card; knob-turnable, mouse-moveable, sound and
animation buttons; entry and data validation cards; a
moveable magnifying glass; bold text in scrolling fields;
tools to insert headers into existing scripts; pages of
helps, hints, tips, tricks and traps for HyperCard users;
and more.
$69.95 retail
Individual Software, Inc.; 125 Shoreway Rd., Ste. 3000;
San Carlos, CA 94070; 415-595-8855 or 80().622-9986
• AmandaStories Vol. 1 & 2
Children's stories
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
AmandaStories Vol. I and Vol. 2 are children's stories that combine the art of the storyteller with the
interactive potential of HyperCard.
Volume 1contains four stories that enable children
to lead the main character, Indigo the cat, through
many adventures.
Volume 2 includes two more similar interactive
stories.
$19.95 each retail
The Voyager Co.; 1351 Pacific Coast Hwy.; Santa
Monica, CA 90401; 800-446-2001 or 80().443-2001 inCA
Bible-Stack
Kings james and N.J.V. versions of the New and
Old Testament
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard.
$120 retail; U.S.
$149 retail; Canada
Alpha &Omega; PO Box 1057, Station k, Surrey,
BC, Canada V3S4P5; 604-732-7171
• Bookends Mac
Entering and storage of reference material information
Macintosh rcith I MB ofWf,· HyperCard.
Bookends Mac is a HyperCard stack that allows
users to enter and store information about reference
material. It allows the storage of authors, title, journal,
volume, page number, date, publisher, editors, location,
keywords and abstract. Each field can contain up to
30,000 characters.
Data can be output toa text file or printer in fully
customized bibliographic and footnote formats. Book·
ends Mac provides a complete list of authors and key
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words in the file and title listing of selected information.
Abuilt-in Journal Glossary saves time when entering
data. Subsets of references can be selected by number
and it allows Boolean and/or/ not searches.
$99.95 retail
Sensible Software, Inc.; 335 E. Big Beaver, Ste. 207;
Troy, Ml 48083; 313-52Pr1950

Business Letters To Go! is a letter database of 175
"proven" business form letters organized into 12 categories: Collection, Credi~ Marketing and Sales, Customer Relations, General Bookkeeping, Inter-Office,
Secretarial, Managemen~ Personnel, Government,
Thank-You and Your Credit
Each category contains a letter index for fast
access to any individual letter and special tips for better
letters. Letters can be transported to other packages,
printed, edited and deleted.
Acompanion letter writing guide is included, featuring reference tools such as state abbreviations,
forms of address, punctuation tips, parts of the business letter and design tips.
An online help stack is included. The program is
not copy protected.
$49.95retail
Aardvark Development Labs, Inc.; 14400 Ella Blvd.,
Ste. 150; Houston,1X 77014; 71W2~
• Capital Ideas
Venture capitalist database
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.I or later;
HyperCard.
Capital ideas is a database program written in
HyperCard. The program lists more than 200 venture
capitalists throughout the United States and Canada.
The program provides information on the types of
funding in which a particular venture capitalist specializes. Some of the funding preferences listed are: start·
ups, seed funding, 1st and 2nd round funding, stock
purchases and loans with equity kickers.
Capital Ideas also lists the investment amounts
with which particular venture firms like to deal. Other
information contained in the program includes: industry preferences, regional preferences, contact persons
and company profiles.
Capital Ideas allows users to choose criteria and
search the database for venture capitalists matching
that criteria. Transoft will update this information annually to insure that it is as accurate as possible.
Capital Ideas provides the ability to mail merge
specific information into pre-designed business inquiry
letters written on most word processing programs.

Business And Professional Sofnvare

Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive; HyperCard.

HyperCard Stackware
$295 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa Barbara,
CA 93101; 805-564-3386

CBT Development Stacks 1.0
Routines, tools, templates, demonstrations
Macintosh Plus or larger,· external disk drive;
HyperCard.
$135 retail
F'lrst Reference, Inc.; 516 5th Ave., #706; New York,
NY 10036; 212-730-8211
ChemStack
Used to design and index chemical structure graphics

$49.95 retail
Aardvark Development Labs, Inc.; 14400 Ella Blvd.,
Ste. 150; Houston, TX 77014; 713-872-8085
Creator XCMD (Developer's Version)
Allows users to create stand-alone applications from
within HyperCard stacks

Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
$5 retail
Comlink; 485 Brown Briar Cir.; Horsham, PA 19044;
215-672-9396

• DentalStack 1.0
Replaces a standard chart for chairside use by a dentist

Macintosh Plus or lllrger; HyperCard 1.2.
•

JUe ldll Go Toola llli,I!CII
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• Electronic Whole Earth Catalog
CD-ROM that provides access to tools and ideas on a
vast array of subjects
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or hard

disk drive; CD-ROM player; HyperCard.

The Electronic Whole Earth Catalog is a CD-ROM
version of the Whole Earth Catalog. Containing more
than 2,000 entries, it provides access to tools and ideas
on a vast array of subjects from psychological self-care,
building your own home, managing and operating a
small business, beekeeping and grasslands preservation to desktop publishing, mysticism, ultralight aircraft, blacksmithing and city restoration.
Call for pricing
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael, CA
94903; 415-492-3500, 80().527-6263
or 415-492-3200 (dealers)

Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK drives or hard disk
drive.
·

• Exporting Guide For Business Vl.O
Exporting guide

$80 retail; ChemStack (educational discounts available)
$40 retail; for registered owners of DrawStructures
Modern Graphics; PO Box 21366; Indianapolis,
IN 46221; 317-253-4316

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; two BOOK disk
drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.

City To City
U.S. travel guide

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; HyperCard.
$49.95 retail
HyperWare from Activision, Inc.; 3885 Bohannon Dr.:
Menlo Park, CA 94025; 415-329-0800
Client
Client and sales management

Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive; hard disk
drive; HyperCard.
$195 retail
Softworks, Inc.; PO Box 2285; Huntington, CT 06484;
203-926-1116

CI.R StatCalc
Solves small statistical problems

Madntosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; HyperCard.
$22.50 retail
$125 retai~ one-year site license for educational
institutions
Clear Lake Research; 5615 Morningside, No. 127;
Houston, TX 77005; 713-523-7842
Club Stack
Subscription service for HyperCard stackware

Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; HyperCard.

$149.95 retail; one year
$89.95 retail; six months
Educorp; 531 Stevens Ave., Ste. B: Solana Beach,
CA 92075; 619-259-0255

Coin Collection V.1
Stackware for coin collectors

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; extenral disk
drive or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
$19.95 retail
JS Graphics; 2472 N. Bartlett Ave.; Milwaukee,
WI 53211
Congress Stack
Congressional directory

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; HyperCard.
$159.95 retail; single user license
Highlighted Data, Inc.; PO Box 17229; Washington
Dulles lnt'l. Airport; Washington, DC 20041;
703-533-1939

Copyrights, Trademarks & Patents
How-to guide for users interested in the actual government regulations concerning copyrights, trademarks
and patents

DentalStack is a HyperCard stack that replaces a
standard chart for chairside use by a dentist Information that is entered into the stack can be transferred to
other programs through a text file produced by the
stack. This allows users to still use any other post-processing programs that they may have, or do simple
post-processing with a spreadsheet program. However,
DentalStack can function on its own as a simple system.
$495 retail; single user license
$75 retail; demo (applied to stack purchase)
PBC Enterprises: PO Box 925; Wallingford, CT 06492;
203-269-6903
• The Dream Called Storm; My Fust Book
Of Poetry
Interactive stories for children
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; two BOOK disk

drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.

The Dream Called Storm is an entertaining HyperCard story that allows children to become familiar with
computers in a non-threatening environment The story
revolves around a poem written by Sharon Newby
when she was 9 years old, and contains buttons and animated icons, including a wind-up mouse and a music
box.
My Flrst Book of Poetry features a collection of
poetry for children written by Sharon Newby (who is
currently 14 years old).
These two selections are designed to encourage
children to write stories and poems in which they can
incorporate into their own stacks.
$19.95 each retail
B&B Soundworks; PO Box 7828; San Jose, CA 95150;
408-241-7986
The DTP Advisor
Graphic arts advisor and project management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK floppy disk drives;

HyperCard.

$79.95 retail
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael, CA
94903; 415492-3500, 80().527-6263 or 415-492-3200
(dealers)

.

Exporting Guide For Business if a program that
provides actual government guidelines for business
exporting in a stackware database.
Topics covered include: export strategies, export
advice, market research, methods of exporting and
channels of distribution, expor·t product preparation,
the export of services, making contacts, business travel
abroad, selling overseas, pricing, quotations and terms,
financing the sale, export regulations, customs benefits,
tax incentives, documentation, shipping, getting paid,
after sales services and beyond exporting.
The program includes forms that can be filled out
on screen and appendices, such as an export glossary,
a directory of federal export assistance, sources of
assistance by state, contacts for top overseas markets,
organizations of interest to US exporters and international time zones.
An online help stack is included. The program is
not copy protected.
$129.95 retail
Aardvark Development Labs, Inc.; 14400 Ella Blvd.,
Ste. 150; Houston, TX 77014; 713-872-8085

Facts & Faces Of U.S. Presidents
Education
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; BOOK disk
drive; HyperCard.
$49.50 retail
Visatex Corp.; 1745 Dell Ave.; Campbell, CA 95008:
408-86&6596

• Family Matters
Tracks important family information

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; HyperCard.

Family Matters is an intuitive database program
that keeps track of and organizes important family
records and information using HyperCard.
Features include: stores and retrieves hundreds of
pieces of important information about family members,
household, financial matters, vehicles and pets; data is
organized in a tree-like classification structure branching from five main categories to dozens of subcategories, allowing efficient organization ofinformation; in
addition to the five main categories, a miscellaneous
category is available for storing any other information, ·
such as vacations, gardening or collections; an address
book; a directory for storing information on occasionally used companies and services; a calendar for keeping
track of important dates; and the ability to print any
record at any time for paper files.
$49.95 retail
Springboard Software, Inc.; 7808 Creekridge Cir.;
Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915
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HyperCard Stackware
FirePlan V1.2
Database for fire prevention, preplanning and incident
management
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two disk drives
or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
· $249.95 retail
Sound Advice, Inc.; PO Box 278; Cazadero, CA 95421;
707-632·5911
Focal Point II
Personal information manager
Macintosh with 11118 of RAM; two disk drives; hard
disk drive recommended; HyperCard.
$199.95 retail
TenPointO: 3885 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo Park, CA
94025; 415-329-0800

Monitor comparisons and explanations for size of
screen, color, monochrome and gray-scale uses are
shown with visual and text presentations. Complete
specifications for each Moniterm Viking produce are
presented on "mini spec cards" within the stack. Amap
of the United States allows users to click any area for
the name and address of the nearest Moniterm manufacturer's representative.
$5 retail
Moniterm Corp.; 5740 Green Circle Dr.; Minnetonka,
MN 55343; 612-935-4151

Ham Radio Station Logbook
Storage and retrieval of radio contact information
Macintosh with 1MB of RAM; BOOK disk drive;
HyperCard.
$15 retail
SanSoft: 892 E. Quail Pl.; Highlands Ranch, CO 80126

HyperAlarms
Alarm clock
Maci11toslz Plus or larger; HyperCard.
$10 retail
Poor Mans Software; 3620 uttle Chief Ct.; N. High·
lands, CA 95660; 916-332-9224

The Healthy Home CookStack, Volume 1
Recipes designed to establish healthyeating habits
Macintosh witlr 1MB of RAM; BOOK disk drive;
HyperCard.
$30 retail
SanSoft; 892 E. Quail Pl.: Highlands Ranch, CO 80126

I HyperAnimator 1.0

Helps users choose monitors
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or hard
disk drive; HyperCard.
How To Buy The Right Monitor, a stack derived
from the company's book of the same name, is
designed to help users choose a monitor by offering
pertinent information on monitor characteristics and
features.
The Moniterm stack provides a user with a series
of tests that can be performed on any monitor to check
ergonomic factors, such as effective refresh rates, precise linearity, image ghosting, readability, etc.
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Replaces Home stack
Madntosh Plrt.s or larger; I MB of RAM; HyperCard.
tluJzn1kn•·tfpme:. Vnsign 3
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I Hyper-Action 1.0

Professional information manager
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; HyperCard.
Hyper-Action is a professional information manager
used to consolidate and bring order and control to a
user's daily personal, sales and business activities. It
consists of more than 45 fully integrated common background stacks completely written in HyperTalk with no
copy protection.
•
Features include: creation of monthly sales projections by client, company and product line; conversionof
leads to prospects and/or to clients; conversation timer
and posting to client time billing; global data and person
searches; hierarchical document, notes and picture
classification: import/export of tab or comma delimited
files/mailmerge; indexing; maps; the ability to merge
any two stacks by any or all fields; mini corporate tree:
mini outliner. multiple alarms; online help; post all calendar events from daily to weekly and monthly: sales
projections: sales reports; simultaneously sort on multiple fields; status reporting; sticky notes; user-redefinable fields and labels; and more.
$94.50 retail
Multi Solutions, Inc.; 123 Franklin Corner Rd., Ste. 207;
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648; 609-8964100

I How To Buy The Right Monitor

I HyperBase - Home V3.5

Hyper Christmas Card
Advent Calendar; carols; original King James version of
the Christmas Story; 'Twas the Night Before Christmas
Macintosh with 1 MB ofRAM; HyperCard.
$39.95 retail
Bright Ideas, Inc.; 87AOcean St.: S. Portland,
ME 04106; 207-767-6031

Franchise database
Macitrtosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or later;
HyperCard.
Franchise Finder is a database program written in
HyperCard. It lists more than 1,000 franchises through·
out the United States and Canada. It provides information on the number of units now operating, the year it
was founded, contract terms, funding available, cash
requirements, initial license fees, royalties and capital
requirements.
Franchise r-rnder allows users to specify an industry, an amount of cash to be invested and a location. A
listing then appears on the screen of franchises that
meet those specifications, including contact names and
phone numbers. If a modem is attached, the program
will automatically dial the number.
The database is updated twice a year. Franchise
Finder provides the ability to mail merge specific infor·
mation into pre-designed business inquiry letters writ·
ten on most word processors.
$295 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St; Santa Barbara,
CA 93101; 805-564-3386

I Franchise Fmder

HyperAtlas
Graphic interface for geographically-based data
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
$99 retail
Micro Maps Software, Inc.; PO Box 757; Lambertville,
NJ 08530: 6()9.397-1611 or80Q.3344291

Adds animation to HyperCard stacks
Madntoslt Plus orlarger; 1MB ofRAM; HyperCard.
HyperAnimator enables users to create and control
lip-synchronized talking actors or other sound-synchronized images on a Macintosh. It will convert text into a
phonetic stream for automatic speech synchronization,
and even helps a user to synchronize naturally produced digitized sounds.
$149.95 retail
Bright Star Technology, Inc.: 14450 NE 29th Pl.,
Ste. 220: Bellevue, WA 98007; 2<MHl85-5446

It offers many advantages over the original Home
stack, including: simple option-click user-installation of
application or stack icons: launch applications or stacks
from HyperBase - Home; applications and stacks
return to HyperBase- Home on quitting (even under
MultiFinder); unlimited number of stack and applica·
lion icons can be installed; fully MultiFinder-compatible
with "QuickSwitch"between HyperCard and MultiFinder; copy, move, delete, rename, get file info and create
newfolder from Hyper Base - Home; open and delete
HyperCard stacks: built-in text editor, screen saver,
HyperHelpand Stack Map: continuous display of time,
date and free disk space: and Macintosh-style interface
and error handling.
$29.95retail
HyperBase Software; 58 Waverly St.: Belmont,
MA 02178: 617-484-0148
I HyperBible: The Computerized Chain Reference
Tool
Computerized bible study
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB ofRAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard.

Early Leaders
Principal Judges
Kings of all Israel
• Kings of Israel Only
• Kings or Judah
-Evil -Good

• Poets
ii
• Principal Prophets
• Reformers

• Prominent N.T. Men

• Prominent Women
• History of the Apostles
• Comprehensive Studies
• Life of Christ-Outli nes
and Studies
• Paurs Life Outline
• Moses· Life Outline

HyperBible: The Computerized Chain Reference
Tool is a computerized adaptation of the popular
Thompson Chain-Reference Bible.
It has many of the features of the book it is based
upon, including: topical cross referencing with more
than 100,000 topical references; preselected topics for
Bible studies, etc.; general index of more than 7,000
topics and names; archaeology information: Harmony
of the Gospels; outline studies of each book of the
Bible; character studies; and more.
Other features include: allows word or phrase
searches of both scripture and Thompson topical information; weights and measures calculator. digital sound
pronunciation aids: electronic aUas and journey maps:
uses Macintosh point and click for access to informa·
lion: easy interface to word processing and desktop

I

HyperCard Stackware
publishing programs; speed reading mode at a user's
own speed; "hands ofr' text searching; electronic
"placemarks"; and more.
HyperBible includes Version 1.2 of HyperCard and
is available in either the King James Version or New
International Version.
$229.95 retail; King James Version
$279.95 retail; New International Version
Beacon Technology, Inc.; 3550 Stevens Creek Blvd.,
Ste. 305; San Jose, CA 95117; 4()8.2964884
HyperBook Maker
Brings desktop publishing capability to HyperCard
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; BOOK disk drive;
HyperCard.
$59.95 retail
ldeaform, Inc.; PO Box 1540; Fairfield, lA 52556;
515472-7256
HyperCard Version 1.2.1
Personal tool kit for using, customizing, creating
information
Macintosh with 1MB ofRAM; BOOK floppy disk drive;
hard disk drive.
$49 suggested retail; CD·ROM version available
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 40S.!J96.1010
HyperChef
Gourmet cookbook
Macintosh with 1 MB ofRAM; HyperCard.
$49.95 retail
Brightldeas, lnc.; PJ/A Ocean St.; S. Portland,
ME 04106; 207-767-6031
HyperControl
Provides the ability to print selected cards by selected
buttons or conducting substring searches; faster printing; field total calculation
512K or larger Macintosh; HyperCard.
$59.95 retail
Nordic Software, Inc.; 3939 N. 48th St; lincoln,
NE 68504; 402-46&6502 or 800-228-0417

Business And Professional Software

HyperHebrewis a beginner's progran1 that introduces Hebrew language basics - from Alef to Tavwith digitized Hebrew speech. The program teaches
identification and pronunciation of the Hebrew letters,
both individuallyand in words, and also includes a vari·
ety of reading exercises.
$39.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312·944-4070
I HyperKRS
Information retrieval software to improve HyperCard
performance
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
HyperKRS is a search and retrieval program for
HyperCard that significantly increases database performance for Macintosh users. Available for both CD·
ROMand magnetic media applications, tl1e product
reduces the time needed to locate information from
HyperCard stacks.
The HyperKRS package consists of two elements:
HyperKRS search and retrieval software and HyperIndexer, an indexing program for HyperCard databases.
Together, HyperCard and HyperKRS will provide information management capabilities for a range of applica·
tions to Macintosh users. HyperKRS's Oat file structure
provides a fast, efficient search method. In addition,
every word in the database is indexed and can be refer·
enced, allowing rapid access to any word or combination of words in the text, no matter how large.
The package contains several features for rapidly
locating and retri~ving data. Significantly enhancing
search capability, Hypertext allows users to select a
term within a document and immediately locate all
other occurrences in the database. In addition, the program offers 10 search methods such as the Boolean
And, Or, But Not operators, plus search and field specif·
ic searching.
Users can scan or review cards by next/previous
occurrence, next/previous card and tiUe display function. Utilities include on·screen help feature that can be
custom configured for individual databases, as well as
displays of the number of cards and occurrences.
$3,000 retail; Starter Package (Includes Hyperlndexer
and 10 HyperKRS diskettes)
KoowledgeSet Corp.; 888 Villa St., Ste. 500; Mountain
View, CA 94041; 415-968-9888
I Hyperlibrary 2.0
Reference tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; Izard disk drive; printer; word
processor; HyperCard 1.2.

HyperDA
HyperCard desk accessory
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive
recommended.
$69 retail
Symmetry Corp.; 761E. University Dr.; Mesa,
AZ 85203; 602-844-2199 or 800-624-2485

date/time stamping feature for the online note cards
section, a standard keyword search function and more.
$15 retail
Friedman Computing & Publishing; 2347 Pine Ter.;
Sarasota, FL 34231; 813-924-3238
I HyperRacks
Brings patented rack metaphor to HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK disk
drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
HyperRacks allows HyperCard users to view and
navigate through stacks as if the cards are stored racks,
like those next to factory timeclocks.
According to the company, HyperRacks provides
users with four major benefits missing.from Hyper·
Card: a visual overview or sense of place in a stack,
visual stack navigation, visual view of just those cards
selected by HyperCard's Find command and the ability
to treat stacks as lists with one item per card.
HyperRack's "rack mode" command displays a win·
dow showing a "rack" containing the first line of 20
cards. The window covers the part of the card covered
by fields, leaving most buttons visible and ready for use.
HyperRacks brings more than a dozen commands
to HyperCard, including zoom and edit any field, save
and restore templates to viewa single stack in many dif·
ferent ways.
HyperRacks includes more than 100 templates with
important fields on the first line where they are visible
in rack mode.
$89.95 retail
QuickviewSystems; 146 Main St., Ste. 404; los Altos,
CA 94022; 415-965-0327
I HyperSearch
Searching system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB of RAM; two BOOK disk
drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
HyperSearch is a flexible searching SYStem
designed specifically for use with HyperCard. It consists of a set ofXCMDs to be installed directly into the
Home stack. Once installed;HyperSearch provides
instant indexing and searching capabilities for one or
more existing HyperCard stacks.
HyperSearch offers various search options, includ·
ing Boolean operators (And, But Not, Or), as well as
"Begins with ..."capabilities. AHyperTalk interface is
also available to users who want to integrate Hyper·
Search's functionality more tightly into their stacks.
$129.95 retail
Discovery Systems; 7001Discovery Blvd.; Dublin,
OH 43017; 614-761-4197
I HypetSeder
jewish knowledge
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.

I HyperHebrew
Introduces Hebrew language basics
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
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HyperLibrary is a reference tool for any K-12 stu·
dent. With the program, a student can easily and effi.
ciently complete a biographkal search that, by
traditional methods, would be tedious and cumber·
some. The stack can be customized to suit a user's par·
ticular needs.
HyperLibrary features include: online help, a precise description of the Dewey Decimal System,
unprecedented online notes section that allows a user
to "clip" certain information and deal with it later, a
large and diverse library of biographical sources, a
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HyperCard Stackware
HyperSeder takes user through the steps of the
Passover Seder, explaining the reasons behind the various Seder customs and showing how easy it is to conduct their own Passover Seder. The program contains
explanatory drawings and pictures, digitized sound for
the various Seder songs and the Festival Kiddush, all
accompanied by helpful, concise text. .
$34.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312·944-4070

customizable user interface. Users of HyperSmarts-created expert systems can query, enter data and browse
information, as well as get expert advice, using either
the HyperCard or HyperSmarts question/advice
interface.
$99.95 retail
Cognition Technology Corp.; 55 Wheeler St.;
Cambridge., MA 02138; 617-492-0246 or ~-2829
Hypei'J'ools
HyperCard development tools
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
$99.95 each retail
Softworks, Inc.; PO Box 2285; Huntington, Cf 06484;
203-926-1116

I HyperShopper

Database that lists products from more than 1,000 mail
order companies
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB ofRAM; two 800K disk
drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
• •

I Hypei'Tutor

Hypei'J'alk tutorial
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard.
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HyperShopper is a HyperCard stack that lists more
than 1,000 discount mail order companies and factory
outlets, along with the products they sell and the
brands of merchandise they carry. To qualify for a listing in HyperShopper, the company must sell its prod·
ucts at least 30 percent below retail or seDtruly unique,
hard to find merchandise. In seconds, users can search
this unique source for things like: art supplies, sports
and recreation equipment, furniture, computer software, crafts and hobby supplies, gift ideas, gourmet
foods, books, china and crystal, clothing goods, jewelry, records and tapes, stereo equipment, etc.
HyperShopper not only directs users to the companies that sell the product, but it also tells users some
things they can expect when dealing with them (such
as which credit cards they accept). Users will also know
at a glance whether the company offers a catalog or a
brochure.
If a modem or tone dialer is used. Hype.rShopper
can dial the company for a user. If a user should decide
to request a catalog, a simple push of a button will datestamp and Oag the card to keep track of catalogs
ordered and received.
$19.95 retail
Camtronics Software; PO Box I; Camas Valley,
OR 97416; 503-445-2824
I HyperSmarts

Allows non-programmers to convert HyperCard stacks
into expert systems
512K or larger Macintosh; HyperCard.
HyperSmarts is a HyperCard stack version of the
MacSmarts expert-system tool for the Macintosh.
HyperSmarts allows non·programmers to convert
HyperCard stacks into expert systems.
Asubset of MacSmarts, HyperSmarts contains a
built-in editor for constructing rules. Its imbedded Mac·
Smarts inference engine can be called with an XFCN
(external function) in HyperCard. HyperSmarts provides a delivery vehicle for expert systems to more
than 250,000 owners of HyperCard. It allows for a fully

HyperTutor is an interactive tutorial disk designed
to help Macintosh users learn Hypertalk, the English·
like programming language of HyperCard. With Hyper·
Tutor, users can quickly learn to write HyperCard
scripts and modify the stackware they buy.
HyperTutor's 411esson cards show each HyperTalk command, examples of how it is used and applications to try. Users actually work with HyperCard as
they Jearn.
Hypei'Tutor features a miniature on-screen "fest
Mac," which allows users to perform exercises right on
the lesson cards and see the scripts work. Scripts writ·
ten in HyperTutor behave just like real HyperTalk
scripts.
Users control the pace of the lessons and can back
up or start over at any time.TI1e program also aUows
users to move among HyperCard stacks; Hyperi'utor's
"Go" panel provides a direct link to the Home card, an
index of of HyperTutor lessons, the Help stack and
other stacks.
In addition to teaching Hypei'J'alk commands,
HyperTutor offe.rs scripting tricks for making decisions, performing calculations, sorting and printing
cards, creating charts, making pop-up windows, moving
between cards, using sounds and visual effect and
more.
Hypei'J'utor's lessons are designed for users with
no previous programming experience. It is not copy
protected.
$49.95 retail
ChannelMark Corp./Power Up!; 2929 Campus Dr.; San
Mateo, CA 94403; 415-345-5900
HyperWorks Organizer
Task/time organizer
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
$99.95 retail
Timeworks, Inc.; 444 Lake Cook Rd.; Deerfield,
IL 60015; 312-948-9200 .
I HyperX V2.0
HyperCard expert system and tutorial

Macintosh Plus or larger; two 800K disk drives or hard
disk drive; HyperCard.
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HyperX, which is written entirely in Hypei'J'alk,
allows users to add the power of artificial intelligence to
their HyperCard stacks. Designed with the novice in
mind, HyperXincludes a complete tutorial that will
teach the concepts and terminology behind expert systems and artificial intelligence with visual examples. It
also provides powerful advanced features for users who
are looking for an intuitive graphic environment for
developing and delivering complete expert systems.
Features include: graphic rule map; integrated
Help system and expanded tutorial; fo rward and back·
ward chaining inference engine; attribute-value pairs;
import and export rules as text; and fact demons.
$49.95 retail
Millennium Software; 1970 S. Coast Hwy.; Laguna
Beach, CA 92651; 714-497-7439
I Hyper• Estimator
Approximates additions, new construction or rehabilitation costs
Macintosh Plus or larger; two 800K disk drives or hard
disk driue; HyperCard.

Hyper• Estimator is intended for architects,
builders or homeowners who are planning residential
construction projects. The program finds the approximate cost of additions, new construction or total rehabilitation work. It also links with MacNail 2.2to create
finished bids for construction professionals.
$95 retail
Turtle Creek Software; 651Halsey Valley Rd.; Spencer,
NY 14883; 607-58%858
I IDAC-A-Stac

Data acquisition
Macintosh P111s or larger; 1MB ofRAM; two 800K disk
drives or hard disk drive; IDAC/1{)()() Peripheral;
HyperCard.

Business And Professional Software

I Japanese Language Instruction;

HyperCard Stackware
IDAC-A-Stac is a HyperCard-based data acquisition
system that uses an almost universal metaphor for organizing information, the index card. Users select the
data acquisition function for execution, and IDAC-AStac puts all the information at their fingertips. Users
can collect and explore large amounts of information
very quickly. Users simply add a card for each data
acquisition task and click on a button. The program
puts the type of data acquisition function performed
into the card, collects the data, puts it into the results
portion of the card and then allows users to enter a
description for that particular card. For each data acquisition exercise, users start a new card in the stack.
IDAC-A-Stac can be used to start a long data acquisition run, exit HyperCard and do other work for several hours and then come back into HyperCard and
retrieve all the data that was collected by the
IDAC/ 1000 data acquisition peripheral Users can then
search through the HyperCard stack for specific data
on cards, print the results, move the data to other pr~
grams for analysis, etc.
IDAC-A-Stac is based on the IDAC/1000 RS232C
data acquisition peripheral. The IDAC/1000 stand-alone
peripheral will capture eight channels of single-ended
or four channels of differential analog input Up to 16
channels of digital input/output are jumper-selectable
for input or output ingroups of eight The product
offers 12-bit analog/digital resolution and features a
maximum sampling rate of3,600 conversions per second (aggregate) within voltage ranges of +/-10, +/·5.
+/·2.5, 0-10 and 0-5 volts.
$75 retail
IDAC, Inc.; PO Box 397; Amherst, NH 03031;
603-673-0765
lnnServ B&B HyperGuide Version 1.0
Bed &Breakfast and country inn database
Macintosh Plus or larger; two disk drives or hard disk
drive; HyperCard.
$15.95 retail; includes one-year subscription to quarterly Inn Touch newsletter
lnnServ Co.; Rt I, Box 68; Redkey, IN 47373;
317-369-2245
I It

HyperCard-based personal information and time man·
agement system
Macintoslr Plus or larger; I MB ofRAM: two 800K disk
drives or lrard disk drive; HyperCard.
It is a HyperCard-based personal information and
time management system consisting of a number of
integrated, interactive tasks. It automates many of the
features found in the popular DayTimer-type organizer.
It's calendar and personal information stacks use intelligent look-up and linking functions to assist in the management of a user's personal affairs. Because It was
created using HyperCard, it can be easily modified to
suit a user's requirements.
Features include: pop-up help windows, data
export, logically linked stacks, auto phone number
look-up, intelligent To Do list, free-form appointment
entry, define up to three search criteria, auto start-up,
auto back-up, robust stack navigation. follow-up messages and a calendar building function.
$49.93 retail
Intuitive Technologies Corp.; 2407 Wilshire Blvd.,
Ste. 409; Santa Monica, CA 90403; 213-202-9147

Hiragana/Katakana Exercises
Assists in the reading, writing and comprehension of
the Japanese language
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or lrard
disk drive: HyperCard.
japanese Language Instruction is designed to
assist in the reading, writing and comprehension of the
japanese language. The methodology was conceived to
provide Oexible and instantaneous response so that
users can accelerate their recognition of japanese char·
acters and words.
The program uses three character sets for written
communication: Hiragana, Katakana and Kanji. Purely
japanese words and phrases are Hiragana and Kanji;
whPreas Katakana is normally used for words of foreign
origin. These particular programs stress the Hiragana
and Katakana portions of japanese. Athird program,
currently in development, will assist in the learning of
Kanji.
The Hiragana/Katakana Exercises should prove
useful to beginning, intermediate and advanced stu·
dents ofJapanese. Beginning students are advised to
use exercises given in the Syllabary parts of the pr~
grams, in which individual character recognition is the
objective. This includes the writing ofeach character, as
well as the phonetic pronunciation using common
English words as examples.
Intermediate and advanced students will benefit
most from the Reading and Writing exercises. Complete word recognition is stressed in these parts of the
programs, as well as vocabulary building. The word list
is approximately 1,600 for the tw~program sel
$45 retail
Anonae Software; PO Box 7629; Berkeley, CA 94707;
415-845-8292
I l.aserguides

Turns the still photos and motion pictures stored on a
videodisc into a vast visual database
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard; laser videodisc
player.
The National Gallery of Art Laserguide is a comprehensive index tothe National Gallery of Art
videodisc, which includes more than 1,500 images from
the museum's collection.
The works of art can be organized and viewed
according to a wide range of categories, including
artist, nationality, period/style, date, medium and subject. The database may be personalized by attaching
searchable notes to any work of art.
The Vincent van Gogh Laserguide is an index and
guide to the Vincent van Gogh videodisc.
The works of art may be organized according to
theme, period, subject and medium. It also includes
information on the subject or context of each work of
art, and a timeline of van Gogh's life.
The Bi~Sci Laserguide is a comprehensive index
to the 6,000-plus slide images and nine motion
sequences on the Bi~Sci Videodisc from Videodiscovery. It includes a topical index plus indexes to animals,
plants, lower life forms and biomes. Auser can make,
save and print lists of images, and write notes that com·
bine text with image access.
$59.95 retail; The National Gallery of Art
$49.95 retail; Vincent van Gogh
$99.95 retail; Bi~Sci
The Voyager Co.; 1351 Pacific Coast Hwy.; Santa
Monica, CA 90401; 800446-2001 or 800443-2001inCA

LexaFile
On-screen legal file retrieval system
Macintosh with I MB ofRAM; hard disk drive;
HyperCard.
Call for pricing
Xram Xpert Systems; Ronald Marx, J.D.; 344 W. 23rd
St, Ste. 7C; New York, NY 10011; 212-989-8356
I Mac Personal Class 1.80
Personal information organizer
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive: HyperCard.

Mac Personal Class is a personal information organizer that provides users with the ease of recording
vital personal information. It can be custom tailored to
fit any special personal needs.
Categories covered include: family data, personal
wills, assets and liabilities, insurance information,
important documents, burial information, ownership
certificates, benefits, real estates and investment data
Features include: auto installation of Mac Personal
Class button on a user's home card; self-registration
procedure to avoid duplicated data input; detailed
online help screens; the ability to add additional cards
and make modification of any fields if needed; printed
documentation and 'Read Me" files in both MacWrite
and Microsoft Word; hierarchical structure design for
menus and categories in the stack: and is not copy
protected.
$59 retail
Quadmation, Inc.; 1016 E. El Camino Real, Ste. 160;
Sunnyvale, CA 94087; 408-985-8984
The Macintosh Bible: Stax! Edition
Hints, tips and shortcuts
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; two BOOKfloppy disk
drives; lrard disk drit•e recommended: HyperCard.
$69.95 retail
Stax!; 8008 Shoal Creek Blvd.; Austin, TX 78758;
5124674563 or 800-m-7829
MacMathPascal
Numerical procedures written in Pascal
5I2Kor larger Macintosh; Pascal compiler; HyperCard.
$25 retail
Coherent Cognition; PO Box 24114; San Diego,
CA 92124: 619-2784141
MncRun- HypcrCard
HyperCard runner's training log
Macintosh with I MB ofRAM: BOOKfloppy disk drive or
hard disk drivt; HyptrCard.
$49.95 retail
Run Soft Products; 15930 NE Siskiyou; PorOand,
OR 97230:503-2564806
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HyperCard Stackware
I MacStore Vl.O

Allows storage of architectural details
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
MacStore is a collection of HyperCard stacks that
allows easy storage of graphics symbols and architec·
tural details. It also provides checklists and general
notes for architectural reference.
The program can hold information imported from
any object-oriented or bit-mapped CAD application.
$29.95 retail
Desktop Architect; 634 N. High St; Columbus,
OH 43215; 614-469-9906
I MacSurgery

Self-educational program in general surgery
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2MB ofRAM recommended;
hard disk drive; HyperCard.
MacSurgery is an interactive program that presents a user with commonly encountered clinical situations and provides a user with answers and references.
The format is that of multiple-choice questions and
answers.
$125 retail
MacMedic Publications, Inc.; 7530 Harwin; Houston,
TX 77036: 713-977-2655
1\fexoft Belgium
Monthly disks
Macintosh with 1MB ofRAM,· BOOKfloppy disk drive;
Izard disk drive; HyperCard.
$99 U.S. retail; one year subscription (French and
Dutch versions available)
Mexoft Belgium; 140 Wirtzfeld Valley; B-4761 Bullin·
gen; Belgium; 32-0ro647713
MIDI Stack
Allows MidiPaint segments or One-Step files to be
played as a background task under HyperCard
Macintos/1 with 1MB ofRAM; hard disk drive;
HyperCard.
$15 retail
Southworth Music Systems, Inc.; 91 Ann Lee Rd.;
Harvard, MA 01451: 617-772-9471
The Movie Stack
Ready-made database containing more than 2,000
movies per disk
Macintosh with 1MB of RAM; HyperCard.
$39.95 retail; each disk
$70 retail; both disks
Southeastern Software; 7743 Briarwood Dr.:
New Orleans, I.A 70128; 504-246-8438
MovieMinder/S
Videocassette library management
Macintosh witlz 1MB ofRAM; BOOK floppy disk drive;
HyperCard.
$20retail
SanSoft: 892 E. Quail Pl.: Highlands Ranch, CO 80126
I Musical Instruments & Sound Effects Resource

libraries
Sound libraries
Macintosh Plus or larger, 1 MB ofRAM; two BOOK disk
drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
The Musical Instruments Sound Resource Ubrary
1contains 150 musical instruments and musical effects.
The Sound Effects Sound Resource library 1contains
100 different sound effects.
Aprintable sound catalog is provided with each
disk, displaying the resource name, resoui'ce number
and size in bytes.
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$49.95 each retail
B&B Soundworks; PO Box 7828; San jose, CA 95150:
4()8..241·7986
Musical Words Game
Visual/audio note placement training
Macintosh with I MB ofRAM; hard disk drive;
HyperCard.
$15 per staff retail; Treble Clef, Bass Clef
$25 retail; both staffs
Sara R. Nussel; 1606 NW 21st St; Gainesville,
FL 32605; 904-372-0066
Neuroanatomy Foundations
Fundamental introduction to brain anatomy
512K or larger Macintosh; HyperCard or Atlas.
Call for pricing; specify HyperCard or Atlas version
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange; 255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A; PO Box 8000; Ventura, CA 93002;
800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA
I Organizer+
Keeps track of names, addresses, appointments, etc.
Macintosh Plus or larger, 1 MB ufRAM; hard disk

drive; HyperCard.
Organizer+ is a set of HyperCard stacks for keeping track of names, addresses, appointments, tooo lists,
notes, phonelogs and projects. Organizer +is completely integrated. Users may move from one part of the system to another by clicking icons.
Organizer+ provides a file launcher as a gateway
between Organizer +and other Macintosh applications,
documents or HyperCard stacks. The Launcher has 10
pages, each of which contains two scrolling lists of files.
Clicking on the file name opens the file.
$35retai1
Dazzl; 2 Chandler Ct; Columbia, MO 65201;
314-874-8657
Prospect
Customizable client management stack for real estate
Macintosh Plus or larger, HyperCard.
$395retail
Softworks, Inc.; PO Box 2285; Huntington, CT 06484;
203-926-1116
I Reading Fun

Reading
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 5.0 or later.
Reading Fun is a HyperCard-based children's educational tool that involves many of the classic fundamentals of teaching children to read.
Using reinforcement, the program engages a child
with funny sights and sounds when answered correctly
and encouraging words of support when answered
incorrectly. Several levels of difficulty are offered so
that children learn at their own pace, and all of the elements are customizable.
With assistance, children can change their reading
lessons to more reflect their personal environment
$69.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste. 706;
Memphis, TN 38137; 901-683-3383
Reports!
Report generator
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB ofRAM; hard disk drive
recommended; HyperCard.
$99.95 retail
HyperWare from Activision, Inc.; 3885 Bohannon Dr.;
Menlo Park, CA 94025; 415-329-0800

SanPics Clip Art Stack
Digitized images/clip art in HyperCard stack format
Macintosh with 1 MB ofRAM; one BOOK.floppy disk
drive; hard disk drive; HyperCard.
$15 retail
SanSoft; 892 E. Quail Pl.; Highlands Ranch, CO 80126

Schoo!Art
Electronic clip-book of school topics
Macintosh Plus or larger, HyperCard.
$39retail
P-Productions; 2514 Dlinois St; Racine, WI 53405;
414-554-9688
Sportsl..og
Keeps records about fitness training

Macintosh with 1MB ofRAM; BOOK disk drive;
HyperCard.
$10 retail
SanSoft; 892 E. Quail Pl.; Highlands Ranch, CO 80126
Stack Exchange
HyperCard program clearinghouse
Macintosh with 1 MB ofRAM; BOOKfloppy disk drive;
hard disk drive; HyperCard.
$4 retail; catalog and info disk
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 415-943-7667
StackPak Volumes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6
Stackware
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
$99.95 retail; each 2o.disk volume
$450 retail; all six volumes
Educorp; 531 Stevens Ave., Ste. B; Solana Beach,
CA 92075; 619-259-0255
StatesFacts
Database of United States for exploring and reinforcing
information
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
$29retail
P-Productions; 2514 Illinois St.; Racine, WI 53405;
414-554-9688
Stax! Helper
Hints, tips, buttons, scripts and stacks to aid in developing or modifying stacks
Macintosh with 1MB ofRAM; two BOOK floppy disk
drives; hard disk drive recommended; HyperCard.
$49.95 retail
Stax!; 8008 Shoal Creek Blvd.; Austin, TX 78758;
512-467-4563 or tro622-7829
Stax! Sound FJfeds Studio
Sound effects
Macintosh with 1 MB ofRAM; one BOOKfloppy disk
drive; hard disk drive; HyperCard.
$49.95 retail
Stax!; 8008 Shoal Creek Blvd.; Austin, TX 78758;
512-467-4563 or ~7829
Sticky Notes+ W'rtb J&B Home
Software emulation of 3M Post It notes; Home stack
replacement
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB ofRAM; HyperCard.
$29 retail
Jenkins &Beirne; 8951B Chapman Ave.; Garden
Grove, CA 92641; 714-537-4204
StomateTutor
HyperCard tutorial on gas exchange in plants
Macintosh Plus or larger Macintosh; HyperCard.
$19.95 retail
Cooke Publications; PO Box 4448; Ithaca, NY 14852;
607-272-2708, ext 15, 800482-4438, ext 15,
or 80().435.4438, ext 15 (m NY)
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Typefaces For Desktop Publishing
PostScript typeface information

• Tax Stacks
Income tax program

HyperCard Stackware

Macintosh with 1MB of RAM; two floppy disk drives or
hard disk drive; HyperCard.

• SuperMasterFile
5,000+ stacks containing Mac-related product cards

Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard 1.1 or later.
SuperMasterFtle is a mediaware package for
HyperCard designed for users. dealers and consultants
who need fast access to the latest information about services, products, programs and peripherals.
SuperMasterFile is a stack with more than 5,000
Macintosh-related product cards. The cards consist of
such information as product name, pricing, company
information and a brief desc.ription, and contain many
interesting buttons, icons, sounds and scripts.
The five-disk volume is shipped in Apple's HD
Backup format.
$59.95 retail
New Edge, Inc.; Noone Falls; Peterborough,
NH 03458; 003-924-9100 or 800-284-3330
• Systems Planning Navigator
Systems planning tools and training

Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or hard
disk drive; HyperCard.
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Systems Planning Navigator is a HyperCard application for strategic systems planning. It is designed to
help management and staff to understand, develop and
produce a systems plan based on factors critical to the
success of the company. Users can easily evaluate,
select and enter key business factors and systems.
Areviewof specific high-leverage business applications systems and related microcomputing technologies
is included, offering more than 150 examples. The program offers a comprehensive and practical approach to
systems planning, allowing executives themselves to
select business systems and technologies focused on
improved results. In addition, the program helps to
establish and manage the critical implementation phase
of a strategic systems plan.
Upon completing the Systems Planning Navigator,
users may print the entire systems plan or specific
aspects of it. Available reports include: business objectives and critical success factors; external and internal
planning impact factors: business and systems leverage
analysis; systemevaluation and selection criteria; bus~
ness systems evaluation comparisons; systems
cost/benefit profile; and the implementation plan program objectives and scope.
S195 retail
Softouch Software, Inc.; 2066 NW Irving, Ste. 2; Portland, OR 97209; 503-241-1841
Tax Guide For Small Business
Business tax guide

Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives;
HyperCard.
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Macintosh with 1 MB ofRAM; BOOK floppy disk drive;
hard disk drive; HyperCard.
$24.95 retail
Publishing Resources, Inc.; 711 Walnut St., Ste. 200;
Boulder, CO 80302; 303-442-8221

W'htdl form do you w11111 to fl1e?

n ypography And Page Design
Training program

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK disk
drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard 1.1.

Tax Stacks is a HyperCard income tax program
designed to assist users in the preparation of federal
income tax returns. Everything needed to file federal
income tax returns is included: HyperCard 1.2, tax questionnaire, comprehensive package of commonly used
forms and schedules, tax tables and worksheets, IRS
instructions, Tax Stacks documentation and tax jokes.
Tax Stacks was designed with the novice taxpayer
in mind, but can be used by professional tax preparers
as well. Users simply fill out the Tax Questionnaire and
Tax Stacks completes the forms and schedules for final
review. The Tax Questionnaire is intelligen~ displaying
only the information user's need to see based on their
previous responses.
With the program, users can: Oag an item that has
missing information; use the built-in calculator, which
saves all calculations in a scrolling tape for later review
or cut and paste; display complete IRS instructions; write
a note to remind themof missing or supporting tax information; automatically generate multiple forms or schedules when the space provided on the initial form is not
enough; and review, modify and print returns.
Tax Stacks includes Forms 1040, 1040A, 1040EZ,
1040X. 2106, 2119,2210, 2441, 3903,4255,4562, 4684,
4797,4868, 4952, 6251, 6252,8283, 8582, 8598, 8606 and
8615, and Schedules A, B, C, D. E, F. Rand SE.
$69.95 retail
StackWorks; PO Box 426; Urbana, IL 61801;
217-328-5257
Technofile
HyperCard stack used for cataloging, annotated bibliographies, etc.

Typography And Page Design is a HyperCardbased training program. More than 200 screens of
information, in two modules, teach students the basic
principles of font, size and style selection; when to use
serif type; when and how to mix type styles; basic page
layouts in columns and rows; sizing headlines and body
copy; and more.
The course takes about two hours to complete and
includes question and answer sessions to ensure that
students have assimilated the information before moving on.
The program comes on an SOOK disk and includes
an online glossary and interactive index. A32-page
booklet provides supplementary typographical samples.
$65 retail; includes HyperCard 1.1
PPT Ltd.; 716 East 4500 South, Ste. 100; Salt Lake City,
UT 84107; 801-263-8092 or800-4#0017 ext.1045
Ulpan Davka
Hebrew vocabulary

Macintosh Plus or larger; erternal disk drive; hard disk
drive; HyperCard.
$39.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312·944-4070
• VeZot HaTorah
Jewish knowledge

Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
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Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
$39 retail; dealer inquiries welcome
Jam Technologies; 685 Market St., Ste. 800; San Fran·
cisco, CA 94105: 415442.0795or
Int. +612-799-1888 (Australia)
Time Table Of Science And Innovation
History of scientific development

Madntosh Pitts or larger; CD-ROM drive; HyperCard.
$150 retail
Xiphias; 13464 Washington Blvd.; Marina Del Rey,
CA 90292; 213-821.()()74
Timetable Of Science And Innovation Computing & Broadcasting
Key events in history of computers and broadcast
media

Macintosh with 1MB of RAM; BOOK floppy disk drive;
hard disk drive; HyperCard.

$50 retail
Xiphias; 13464 Washington Blvd.; Marina Del Rey,
CA 90292; 213-821-0074

VeZot HaTorah reveals the reasons behind the
sacred traditions of the Torah reading service and
teaches the Torah and Haftarah blessings, complete .
with graphics, digitized sound and helpful text. The program also contains helpful information about the history and customs of the entire Torah reading service.
$39.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312-944-4070
VideoCards
Videodisc-based scientific database

Macintosh with I MB of RAM; BOOK floppy disk drive;
hard disk drive; HyperCard.
Call or write for product catalog
Optical Data; 30 Technology Dr.; Warren, NJ 09060;
201-668-0022 or 80().524-2481

$79.95 retail
Aardvark Development Labs, Inc.; 14400 Ella Blvd.,
Ste. 150; Houston, TX 77014; 713-872-8085
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HyperCard Stackware
VideoWorks II HyperCard Driver
Allows VideoWorks II animations to play within
HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger, 1MB ofRAM; BOOK disk
driue; Video Works II.
· $99.95 retail
MacroMind, Inc.; 1028 W. Wolfram; Chicago, IL 60657;
312·871-0987
I The Voyager VideoStack 1.5
Toolkit for developing interactive videodisc applications
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
The Voyager VideoStack is a toolkit for developing
interactive videodisc applications with HyperCard.
Features include: customization of more than 35
control buttons; the ability to define events and then
make buttons to activate those events; a slide tray to
load still frames and play them back manually or automatically; and automatic installation of video drivers
into any HyperCard stack.
$99.95 retail
The Voyager Co.; 1351 Pacific Coast Hwy.; Santa Monica. CA 90401; 800-446-2001 or 80().443.2001 inCA
W'meMinder
Keeps track of a wine lover's wine tasting experiences
Macintosh with 1MB ofRAM,· one BOOKfloppy disk
driue; HyperCard.
$20 retait available Fall1988
SanSoft; 892 E. Quail Pl.; Highlands Ranch, CO 80126

HyperCard Stackware/
Hardware
The BTM HyperCard Hands-Free Phone Dialer
Designed to operate with the phone dialing feature of
HyperCard and with the phone a user is currently using
Macintosh Plus or larger, 1MB ofRAM; HyperCard.
$79retail
Business Technology Manufacturing, Inc.;
42-18 235th St.; Douglaston, NY 11363; 713-229-8094
HyperCable
Audio connector that allows a telephone to be dialed
from a Macintosh
·
HyperCard.
$39retail
Caseys' Page Mill; 6528 S. Oneida Ct.; Englewood,
co 80111; 303-220.1463
HyperDialer
Automatic telephone dialing device
Macintosh with 1MB ofRAM; BOOK floppy disk drive;
hard disk driue; HyperCard.
$39.95 retail
DataDesk International; 7651 Haskell Ave.; Van Nuys,
CA 91406: 80().826-5398 or 800-592·9602 in CA
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Integrated Software
Excellent Exchange
Excel template clearinghouse
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
$4 retail; catalog and sample disk
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523:415-943-7667
Microsoft Works 2.0
Integrated word processor, database, spreadsheet,
graphics, communications
512K or larger Macintosh.
$295 retail; upgrade to Version 2.0 free to users who
licensed the program after 8/1/88
Microsoft Corp.; 16011 NE 36th Way; Box 97017;
Redmond, WA 98073; 206-882-8080
My Executive Office V.4.7
Personal office system

512K or larger Macintosh.
$195 retail
DataPak Software; 14011 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 507;
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 818-905-6419
Utility Works
Tools for Microsoft Works
512K or larger Macintosh.
$50 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant HiU.
CA 94523; 415-943-7667

WorksPlus Command
Macro package for use with Microsoft Works
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Works.
$99.95 retail
Lundeen & Associates; PO Box 30038; Oakland,
CA 94604; 415-769-7701 or 800-~1
WorksXchange
Microsoft Works template clearinghouse
512K or larger Macintosh.
$4 retail; sample disk and catalog
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hffi,
CA 94523; 415-943-7667

Miscellaneous Management
Calliope Plus 2.0
Idea processor
512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer or l.aserWriter.
$99retail
Innovision; PO Box 1317; I.nsAltos, CA 94023;
415-964-2885
I Crystal Ball

Forecasting and risk management
Macintosh Plus or larger, spreadsheet.
Crystal Ball is a forecasting and risk management
package that combines the decision making benefits of
simulation with a familiar spreadsheet interface.
Through a technique known as Monte Carlo Simu·
lation, the program forecasts all the poSSI'ble results for
a given situation. Its graphic interface gives users an
intuitive feel for the decision at hand and, by requesting
a 11confidence level," users can determine the likelihood
of any specific event
·
By interfacing with Excel and other Microsoft
spreadsheets, instead of modeling languages or system
diagrams, Crystal Ball provides users with decision
support power without requiring them to re-specify the
problem. Users' existing spreadsheets are often usable
without change.

Additional features provided by the program
include descriptive statistics on any forecast, sensitivity
analysis of a model with respect to various assumptions,
reporting capability, background execution of simulations under MultiFinder, use of color and transfer of
information to other applications.
The program is heavily graphic, conforms with the
Macintosh user interface guidelines and is user-config.
urable through preference settings.
$395retail
Market Engineering Corp.; 1675 Larimer St, Ste. 600;
Denver, CO 80202; 303-893-0100

I Data
Decision analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
Data allows users to implement the techniques of
decision analysis in an intuitive and easy-to-use manner.
It transforms decision analysis from a potentially
tedious exercise into an easily applied and very visual
means of organizing the decision making process. It
then communicates both the structure of the problem
under analysis and the basis for the decision reached.
Data supports a user in analyzing responses to
such questions as: How fast will domestic manufactur·
ing capacity increase if imports of semiconductors are
restricted; When will a competitor introduce a new
model of personal computer, or What is the settlement
value of recently commenced treble-damage antitrust
litigation?
For these types of decisions, a decision maker
must make subjective judgements about the likelihood
of particular scenarios and make decisions based not
only on costs and benefits, but on assessments of risk
as well.
Data provides a decision maker with an effective
tool for dealing with these problems through a structured methodology that first puts the uncertainties into
perspective and then takes them into account in the
decision-making process. Using the methods of deci·
sion analysis taught in leading business schools, Data
provides a decision maker with a way to organize and
systematize decision making in the presence of multiple
uncertainties. Under decision analysis, the possible
chains of events (decisions, chance events and final out·
comes) are identified in a tree structure that clearly
specifies the sequence of events.
By calculating the value of each possible chain of
events, and by weighing uncertain results by the probability of each possible outcome, a decision maker can
evaluate each intermediate point of the decision tree
and identify the sequence that will maximize value, or
minimize costs, depending on a decision maker's
objective.
Data reduces the complexity of decision analysis,
both in formulating and structuring the problem and in
calculating and testing the elements of the analysis.
Call for pricing
TreeAge Software, Inc.; 14 Welland Rd.; Brookline,
MA 02146; 617-738-8432
Decision Analysis Techniques
Major techniques for decision analysis including decision trees and tables
512K or larger Macintosh.
$145 retail·
Lionheart Press, Inc.: PO Box 379; Alburg, Vf 05440;
514-933-4918
DecisionMap
Decision support, modeling
512K or larger Macintosh.
$145 retail
SoftStyle; AProduct of Phoenix Technologies Ud.;
6600 Kalanianaole Hwy.; Honolulu, HI 96825;
808-3~ or 800-367·5600

Business And Professional Software

Miscellaneous Management

Office Management

$295 retail; single user
$495 retail; multiuser
Riggs Consulting, Inc.; 602 S. Gay St., Ste. 502;
Knoxville, TN 37902; 615-523-6005

Fmancial Utilities Pack
F'mancial analysis
Any Macintosh.
$29.95 retail
Brainstorm Development, Inc.; PO Box 26948; Austin,
TX 78755; 512-343-9482

ls!Scan 4.0
Forms generator with database interface
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive;
ImageWriter or LaserWriter; scanner, digitizer or paint
program.
$295 retail
lstDesk Systems, Inc.; 7 Industrial Park Rd.; Medway,
MA 02053; 508-533-2203 or 80().522-2286

CompuForms
Premade templates for use with My Office
Any Macintosh.
$29.95 retail
DataPak Software; 14011 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 507;
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 818-905-6419

Forecasting And Time-Series
Time series analysis and forecasting techniques
512K or larger Macintosh.
$145 retail
lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, Vf 05440;
514-933-4918
GeoQuery
Visual geographic analysis of Macintosh and VAX-based
data
Macintosh with 1 MB ofRAM; two BOOK disks or hard
disk drive.
$349 retail
Odesta Corp.; 4084 Commercial Ave.; Northbrook,
IL 60062; 312-498-5615
MacManager
Management simulation
Any Macintosh.
$19.95 retail
Harvard Associates, Inc.; 10 Holworthy SL; Cambridge,
MA 02138; 617-492-0660
MindSight
Business planning and analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$249 retail
Execucom Systems Corp.; PO Box 9758; Austin,
TX 78766; 512-346-4980or 800-531-5038
MockPackage+ 4.3.4
Collection of five desk accessories
Any Macintosh.
$35 retail
CE Software; PO Box 65580; W. Des Moines, !A 50265;
51~224-1995

Optimization
Business optimizing and simulation techniques
512K or larger Macintosh.
$145 retail
Uonheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, Vf 05440;
514-933-4918
Sales And Market Forecasting
Forecasting software
512K or larger Macintosh.
$145 retail; program
$200 retail; with Forecasting and Time-Series
lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, Vf 05440;
514-933-4918
Soft Start-Business Analysis
Fourteen worksheet templates
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Allegro Software; 79 Milk St., Ste. 1108; Boston,
MA 02109; 617-879-7048
SteUa Software For Business V2.0
Model building and simulation
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$350 retail; V2.0
$425 retail; Stella for the Mac II V2.0
High Performance Systems, Inc.;
13 Dartmouth College Hwy.; Lyme, NH 03768;

MfiniFile 1.1
Fast access to notes and graphics
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$79.95 retail
Affinity Microsystems, Ltd.; 1050 Walnut St., Ste. 425;
Boulder, CO 80302; 303-442-4840 or 800-367-6771
Bulk Mailer
Mail list program
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$149 retail; Bulk Mailer
$350 retail; Bulk Mailer+
Satori Software; 2815 2nd Ave., Ste. 560; Seattle,
WA 98121; 206-443-0765
Business Letters To Go!
Business letter templates; letter writing guide
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
$49.95 retail
Aardvark Development Labs, Inc.; 14400 Ella Blvd.,
Ste. 150; Houston, TX 77014; 713-872-8085
Client Portrait
Client information. marketing, conflicts-of-interest system
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive; Double
Helix.
$69.50 retail
GreenUght Software, Division of Elan Associates;
79 W. Monroe, #1320: Chicago, IL 60603; 312-782-6496
I Client Tickler V1.04

Perpetual calendar
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; ImageWriter
or LaseriVriter.

Desktop Help
On-screen documentation system
512Kor larger Macintosh; BOOKdrive or hard disk
drive.
$395 retail; includes one year license to distribute an
unlimited number of copies of the runtime Help DA,
technical support and free upgrades
$150 retail; annual support and distribution fee after
first year
$5 U.S.; $10 non-U.S. retail: demo
Help Software, Inc.; 10659A Maplewood Rd.; Cupertino,
CA 95014: 408-257-3815
Draw-Forms
MacDraw business forms
512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$59.95 retail
Data Management Associates of New York, Inc.;
275 N. Plank Rd.; Newburgh, NY 12550; 914-~262
ExecuForms
Premade templates for use with Executive Office
Any Macintosh.
$29.95 retail
DataPak Software; 14011Ventura Blvd., Ste. 507;
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 818-905-6419
Fast Forms 1.2
Forms design
512K or largerMacintosh; 400K disk drive.
$149 U.S. retail
Shana Corp.; Advanced Technology Center; #105, 9650
20th Ave.; Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6N 1G1;
403-463-3330
MacForms
Business forms on disk
Any Macintosh.
$79.95 retail;four disks in Mac Paint format
Desktop Graphics; 268 E. 16th St., Ste. 6; Costa Mesa,
CA 92627: 714-760-7272
Maclnvoice 1.0
Fills in, prints and saves invoices
512KE or larger Macintosh; ImageWriter or
LaserWriter.
$69.95 retail
Synex: 692 lOth St.; Brooklyn, NY 11215; 718-499-6293

Client Tickler is a perpetual calendar that keeps
track of dates on which an unlimited number of tasks or
deadlines are to be accomplished. Information is crossreferenced by client, deadline date, person responsible
for performing the task and level of priority (three
options). The programwill print reports for five differ·
ent calendar periods and will customize reports by priority, client and responsible person.
Client Tickler handles client and case management. It tracks personal data on clients, important
dates, docket numbers, unlimited numbers of defen·
dants, addresses, phone numbers, insurance companies
and claim representatives.
Client Tickler is available in single and multiuser
versions, and can be customized for each client.

Mai!Manager
list, label, form letter generator
Any Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
Pecan Software Systems, Inc.; 1410 39th St; Brooklyn,
NY 11218; 718-851-3100
My Office V.4.0
Integrated office system
Any Macintosh.
$99 retail
DataPak Software; 14011 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 507;
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 818-905-6419

603-79~857
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I PropsForms

Office Management

Clip art business forms
Macintosh PillS or larger; l.aseriYriter.

512K or larger Macilztoslt; external disk drive;
lmagelVriter; Omnis 3 Plus or runtime.

SoftForms
Twenty-two business forms on disk

$54.95 retail
$84.95 retail; with runtime disk
Janac Enterprises; PO Box 394; Hebron, IL 60034;
815-648-2492

Any Macintosh.
$39.95 retail
Artsci, Inc.: PO Box 1848: Burbank, CA 91507;
818-985-2922

I Perfect Timing

Network calendar and scheduling system

Perfect liming is a program that runs as a desk
accessory and provides calendar and schedule management for Macintosh networks. It enables any user on
the network to schedule and confirm group meetings
almost instantaneously and provides a sophisticated on·
screen calendar and datebook functions for individual
users.
Perfect Timing allows users to determine time
slots when other individuals or resources, such as con·
ference rooms or equipment, are available for a group
meeting. It can also send out a Meeting Request message over the network to invited users.
The Meeting Request screen lets the "invitees•
know who has requested the meeting and who else has
been invited, and displays the time of the meeting in
relation to the invitees' own calendar. Invited parties
can respond to the request immediately or delay the
decision until a later time. Alist of RSVPs is sent back
to the user who requested the meeting.
Other features include: a varietv of calendar for·
mats, a monthly overview, a week ai a glance and daily
detail; a t!Kio list, which automatically carries over
unfinished tasks; a personal reminder system; and automatic posting of recurring appointments.
Perfect Timing accommodates both the ImageWrit·
er and the LaserWriter. It runs via AppleTalk on cabling
and requires no additional software, though it is fully
compatible 1vith AppleShare, Tops and other network·
ing packages. It is also compatible wiU1 Multi Finder
and other mail programs such as Microsoft Mail and
InBox. There are two components to Perfect Timing, a
server U1at runs in the background of one computer
per network, and a node for each user.
$295 retail; Starter Kit (Includes server and three
nodes)
$150 retail; additional three-workstation node kits
Imagine Software; 19 Bolinas Rd.; Fairfax, CA 94930;
41~53-3944

Professional Time Billing Template
Professional time billing system

512K or larger Macintoslz; 10MB hard disk drive;
FileMaker Plus.
$125 retail; template
$325 retail; template and FileMaker Plus
Kallan Enterprises; 511 Estudillo Ave.; San Leandro,
CA 94577; 415-351-8400
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Macintosh Plus or larger.
$149 retail
Claris Corp.; 440 Clyde Ave.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 415-962-8946 (customer relations).
80().544-8554 (upgrades) or 80().334-3535 (U.S. dealers)

OmniMailer
Mailing list manager

Macintoslz Plz1s or larger.

SmartForm Manager
Completes and manages electronic forms

PropsForms is a collection of professional-quality
clip art business forms. PropsForms documents are not
paint graphics, but draw objects that can be printed at
the highest possible resolution. More than 90 most
commonly used business forms are stored on a doublesided BOOK disk as SuperPaint documents.
In the draw layer, any PropsForms document can
be customized. Digitized company logos and other
graphics can be added and edited in either paint or
draw layers at a resolution of up to 300 dpi.
$79 retail
JLA Computer Services; PO Box 444; Kulpsville,
PA 19443; 215-855-5159
QuickSet
Desk management accessories

512K or largerMacintosh.
$49 retail
EnterSet; 2380 Ellsworth; Berkeley, CA 94704;
415-54~539

Rendezvous
Unified electronic appointment diary with automatic
reminder and automatic task forwarding

Any Macintosh.
$200 U.S. retail
PMC Telesystems, Inc.: PO Box 5127; Vancouver,
BC, Canada V6B 4A9; 604-255-9949
Salary Magic
Salary negotiations/office management

512Kor larger Macintosh.
$395 retail
Magic Software, Inc.; 1706 Galvin Rd.: BeUevue,
NE 68005: 402·291.{)670 or 80().342-6243
SideKick: The Desktop Organizer
Desktop management

512K or larger Macintosh; two 400K or one BOOK disk
drive; Hayes-compatible modem.
$99.95 retail
Borland International; 1800 Green Hills Rd.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-8400
Smart Alarms And Appointment Diary V2.9
Personal reminder system

512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Jam Technologies; 685 Market St., Ste. 860; San Fran·
cisco, CA 94105; 4 1~42.0795 or
Int. +612·799-1888 (Australia)
SmartForm Designer
Professional form design
Macintoslz PillS or larger.
$395 retail
Claris Corp.; 440 Clyde Ave.; Mountain View, CA
94043; 415-962·8946 (customer relations),
80().544-8554 (upgrades) or 80().334-3535 (U.S. dealers)

SoftLetters
50 original form letters for all occasions

Any Macintosh.
$19.95 retail
Artsci, Inc.; PO Box 1848; Burbank, CA 91507;
818-985-2922
I SoftView FormSet

Processes and prints commonly used business forms

512K or larger Macintoslz; BOOKdisk drive.
SoftView FormSet allows users to process and print
the most commonly used types of business forms on a
Macintosh.
Features include: more than 65 generic business
forms are displayed on screen in complete graphic
detail; a specially designed customization worksheet
lets users customize forms with their company name,
logo and other recurring information; arithmetic calcu·
lations are performed automatically; information is
automatically linked within individual forms, and even
between forms, for one-step data entry; specially
designed itemization windows let users further detail
each entry; standard instructions are available on a sec·
tion·specific basis: the program lets users easily inter·
face with outside accounting, spreadsheet and database
programs; all forms can be printed in exact graphic
detail complete with a user's data; and a handy index
booklet.
General forms include: cash confirmation, certifi·
cate of resale, contractor agreement, credit application,
customization worksheet, GSA travel voucher, inventory record, job estimate, job expenses record, letter·
head, office memo, order form, proposal and contract,
quotation, reply message, request for quotation and
stock record card.
Accounting forms include: auto mileage record,
cash reconciliation, check request, credit memo (2),
daily cash report, debit memo, expense report (2),
ledger paper (3), past due notice (4), petty cash memo,
profit/loss statement, receipt, request for advance and
statement.
Sales forms include: bill of lading, cash/charge .
invoice, delivery record, daily sales call report, invoice
(2), job invoice, monthly sales report, packing list (2),
packing slip, prospect list. sales expense report, sales
order, sales order summary and weekly sales report.
Personnel reports include: earnings statement,
employee warning, employee review, employment appli·
cation (2), employment record, individual payroll (2),
outside labor contract, period payroll record, personnel
change, separation notice, weekly time card and weekly
time sheet.
Payables forms include: purchase order (2) and
receiving report.
CaU for pricing
SoftView, Inc.; 4820 Adohr Ln., Ste. F; Camarillo,
CA 93010: 805-388-2626 or 800-622-6829

Business And Professional Sothvare

Office Management
• SoftView FormSystem
Forms design
Macintosh Plus or larger.
SoftView FormSystem is a forms design program
that allows users to generate original, professional-look·
ing forms and to create complex forms-processing func·
tions on a Macintosh.
Special tools allow users to determine the size and
layout of all fields of entry, as well as specify fonts,
shading, rules and more.
Once a form is designed, the program remembers
the graphical relationship between individual fields of
entry. When changes are made to an individual field, all
other elements of the form adjust automatically to maintain the visual integrity of the form.
Once input, customized instructions for each individual entry field can be called up on demand by data
entry personnel for assistance in completing forms
online. The program also lets users specify entry
parameters for each field. Ha data-entry error occurs,
the program will instantly provide appropriate feedback.
The program provides expanded arithmetic capabilities, including standard mathematical, statistical and
financial functions to enable users to design and per·
form complex computations.
Once data linkages are defined, a user's forms will
link entered amounts, computed amounts or text automatically to assist in reducing data entry time and
errors.
To integrate database files with a user's customdesigned forms, SoftView FormSystem reads most
major database file formats and writes reports using a
user's forms as the report layout. Once inserted into
the form layout, all database files can be altered at the
form level
Call for pricing
SoftView, Inc.; 4820 Adohr Ln., Ste. F; Camarillo,
CA 93010; 805-388-2626 or ~-6829

TaskMaster
Management productivity tool
512K or larger MacintosiJ.
$99.99 retail
SourceView Software International; 1601-F Sutter St.;
Concord, CA 94520; 41~3634
Think 'n Tune 2.0
Visual organizer desk accessory

512K or larger Macintosh.
$195retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
818-991-6540

Time Billing 1.5
Time billing system
512K or larger Macintosh.
$950 retait program
$2,130 retait with full integrated accounting
Exceiver Corp.; PO Box 671; Hopkins, MN 55343;
612-938-3361

ToDolist
Resource coordinator
512KE or larger Macintosh; Omnis 3 Plus or Runtime.
$99 retai~ program (mcludes Omnis source code)
$295 retail; with Omnis 3 Runtime
O.Sage Consultants, Inc.; 2100Tannehill, Ste.1086;
Houston, TX 77008; 713-682-3201

TrueForm V1.1
Computerized completion of any form
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive or Izard disk
drive; any 300 dpi scanner that supports TIFF.
$495 retail; full version
$150 retail; runtime version
$2,095 retail; with scanner
Spectrum Digital Systems; 2702 International Ln.,
Ste. 112; Madison, WI 53704; 608-2444300

APL68000 For
The Apple Macintosh
Programming
512K or larger Macintosh.
$99retail
Spencer Organization; PO Box 248; Westwood,
NJ 07675; 201-666-6011

Varioform
Preprinted forms with Multiplan
Any MacintosiJ; external disk drive; Multiplan.
$35 retail
Mexoft Belgium; 140 Wirtzfeld Valley; B-4761
Bullingen; Belgium; 3~7713
·

Programming Tools/
Artificial Intelligence

Operating Systems
AIUX

Implementation ofUNIX operating system
Macintosh H.
$8,597 retail; Entry Monochrome A/UX System
(includes Macintosh II, 2 MB of RAM, 12-inch
monochrome monitor, 4-bit video card, 80 MB hard
disk loaded with NUX and PMMU)
$9,346 retail; Entry Color NUX System (differs only in
its 13-inch color monitor and S.bit video card)
$8,399 retail; Development System (mcludes Macintosh
II, 4 MB of RAM, 80MB hard disk loaded with NUX
andPMMU)
$9,996 retail; Development System with Apple 12-inch
monochrome monitor, 4-bit video card and EtherTalk
card
$10,745 retail; Development System with Apple 13-inch
color monitor, S.bit video card and EtherTalk card
$4,879 to $4,979 retail; Upgrade for existing Mac II own·
ers (mcludes internal or external SO MB hard disk with
NUX. PMMU and 4MB of RAM)
$649 retail; A/UX set of reference manuals
$3,395 retail; Toll-free hotline and tracking report annual fee
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010

Macintosh System Software Update Version 6.0.2
MultiFtnder 1.0; Apple rde Exchange; rmder 6.0; System 4.2; and general performance enhancements
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$49retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
UniFiex/RT
Real-time multitasking operating system
Macintosh II,· 68851 PMMU; 20MB hard disk drive.
$750retail
Technical Systems Consultants, Inc.;
111 Providence Rd.; Chapel Hill, NC 27514;
919493-1451

Programming Tools/APL
APL*Plus System For The Macintosh
APL language interpreter
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
$395retail
STSC, Inc.; 2115 E. Jefferson St.; Rockville, MD 20852;
301-984-5123 or 800-592-0050

Advanced A.l. Systems' Prolog Version M-2.0
Programming language; artificial intelligence

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$299retail
Advanced AI. Systems, Inc.; PO Box 39-0360; Mountain
View, CA 94039; 415-948-8658
Allegro Common Lisp (AIUX)
Common lisp implementation
Macintosh II; 2MB ofRAM (4MB recommendtd);
A/UX operating system.
$1,500 retail; academic and volume discounts are
available
Franz Inc.; 1995 University Ave.; Berkeley, CA 94704;
415-548-3600 or 800-333-7260
Allegro Common Lisp (OS)
Common lisp implementation

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
$600 retail; academic and volume discounts available
$350 retail; Allegro F1avors
$200 retail; Allegro Foreign Function Interface
$600 and up retail; Allegro Stand-Alone Application
Generator
Coral Software Corp.; PO Box 307; Cambridge,
MA 02142; 617-547-2662 or 80().521·1027
AlS Prolog Version 1.0
Prolog system

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB RAM; 128K ROMs;
hard disk drive recommended.
$349retail
Applied Logic Systems, Inc.; PO Box 90; University
Station; Syracuse, NY 13210; 315-471-3900
Cognate

Knowledge base development tool
512KE or larger Macintosh; external BOOK disk drive or
hard disk drive.
$150 retail
Peridom, Inc.; PO Box 1812; Bowie, MD 20716: 301·
390-9570

Cognate Developer's Kit
Supplies the inference engine used in Cognate
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; 2MB
ofRAM.
$250 retail
Peridom, Inc.; PO Box 1812; Bowie, MD. 20716;
301-390-9570
ExperCommon Lisp
Common lisp training and development environment
MacintosiJ Plus or larger.
$995retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
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Programming Tools/
Artificial Intelligence
ExperFacts
Expert systems shell
512K or larger Macintosh; extertUJl disk drive or hard

· disk drive; Experl.isp.

$495retaJ1
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
Experlnterface Builder
AI programming tool

Macintosh Plus or larger; ExperCommo11 Usp.
$395retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; ~5-967-1797
Experl.ink
Symbolic 3600 link to Experlisp

512K or larger Macintosh.

$500retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
Experl.isp 1.5
Programming language

Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$495retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
Experl..ogo-Pius
Programming language
512K or larger Macintosh; extertUJI disk drive or
hard disk drive.

$95 retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
ExperOPS5+
Expert systems shell
512K or larger Macintosh; extertUJI disk drive or
hard disk drive; Erper/.isp.

$495retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
ExperProlog ll
Prolog programming language
512K or larger Macintosh; extertUJI disk drive or

hard disk drive.

$495retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
Humble Expert System Shell V2.0
Expert system development tool for the Smalltalk-80
programming environment

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB ofRAM; hard disk
drive; Smalltalk-80 version 0.4.

$395retail
Xerox Special Information Systems; 250 N. Halstead St;
PO Box 5608; Pasadena, CA 91107; 818-351-2351
Instant-Expert 2.0
Expert system shell
512KE or larger Macintosh,· external disk drive or hard

disk drive.

$49.95 retail
Human Intellect Systems; 1670 S. Amphlett Blvd.,
Ste. 326; San Mateo, CA 94402; 415-571-5939
or 800-522-5939
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Instant-Expert Plus
Expert systems shell with graphics and variables
512KE or larger Macintosh; extmal disk drive or hard

disk drive.

$498retail
Human Intellect Systems; 1670 S. Amphlett Blvd.,
Ste. 326; San Mateo, CA 94402; 415-571-5939
or 80().522-5939
MacScheme
USPprogramming
512K or larger Macintosh.

$125retail
Semantic Microsystems, Inc.; 4470 SW Hall St.,
Ste. 340; Beaverton, OR 97005; 503-6434539
MacScheme+Toolsmith
USP development system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM.
$395retail
Semantic Microsystems, Inc.; 4470 SW Hall St,
Ste. 340; Beaverton, OR 97005; 503-6434539
MacSmarts 3.02
Expert system tool with Hypertext
512K or larger Macintosh.

$195retail
Cognition Technology Corp.; 55 Wheeler St;
Cambridge, MA 02138; 617-492-0246 or 8()().622-2829
I p,JacSmarts Professional
Hypermedia-based expert system tool

Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacSmarts Professional is an advanced version of
the MacSmarts expert system tool. It can link to
databases and spreadsheets (via SYLK and other files),
HyperCard stacks, MacPaint and PICT images and text
files. It can perform calculations and logical operations
on variables and data, using built-in functions and equations, and allows for hypermedia exploration of
knowledge.
MacSmarts Professional allows for creation of
knowledge bases with complex computational rules
that include mathematical functions, relations, logical
operators, expressions, certainty factors and variables.
This allows a knowledge base to look up values in a
database or spreadsheet, use them in a formula and,
based on the outcome, offer specific advice or create a
custom report
The program can create expert systems by entering explicit rules, by entering examples of how an
expert makes decisions or both. Examples can be
imported from spreadsheets or databases. Rules can
read and write SYLK files and tab- and comma-delimited text files. The SYLK interface also enables MatSmarts to act as an inference server on aTops or other
PC/Macintosh network.
MacSmarts Professional can handle up to 4,000
rules per knowledge base and 1,000 examples per rule.
By linking knowledge bases, expert systems of very
large size and power can be constructed, limited only
by available hard disk capacity.
The program includes a complete report-generation capability for expanded text and graphics advice
and session reporting. It prints all linked documents.
Three levels of security are available to protect proprietary knowledge bases. It allows for launching any
application and external calls to functions written in C.

MacSmarts Professional runs in the background
under MultiFmder, is not copy protected and comes in
single and multiuser versions.
$495retail
Cognition Technology Corp.; 55 Wheeler St;
Cambridge, MA 02138; 617-492-0246 or 8()().622-2829
Nexpert Object
Expert system development toot rule and object-based
system; access to external programs and databases
Macintosh IL
$5,000 retail
Neuron Data, Inc.; 444 High St; Palo Alto, CA 94301;
415-321-4488
.

Nexus
Expert system shell and language compiler
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$4,800 retail
Human Intellect Systems; 1670 S. Amphlett Blvd.,
Ste. 326; San Mateo, CA 94402; 415-571-5939 or
800-522-5939
IOurse
Expert system production

Any Macintosh.
Ourse is a tool for the production of expert systems
that use the following elements: a knowledge representation model (clauses); a reasoning model (SL-resolution); an interface module that allows the expert to
express its knowledge of the domain; and an explanation model that allows the system to be understood, its
objectives to be discovered and access to the general
state of the knowledge. It also includes window
management
$3,395 retail
Avenue Software, Inc.; 1173 W. Charest Blvd., Ste. 390;
Quebec City, Quebec, Canada GIN 2C9; 418-682-3088
Pearl Lisp
lisp programming environment

Macintos/1 Plus or larger.
$175 retail
Coral Software Corp.; PO Box 307; Cambridge,
MA 02142; 617-547-2662 or 800-521-1027
Prolog DVersion 2.4
Artificial intelligence language
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.

$495 U.S. retail
$150 U.S. retail; teaching version
Avenue Software, Inc.; 1173 W. Charest Blvd., Ste. 390;
Quebec City, Quebec, Canada GIN 2C9; 418-682-3088
SuperExpert
Example-based expert system development package
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard

disk drive.

$199.95 retail
Softsync, Inc.; 162 Madison Ave.; New York. NY 10016;
212-685-2080

Business And Professional Software

Programming Tools/
Assembly Language
Consulair 68000 Development System
Complete, professional Macintosh assembly language
development system
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$79.95 retail
Consulair Corp.; PO Box 2192; Ketchum, 1D 83340;
2()8.726-5846
HeapShow Version 3.0
.
,
Graphically represents the contents of any Macmtosh s
RAM while applications actually run.
.
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$79retai1
B!f Computing Corp.; PO Box 1465; Euless, TX 76039;
817-267·1415

MacAdvantage 68000 Assembler
32-bit macro assembler
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$99.95 retail
Pecan Software Systems, Inc.; 1410 39th St; Brooklyn,
NY 11218; 718-851-3100
MacAsm Macroassembler
Assembly language development system
Any Macintosh.
$125 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
818-991-6540
Memory Map
Memory observation desk accessory
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$59.95 retail
SoftPlus; 14500 Chrisman Hill Dr.; Boyds, MD 20841;
301-54().6552
TMONV2.8.1
Interactive, multiwindow monitorI debugger
512K or larger Macintosh.
$149.95 retail
.
.
Icom Simulations, Inc.; 648 S. Wheeling Rd.; Wheeling,
IL 60090; 312·5204440
Universal Cross Assembler
F1exible, table-based cross-assemble
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$299retail
Memocom Development Tools; 1301 Denton Dr.,
Ste. 204; Carrollton, TX 75006; 214-446-9906

JlASM

Microprocessor software development
512K or larger Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
• •
Micro Dialects, Inc.; PO Box 30014; Cincmnati,
OH 45230; 513-271-9100

Programming Tools/Basic
DS-Basic
Basic utilities
Any Macintosh; Basic.
$24.95 retail
Daystar Software, Inc.; 5906 NW Walnut Creek Dr.;
Kansas City, MO 64152; 816-741-4310
Microsoft: QuickBasic 1.0

Basic development environment
.
. .
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK doub~e-stde~ ~isk. dnve;
hard disk drive or two BOOK double-&tded disk dnves
recommended.
$99retail
Microsoft Corp.; 16011 NE 36th Way; Box 97017;
Redmond, WA 98073; 206-882-8080
Nibble Mac Utility Pack
MS Basic programming aids
Any Macintosh.
$29.95 retail
. D
MicroSparc, Inc./Nibble Publications; 52 Dommo r.;
Concord, MA 01742; 617-371-1660
PCMacBasic

Compiler
.
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK ofdisk storage.
$39.95 retail
.
Pterodactyl Software; 90S W. Califorma Ave.;
Mill Valley, CA 94941; 415-3884827
RBasic
Basic programming language
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$149 retail
•
Indexed Software, Inc.; 40960 E. F1onda Ave.; Heme~
CA 92344; 714-929-2749
I RBasic MUMS 3.0
Multiuser relational Basic programming language
512K or larger Macintosh.
Applications created with RBasic MUMS enhance
large database management systems in a "fully shared"
environment Multiple users can access (read) and
update (write) information to the same volume at the
same time.
d' b . .
RBasic's original features, inclu mg u11t~m
indexed sequential file (ISAM) system, on-un~t control,
graphics, windows, pull-down menus, customized .
alerts, text field editor suppor~ HFS support, multiple
font printing, line and column outpu~ etc., are fully
implemented with this version. .
• •
Practical customized and efficient applications can
be created to perform inventory management, job cost
accounting, accounts payable, payrolL cu~tomer file
management/mailing lists/accounts recewable, etc.
$99retail
•
Indexed Software, Inc.: 40960 E. F1onda Ave.; Hemet,
CA 92344: 714-929-2749

True Basic 2.0, Language & Runtime
Programming language

512K or larger Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 45 Theodore Fremd Ave.; Rye,
NY 10580; 80().872·2742
ZBasic4.0
Basic compiler
512K or larger Macintosh.
$89.95 retail
Zedcor, Inc.; 4500 E. Speedway, Ste. 22; Tucson,
AZ 85712: 602-881-8101 or 8004824567

ZBasic Construction Set
•
MacDraw-type environment for manipulating edit
fields, buttons, win~ows, menus and scroll bars
512K or larger Maantosh.
$49.95 retail
Zedcor, Inc.; 4500 E. Speedway, Ste. 22; Tucson, AZ
85712; 602-881-8101 or 8004824567

Programming Tools/C
AztecC
Cdevelopment system
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$125 retail; Aztec C
$189 retail; Aztec C+SDB
$189 retail; Aztec MPW C
$125 retail; Aztec SDB
$125 retail; Aztec CUmTools
$250 retail; Aztec Clibrary Source
Manx Software Systems; 1Industrial Way; Eatontown,
NJ 07724; 201-542-2121 or 800-221-0440
C- Desk Accessories
File manipulation desk accessories
512K or larger Macintosh.
$25 retait DA with documentation
$50 retait source code loaded with comme!lts
Coherent Cognition: PO Box 24114; San D1ego,
CA 92124: 619-278-4141
C-Tree File Handler
Multikey ISAM/low-level B+ Tree utilities
Any Macintosh.
$395retail
Faircom; 4006 W. Broadway; Columbia, MO 65203;
314-445-6833
ConsuJair MacC 68020/68881
Ccompiler for Macintosh Dand other 020 upgrades
Macintosh with 68020/68881 boards.
$600retail
$200 retail; upgrade
Consulair Corp.; PO Box 2192; Ketchum, ID 83340;
208-726-5846
ConsuJair MacC Jr.
Cdevelopment system
512K or larger Macintosh.
$79.95 retail
Consulair Corp.; PO Box 2192; Ketchum, ID 83340;
208-726-5846
ConsuJair MacC/MacC Toolkit Version 5.0
Ccompiler; development tools
512K or larger Macintosh.
$425retail
Consulair Corp.; PO Box 2192; Ketchum, ID 83340;
208-726-5846

ID-Tree
Application generation modules
Any Macintosh.
. .
•
D-Tree is a set of application generation m~ules,
including a data dictionary, that can be used as IS or
modified to suit specific needs.
•
The D-Tree toolbox allows programmers to destgn
their own development environments by providing
functions that can be used to create an application gen·
erator. a data dictionary or, at the low leveL generate
the structures to use C-Tree and R-Tree.
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Programming Tools/C
Productivity is enhanced via D-Tree scripts and
abilities. The D-Tree script is a standard ACSII text file
that specifies the use of D-Tree abilities. AD-Tree ability is a logically related set of functions whose actions
may be guided by portions of the D-Tree script. D-Tree
· is designed to encourage developers to add their own
abilities.
Features include: Faircom's own termcap for
screen and keyboard portability; D-Tree routines to
interface to C-Tree; complete data portability; a data
dictionary; a code dictionary; an ability dictionary; a
relationship dictionary; and general utilities, including a
general table lookup function, an internal sort function
and date and time functions.
$495 retail
Faircom; 4006 W. Broadway; Columbia, MO 65203;
314445-6833
• Designer C++
Proprietary implementation of AT&'Ps C++ language
Madntosh running A/UX
Designer C++ is a proprietary implementation of
AT&'Ps C++ language. Available for Apple's A/UX operating system, Designer C++ enhances the Clanguage
by providing extensive data abstraction, optional strong
type-checking, dynamic typing, operator and function
overloading and other object-oriented programming
facilities. In addition, Designer C++ supports all Cconstructs and directives.
Designer C++ brings strong type-checking to C,
addressing a major limitation of the language without
increasing run-time overhead or altering Ccode passed
through it. The object-oriented nature of Designer C++
permits more generalized description of data and functions which, in turn, yields more reusable code. In addition, it is particularly well-suited to larger applications,
such as user interface design and graphics.
Other A/UX versions of the company's object-oriented programming tools for Mac A/UX wiD be available. These include Screens++, a user-interface class
library for Designer C++; C++/Emacs, a version of the
popular editor Emacs, enhanced with features specific
to writing C++ programs; and C2PS, a ublity that translates C-language programs into PostScript.
$795retail
Oasys, Inc.; 230 Second Ave.; Waltham, MA 02154;
617-890-7889
Informix-ESQUC
Enables programmers to embed SQL statements into
Cprograms
Madntosh II; A!UX operating system.
$1,200 retail
lnformix Software, Inc.; 4100 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-322-4100
McCPrint
Csource code beautifier/reformatter
Any Madntosh.
$59.95 retail
MMC AD Systems; PO Box 360845; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-263-0781
R-Tree Report Generator
Extraction and formatting utility
Any Madntosh.
S295retail
Faircom; 4006 W. Broadway; Columbia, MO 65203;
314445-6833
Think's UghtspeedC V3.0
Integrated Cdevelopment environment
Madntosh Plus or larger.
$175retail
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$69 retail; upgrade to V2.15
Symantec Corp.; 10201 Torre Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 800441-7234 or 800-626-8847 inCA

Programming Tools/
CASE Tools
ACPVision
CASE tool for rea~time software design
512K or larger Macintosh.
$495retail
Andyne Computing, Ltd.; 544 Princess St., Ste. 202;
Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 1C7; 613-5484355
or 800-267-0665 in U.S.
Anatool3.0
Structured systems analysis; CASE tool
512K or larger Madntosh; hard disk drive; Image Writer
or /..4serWriter.
$925 retail
Advanced Logical Software; 9903 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Ste. 108; Beverly Hills. CA 90212; 213-653-5786
Blue/20, For System Flowcharts
CASE tool
512K or larger Madntosh; /mage Writer or LaserWriter.
$1,875 retail
Advanced Logical Software; 9903 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Ste. 108; Beverly Hills, CA 90212; 213-653-5786
Consoi·DFD
CASE tool for designing data flow diagrams
Madntosh Plus or larger.
$1,775 retail; multiple discounts are available
SystemOid, Inc.; 1175 Lavigerie Ave., Ste. 90;
Sainte-Foy, Quebec, Canada G1V 4P1; 418-657-5582
Consoi-ERM
CASE tool for designing entity-relationship data models
512K or larger Madntosh.
$1,775 retail; multiple discounts are available
SystemOid, Inc.; 1175 Lavigerie Ave., Ste. 90;
Sainte-Foy, Quebec, Canada G1V 4P1; 418-657-5582
Consoi-LDM
CASE tool for building logical data models and generating database schemas
Madntosh Plus or larger.
$1,775 retail; multiple discounts are available
SystemOid, Inc.; 1175 Lavigerie Ave., Ste. 90;
Sainte-Foy, Quebec, Canada G1V 4P1; 418-657-5582
Deft
Computer-aided software engineering

512KE or larger Madntosh; VAX/VMS/ULTRIX, Tandem, UNIX.
$9,000 to $61,500 retail; price depends on configuration
Deft, Inc.; 557 Dixon Rd., Ste.llO; Toronto (Rexdale),
Ontario, Canada M9W 1H7; 416-249-2246

ERVision
Database design tool
512K or larger Madntosh.
S495retat1
Andyne Computing, Ltd.; 544 Princess St., Ste. 202;
Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 1C7; 613-548-4355
or 800-267-0665 in U.S.
Foundation Vista
SQLoriented CASE tool
Madntosh with 1MB ofRAM.
Call for pricing
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St.; Los Altos,
CA 94022; 415-948-7920

Iconix PowerTools Version 2.0
Software productivity improvement
512K or larger Madntosh.
$4,495 retail; Powetrools \mcludes FreeFlow, PowerPOL, SmartChart, FastTask)
$1,895 retail; FreeFiow
$995 retail; PowerPDL
$1,495 retail; SmartChart
$1,595 retail; Fas(fask
lconix Software Engineering, Inc.; 2800 28th St.,
Ste. 320; Santa Monica, CA 90405; 213-458-0092
MacDesigner 1.2 & 2.0
Tool for automating structured design process
Madntosh with 1MB ofRAM; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
$498 retail; Version 1.2
$48 retail; demo
$1,494 retail; Site license
$795 retail; Version 2.0
$79 retail; demo
$2,385 retail; Site license
Excel Software; PO Box 1414; Marshalltown, JA 50158;
515-752-5359

Programming Tools/Forth
ForthTalk Kernel
Provides a complete interactive object-based programming environment
512K or larger Madntosh; MacForth K3.5x.
$30 retail; ForthTalk Kernel
$25 retait ForthTalk library
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. k. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA
MacDTools
Extension of basic MacForth Plus programming
language
Macintosh IL
$79 retail
Creative Solutions, Inc.; 4701 Randolph Rd., Ste. 12;
Rockville, MD 20852; 301-98W262
or 800-367-8465 (orders)
MacForth 3-D I.Jorary
Graphics and animation extensions to MacForth
programming language
Any Macintosh; MacForth.
$25retail
Creative Solutions, Inc.; 4701 Randolph Rd., Ste. 12;
Rockvtlle, MD 20852; 301-984-0262
or 800-367-8465 (orders)
MacForth Plus
Multitasking programming environment
Any Macintosh.
$199 retail; MacForth Plus
$89 retail; MacForth Plus/Student Version
Creative Solutions, Inc.; 4701 Randolph Rd., Ste. 12;
Rockville, MD 20852; 301-984-0262
or 800-367-8465 (orders)
Mach2 Forth/Assembly Development System
Interactive, integrated programming and hardware
debugging environment
512K or larger Madntosh.
$99.95 retail
Palo Alto Shipping Co.; PO Box 7430; Menlo Park,
CA 94026; 415-363-1399 or 800443-6784

Business And Professional Software

Programming Tools/Forth
MasterForth
lmpleme.ntation of the Forth programming language
Any Macintosh.
$125 retail; MasterForth
$60 each retail; Floating Point, Relocator
$350 retail; Target Compiler
MicroMotion; 8726 S. Sepulveda Blvd., #Al71; Los
Angeles, CA 90045; 213-821-4340

$169 retail
Tensor laboratories; PO Box 9723; Stanford,
CA 94305; 707-763-7873
Microsoft Fortran 2.2
Compiler
Any Macintosh.
$295 retail
Microsoft Corp.; 16011 NE 36th Way; Box 97017;
Redmond, WA 98073; 2~.8Q80

Programming Tools/Pascal
Programming Tools/Fortran
Language Systems Fortran Vl.l
Fortran compiler in MPW
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$345 retail; includes MPW
Language Systems Corp.; 441 Carlisle Dr.; Herndon,
VA 22070; 703-478-0181
MacFortran V2.4
ANSI 77 Fortran compiler
512K or larger Macintosh.
$295 retail
Absoft Corp.; 2781Bond St.; Auburn Hills, Ml 48057;

DS.Pascal
Pascal utilities
Any Macintosh; Pascal compiler.
$24.95 retail
Daystar Software, Inc.; 5906 NWWalnut Creek Dr.;
Kansas City, MO 64152; 816-741-4310
MacAdvantage UCSD Pascal
Programming language
Any Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
Pecan Software Systems, Inc.: 1410 39th St.: Brooklyn,
NY 11218; 718-851·3100

Pascal Pointers
Pictorially interprets and displays the results of Pascal
commands that use pointers and dynamic variables
Any Macintosh; Finder 4.1.
$17 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A:. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 80().23~919 or 80().292-&;40 inCA
PDQ Pascal
New version of UCSD Pascal designed for beginning
progmmmers
A11y Maci11tosh.
$79.95 retail
Pecan Software Systems, Inc.; 1410 39111 St.; Brooklyn,
NY 11218; 718-851·3100
Simply-Done Charts And Graphs
Pascal object modules
512K or larger Macintosh; TML Pascal.
$49 retail
SouthWest Software Design and Consulting, Inc.:
PO Box 23795; Tempe, AZ 85285;
Simply-Done VO; Simply-Done Numerics
Pascal object modules
512K or larger Macintosh; TML Pascal.
$49 retail
SouthWest Software Design and Consulting, Inc.;
PO Box 23795; Tempe, AZ 85285;

313-85J.0050

MacFortran/020 V2.4
68020/68881 Fortran 77 compiler with debugger com·
patible with 512K Macintosh to Macintosh II
512K or larger Macintosh.
$495 retail
Absoft Corp.; 2781Bond St.; Auburn Hills, Ml 48057;
313-85J.0050

MacFortran/NUX
Mainframe caliber optimizing compiler
Macintosh /l; A/UX.
$495 retail
Absoft Corp.; 2781 Bond St.; Auburn Hills, MI 48057;
313-85J.0050
I MacFortran/MPWVl.O

Mainframe caliber optimizing compiler
68020/68881-lxlsed Macintosh; MPW 3.0.
MacFortran/ MPW is a mainframe caliber optimiz·
ing full ANSI 77 compiler designed to facilitate porting
and developing mainframe programs on a Macintosh.
Included are most VAX/VMS and many Fortran 8X
extensions, as well as Complex*16, Nametist, full sui}
port for the MPW debugger, Sane and interlanguage
calling with other MPW languages.
Features include full support for the 68020/68030
and 68881/68882, full toolbox support, no limit on code
or data and is 100 percent source compatible with all
MacFortrans and MS Fortran.
$495 retail
Absoft Corp.; 2781 Bond St; Auburn Hills, Ml 48057;
313-85J.0050

Mactran Plus Version 3.0
Integrated Fortran 77 development system
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$399 retail; Version 3.0
$99 retail; upgrade from Version 2.0
DCM Data Products; 1710, Two Tandy Ctr.; Fort
Worth,TX 76102; 817-870.2202
McFace Package V3.2
Stand-alone set of code resources that rapidly add a
Mac interface to programs written in Fortran
512K or larger Macintosh.

There are no bruises.
So now only a shattered spirit remains.
And no broken bones.
And the light oflaughter has gone out.
She seems the picture of the perfect child.
Rememberthat words hit as ha rd as a fist.
So W"dtch what you say.
But ifyou look closely you can see how
rejection, fear and constant humiliation have
You don't have to lift a hand to hurt your
left scars that have tragically affected her
child.
childhood .
Take time out. Don't take it out on your kid.
. . . Write: National Commiuc.: for Prevention of Child Ahuse. Box 2!l66F.. Chicago. 1L 60690
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Programming Tools/Pascal
Think's Ugbtspeed Pascal V2.0

Professional Pascal development environment

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$125retail
$49 retail; upgrade to Vl.ll
· Symantec Corp.; 10201 Torre Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 800441-7234 or ~6-8847 in CA
TMLPascal D
Native-code Pascal compiler

Macintosh Plus or IIJrger; 1MB ofRAM,· external disk
drive and hard disk drive.
$125 retail
TMLSystems, Inc.; 8837-B Goodbys Executive Dr.;
Jacksonville, FL 32217; 904-63&8592
TML Source Code Library ll
Programming examples written in TML Pascal D

Macintosh Plus or IIJrger; external disk drive and hard
disk drive; TML Pascalll
$69.95 retail
TML Systems, Inc.; 8837-B Goodbys Executive Dr.;
Jacksonville, FL 32217; 904-63&8592
Turbo Pascal Database Toolbox
Allows users to build their own Turbo Pascal database
programs

512K or larger Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
Borland International; 1800 Green Hills Rd.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 403438-8400
Turbo Pascal For The Macintosh
Complete Pascal development environment

512K or larger Macintosh.

$99.95 retail
Borland International; 1800 Green Hills Rd.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 40843S8400
Turbo Pascal Numerical Methods Toolbox
Implements high-level mathematical methods to solve
common problems that arise in scientific/engineering
environments

512K or IIJrger Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
Borland International; 1800 Green Hills Rd.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-8400

Programming Tools/Other
I Ada MacHost
Allows applications written in Ada programming language to interoperate with Macintosh environment

Macintosh Plus or larger.

Ada MacHost allows applications written in the Ada
programming language to intemperate with the Macintosh environment. Ada MacHost is actually two pieces
of software: a h'brary of Ada packages that resides on
the host computer (e.g., a Digital Equipment Corp.
VAX) and a server that resides on the Macintosh. A
user simply creates Ada applications on the host computer and, by using the Ada MacHost library packages,
interacts with one or more Macintoshes connected to
the host.
Ada MacHost users may create applications with
many windows simultaneously active on the same Macintosh screen. Each window has access to the standard
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Macintosh user interface, including dialog windows,
alert windows, graphics windows, list windows, text
windows and pull-down menus. Use of the Ada
MacHost h'brary requires minimal Macintosh experience. Thus, users can concentrate on application rather
than user interface issues.
Ideally suited to Ada MacHost are applications that
require multiple users simultaneously connected in a
"star'' network configuration. The Ada MacHost library
completely ensures mutual exclusion to the shared
resources of each Macintosh.
Because of the division of responsibilities between
the Ada MacHost h'brary and the server, applications
may distn'bute their processing. That is, the full capabilities of the Macintosh environment are available while
the host application is executing. The application can
also use Ada tasks to allow for concurrent processing
on the host.
Call for pricing
EVB Software Engineering, Inc.; 5320 Spectrum Dr.;
Frederick. MD 21701; 301-695-6960
I AdaVantage Compiler 2.2
Provides Ada programming capabilities
Macintosh PillS or larger; 2MB ofRAM; 20MB hard

disk drive; MPW C

The AdaVantage compiler provides fast, efficient,
production-quality Ada programming capabilities for
Macintosh computers.
Standard features include: support for full generics,
tasking and separate compilation; provides all standard
packages; implements most of the implementationdependent system programming facilities (ANSI/MII.r
STD-1815A Chapter 13); a set of library management
tools that provide control over programming project
organization and databases of compilation units; and
auxiliary directory arrangements that permit separation of source code and compiler-generated files.
The optional Meridian AdaVantage Optimizer
improves code output by providing constant expression
e~uation,deadcoderemo~.PunpoptinUzations,

common subexpression elimination. strength reduction
and unused subprogram removal.
The optional Meridian AdaVantage Debugger provides an interactive source-level debugging capability.
The debugger supports breakpoints, subprogram
traces, single-stepping, subprogram call back-traces
and full Ada variable reference syntax.
The AdaVantage compiler is supplied on four
.
diskettes. Included are: the compiler, a high-level linker,
library management tools, standard support packages,
additional 1/0 packages and run-time object libraries.
$1,195 retail
Meridian Software Systems; 23141 Verdugo Dr.; Laguna
Hills, CA 92653; 714-38().9800
Attwnced String u"brary
Programming tools

512K or larger Macintosh; True Basic.
$69.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 45 Theodore Fremd Ave.; Rye,
NY 10580; 80().872-2742

Blue/60
Data modeling
512K or IIJrger Macintosh; ImageWriter or I.aserWriter.
$1,875 retail
Advanced logical Software; 9903 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Ste. 108; Beverly Hills, CA 90212; 213-653-5786
C-Shell
Generic application development

512KE or larger Macintosh.
$30 U.S. retail
Cognitive Computing, Inc.; 300-1190 Melville St.;
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6E 3W1; 604-669-9800
Capps' Editor Construction Kit
Add-on programming language environment

512K or larger Macintosh; UghtspeedC Compiler.
$75 retail
Symantec Corp.; 10201 Torre Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 800441-7234 or ~7 inCA
CoCoPro
Estimates resources for software development projects

512K or larger Macintosh.
$495retail
Iconix Software Engineering, Inc.; 2800 28th St.,
Ste. 320; Santa Monica, CA 90405; 213-4530092
ConsuJair Ub1ities
Programming utilities

512K or larger Macintosh.
$50 retail
Consulair Corp.; PO Box 2192; Ketchum, ID 83340;
208-726-5846
DBx
Dbase to Ctranslator

512K or IIJrger Macintosh; hard disk drive: LightspeedC
or Aztec C.
$750retail
Desktop AI; 303 linwood Ave.; Fairfield, CT 06430;
203-255-3400

Design/OA
Tool for generating graphic products, prototypes,
programs

Macintosh Plus or larger; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$7,500 retail
Meta Software Corp.; 150 CambridgePark Dr.; Cambridge, MA 02140; 617-576-6920 or 80().227-4106
ExpressForm
Screen and forms manager

512K or larger Macintosh.
$94.95 retail
Evolutionary Commercial Systems; PO Box 639;
Friendswood, TX 77546; 713-996-0061
Extender GrafPak 2.01; Professional Extender
GrafPak 2.01
Object code h'braries for creating graphs and plots

Macintosh Plus or IIJrger.

AutoDialog
Dialog-manager interface

512K or IIJrger Macintosh; external disk drive.

$89.95 retail; Extender GrafPak
$159.95 retail; Professional Extender GrafPak
Invention Software Corp.; PO Box 3168; Ann Arbor,
MI 48106; -313-996-8108

$79 retail (upgrades to registered users $10)
Jam Technologies; 685 Market St., Ste. 860;
San Francisco, CA 94105; 415442.0795
or Int +612-799-1888 (Australia)

Facelt
Adds Macintosh interface to programs written in Basic,
C, Fortran, Pascal and others

Any Macintosh.
$100retail
FaceWare; 1310 N. Broadway; Urbana, IL 61801;
217-328-5842

Business And Professional Software

Programming Tools/Other
FormsProgrammer
Printer layout chart; programming utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
$99 retail
OHM Software; 163 Richard Dr.; Tiverton, Rl 02878;
401-253-9354 or 80().346-9034
FreeForm For The Macintosh
Programming tool; interface between Macintosh and
Britton Lee Shared Database System (SDS)
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive; Brittonue Intelligent Database Machine; 1MB ofmemor.)t
$5,500 retail; starting price
Products Diversified, Inc.; 9720 Beechnut,l406;
Houston, TX 77036; 713-771-8357
IGetMemo
Add-on for MeMax database that enables users to output memo fields
Macintosh Plus or larger.
GetMemo is a McMax procedure that makes it possible tooutput memo fields. McMax, the Dbase III Plus
compatible for the Macintosh, does not provide this
capability. Memo fields can be created with McMax, but
cannot be used in reports.
GetMemo locates the memo field for the database
and record number given to GetMemo. lt then proceeds to read the memo field and wordwrap it to the left
and right margin specifications passed to GetMemo.
Programmers can place GetMemo and Wordwrap into
procedure or program files as preferred.
GetMemo is provided in its source code, allowing
changes to be made to suit developers' needs.
$35 retail
JPL Associates; 18 Sequoia Way; San Francisco,
CA 94127; 415469-8862
HCI Snobol
Text programming language
512K or larger Macintosh.
$295 retail
Human.{;omputer Interface, Ltd.; 25 City Rd.;
Cambridge CBIIDP. England; 44-223-314934
I Hoops Graphics System V2.0
Hierarchical object-oriented picture system
Macintosh ll.
Hoops, Hierarchial Object-Oriented Picture System, is a library of advanced three-dimensional graph·
ics routines fo r developing device independent,
interactive graphics applications.
The systemstores graphics objects in a database
and performs rendering and transformation using simple, declarative, natural language commands. Hoops
features hidden line/surface removal and multiple light
source rendering.
Supported devices include DEC Vaxstations, Sun
workstations, Silicone Graphics Iris, IBM and 386 per·
sonal computers and Macintosh II. HP.{;L and
PostScript output devices and intelligent Tektronix terminals are also supported.
$575 retail
Ithaca Software, Inc.; 902 W. Seneca St.; Ithaca.
NY 14850; 607-273-3690
HyperEngine
Developer tool that opens stacks within applications
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$125 retail; distribution licenses available from Symmetry for commercial products
Symmetry Corp.; 761E. University Dr.; Mesa,
AZ 85203; 602-844-2199 or 8()().624·2485

lnformix-4GL
SQL-based fourth-generation language for database
applications
Macintosh II;A/UX. operating system.
$2,400 retail
lnformix Software, Inc.; 4100 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-322-4100
lnformix-ESQUAda
Enables programmers to embed SQL statements into
Ada programs
Macintosh ll; A/UX. operating system.
$1,600 retail
lnformix Software, Inc.; 4100 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-322-4100
lnformix-SQL
Relational database based on ANSI-standard Structured
Query Language (SQL)
Macintosh ll; A/UX. operating system.
$1,600 retail
lnformix Software, Inc.; 4100 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-322-4100
l.asertalk
PostScript language development environment
Macintosh Plus or larger; LaserWriter or other
PostScript printer.
$249 retail
Emerald City Software; PO Box 2103; Menlo Park,
CA 94026; 415-368-8303
Linear And Non-Linear Programming
Mathematical programming using Simplex and Monte
Carlo techniques
512K or larger Macintosh.
$95 retail
lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, Vf 05440;
514-933-4918
MacExpress
Instant application and user interface manager;
development tool
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$195 retail
Alsoft, Inc.; PO Box 927; Spring, TX 77383;
713-353-4090
MacF1ow2.0
Flowchart design and documentation
512Kor larger Macintosh.
$195 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
818-99Hi540
The Macintosh Power System
Development environment; compilers
512Kor larger Macintosh.
$129.95 retail; includes one free compiler
$99.95 each retail; UCSDPascal, Modula-2, Fortran-77,
Basic
Pecan Software Systems, Inc.; 1410 39th St.; Brooklyn,
NY 11218; 718-851-3100
MacMumps 4.30
Mumps programming language
Macintosh Plus or larger. .
$199.95 retail; Macintosh Plus, SE
$399.95 retail; Macintosh II
MGiobal; 3618 ML Vernon, Ste. D; Houston, TX 77006;
713-529-4858

IMacNews
Window system for Macintosh UNIX
Macintosh ll; A/UX.; 4MB of RAM; hard disk drive.
Based on NeWS, the MacNews window system
provides a Macintosh II NUX user with a multitasking
networked environment for PostScript, text and graphic
imaging.
MacNews contains a full and complete PostScript
interpreter, which can be used to preview PostScript
documents before they are sent to a laser printer or
phototypesetter. All Mac News screen output is done is
PostScript, so it can be fully scaled, rotated or masked
without changing the application program.
MacNews provides a slick user interface for appli·
cations running on a Macintosh ll, or on any computer
connected to it through a TCP/ IP network. Heavily
compute-bound applications, such as CAD or computer
modeling, can run on a fast machine while being cootrolled from and displayed on a Macintosh.
The user interface is written in PostScript, and its
full source is included so a user can customize it, or so
parts of it can be copied into application code. The
NeWS application program interface is written inC;
source is included in the MacNews product so it can be
compiled into applications on any UNIX machine.
For software developers, NeWS runs on many
machines from any manufacturers, including Sun, Sili·
con Graphics, 386 Xenix systems, Whitechapel and
Acorn. Once a user's applications run through Mac·
News, they will port, with the same user interface, to
today's and tomorrow's more powerful UNIX machines.
$225 retail
Grasshopper Group; 212 Clayton St.; San Francisco.
CA 94117; 415-668-5998
MacNosy Part II, 'The Debugger"
High level, symbolic debugger
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$170 retail; Plus and SE version
$350 retail; 11 version (universal)
(Both versions include Mac Nosy V2)
)asik Designs; 343 Trenton Way; Menlo Park, CA
94025; 415-322-1386
l\1acomo
Software development cost and schedule estimation
system
512K or larger Macintosh.
$185 retail
OITC, Inc.; PO Box 73; Melbourne Beach, FL 32951;
407-984-3714
IMacSRMS
Revision management; source code control
512K or larger Macintosh.

MacSRMS is a full-featured version control system
(also known as source code control) that can be used
by programmers and system developers to effectively
control the proliferation of the many versions of source
associated with programming projects.
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MacSRMS stores all versions of source (the contents of any text file) in a single Macintosh library file,
providing a user with the ability to retrieve any particu·
lar version from the library. It supports all programming environments, compilers and editors that store
the source in the form of ASCII characters. The library
Check In and Check Out facilities can be used in the
form of a desk accessory, an MPW tool or a stand-alone
application. Historical reporting, library status and calculation of file differences are part of an integrated
Macintosh application.
Associated with each version of source in the
library is a unique Version Identifier, the date and time
of insertion of the version into the library, and unlimit·
ed user comments.
History (audit) reports may be generated for any
version in a library.
MacSRMS drastically reduces disk space requirements by storing only the changes in the library. Full
branching is supported, allowing multiple revisions to
be created from one base version.
MacSRMS is designed to handle the requirements
of larger programming environments by identifying all
library transactions with an author's name; incorporat·
ing a password mechanism to restrict access to a
library; and supporting the storage of libraries on an
AppleShare or Tops file server.
Predefined keywords may be embedded in tlte
source and replaced by assigned values upon retrieval
of the source from the library.
MacSRMS offers a fully functional Macintosh user
interface, an integrated editor and compatibility with
MultiFinder and AppleShare.
$195 retail; single user version
$495 retail; three-user version
$5 retail; demo
Quilt Computing; 7048 Stratford Rd.; Woodbury,
MN 55125; 612-7394650
MacYACC V2.0
Automatically generates Csource code for building
assemblers, compilers, calculators, typesetting ian·
guagcs, language translators, pattern analyzers
5I2K or larger Macintosh; MPW
$395 retail
Abraxas Software, Inc.; 7033 SW Macadam; Portland,
OR 97219; 503-244-5253
I MetCom Modula-2
Programming environment
Macintosh PillS or larger; two BOOK disk drives; System
4.1or later.
MetCom Modula-2 is an integrated programming
environment that includes an ultra fast one-pass nativecode compiler, an integrated multiwindow text editor
and an interactive source-level debugger.
The Metcom Modula-2 system generates very fast
compact code and compiles at speeds ranging from
5,000 to 15,000 lines per minute. The system can gener·
ate code for target machines and supports
MC68000/ MC68020/MC68881 code generation. The
system fullysupports the Macintosh Operating System
and Toolbox.
The system includes a powerful auto-make project
facility for managing module dependencies and smart
compilation. MetComModula-2 supports conditional
compilation and embedded compiler directives and is
available under a comprehensive site-licensing policy to
multiple Macintosh computing environments.
$245 retail; site licensing available
Metropolis Computer Networks, Inc.; The Trimex
Bldg., Rte. 11; Mooers, NY 12958; 514-866-4776 or
514-871-8617
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MicroState
Computer-aided instruction authoring and delivery
application that stores and reports student achievement
and lesson effectiveness data
Macintosh PillS or larger; harddisk drive; Image Writer
recommended.
$150 retail; program
$15 retail; demo
Preceptor Systems, Inc.; PO Box 3941; Frederick,
MD 21701; 301-662-6883
Modula-2 For The Macintosh
Programming language
512K or larger Maci11tosh.
$99.95 retail; regular
$149.95 retail; developer
$299.95 retail; commercial
TDI Software; 10355 Brockwood Rd.; Dallas,1X 75238;
214-34(}4942
Numerical Recipes
Scientific computations
Any Macintosh.
$39 each retail; Numerical Recipes (specify Fortran,
Pascal or C)
$29 each retail; Numerical Recipes Examples (specify
Fortran, Pascal or C)
Numerical Recipes Software; PO Box 243; Cambridge,
MA 02238
Object Logo 2.0
Extended version of Logo
512K or larger Macintosh.
$125 retail
Coral Software Corp.; PO Box 307; Cambridge, MA
02142; 617-547-2662 or 800-521-1027
P-tra1

Basic-to-Pascal translation
Any Macintosh.
$179 retail
Woodchuck Industries, Inc.; 340 W 17th St., #2B;
New York, NY 10011; 212-924-0576 or 212-2066490
PICT Detective V2.0
Gives a complete description of any valid QuickDraw
picture
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$125 retail
Palomar Software, Inc.; PO Box 120; Oceanside,
CA 92054; 619-721-7000
PostHaste
Interactive PostScript utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
$59.95 retail; MultiFinder compatible
Micro Dynamics, lld.; 8555 16th St., Ste. 802; Silver
Spring. MD 20910; 301-58%'300 or 800-634-7638
Professional Programmer's Extender 3.05
Programmer's Extender Volumes 1& 2 with 100 percent source code
Macintosh PillS or larger.
$395 retail; Routines are available for UghtspeedC,
Aztec C, MPW C, Ughtspeed Pascal, MPW Pascal,
TML Pascal and Turbo Pascal.
Invention Software Corp.; PO Box 3168; Ann Arbor,
Ml 48106; 313-996-8108

Programmer's Extender Volumes I And 2
Version 3.05
Programming libraries
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$119.95 retail; per volume
Invention Software Corp.; PO Box 3168; Ann Arbor, MI
48106; 313-99&8108
The Programmer's Online Companion,
Macintosh Version 2.0
Utility program that allows access to text material from
Inside Macintosh Volumes I-V and the Apple Numerics
Manual
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.; Rte. 128; Reading,
MA 01867; 617-944-3700
I Prograph
Programming in pictures
Macintosh PillS or larger.

Prograph is a pictorial, very high-level, object-oriented dataflowlanguage in which programs are created
in point-and-dick style as design diagrams, witlt complete protection from syntax errors. 11tese diagrams
may be executed immediately, and optionally displayed
and animated.
Debugging is as simple as pausing the program
and double-clicking on a data point to look at or change
its value, and extends to changing the design diagram
itself. In either case. execution rolls back to the point of
change and then continues forward. Classes of objects
arc created by clicking in a Classes window. Double
clicking on a Class icon then opens a window for defin·
ing either its attributes or its methods.
Prograph fully supports object-oriented programming with single inheritance, as well as list processing,
parallel and interactive operations, high-level Macintosh
user interfaces and low-level Macintosh Toolbox
access.
The Prograph Editor/Interpreter is available now.
Astand-alone code compiler is scheduled for Spring
1989.
$149 retail; introductory price
TGS Systems; 1127 Barrington St., Stc. 19; Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canada B3H 2P8; 902-429-5642
Prototyper Version 1.0
Software prototype development
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
$125 retail
SmethersBarnes; PO Box 639; Portland, OR 97207;
503-274-2800 or 80(}237-3611
Qued-M
Quality editor with macros
512K or larger Macintosh.
$119 retail
Paragon Concepts, Inc.; 4954 Sun Valley Rd.; Del Mar,
CA 92014; 619481-1477
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Qued Quality Editor
Programming and text manipulating editor
512K or la1ger Macintosh.
$65retail
Paragon Concepts, Inc.; 4954 Sun Valley Rd.; Del Mar,
CA 92014; 619-481-1477
Rascal Version 3
Compiled language

512K or la1ger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$149 retail
Metaresearch, Inc.; 1211 SW 5th Ave., Ste. 2860; Portland, OR 97204; 503-228-5806
SCSI Tool
Assists in the development of SCSI hardware and
software
Any Macintosh with SCSI port.
$175 retail
Arborworks, Inc.; 431 Virginia Ave.; Ann Arbor,
MI 48103; 313-747-7087 or 800-34&6980
SemperSoft. Modula-2 for MPW

Modula-2 compiler
MaciRtosh with 128K ROM; 1MB RAM; two disk
drives; hard disk drive recommended.
$125 retail; SemperSoft Modula-2 for MPW
$220 retail; with MPW 2.0.2 development environment
Semper Software; PO Box 225; Glen Ellyn, IL 60138;
312-790-1253
Skel; Event Tutor
Askeleton Macintosh program providing a source code
that can be studied and modified
Any Macintosh.
$7 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A; PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA

Tags
Target application generation system
512K or la1ger Macintosh.
$495retail
MicroMotion; 8726S. Sepulveda Blvd., #Al71;
Los Angeles, CA 90045; 213-821-4340
I TCPort Toolkit
Development software forTCP/IP network applications
Macintosh Plus or ls1ger.
TCPort Toolkit provides a platform for the development ofTCPliP networking applications for the Macintosh, allowing full Macintosh participation in
multivendor networks. Included in the Toolkit are
drivers for TCP, IP and UDP, as well as 4.3 BSD compatible socket libraries for applications development
TCPort Toolkit is part of the LAN WorkPlace for
Macintosh, which also includes TCPort HostAccess.
The LAN WorkPlace for Macintosh allows Macintoshes
to gain seamless access to abroad range of dissimilar
hosts, servers and workgroups, including other Macintoshes, PCs, VAX minicomputers, mM mainframes and
Sun UNIX-based workstations. Shared access to peripherals such as printers, plotters and file servers is also
(IC?ssible.
5595 retail
Kinetics, Inc.; 2540 Camino Diablo; Walnut Creek,.
CA 94596; 415-947-0998
Terrapin Logo For The Macintosh
Programming language

512K or lal'gtr Macintosh.
$99.95 retail; program
$299.95 retail; MacPak 10
$399.95 retail; MacPak 20
$399 retail; one-time site license fee
Terrapin, Inc.; 376 Washington St; Malden, MA 02148;
617-322-4800
ITopDown
Hierarchical design software
512KE or la1ger Macintosh; hard disk drive
recommended.

Smalltalk-80
Programming environment
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2MB memory; 10MB hard
disk drive.
$995 retail; educational pricing programs are also
available
ParcPlace Systems; 2400 Geng Rd.; Palo Alto,
CA 94303; 41~9-1000 or 80().822-7880

I SmalltalkiV Mac
Implementation of the Smalltalk programming
language
Macintosh Plus or la1ger; 1MB ofRAM.
Smalltalk/V Mac is an implementation of the
Smalltalk programming language built specifically to
run on the Macintosh. The Smalltalk language is an
object-oriented programming tool used by scientists,
engineers and programmers.
The product is fully integrated with all aspects of
the Macintosh environment and includes features such
as multitasking, a debugger, support of large data structures and an extensive Smalltalk manual.
$199.95 retail
Digitalk, Inc.; 9841 Airport Blvd.; Los Angeles,
CA 90045; 213-645-1082
Sorting & Searching library
Subroutines for sorting arrays in a True Basic program
512K or la1ger Macintosh; True Basic.
$69.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 45 Theodore Fremd Ave.; Rye,
NY 10580; 800-872-2742

TopDown is hierarchical design software that allows
users to work at either a high or low level of detail to
design data flow diagrams, flow charts, documentation,
graphic outlines, business plans and training guides.
Its features include color, multistyle text, online
help, search, Post-it style notes for each symboL predefined and custom symbOls and reports.
The easy-to-use interface will be familiar to anyone
who has used MacDraw. ArevoMng palette keeps the
computer workspace uncluttered by keeping on screen
only the symbols being used. Users simply click the
bottom of the palette to bring the next group of symbols
into view.
TopDown uses the metaphor of astack of drawings.
Each symbol on each drawing can be further detailed on
a lower-level drawing. Symbols can also be connected
with tines to show process or information flow. The con-

nections form a relationship between the symbols. When
a user moves or resizes the symbols, TopDown maintains the relationships by redrawing the lines.
If users want lines to connect at particular points,
they can create their own connecting lines while still
having the system move the connections when
necessary.
Apowerful feature of the program is its ability to
connect symbols that reside on different drawings by
automatically creating off-page connectors.
For structured analysis, TopDown provides a
report of symbol interconnections and several types of
design-consistency reports. The text can be saved to
disk in text format
The program provides many liJlique ways to navi·
gate around the design for presentatiuns, such as the
ability to zoom in for details and back out to view the
design from a higher level Color on-screen presentations can be tailored to the audience.
$295retai1
Kaetron Software Corp.; 11318 Ericston Dr.; Houston,
TX 77070; 713-320-0078
Touch OSI Macintosh. Developer's Kit
Facilitates the development of OSI-based distributed
applications
Macintos~ Plus or larger; 2MB ofRAM; any EtherTalk
compatible Ether.net (IEEE 802.3) controUer,· System
4.2; Finder or MultiFinder 6.0.
$545 retail; single quantity
Touch Communications, Inc.; 10 Victor Sq., Ste. 150:
Scotts Valley, CA 95066; 4Q8.438..4800
V.I.P. (Visual Interactive Programming)
Visual programming language with accessory translators and managers
Macintosh with 1MB ofRAM.
$149.95 retail; V.I.P.
$89.95 each retail; V.I.P. Translators for lightspeedC,
lightspeed Pascal, MPW C, MPW Pascal, Turbo Pascal
$49.95 retail; V.I.P. Speech Manager Procedure Set
$59.95 retail; V.I.P. Grid Manager Procedure Set
$295 retail; V.I.P. Multiuser Database Manager Procedure Set
$95 retail; V.I.P. Matrix Manager Procedure Set
$125 retail; Advanced Manager I
$95 retail; Advanced Manager II
$125 retail; Telecommunications Manager
$95 retail; Statistics Manager
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
818-991-6540

Project Management
AEC Information Manager

Project management
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$695retail
AEC Management Systems, Inc.; 20524 Amethyst ln.;
Germantown, MD 20874; 301-428-3694 or 800-346-9413
CPMSD
Construction project management
512K or la1ger Macintosh; extenuzl disk drive; Microsoft
Excel.
$95retail
Softouch Software, Inc.; 2066 NW Irving, Ste. 2; Portland, OR 97209; 503-241-1841
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Estimator Plus
Estimating and job costing program
512K or larger Macintosh; second disk drive; or hard
disk drive; printer; Omnis 3 Plus.
$495 retail; total software solution
· Microserve, Inc.; 4412 Spicewood Springs Rd., F-1000;
Austin, TX 78759; 512-343-0180
•Fasffrack
Creates and updates presentation schedules

Macintosh Plus or larger.

Micro Planner
Project and resource management
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; ImageWriter or lilserWriter.
$595retail
Micro Planning International; 235 Montgomery St.,
Ste. 840; San Francisco, CA 94104; 415-788-3324
Micro Planner Project Exchange
Merge, clone, edit; import/export projects and
subprojects
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; Image Writer or lilserWritei
$100retail
Micro Planning International; 235 Montgomery St.,
Ste. 840; San Francisco, CA 94104: 415-788-3324
Project Billing
Time billing

512K or larger Macintosh.

$695 retail; Project Billing
$1,095 retait Project Billing+ (remote entry version)
Satori Software; 2815 2nd Ave., Ste. 560; Seattle,
WA 98121; ~765

FastTrack allows users to create and update presentation schedules. Object-oriented timeline graphs
allow completely user-definable start points, end points
and milestones. Users can mix descriptions, labels, legends and/or free-floating text with pictures, symbols,
logos and/or user-definable polygons. Color display
and printing is supported.
TlDle may be depicted as hours, days, weeks,
months, quarters, years or generic units. Graph grids
may be resized both horizontally and vertically with the
mouse, and all existing data will automatically conform
to the new constraints or expansions.
Aflexible outlining format allows for any number of
levels of displayed information vs. background information. Sub-activity bars will automatically summarize
when activities are collapsed.
FastTrack allows text files to be imported/exported to and from spreadsheets, databases and project
management programs. PICf files can be exported to
drawing and page layout programs.
The program features close links with the AEC
Information Manager.
$149 retail
AEC Management Systems, Inc.; 20524 Amethyst ln.;
Germantown, MD 20874; 301-428-3694 or 80().346-9413
Front Desk Multiuser Version 6.0
Appointment scheduling and resource management

512KE or larger Macintosh.

$99 per user node retail
Layered, Inc.; 529 Main St.; Boston, MA 02129;
617-242-7700
MacProject II

Project manager

512KE or larger Macintosh.
$495 retail
$145 retail; upgrade to MacProject II
Claris Corp.; 440 Clyde Ave.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 415-962-8946 (customer relations),
800-544-8554 (upgrades), or 80().334-3535 (U.S. dealers)

MacSchedule
Visual schedule design and presentation

512K or larger Macintosh.

$195retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
818-991-6540
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Project Planner (PERT & CPM)
Project planning
512K or larger Macintosh.
$145 retail
Uonheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, Vf 05440;
514-933-4918
Schedule Maker 2.0
Labor management system
512K or larger Macintosh,· hard disk drive.
$295retail
Craig Management, Inc.; 16717 Monitor Ave.; Baton
Rouge, LA 70817; 504-291-6348
• VarpJan-Mac

Project Management

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB of RAM,· hard disk drive
recommended; lilserWriter.

Varplan-Mac is a project scheduling and tracking
system that allows users to enter scheduling information in text outline format. This information is then
translated by the software into Work Breakdown Structure, Gantt, Pert and Resource charts, as well as tabular
text reports.
Everything in Varplan-Mac, including print configurations and calendars, are designed by managers to suit
their purposes. Managers control all aspects of the
schedule, allowing them to always be in charge of the
software.
Users enter schedules in an outline format, filling
in any necessary details, such as start and end date, in
predefined forms. Varplan-Mac takes the entered information and draws the charts. The text outline can be
edited at anytime, and the program will regenerate the
charts to suit a user's needs.
Varplan-Mac is a true multiuser system. All calendars, print configurations and schedules can be shared
by all users in the network.
For an extra fee, users can purchase a user-modifi.
able version of Varplan-Mac, allowing them to customize the program in any manner desired.
$395 retail; includes 4th Dimension Runtime
Varcon Systems, Inc.; 10509 San Diego Mission Rd.,
Ste. K; San Diego, CA 92108; 619-563-6700

Spreadsheets
101 Macros For Excel
Collection of 101 shortcuts, utilities and keystroke
savers for Excel

Any Macintosh; Microsoft Excel

$69.95 retail
Individual Software, Inc.; 125 Shoreway Rd., Ste. 3000;
San Carlos, CA 94070; 415-595-8855 or 80().622-9986
Analyze!

Spreadsheet

512K or larger Macintosh.
$149.95 retail
Micro-Systems Software, Inc.; 12798 W. Forest Hill
Blvd, Ste. 202; West Palm Beach, FL 33414;
407-700.0no or 800-327-8724 (orders)
Best Answer

Provides a spreadsheet user with linear optimization for
the next step beyond "what if" decision making

512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
$99retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 415-943-7667
Excellent Exchange Utilities
Excel macros; templates

512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
$49 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 415-943-7667

Full Impact
Graphic spreadsheet

Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or one
BOOK disk drive and hard disk drive.
$395 retail
Ashton-Tate; 20101 Hamilton Ave.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-329-8000

• DeadStart Vl.O
Spreadsheet templates for business and personal use
512KE or larger Macintosh; Microsoft EtceL
•
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HeadStart is a set of spreadsheet templates for
business and personal use. It contains more than 30
complete and professionally designed templates.
Business templates include: balance sheet, income
statement, short balance sheet, projected income statement, startup analysis, pro forma, payroll, inventory
and purchase order. General templates include: return
on deposit, loan amortization, portfolio, risk analysis,
stocks/options, calendar maker, nutritional analysis and
metric conversion. Personal templates include: budget,
checkbook register, net worth, income statement, car
comparison, home energy use, home energy index and
inventory.
$34 retail
HeadStart Software; PO Box 51596; Durham,
NC 27717; 919-55&8792
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MacCalc
Spreadsheet
5I2K or larger Macintosh.
$139retail
Bravo Technologies, Inc.; PO Box 10078; Berkeley,
CA 94709; 415-841-8552
MacSqz!
File compression add-on utility for Microsoft Excel
5I2K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel; System 4.I
or later; Finder 5.3 or lain:
$79.95 retail
Symantec Corp.; 10201 Torre Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 800-441-7234 or ~26-8847 inCA
Microsoft Excel 1.5
Complete spreadsheet with business graphics and
database

5I2K or larger Macintosk.
$395 retail; Version 1.5
$25 retail; upgrade from Version 1.0 (free to users who
purchased Vl.O after Ocl1, 1987)
Microsoft Corp.; 16011 NE 36th Way; Box 97017:
Redmond, WA 98073; 2~-8080

Microsoft MultipJan 1.11
Spreadsheet financial analysis
5I2K or larger Macintosh.
$195 retail
Microsoft Corp.; 16011 NE 36th Way; Box 97017;
Redmond, WA 98073; 20&882-8080
Microtemp Fmancial Calculators V1.0
Customized financial formuJas

Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft &eel or Works.
$79.95 retail
Microtemp; 318 Mendocino Ave., Ste. 22; Santa Rosa,
CA 95404; 707-575-1459

Trapeze2.1
Integrated presentation worksheet with spreadshee~
graphics, charting, database and text
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$295 suggested retail
Access Technology, Inc.; 200G Heritage Harbor; Mon·
terey, CA 93940; 408-648-4000 or 8()().367-4334
I WhafsBest!
Spreadsheet management tool

Macintosh Plus or larger; I to 2MB ofRAM; hard disk
drive; Mitrosoft &cel1.5.
What'sBest! is a spreadsheet management tool that
utilizes the science of linear programming to solve
spreadsheet problems. The program works with
Microsoft Excel on the Macintosh.
The program translates the logic of the user-friendly spreadsheet into the format required in linear programming. It processes the problem and then
translates the results back into the spreadsheet model
for a user to understand.
Features include: 0/1 integer programming capability; support of the 68881 math coprocessor; revised
simplex algorithm method of linear programming;
detailed error reporting; documentation with several
examples and a tutorial; and more.
$149retail; personal version (requires 1MB of RAM)
$995 retail; professional version (requires 1MB of
RAM)

$1,995 retai~ industrial version (requires 2MB of RAM)
General Optimization, Inc.; 2251 N. Geneva Ter.;
Chicago, IL 60614; 312·248-7300

Wingt 1.0
Integrated spreadsheet
Macintosh Plus or latger; I MB ofRAM; two disk
drives; hard disk drive recommendtd.
$495retail
Informix Software; 16011 College Blvd.; Lenexa,
KS 66219; 913-492-3800

Time Management
Smart Alarms And Multi-User Appointment
Diaries

Personal reminder system; up to 21 users (networkable
on AppleShare, MacServe or Tops)

5I2K or larger Macintosh.
$99 retail; 1to 5 users
$149 retail; 6 to 10 users
$199 retail; 11 to 15 users
$249 retail; 16 to 20 users
$299 retail; 20 or more users
Jam Technologies; 685 Market St, Ste. 860; San
Francisco, CA 94105; 415-442-0795
or Int + 612-799-1888 (Australia)

TuneMinder Version 1.7
Time billing; computer usage meter; employee
productivity tracking; invoicing system
5I2K or larger Macintosh.
$199retail
Aatrix Software; PO Box 5359; Grand Forks, ND 58206;
80().426-0854

ITo Do!
Tune management

5I2KE or larger Macintosh.
To Do! is a complete electronic time manl!,gement
system that integrates appointments, tasks and achievements within both a business and personal
environment
The program allows users to enter information to
which they can attach notes and other priority
information.
$99.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste. 706;
Memphis, TN 38137; 901$3383

Training
Aldus Advanced Classroom: Designing Wrth
PageMaker 3.0 For The Macintosh
PageMaker training course
5I2KE or larger Macintosh; I MB ofRAM; hard disk
drive.
$795 retail; quantity discounts available
Aldus Corp.; 411 First Ave. S, Ste. 200: Seattle,
WA 98104; 206-622-5500
Aldus FreeHand C1assroom
Aldus FreeHand training
Macintosh· Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or hard
disk drive; PostScript.fanguoge printer or imogesetter.
$750 retail; quantity discounts available
Aldus Corp.; 411 First Ave. S, Ste. 200; Seattle,
WA 98104; 20&622-5500
Aldus PageMaker Classroom 3.0 For
The Macintosh
PageMaker training
5I2KE or larger Macintosh; I MB ofRAM; hard
disk drive.
$750 retail; quantity discounts available

Aldus Corp.; 411 FlrstAve. S, Ste. 200: Seattle,
WA 98104; 206-622-5500

Business Week's Business Advantage
Business skill training
5I2KE or larger Macintosh; two BOOK drives; or one
BOOK drive and hard disk drive.
$69.95 retail; introduction package
$249.95 retail; 12-month subscription
Reality Technologies; 3624 Market St: Philadelphia,
PA 19104; 215-387-6055 or 800-346-2024

Excellent Exchange Introductory And Advanced
Tutorials
·
Excel training
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft &eeL
$49 each retail
Heizer Software: PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 415-943-7667
Excellerate Training Series
Self-paced training for Excel

5I2K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive; cassette
tape recorder; MicroStJft &eel.
$39.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; PO Box 54240; San Jose,
CA 95154: 408-559-8635

How To Operate The Macintosh (Plus And SE)
Self-study course
Macintosh PillS or larger, second disk drive; hard disk

drive optional; audiocassette player.

$89 retail
FlipTrack Learning Systems: 999 N. Main St, Ste. 200;
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 312-790-1117 or 8()().222-3547

I How To Operate The Macintosh D
Self-study course

Macintosh II,· printer, audiocassette player.
How To Operate The Macintosh II is an audiocassette course that provides step-by-step, hands-on
instruction. In just a few hours, a user can learn start·
up, on-screen features and initializing and copying
disks. Instruction is provided on using menus, basic
editing commands, HyperCard, MultiFmder and special
Macintosh II features. The course also includes file
management, scrolling and resizing windows and using
a mouse.
$109retail
FlipTrack Learning Systems; 999 N. Main St., Ste. 200:
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 312-790-1117 or 8()().222-3547

I How To Use Excel (Macintosh Version)
Self-study course for Microsoft Excel

5I2K or larger Macintosh; printtr; audiocassette player,
&eel
How To Use Excel (Macintosh Version) is an audiocassette course that provides step-by-step, hands-on
instruction. Auser learns features of Microsoft Excel,
as well as spreadsheet principles from opening and
moving around on the spreadsheet. to entries and corrections, saving worksheets, file management, formulas
and ranges, alignmen~ SUM functions, printing and
more.
$119retail
FlipTrack Learning Systems: 999 N. Main St, Ste. 200;
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 312-790-1117 or 8()().222-3547
How To Use Microsoft Word
Self-study course for Microsoft Word

5I2K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive; standard
cassette player; Microsoft Word.
$99retail
FlipTrack Learning Systems: 999 N. Main St., Ste. 200;
Glen EIJyn, IL 60137; 312-790-1117 or 80().222-3547
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Training
How To Use Pagel\faker 3.0 (Macintosh Version)
Self-study course for PageMaker 3.0
512K or larger Madntosh; external disk drive; standard
cassette player; PageMaker 3.0.
$195 retail
FlipTrack Learning Systems; 999 N. Main St, Ste. 200;
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 312-790-1117 or 800-222-3547
• HyperCard Course Training Materials
Instructor-led course training materials

Madntosh Plus or larger.
HyperCard Course Training Materials are instructor-led, hands-on training sessions divided into
modules.
The first module covers the fundamental skills
used in accessing and using stacks at the browsing and
typing levels. The second module discusses the con·
cepts of the underlying structure and working of
stacks. The third module explains the added capabili·
ties available at the painting, authoring and scripting
levels. In addition, it explains the techniques and cautions in modifying existing stacks to meet individual
needs.
The HyperCard kits includes an instructor's manu·
al and 12 student manuals with data disks. In addition,
the instructor's manual format features a corresponding student page to the left of each instructor's page.
$750 retail; complete kit
$20 to $28 retail; additional student manuals
Logical Operations, Inc.; 240 East Ave.; Rochester,
NY 14604; 716-262-2226
HyperEasy Training Series
Self-paced training for HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK floppy disk drives or
one BOOK floppy disk drive and hard disk drive; cassette
tape recorder; HyperCard.
$39.95 retait Using HyperCard
$49.95 per course retail; Creating Cards & Stacks, Basic
Scripting, Advanced Scripting
Personal Training Systems; PO Box 54240; San jose,
CA 95154; 408-559-8635
Individual Training For PageMaker
PageMaker tutorial
Madntosh Plus or larger.
$69.95 retail
Individual Software, Inc.; 125 Shoreway Rd., Ste. 3000;
San Carlos, CA 94070; 415-595-8855 or 800622-9986
Introduction To Design For Desktop Publishing
Teaches basic design know-how to users of desktop
publishing equipment
Standard cassette player.
$295retail
FlipTrack Learning Systems; 999 N. Main St., Ste. 200;
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 312-790-1117 or 800-222-3547
Learn 88
illustrator 88 training
Madntosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or one
BOOK disk drive and hard disk drive; tape recorder;
Adobe Illustrator 88.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; PO Box 54240; San jose,
CA 95154; 408-559-8635
LearnMore Training Series
Self-paced training for More
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive; cassette
tape recorder; More.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; PO Box 54240; San Jose,
CA 95154; 408-559-8635
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LearnWord Training Series
Self-paced training for Word
512K or larger Madntosh; extemal disk drive; cassette
tape recorder; Microsoft l*Jrd 3.0 or later.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; PO Box 54240; San jose,
CA 95154; 403-559-8635
Macintosh Introductory Programming
Programming tutorial
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.: Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
818-991-6540
MacTeach Training Series
Sel~paced training for new Macintosh users
512K or larger Madntosh; cassette tape rerorder.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; PO Box 54240; San jose,
CA 95154; 408-559-8635

Turbo Pascal Tutor
Turbo Pascal training
512K or larger Madntosh; TurfJo PascaL
$69.95 retail
Borland International; 1800 Green Hills Rd.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-8400
Tutorial Works
Training for Microsoft Works
512K or larger Madntosh; Microsoft Works.
$50 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant HiD,
CA 94523; 415-943-7667
Typing Made Easy Vl.7
Typing tutorial
Any Macintosh.
$59.95 retail
QED Information Sciences, Inc.; PO Box 181; Wellesley,
MA 02181; 617-237-5656 or 800-343-4848

MacType
Typing instruction; Dvorak keyboard
Any Madntosh.
$59.95 retail
Palantir Software; 12777 Jones Road, Ste. 100; Houston,
TX 77070; 713-955-8880 or 800-368-3797

Understanding PageMaker
Self-paced training package for learning to use PageMaker versions 1.2, 2.0 and 3.0
512K or larger Macintosh.
$95 retait includes four disks
Techware, Inc.; PO Box 1085; Altamonte Springs,
FL 32715; 407-695-9000

MasterWorks Training Series
Self-paced training for Microsoft Works
512K or larger Madntosh; external disk drive; cassette
tape recorder; Microsoft l*Jrks.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; PO Box 54240; San Jose,
CA 95154; 408-559-8635

Venture Magazine's Business S~uJator
Business simulation
512KE or larger Madntosh; two disk drives; or one
BOOK disk drive and hard disk drive.
$69.95 retail
Reality Technologies; 3624 Market St; Philadelphia,
PA 19104; 215-387-6055 or 800-346-2024

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing
Typing teacher
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
The Software Toolworks; One Toolworks Plaza; 13557
Ventura Blvd.; Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 818-907-6789

• Video Instruction
Instructional videotape series for PageMaker 3.0,
HyperCard, Word 4.0
VHS or Beta videotape player.
Voice & Video offers a series of instructional videotapes for popular software used on the Macintosh. Specific programs include tutorials for PageMaker 3.0,
HyperCard and Microsoft Word 4.0. Both PageMaker
and Word offer two levels of instruction. The first level
is an introduction titled 11Getting Started," and the second is 11Advanced Techniques" for those who are
already familiar with the programs.
The videotapes are designed to have users view the
tape while having their Macintoshes in front of them.
Their personal instructor on the screen has them work
along with him as he walks them through the basics of
the software. All tapes are professionally written, tested
and produced
$49.95 each retail; Tutorial for PageMaker 3.0, Hyper·
Card or Word 4.0
$79.95 retail; two tutorials
Voice & Video; 5038 Ruffner St.; San Diego, CA 92111;
619-560-1166

Notes For Excel 1.5, PageMaker 3.0, Word 3.0,
Works, ReadySetGo! 4.0, Jazz
Desktop accessories providing online reference, tutori·
als, templates
512K or larger Madntosh.
$79 each retail
Layered, Inc.; 529 Main St; Boston, MA 02129;
617-242-7700
PageTutor Training Series
Self-paced training for PageMaker 3.0
Madntosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive,· cassette tape
recorder; PageMaker 3.0.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; PO Box 54240; San Jose,
CA 95154; 408-559-8635
ReadySetGo! Design Workshop
ReadySetGo! training course
512K or larger Madntosh.
$795 retail; program
$39.95 each retai~ additional student kits
I..etraset USA; 40 Eisenhower Dr.; Paramus, NJ 07653;
201-845-6100
Teach Yourself Essentials Of Accounting
Self-paced tutorial program that teaches fundamental
accounting concepts
512K or larger Madntosh.
$49.95 retail
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.; Rte. 128; Reading,
MA 01867; 617-944-3700

The Video Professor: Introduction To PageMaker
Video training tape
Madntosh Plus or larger; VCR; PageMaker.
$29.95 retail
Data link Research Services, Inc.; 700 Kipling St,
Ste. 1000; Lakewood, CO 80215; 303-239-9950
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Utilities/Backup Programs
Bookmark/Mac

Disaster recovery software
Macintosh Plus or larger,· internal or external hard disk
drive; System 4.0 or later; Finder 5.0 or later.
$99.95 retail
Intellisoft; PO Box 6069; Novato, CA 94948;
415-898-6308
Brutility

Backup/restore utility
Macintosh Plus or larger
$59.95 retail
Millennium Computer Corp.; 120().A Scottsville Rd.;
Rochester, NY 14624; 716-~80
Copy U For The Macintosh V7.2
Disk backup utility
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
$39.95 retail
Central Point Software, Inc.;
15220 NW Greenbrier Pkwy., #200; Beaverton,
OR 97006; 503-690-8090

MacPeripheral mrs
M4 Data 9800/9900 SCSI tape drive utility
Macintosh Plus; M4 Data 9800 SCSI tape drive.
$630retail
Brauch Software, Inc.; 550 Alden Rd., Ste. 105;
Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 6A8; 416-47~50
Omni Backup/Restore
Archival software that allows file-by·file and incremental
backups
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$84.95 retail
Giga Cell Systems; 4201 Burton Dr.; Santa Clara,
CA 95054; 408-727-1049 or 80().832-8268
SoftBackup
Backup utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
$69.95 retait single user version
$139.95 retail; network version
Diversified 1/0; 766 San Aleso; Sunnyvale, CA 94086;
408-745-0344

I Hard Disk Jockey

Utilities/Hard Disk Utilities

DiskFrt

Hard disk backup utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
$99.95 retail; single user
$395 retail; multiuser
SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo Ave.; Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-8884
DS Backup 4.0

Backup utility
Any Macintosh.
$69.95 retail
Design Software, Inc.; 1275 W. Roosevelt Rd.; West
Chicago, IL 60185; 312-231-4540

1st Aid Kit V2.5
Trouble shooting including file and disk recovery
Any Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
1st Aid Software; 42 Radnor Rd.; Boston, MA 02135;
617-783-7118 or 80().843-3497
I Baseline

Fastback Mac
Hard disk backup utility
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$99.95 retail
Fifth Generation Systems, Inc.; 11200 lndustriplex
Blvd.; Baton Rouge, LA 70809; 5()4..291-7221
or 80().225-2775

F'lle management
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 5. 0or later.
Baseline is a software product that assists users in
locating files on their hard drives. It provides users with
a customizable interface to attach various pieces of
information to a particular file. By clicking on the file's
name, the program will provide as much detail about its
contents as a user wishes and in a format best suited for
the task.
$149.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste. 706;
Memphis, TN 38137; 901-683-3383

FlashBack
Hard disk backup utility
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$59.95 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
818-991-6540

DiskExpress
Disk optimizer utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Alsoft, Inc.; PO Box 927; Spring, TX 7TJ83;
713-3534090

liD 20 and 30 Back-up 2.0
Performs floppy disk backups globally, incrementally,
by file and by folder
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
PBI Software, Inc.; 1163 Triton Dr.; Foster City,
CA 94404; 415-349-8765
.

DiskOrder
Disk file organizing ub1ity
512K or larger Macintosh.
$55 retail
Paragon Concepts, Inc.; 4954 Sun Valley Rd.; Del Mar,
CA 92014; 619-481-1477

HFS Backup 3.0

Archive and restore utility
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$99 retail; HFS Backup NCP
$35 retail; upgrade only
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710 Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634; 813-884-3092
or 800-622-2888

QuickBolt algorithm. Applications can also be secured
with the Appl..ock routine, which renders applications
unusable until the correct password is entered, prevent·
ing unauthorized pirating of software.
To maximize efficiency, single files, entire folders
or even partitions can be encrypted/decrypted in a single operation. Files can also be assembled into a
"batch" that can then be quickly encrypted or decrypted with a single password.
Hard Disk DeadBolt also includes BlackOut, a feature that disables the computer and prevents tampering
when the Macintosh is left unattended.
The program is supplied in two versions, an application and a desk accessory, so that it can be accessed
at any time, even from within other applications. It is
fully compatible with AppleShare and MultiFmder.
Within MultiFmder, Hard Disk DeadBolt allows for
background file encryption, maximizing a user's comQUting resources.
589.95 retail
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St, Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055

DiskQuick
Catalogs hard drives and floppies
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail; not copy protected
Ideaform, Inc.; PO Box 1540; Fairfield, lA 52556;
515-472-7256
I Hard Disk DeadBolt
Security program
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Hard Disk DeadBolt is a security program that
allows users to protect both applications and data files
from unauthorized tampering through encryption. All
file types can be encrypted by DES or FWB's faster

Purges and organizes files and folders on a hard disk
Macintosh with 1 MB ofRAM.
Hard Disk Jockey offers a more effective organization alternative to the Fmder by displaying, selecting,
searching and manipulating files on a global level
F~es can be displayed in the natural graphic hierarchy of the volume, allowing a user to globally manipulate files and folders. By displaying files in various ways,
Hard Disk Jockey allows users to easily select files,
groups of files, folders or even branches of files
through standard Macintosh selection commands. Files
can also be selected according to wildcards, or creation
or modification date. Once selected, these tiles can be
copied, moved, deleted, renamed, locked, etc.
While displaying files in their hierarchy, Hard Disk
Jockey can simultaneously display and compare multiple text and/or graphics files so that users can weed
out redundant and older versions. Entire branches of
the volume can also be cut and pasted graphically, offering a user a method of reorganizing files.
The program allows a user to print out a catalog of
all the files graphically or textually, providing a quick
reference guide to where files are located. It also disQlays important statistics about a user's disks.
S69.95 retail
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St, Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
Hard Disk Management For The Macintosh
Information on managing a hard disk
512K or larger Macintosh; edernal disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$34.95 U.S. retail; $42.95 Canada retail
Bantam Books; 666 Joifth Ave.; New York, NY 10103;
212-765-6500
Hard Disk Partition
Partitioning and password protection utility
Any Macintosh.
$69.95 retail
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St, Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
Hard Disk Udl
Uploads protected software onto a hard disk
Any Macintosh.
$89.95 retail
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St, Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
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Utilities/Hard Disk Utilities
HFS Navigator
System extension for instant folder and document
access
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive
recommended.
· $59.95 retail
Symantec Corp.; 10201 Torre Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 800441-7234 or 80().626-8847 inCA
MacTree Plus
Hard disk management system
512KE or /Qrger Macintosh.
$69.95 retail
Go Technologies; 770 Northwood, Ste. 10;
PO Box 4535; Incline Village, NV 89450; 702-831-3100
I Medley

Hard disk utilities
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 5.0 or later.
Medley contains more than 15 useful utilities
designed to make Macintosh computing more
productive.
It contains programs that will do things such as:
provide security for a user's files when away from the
computer, manage FKeys, format disks, provide four
original fonts, manage menus and their appearance and
provide proprietary document building for graphics and
text.
$69.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste. 706;
Memphis, TN 38137; 901-683-3383

Pad Loc
Standard-setting software for Macintosh Mass Storage
family and other SCSI hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$100retail
Mass Micro Systems; 550 Del Rey Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 80().522-7979
I PC Tools/Mac
Disk utilities and data recovery tools

512K or larger Macintosh.
PC Tools/Mac is a collection of disk utilities and
data recovery tools.
ASmart Locate desk accessory finds files fast.
Searches can be made by file name or up to three keywords or phrases. Data can be transferred from the
located file into a word processing document or sent to
a file or printed.
Fast Hard Disk Backup supports the Apple tape
drives, as well as diskettes. Backups may be made in
the background using MultiF'mder so work can be continued on other projects while the backup is being
made.
File Undelete recovers files from diskettes or hard
drives, even if they were fragmented. Central Poin~s
"delete tracking" technology is employed to save all
deleted file information so it can be recovered even if
the trash has been emptied.
File Unfragmenter improves disk performance and
data recovery by unfragmenting files. It fully supports
hard drives.
Recovery is possible from damaged diskettes or
hard drives. Even if the disk is completely unreadable
by the Macintosh, PC Tools/Mac will recover as much
information as possible, including, if needed, rebuilding
directories. PC Tools/Mac can even repair damaged
diskette sectors to guarantee the maximum possible
data recovery.
File Encryption and Compression to keep sensitive
data safe and secure. PC Tools/Mac can encrypt single
files or entire folders and is ideal for shrinking files
prior to sending by modem.
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Fast Fde Copy makes multiple copies of non-protected diskettes much faster than the Fmder.
$79retail
Central Point Software, Inc.;
15220 NW Greenbrier Pkwy., #200; Beaverton,
OR 97006; 503-69().8()90

PowerOp 1.4
Hard disk optimizer
512K or /Qrger Macintosh fHFS only).
$59.95 retail
Software Power Company; PO Box 14133; Fremont, CA
94539; 415-49().$)86
Symantec Utilities For Macintosh

Hard disk utilities package
512KE or /Qrger Macintosh; System 4.1 or ltlttr; Finder
5.3orlater.
$99.95 retail
Symantec Corp.; 10201 Torre Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 800441-7234 or 80().626-8847 inCA

Utilities/Plotter Drivers

Macroprint-GOS
Plotter driver network and manager
Macintosh Plus or larger; DEC Micro VAX II.
$10,000 or site license and royalty (mcludes source
code}
Macroprint; North Beach Station; PO Box 330028;
San Francisco, CA 94133; 415-982-1111
Plot-It Version 2
Plotter utility for MacDraft, MacDraw, MacProject,
MacPaint; MultiF'mder compatible with background
plotting; includes professional fonts
512K or /Qrger Macintosh; Apple, Houston Instrument
or Hewlett-Packard plotter
·
$125 retail; low cost upgrades available to registered
owners
Mesa Graphics; PO Box 600; Los Alamos, NM 87544;
505-672-1998
Plotstart
Color plotter driver
512K or ltlrger Macintosh.
$125 retail
SoftStyle; AProduct of Phoenix Technologies Ltd.;
6600 Kalanianaole Hwy.; Honolulu, HI 96825;
8()8.39&6368 or 80().367-5600

Desktop Plotter, Macintosh Turbo Pascal Edition

PostScript plotting software
512KE or larger Macintosh; TurlJo Pascal For the Macintosh 1.1; Adobe Rlustrotor and LoserWriter recommended; Digital Darkroom recommendtd/orconvmion
ofscanned images.
$75 retail
Sequoia Aircraft Corp.; 2000 Tomlynn St.; PO Box 6861;
Richmond, VA 23230; 804-353-1713

MacHP
HP plotter emulation
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$79.95 retail
Stevens Creek Software; 21346 Rumford Dr.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-725-0424
MacPlot
Plotter utility
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
$399 retail; MacPlot Professional
$199 retail; MacPlot Standard
Microspot; 1921 Corporate Sq., Ste. 1; Slidell,
IA 70458; 504-649-0484 or 0622-687771 in U.K
MacPiots 11/Business Version
Plotter utility
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drir;e;
plotter, drawing or drafting software.
$150retail
Engineered Software/Computer Shoppe;
PO Box 18344; Greensboro, NC 27419; 919-2994843
MacPlots 11/Drafting Version
Plotter utility
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; plotter, drawing or drafting software.
$250retail
Engineered Software/Computer Shoppe;
PO Box 18344; Greensboro, NC 27419; 919-299-4843
Macroprint

Electrostatic plotter driver
Macintosh Plus or ltlrger.
$2,500 retail; site license
Macroprint; North Beach Station; PO Box 330028;
San Francisco, CA 94133; 415-982-1111

Utilities/Printer Drivers
Brother MacDriver Version 3.23
Printer driver for Brother printers
512K or larger Macintosh.
$99.95 retail; Brother MacDriver
$299 retail; M-1109
$599 retail; M-1509
$749 retail; M-1709
$549 retail; HR-20
$899 retail; HR-40
$1,195 retail; HR-60
$1,395 retail; Twinriter 6
$949 retail; M-1724L
$1,295 retai~ M-2518
$1,795 retail; M-4018
$2,895 retail; Hlr8 (laser printer)
$1,495 retail; Fax-100
Brother International Corp.; 8 Corporate Pl.;
Piscataway, NJ 08854; 201-981-0300 or 80().284-2844
Mac Daisy Link 1.04
Printer driver for daisywheel printers, typewriters and
laser printers with Qume or Diablo emulation
512K or /Qrger Macintosh.
$82 retail; program
$22.95 retail; cable
GDT Softworks, Inc.; PO Box 1865; Point Roberts,
WA 98281; 604-291-9121 (mquiries} or 80().663.6222
(orders}
MacKiss
Software driver for QMS Kiss, Big Kiss and Kiss Plus
laser printers
512K or larger Macintosh.
$495 retail;· MacKiss
$1,995 retail; QMS Kiss laser printer
Laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile, AL 36685;
205-633-7223 or 80().523-2696
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Utilities/Printer Drivers
MacPalette
Color printer driver for object oriented documents

Any Macintosh.

$69retail
$149 retail; for LQ
Microspot; 1921 Corporate Sq., Ste. 1; Slidell,
lA 70458; 504-649-0484 or 062U87771 in U.K.
MacStarD
Star Micronics printer driver

$95 retail; l.aserstart (HP l.aseijet)
SoftStyle; AProduct of Phoenix Technologies Ud.;
6600 KaJanianaole Hwy.; Honolulu, HI 96825;
808-39&6368 or 80().367-5600
Tops NetPrint
Spooler and remote printing software that enables DOS
users to print directly to an Apple l.aserWriter

Utilities/Security Software
• F1ashCrypt
F'de encryption

512KE or larger Macintosh.

IBM PC or compatible.

$189retail
Tops, ASun Microsystems Co.; 950 Marina Village
Pkwy.; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-769-8700
or 800445-8677 in U.S. and Canada
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Utilities/Print Spoolers

Printer InterfaceD V.1.0R
Serial printer interface

AppleSbare Print Server
l.aserWriter print spooler

512K or larger Macintosh.

• Printer Interface m
Serial printer interface plus custom print driver for HP
DeskJet
512K or larger Macintosh.
Printer Interface III is a software-based serial printer interface. It is a customer printer driver construction
kit for serial interfaced dot matrix and daisywheel
printers.
In addition, Printer Interface III has a preset driver
for Hewlett-Packard's Desk]et Professional Printer. It
uses all Macintosh fonts, but can optionally utilize HP's
built-in fonts or font cartridges for superior text quality.
Graphics are laser quality with resolutions of 75, 150 or
300dpl
$125retail
DataPak Software; 14011 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 507;
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 818-905-6419

K.Spool
Network print spooling software

$22.95 retail; optional cable
$99 retail; HP Desk]et Onk jet printer)
$22.95 retail; optional cable
GOT Softworks, Inc.; PO Box 1865; Point Roberts,
WA 98281; 604-291-9121 Cmquiries) or 80().663.6222
(orders)
Prlntworks For The Mac
Printer utilities

512K or larger Macintosh.

$75 retail: dot matrix version (printer utility for
lmage\Vriter and 20 non-Apple dot matrix printers)
$145 retail; laser version (printing environment for HP.
Canon, NCR, Xerox laserprinters)
$95 retail; Daisywheel version (printer driver for daisywheel printers (Brother, mM, Diablo, NEC] and
typewriters)
SoftStyle; AProduct of Phoenix Technologies Ltd.;
6600 Kalanianaole Hwy.; Honolulu, HI 96825;
808-39&6368 or 80().367·5600
SoftStyle Start Printer Drivers
Printer drivers

512K or larger Macintosh.

$45 each retail; Toshstart (l'oshiba), Epstart (Epson),
Jetstart (HP Thinkjet and Quieijet), Bluestart (mM)
$75 retail; TI-start (l'exas Instruments)
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$299retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010

512K or larger Macintosh.
$62 retail; The Print-link
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$89retail
DataPak Software; 14011 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 507;
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 818-905-6419

The Print-Unk
Printer drivers for dot matrix printers (9- and 24-pin);
full text and graphics support
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$99.95 retail
Star Micronics America, Inc.; 200 Park Ave., Ste. 3510;
New York, NY 10166; 212-9866770
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Any Macintosh with converter cable.

Any Macintosh.
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UNIX host that supports the BSD lpr mechanism and
BSD network socket mechanism.
$495retail
Kinetics, Inc.; 2540 Camino Diablo; Walnut Creek,
CA 94596; 415-947-0098

FlashCrypt employs the stringent Data Encryption
Standard (DES) method of encryption to allow users to
protect any type of file- application programs, data
files and system files.
It lets users encrypt multiple files and folders at
once and store those groups of files and folders in a set
Using sets, FlashCrypt allows users to encrypt and
decrypt groups of files and folders with a few clicks of
the mouse.
Under MultiF'mder, users can encrypt and decrypt
files in the background. Under AppleShare, the program can process files on a remote file server, as well
as support several concurrent Macintosh users,
remembering personal preferences for each.
Online help is provided.
$295retail
Magnus Corp.; PO Box 87; Mukilteo, WA 98275;
206-467-5738

laserServe
LaserWriter print spooler; supports AppleTalk
ImageWriters
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
$95 retait per workstation
$295 retail; Network Pack
Infosphere, Inc.; 4730 SW Macadam Ave.; Portland,
OR 97201; 503-226-3620

Any Macintosh.

laseJSpeed 1.7
l.aserWriter print spooler

$149.95 retail
Kent Marsh Ltd; 1200 Post Oak Blvd., Ste. 210;
Houston, 1X 77056; 713-623-8618 or 80().325-3587

512K or larger Macintosh.
$99 retail; program
$499 retail; Office Pack Cmcludes five disk sets and
manuals)
Symantec Corp.; 10201 Torre Ave.; Cupertino, CA
95014; 800441-7234 or 800-626-8847 inCA
MacSpool
ImageWriter print spooler

512K or larger Macintosh.

$79.95 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
818-991-6540
SuperSpool; Superl.aserSpool
ImageWriter; l.aser\Vriter print spooler software

512K or larger Macintosh.

$99.95 retail; SuperSpool
$149.95 single user retail; Superl.aserSpool
$395 multiuser retail; Superl.aserSpool
SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo Ave.;
Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-8884

I
I

MacSafe
Password protection and encryption for files

N'cryptor
File encryption

Any Macintosh.

$39.95 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills, CA 91301;
818-991-6540
The NightWatch
Security software for Macintosh hard disks

512K or larger Macintosh.

$149.95 retail
Kent Marsh Ltd; 1200 Post Oak Blvd., Ste. 210;
Houston, 1X 77056; 713-623-8618 or 80().325-3587

P/C Privacy
Encrypts and protects files for both local storage or
transmission
Any Macintosh.
$95retai1
MCTel, Inc.; 5070 Parkside Ave., Ste.1300;
Philadelphia, PA 19131; 215-879-3819
Packer
Document compression, encryption

Any Macintosh.

$29 retail
Bobbing Software; 67 Country Oaks Dr.; Buda,
1X 78610; 512-295-5045
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Utilities/Security Software
Sentinel
Security utility that protects files from unauthorized
access
512K or larger Macintosh.
$295 retail
· SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo Ave.;
Mountain View, CA 94043; 41~964-8884
Superl.ock
Copy protection system with hard disk install capability
512K or larger Macintosh.
$285 and up retail; depending on number of diskettes to
be protected
Softguard Systems, Inc.; 710 Lakeway, Ste. 200;
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-773-9680

Utilities/Other
4Runner Vl.O
Application program that creates sequences
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Beyond, Inc.; 6069 E. Grant Rd.; Tucson, AZ 85712;
602-290-9790

Apprentice
Collection of productivity tools in the form of nine
desk accessories
Any Macintoslz.
$39.95 retail
Alchemy East; 20 Johnson Meadow Rd., Ste. 4A;
Hampstead, NH 03841; 603-329-6107
AutoMac m, Version 2.0
Macro utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
$79.95 retail
Genesis Micro Software; 17124 NE 8th PL; Bellevue,
WA 98008; 206-747-8512
AutoSave DA
Desk accessory that automatically saves data from a
Macintosh application to the currently logged disk
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Magic Software, Inc.; 1706 Galvin Rd.; Bellevue, NE
68005; 402-291-0670 or 800-342-6243
•Blueprint
Provides a means to customize the user environment
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 5.0 or later.
Blueprint allows users to configure more than 120
different items safely in its own program environment.
Using detailed instructions throughout, the program
walks a user through the steps necessary to completely
customize the Macintosh environment. It creates its
own reference file so that all of the changes are record·
ed for future use and can be undone with one mouse
click.
$59.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste. 706;
Memphis, TN 38137; 901-00-3383
Brock Diskette l..t'brarian
Disk utility that keeps track of files stored on 3.~inch
disks
Any Macintosh.
$29.95 retail
Brock Software Products, Inc.; PO Box 799; Crystal
Lake, IL 60014; 815-459-4210
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Colorizer
Custom coloring utility for Macintosh II desktop environment
Macintosh II.
$49.95 retail
Palomar Software, Inc.; PO Box 120; Oceanside,
CA 92054; 619-721-7000

Eureka!
file finding desk accessory
512K or larger Macintosh.
$24.95 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.;
4710 Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-884-3092 or 800-622-2888

Colormate
Color output utility
512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer II.
$75retail
SoftStyle; AProduct of Phoenix Technologies lld.;
6600 Kalanianaole Hwy.; Honolulu, HI 96825;
808-396-6368 or 800-367-5600

•Fastl.abel
Labeling software
512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer or LaserJVriter.
Fastl..abel is versatile labeling software that allows
users to manage a wide range of labeling chores, from
mailing lists to disk labels, from envelopes and price
tags to VCR labels.
Fastl..abel also has a built-in batch disk labeler that
automatically creates disk labels as disks are inserted
in the drives, providing a quick way to label an entire
disk library.
The software provides users with the ability to:
print to any standard label sheet, including all Avery
products; add global text, icons and spine printing for
disks and VCR labels; complete font and style control;
mixed fonts and styles on one label; print individual
labels or multiple copies; create custom labels of any
size; enter text for labels from keyboard or import from
text files; auto-fonnat text as it is imported; and more.
$49.95 retail
Vertical Solutions; PO Box 7535; Olympia, WA 98507;
206-352-2097 or 800-942-4008

DataScan
Image processing
512K or larger Macintosh.
$199.95 retail
BrainPower, Inc.; 24009 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 250;
Calabasas, CA 91302; 818-884-6911 or 800-345-0519
DeCiass
Data processing support tool for dassified data
processing
512K or larger Macintosh.
$225retail
OITC, Inc.; PO Box 73; Melbourne Beach, FL 32951;
407-984-3714
Disk Ranger V3.1; Ranger Reader Vl.l
Hard and floppy disk catalog and label utility
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$34.95 retail; includes both programs and pin-feed
labels
Graham Software Co.; 8609lngalls Cir.; Arvada,
co 80003; 303-422-0757

DiskF'mder
Desk accessory, disk librarian, file finder
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Williams & Macias, Inc.; South 3707 Godfrey Blvd.;
Spokane, WA 99204; 509-458-6312 or 800-752-4400
DiskTop 3.0.3
Desk accessories; application program
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
CE Software; PO Box 65580; W. Des Moines, lA 50265;
51~224-1995

Dow Jones Spreadsheet Link
Data gathering utility
Any Macintosh; Dow ]ones Straight Talk; Multiplan;
modem.
$99retail
Dow Jones &Company, Inc.; PO Box 300; Princeton,
NJ 08543; 609-520-4641 or 609-520-4642
• Easy Envelopes
Envelope printing

512KE or larger Macintosh; System 5. 0 or later.
EaSY Envelopes provides users with a solution for
IJrinting envelopes on all Apple printers.
569.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste. 706;
Memphis, TN 38137; 901-683-3383

F'lleEdit
F'de editing/IDe management desk accessory
512K or larger Macintosh.
$39.95 retail
SoftPius; 14500 Chrisman Hill Dr.; Boyds, MD 20841;
301-540-6552
Findswell Version 2.0
Document locater, opener and path saver
512KE (requires HFSJ or larger Macintosh.
$59.95 retail
Working Software, Inc.; PO Box 1844; Santa Cruz,
CA 95061; 408-423-5696
Font/DA Juggler Plus
Lets users access thousands of fonts, desk accessories,
FKeys and sounds simultaneously
512KE or larger MacintosiJ.
$59.95 retail
Alsoft. Inc.; PO Box 927; Spring, 1X 77383;
713-353-4090
FontSbare
Downloadable PostScript font printing ub1ity
512KE or larger Macintosh; AppleTalk network.
$295 retail; per network
Olduvai Corp.; 7520 Red Rd., Ste. A; South Miami,
FL 33143; 305-665-4665
ForeGround Manager
Concurrent application manager for AppleShare
servers
512K or larger Macintosh; AppleShare.
$110 retail
Kent Marsh lld; 1200 Post Oak Blvd., Ste. 210;
Houston, 1X 77056; 713-623-8618 or 800-32~3587
IIFS Locator Plus 2.0
Desk accessory for locating and manipulating files;
backs up tiles and volumes
Any Macintoslz.
$39.95 retail
PBI Software, Inc.; 1163 Triton Dr.; Foster City,
CA 94404; 41~349-8765
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Utilities/Other
Icon-It! 1.1
Utility allowing the creation of personalized icons and
displaying them on an "icon bar" appearing anywhere
on screen
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$79.95 retail; call for Runtime pricing
Olduvai Corp.; 7520 Red Rd., Ste. A; South Miami,
FL 33143; 305-6654665
lnl.arge
Image-enlarging software utility for the visually
impaired
512K or larger Macintosh, except H.
$95 retail
Berkeley System Design, Inc.; 1700 Shattuck Ave.;
Berkeley, CA 94709; 415-540-5536 ·
KiwiEnvelopes! Version 2
Desk accessory for printing envelopes
Any Macintosh.
$8 (for shipping and handling) when ordered through
Kiwi Software (or free through CompuServe, Genie or
MacNet)
Kiwi Software, Inc.; 6546 Pardall Rd.; Goleta, CA 93117;
805-685-4031
Label And Envelope
Label and envelope desk accessory
512K or larger Macintosh.
$15 retail
Eastgate Systems, Inc.; PO Box 1307; Cambridge,
MA 02238; 617-782-9044

LaserMagic
Magic Video Digitizer utility
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
New Image Technology, Inc.; 9701 Philadelphia Ct;
Lanham, MD 20706; 301-731·2000
Laser'ferminal
Terminal emulator for use with a Macintosh and VAX or
older host mainframe that allows files to be directed
to a laserWriter
Any Macintosh.
$20 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A; PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 80().23~19 or 80().292.fi640 in CA

MaclnUse 2.0
Records usage of a user's Macintosh
Any Macintosh.
$79retail
SoftView, Inc.; 4820 Adohr Ln., Ste. F; Camarillo,
CA 93010; 805-388-2626 or 800622-6829
MacKeymeleon 2.0
Custom keyboard utility
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Avenue Software, Inc.; 1173 W. Charest Blvd., Ste. 390;
Quebec City, Quebec, Canada GIN 2C9; 418-682·3088

Madabeler Plus
Disk-labeling system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$49.95 retail; MacLabeler
$79.95 retail; Macl.abeler Plus
$19 retail; Quickl.abels
$22.50 retail; Laser Quickl.abels
Ideaform, Inc.; PO Box 1540; Fairfield, lA 52556;
515-472-7256
MacMover
Fde transfer utility for use with Netway 1000
communication server
512K or larger Macintosh; Netway 1000.
$995 retail; includes network license
Tri-Data Systems, Inc.; 1450 Kifer Rd.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-746-2900
MacNest
Electronic storage tray
Any Macintosh.
$49retail
Fortnum Software; 16742 Gothard St, Ste. 213;
Huntington Beach, CA 92647; 714-841-1562
MacPS - Power Scripts
Automates Macintosh Fmder
Any Macintosh.
$?:1 retail
Neff Systems Group; 3286 Knightswood Way; San Jose,
CA 95148; 408-274-1110
MacQweny
Dvorak and custom keyboard reconfiguration
with overlays
Any Macintosh
$45 retail; includes overJays
Paragon Concepts, Inc.; 4954 Sun Valley Rd.; Del Mar,
CA 92014; 619481-1477

MacDOSll
Tandy portable (models 100, 102, 200) to Macintosh
file transfers
512K or larger Macintosh.
$129.95 retail
Traveling Software, Inc.; 18702 N. Creek Pkwy.;
Bothell. WA 98011; 2Q6.483.8088 or 80().3433-8080

MenuFonts2
Replaces pull-down Font menu with a custom
Font menu
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Beyond, Inc.; 6069 E. Grant Rd.; Tucson, AZ 85712;

MacEnvelope 4.0
Envelope printing
512KE or larger Macintosh; /mage Writer or
LaserWriter.
$89.95 retail
Synex; 69210th St; Brooklyn, NY 11215; 718-499-6293

MultiSet 2.0
Lets users create and run work-sets for MultiFinder
Macintosh Plus or larger; MultiFinder.
$20retail
Neff Systems Group; 3286 Knightswood Way; San Jose,
CA 95148; 408-274-1110

602-~9790

MyDiskLabeler
Disk utility that lets users design and print removable
labels
Any Macintosh.
$54.95 retail; program
$64.95 retail; with LaserWriter option
Williams & Macias, Inc.; South 3707 Godfrey Blvd.;
Spokane, WA 99204; 5Q9.458.6312 or 80().7524400
Nol.abeiSystem
Disk identification without labels
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail; Nol.abeiSystem Software (for printing
disk info on tractor-feed inserts)
$79.95 retait Nol.abelSystem Software with pockets
and inserts (complete kit)
$22.45 retail; Nol.abeiSystem C100 with cut inserts
(call for free sample)
$32.45 retail; Nol.abelSystem TF-100 tractor-feed
inserts (call for free sample)
.
Weber & Sons, Inc.; PO Box 104-PR; Adelphia,
NJ 07710; 201-431·1128 or 80().225-0044
•NVelope
Envelope and label printer
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive (4()()K version available).
• •
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NVelope is a versatile envelope and label printer
with built-in address list and ZIP code lookup.
Using the Macintosh's familiar graphic interfaces,
the program grabs addresses from word processing.
documents or from its own address list, adds a return
address and can look up the ZIP code if necessary.
Other features include selecting from a wide range of
envelope sizes, adding special handling messages,
selecting type styles and sizes and printing in portrait
or landscape orientation.
In addition to envelopes, the program handles
many sizes of labels, both single and continuous-feed,
and composes and prints index cards and Rolodex
cards. Finally, its address list gives it the ability to print
envelopes or labels for bulk mailings.
$69 retail
Paul Mace Software, Inc.;' 400 Williamson Way; Ashland, OR 97520; 503-488-2322 or 800-523-0258
Oasis2.02
Fmder replacement and utility program
Any HFS Macintosh.
$22.95 direct retail
Jan Eugenides; RRl, Box 9463; Waterbury Center,
vr 05677; 802-244-5946

Maclmage
.
Interface software for JetReader scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; SCSI interface.
$695 retail; Maclmage
$1,300 retail; JetReader
$1,800 retait Model 730
Datacopy Corp.; 1215 Terra BeUa Ave.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 415-965-7900 or 80().821-2898
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Utilities/Other
I On Cue 1.3
File launching utility

512KE or larger Macintosh.
On Cue is a file launching utility that lets users
. move from one program to another without having to
return to the desktop. Compatible with both the F'mder
and MultiFinder, On Cue opens applications and documents with a single click of the mouse and moves from
one to another instantly.
Features include: easyto configure to a user's own
specific needs; installs by simply dragging to the Systemfolder; can launch either applications or documents; under MultiFinder, users may switch easily to
any application by pressing a command-key combination; if using MultiFinder, it places applications on top of
the On Cue menu for easy access; and more.
$59.95 retail
Jcom Simulations, Inc.; 648 S. Wheeling Rd.; Wheeling ,
IL 60090; 312-5204440
PowerDisk 2.0
Disk cache
Any Macintosh.
$79.95 retail
Software Power Company; PO Box 14133; Fremon~
CA 94539; 4154ooro86
I Preview 1.5

Replacement printer driver
Any Macintosh.
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Silicon Press
Printer utility for producing labels, envelopes and forms
512K or larger Macintosh; lmageiVriter or LaserWriter.
$79.95 retail
Silicon Beach Software; PO Box 261430; San Diego,
CA 92126; 619-695-6956

Tempo II
Macro utility
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM.
$149.95 retail
Affinity Microsystems, Ud.; 1050 Walnut SL, Ste. 425;
Boulder, CO 80302; 303442-4840 or 80Q.367-6771

SmartScrap & The Clippe.r
Desk accessories for clip art users: improved Scrapbook; reduction or enlargement of graphics
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or hard
disk driue; ImageWriter orLaserWriter.
$89.95 retail
Solutions International; 30 Commerce St.; Williston,
vr 05495; 802-658-5506

TexSys
Text-revision control system
512Kor larger Macintosh.
$69 retail
ToolMasters, Ud.; 600 Herndon Pkwy.; Herndon,
VA 22070; 703478-9808

SpeedDisk
Simulated disk drive
512K or larger Macintosh.
$29.95 retail
MicroSparc, Inc./Nibble Publications; 52 Domino Dr.;
Concord, MA 01742; 617-371-1660
Stepping Out
Macintosh screen extender
512K or larger Macintosh except II.
$95 retail
Berkeley System Design, Inc.; 1700 Shattuck Ave.;
Berkeley, CA 94709; 415-540-5536
Stepping Out ll: The Macintosh Screen Extender
Software alternative to a big screen
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$95 retail
Berkeley SystemDesign, Inc.; 1700 Shattuck Ave.;
Berkeley, CA 94709; 415-540-5536
I SuperRuler 1.1

Ruler desk accessory
Any Macintosh.
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QuickPaint
Clip art and pasteup utility
Any Macintosh.
$49 retail
EnterSet; 2380 Ellsworth; Berkeley, CA 94704;
415-54!).()539
RamSnap
RAM disk/disk cache utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
$30 retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.; Wilmington,
NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or ~-7627
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Vertical Markets/ Advertising
Clients & Profits For Advertising Agencies
Advertising agency management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; ImageWriter
or LaserWriter.
$2,495 retail; single user
$3,795 retail; multiuser
Working Computer; POBox 87; San Luis Rey,
CA 92068; 619-721.0501
FlowMaster
Advertising media flowcharting package
512K orlarger Macintosh.
$495 retail
Select Micro Systems; 40 Triangle Ctr., Ste. 211;
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598; 914-2454670
MacPromo
Public relations and advertising information system
512K orlarger Macintosh; 20MBhard disk driue.
$95 retail; MacPromo I
$169 retail; MacPromo II
Abacus, Inc.; 547 Frederick St.; San Francisco,
CA 94117; 415-759-9508
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Preview is a replacement printer driver that allows
printed output to be viewed on the screen in miniature,
one page at a time. Auser is also given the option of
viewing a normal-sized section of a page and of
scrolling around the page to look at its different sections.
To optimize ease of use, Preview can be accessed
through the Chooser or through an FKey. Auser can
also easily switch back and forth between Preview and
the normal printer driver.
$15 retail
ComputerApplications, Inc.; 12813 Undley Dr.; Raleigh,
NC 27614; 919-846-1411

)[ In A Mac
Runs, converts and develops Apple II software
512KE orlarger Macintosh.
$149.95 retail; II In AMac
$49.95 retail; I[ In AMac library Pac (collectionof
Apple II software)
ComputerApplications, Inc.; 12813 Undley Dr.; Raleigh,
NC 27614; 919-846-1411

SuperRuler is a desk accessory in the form of a
ruler that allows a user to measure objects on the
screen at different resolutions, accommodating both
the Macintosh's 72 dpi and the LaserWriter's 75 dpi.
SuperRuler can also be used to measure objects
that are being edited at two or four times their normal
size. It gives accurate size readings without a user having to resort to calculations, and can be used for both
horizontal and vertical measurements.
$15 retail
ComputerApplications, Inc.; 12813 Undley Dr.; Raleigh,
NC 27614; 919-846-1411
Tempo 1.2
Macro utility
Any Macintosh.
$99 retail
Affinity Microsystems, Ud.; 1050 Walnut SL, Ste. 425;
Boulder, CO 80302; 303442-4840 or 8()().367-6771

Vertical Markets/ Architecture .
ADS-MGMStation- Architecture
Architectural symbols
512Kor larger Macintosh.
$195 retail
Compu-Arch; 9348 Civic Center Dr.; Beverly Hills,
CA 90210; 213-271-1977
ADS-MGMStation-Interiors
Interior design symbols
512K or larger Macintosh.
$195 retail
_
Compu-Arch; 9348 Civic Center Dr.; Beverly Hills,
CA 90210; 213-271-1977

Business And Professional Software

Vertical Markets/ Architecture
ArchAccount
Billing and job costing for architectural firms
Any Macintosh; lmageiVriter or lAserWriter.
$295 retail; program
$30 retail; demonstration package
The Gardner Partnership, Architects; PO Box 549;
Cedar City, lJf 84720; 801-58&-9494
ArchiCad
Architect's program for producing drawings in twodimensional design and three-dimensional modeling
Macintosh II.
$3,950 retail
$95 retail; demo
Abvent; 23331 El Toro Rd., Ste. 209; El Toro, CA 92630;
714-38().{)333

as they are or modified to suit individual needs. Also
included is a booklet containing 48 front view drawings
of houses, rooms or landscapes, as appropriate.
$99.95 retail; Architecture
$29.95 each retail; Architecture library 1through 4
$99.95 retail; Interiors
$29.95 each retail; Interior library 1& 2
$99.95 retail; Landscape
$29.95 retail; Landscape library 1
Abracadata, lld.; PO Box 2440; Eugene, OR 97402;
503-342-3030
I Desktop Architect 1.0

Professional detailing system
512K or larger Macintosh; SuperPaint.
c;,,,.,
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Build
Management and design tool for housing industry
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$295 retail; program
$35 retail; demo
Abvent; 23331 El Toro Rd., Ste. 209; El Toro, CA 92630;
714-38().{)333
Clerk Of The Works
Bookkeeping software for architects
Macintosh SE; 20MB hard disk drive; Image Writer II
or lAserWriter.
$895 retail; per module
Sarnsara, Inc.; 241 Towyn Ct.; Lower Gwynedd,
PA 19002; 215-628-3565
I Design Your Own Home

Computer-aided architectural, interior and land design
programs
512KE or largerMacintosh; I MB ofRAM; printer
optional.
Design Your Own Home, Architecture is a program
that allows users to draw floor plans, side view building
plansand structural details. Ideas can be rearranged
and keynote and labels added. The program includes
dozens of sample plans that can be adjusted. Design
Your Own Home, Architecture calculates distances,
diagonals, areas and angles. Dozens of pre-drawn architectural shapes are available. Users may draw icons,
grids, snap lines, circl~s. ellipses, boxes and arcs. Other
features include: a stud/beam repeater and overlays.
Larger than screen sized plans are supported.
Design Your Own Home, Interiors is a program
that allows users to draw floor plans, arrange furnishings and explore color schemes for building interiors.
Ideas can be rearranged and altered. Dozens of sample
plans are included that can be adjusted. Hundreds of
furniture shapes are available. The program colors
rooms and furniture, and even uses multicolored pat·
terns to create a wallpaper effect. Plans and furniture
are automatically kept true to scale. Top views can be
transformed into side views. Furnishings may be
arranged in eight different rotations.
Design Your Own Home, Landscape is a program
that allows users to create a full color plan for property.
Flowers, trees, shrubs, walks, steps and fences can be
arranged and rearranged. The creation can be exam·
ined from all four directions. Dozens of sample plans
are available. The program allows users to change the
scale of trees and shrubs to see how they will look
when they are grown. Each plant can be identified and
labeled. Side and aerial views are permitted. Aspecial
south viewallows users to see the entire landscape
arrangement Alist of everything planted is generated.
Design Your Own Home libraries are collections of
pre-drawn plans to be used with the appropriate Design
Your Own Home modules. library plans may be used

:-:·

Desktop Architect allows users to assemble new
drawings from pre-drawn components. Components are
organized in individual documents called Parts Kits.
Each Parts Kit is unique to detail type and contains a
work space along with a corresponding note for each
component
Desktop Architect maximizes the advantage of the
Macintosh by providing a database, as well as a vehicle
for assembling details. It is versatile enough to conform
to any building type, including residential, multifamily,
light commercial and commercial renovation.
Parts Kits include: wall sections (foundation
details, isolated footing details, floor/wall assemblies,
roof assemblies), cross sections, plan view details,
structural steel detailing, door details, window details,
interior elevations, door elevations, window elevations
and roof truss diagrams.
$189 retail
DesktopArchitec~ 634 N. High St; Columbus,
OH 43215; 614-46~9906
I Desktop Architect For Dreams
Architectural detailing system
512K or larger Macintosh; Dreams.
Desktop Architect, available for Dreams fromInnovative Data Design. is a comprehensive symbols library
of architectural components that allow architects and
builders to be immediately productive on the
Macintosh.
Call for pricing
Desktop Architect; 634 N. High St.; Columbus,
OH 43215; 614-46~9906

Housebuilder
Architectural graphics
Any Macintosh; external disk drive; MacPaint.
$55 retail
Alternative Enterprises; 3300 Jarrettsville Pike;
Monkton, MD 21111; 301-557-9670
LP Architect
Architectural billing system
Macintosh Plus; 20MB hard disk drive; ImageWriter II.
$2,500 retail
·
London Pride, Inc.; 1Birch St; Norwalk, CT 06851;
2Q3.866.4806

I Mac Interiors
Three-dimensional interior design tool
Macintosh PillS or larger.
Mac Interiors is a three-dimensional interior design
tool for designing room layouts that allows elevations,
plans and perspectives to be viewed and printed.
The items to be placed in the room can first be created using the drawing palette. This comprises tools for
drawing rectangles, cuboid shapes, polygons and
prisms. These can also be shaded in 15 different
patterns.
These shapes and surfaces can be utilized at any
size and angle and built into an object When this object
is complete it can be merged intoone library unit and
stored in the database for future use. The maximum
number of surfaces in one object is 64. Up to 64 items
can be created and stored in this manner.
Mac Interiors is accurate to better than !/16th of
an inch in a 52-foot square maximum floor area. Both
metric and imperial units are supported and a user can
change instantly from one to the other.
$295 retail
Microspot; 1921 Corporate Sq., Ste. 1; Slidell,
!J\ 70458; 504-64~ or 0622-&7771 in U.K.

MacPerspective 3.2
Three-dimensional line drawings
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$219 retail
Knick Drafting, Inc.; 1275 S. Patrick Dr., Ste. P; Satellite
Beach, FL 32937; 407-m.{J275
MacSurf
Naval architecture
Macintosh PillS or larger; plotter.
$4,500 U.S. retail; MacSurf
$795 U.S. retail; MacHydro
$495 U.S. retail; Fullplot
$495 U.S. retail; MacRate
$495 U.S. retail; Prefit
$495 U.S. retail; Hydrolink
Graphic Magic, lld.; PO Box 185; Cottesloe 6011;
Perth, Western Australia; OlHil-~383-2 114
ModelShop
Three-dimensional, sketch modeling program
512K or larger Macintosh.
$495 retail
Paracomp, Inc.; 123 Townsend St., Ste. 310; San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415-543-3848
Professional Series Drafting Symbols
Architectural drafting symbols in MiniCad/PICT
format
512KE or larger Macintosh; MiniCad, MacDraft,
PowerDraw or any drafting application that reads P/Cf
format files.
$95 retail; Module 1- Architectural
$75 retail; Module 2- Cabinetwork
$75 retail; Module 3- Doors/Windows
$195 retail; all three modules
Williams AG Products; 720 E. "1"St; Chula Vista, ·
CA 92010; 619421-4093
SimpleSpan Utilities I
Beam analysis desk accessory package
512K or larger Macintosh.
$149 retail; includes SimpleSpan 2.5 and BackSpan 2.0
Arch Software, Inc.; 1642 Pullan Ave.; Cincinnati, OH
45223; 513-681-1642
Sketch-To-Scale
Drafting system with screen overlay templates and sym• bois library
Any Macintosh; MacPaint, MacDraft or MacDraw.
$74.95 retail
Williams AG Products; 720 E. "J' St.; Chula Vista,
CA 92010; 619421-4093
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Vertical Markets/
Banking, Finance
F'manclal Analysis 4.0
Fmancial functions; analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel,
Multiplan or Lotus jazz.
$195 retail
ReaiData, Inc.; 78 N. Main St; South Norwalk,
CT 06854; 203-255-2732

Vertical Markets/CAD/CAM
AutoCAD Release 10
Universal design and drafting program with threedimensional modeling and surfacing
Macintosh II; 4MB ofRAM.
$3,000 retail
Autodesk, Inc.; 2320 Marinship Way; Sausalito,
CA 94965; 415-332·2344
CADMover

CAD/CAM graphics file translation program
512K or larger Macintosh.
$495retail
Kandu Software Corp.; 2305 N. Kentucky St; Arlington,
VA 22205; 703-532.0213
ICiarisCAD
Design and drafting tool

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; hard disk drive
recommended.
Claris CAD is a design and drafting tool for engj.
neers and architects. It integrates a wealth of twodimensional design and drafting features, including
mouse/keyboard entry, construction of fillets, tangents
and perpendiculars and automatic dimensioning, while
fully utilizing the Macintosh interface.
Features include: freehand, object-oriented sketching; double-line construction lines; optional keyboard
' entry of object size/location (absolute, relative, polar);
area and perimeter calculations; tangents, perpendicu·
Iars and offsets; construction from endpoints, centers,
intersections, objects and other geometry; fillets and
chamfers; trim, divide and extend; multiple duplication
in linear or radial patterns; standard or custom hatch·
ing; regular polygon tool; additional construction methods for redangles, ovals, circles and arcs; mirror with
and without copy; window and tiling arrangement; and
the ability to paste any symbol or drawing with flipping,
individual Xand Yscaling and rotation.
Dimensioning features include: automatic; linear,
radial, diametrical and angular; chained, datum (baseline) and standard; fully and easily editable; custom
arrowheads and tickrnarks; tolerancing; preset or custom settings for all aspects of dimension appearance;
and automatic circle centerlines.
Other features include: supports U.S. and international drawing standards for drawing and dimensioning;
import/export IGES (optional), DXF (optional) and
PICT images; customizable symbol libraries; number of
layers limited only by memory; up to 16,000 preset or
custom fill patterns; zoom window; alignmen~ nudging
and grouping of any items; undo/redo; and more.
$799 retail; Claris CSAD
$399 retail; upgrade to MacDraw II owners
$299 retail; IGES and DXF translators
Claris Corp.; 440 Clyde Ave.; Mountain View, CA
94043; 415-962-8946 (customer relations), 80().5#8554
(upgrades) or 80().334-3535 (U.S. dealers)
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Composite Wmg Optimization
Structural design of composite aircraft wings
512K or larger Macintosh; two diskette drives.
$60 retail
Aircraft Designs, Inc.; 11082 BelAire Ct; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 4()8.255-8688
Computer Aided Design For Inductors And
Transformers
Increases the speed and analyzes existing magnetic
components; minimizes the design time of new magnetic components
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic.
$169 retail; program
$75 retail; book (not required)
KG Magnetics, Inc.; 1214 Kolle Ave.; PO Box 3095;
S. Pasadena, CA 91030; 213-254-7811

Flyback Converter Magnetics Design Software

Enables a user to design buck converters, boost converters, inverting buck-boost converters and isolated
muttioutput buck-boost converters
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic.
$99 retail; program
$75 retail; book (not required)
KG Magnetics, Inc.; 1214 Kolle Ave.; PO Box 3095;
S. Pasadena, CA 91030; 213-254-7811

Generic CADD Levell, Version 1.0
Computer-aided design/drafting/drawing tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; hard disk drive
and math coprocessor recommended.
$99.95 retail
Generic Software, Inc.; 11911 N. Creek Pkwy. S;
Bothell, WA 98011; 20&487-2233 or 80().228-3601

Computer Aided Transformer And Inductor
Analysis
Increases the speed of magnetic component analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; M"rcrosoft Basic.
$119 retail
KG Magnetics, Inc.; 1214 Kolle Ave.; PO Box 3095;
S. Pasadena, CA 91030; 213-254-7811

The Gibbs System 3.0

Dimensions
Three-dimensional design, modeling, presentation
and animation
MacintosiJ Plus or larger; 1 MB ofRAM.
$1,595 retail; Design Dimensions
$1,495 retail; RayTrace Dimensions
$895 retail; Render Dimensions
$495 retail; DXF Interpreter
$295 retail; VersaCAD Interpreter
$495 retail; Presentation Toolkit
Visual Information, Inc.; 16309 Doublegrove;
La Puente, CA 91744; 818-918-8834

•In-CAD
Mechanical engineering design and drafting package
Macintosh SE or II.
In.CAD is a mechanical engineering design and
drafting software package that provides the ability to do
both two-dimensional drafting and three-dimensional
solids modeling. It conforms to the Macintosh user
interface and offers users the flexibility of using either
a tablet or text commands.
The design and drafting capabilities of the program
include: flexible dimensioning, user definable text fonts
and cross hatch patterns, full geometry creation and
editing, subfigures for library parts and components,
user definable attn'butes and grouping, labeling with
balloons and automatic incrementing, variable width
lines and a user programming language. Jn.CAD's associative dimensioning provides the ability to automatically update dimensions that are related to a dimension
that has been changed.
In.CAD is a true Constructive Solid Geometry
(CSG) based solids modeling program. It provides a
more complete object model than can be achieved with
wireframe or surfacing modelers. The program can differentiate between material and voids. Building block
primitives and Boolean operations are used to add and
subtract material. The resulting model may be viewed
from any direction with hidden lines removed, shaded
or sectioned. Additionally, users can calculate area and
mass/volume properties. Any portion of the model may
be modified and the changes will automatically be
reflected throughout the model
.
The software package also features an IGES translator for importing and exporting files between other
CAD systems and a translator specifically for AutoCAD
DXFfiles.
$1,945 retail
Infinite Graphics, Inc.; 4611 E. Lake St; Minneapolis,
MN 55406; 612-721-6283

Douglas CAD/CAM
Printed circuit-board design and manufacturing
512K or larger Macintosh.
$95 retail; layout system software
$395 retail; with print option
$525 retail; together with print and pen plot option
Douglas Electronics; 718 Marina Blvd.; San Leandro,
CA 94577; 415483-8770
Douglas CAD/CAM Professional System
Integrated CAD/CAM for electronic design and
manufacturing
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,500 retail; Professional Layout
$700 retait Schematic
$700 retail; AutoRouter
$25 retail; Professional System demo
Douglas Electronics; 718 Marina Blvd.; San Leandro,
CA 94577; 415-483-8770
Dreams

Computer·aided design
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; hard disk
drive.
$500 retail
Innovative Data Design, Inc.; 2280 Bates Ave., Ste. A;
Concord, CA 94520; 415-680-6818

Computer-aided design and manufacturing
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
$9,000 to $15,000 retail; standard package including
Macintosh SE with Apple 2D MB bard disk drive
Gibbs &Associates; 9320 Deering Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-7008854

lSI Pentagon CAD 1.2
Two-dimensional computer-aided design and
drafting tool
512K or larger Macintosh; two 400K disk drives.
$99 retail; LSI Pentagon CAD
$100 retail; Cogo Addition
$100 retail; Programmer's Addition (requires 1 MB
of RAM)
$1,295 retail; Mapping Addition {requires 1 MB of
RAM)

Uonshead Software, Inc.; 1911 Hollyhock Rd.;
West Palm Beach, FL 33414; 407-790-1157

High-Performance Electronic Design Software
It's a whole new ballgame for electronic CAE/CAD.
MAC II has given the EE powerful new tools to
work with. And McCAD- the world's leading
desktop engineering software for the Macintosh gives you the way to press those advantages when
designing PCB's. Put it all together, and you have a
CAD system that's faster, that has more memory,
more storage and filing .. .and color.
Remember, McCAD is a true integrated system.
We have modules that take you from schematics to
PCB design to fabrication, with a lot of stops inbetween. Buy one stand-alone component or the
whole package. It's up to you. Mix and match for
your own workstation needs.
And easy? If you're tired of user-friendly promises

See us at MACWORLD
Booth #5402, Brooks Hall
Jan. 19-22
McCAD Is a registered trademark of VAMP, lni:./ Maclntosll ls a
trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

that turn sour with incomplete systems, complicated
manuals and convoluted procedures, McCAD is
your answer. McCAD is so easy to understand and
use, the engineer can start operating it immediately
with no break in his work.
You ask about economy? This might just be the
best part. Not only does McCAD have one of the
most enticing price tags around, it also gives you the
best price-for-performance in the industry. In fact, in
its product class, McCAD can't be underpriced and
outperformed by anyone.
So, it's simple. All you have to do is make the best
investment of your professional life, and then sit
back and relax. McCAD does the rest.

MCCRD
Published by VAMP, Inc.

6753 Selma Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90028
(213) 466-5533
FAX: (213) 466-6564
Telex: 650-262-3069
Answer Back: 650-262-3069-MCI
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Business And Professional Software

Vertical Markets/ CAD/CAM
MacArchitrion 4.0
Three-dimensional CAD design tool
Maci11tosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
$1,499 retail
Gimeor, Inc.; 1815 HSt. NW; Washington, DC 20006;
202·2234373 or 514-8434397 in Canada

$1,495 retail; McCAD EDS-1 (Mac IO
$1,695 retail; McCAD EDS-2 (Mac 10
Vamp, Inc.; 6753 Selma Ave.; Los Angeles, CA 90028;
213466-5533
MGMS IGES/DXF
Transfers data between CAD systems
512K or larger Macintosh.
$500 retail
Micro CAD/CAM Systems, Inc.; 5900 Sepulveda Blvd.,
#340; Van Nuys, CA 91411; 818-37&0008

MacCAD
Twelve separate drafting templates for engineers and
architects for use with MacDraw, MiniCad, MacDraft,
Super Paint
512K or larger Macintosh.
$69 to $249 retail; per package
CompServCo; 1921 Corporate Sq., Ste. I; Slidell,
lA 70458; 504-649-0484 or 800-272·5533

MGMStation CAD
Computer-aided drafting
512KE or larger Maci11toslt.
$999 retail; Version 2.5 I (512KE, Plus, SE, 10
$1,399 retail; Version 2.5 !1 (color for Mac 10
Micro CAD/CAM Systems, Inc.; 5900 Sepulveda Blvd.,
#340; Van Nuys, CA 91411; 818-37&0008

MacDraft
Computer-aided design
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$269 retail
Innovative Data Design, Inc.; 2280 Bates Ave., Ste. A:,
Concord, CA 94520; 415-680-6818

MGMStation CAD/CAM
Computer-aided drafting and manufacturing
Macintosh Plus orlarger; BOOK floppy disk drive; hard
disk drive.
$7,000 retail
Micro CAD/CAl'vl Systems, Inc.; 5900 Sepulveda Blvd.,
#340; Van Nuys, CA 91411; 818-37&0008

MacEZ-CAM
Computer-aided manufacturing system
Macintosh Plus; extemal disk drive.
$2,000 retail; per application
Bridgeport Machines; 500 Undley St.; Bridgeport,
CT 06606; 203-367·3651 or 800.2434292

MiniCad Plus
Two- and three-dimensional CAD program
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM.
$695 retail; MiniCad Plus
$150 retail; upgrade to MiniCad Plus for registered
MiniCad users
$150 to $300 retail; MiniCad Plotter Driver (AB size to
AEsize)
Graphsoft; 8370 Court Ave., Ste. 202; Ellicott City,
MD 21043; 301-461·9488

MacGDS
CAD package for interactive design of integrated cir·
cuits and hybrids, from initial concept to documentation
Macintosh Pitts or larger.
S8,200 U.S. retail
DKL Technology, Inc.; 11 Donex St.; Pointe Claire,
Quebec, Canada H9R 4Z2; 514-694-9m
MacTracer 1.0
Three-dimensional rendering
Macintosh II; color display card.
$895 retail
Ray Tracing Corp.; 2516 Via Tejon, Ste. 316; Palos
Verdes Estates, CA 90274; 213-373-2998
Magnetic Core Data Conversion Software
Creates and stores core data files for use in future
designs
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic.
$79 retail; program
$75 retail; book (not required)
KG Magnetics, Inc.; 1214 Kolle Ave.; PO Box 3095;
S. Pasadena, CA 91030; 213-254-7811
Magnetic Core Nesting
Consolidates similar cores into a single file
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic.
$29 retail
KG Magnetics, Inc.; 1214 Kolle Ave.; PO Box 3095;
S. Pasadena, CA 91030; 213-254-7811
McCAD Software
Electronics and printed circuit-board design
512K or larger Macintosh.
$395 retail; McCAD PCB-1
$995 retail; McCAD PCB·ST
$695 retail; McCAD Schematics
$695 retail; McCAD DIGSIM
$175 retail; McCAD Gerber Translator
$895 retail; McCAD Gerber View
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• Origins Novice Level CAD
High-powered two- and three-dimensional CAD
512KE or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive; hard disk
drive and math coprocessor recommended.
Origins is written entirely in high-speed 68000
Assembly Language code, giving it the speed and accu·
racy demanded by design engineers, while offering a
technique known as "Point Orientation," allowing a
designer to work on the individual point level. This
maintains a true high-end two-dimensional CAD
database, interfaced with the visual reality of threedimensional CAD, along with solid modeling and high·
speed real-time three-dimensional rotation.
Origins supports full Macintosh color. Solid model
coloring is obtained through light intensity of the par·
ticular color. Systems that do not offer color or gray·
scaling capabilities have the ability to use shaded fill
patterns. The program also supports wirefrarne objects
in color.
Three-dimensional viewing is available at any angle
through orthographic projection. In addition, designs
can be viewed in perspective at any angle, as well as the
option to "fly around"the design or "walk inside" the
design. Auser has the ability to select the number of
points within ovals, circles or curved surfaces.
Two- and three-dimensional drawing tools for
detailed geometric construction include: rectangle tool,
three-dimensional rectangle tool, circle and oval tool,
cylinder tool, two- and three-dimensional polygon tools
and two- and three-dimensional triangles.
Special features include: offers direct access tothe
math coprocessor; dimensioning is completely automat·
ic, including extension lines, arrowheads and the text
or numeric value within the dimension; full associative
dimensioning; user-defined page sizes; each view Ytithin
the program has user-defined scaling, point locking,
grouping, zooming, hide detection. nudge, flip. extrude,
fillet, complete text editing and user-defined line types,
as well as selectable line types and 256 separate layers;

related viewing, which allows multiple viewing projec·
lions with automatic updating of all views; and symbol
libraries are unlimited with optional automatic scaling
export features.
Origins has a PICT file translator and an optional
DXF translator and IGES translator, as well as an
optional plotter driver.
$495 retail; black and white version
$595 retail; color version
Deltasoft, Inc.; PO Box 55089;Tulsa, OK 74155;
918-25().5594
Ovation CAD/CAM 4.2
Two-dimensional CAD package
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$8,000 to $30,000 retail; software only
$7,000 to$100,000 retail; high-speed plotters
$300,000 retail; industrial laser systems
Innovative Design Systems Corp.; 150 N. Miller Rd.,
Bldg. 250, Ste. "B"; Akron, OH 44313; 216-83&-0006
Pegasys (Professional Engineering Graphics
Application System)
Two- and three-dimensional drafting with macros and
command input
Madntosh Plus or larger; 1 MB RAM; hard disk drive.
$695 retail; Pegasys I (Plus, SE, 10 2D, color
$1,295 retail; Pegasys Expert (Plus, SE, II) 2D,
3D, color
$1,795 retail; Pegasys II (II) 2D, 3D, color
!GC Technology Corp.; 305 Lennon ln.; Walnut Creek,
CA 94598; 41~94~7300
• PictorDraft 1.0
Two-dimensional CAD package
Macintosh Plus or larger.

PictorDraft is a high-performance, full-featured
two-dimensional production drafting (CAD) program
created solely for the Macintosh.
It is vector-based and features multiple drawing
"sheets" that can be open at one time, multiple drawing
windows with automatic update in each view, multiple
scales on one sheet, associative dimensioning and area
fills, full precision floating point accuracy, support of
construction lines and circles, PowerParser for
inputting equations, compass bearing and math func·
!ions during data input, pop-up palette and tear-off
menus, access of viewing tools during any drawing process, full WYSIWYG interface including line types and
weights, infinite zoom, full rotation capabilities by user·
defined points, auto file recovery and more.
$495 retail
Pictor Graphics, Inc.; 800 E. Campbell Rd., Ste. 199;
Richardson, TX 75081; 214-437-9043
PowerDraw 2.0
CAD drafting system
Maci11tosh Plus or larger; external disk drive orhard
disk drive; ImageWriter, LaserWriter or Plotter.
$795 retail
Engineered Software/Computer Shoppe;
PO Box 18344; Greensboro, NC 27419; 919-299-4843

The wait is over for a powerful, easy to use electronic design workstation.
With the new Douglas CAD/ CAM
Professional System, you can nowexperience
computer-aided design without going over
budget and without sitting through months of
tedious training. Running on the Apple
Macintosh Plus, SE and II, the Professional
System from Douglas Electronics excels
in price/ performance, short learning curves
and ease of use.
As the newest addition to the Douglas
CAD/ CAM line of printed circuit board design
and manufacturing systems, the Professional Systemis a fully integrated engineering
tool that will take you from the schematic
drawing to the final routed board. The software features full color, unlimited multi-

layers and .001" control which makes surface
mount technology (SMT) and other difficult
tasks a snap. Professional Layout includes a
parts placement facility. Schematic includes
fully interactive digital simulation and net list
generation. Aflexible, multi-pass router
completes the design cycle with a 16 layer
routing capability.
The new age of electronic CAD has come
with the high resolution and speed of a
Macintosh engineering workstation. You'll be
designing your first circuit board just
minutes after the Professional System software
has been loaded into your computer.
In addition, the Macintosh's graphics capa-

Douglas
Electronics
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bilities allow for powerful features such
as the ability to transfer Professional
System drawings into final engineering
documentation.
Computer-aided design wasn't meant to be
time consuming and complicated. If your
present CAD system has got the best of you,
it may be time you enter the new age of
electronic CAD with the powerful, easy to use
Douglas CAD/ CAMProfessional System.
Take your first step by ordering a full.
feature Demo. All three programs are
included for just $25.
Call or write for more information and to
place your order.

Macintosh Is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

718 Marina Blvd.
San Leandro, CA 94577
{415) 483·8770

Business And Professional Soft"•are

Vertical Markets/CAD/CAM

Vertical Markets/Construction

• PowerDraw DXF Translator
PowerDraw-to-DXF file conversion
Macintosh Plus or larger; PowerDraw.
PowerDraw DXF Translator provides the interchange of files between PowerDraw format and the
AutoCAD Standard format, DXE This allows drawings
to be created in AutoCAD, transferred to PowerDraw
format, changed/corrected or edited in PowerDraw
and transferred back to AutoCAD (and vice versa). This
allows for the coexistence of Macintosh and MS.DOS
machines in the same office, with design and drawings
being done at both machines, knowing the information
can be utilized by both the Macintosh and the MS.DOS
machine.
$195retail
Engineered Software/Computer Shoppe;
PO Box 18344; Greensboro, NC 27419; 919-299-4843

Accounting 4 Construction Version 1.2
Integrated construction accounting system
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive recommended; lmageWriter.
$2,000 retail
Software Constructors, Inc.; 2416 Hillsboro Rd.,
Ste. 200; Nashville, TN 37212; 615-383-4850

Quick Core Data For laminations
Stores and modifies 75 standard laminations

512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic.

$49retail
KG Magnetics, Inc.; 1214 Kolle Ave.; PO Box 3095;
S. Pasadena, CA 91030; 213-254-7811

Snap! 3.0
Two-dimensional CAD system
Macintosh with 1MB ofRAM.
$695 retail; Snap! 3.0
$19.95 retail; demo disk
$195 retail; Snap! To Intergraph Translator
Data Basics, Inc.; PO Box 32; Sunset, SC 29685;
803-878-7484
SpaceEdit 2.2
Two- and three-dimensional CAD software
512K or larger Macintosh.
$625 retail; program
$795 retail; color Mac II
$35 retail; demo
Abvent; 23331 El Toro Rd., Ste. 209; El Toro, CA 92630;
714-380-0333
Specialty Design Magnetics Software
Magnetic component design
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic.
$99 retail; program
$75 retail; book (not required)
KG Magnetics, Inc.; 1214 Kolle Ave.; PO Box 3095;
S. Pasadena, CA 91030; 213-254-7811
Timdom
Computer-aided design package for control system
modeling, design and analysis
512K or larger Macintos/1.
$295retail
Puma Software, Inc.; PO Box 35373; Albuquerque,
NM 87176; 505-265-5270
VersaCAD/Macintosh Edition, Version 2.0
Two-dimensional CAD system with three-dimensional
visualization

Macintosh II; 2MB ofRAM; hard disk drive; Macintosh
Plus or SE; 1MB ofRAM; hard disk drive; math coprocessor where Possible.

$1,995 retail
Versacad Corp.; 2124 Main St; Huntington Beach,
CA 92648; 714-960-7720

Any Macintosh; Mac Write 4.5.

Benchmark Survey System
Land surveying; subdivision design
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$295 retail; Basic Survey System
$1,500 retail; Professional Survey System
The Computersmith, Inc.; 143 Kimball Hill Rd.;
Hudson, NH 03051; 603-889-2670
Bid Analysis
Template for any bidding situation that can be divided
into labor, materials or subcontracts

512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft ExceL

$195 U.S. retail
$25 retail; Demo
Hewpact limited; 734 Holgate Crescent; Kingston,
Ontario, Canada K7M 5A6; 613-389-3200

CogoMaster
Surveying

512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$147.50 retail
Guenzi Surveys; Box 127, #38 CDR; Glendive,
MT 59330; 406-365-3527

Concept To Completion
Cost breakdown package
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Excel
1.5 or later.
$395retail
$20 retail; demo (price applied to future purchase)
MaxSolutioos; 24112th St; Del Mar, CA 92014;
619-481-0479
Constructimator II
Construction cost estimating/unit pricing
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; Microsoft Excel.
$195retail
Softouch Software, Inc.; 2066 NW Irving, Ste. 2;
Portland, OR 97209; 503-241-1841
Construction Contractor Management 2.0
Management system for general contractors
512K or larger Macintosl1.
$1,050 retail; program
$2,230 retail; with full integrated accounting
Exceiver Corp.; PO Box 671; Hopkins, MN 55343;
612-938-3361
DBPermit
Database manager for permit writing and filing
512K or larger Macintosh.
$995 retail
Unicorn, Software Development Group; 297 Elmwood
Ave.; Providence, RI 02907; 401-785-3232,
401-785-3636 or 401467-5600, ext. 124
MacNail2.2
Construction estimating/scheduling/job cost
accounting

Macintosh with 1 MB ofRAM; external disk drive or
Izard disk drive; Microsoft &eel.
$295 retail
Turtle Creek Software; 651 Halsey Valley Rd.; Spencer,
NY 14883; 607-589-6858
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Masterspec AlA
library of master guide specifications for building
construction
$615 retail; Basic version
$360 retail; Short version
EPPS/Architectonix; 1950 Stemmons Fwy., Ste. 5001
lnfomart; Dallas, TX 752ffl; 214-746-4346

Vertical Markets/Education
Admissions Office
Integrated admissions/registration for higher
education
512K or larger Macintosh.
Call for pricing
Right Track Software, Inc.; 6037 Valley View Rd.;
Oakland, CA 94611; 415-339-2735
Atlas And Overlay

Authoring tool for creating and manipulating atlases of
images

512K or larger Macintosh.
$12.50 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. k PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA

Brainchild Grade
Electronic grade book
512K or larger Macintosh.
$25 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 \V. Stanley Ave:, Ste. A: PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA
CaseMaker
Creates and presents case studies
Any Macintosh; word processor that wiU save as "text
only."
$12 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. k PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA
The Corporate Registrar
Business training registration
512K or larger Macintosh.
$4,995 retail
Right Track Software, Inc.; 6037 Valley View Rd.;
Oakland, CA 94611; 415-339-2735
Course Builder; Video Builder
Creates stand-alone applications for teaching, training,
testing
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
$395 retail; Course Builder
·
$695 retail; Video Builder (mcludes required video
device and interface cables)
$10 retail; Course Builder demo
TeleRobotics International, Inc.; 8410 Oak Ridge Hwy.;
Knoxville, TN 37931; 615-690-5600
Course Of Action; The Best Course Of Action
Icon-based authoring system that creates stand-alone
applications
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
$695 to $2,500 retail; educational and volume purchase
discounts available
Authorware, Inc.; 8500 Normandale Lake Blvd.,
Ste.1050; Minneapolis, MN 55437; 612-921-8555
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Vertical Markets/Education
DaPomaGB
Grade-book manager
Any Macintosh; external disk drive.
$75 and $150 retail
Da Poma, Inc.; PO Drawer H; Hondo, 1X 78861;
512-426-5932
Drill

Question-and-answer drill program
Any Macintosh.
$7retan
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. k PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA
Educational Budget Management System
School budget development
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; ImageWriter or LllserWriter.
$1,495 retail
Precision Computer Systems; 575 W. Riordan Rd.;
F1agstaft AZ 86001; 602-779-5341

I Glatt Plagiarism Screening Program
Test against plagiarism
Any Macintosh.
Glatt Plagiarism Screening Program is a comprehensive software program designed to detect plagiarism. This program provides objective testing. Writers
are given two or more pages of their own compositions
with every fifth word replaced by a blank. The writer is
then asked what words tit into the blanks. The completed test is then subjected to number of statistical analyses. Inconsistent substitutions for the missing words
suggests plagiarism.
$250retail
Glatt Plagiarism Services, Inc.; PO Box 162033;
Sacramento, CA 95816; 916-483-8773
IGiattP~mT~~p~

Computer-assisted instruction on plagiarism
Any Macintosh.
,
Glatt Plagiarism Teaching Program is a tutorial that
provides instruction to students about what constitutes
plagiarism and how it can be avoided. The program
explains the difference between plagiarism and paraphrasing, and provides guidelines regarding when and
how to provide proper attributes. The program provides
a SeH Plagiarism Detection Test for immediate
feedback.
$250retan
Glatt Plagiarism Services, Inc.; PO Box 162033;
Sacramento, CA 95816; 916-483-Sm
GradeBook

Allows educators to record, edit, average, plot and
report grades
512K or larger Macintosh.
$99retail
Bobbing Software; 67 Country Oaks Dr.; Buda,
1X 78610; 512-295-5045
Lesson Writer; Lesson Writer For
Chemistry Lessons
Tool for creating tutorials, tests and quizzes containing
questions of varying detan and sophistication
Any Macintosh.
$30 retait Lesson Writer
$34 retait Lesson Writer For Chemistry Lessons
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. k PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 inCA

Mac School V2.0
School administration
Macintosh Plus or larger, hard disk drive.
$2,450 retaik single user version
$2,950 retaik multiuser version
Chancery Software; 500-1168 Hamilton St; Vancouver,
B.C., Canada V6B 252; 604-685-2041
or 800-663-8831 (orders)
MacLang
Tool for preparing computer exercises and activities tailored to ESL and foreign language stUdents
512K or larger Macintos/1.
$30retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. k PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA
MacRegistrar
Specialized database for managing course grades,
including interchange of data with University Registrar
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Cooke Publications; PO Box 4448; Ithaca, NY 14852;
607-272-2708, ext 15, 800-4824438, ext. 15
or 800-435-4438, ext 15 (m NY)
MacTag 2.0-Teacher's Assistant Grader
Grade-book manager
512K or larger Macintosh.
$65 retail
Paragon Concepts, Inc.; 4954 Sun Valley Rd.; Del Mar,
CA 92014; 619-481-1477
The Main Office
Complete student records for grades K-12
512K or larger Macintosh.
$2,495 retail
Right Track Software, Inc.; 6037 Valley View Rd.;
Oakland, CA 94611; 415-339-2735
MatchMaker And MatchMaker Utility
Interactively presents, checks and scores matchingtype quizzes
Any Macintosh.
$12 retan
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. k PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA
MicroGrade

Grade book application
512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer or LllserWriter
recommended.
$95retail
Chariot Software Group; 3659 India Sl, Ste. 100;
San Diego, CA 92103; 619-298-0202 or 800-242-7468
IMMS
Modular management system for schools
512K or larger Macintosh.
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The Modular Management System for Schools
(MMS) is a school administrative software system
designed to handle all student recordkeeping and
course scheduling needs. MMS is a totally integrated

modular system bunt around a central Student Master
File. Additional modules handle Student Scheduling,
Grade, Attendance and Discipline reporting. The Master File System must be present before any of the other
modules can be used.
Features include: up to 90 data fields per student,
record access by name or ID number, sorting by one or
several data fields, printed reports specified to include
all students or limited groups and a Data Import/
Export option for exchanging data with various
database or word processing programs or transferring
MMS data to other computer systems.
The Attendance Reporting System provides dally
attendance reports for up to 204 school days. Options
include Period by Period Class Attendance, a Scanner
Input Option, Letter link that integrates with word pr~
cessors and aTelephone Auto-Call System for immediate home-school communication.
The Student Scheduling System will schedule any
size school for year long, semester, quarter or six-term
courses. Options include: Course Master Builder which
locates courses in optimum periods with fewest conflicts, a Study HaJJ Scheduling option and a Scanner
input option for entry of course requests and
adds/drops.
The Grade Reporting System maintains Jetter
and/or numeric grades for up to 18 courses per student
and cumulative transcript data for total years in school.
ATeacher Gradebook option transfers grades automatically from the teachers' gradebook system.
The Tuition/Fee Accounting System allows a view
of the student's entire account history on the screen at
one time. It generates statements in triplicate, provides
an aged accounts report and provides for entry of standard fees for groups of students with one entry. Fees
associated with siblings can be integrated into one
statement
The Discipline Reporting System maintains a
record of each student's behavior for the entire school
year. Reports can be printed by student or by teacher _
using selection criteria such as start/stop dates, disciplinary action taken, specified number of infractions or
particular infractions like cutting class.
$499 retan; Student Master F'de System
$549 retail; Attendance Reporting System
$1,399 retail; Student Scheduling System
$1,199 retail; Grade Reporting System
$549 retail; Tuition/Fee Accounting System
$449 retail; Discipline Reporting System
Computer Resources, Inc.; Barrington Office Mall;
PO Box D; BarringtOn, NH 03825; 603-664-5811
Oyster

Courseware authoring system
512K or larger Madntosh.
$79.95 retail
Poseidon, Inc.; 200 W. Station Sl; Barrington, IL 60010;
312-382-7275
Precision Personnel Management System
Employee and substitute record keeping for school
districts
Macintosh Plus or larger, hard disk drive; Image Writer,
Omnis 3 Plus.
$795retail
Precision Computer Systems; 575 W. Riordan Rd.;
Flagstaff, AZ 86001; 602-779-5341
Precision School Management System
Student record keeping for elementary and secondary
schools
Macintosh Plus or larger, hard disk drive; Image Writer;
Omnis 3 Plus.
$995retail
Precision Computer Systems; 575 W. Riordan Rd.;
Flagstaff, AZ 86001; 602-779-5341
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•Teacher'sRollbook 1.3
Rollbook program
512KE or larger Macintosh; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive.

Vertical Markets/Education
Registrar's Office
Integrated registration/admissions for higher
education
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512K or larger Macintosh.
$4,995 retail
Right Track Software, Inc.; 6037 Valley View Rd.;
Oakland, CA 94611; 415-339-2735
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• School Days
Student information management system

512KE or larger Macintosh; System 5.0 or later.
School Days is a student information management
program designed to automate the complex record
requirements of the educational system. It provides the
features needed to maintain more than 80 different
items of information for Pre-K to grade 12 students.
The program creates mailing lists and labels,
tuition invoices, student directories, awards and certifi·
cates. It also includes complete import and export func·
tions with mail merge.
$995retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste. 706;
Memphis, TN 38137; 901-683-3383
•SIMSV2.0
Student information management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
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SIMS, Student Information Management System, is
a complete information system designed to help educators make decisions in managing students. It provides a
master schedule, student scheduling, grade reporting,
attendance and student transcripts.
SIMS allows scheduling of students as individuals
or groups while maintaining even class loads. It also
provides suggested future course plans. Discipline incidents and student body profiles can be tracked.
Reports include: report cards, mini course credits,
master schedules, GED application, class requests anal·
ysis, attendance summary, student credit analysis, tran·
scripts, enrollment profiles, class rosters and more.
SIMS can be customized to meet individualized
needs and has multiple levels of security.
$3,500 retail; single user
$4,500 retail; multiuser
Computer Solutions; 7044 Mill Ct SE; Olympia,
WA 98503; 206-45&1888
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Teacher's Rollbook is a full-featured rollbook program tha! allows teachers to record and calculate
grades and more.
The program keeps accurate totals and the reasons
for all a6sences and tardies. The program will prompt a
user for reasons why students were absent when they
return to school. Attendance Reports available include:
total days absent for all students, total times tardy for all
students and individual attendance records for each
student
Teacher's Rollbook keeps detailed accurate
records of student's grades and provides reports quick·
ly and easily. To enter grades, a user types in the grade
and hits Return. It will even calculate grades by percent
if desired.
The program keeps track of actions a user takes
regarding behavior, reminds a user what was assigned
and keeps accurate records for later use.
Grade reports available include: grades in ID nWllber order, grades ranked from highest to lowest, grades
for an individual student and grades on a specific
assignment. All reports except the individual grade
report give a user the option of printing the reports
with student names included or with ID numbers only
so grades may be posted without violating a student's
privacy.
Other reports available include: an alphabetical
telephone list, birthdays, enrollment counts by boys
and girls, follow·up report (for behavior records), indi·
vidual follow-up report and checked out items report.
In addition, Teacher's Rollbook provides a
semester rollover feature that allows a user to transfer
the students basic information into a new file for a new
semester without having to enter that information
again.

S149retail
Current Class Productions; 22824 Berendo Ave.;
Torrance, CA 90502; 213·3264246
I TestWright
Instructional test generation, management and analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2MB ofRAM; hard disk

drive; lmageWriter.

_,

Vertical Markets/Engineering
ACNAP3

AC circuit analysis program
512K or larger Macintosh.
$125 retail
BV Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B13;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781.0252

ACTFIL
Active filter design/realization program
512K or larger Macintosh.
$95 retail
BV Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B13;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781.()252

ADS.l\IGMStation-Electronics
Symbols for schematics and drawings
512K or larger Macintosh.
$195 retail
Compu·Arch; 9348 Civic Center Dr.; Beverly Hills,
CA 90210; 213-271-1977
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TestWright is an instructional test generation, man·
agement and analysis application that is built on a reJa.
tional database. It stores thousands of test items,
creates and prints tests, provides both internal and
spreadsheet entry of student answers, calculates
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scores, prints several types of test reports, does item
analysis and stores and monitors essential test management information.
TestWright provides security for tests and test
items through password protection and controlled
admission of users. Tests may include graphics and
may be administered online. Items may be typed into
simple forms or imported in several ways. Items may
also be weighted.
TestWright is available in two versions. TestWright
1is a multiuser application that may be simultaneously
accessed through eight different menus and from as
many as four independent users on the same network.
TestWright 2 is a single-user, multiaccess application. It
may be used on only one computer at a time, but users
may be admitted to eight different menus or forms of
the application depending on levels of responsibility.
Except for the mode of access, the two versions are
identical.
TestWright explicitly supports testing by objectives
and both individualized and group testing. All test items
are tied to instructional objectives, but objectives may
be stated in terms of content, rather than in behavioral
form. Tests prepared for administration to groups are
treated differently from tests prepared for administration to particular individuals. This arrangement provides for the integrity of both test scoring and item
analysis.
$545 retail; multiuser (software for host and three
guests)
$245 retail; single user
$25 retail; demo
Preceptor Systems, Inc.; PO Box 3941; Frederick,
MD 21701; 301-662-6883

ADS.MGMStation-Mechanical
Mechanical symbols
512K or larger Macintosh.
$195 retail
Compu·Arch; 9348 Civic Center Dr.; Beverly Hills,
CA 90210; 213-271-1977
AISC Code Check Version 2.0
Stee~member design program
512K or larger Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
Micro-Bess~ Inc.; 9Pr01 67th Ave., Ste. 11B; Rego Park,
NY 11374; 718-896-7418

I
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Vertical Markets/Engineering
Analyst V2.1

Integrated set of application packages that provides
information analysis capabilities
Macintosh II,· 5MB ofRAM; ParcPlace Systems
SmaUtalk-80 DE for Mac IL
$1,095 retail
Xerox Special Information Systems; 250 N. Halstead St;
PO Box 5608; Pasadena, CA 91107; 818-351-2351
I Ansys-PC Products
F'mite element analysis
Macintosh II,· 2MB ofRAM; 40MB (minimum) hard
disk drive recommendtd.
The Ansys-PC Products are microcomputer ver·
sions of full-capability finite element analysis programs
designed to make FEA experience available to engineers in any industry or educational institution.
Ansys-PC/linear 4.3 handles a wide range of analysis types including static, modal, dynamic response and
random vibration in one, two and three dimensions.
These analyses are performed on models built with the
h"brary that contains shell, solid, beam, pipe. gap and
other elements. With all of these capabilities and a
wavefront of 800, users can model and analyze large,
complex systems.
The interactive preprocessor, included with the
program, contains comprehensive routines for model
building in two and three dimensions. Once the finite
element models are built. analysts can specify bound·
ary conditions of acceleration, force, nodal displacement, pressure load and thermal load. Post-processing
can be done via graphic displays or with tabular listings
for both static and dynamic analyses. Solution output
can be sorted and selected with a database language.
Math operations can be used to combine or scale
results. An onscreen help menu is available.
Ansys-PC/Opt 4.3 may be used to determine optimum solutions to analyses with user-defined variables.
In this iterative process, a feasible design can be deveJ.
oped from an initial infeast"ble design. Parametric
design studies or what-if scenarios can be performed.
Design cost functions, component weight or volume
can be minimized. With this program, design aspects
are improved to the greatest extent possible without
compromising the intended function.
Ansys-PCtrhermal4.3 can be used as a standalone program for steady-state and transient thermal
analyses. Conduction, convection, radiation and temper·
ature-dependent material behavior can be modeled.
Ansys-PC/Solid 4.3 is a front-end preprocessor that
can prepare models for analysis with Ansys-PC/linear
or Ansys-PC!Thermal. The solid modeler also serves
as a link to CAD systems through optional translators.
Ansys-PC/Ed 4.3 and Ansys-PC/Th 4.3 are subsets
of Ansys-PC/Linear and Ansys-PC/fhermal programs
respectively. Both codes are intended for educational
use and have smaller element h"braries and solution sets
and a smaller problem size capacity. Because they are
true subsets, command sets and procedures are identical to the larger versions.
Call for pricing
Swanson Analysis Systems, Inc.; Johnson Rd.,
PO Box 65; Houston, PA 15342; 412-746-3304

Beam Mac
Structural beam analysis and design
512K or larger Macintosh; floPPY disk drive or hard disk
drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
$145retail
Compuneering Inc.; 113 McCabe Crescent; Thornhill,
Ontario, Canada IAJ 256; 416-738-4601
Beam Mac II
Structural beam analysis and design
512K or larger Madntosh; floppy disk drive or hard disk
drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
$345retai1
Compuneering Inc.; 113 McCabe Crescent; Thornhill,
Ontario, Canada IAJ 2S6; 416-738-4601
CompuGrapb
Three-dimensional wire frame mode~ng, design and
animation
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.2 or later.
$395retail
Klex Software; 25633 Branchaster; Farmington Hills,
MI 48018; 313-477-6800

Daylite 2.0
Daylight analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
$289retai1
Solarsoft; 1406 Burlingame Ave., Ste. 31; Burlingame,
CA 94010; 415-342-3338

DCNAP2

DC circuit analysis program
512K or larger Macintosh.
$95 retail
BV Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B13; Riverside, CA 92507; 71.t.781-0252
Design/2.0
Graphics and text processor
Macintosh Plus or larger; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$250retail
Meta Software Corp.; 150 CambridgePark Dr.;
Cambridge, MA 02140; 617-576-6920 or 800-227-4106
Design/IDEF
CIM modeling and planning tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; Image Writer or LllserWriter.
$2,500 retail
Meta Software Corp.; 150 CambridgePark Dr.;
Cambridge, MA 02140; 617-576-6920 or 800-227-4106
DesignScope
Electronic system design and analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
$249.95 retail
BrainPower, Inc.; 24009 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 250;
Calabasas, CA 91302; 818-884-6911 or 800-345-0519

DS-Concrete

Concrete beam analysis and design
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive or hard disk
drive; Microsoft Excel
$195 retail
$5 retail; HyperCard demo
Daystar Software, Inc.; 5906 NW Walnut Creek Dr.;
Kansas City, MO 64152; 816-7414310
IDS-Steel
Steel frame and truss design
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive or hard disk
drive; Microsoft ExceL
The DS.Steel program designs steel frames and
trusses according to the 1980 AISC code. Design infor·
mation, such as loads and member lengths, may be
read for Frame Mac, text files or entered manually. In
addition to the standard AISC shapes included in the
program, users may create their own shapes.
Acomplete AISC stress check is calculated. This
includes allowable major and minor axis bending stresses, and allowable tension or compression axial stresses.
Combined stresses that exceed code requirements are
indicated, allowing changes to be made to these
members.
DS.Steel reduces the time required to produce
engineering calculations and reduces the chance of
error. Online help and numerous examples in the manual are provided to explain the program's functions.
$195retail
$5 retail; HyperCard demo
Daystar Software, Inc.; 5906 NW Walnut Creek Dr.;
Kansas City, MO 64152; 816-7414310
IDS-Wood
Wood frame and truss design
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive or hard disk
drive; Microsoft &eel
The DS.Wood program designs wood frames and
trusses according to the 1985 AITC code. Design infor·
mation, such as loads and member lengths, may be
read from Frame Mac, text files or entered manually.
Acomplete AITC stress check is calculated. This
includes major and minor axis bending stresses, ten·
sion and compression stresses and horizontal shear
stresses. Combined stresses that exceed code requirements are indicated, allowing changes to be made to
these members.
DS.Wood software reduces the time required to
produce engineering calculations and reduces the
chance of error. Online help and numerous examples
are provided in the manual to explain the program's
functions.
$195 retail
$5 retail; HyperCard demo
Daystar Software, Inc.; 5906 NWWalnut Creek Dr.;
Kansas City, MO 64152; 816-7414310

DesignWorks

Interactive digital circuit design
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$685retail
Capilano Computing, Ud.; #501·1168 Hamilton Sl;
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6B 2S2; 604-669-6343 .

~PV1.2

Analytic spreadsheet package
Maci11tosh Plus or larger; 2MB o/RAM; ParcPiace SJ$tems Smalltalk-80.
$495retai1
Xerox Special Information Systems; 250 N. Halstead St.;
PO Box 5608; Pasadena, CA 91107; 818-351-2351
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Vertical Markets/Engineering
I OynaPerspective

Three-dimensional modeling and design presentation
Macintosh II; 2MB of RAM; hard disk drive; high·restr
lution color RGB monitor; 8-bit expanded-RAM color
graphics board.
DynaPerspective is a three-dimensional modeling
and design presentation program that can stand alone
or enhance CAD drafting systems with its three-dimensional innovations and refinements.
Models are built from highlyflexible geometric
primitives with user-defined dimensions, each accessed
by clicking on one of the 14 drawing tool icons.
Attributes such as color, linetype, border display, surface priority and transparency (for realistic windows,
etc.) can be added or edited at any time. The DynaPerspective Parts Ubrary is also included, which can be
used and edited during the construction of a user's own
tibrary of customized parts.
To create walk-through presentations, users select
the most important perspective views of a model and
DynaPerspective automatically inserts as many inbetween frames as desired to create smooth transactions. Walk-throughs can be triggered frame-by-frame
with the mouse, or will run automatically for a handS-Qff
presentation.
Features include: RAM-based speed with the Macintosh II's floating point accuracy; wireframe modeling
and solid rendering; three-point perspective view control; light source shading and surface transparency

capabilities; DXF format import/export and PlCT file
save capabilities; three color palette modes. which utilize the Macintosh Il's 16million available colors;
instantaneous onscreen color display control and color
palette editing; specialized and user-defined parts
tibraries; and more.
$1,495 retail
Dynaware Corp.; 1163 Chess Dr., Ste. J; Foster City,
CA 94404; 415-349-5700

Easy3D
Three-dimensional modeling
512K or larger Macintosh.
$149 retail
Enabling Technologies, Inc.; 600 S. Dearborn St.,
Ste. 1304; Chicago, IL 60605; 312-4274108
ECA-2
Analog circuit simulation program
512K or larger Maci11tosh.
$675 retail; ECA-2
$145 retail; EC-Ace
$95 retail; ECA-2 Evaluation Kit
Tatum Labs, Inc.; 1478 Mark Twain Ct; Ann Arbor,
MI 48103; 313-£63-8810
Electro Bits
Circuit graphics
Any Maci11tosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
MacPai11t, SuperPaint, Ful/Pai11t or compatible
program.
$24.95 retail U.S.; $35 retail non-U.S.
$10 retail U.S.; $13 retail non-U.S. Demo.

Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-1676
Engineer's Aide 1: Process
Integrated package of nine programs for process
engineers
Maci11tos!J PillS or larger.
$695 retail; English or metric
$1,195 retail; Professional version
Epcon; 208 S. Main St.; Woodsfield, OH 43793;
614-472-5300 or 800-367-3585
Engineering Tool Kit
Engineering data; graphics; statistics; regression
analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
$199 retail
Sof-Ware Tools; POBox 8751; Boise,ID 83707;
208-343-1437
FEMG: A F'mite Element Mesh Generator
Interactive finite element mesh generator and editor
512K or larger Macintosh.
$20 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A: PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 inCA
Fitting Analysis
Detailed analysis of fittings
512K or larger Macintosh.
$40 retail
Aircraft Designs, Inc.; 11082 BelAire Ct.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-255-S688
Frame Mac
Structural frame analysis and design
512K or larger Macintosh; floppy disk drive or hard disk
drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
$595 retail
Compuneering Inc.; 113 McCabe Crescent; Thornhill,
Ontario, Canada lAJ 2S6; 416-738-4601
1-Cat (lnteUigent Computer Aided Test)
Expert system environment for fault diagnosis
512KE or larger Maci11toslt.
$15,000 starting price retail; depends on platform and
specific modules required
Automated Reasoning Corp.; 1800 Northern Blvd.;
Roslyn, NY 11576; 516-484-6254
Inertia 2.01
Engineering modeling, analysis and design system
Macintosh SE or II.
$295 retail; lnerBeam
$495 retail; lnerTruss
$495 retail; lnerDesign
$995 retail; InerFrame
$1,995 retail; lnerSolid
Modern Computer Aided Engineering, Inc.;
Cumberland Technology Park; 1231 Cumberland Ave.,
Ste. A: W. Lafayette, IN 47906; 317-497-1550
or 800-444-6223
KaleidaGraph
Data analysis and graphics presentation application
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$179 retail
Peripherals Computers & Supplies, Inc.; 2457
Perkiomen Ave.; Reading, PA 19606; 215-779-0522
Landesign
Surveying and land, road and subdivision layout tool
512KE or larger Macintosh; floppy disk drive or hard
disk drive; ImageWriteror LaserWriter.
$595 retail
Compuneering Inc.; 113 McCabe Crescent; Thornhill
Ontario, Canada lAJ 2S6; 416-738-4601
'
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•I.apCAD3

Fmite element modeler

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; two floppy disk
drives or 20MB hard disk drive.
•

File Node [IIIMAt segme11t

Mac EarthWorks V2.1
Earth work; calculates cut and fill volumes
512K or larger Macintosh.
$295 retail; program
$25 retail; demo disk
MFE Associates; PO Box 851; Amherst, MA 01004;
413-549-7626

Mac3D Version 2.1
Two- and three-dimensional graphics package for
freeform drawing, modeling and desktop publishing

512K or larger Macintosh.

$249retail
Challenger Software; 18350 S. Kedzie Ave.; Homewood,
IL 60430; 312-957-3475

MacEJastic; MacPoisson
Instructional finite element analysis programs

LapCAD3 simplifies finite element modeling for
MSC/pal and MSC/Nastran. Fmite element specific
formatting and complex geometric computations are
replaced with simple manipu]ation of highly visible
graphics.
I.apCAD3 has all of the built-in features that allow
construction of model geometry, similar to the way
three-dimensional objects are developed with a CAD
program. These features include copying, mirroring,
rotation, translation, expansion, contraction, deletion
and snapping together, as well as linear and circular
extrusion. Built-in macros allow for easy starting points
for many objects.
Fmite element features are implemented into LapCAD3, such as application of physical properties and
external forces and constraints. These quantities can
also be echoed back in a graphical manner that allows
for easy verification.
$295retail
I.apCAD Engineering; 1568 Diablo Point Ct;
Chula Vista, CA 92011; 619421-1236

IBeamV1.1
Plane frame analysis
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$149.95 U.S. retail
$30 U.S. retail; educational (minimum order 10 copies)
Cognitive Computing, Inc.; 300-1190 Melville St; Vancouver, BC, Canada V6E 3W1; 604-669-9800
LCFIL

Passive filter design/analysis program

512K or larger Macintosh.
$95retail
BV Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B13; Riverside. CA 92507; 714-781-0252
LogicWorks

Digital circuit design package
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$200retail
Capitano Computing, Ud; #501-1168 Hamilton St;
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6B 252; 6()4..66%'i43
I.PLC

Programmable logic device compiler

512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$535 U.S. retail; single unit price
Capilano Computing, lld.; #501-1168 Hamilton St;
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6B 252; 6()4..66%'i43
LSP

Logic simulation program

512K or larger Macintosh.
$95retail
BV Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B13;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781-0252

MacSpice simulates both linear and non-linear circuits, and can provide bias point and static power consumption information (DC analysis), waveforms of
voltage and/or current vs. time (transient analysis) and
waveforms of voltage and/or current vs. frequency (AC
analysis).
MacSpice provides a complete Macintosh inter·
face, including pull-down menus, multiple windows and
mouse-based selection. When used with DesignWorks,
users can create analog schematics and directly select
nodes from their schematic and plot the results. MacSpice will also read standard Spice format net lists from
any other source.
$1,500 retail
Capilano Computing, Ltd.; #501-1168 Hamilton St;
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6B 252; 604-669-6343

512KE or larger Macintosh.

MacVLSI
Integrated circuit design

$59.90 each retail
Cooke Publications; PO Box 4448; lthaC~~t NY 14852;
607-272-2708, ext15, 800-482-4438, ext. 15
or 800-435-4438, ext 15 (m NY)

$3,000 retail
Paracomp, Inc.; 123 Townsend St, Ste. 310; San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415-543-3848

MacLocus

linear control system analysis tool
512K or larger Macintosh.
$250retail
Riverdale Software, Inc.; 10501 Riverdale SE;
Middleville, MI 49333; 61&891-1859
MacQC~

Clinical laboratory quality control manager
Macintosh with 1 MB ofRAM.
$999.95 retail
Data Management Associates of New York, Inc.;
275 N. P1ank Rd.; Newburgh, NY 12550; 914-565-6262

MacRoad
Road design
512K or larger Macintosh.
Write for pricing
Creative Engineering; 6Antill St; W'dston Queensland
4051; Australia; +61-7-356-6271

512K or larger Macintosh.

MSC/pal
Stress and vibration analysis of structures, components
and mechanical systems

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.

$1,495 retail
The MacNeaJ.Schwendler Corp.; 815 Colorado Blvd.;
Los Angeles, CA 90041; 213-258-9111

Parameter Manager Plus (PMplus) V3.0
Analysis, graphing and plotting package

512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; Image Writer or LaserWriter
$595 retail; base system
$795 retail; with communications software (PMtalk)
Rebus Development Corp.; 2330 BWalsh Ave.; Santa
Clara, CA 95051; 4()8.727.0110, Blm54-5157 or
800-247-4994 in CA
Pro3D/Mac 1.1

Three-dimensional solid modeling

512K or larger Macintosh.

MacroCircuits
Digital circuit design

Any Macintosh.

$349retail
Enabling Technologies, Inc.; 600 S. Dearborn St,
Ste. 1304; Chicago, IL 60605; 312-427-0408

$349.99 retail
SourceView Software International; 1601-F Sutter St;
Concord, CA 94520; 415-685-3634

PSpice3.08
Analog circuit simulator

Macintosh II.
MacScbematic
Electronic and electrical symbols library

Any Macintos/1,· MacDraw 1.9.
$80retail
Thinking Tools; 2411-E linden Ave.; Baltimore,
MD 21217; 301-383-6490

$1,450 retail; PSpice (quantity discounts available)
$550 each option retail; Device Equations, Monte Carlo,
Digital Files
$750 each option retail; Probe, Parts
MicroSim Corp.; 20 Fairbanks; Irvine, CA 92718;
714-770-3022

MacSbapes
Geometric and structural properties tool
512K or larger Macintosh; floppy disk drive or hard disk
drive; Image Writer or LastrWriter.
$145 U.S. retail
Compuneering Inc.; 113 McCabe Crescent; Thornhill,
Ontario, Canada IAJ 256: 416-738-4601
·

$495retail
ESE Software, Ltd.; 14535-118Ave.; Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada TSL 2M7; 403-454-5411

•MacSpice
Analog simulation for circuit and VLSI designers

Quik Circuit
PC board layout software program

QuickLog
Borehole logging system for geotechnical and
environmental engineers, geologists

512K or larger Macintosh.

Macintosh Plus or larger.

512K or larger Macintosh.

MacSpice is a full implementation of Spice3 and
can simulate circuits consisting of resistors, capacitors,
inductors, mutual inductors, independent voltage and
current sources, all four types of dependent voltage and
current sources, transmission lines, switches, diodes,
bipolar transistors, MOS transistors (Including the
advanced process oriented BSIM model) and
MESFETS.

$525retail
Bishop Graphics, Inc.; 5388 Sterling Center Dr.;
Westlake Village, CA 91359; 818-991-2600
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Sambas; Threads
Structural analysis

512K or larger Macintosh.
$4,500 retail; Sambas
$745 retail; Threads
Microneering; 211 E. Culver Blvd., Ste. Q;
Play Del Rey, CA 90293; 213-306mJ78,
800423-0814 or 800423-5498 inCA
Schematic Construction Set 1.6
Electronic/electric symbol collection
512K or larger Macintosh; MacDraw or MacDraft.
$79.95 retail; PICTfonnat
$49.95 retail; paint fonnat
SSW Systems, Inc.; PO Box 183239; Ft. Worth,
TX 76118; 817-577-1606
• Science And Engineering Tools V5.0
Procedures and functions for solving common data
analysis and graphics problems
512K or larger Macintosh; Iightspeed Pasazl or TurlJo
PasazL
Science And Engineering Tools, supplied in both
lightspeed Pascal and Turbo Pascal source code, are a
collection of general purpose procedures and functions
designed to interpret, analyze and graph scientific and
engineering data by implementing simple procedure
calls.
The package includes procedures for general
statistics, multiple regression, curve fitting, integration,
FFfs, solutions for differential and simultaneous equations, matrix math, complex math, data smoothing, lin·
ear programming, root 'finding and special functions.
Analytical data can be graphed as line plots, bar
graphs and scatter plots using the specific routines
included. Automatic axes and scaling procedures scale,
draw and label tic marks spacing for a given set of data
points. Graph axis can be scaled for linear, log and
semilog scaling.
A160-page manual describes the form, function
and parameters of each procedure and function. Example programs demonstrate the use of the procedures
and functions, including many of the graphics routines.
$74.95 retail
Quinn-Curtis; 1191 Chestnut St, Ste. 2-5; Newton,
MA 02164; 617-965-5660
Signal Opemtions; Tmnsforms, Wmdows,
Modulation ...
Exploratory tool to visualize and experiment with
theoretical and applied concepts in discrete signals
and systems
Any Macintosh.
$25 retail; Signal Operations
$40 retail; Transforms, W'mdows, Modulation...
(requires 512K Mac)
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A:. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-$19 or 800-292.Qi40 in CA
Sizer And Adjacency V1.9.6
Desk accessories that add CAD capabilities to
MacDraw
Any Macintosh; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
$69retail
Johnson & Johnson Design/Build; 677 Grove St.;
Newton, MA 02162; 617-253-5965
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SkinTite Bidding
Job shop estimating in Excel and Double Helix
512K or larger Macintosh.
$450retail
MacEntire; 4521 Campus Dr., Ste. 298; Irvine,
CA 92715; 714-642·2837
Softgage

Software to replace Positional Functional (metal) Gages
and analyze N/C machine precision
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; Microsoft &eel.
$99.95 retail
International Geometric Tolerancing Institute, Inc.;
2943 Cortina Dr.; San Jose, CA 95132; 408-251-7058

Sunpas/Sunop 4.0
Energy analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
$189retail
Solarsoft; 1406 Burlingame Ave., Ste. 31; Burlingame,
CA 94010; 415-342-3338
Super 3D; Super 3D Enhanced
Three-dimensional graphics editor ·
512KE or larger Macintosh; 1MB ofRAM and hard
disk drive recommended.
$295 retail; Super 3D
$495 retail; Super 3D Enhanced Version (color and
68881 support)
Silicon Beach Software; PO Box 261430; San Diego,
CA 92126; 619-695-$56

volume and area calculations; perspectives; line and
polygon clipping; composite transformation matrices;
two- and three-dimensional transformations, such as
scaling, rotation, translation, reflection and shearing;
and more. Source code is included. ·
The library is supported by example programs, a
400.page manual and a 30-day money-back guarantee. A
listing of all the routines, with a brief description of
each, is available upon request
$149.95 retail
Disk Software, Inc.; 2116 E. Arapaho Rd., Ste. 487;
Richardson, 1X 75081; 214-423-7288
Ultra Fonts Technical And Business Set

Specialized fonts
Any Macintosh.
$29.95 retail
Century Software; 702 Twinbrook Pkwy.; Rockville,
MD 20851; 301424-1357
Universal Calculator
Solves the most common design calculations for
mechanical designers and engineers

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$98retail
F1ight Engineering; 615 Forrest Dr.,l206; Miami
Springs. FL 33166; 305-884-1475

•vector

Engineering applications development toolbox
Macintosh SE or H; 1MB ofRAM; digitizer pad and
plotter optional.

Swivel 3D
Solid-object modeler
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$395retail
Paracomp, Inc.; 123 Townsend St., Ste. 310; San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415-543-3848
TecbFonts
Scientific and electronic symbols
512K or larger Macintosh.
$50 retail; SciFonts (mathematical/scientific symbols)
$99 retail; ElectroFonts (electronic symbols, includes
SciFonts, l.ogiFonts)
$40 retail; l.ogiFonts (analog and digital symbols)
Paragon Concepts, Inc.; 4954 Sun Valley Rd.; Del Mar,
CA 92014; 619-481·1477
Tolculator
Geometric tolerance and mathematical analysis per
ANSI for engineering, manufacturing, inspection/
quality
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; Microsoft &eel.
$150 retail; 512K Macintosh
$175 retail; Macintosh Plus, SE, II
$30 retai~ computerized tolerancing practice workbook
(CATA Computer Aided Tolerance Analysis)
$55 retail; 7()().page Geometric Tolerancing manual
International Geometric Tolerancing Institute, Inc.;
2943 Cortina Dr.; San Jose, CA 95132; 408-251-7058
•TurboGeometry Ubrary
Two- and three-dimensional geometric routines for
CAD/CAM/CAE programmers
Macintosh Plus or larger.
TurboGeometry library is an extensive library of
device independent, two- and three-dimensional, geometric routines that give programmers total flexibility
in designing graphics/CAD/CAE/CAM applications.
The library contains more than 150 geometric routines written in Turbo Pascal Macintosh. Some of the
areas covered by the library are: equations of lines, cir·
des and planes; intersection of lines, circles, arcs and
planes; decomposition of polygon; hidden line removal;

Vector is a toolbox that enables development of
engineering applications quickly and easily. It allows
engineers and programmers to concentrate on the engineering problem itse1f rather than the development of
computer graphics and three-dimensional database
structure.
Vector is an open architecture design to a threedimensional floating point or integer-based database.
The product includes a full-featured macro program·
ming language and "C1'link h"brary, as well as tools
such as entity definition; menu creation; icon creation;
tools creation; user-definable database primatives; associative dimensioning; associative symbolics; layers and
level control; spline curves; color; bit-mapped and
three-dimensional graphics routines; math and geomet·
ric tools; full two-way parametric operatives; DXF, Pier
and IGES input/output; HPGL and mplotting outPut;
and more.·
Vector allows for the development of complete
CAD packages and applications, and finite and thermal
element modeling packages, as well as in-house engineering applications or for the customization of appfica.
tions. The product provides an easy-to-use and
interactive programming environment for non-programmers and allows for sophisticated development under
other "C'language.
Extensive support is provided.
$1,495 retail
MicroConcepts, Inc.; 4030 Piper Dr.; Ft. Wayne,
IN 46809; 219-478-8088

Business And Professional Software

Vertical Markets/ Farming
AgAccounts
Accounting system for farmers and ranchers
Macintosh Plus or larger.
S395 retail
Komstock Co.; 4023 N. State St.: Bismarck, ND 58501;
701·222.{)214
Cash Crop Breakeven
Production; marketing
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; lmageWriter or l..aserWriter.
$129.99 retail
Hutchinson Computer Industries; 555 Third Ave. NW;
Hutchinson, MN 55350; 612·587-2940
EquiMac
Horse and horse farm management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$695 retail
Equine Computer Software; PO Box 96; Otwell,
IN 47564; 812-354-2223
I Komstock's MapCalc

Mapping graphics system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; ImageWriter
or l..aseriVriter.
Komstock's MapCalc is a desktop mapping graphics system that allows mapping and calculation of designated areas using three functions, Calculate, Create and
Dynamic.
Calculate allows users to calculate the areas using
several different methods. It also allows users to keep
track of up to 40 records. Create allows user to specify
shapes (circle, rectangle, square, etc.). which the com·
puler then displays. Dynamic allows users to select and
manipulate shapes and calculation by using the Macintosh function of"dragging."
$1,095 retail
Komstock Co.; 4023 N. State St.; Bismarck, ND 58501:
701-222.{)214
1\facHorse
Horse management program for veterinarians, breed·
ers and trainers
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$2,500 retail
Dapple-Tech Computers: PO Box 220; lAurel,
MD 20707: 301·792-2735
MapBase
Computerized mapping and record keeping database
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$595 retail
Komstock Co.: 4023 N. State St.; Bismarck, ND 58501:
701-222.{)214
I Vegetable Produce Tracker 1.0

Vegetable produce management
Macintosh with I MB ofRAM; BOOK disk drive; hard
disk drive; Microsoft Exetl.
•

The Vegetable Produce Tracker (VP1) is a system
of spreadsheets and macros that allow farmers to track
vegetable shipments, sales and the balance of payments
between them and their sales broker. The VPT spread·
sheet will alert farmers when there is an imbalance of
payments, when their vegetable shipments are sold for
less than promised or when part of their shipments
have been lost. VPT allows farmers to file the receipts
from their sales broker by date. receiving tag number
or lot number, enabling them to quickly find the proper
receipt and alert the broker of any errors.
VPT allows farmers to put the data for each crop on
its own individual spreadsheet. Each spreadsheet is
accompanied by a totals sheet that allows quick viewing
of the crop's weekly totals. Farmers may choose to
place the crop data on a one-half or one-year spreadsheet with their accompanying totals sheet. Each
spreadsheet will hold up to 44 payments. VPT will track
as many crops as can be held on a hard disk- up to
140 crops on a 20MB hard disk.
There are 17 macros that come with the VPT
spreadsheets. These macros are selected and activated
by clicking command names in a menu format on a
spreadsheet that is automated and accessed by the
macros. The macros open and close one another to
carry out the various tasks with as tittle use of memory
as possible. The spreadsheets may be chosen by click·
ing on them in the menu of spreadsheet names that is
on the same spreadsheet as the commands. The
macros will open the spreadsheets and facilitate navigation and quick data entry.
VPT includes a HyperCard stack with an employee
trainer and narrated guided tour.
$94.34 retail
$10 retail; demo
The Corporate Originality Workshop (The C.O.W.);
530 Mehlschau Rd.; Nipomo, CA 93444; 805-929-3220

EZfax-Pian Business Edition
Individual. corporate tax planning using Excel
512K or larger Maci11toslz; extemal disk drive or Izard
disk drive; ImageWriter or l..aseriVriter; Excel.
$295 retail
EZWare Corp.; 29 Bala Ave., Ste. 206; Bala Cynwyd,
PA 19004: 215-667-4064 or 80().543-1040
Financial Decisions
Excel templates
512K or larger Macintosh.
$45 per disk retail
GenMicronics; 5900 Shore Blvd., #401: St. Petersburg,
FL 33707; 813-345-5020 or 603-664-9020
Financial Management For Small Business
Financial analysis and planning
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB RAM; Excell.S.
$69.95 retail
Oasis Press; 720 S. Hillview Dr.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
80().228-2275 or 80().221-4089 in CA
I Financial Master 3.0

Financial planning system
Maci11tosh Plus or larger; 20MB hard disk drive.
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I Yes! Seed Inventory Based Accounting
And Mark

Point of purchase system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20MB hard disk drive.
Yes! is a point of purchase based system used in
accounting for inventory seed producers.l11e systems
are customized for each application using terminology
and present organizational style of a user's firm.
Yes! includes a comprehensive history of seed production, cost analysis and germination. Complete histories of treatments and coatings are also available. All
fields are tied to sorts, allowing extensive analysis. The
program allows multiple invoicing per sale/transaction
for partial shipments and changes. Purchase orders can
also be edited or reviewed in multiple sequence.
The system constantly updates what is in stock,
what is on order and what is booked on margins. Prices
can be held at multiple levels, by seed or by whatever
unit is selected. Information on sales by salesperson,
customer. seed or periods is readily available.
Yes! is menu-driven and training time is minimal. It
is available as either a single or multiuser system.
$6,500 retail; starting price for single user package
including installation and training.
AG Computerized Information; 17682 Beach Blvd.,
Ste. 201: Huntington Beach. CA 92646; 714-841-6966

fh ( 4111 fonn"l• f ormot Dlle DJ11ons Metro Window

Financial Master offers a full financial analysis and
generates up to a 100-page financial plan for users and
their clients to evaluate. Users can customize the plan
for each individual clients' needs. Multiple charts and
graphs help clients visualize data. Also featured is a
complete tax analysis with full H).year tax projections,
alternative minimum tax calculations, !().year averag·
ing, 5-year averaging and IRA and pension rollover
comparison.
Additional tools include: risk analysis, estate analysis. cash flow analysis, financial statements and educa·
lion goal analysis. One-step entry of all data provides a
completely integrated planning system. Full multiuser
support is provided and demonstration disks are
available.
82,100 retail: single user license
$250 retail; each additional user
Strategic Planning Systems, Inc.; 15233 Ventura Blvd.,
Ste. 708; Sherman Oaks, CA 91403: 818-784-6863
I Financial Master.ClienVOffice Manager 3.14
Portfolio management

512K or larger Macintosh; 20MB lrard disk drive.
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Vertical Markets/
Financial Planning & Analysis
BizPianBuilder
Business plan template
512K or larger Maci11toslz; BOOK disk drive; MaciVrite
or Microsoft Word.
S99 retail
Tools For Sales; 13335 Wild crest Dr.; Los Altos Hills.
CA 94022; 415-941-9191
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Business And Professional Software

Vertical Markets/
Financial Planning & Analysis
Financial Master Client/ Office Manager is a complete computerized solution for client management and
portfolio analysis/management.
Financial Master also features reminders, an
appointment calendar. complete mail merge and form
letter production, commission tracking, lead tracking.
client meetings and records management and a completely integrated time and billing system. Alarge variety of reports can be generated with multiple levels of
sort.
The portfolio management is fully integrated with
one-time entry. Complete multiuser support is provided
and demonstration disks are available.
$2.100 retail; single user license
$250 retail; each additional user
Strategic Planning Systems. Inc.; 15233 Ventura Blvd.,
Ste. 708: Sherman Oaks, CA 91403: 818-784-6863
Infoplan Business Plan Toolkit
Business plan preparation
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel, Multiplan,
Microwft Works, MacCalc or any spreadsheet that reads
SYLKfiles.
$99.95 retail
Palo Alto Software (lnfoplan): 260 Sheridan Ave.,
Ste. 219; Palo Alto, CA 94306; 415-325-3190
or 8()0.336-5544
lnfoplan Financial Forecasting Toolkit
Explains and illustrates pro-forma statements and
financial planning
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel, Mttltiplan,
Microsoft Works, MacCalc or a11y spreadsheet that reads
SYLKfiles.
S69.95 retail
Palo Alto Software Onfoplan); 260 Sheridan Ave.,
Ste. 219; Palo Alto, CA 94306:415-325-3190
or 8()0.336-5544
Infoplan Sales And Market Forecasting Toolkit
Explains and illustrates sales and market forecasting
techniques
5I2K or larger Macintosh; Microwft Excel, Multiplan,
Microsoft Works, MacCalc or any spreadsheet that reads
SYLKfiles.
$69.95 retail
Palo Alto Software Onfoplan); 260 Sheridan Ave.,
Ste. 219: Palo Alto, CA 94306; 415-325-3190
or 8()0.336-5544
lllaster Chartist 2.5
Real-time charting and technical analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$1,340 retail
Roberts-Slade, Inc.: 750 N. Freedom Blvd., Ste. 301B:
Provo, lJf 84601; 801-375-6847 or 8()0.4334276
I The Money Map

Business plan
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 orlater.
The Money Map, using the Structured Data Input
method, reads through an actual outlines business plan,
finds all the locations where custom information is
needed and prompts users for appropriate responses.
The responses are then merged into the outline and a
draft of a business plan is completed.
The program and manual explain the need to have
specific information contained in the business plan and
11ill not let users complete the document until these
items are completed. If users have The Profit Center.
this program automatically seeks graphs for profit. loss
and break-even calculations and inserts them in the
appropriate position for the final business plan.
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$295 suggested retail
Tronsoft. Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St; Santa Barbara,
CA 93101: 805-564-3386

$1,995 each retail
CMA Micro Computer Division; 55888 Yucca Trail;
Yucca Valley, CA 92284; 619-365-9718

Overture
Financial planning, analysis
Any Macintosh.
$150 retail
Brainstorm Development, Inc.: PO Box 26948: Austin,
TX 78755: 512-343-9482

D.C. Plus
Office automation package for chiropractic clinics
Macintoslr Plus or larger; lmagetvriter II or
I.aserWriter; Omnis 3 Plus.
$1,995 retail
Hamilton Information Services, Inc.; PO Box 28900;
Spokane, WA 99228; 509-467-2425

Profits!
Integrated database, charting and communications program for tracking stock, mutual fund, commodity and
option price movement
512K or larger Maci1ttosh; lmageWn'ter or LaserWriter.
$495 retail
Button-down Software; 172 Donegal St; Thousand
Oaks, CA 91320; 8()0.628-2828, ext. 403

DBHospita!
Hospital management system
512K orlarger Macintosh.
SI, 750 retail
Unicorn. Software Development Group;
297 Elmwood Ave.; Providence, RI 02907;
401-785-3232,401-785-3636 or 401-467-5600, ext. 124

I The Profit Center

Business analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; S>stem 4.1 or later.
The Profit Center is an analysis program that
works as a modeling tool for start-up, newly formed and
existing businesses. Its purpose is to find out if, when
and howcompanies can operate at the most profitable
levels of sales and service.
The program prompts users through a series of
questions regarding sales, expenses, financial needs
and projections. The Profit Center, using Fondler
graphs, then allows users to play "what if'' games by
moving graph points and adjusting profit centers to
meet company objectives. Tite program then allows
users to dynamically graph cash flow and profitability of
various options. While giving a break-even analysis,
The Profit Center will also compare the company to
industry standards.
The program is compatible witlt The Money Map, a
business plan generator.
S1,295 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa Barbara,
CA 93101: 805-564-3386

DBMed
Medical office management system
5I2K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or ltard
disk drive.
$1,995 retail
Unicorn, Software Development Group:
297 Elmwood Ave.; Providence, RI 02907;
401-785-3232, 401-785-3636 or 401-467-5600. ext 124
Dentallllac; M~tac; ChiroMac; OpticMac
Health care management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer
II, LQ or LaserWriter.
$3,795 each retail; single user
$5,495 each retail; multiuser
HealthCare Communications, Inc.; 245 S. 84th St.;
Lincoln, NE 68510: 402-489-0391 or 80Q.888-4344
I Denta!Soft Dental Computer Program

Dental management
Macintoslr Plus or larger; hard disk drive; two
Image Writer printers; A·B printer box.

Wall Street Techniques
Technical analysis and charting system
512K or larger Macintosh.
$295 retail
Smith Micro Software, Inc.; PO Box 7137; Huntington
Beach, CA 92615: 714-964-0412
Warmachine
Online stock, commodity and options trading program
Maci1ttoslt II; 2MB ofRAM; up to tltree monitor.s; Latus
Signal.
$1,000 retail: Macintosh version
$1,500 retail; Macintosh II version
Warmachine: 1912 W. Hood; Chicago, IL 60660:
312-262-1318

Vertical Markets/Health Care
Chemo-Track
Oncology data analysis
Macintoslt Plus or larger.
S250 retail
Macro-Med Designer Software: 13025 Bailey St.; Whitti·
er. CA 90601:213-693-6774
CMA Dental For The Macintosh; CMA Medical
For The Macintosh
Dental: medical office management
512K or larger Maci11toslt; ltard disk drive.
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DentalSoft is a complete dental management program for one and two-dentist offices.
Features include: walkout statements; aged billing
statements; insurance processing; treatment plan/ esti·
mate; recall; mail and chart labels: provider totals (dentist/hygienist); practice analysis; and numerous
reports.
Marketing features include: list and labels for birthdays, newsletters, non-returning accounts, non-return·
ing recall patients, accounts with specified insurance
carries, accounts with specified year-to-date charges,
referral sources and accounts or patients that contain
specific keywords in their comment section, as well as
word processing merge Iiles.
Other features include: cumulative, single-line post·
ing of procedures: transaction screen informs user
whether all insurance is paid and whether the account
should be biDed: automatic update of recall date whenever a prophylaxis is completed; and the ability to use
customized codes to enter procedures for services
done on a patient.
$2,495 retail
Ziptech, Inc.; 1813 25th St.; Columbus. IN 47201:
812-372.{)123 or 812-372.{)102

Business And Professional Software

Vertical Markets/Health Care
DIMS 3+ Version 4
Dental laboratory management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20MB hard disk drive;
Image Writer.
$1,995 U.S. retail
$4,995 U.S. retail; multiuser
Core Software; 1217 Haight ln.; Sarnia, Ontario,
Canada N7S 2M6; 519-542-3182
Donor Room
Blood and donor tracking system
5I2K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$4,995.95 retail
Interactive Network Technologies, Inc.;
11 Longmeadow Rd.; uncoln. MA 01773: 617-259-1320
DVMac2.0
Veterinary practice management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 40MB Izard disk drive;
printer.
$2,495 retail; single user
$24.95 retail; demo
Sneakers Software, Inc.: 1032 Willow Ave., Ste. 3;
Hoboken, NJ 07030; 201-798-3102
Electronic Claims For The MacHealth Series
Provides Mac Health Series users with the ability to process and send insurance claims electronically
Macintosh Plus or larger; MediMac.
$695 retail
HealthCare Communications, Inc.; 245 S. 84th St; uncoln, NE 68510; 402-489-0391 or 8@888-4344
Eyecare 1.21
Eyecare management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$2,500 retail
Medical Software, Inc.; 215 2nd Ave. NE: Waseca,
MN 56093: 507-835-7677
The Forensic Provider
Forensic bi!Ung system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; printer;
Omnis3 Plus.
$950 retail; single user (multiuser on request)
$50 retail; demo disk
Mark A. Kalish. MD: 7717 Friars Rd., Ste. 200;
San Diego, CA 92108; 619-298-9701

Lung Cancer Staging: ATutorial
Lung cancer staging tutorials
5I2K or larger Macintosh.
$75 retail; single user
$300 retail; educational site license
Chariot Software Group; 3659 lndia St., Ste. 100;
San Diego, CA 92103; 619-298-0202 or 800-242-7468
Mac 'N Med II Medical Office Management
System
Medical office management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RA.Af,· hard disk
drive; ImageWriter or LQ printer.
$599.95 retail; single user
$25 retail; demo
Somerville Associates; 31Gooden Ave.; Dover,
DE 19901; 302-678-2131
Mac 'N Med Spelling Checker
Medical spelling checker
Maci1ttosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Word 3.0 or
Microsoft Write.
$29.95 retail
Somerville Associates; 31 Gooden Ave.; Dover,
DE 19901; 302-678-2131
Mac On-Call 1.1
Artificial intelligence diagnostic knowledge integrator
5I2KE or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$595 retail
latroCom; 7159 Navajo Rd., Ste. E; San Diego,
CA 92119; 619-698-6927
MacMed
Medical office management
Macintosh PItiS or larger; Izard disk drive; Image Writer
or LaserWriter.
$2,250 retail: single user
$3,450 retail: multiuser
NewHouse Medical Systems; 50S. 18th St.; Easton,
PA 18042: 215-252-0548 or 800-323-3002
MacNurse
Admission/plan of care system for nursing homes
5I2K or larger Maci1ttosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; Multiuser 011mis 3 Plus (ifmultiuser
system).
$2,500 retail; single user with runtime
$3,500 retail: multiuser
H&D Leasing: 5500 Mabry Dr.; Clovis, NM 88101:
505-762-3324
I MacRepertory

Front Office
Practice management
5I2KE or larger Macintosh; 20MB Izard disk drive;
accelerated Macintosh SE or Il recommended.
$2,895 retail; single user
$3,695 retail: multiuser (site licenses are available)
Systec Computer Services; PO Box 7533; San Jose,
CA 95150; 408-723-2264
Internist Plus
Medical differential diagnosis
512K or larger Macintosh.
$295 retail
N-Squared Computing; 5318 Forest Ridge Rd.: Silverton, OR 97381; 503-873-5906
Joey Software For Dental Office Management 2.2
Dental office management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
ImageWriter II.
$3,295 retail; includes Runtime Omnis 3 Plus
SIOO retail; demo
CompuDent, Inc.: 4954 uncoln Dr.; Edina, MN 55436;
612-92&0238

Integrated medical program for homeopathic
practitioners
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacRepertory is an integrated medical program
for homeopathic practitioners that allows a user to
quickly collect and analyze dozens of symptoms, check
the built-in Materia Medica to confirm and evaluate the
most likely remedies and then save the case for
research or to share with a colleague. In its deductive
mode, the program analyzes the symptoms as they are
entered and suggests questions to confirm the lik~ly
remedies.
$1,580 retail
Kent Homeopathic Associates; 1386 San Anselmo Ave.;
San Anselmo, CA 94960; 41~57-()678

MacVet
Veterinary practice management
Macintosh PItiS or larger; 20MB hard disk drive;
ImageWriter II.
$3,995 retail; single user
$4,995 retail; multiuser
Next Byte: 16526 S. Mound Rd.; Sherrill, lA 52073;
519-552-1945
Medformation
Physician office management
Maci1ttoslt SE or II; I MB ofRA./11; 20MB hard
disk dn've.
$1,995 retail; program
$500 retail; each additional user
Medformatics, Inc.; 1307 Avon St.: Fayetteville,
NC 28304:919-323-1748
I Medic 1.0

Medical information center
Macintosh PittS or larger; hard disk drive.
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Medic. a data management tool for the medical profession, is an application program for organizing and
inter-relating clinical data and medical information.
Using Medic, patient-specific clinical information,
such as diagnostic tests, treatments and procedures,
can be recorded and saved as CliniFacts. Similarly,
medical information, such as abstracts from journals,
pharmacological data, protocol treatment reports or
passages from medical text books, may be entered and
saved as MedFacts. In the general operation of a medical facility. such information can be retrieved and
viewed for the purpose of patient care and as a source
of reference.
Medic allows for patient registration to established
protocol standards, with subsequent individualization of
the protocol for that patient. Patients who are treated
according to standard protocols. often complex in
design, have disruptions to schedules that tend to occur
for various reasons. Automatic calculation of specific
dates of treatment as called for by the protocol and dayto-day monitoring for each protocol event are also
facilitated.
Information in the CliniFacts, MedFacts and Protocols modules are linked to specific patients and/or to
each other. Titese special relationships can be readily
added, removed or modified as necessary.
TI1e result is a knowledge base where a user can
easily and rapidly access only relevant clinical, medical
or protocol information from multiple sources with just
a click of the mouse.
$695 retail; single user runtime (multiuser prices avail·
able on request)
$25 retail: demo
AlgoMed Software, Inc.; 119 Hillcrest Dr.. RRI; New·
market, Ontario. Canada L3Y 4V8: 416-853-0835
or 41~8-2422
Medical Electronic Desktop (MacM.E.D.)
Patient clinical records management system that supports a physician in all areas of patient care
Maci1ttoslt Plus or larger; Sjstem 4.I or later; ltard
disk drive.
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File Edit Go Toala Objeclt
Petlent R•cordt Uc,..en t or ll

Vertical Markets/Health Care
Call for pricing; dealer inquiries welcome
Jam Technologies; 685 Market St, Ste. 860;
San Francisco, CA 94105; 415-442-0795
or Int +612-799-1888 (Australia)
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Medline Knowledge Finder
Searches subsets of the National library of Medicine's
(NLM) Medline database (distributed on CD-ROM
optical disk)
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; Philips or Toshiba C[).ROM drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$895 to $4,595 retail; annual subscription
Aries Systems Corp.; 79 Boxford St; N. Andover,
MA 01845; 508-689-9334
• Medline Knowledge Server
Biomedical literature search system
Macintosh Plus or larger; AppleShare 2.0.
Medline is a database of citations to the biomedical
literature and is maintained by the National library of
Medicine, U.S. Department of Health and Human Ser·
vices. The complete database contains citations to more
than 3,400 medical journals. Portions of the database
are selectively extracted for publication on CD-ROM by
Aries Systems.
Knowledge Server uses Aries's Knowledge Finder
software to provide access to the Medline CD-ROM
databases across local-area networks. One or more
database servers, each configured with one or more
Medline CD-ROM databases, can be accessed by any
compatible Macintosh workstation connected to the
network. Auser at a workstation will access the Med·
line datab.(lse as though it was directly connected to the
workstation.
In addition to using the AppleShare network manager, Knowledge Server uses the Apple CD SC CDROM player. Up to six players may be connected to a
single database server, and a virtually unlimited number of servers may be configured on one or more inter·
connected networks.
Knowledge Server will operate with LocaiTalk and
EtherTalk network technologies.
$2,295 to $5,995 retail; annual subscription
Aries Systems Corp.; 79 Boxford St; N. Andover,
MA 01845; 508-689-9334
MedQuest
Medical office management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; ImageWriter
IlorLQ.
$2,795 retail; single user
$3,295 retail; multiuser
$50 retail; demo with manual
The Program Workshop, Inc.; Anderson-Gibbs Bldg.;
159 Marine St, Ste. 6; St Augustine, FL 32084;
9()4.829.6500
Molarbyte Manager
Dental office management system

Macintosh Pius; 20MB hard disk drive.
$850 retail; program
$35 retail; sample disk
Molarbyte Data Systems; 92 Old Brook Rd.; Dix Hills,
NY 11746;516-58&0962
• Momars V2.3
Medical office management and Accounts Receivable
system

Macintosh Plus or larger (accelerated SE or II recom·
mended); 20MB hard disk drive; ImageWriter II, II,
LQ and/or LaserWriter.
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Momars is a medical office management and
Accounts Receivables system. It provides complete
automation of a user's insurance billing to generate
statements when desired. Comprehensive practice
management reports, as well as recall and referral
tracking are featured.
Features include: live balance and aging of
accounts on screen; number of patients/guarantors lim·
ited only by disk space (2.5 GB maximum); tracking for
follow-up visits and future work to be performed; inter·
est may be charged and/or statements printed on a
case-by-case basis; prescription tracking; form letters;
single or hatched billing to any insurance company;
electronic claims processing using General Electric's
nationwide EMC*Express System; and more.
$3,495 retail; single user (multiuser available)
Mlied Support; 801 11B" St, Ste. 402; Anchorage, AK
99501; 907-258-2272

Omni·Med
Medical management
Macintosl• PillS or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer
or LaserWriter; Om11is 3 Plus.
$2,495 retail; single user
$3,495 and up; multiuser
$100 retail; limited working demo
Synapse Software; PO Box 1385; Rockingham,
NC 28379; 919-895-6302
OmniVet
Veterinary management system

512KE or latger Macintosh; hard disk drive; Image Writ·
er or LaserWriter.

Orion Optician's Lab
Management and billing
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer
II orLQ.
$2,595 retail; single user
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.; 2591 S. Queen St.; York,
PA 17402; 717-741-4536
Orion Optometric
Optometry management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer
II orLQ.
$3,995 retail; single user
$6,995 retail; multiuser
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.; 2591 S. Queen St;
York, PA 17402; 717·741-4536
Orion Surgical
Office management for surgeons, ophthalmologists, otolaryngologists, podiatrists, obstetricians and urologists
Macintos/1 Plus or larger; hard disk drive; lmageWriter
II orLQ.
$3,995 retail; single user
$6,995 retail; multiuser
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.; 2591 S. Queen St;
York, PA 17402; 717-741-4536
OrthoMac
Orthodontic office management
Macintosh Pius or larger.
$3,795 retail; single user
$5,495 retail; multiuser
HealthCare Communications, Inc.; 245 S. 84th St.;
lincoln, NE 68510; 402-489-0391 or 80().888.43.44
OrthoRad
X-rays analysis program

Macintosh Pius or larger; hard disk drive; Scriptel
graphics tablet
82,995 retail
$1,995 retail; digitizer
HealthCare Communications, Inc.; 245 S. 84th St;
lincoln, NE 68510; 402-489-0391 or 80Q.888.4344

$795 retail; includes Runtime Omnis 3 Plus
$20 retail; demo disk
Commonwealth Veterinary Consultants;
23 St. james Blvd.; Springfield, MA 01104; 413-543-2772

Ovation Dental
Dental management
Macintosh Plus or larger; LaserWriter Plus or
Image Writer II.
$595 to $1,100 retail; standard to customized version
Innovative Design Systems Corp.; 150 N. Miller Rd.,
Bldg. 250, Ste. "B"; Akron, OH 44313; 216-836-0006

OR·D Health-Care Management
Medical, dental, physiotherapy, chiropractic, optometric
and podiatric management
512K or larger Macintosh.
$3,500 each retai~ Medical, Dental, Physiotherapy,
Chiropractic, Optometric, Podiatric
$3,500 retail; OR-D College Training Course
OR·D Systems; 1414 Brace Rd.; Cherry Hill, NJ 08034;
609-795-8300

Payroll For The MacHealth Series
Provides accurate and complete transaction records
through a detailed employee list
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer
IlorLQ.
$395retail
HealthCare Communications, Inc.; 245 S. 84th St;
lincoln, NE 68510; 402-489-0391 or Bro8884344

Orion Dental
Dental management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer
II orLQ.
$3,995 retail; single user
$6,995 retail; multiuser
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.; 2591 S. Queen St;
York, PA 17402; 717-741-4536
Orion FamiJy Practice
Pediatrician/general and family practitioner
management
Maci11tosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer
II orLQ.
$3,995 retail; single user
$6,995 retail; multiuser
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.; 2591 S. Queen St;
York, PA 17402; 717·741-4536

Pharmacy
Pharmacy management

512K or larger Macintosh; 20MB hard disk drive;
Image Writer.
$995retail
Pharmacy Management Systems, Inc.;
6297 Westover Rd.; West Palm Beach, FL 33417;
407-697-3911

Plains & Simple Healthcare Accounting
Specialized accounting system

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive,·
Image Writer II or LQ; DentalMac, MediMac, ChiroMac
or OpticMac.
$695 retail
HealthCare Communications, Inc.; 245 S. 84th St.;
lincoln, NE 68510; 402-489-0391 or 800-8884344

Business And Professional Software

Vertical Markets/Health Care
The Provider
Medical billing system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; printer;
Omnis3Pius.
$950 retai~ single user (multiuser on request)
$50 retail; demo
Mark A Kalish, MD; nt 7 Friars Rd., Ste. 200;
San Diego, CA 92108; 619-298-9701
Psych•Log
Office management for mental health care
professionals
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 5.0 or later; printer.
$995 retail; entry level version
$2,395 retail; single-provider version
$3,495 retail; multi provider version
Mission Accomplished Software Services, Inc.;
10615 Bradbury Rd.; Los Angeles, CA 90064;
213-870.2441
Quick Ceph 7.0

Cephalometric analysis
Macintosh SE or II; lmageiVriter or LaserWriter.
$2,495 retai~ includes Quick Ceph, digitizer and oneyear updates
Orthodontic Processing; 386 E. HSt. Ste. 209404; Chula Vista, CA 92010; 619-691-1280
Scheduling For The MacHealth Series
Schedules appointments; records information
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; lmageiVriter
ll or LQ; Den/a/Mac, MediMac, ChiroMac or
OpticMac.
$695 retail; single user
$995 retail; multiuser
HealthCare Communications, Inc.; 245 S. 84th St.;
Uncoln, NE 68510; 402-489-0391 or 8Q0.888.4344
Simplicity Dental Software Version 7.406
Complete dental office management software;
multiuser capable
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; lmageiVriter I
or II.
$2,450 retail; includes Omnis 3 Plus Runtime single
user and 60 days telephone support
$2,750 retail; requires Omnis 3 Plus (not included)
$65 retail demo and manual
Simplicity Dental Software Systems, Inc.;
9 S. Ridge Ave.; Ambler, PA 19002; 21~6-3382
• starxV2.5
Pharmacy management
Macintosh l/; A/UX operating system; dot matrix
printer.
Starx is a pharmacy package designed to serve
both large chains and small independent pharmacies.
Designed like an operating system, it is able to adjust to
constant changes in the modern day pharmacy (e.g.,
third-party formulary and drug interaction). User-set
parameters adjust the size of the systemto any size
store. In this way, features not used can be turned of( It
is a fully functional multiuser system with a high-speed,
self correctable database.
Electronic mail is an integrated part of the system
design. It is written in the Clanguage and runs under
UN!XIXEN!X.
Application features included are: third·party formulary validation, automatic batch refilling, workman's
compensation claims processing, all state and federal
regulations, multiple label formats, ful~screen editing of
RXs, complete detailed patient profiles, drug recall
reporting, a full set of management reports, nursing
home inte.rface, accounts receivable interface, generic
pricing and Xref, HMO and recap interface, universal
interface for updates, drug interactions and warnings,

multistore configurations, modem controlled updates,
multilingual sig file, POS interface, Alpha key access,
automatic purge control and tape-to-tape claims
processing.
$4,995 retail
Starx Technology, Inc.; 1201Flower St.; Bakersfield,
CA 93305; 805-324-004 1
T&M Optometric Plus
Optometric office management program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; lmageiVriter.
$3,000 retail
T&M Systems, Inc.; 3081Canfield Ave.; Rhodes.
!A 50234; 515-493-2415
ToothPics
Dental patient management system; accounting; odontograms and treatment plans available chairside
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; !mageWriter
11 for color or I..aseriVriter.
$2,750 retail; single workstation
$750 retail; each additional networked workstation
Class One Ltd.; 431 E. Ellis Dr.; Tempe. AZ 85282;
602-820-3696

Vertical Markets/Hotel, Motel
Hotel-Mac
Hotel. motel management
512K or larger Macintosh.
$195 U.S. retail; up to 40 rooms
$495 U.S. retail; up to 300 rooms
$20 U.S. retail; demo
Mexoft Belgium; 140 Wirtzfeld Valley; B-4761Bullingen; Belgium; 32-080-647713

Vertical Markets/Insurance
AgentBase
Insurance agency marketing office management

512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive; lmagelVriter.
$1,500 retail
Business Systems Group/ Merry Maid, Inc.; 25
Messinger St.; Bangor, PA 18013; 215-588-0927
Case, Client And Time Management Software
For F"mancial Marketing Organizations
Geared toward companies that provide marketing services for financial institutions, with emphasis on single
premium group annuities for insurance carriers
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Omnis 3 Plus.
$3,500 retail
Stanford Business Systems, Inc.;
5250 W. Century Blvd., Ste. 407; Los Angeles,
CA 90045; 213-4174940
Orion Insurance Administrator
Contract tracking and invoicing
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; !mageWriter
II orLQ.
$2,995 retail
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.; 2591 S. Queen St.:
York, PA 17402; 717-741-4536
•The Power P&C Agency V2.04
PropertyI casualty insurance agency management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20MB hard disk drive; 4th
Dimension Runtime.

lnnSpect
Increases quality control of hospitality and lodging
businesses
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk dn"ve; Printer.
$3,395 and up retail; depends on configuration
Eliot Software Co.; PO Box 337; Eliot, ME 03903;
207-439-9361
1\tacHotel 3.0
Hotel/motel front desk and back office manager
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; lmageiVriter
or I..aserWriter; Omnis 3 Plus.
$895 retail; single user (Omnis 3 Ubrary only)
$1,195 retail; multiuser (Omnis 31Jbrary only)
$30 retail; demo
Lone Oak Software; PO Box 21.007; Eagan, MN 55121;
612-920.3115
1\taclnn
Lodging and property management software for inns.
hotels. time-share condominiums, conference centers.
etc.
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive; ImageiVriter
or I..aseriVriter.
$1,495 retail; single user
$1,995 and up retail; multiuser
Eliot Software Co.; PO Box 337; Eliot, ME 03903;
207439-9361

The Power P&C Agency is an insurance agency
management program written in the 4th Dimension
database environment.
Power P&C tracks auto, home, fire and commercial
insurance accounts. Through the report generator,
users can determine sales by the type of policy, time
period, insurance carrier or any combination of these
factors. Reports are generated daily, giving net sales the
previous day and net sales month·to-date.
Power P&C Agency also tracks thousands of
prospects/clients. Letters can be generated based on
specified criteria, including age, occupation, type of
business, accounts receivable status and type of policy.
The majority of power in Power P&C revolves
around its collection system. This system is designed to
be primarily a postal collection system. Collection tools
available include: payment schedules, statements of
accounts, reminder notices, follow-up notices, pre-cancellation notices, cancellation notices, renewal notices
and account histories. The program also provides rate
quote customization, customization of company forms
and ad hoc reporting. Multiuser capability is built in.
$3,995 retail
Power Software, Inc.; Ada's Commercial Complex;
130 E. Marine Dr., Bldg. C. Ste. 107: Agana,
Guam 96910:671477-7781
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Vertical Markets/Legal
Author Desktop
Complete package for building Legalware ~ystems
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$1,199 retail
Legalware, Inc.; 135 King Sl E; Toronto, Ontario,
Canada MSC 1G6;416-863-6906or800-387-1129
• Business Power Of Attorney
Creates, edits and prints legal documents
Maci11tosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or later.
Business Power Of Attorney is a dedicated word
processor designed specifically for the legal profession
and sophisticated investors. It creates, edits and prints
legal documents, either from its own library of more
than 140 business documents, or documents may be
modified to fit particular needs. The documents range
from the most common to very specific situations.
Using the Structured Data Input method, Business
Power Of Attorney reads through the legal documents,
finds all locations where customized information is
needed and prompts users for an appropriate response.
The responses are then merged into the form, and a
final documen~ specific to the current client. is created.
$1,495 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa Barbara,
CA 93101: 805-564-3386
Cadence With PPM
Attorney's office management manual
512K or larger Macilltosh; word processillg appiicatioll
readillg Mac Write files.
$49.50 retail
Greenlight Software, Division of Elan Associates;
79 \V. Monroe, #1320; Chicago, IL 60603; 312-782-6496
CalendarEye
Docket, registration and file monitoring system
Maci11tosh Plus; liard disk drive recommet1ded; Double
Helix II.
$395 and up retail
Greenlight Software, Division of Elan Associates;
79 W. Monroe, #1320; Chicago, IL 60603; 312-782-6496
CaseFlow Management System
Tracks a courts' civil cases from filing through
disposition
Maci11tosh SE or II; liard disk drive recommended;
Image Writer II or LaserWriter; multiuser versioll
requires App/eShare and Ethernet.
$2,950 retail; single user
Diamante Software; 10650 Wire Way, Ste. 100; Dallas,
TX 75220: 214-55&0923
Document Maker User
For additional users of Document Models
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
liard disk drive.
$299retail
Legalware, Inc.; 135 King St. E: Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M5C 1G6; 416-863-6906 or 80().387-1129
Document Modeler
Computer-assisted drafting of documents
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$599retail
Legalware, Inc.; 135 King Sl E; Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M5C 1G6; 41&863-6906 or 800.387-1129
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Law Office
Law firm data management system
Macintos/1 Plus or larger; 20MB liard disk drive; tape
backup strongly recommended; Omnis 3 Plus.
$6,995 retail
Legal Byte Software, Inc.; 231 Simcoe Sl N; Oshawa,
Ontario, Canada LlG 4Tl; 416-686-4731
or 416-694-4751
Legal Aide
Legal time, billing and office management package

512K or larger Macintosh.
$799.95 to $3,995 retail
Interactive Network Technologies, Inc.;
11 Longmeadow Rd.; lincoln, MA 01773; 617-259-1320
LegaJ Billing
Time billing
512K or larger Macintosh.
$595 retail; Legal Billing
$895 retail; Legal Billing II (ABA approved)
$1,295 retail; Legal Billing II+ (remote entry version)
Satori Software; 2815 2nd Ave., Ste. 560; Seattle,
WA 98121; 206-443-0765
LegaJ Desktop
Package for additional users of Legalware practice
systems

512KE or larger Maci11tosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$799retail
Legalware, Inc.; 135 King St. E; Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M5C 1G6; 416-863-6906 or 800-387-1129
The Legal Eagle
Customizable time cost/disbursement billing and
accounting package
512KE or larger Macilltosh; 1MB ofRAM for multiuser
versio11.
$995 retail; single user
$1,295 retail; multiuser
Syscom, Inc.; 230 Hilton Ave., Ste. 217; Hempstead,
NY 11550; 516481-8201
Matter Organizer
Automates legal procedures and checklists
512KE or larger Macintosh; internal disk drive or Izard
disk drive.
$599retail
Legalware, Inc.; 135 King St. E; Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M5C 1G6; 416-863-6906 or 800-387-1129
Practice
Bankruptcy forms generation
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; LaserWriter.
$595 retail; single user (mcludes Dbase Mac Runtime
or 4th Dimension Runtime)
$100 retail; each additional user for multiuser (runs
under 4th Dimension only)
$300 retail; Chapter 13 forms
Compu-Sult; 4113 Ashton Sl; San Diego, CA 92110;
619-276-7332
• Real Estate Power Of Attorney

Creates, edits and prints legal documents
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or later.
Real Estate Power Of Attorney is a dedicated word
processor designed specifically for sophisticated
investors and real estate leasing and sales firms. It creates, edits and prints legal documents, either from its
own library of more than 100 real estate documents or
documents may be modified to fit particular needs. The
documents range from the most common to very specific situations.
Using the Structured Data Input method, Real
Estate Power Of Attorney reads through the legal documents, finds all locations where customized information
is needed and prompts users for an appropriate

response. The responses are then merged into the
form, and a final documen~ specific to the current
client, is created.
$1,495 retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra Sl; Santa Barbara.
CA 93101; 805-564-3386
Time Keeper DA
Assists lawyers, secretaries, paralegals with time
docketing
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
diskdriue.
$150 per user retail
Legalware, Inc.: 135 King Sl E; Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M5C 1G6; 416-863-6906 or 8()().387-1129
WillMaker 3.1
Self-help, legal software

Any Macintosh.
$59.95 retail
Nolo Press; 950 Parker Sl: Berkeley, CA 94710;
415-549-1976, 80().992-6656 (orders)
or 8()()..445.6656 (orders) in CA

Vertical Markets/Marketing
Maclnterview Release 1.7
Questionnaire analysis program
512K or larger Macintosh.
$950retail
Erich Breitschwerdt and Partner; Paulsmuhlenstrasse
41; 4000 Dusseldorf 13; West Germany; 0211-7182232
Marketer's Partner
Customers, prospects and telemarketing
Macintosh Plus; secolld disk drive or liard disk
drive; Pri11ter.
$295 retail
MacServices; 7702 Bayberry; San Antonio, 1X 78240;
512-681-8094
Traid-Names
Generates produc~ service or business names
512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$159 retail
Applied Systems &Technologies, Inc.;
227M Hallenbeck Rd.; Cleve1and, NY 13042;
315-675-8584

Vertical Markets/Mathematics
AI.PAL; Big AI.PAL
Unear programming by graphical, algebraic and
simplex
Any Macintosh.
$21.50 retail; ALPAL
$21.50 retail; Big ALPAI..
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A:. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 80().292-6640 in CA .
Calculator Construction Set 1.04
Application that creates calculators (saved as
applications or desk accessories)
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$89.95 retail
Dubl-Click Software, Inc.: 18201 Gresham Sl;
Northridge, CA 91325; 818-349-2758

Business And Professional Software

Vertical Markets/Mathematics
Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis algorithms
512K or larger Macintosh.
$125 retail
Uonheart Press. Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, vr 05440;
514-9334918
Convert
Metric to imperial conversion calculator
Any Macintosh.
$15 retail
Jam Technologies; 685 Market St., Ste. 860;
San Francisco, CA 94105; 415442.0795
or Int.+ 612-799-1888 (Australia)
•DAMath
Mathematical expression evaluation, plotting and table
generation
Macintosh Plus or larger.
DAl\1ath is a desk accessory that el'aluates. plots
and tabulates mathematical expressions.
From any application, DAMath appears at the click
of a mouse and allows users to: evaluate mathematical
expressions in up to three variables. building on a
library of functions from simple arithmetic to trigonometric. hyperbolic, gamma and Bessel functions; make
line graphs of these expressions over any range of X
values with automatic or manual scaliog of theY-axis,
even overlays multiple plots; make tables of function
values, which can be viewed and edited in a spread·
sheet-like window: and make graphs from tables produced by DAMath or imported from other applications.
Because DAMath supports cut and paste via the
Clipboard, users are able to: paste a graph of a function
into a document and, if using a page layout or drawing
application, use the application's graphic tools to
enhance or modify DAMath's graphs; paste a table of
function values into a spreadsheet. word processor.
graphing or statistical application and then use the
application to transform or analyze the data or generate
fancier graphs; or paste a table of data into DAMath
from a spreadsheet or word processor and then plot the
data.
$50 retail
Spectra Blue, Inc.; 5225 E. Pima St., Ste. 2A: Tucson,
1\l 85712; 602-327-4686
Data Desk Professional
Data analysis; statistics; graphics
Macintosh Plus or larger; two 800K disk drives or hard
disk drive.
$495 retail
Odesta Corp.; 4084 Commercial Ave.; Northbrook.
IL 60062; 312-498-5615
Decision Trees And Tables
Allows a user to make decisions under uncertainty
according to logical and statistically correct principles
512K or largerMacintosh.
$95 retail
Uonheart Press. Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, vr 05440;
514-9334918
Eureka: The Solver
Complex equation solver
512KE or larger MacinWsh.
$195 retail
Borland International: l&lO Green Hills Rd.: Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 4084~00

Expressionist 2.0
Equation editor
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$129.95 retail; educational site licenses available
Allan Bonadio Associates: 814 Castro St.; San
Francisco, CA 94114: 415-282·5864
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FunPlot
Function plotter and calculus demonstrator
512K or larger Macintosh.
$15 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 80().235-6919 or 80().292·6640 inCA
FunPlot-3D
Three-dimensional graphics program for representing functions of two variables
512K or larger Macintosh.
$25 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange:
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 80().235-6919 or 80().292-6640 inCA
Inference
Includes calculations from cumulative statistical
distributions
512K or larger Macintosh.
$95 retail
Uonheart Press. Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, vr 05440:
514-9334918
Locipro

Root locus analysis program
512K or larger Macintosh.
$95 retail
BV Engineering: 2023 Chicago Ave.. Ste. B13;
Riverside, CA 92507: 714-781·0252
LogarithMac
76 1ogarithm templates in MacPaint
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
$39.95 retail
Heizer Software: PO Box 232019: Pleasant Hill.
CA 94523; 415-943-7667
MacFunction
Multivariate calculus
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.: 45 Theodore Fremd Ave.: Rye,
NY 10580; 80().872-2742
MacSimplex
Tool for linear programming and linear algebra
Any Macintosh; word processing software; pri11ter.
$12 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange:
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002: 80().235-6919 or 80().292-6640 in CA
Maci qn
Equation processor
512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer or l..aserWriter.
$44.95 retail: educational discounts and site licenses
are available
Software for Recognition Technologies; 55 Academy
Dr.; Rochester. NY 14623; 716-359-3024
• Mathematica V1.1
Mathematical computation system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2.5 MB of RAM (5MB
recommended).
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Mathematica is ageneral system for mathematical
computation that can be used by researchers, students.
engineers. analysts and others both as an interactive
calculation tool and as a programming language. Math·
ematica does numerical, graphical and symbolic calcu·
lations. Its numerical capabilities include arbitrary
precision arithmetic, as well as special function evalua·
lion and matrix manipulation. It can also do symbolic
computation: it can manipulate formulae directly in
algebraic form. performing such operations as symbo~
ic equation solving. integration, differentiation and
power series expansion.
Mathematica contains a core of mathematical
knowledge that can be extended by creating programs
-either procedural or based on collections of trans!or·
mation rules- in the Mathematica language. The language incorporates several hundred primitives for
numerical, symbolic and graphical programming.
The Mathematica system runs on a range of
machines. from personal computers to supercomputers.
The kernel of Mathematica works the same on all computers. Mathematica can produce input for C, Fortran,
Tex and a number of other standard systems. Asophis·
ticated front end for Mathcmatica on a Macintosh takes
advantage of the Macintosh graphical user interface.
This front end can be used even when the kernel is
running on a remote computer. The front end supports
"Notebooks" that mix text. graphics and Mathematica
input.
Mathematica's extensive graphics capabilities allow
it to generate two-dimensional plots. contour plots and
shaded color three-dimensional pictures. It generates
all graphics in PostScript, which the front end renders
on the Macintosh screen. The graphics can be converted to PICT or Bitmap form. as well as Encapsulated or
Embedded PostScript.
$495 retail: Plus. SE version
$795 retail: II version
Wolfram Research, Inc.; PO Box 6059: Champaign,
IL 61821: 217·398-0700 or 800-441-6284 (orders)
Mathematician's Toolkit
Extends the power of the True Basic programming language to include areas of special interest to
mathematicians
512K or larger Macintosh; True Basic Language Version 2.0 or higher.
S69.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.: 45 Theodore Fremd Ave.: Rye,
NY I0580: 80().872-2742
MathLab
Algebra: calculus: three-dimensional plotting
5I2K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
E&M Software Co.: 95 Richardson Rd.: N. Chelmsford.
MA 01863: 508-251-7451
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Vertical Markets/Mathematics
MathType 1.53

Mathematics for word processing

512K or larger Macintosh· J~naeWriter or l.JlserWriter.

$149 retail
' ..._.
·
Design Science, Inc.; 6475-B E. Pacific Coast Hwy.
Ste. 392; Long Beach, CA 90803; 213433-0685 ·•

Kinko•s Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A; PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 8(){)-292-6640 in CA
Ternary Plot 3.0
Ternary plotting

512K or larger Macintosh.
$100 U.S. retail
Pierre Zippi, Paz Graphics; 60 Mountview Ave., #410;
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6P 2IA; 416-766-4077

MathView Professional
Mathematics

512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive

$249.95 retail
·
BrainPower, Inc.; 24009 Ventura Blvd, Ste. 250;
Calabasas, CA 91302; 81S-884-69U or 800345-0519

Vertical Markets/Oil & Gas

MathWriter Version 1.4
Mathematical typesetting editor

512K or larger Macintosh; Multiplan or Excel·
Image Writer or l.JlserWriter.
'

512KE or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail; MathWriter
$49.95 retail; MWZfex (translates MathWriter
expressions into Tex)
Cooke Publications; PO Box 4448; Ithaca, NY 14852;
607-272-2708, ext 15, 800482-4438, ext 15
or 800435-4438, ext 15 (m NY)
Matlab 1.1
Matrix computation

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM.
$895 retail; university discounts available
The MathWorks, Inc.; 21 Eliot St· S. Natick MA 01760·
617-653-1415
'
'
'
Matrix Operations
Matrix entry routines, addition, multiplication
transposition, inversion
'

512K or larger Macintosh.
$95 retail
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379: Alburg VI' 05440:
514-933-4918
•
'
'
Matrix Workshop
~~ble environment for numerical calculations,
mcluding ~ne.ar algebra, signal processing, polynomials, graphtc dtsplay

512KE or larger Macintos/1.
$295retail
Puma Software, Inc.; PO Box 35373; Albuquerque
NM 87176; 505-265-5270
.
'
Milo
Mathematics processor

512K or larger Madntoslz.
$250retail
Parac?mp, Inc.; 123 Townsend St, Ste. 310; San
Franctsco, CA 94107; 415-543-3848
PolyMath
Symbolic algebra program for uni-variate polynomials

512K or larger Macintosh.
$19.95 retail
E&M Software Co.; 95 Richardson Rd.; N. Chelmsford
MA 01863; 508-251-7451
'
SPP
Signal processing program

512K or larger Macintosh.
$125 retail

BY En~eering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B13;

•Fm-Al
Oil and gas economics

F'm-Al is an oil and gas cashflow program designed
to work in conjunction with Microsoft Excel or Multiplan. The program accepts variable before and after
reve!'Sionary working and net-revenue interests. Production may be entered as an initial monthly figure
then declined exponentially or entered annually. '
. Th~ program allows up to three different exponential decline rates over the production life the number of
years can be varied. Lease operating costs and oil and
gas prices may be adjusted for inflation or entered
an~ually. Fin-Al recognizes economic limit. stops calculations and returns cash-flow and NPV sums to that
point
The program has a variable NPV profile and uses
mid-year net present value discount rates. The linking
capability of Excel and Multiplan can be utilized to
expand one-well analysis to field or corporate analysis.
By u.sing Excel•s graphing capabilities, graphs of production can be produced. Fin-Al has easy data entry
and does rapid what-if calculations.
$339retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St, Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge
co 80033; 303423-6171
'
Independent Oil Producer
Manages the distributi~n of oil- ~d gas-well receipts,
expenses and taxes to mvestors tn oil wells

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk dn've·ImageWriter
or l.JlserWriter; Omnis 3 Plus.
'
$2,495 retail
Diversified Computer Applications; PO Box 1142·
Du Quoin, IL 62832; 618-357-3619
'
Oil Well Blowout
Relief well proposal program

512K or larger Macintosh.
$4,500 retail
Houston Directional Software; 7127 Mobud Dr.;
Houston, TX 77074; 800835-0213
Oil Well Directional Package
Oil well planning and drilling

Any Macintosh.
$2,500 retail; Survey Calculation Program
$4,500 retail; Proposal Program
$18,000 retail; Complete Directional Well Package
Houston Directional Software; 7127 Mobud Dr.;
Houston, TX 77074; 800835-0213
Oil Well Screen Plot
Scaled plan and section views of well paths

Riverstde, CA 92507; 714-781-0252

Any Macintosh.

Stat Helper I And II
Statistical problem solving

$2,000 retail
Houston Directional Software; 7127 Mobud Dr.;
Houston, TX 77074; 800835-0213

Any Macintosh.

$17 each retail; instructor version
$14 each retail; student version
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Vertical Markets/Photography
InVue
Client data, billing and business management template
forOverVue

512K or larger Macintosh.
$199.95 retail
HindSight; PO Box 11608; Denver. CO 80211·
303458-6372
•
•
MacPhoto WorkStation
Software for wedding and portrait studios

Macintosh Plus or larger; external BOOK disk drive or
hard disk drive; ImageWriter.
$125 retail; HyperStudio
$595 retail; MacPhoto
$125 retail; HyperAppointment
$795.retail; entire package
Bit Image Software; 20753 Clarendon St; Woodland
Hills, CA 91367; 818-346-8325
MacStudio
Photography studio management

512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive; or BOOK
external disk drive; lmageWriteror Image Writer 11·
OverVue.
'
$995 retail; entire package (includes OverVue)
$846 retail; entire package (without OverVue)
MacStudio; 323 Newbury St; Boston MA 02115·
617-53&6602
'
'
PhotoOffice ll
Studio management system

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM: hard disk
drive; Image Writer or l.JlserWriter.
'
$995 retail; single user version (for multiuser add $395
for up to four users)
$49.95 retail; demo and tutorial
Gene Howell; 2091-E Valley Forge Dr.; Kettering
OH 45440; 513433-5561
'
PicturePerfect
Photography studio management with accounting
package
M~cintosh

pnnter.

Plus; second disk drive or hard disk drive;

$995 retail
MacServices; 7702 Bayberry; San Antonio TX 78240·
512-681-8094
'
•
SilentPartner 2.0
Studio management

512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$1,200 retail; unlimited support
$795 retail: limited support
SilentPartner, Inc.; 32 N. Third St; Philadelphia,
PA 19106; 215-829-0911
StockVue
Photo~phy captioning, cataloging and submissions
generating template for OverVue

512K or larger Macintosh.

$99.95 retail
HindSight; PO Box 11608; Denver. CO 80211·
303458-6372
'
'

Business And Professional Software

Vertical Markets/Real Estate
Commercial Property Management Call Reporting
High-rise building maintenance
512K or larger Macintosh; liard disk drioe.
$3,500 to $7,000 retail
Zephyrus, Inc.; 371 Nevada St., M/C 5226; Auburn.
CA 95604: 91&-885-5065
Commercial/Industrial Real Estate Applications
Project cost, expense analysis for new development
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel, Multiplan
or Lotus ]au.
$100 retail
Rea!Data, Inc.; 78 N. Main SL; South Norwalk,
cr 06854; 203-255-2732
The F'mancial Analyzer

Real estate financial functions
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$295 retail
Softworks,lnc.: PO Box 2285; Huntington, Cf 06484;
2()3.926-1116
For Sale
Property tax role database
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$695 retail
Softworks, Inc.: PO Box 2285; Huntington, Cf 06484:
203-926-ll16
Lead
Sales lead management for real estate
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$595 retail
Softworks, Inc.; PO Box 2285; Huntington, Cf 06484;
203-926-1116

Ust
Property listing system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$795 retail
Softworks, lnc.; PO Box 2285; Huntington, Cf 06484;
203-926-1116

MacAppraiser is a stand-alone program for real
estate appraisers. It is an integrated package for processing an 11-page residential appraisal report
The program includes the residential appraisal
form, extra comparables form, extra comments form
and photo and sketch addendum forms. as well as a
customizable invoice, letter of transmittal and cover
sheet. All forms are shown to scale onscreen, and the
completed report is stored as one file.
The program has a sketch tool; a layout tool; six
databases for com parables, lenders, neighborhoods,
etc.; and the ability to access more than 1,040 standard
responses for easy data entry. With the sketch tool,
which works like MacDraw, an appraiser can complete
a full-page or half-page sketch addendum. Sketch
dimensions can be entered from the keyboard or
mouse and the living area is automatically calculated. It
includes bathroomfixtures, fireplaces and staircases for
dressing up the sketch. Even the location map can be
pasted into the sketch.
With the layout tool, the invoice, transmittal letter
and cover sheet can be customized to include the business logo and other graphic objects, as well as all key
information from the appraisal form.
The program will print the report data onto
preprinted appraisal forms or print the forms and data
using the LaserWriter NT or NTX. When printing with
an ImageWriter, special form aligning has been incorporated to allow easy alignment of the legal size forms.
$495 retail
Bradford and Robbins; 22656 Silver Oak Ln.; Cupertino,
CA 95014:408-996-2331

Maclmmeubles
Property management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended;
ImageiVriter or LoserWriter.
$495to $1,495 Canada retail
Logiciel duParc, Inc~ 10000 Lajeuenesse, Rm. 210;
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3L2E1; 514-385-1620
l\facLord Systems
Property management
512KE or larger Macintosh; erternal disk drive or hard
disk drive; ImageWriter or LoseriVriter.
$1,295 retail; Professional Property Management
$595 retail; Personal Investor
$895 retail; Private Investor Plus
Mac Lord Systems, Inc.; 9487 Magnolia Ave.: Riverside,
CA 92503: 714-687-1919

ll\1acProperty
Property management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended;
Image Writer or Lo.strWriter.
a
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Your Expert Partner in Real Estate:
Software from Rea/Data®
We're proud of our track record Since the pioneering days of 1982, investors, CPA's,
developers and brokers have come to rely on ReaiData quality. Now the best is even
better with these new versions of two fine products:

Usting/Prospect Data Management
Real estate database; data management for brokers
and sales associates
512K or larger Macintosh;Microsoft File.
$195 retail
ReaiData, Inc.; 78 N. Main SL; South Norwalk,
cr 06854; 203-255-2732

Real Estate Investment Analysis, Version 6.0

Loan Qualifier
Assists in qualifying mortgage prospects, calculates
associated costs and generates a loan estimate report
Any Macintosh.
$99 retail
F'mancial Microware: PO Box 40; Cupertino, CA 95015;
408-446-5639

What About 'Thx Reform? Version 6.0 handles the new passive loss rules, carryforward of suspended losses, changes in capital gains rules and depreciation. Registered users of this program are offered low-cost upgrades whenever tax laws change.

• MacAppraiser 1.0
URAR report processor
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive; lmagelVriteror Lo.striVriter.

On Schedule, Version 2.0 by Irwin Nestler, produces a monthly cash flow
plan for a proposed residential subdivision. Here is a report you can truly take to the
bank, showing how you plan to draw, use and repay your development loan.
$195

allows you to play
"What if..." with ten-year projections of the income, expenses, cash flows, re-sale and
tax implications of your property. It perfonns virtually all of the complex financing,
tax and rate-of-return calculations for you in just seconds. The program handles partial
frrst year, adjustable-rate loans, balloon and refmance, amortization of points and closing costs, capital additions, depreciation. re-sale analysis, IRR, FMRR, NPV and more.

Real Estate Investment Analysis, 6.0 provides all of this plus separate modules for
lease analyses, loan amortization schedules and income-and-expense sununaries.
$250
Requires Microsoft ExcelTM or WorksTM.

The RealDala Sampkr Our Excel-based demo, providing working samples of the
packages above, plus Financial Analysis and Commercial/Industrial Real Estate.
Sampler charge can be applied to the purchase price of full package.
$25
To order, call ReaiData at (203) 255-2732. MastetCard. VIsa and American Express
cards welcome. To receive our catalog describing these and other fine RealData products for the Mac and PC, send $2 to RealData at the address below.

78 North Main Street
South Norwalk, CT 06854

(203) 255-2732
Circle Reader Serv1ce
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Vertical Markets/Real Estate
Mac Property is a complete properly management
system thai allows users lo manage, administer and performall the basic accounting chores relating lo proper·
ty management The program was designed on Omnis
3 Plus for businesspeople who either manage their own
properties or other people's properties.
MacProperty is available in three configurations.
AI the low end, a configuration enables a user to manage one property al a time with an unlimited number of
rental units. A1 the high end, there is a configuration
thai allows a property manager lo handle simultaneously an unlimited number of customers. properties and
rental units. All configurations offer service and park·
ing space administration and generate addressed form
leners.
Akey feature of the system is its capability lo notify
users of important tasks that must be done, such as
repairs lobe made, letters to be sent, lease renewals,
late payments and more.
MacProperty's accounting system, in addition to
handling its five main journals. issues deposit slips,
manages post-dated and returned checks and produces
all the necessary reports.
$4951o $1,495 Canada retail
Logiciel duParc, lnc.; 10000 Lajeuencsse, Rm. 210;
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3L 2El; 514-~1620
•MaxiLoan
Loan pre-qualiJier
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or later.
Maxi loan is a loan pre-qualifier and loan generator
software program. It can handle normal fiXed rate
amortization loans, as well as any combination of vari·
able interest and variable payment rate loans. The program also shows users how to save substantial money
by rearranging payment schedules with banks.
Maxi loan asks questions of a loan applicant that
will determine whether or not he or she can pre-qualify
for any type of loan in question. Maxiloan will produce
a graph and print complete amortization tables, allowing quick review of interest deductions and equity on a
yearly or monthly basis.
$395 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa Barbara,
CA 93101; 805-564-3386
Mortgage Loan Calculator
Qualifies buyers by loan type
512K or larger Macintosh.
$89.95 retail
HMS Computer Co.; 2401 Pilot Knob Rd., Ste. 108;
Mendota Heights, MN 55120; 612-452-5928
The Mortgage Qualifier
Residential mortgage database and qualifier for
brokers, lenders, home builders
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
$195 retail
RealData, lnc.; 78 N. Main St.; South Norwalk.
CT 06854; 203-255-2732
On Schedule Version 2.0
Cash-flow planning for subdivisions and condominiums
512Kor larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel, Multiplan
or Lotusjazz.
$195 retail
RealData, Inc.; 78 N. Main St.; South Norwalk,
CT 06854; 203-255-2732
• The Power Ustor
Real estate agency management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20MB hard disk drive; 4th
Dimension Runtime.
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The Power Ustor keeps track of every property
that was entered into the Multiple Usting Service
(MLS) over the past two years. Date listed, price, MLS
number, village, subdivision, terms of sale and every
other fact that was provided to the MLS is available. For
in-house listings, users can print out appropriate MLS
forms directly from the computer. Additional information may be input, included on a fact sheet and distributed to potential buyers.
The program provides users with the capability of
creating and printing reports on any information, in any
order and with any subtotals or totals needed. There is
built in multiuser capability.
$1,995 retail
Power Software. Inc.; Ada's Commercial Complex;
130 E. Marine Dr.. Bldg. C. Ste. 107; Agana,
Guam 96910; 671-477-7781
Pro Report Writer
Generates narrative style building inspection reports
512K or larger Macintoslr.
$500 retail; also available in HyperCard
Shaman Software; 12708 Foxton Rd.; Foxton,
CO 80441; 303-674-9784 or SOIM24-8597
ProAnalysis Vl.l
Real estate investment analysis
512K or larger MacintosA; ImageiVriter or LaseriVriter.
$295 retail
Metropolis Software, Inc.; 14555 DeBell Rd.; Los Altos
Hills, CA 94022; 415-322-2001
ProCJass
Prospect closing assistant
Macintosh with 1MB of RAM.
$595 retail
HMS Computer Co.; 2401 Pilot Knob Rd., Ste. 108;
Mendota Heights, MN 55120; 612-452-5928
Property 1\fanagement, Level I
Real estate management for individual property owners
512K or larger Macintos•; Microsoft Excel.
$250 retail
RealData, lnc.; 78 N. Main St.; South Norwalk.
cr 06854: 203-255-2732
Property Management, Level 2
Real estate management system for tracking informa·
lion about rental properties
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Microsoft
Excel.
$295 retail
Rea!Data, Inc.; 78 N. Main St.; South Norwalk,
CT 06854; 203-255-2732
The Property Manager
Residential property management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Om11is 3 Plus.
$495 retail; Tenant Control Module
$995 retail; Professional System (single user)
$1,795 retail; Professional System (multiuser)
MPM Computing; 6135 York Blvd.; Los Angeles,
CA 90042; 213-254-2806

• Prope.r ty Master
Rental property management
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or later.
Properly Master is designed to manage new or
existing rental property, whether it is a duplex or an
apartment complex with many units. The purpose of
the program is to cut down on the paperwork and management problems ownership brings.
Once initial input is completed, which Property
Master prompts users to enter, the program will print
rental notices, building reports, tenant lists, work
orders and expense reports. Property Master tracks
rental payments and those moving in or out. It calculates pro-rata shares of fees on a monthly or weekly
basis. At the end of the month, Property Master provides a complete operating statement.
Another feature of Property Master is its ability to
tabulate a year-end general ledger on every property.
1l1is yearly tax information is easily stored on a disk in
the event of an audit Property Master also allows users
to print the following forms: building reports, unit
reports, tenant reports, rent notices, three- or five-day
notices to pay or vacate, proof of service report and
work orders.
$1,295 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa Barbara,
CA 93101; 805-564-3386
Real Estate Investment Analysis Version 6.0
Income-property investment analysis incorporating
Tax Reform rules
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel, Works or
Lotus jazz.
$250 retail
RealData, lnc.; 78 N. Main St.; South Norwalk,
CT 06854; 203-255-2732
• Real Estate Master
Produces cash-flow and profit analysis reports of poten·
tial investments
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or later.
Real Estate Master is a program that produces a 13to IS-page report showing cash flow and a profit analysis of a potential investment, with both pre- and post-tax
results displayed in numbers and graphs. This report
and analysis can be created for new and existing single
family homes, multifamily units and commercial or
industrial properties.
Real Estate Master allows users to analyze existing
buildings for remodeling, raising rents, lease-up
options, interior and exterior improvements, occupancy
rates, loan options, operating costs and partnership
scenarios.
Real Estate Master features an art graphing tool,
called the Fondler, which allows users to play "what il''
games by moving graph points for top-down and bottom-upmodeling. An optional interactive voice generator warns users when the project enters a negative cash
flow position.
Real Estate Master was designed to help investors,
architects, contractors and developers.
$1,295 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa Barbara,
CA 93101; 805-564·3386
Real Estate Partners
Business development; syndication analysis; real estate
analysis
512Kor larger Macintosh; extenzal disk drive;
lmage!Vn'ter.
$295 retail; program
$10 retail; demo
Meta Venture Technology; 326 E. Colorado Blvd.,
Ste. 253; Pasadena. CA 91101; 818-796-5479
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$395 retail: Basic Property Management
$795 retail: Advanced Property Management
$1,195 retail: Deluxe Property Management
Yardi Systems, Inc.; 930 Laguna St.; Santa Barbara,
CA 93101; 80S.966-3666

Vertical Markets/Real Estate
Real Estate Tool Kit
Property-investment analysis
512K or larger Macintoslr; lmageiVriter.
$245 retail
Yardi Systems, Inc.; 930 Laguna St.; Santa Barbara,
CA 93101; 805-966-3666
Real Estate Tracke.r
Property and c~cnt tracking for commercial real estate
brokers
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; 4th Dimen·
sion or 4th Dimension Runtime.
$350 retail; Real Estate Tracker
$425 retail; includes 4th Dimension Runtime
Ad Astra; 2472 Hilton Head Pl.. Ste. 1164; El Cajon,
CA 92019: 619441.{)899
Real Prospects
Real estate information management
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$499 to $1,299 retail; single user to multiuser
Data Workshop; 935 MainSt., Ste. H-9; Manchester,
CT 06040; 20~7-8625
Real-Net
Multiple Usting Service (Ml.S) communications
package
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$1,500 retail
Softworks, Inc.; PO Box 2285; Huntington. CT 06484;
203-926-1116
RealScan
Real estate market information system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 40MB hard disk drive per
county; CD-ROM drive.
$1,500 retail: 1st county
$1,200 retail; additional counties
$350 per month retail; for weekly sales and mortgage
updates
l.aserScan Systems, Inc.; 10481N. Kendall Dr..
Ste. D-203: Miami. FL 33176:305-595-3640
Rems Investor Series
Real estate analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive;
lmage!Yriter or LaseriVriter.
$195 retail; Rems Investor 1000
$395retail; Rems Investor 2000
$795 retail; Rems Investor 3000
Good Software; 13601Preston Rd., Ste. 500\V: Dallas,
TX 75240; 214-23%085
Residential Real Estate
Usting and selling tools for brokers and sales
associates
512Kor larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel, Multiplan
orLotus jazz.
$100 retail
ReaiData. Inc.; 78 N. Main SL; South Norwalk,
cr 06854:203-255-2732
• Sales Associate
Records management systemfor real estate
salespeople
Macintosh with 1MB of RAM;hard disk drive.

Vertical Markets/Religion
The Sales Associate maintains a comprehensive
database of important contact and property information, including addresses, lists of owners, digitized pic·
lures, financial data, contact logs, reminders and
user-defined fields. It fully integrates telephone dialing,
contact logs, mailing lists and calendar with property
and contact data.
The program features a graphical user-interface,
presenting data using familiar metaphors such as fold·
ers and file cabinets.
$395 retail
Metropolis Software, Inc.; 14555 DeBell Rd.; Los Altos
Hills, CA 94022; 415-322-2001
Sofffalk
Ml.S communications program
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$150 retail
Softworks, Inc.; PO Box 2285; Huntington, CT 06484;
203-926-1116
•The Ten Minute Property Manager
Accounting system for multiple rental properties
Macintosh witlr 1MB ofRAM; hard disk drive.

Church Business Manager Plus
Church member management
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$799 retail; Church Business Manager Plus (Includes
Omnis 3 Plus)
$599 retail; Church Business Manager (includes Omnis
3 Plus)
CP Software; 1501 Adams Ave.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-262-5182
Church Data Master Plus
Allows large or small local congregations to maintain
membership, financial, pastoral records
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$795 retail
$20 retail: demo
Suran Systems, Inc.; 627 Deerfield Dr.; Versailles,
KY 40383; 606-873-1504

• Church Master V1.5
Church management
Maci11toslr Plus or larger; hard disk drivestrongly
recommended.
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The Ten Minute Property Manager is designed for
property owners who want to reduce the time they
spend handling paperwork to a few minutes per day.
The program provides a clear, concise reporting system
to support property management activities, including
tracking tenant payments and recording expenses for
each property. It also produces tax planning statements
that allow an owner to monitor taxable income for each
property.
Features include: the ability to track income,
expenses and deposits; a user-defined chart of
accounts; advanced lookup procedures for specifying
tenants, vendors, properties and accounts: and the abili·
ty to reprint past reports at any time.
$245 retail
Metropolis Software, Inc.; 14555 DeBell Rd.: Los Altos
Hills, CA 94022; 41!>-322-2001
Track
Client and prospect tracking system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$395 retail
Softworks,lnc.: PO Box 2285: Huntington. CT 06484:
203-926-1116
Yardi Property Management
Real Estate
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; Image Writer or LoseriVriter.
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Church Master provides church, funds and group
management.
Church management tracks members bygroup,
family, position in family and personal records. It
includes calling lists, mailing labels and various
directories.
Funds management tracks pledges and contribu·
lions by member or fund. It allows a user to budget
expenditures based onanticipated collections and pro- ·
vides assorted summary reports. It also prints complete
contribution statements for any length time periods.
Group management allows group leaders to use
calling list, directories and mailing labels to organize
activities.
Other features include: complete online help with
context sensitive assists; extensive interactive error
checking and continuous feedback to assure the integri·
ty of stored information: automatic saving and several
data logging functions to protect data; the ability to
import and export data in more than 1,000 fom1ats to
any program; and more.
$245 retail
Software Development Group; 1890 Kerr Gulch:
Evergreen, CO 80439; 504-343-8437
Church Stewardship Program
Keeps track ofvarious member information
512Kor larger Macintosh.
$395 retail: single user with Omnis 3 Plus Runtime
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Vertical Markets/Retail

$495 retail; multiuser (requires Multiuser Omnis 3
Plus)
H&D Leasing; 5500 Mabry Dr.; Clovis, NM 88101;
505-762-3324

Bar Code l.abeler
Label program

· ConCensus 1.51
Provides management of contribution and census information for churches

Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or hard
disk drive; printer.

$995retail
liturgical Publications, Inc.; 1025 S. Moorland Rd.,
Ste. 300; Brookfield, WI 53005; 41~785-1188
Lexegete: Matthew & Luke
Lectionary. sermon planning

512K or larger Macintosh; Mac Write or Microsoft Word.
$59.95 per volume retail
Tischrede Software; PO Box 9594; N. Darbnouth,
MA 02747; 617-994-7907

Any Macintosh; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$89 retail
Videx, Inc.; 1105 NE Circle Blvd.; Corvallis, OR 97330;
503-758-0521
Dealerwerks
Showroom management system for retailers

Macintosh SE; 2MB ofRAM; 20MB hard disk drive;
Image Writer II.

Match Maker Express
Matches people who are looking for something with
people who have that something

512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; om,is 3 Plus.
$299retail
CP Software; 1501 Adams Ave.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-262-5182
Omnitrax
Video store business management, development,
accounting

512K or larger Macintosh; 1MB ofRAM recommended;
external disk drive or hard disk drive; printer.

$1,995 retail; complete set
$95 retail; starting price for modules
Dealership Systems; 11225 Midlothian Pike; Richmond,
VA 23235; 804-379-2465

$2,795 retai~ single user runtime system fmcludes barcode reader equipment, bar-code printing program,
updates and modem support service); multiuser is
available
Essex Systems; PO Box 1818; Bloomfield, NJ 07003;

Inventory Tracking Plus
Inventory management system for retail and wholesale
clothing industry

Order Express
Order entry system

201-~43-1818.

Macintosh Plus or larger; 20MB hard disk drive;
Omnis 3 Plus.

512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; Omnis 3 Plus.

512KE or larger Macintosh.

$3,800 retail
Applications Plus, Inc.; 67 Lakeshore Rd. E;
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada LSG 1C9; 416-278-2151

$399retail
CP Software; 1501 Adams Ave.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-262-5182

$199 retail; includes Omnis 3 Plus
CP Software; 1501 Adams Ave.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-262-5182

Mac-POS3.0
Macintosh profit-on-sales system

PhraseMaker
Cross referencing

Mac Church Assistant
Church member management

Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive.
MacChurch Data II
Church management, funds, contributions; database;
fonns

512K or larger Macintosh; /mage Writer or LaserWriter.
$199retail
Encycloware; 712 Washington St; Ayden, NC 28513;
919-74&4961

MacShammes Plus
Synagogue management system

512K or larger Macintosh.
$1,095 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312-9444070

$299retail
Videx, Inc.; 1105 NE Circle Blvd.; Corvallis, OR 97330;
503-758-0521

Maclnventory
Inventory program for retailing and manufacturing

• Point Of Sale
Bar-code system

512K or latger Macintosh.

$495 to $7,500 retail; Maclnventory (stand alone)
$100 retm1; standard template
$150 retail; linked template
$250 and up retail; relational template
$250 to $5,000 retail; customized template
Computer Systems Co./Michael Ehrman & Associates;
1432 W. 11th St; Pomona, CA 91766; 714-594-0481
or714-62~

Parish Letters
Prepared letters for church pastors

Any Macintosh.

MacProspect
Prospect and client tracking

$49.95 retail
.
Numbers Computer Systems; 3()4 Orrs Bridge Rd.;
Camp Hill, PA 17011; 717-761-7284

512K or larger Macintosh; second disk drive; or hard
disk drive; printer.

• Safran Davka
Database for maintaining Hebrew h'braries

Macintosh Plus or larger.

Safran Davka is a custoiiHiesigned HebrewI
English database program that will create and maintain
a computer catalog for Hebrew libraries, personal or
institutional, of any size.
With the program, users can record, in either
Hebrew or English, such pertinent data as author, title,
publisher and subject, with up to nine codes of a user's
choosing.
·
$399 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312-944-4070

Any Macintosh.

$395retail
Select Computer Systems, Inc.; 3707 Westlake Rd.; Erie,
PA 16505; 814-838-7587

$195 retai~ total software solution
Microserve, Inc.; 4412 Spicewood Springs Rd., F-1000;
Austin, TIC 78159: 512-343-0180
MacRegister
Accounting and inventory control system for wholesale
and retail sales and service stores

Macintosh Prus or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer
II; Omnis 3 Plus.
$999.99 retail
Pacific Software Engineering; 109 Minna St., Ste. 273;
San Francisco, CA 94105; 415-665-4838

MacThreads
Retail clothing store management with accounting
package
Macintosh Prus; second disk drive or hard disk drive;
printer.
$995retail
MacServices; 7702 Bayberry; San Antonio, 1X 78240;
512-681-8094

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; FileMaker 4;
lmageWriter I or II; LaserWriteroptional (required/Or
printing bar codes).
Point Of Sale turns a Macintosh into a cash register
without the cash drawer. With a FileMaker sales receipt
template open on a user's Macintosh screen, a user
scans bar codes affixed to products being sold to a customer. The descriptions and prices of the products are
automatically entered into the F'deMaker receipt form
when the bar-code data is transferred to the computer.
Also, customer names and addresses are automatically
entered when a customer number is typed into the F'deMaker receipt template.
The keyboard is used to edit the quantities. The
FileMaker template automatically calculates the totals,
allows entry of discounts, sales tax and shipping costs
and calculates change for cash sales. It also prints a customer receipt and generates receipt summary reports.
Users can quickly access all files with find and sort
commands and create custom reports. Data in the product file can be saved in a format that can be directly
accessed by another Computext product, Bar Code Factory Plus, which allows a user to print bar codes on
(leel-off label stock using a LaserWriter.
81.195 retail; includes portable 16K bar-code reader,
recharger/download station, connecting cable, download station power supply, bar-code keypad card, barcode software and documentation
Computext; 911 NE lawndale Pl.; Corvallis, OR 97330;
5()3.754-1100
POS-IM2.0
Point-of·sale inventory management

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; table-top scanner, portable bar-code reader, Image Writer II, modem,
cash drawer optional.
$3,500 retail
Anamatrix, Inc.; 1219 W. Gentile St.; Layton, UT 84041;
801-546-1616
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Vertical Markets/Retail
POS/Mac Version 1.2
Point-of-sale system
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drivt; ImageWrit·
er; Omnis 3 Plus.
$1,150 retail
Software Complement; 8 Pennsylvania Ave.; Mala·
moras. PA 18336; 717-491-2492 or 717-491-2495
Premiere Video Rental Management System
Manages video rental store operations
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drivt; Image Writer.
$995 retail; single user (includes Runtime Omnis 3)
$1,795 retail; multiuser (requires Mftltiuser Omnis 3)
$15 retail; demo
Graftech; 993 Short St.; Pacific Grove, CA 93950;
408-373-5273
Retail Engine
Point of sale/management/accounting system for
apparel retailers
Macintosh PillS or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer.
$1,295 to $2,395 retail; depending on options
Houlberg Development; PO Box 151501; San Diego,
CA 92115; 619-287-7444
Retail.Mac
Retail point-of-sale system with accounting package
Macintosh PitiS; second disk drive or hard disk drive;
printer.
$995 retail
MacServices; 7702 Bayberry; San Antonio, TX 78240;
512-681-8094
Shoptrac Easy Retailing
Point-of-sale inventory control system
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drivt; printer.
$4.499 retail
Shoptrac, Inc.; 625 Ave. of the Americas; New York,
NY 10011; 212-463-9060

Vertical Markets/Sales
AMS: Automated Management System
Provides integration and control of the operational
aspects of a telephone or direct sales organization
512K or larger Maci11tosh; hard disk drivt; ImageWriter
or LaserWriter; AppleTalk or equivalent network.
Call for pricing
Julian Systems, Inc.; 2280 Bates Ave., Ste. j; Concord,
CA 94520; 415-6864400
Direct Mail
Mailing list management
512K or larger Macintosh.
$295 retail; single user with Omnis 3 Plus Runtime
$69.95 retail; single user without Omnis 3 Plus Runtime
$175 retail; multiuser (requires Omnis 3 Plus)
H&D Leasing; 5500 Mabry Dr.; Clovis, NM 88101;
505-762-3324
• Easy• Sales/AS!
Order processing for advertising specialties institute
distributors
Macintosh Plus or larger; extenral disk drive;
ImageWriter; Omnis 3 PillS.
Easy •Sales/AS! is designed to satisfy the unique
needs of advertising specialty distributors. It automates
and simplifies the routine paperwork associated with
processing sales orders in a way that maintains the look
of commonly used forms within the industry.

The program uses plain paper rather than expen·
sive printed multipart forms. All of a user's sales order
acknowledgements, invoices, packing slips and pur·
chase orders are printed optionally on a high-speed
laser printer or a high-quality dot matrix printer using
plain paper. The forms, along with customer informa·
tion, is printed in one operation.
The system in flexible and can accommodate any
size business. Small businesses can use the system on a
single computer, while larger distributors can take
advantage of Easy•Sales' multiuser capability and use it
from two or more networked computers.
Through the use of a powerful database manager,
users can collect detailed data files for each client.
Information such as billing addresses, shipping
addresses, terms, credit limit, contact persons, tax
numbers for exempt sales, etc., is never duplicated or
entered into the system twice.
Vendor information is also easily maintained in vendor files. AS! numbers or numerical control is used to
quickly pull product information from the files and
place it on the purchase order.
$1,200 and up retail
Technology with Ease, Inc.; PO Box 840355;
Pembroke Pines, FL 33084: 305-431.0364
Market Master For The Macintosh Ve.rsion U
Sales and marketing follow-up software
512KE or larger Macintosh; bnageiYriter or
LaserWriter.
$295 retail
Breakthrough Productions; 10659 Carninito Cascara:
San Diego, CA 92108; 619-281.£174
Market Master Manager
Standardizes the sales approach for an entire office
Macintosh PillS or larger; 1 MB of RAM; Izard disk
drive.
$595 retail: for three salespeople
$100 retail; each additional salesperson
Breakthrough Productions; 10659 Carninito Cascara;
San Diego, CA 92108; 619-281.£174
Market Master R/A
Results analysis
Macintosh Pius or larger; 1 MB RAM; hard disk drive.
$395 retail
Breakthrough Productions; 10659 Caminito Cascara;
San Diego, CA 92108; 619-281.£174
Prospect Plus
Sales management program
Macintosh PillS or larger; hard disk drive.
$195 retail; 'vith 4D Runtime
Third Wave Computing, Inc.; 4412 Spicewood
Springs Rd., Ste. F-1000; Austin, TX 78759;
512-343-8255
Prospect Tracking System
Interactive sales tool
512K or larger Macintosh; extemal disk drive.
$595 retail; includes application software and Omnis
3 runtime software
HMS Computer Co.; 2401 Pilot Knob Rd., Ste. 108:
Mendota Heights, MN 55120; 612-452-5928
•The Sales Managers Tool Kit
Tools for sales and marketing professionals
512K or larger Macintosli; Microsoft Exce/1.0 or later.
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The Sales Managers Tool Kit is designed to help
sales and marketing professionals be more productive
and organized in their work. The Tool Kit contains five
templates: Sales Analyzer, Sales Forecasting/Budgeting
Form, Expense Report Calculator. Advertising Budget
Form and Price lister.
The Sales Analyzer provides users with the ability
to enter sales figures or orders to generate reports by
customer, territory, product, market, salesperson or
profit.
The Sales Forecasting/Budgeting Form forecasts
future sales and establishes quotas by product, customer or other criteria, and features easily adjusted
reporting periods.
The Expense Report Calculator tracks expenses
and calculates each category by total.
The Advertising Budget Form provides a framework for preparing and presenting ad campaigns.
The Price lister calculates costs, prices and
markups. It also alphabetizes and prints price lists (hid·
ing costs if desired).
Other features include macros for fast data entry,
charts, telephone support from Wincom and the ability
to customize.
$59.95 retail
Wincom Data Systems, Inc.; PO Box 1037: Manhasset.
NY 11030; 516-365.£547 ·
The Salesl\fate
Sales tracking and lead management
Macintosh Pius or larger; hard disk drive; Omnis 3 Plus.
$1,495 retail
Stanford Business Systems, Inc.; 5250 W. Century
Blvd., Ste. 407; Los Angeles, CA 90045; 213417-4940
SYAO
Sales management
512K or larger Macintosh.
$1,795 retail; single user
$2,795 retail; multiuser
Graph Bridge Software; 800 Kensington; Missoula,
MT 59801; 40&728-0122
Telemarketing Sales
Sales and lead tracking
Macintosh PillS or larger; hard disk drive; lmageiYriter
or I.aserWriter.
$745 retail
Bailey Software Systems; 15331 Trillium Cir.; Eden
Prairie, MN 55344; 612·934·5701
Works For Small Businesses
Sales and service aids for Microsoft Works
512K or larger Macintosh.
$50 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 415-943-7667
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Chem3D
Molecular modeling system

Vertical Markets/Science

Macintoslz Plus or larger.

•A.V.O.
Amplitude vs. offset

$595 retail
Cambridge Scientific Computing;
875 Massachusetts Ave., Ste. 41; Cambridge,
MA 02139; 617-491-6862

Any Macintosh; Microsoft Basic 2.1 or later.
A V.O. (Amplitude Versus Offset) is an interactive,

forward modeling program that calculates the AVO
effect for both pre- and post-critical reflections from an
elastic interface. Zero dip and a compressional source
are assumed.
To run the program, a user supplies: off-end shooting set-up; intermediate layering model; parameters on
either side of elastic interface at base of model; and
length units. Raypaths are determined by an interactive
shooting scheme. As calculations are performed, a raypath plot is generated and a wiggle trace display of the
amplitude/phase at each offset is optional. F'mally, the
program will allow a user to design a shooting geometry that will interrogate, or avoid, the critical angle(s),
and view what the theoretical AVO results of such an
experiment wil1 be.
$150 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge,
co 80033; 303-423-6171

• ChemConnection Desk Accessory V1.42
Simplifies building of a chemical structure or substructure search query for Chemical Abstracts Service
Online

512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.

512K or larger Macintosh.

ChemDraw 2.0
Structural formulas

AminoPath laboratory System
Information management of an Anatomic Pathology
laboratory making tissue and cytology diagnoses

Macintosh SE or II; hard disk drive; Printer.
$9,995 retail; software
$14,225 retail; Macintosh SE package
$19,995 retail; Macintosh II package
Small Business Computers of New England, Inc.;
PO Box 397; Amherst, NH 03031; 603-673-0228
Astronomy, Version 2.8
Astronomical plots

Biomedical Research Chart Tool Kit
Statistics; biomedical charts

512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic.
$199 retail
Sof-Ware Tools; PO Box 8751; Boise, ID 83707;
203-343-1437
Biometrics
Biological and life sciences

512K or larger Macintosh.
$145 retail
Iionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, VI' 05440;
514-933-4918
Chameleon
Weights and measures conversion

Any Macintosh.
$69.95 retail
Spectrum Computing, Inc.; PO Box 141097; Coral
Gables, FL 33114; 305-665-0404
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512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer.
D.C. Resistivity is a program that allows a user to
model resistivity data acquired using the Wenner, Lee
or Schlumberger electrode configurations. Its intended
application is in the area of shallow engineering scale
resistivity investigations (hazardous waste site studies,
foundation surveys, hydrogeologic studies, etc.).
Up to 30 apparent resistivity observations per
sounding can be modeled using electrode spacings
from 1to 1,000 feet (or meters).
$100 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge,
co 80033; 303-423-6171

512K or larger Macintosh.

$19.95 retail
E&M Software Co.; 95 Richardson Rd.; N. Chelmsford,
MA 01863; 503-251-7451

512K or larger Macintosh.
$279retail
Remote Measurement Systems, Inc.; 2633 Eastlake
Ave. E, Ste. 200; Seattle, WA 98102; 206-323-2255

• D.C. Resistiviey
Earth resistivity modeling

DAFRAC -The Diffraction Calcu1ation Tool
Tool for the investigation of wave diffraction and twodimensional Fourier transforms

ChemConnection DAis a desk accessory that is
designed to simplify the building of a chemical structure or substructure search query for Chemical
Abstracts Service (CAS) Online. It allows a chemist to
construct a query structure offline using the same
drawing capabilities as in Chemlntosh Desk Accessory.
ChemConnection is helpful to both experienced
and inexperienced users of CAS. Because all structure
building is conducted offline, savings of both time and
money are realized by all users. For inexperienced
users, creation of the search term in the form of a
chemical structure is simplified, because no knowledge
of the structure generation commands used by CAS is
required.
ChernConnection includes all of the features of
Chemlntosh DA for creating publication-quality structures in word processing documents and presentation
materials.
$395retail
SoftShell International, Ltd.; 2004 N.12th St.; Grand
Junction, CO 81501; 303-242-7502

ADControl
Data acquisition and control system

$100retail
Pierre Zippi, Paz Graphics; 60 Mountview Ave.,
#410; Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6P 2U; 416-766-4077

$20retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A:, PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA
DataFiash
SCSI-based data acquisition system

512KE or larger Macintosh.
$995 starting price retail
CPSA; 166 South J St.; livermore, CA 94550;
415-449-7744
• Diffract Vl.O
Aids the analysis of crystallographic data

Macintoslz Plus or larger.

Maci11tosh Plus or larger.

$595retail
Cambridge Scientific Computing;
875 Massachusetts Ave., Ste. 41; Cambridge,
MA 02139; 617-491-6862
Chemlntosh Desk Accessory
Chemical structures

512K or larger Maci11tosh.
$295 retail
SoftShell International, Ltd.; 2004 N. 12th St.; Grand
Junction, CO 81501; 303-242-7502
•Counter
Point counter emulation

Any Macintosh.
Counter uses the Macintosh keyboard to emulate a
mechanical point counter. It can be used by scientists
and technicians to count anything from blood cells to
mineral grains. Counter has up to 190 slots and saves
data as a text file for later import into spreadsheet or
statistical packages.
Features include: unlimited number of counts;
totals automatically; audible click indicates count registered; additional audible tone at each 100 counts; subtracts erroneous counts from any key; resets to zero
\vith a button click; and six keyboard configurations for
counting.

Diffract is designed to aid the crystallographer in
interpreting diffraction patterns of inorganic crystals
and to help beginning and advanced students Jearn the
intricacies of electron or x-ray diffraction theory.
Diffract can plot SAD and CBED diffraction patterns,.
HOI.Z patterns, kikuchi maps, stereographic projections and two- and three-dimensional representations of
the real lattice. In addition, Diffract can determine
quantitative data such as extinction conditions, d-spacings, angle between planes and angle between directions. It can also determine the thickness of a thin foil
using convergent beam patterns.
Diffraction patterns from four different crystals
and 12 orientations for each crystal can be plotted.
Diffracted intensities are calculated using the atom
positions, the accelerating voltage of the microscope
and the scattering angle. Individual diffracting spots
can be labelled and their d-spacings, extinction distances and structure factors, can be determined directly from the pattern. Kikuchi maps are plotted to any
indices and can be rotated or expanded.

Business And Professional Software

Vertical Markets/Science
The stereographic projection section of the program is a highly interactive problem solving tool Plane
pole and direction stereograms for any system can be
plotted. Specific plane poles, directions or plane traces
can be added singly or by type. Crystals can be rotated
individually or as a unit Trace and dislocation analysis
is included and is designed for easy and accurate determination of dislocation directions.
The real lattice subsection plots two- and threedimensional representations of any unit cell. The crystal can be rotated to any orientation and unit cells of up
to four different crystals can be plotted with specific
orientations. Quantitative information obtained from
the plotted crystal includes: directions between atoms,
atomic planes, distance between atoms, the atomic
radius and the angle between atoms.
Diffract is useful for anyone needing to understand
the structure and properties of inorganic materials.
$850 retail; site license
$699 retail; single user
$399 retail; educational
$15 retai~ demo
Microdev, Inc.; PO Box 952; Urbana, IL 61801
The DNA Inspector De
Molecular biology
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$345retail
Textco; 27 Gilson Rd.; RR2 Box 180; W. Lebanon,
NH 03784; 603-643-1471

DrawStructures For Chemists
Chemical structure graphics
Any Macintosh.
$79.95 retail; educational discounts available
Modern Graphics; PO Box 21366; Indianapolis,
IN 46221; 317-253-4316
DScience 1.0
Scientific data reduction
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB ofRAM; hard disk drive
recommended.
$495retail
Spectra Blue, lnc.; 5225 E. Pima St., Ste. 2A; Tucson,
AZ 85712; 602-327-4686
Equilibrium
Chemical equihorium calculation program
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic ~nion 2.0.
$28retail
E&M Software Co.; 95 Richardson Rd.; N. Chelmsford,
MA 01863; 508-251-7451
• Fractals V2.0
Fractal graphics program
Any Macintosh.

Fractal objects are objects in which smaller elements have a characteristic shape similar to that of the
parent object While nature only exhibits about three
levels of fracticality in most cases, the magnification of
the boundaries of the Mandelbrot Set can be examined
over tens of orders of magnitude, while retaining the
characteristic traits of the original.
$24.95 retail
Atlantic Software; PO Box 299; Wenham, MA 01984;
508-922-4352
The Garden Of Evolution; The Garden Of
Energetics And Metabolism
Biology
512K or larger Macintosh; Atlas.
$11.50 each retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste.lr. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA
I Gene Communicator 1.10
Accessory program for DNA Inspector II
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
Gene Communicator is an accessory program for
the DNA Inspector II or later versions. It is designed to
aid searching the BioNet database without the need to
spend time logged onto the network.
The Gene Communicator package includes the
Gene Communicator program, a customized version of
Red Ryder 10.3 or later and a number of index files on a
total of five BOOK disks. The index files contain a listing
of the GenBank and EMBL DNA sequence database
contents. Each index file entry consists of the name of
each sequence in the database and a brief description of
the sequence entry. Index files can be rapidly searched
for keywords, and "download lists" can be automatically
constructed. Mer generating the download lists, users
can log on to BioNet and execute automatic downloading of the sequences on the list using pull-down menu
commands within Red Ryder. Downloaded files can be
converted to DNA Inspector sequence files for analysis
by DNA Inspector II.
DNA Inspector II sequence files can be uploaded
automatically, including aU comments saved with the
DNA sequence file, into a file on BioNet Once transferred to BioNet, sequences can be used with any of the
BioNet DNA analysis routines.
$199 retail
Textco; 27 Gilson Rd.; RR2 Box 180; W. Lebanon,
NH 03784; 603-643-1471
GeneraJ Chemistry, Multiplan Templates
Percentage composition, equilibrium concentrations,
acid-base titration curves and linear regression
templates
Any Macintosh; Microsoft Multiplan.
$14.50 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste.fr. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 80().235-6919 or 80().292-6640 in CA
GeoStructures
Helps geology users understand and interpret the full
three-dimensional expression of geologic structures
512K or larger Macintos/1.
$8retail
· Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste.lr. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA

GeoView is a contouring mapping and analysis
application for Macintosh computers. It features multiple dynamic windows, draggable maps and easy-to-use
options.
Data input for GeoView is in standard ASCII text
format with tab delimiters and a carriage return after
each data set The data field consists of site name, X
coordinate, Ycoordinate and Zvalue. The data may be
generated with a text processor, spreadsheet or
database program. It may also be downloaded from a
mainframe database. Data point locations can be either
in latitude/longitude or UfM input with one Zvalue per
record and up to 500 records per map.
GeoView draws contour maps, smoothed contour
maps, overlay maps, three-dimensional maps, base
maps, residual maps, trend surface maps, total volume
and volume differential maps. Maps may be saved as
PNTG or Pier files for use with CAD systems, desktop
publishing or plotting applications. GeoView allows
exporting of a map's grid data for external analysis and
importing of changed data for remapping. It also gives
users what-if capabilily by saving the grid data in a file
format that can be opened, allowing redrawing of the
map without the need to recalculate raw data each time.
GeoView takes advantage of the math coprocessor
to improve computational speed. The program comes
with a comprehensive manual that includes a tutorial, a
description of program operation and an introduction to
the theory used with references.
$900 retail; single user license (multiuser site licensing
and educational institution prices are available)
Computer Systemics; 806 Hill Wood Dr.; Austin,
TX 78745; 512-441-4583
GraphPack
Fortran plotting package for scientific and technical
work
Any Macintosh; Microsoft Fortran.
$69.95 retail
lipa Software; 165 Harcross Rd.; Woodside, CA 94062;
415-36&0547
Ruckel Molecular Orbitals
Calculates energy eigenvalues, eigenvectors, pi-electron charge densities and pi-electron bond orders
512K or larger Macintosh.
$12 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste.fr. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA

• IDAC-Chrome
Chromatography system
512K or larger Macintosh.

I GeoView 2.0
Contour mapping and analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
Fractals is a program that allows the visualization of
the Mandelbrot Set by computer graphics. It is an artistic endeavor and a useful tool in examining some mathematical constructs in the field of complex variables.
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IDAC-Chrome is a chromatography system that
includes the IDAC/ 1000 RS232C data acquisition
peripheral, Macontrol software for collecting data from
a chromatograph and Chrome software for data analy·
sis. Users are not limited to chromatography. The
IDAC/1000 with Macontrol can be used for other laboratory applications.
IDAC·Chrome provides five methods of analyzing
integrated data, and within each method there is a
choice of single point, mean of single points and multi·
point calibration. Each calibration is presented graphi·
cally and is statistically assessed for quality. Points can
be withdrawn and refitted to find optimum calibration.
Calibration can be perfonned using both internal and
external standards. Integration parameters are programmable. Peak recognition, detector noise rejection
and compensation for partially resolved and training
edge peaks can all be selected.
Chrome software will search for the base line, draw
it and integrate the peaks, either positive or negative,
recognizing and excluding plateaus. This controlled
method of automatic baseline seeking compensates for
drifting baselines and provides for greater precision in
the frnal results. Aprinted report follows each analysis.
A total report is available, or select areas of data may be
chosen. Data and results are transferable to other
programs.
$2,495 retail
IDAC,lnc.; PO Box 397; Amherst. NH 03031;
60~rnl765

lmmunosoft
Data acquisition and analysis
Macintosh Pius or larger; System 3.2 or later; Finder
4.1 or later.
$1,500 retail
Dynatech Laboratories, Inc.: 14340 Sullyfield Cir.;
Chantilly. VA 22021; 703-631-7800 or 800-3364543
KSI.MS
Simulation for determining the rate law and the reac·
lion rate of a chemical reaction
Any Macintosh.
$21.50 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave.. Ste. A; PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002: 800-23!Hi919 or 800-292-6640 inCA
LabDriver
Conventional programming language support for
National Instruments NB Series data acquisition boards
Macintosh II; NB Sen·es &ards.
$295 retail
National Instruments; 12109 Technology Blvd.; Austin,
1X 78727; 512·250-9119 or 800-531-4742
LabView
Science and engineering application software system
for data acquisition and data analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; IllfB ofmemory; hard
disk driue.
$1,995 retail
National Instruments; 12109 Technology Blvd.; Austin,
1X 78727; 512-250-9119 or 800-531-4742
The Luscher Profile
Personality traits and preferences
Any Maci1ztosh.
$39.95 retail
Mindscape, Inc.; 3444 Dundee Rd.; Northbrook,
IL 60062; 800-221-9884
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Mac-Tally
White blood cell differential counts
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM.
$129.95 retail
Data Management Associates of New York, Inc.;
275 N. Plank Rd.; Newburgh, NY 12550: 914·565-6262
MacChemistry
Templates; electronic storage tray; lab set;
periodic table
A1zy Macintosh.
$145 retail; site license available
Fortnum Software; 16742 Gothard St., Ste. 213;
Huntington Beach, CA 92647; 714-841-1562
I MacGridzo
Gridding and contouring package
512K or larger Macintosh.

$100 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge,
co 80033; 303-423-6171
Macontro1
Data acquisition; laboratory control
512K orlarger Macintosh; extenzal disk driue.
$695 retail; program
$1,795 retail; System Package
IDAC, Inc.; PO Box 397; Amherst, NH 03031:
~rnl765

MacScope
Data acquisition system
512KE or larger Macintosh; two BOOK floppy disk
driues or one BOOK floppy disk driue and 20MB hard
disk drive.
$9,970 retail; complete turnkey system
Ansan Industries, lld.: 7400 W. Lawrence Ave.;
Harwood Heights. IL 60656: 312-867-7170
I MacSection
Strip-log, cross-section and fence diagran1plotting
program
512K or larger Macintosh; 800K disk driue;
/mageWriter or LaseriVriter.

MacGridzo is a gridding and contouring package
applicable to a wide range of disciplines and a wider
range of topics. The program can also be used to calcu·
late reserves and stripping ratios and to create base
maps, isopach maps and three-dimensional diagrams.
Other features include: user-selected grid dimen·
sions and weighting components; the ability to grid up
to 10,000 data points: the ability to create maps with dif·
ferent control point symbols, labeling and line drawing
commands: and the capability to read in pr~gridded
data from other sources and to reformat grid files to
ASCII for use with other programs.
$325 retail
RockWare. Inc.; 4251 Kipling Sl , Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge.
co 80033: 3034mm
I MacMohr
Mohr's circle plotter
Any Macintosh; lmageiYn'ter or LaseriYriter.
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MacSection is a strip-log, cross-section and fence
diagram plotting program designed to read text files of
borehole data listing we!J.narne, location and formations
or rock-types found over a given interval.
Each formation name or rock-type is keyed in with
a specific pattern that is then plotted within the interval.
Auser can choose from 50 different editable patterns to
represent different lithologies.The program includes a
pattern editor that allows a user to modify existing pat·
terns or create new patterns.
The three available options are: Strip Logs, plots
rock name and patterns: Cross Sections, plots correlat·
ed cross sections from multiple well log files with either
linear or spline fit: and Fence Diagrams. plotscorrelat·
ed fence diagrams as either individual strips or com·
plete pattern fills. with or without background grid
panels.
The graphic plots can be viewed at any vertical or
hori1.ontal scale on the screen and output at anyscale to
an lmageWriter, l.aserWriter or PICT file format.
$300 rctail
RockWare, Inc.: 4251Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge,

co 80033: 3034mm
MacMohr is a circle calculation program that calculates graphic displays of Mohr's circles and analytical
information concerning various stress parameters from
triaxial compression test values.
The program has three modes of operation: Inter·
active. unear fit and Curvilinear fit. The Interactive
mode allows a user to plot a Mohr's circle by inputting
the compressive stress and the confining pressure. The
unear fit option reads a series of triaxial colT) pression
test values from a file, plots the appropriate circles and
finds the best fit solution for the Mohr's envelope. The
Curvilinear fit option works in a similar way except that
the best fit curvilinear solution for Mohr's envelope is
calculated for the data set.

MacSpeech Lab
Speech analysis
Any Madntoslz; MacAdios 411.
$3,500 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.: Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
MacSpeech Lab II
Speech analysis
Macintosh II.
$4,999 to $14,350 retail
GW Instruments: 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
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MacStereo (R/S)
Dlustrates the Cahn-Ingold·Prelog stereochemical
designation system
Any Macintosh.
$17 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A:. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 80().235-6919 or 80().292-6640 in CA
MacStronomy 1.2B
Astronomical displays; expandable database
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
$75 retail; program
$15 retail; large database
Etlon Software; PO Box 649; Lafayette, CO 80026;
303-665-3444

MicroChem 2.5
Molecular modeling sYStem
Macintosh Plus or larger; external800K disk drive.
$495 each retail; industry (50 percent discount for more
than one purchase)
$295 each retail; academic
$990 retail; 10 copies of one unit
Intersoft. Inc.; 1Concourse Plaza; 4711 Golf Rd.,
Ste. 412; Skokie, IL 60072; 312-699-4143

Model Neuron
Interactive simulation of neuron activity by means of
user-designed experiments
512K or larger Macintosh.
$14 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A:. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 80().235-6919 or 80().292-6640 in CA
Molecular Editor
Construction kit for building and displaying molecules,
crystals and other structures
Any Macintosh.
$30.50 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. /r, PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 80().292-6640 in CA
Molecular Weight Calculator
Desk accessory for computing the molecular weight of
an entered formula
Any Macintosh.
$13 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A:. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 80().235-6919 or 80().292-6640 in CA
I Molecules V5.0
Molecular modeling and graphics
512K or larger Macintosh.

Microplate Manager
Microtitration EUSA data analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer; Bio-Rad's
Model2550 and 3550 Microplate Readers; Microsoft
Basic.
$750retail
Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.; 1414 Harbour WayS;
Richmond, CA 94804; 415-232-7000 or 80().424-6723

• Mineral Data Bases For The Macintosh
Mineral databases
512K or larger Macintosh; two disk drives; Microsoft
File; FileMaker Plus.
The Mineral Data Bases are composed of two separate files: the Thin Section Data File and the Hand Spec·
imen Data File.
The Thin Section Data File includes optical orientation diagrams for over 2/3 of the minerals. Auser can
sort on relief, birefringence, elongation and other opti·
cal properties. Diagrams include the X. Yand Zorientations, and the corresponding colors to the orientations.
The data file contains approximately 180 minerals,
which will be updated in the future.
The Hand Specimen Data File includes physical
properties, such as color, luster, streak, hardness and
habit for the common minerals. It contains approximately 250 minerals and will be updated in the future.
$75 retai~ Thin Section Data File
$50 retail; Hand Specimen Data File
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge,
co 80033; 303-423-6171

PDP2
Scientific/financial graph plotting program
512K or larger Macintosh; serial pen Plotter.
$95 retail
BV Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B13;
Riverside, CA 92507:714-781-0252
• Piper/Stiff
Diagram plotting

512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Piper/Stiff is a Piper and Stiff diagram plotting program that enables a user to quickly enter chemical
assay values, calculate the ion balance and then plot
Piper-trilinear or Stiff diagrams from the data sel
Both the Piper and Stiff option of the program plot
trilinear diagrams of chemical values entered as mg/1.
These values are converted and plotted as% meq/1 by
the Piper option, and as meq/1 by the Stiff option.
The program contains its own data input form for
entering ion values and calculating the ion balance.
Files created \ria this option are then used to create the
Piper and Stiff diagrams. Simple reports can be gener·
ated from these files or the data can be exported for use
in other Macintosh applications.
$225 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling SL, Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge,
co 80033: 303-423-6171
• Pisces V1.5
Aquaculture program
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
•
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Mindlab
Creates, edits and runs cognitive psychology experiments with visual stimuli
512K or larger Macintosh.
$8 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. k, PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 800-235-6919 or 80().292-6640 in CA

PCPlot
High-resolution graphics program
512K or larger Macintosh; LaserWriter or Image Writer.
$95retail
BV Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B13;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781-0252

Molecules is a stand-alone compiled program that
allows for molecular modeling and graphics. It is a productivity tool for visualizing stereochemistry of com·
pounds using standard angles and distances.
Coordinates calculated on a mainframe, crystallography data or structures from the literature may also be
used. The program allows preparation of graphics for
publications or presentations and confirmational analysis on new compounds. It fills the gap between expensive graphics workstations and snap-together physical
models.
This version incorporates a number of new technical features, including the ability to perform relative
nonbonded energy calculations with various standard
or user-defined parameter sets and the ability to rotate
the structure to any arbitrary viewing angle.
Features include: space filling atom or Dreiding
model representations, shaded and 11billiard ball11 solid
atoms, variable scale and origin, internal· or cartesian·
coordinate input, ability to create edit and save molecular data tiles, user-defined wildcard atoms, 1,000 atom
capability and the ability to compute van der Waals
non-bonded interaction energy.
$249 retail
Atlantic Software; PO Box 299; Wenham, MA 01984;
508-922-4352
Organic Fonts
Chemical structure construction
512K or larger Macintosh.
$79.95 retai~ educational discounts available
Modern Graphics; PO Box 21366; Indianapolis,
IN 46221; 317-253-4316
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Pisces is an aquaculture program that aids daily
research activities by automatically calculating oxygen
saturation, estimated biomass, recommended feeding
percentage (user may override) and the amount to
feed. Feed amounts are based on body weight, food
conversion factors and feeding percent
Pisces also stores dissolved oxygen levels, temperatures, mortalities and the number of fish harvested or
restocked for monoculture or polyculture ponds or
tanks. Researchers do basic analysis within the
program or export data to any statistics or graphics
program.
Pisces includes online help with context sensitive
assists. Extensive interactive error checking and contin·
uous feedback assure the integrity of stored information. Automatic saving and several data logging
functions protect data.
$185 retail
Software Development Group; 1890 Kerr Gulch;
Evergreen, CO 80439:504-343-8437
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Plant Paint
Set of 36 graphic images illustrating concepts in plant
biology
A11y Macintosh; MacPaint or compatible program.
$17.50 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W.Stanley Ave., Ste. A PO Box 0000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 80().23!>-6919 or 80().292-6640 inCA
Quantum Mechanics
Performs different types of quantum mechanical
calculations for a restricted class of potentials
Any Macintosh.
$17.50 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 80().23!>-6919 or 800-292-6640 inCA
Reactions
Chemical-reaction rate program
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic Ve~Sion 2.0.
$28 retail
E&M Software Co.; 95 Richardson Rd.: N. Chelmsford,
MA 01863: 508-251-7451
I Rosy
Two-dimensional orientation analysis program
5I2K or larger Maci11tosh.

Rosy is a two-dimensional orientation analysis pnr
gram that will produce graphics displaying full-rose and
half-rose diagrams and histograms from the data. All of
these images can be interactively scaled by a user to
obtain the optimum size for a particular data set.
The program will read undirectional or bidirection·
al data from a user created text file. Any of the three
graph-types mentioned above can be viewed once the
data has been read into the program. Data can be plot·
ted using either 5 or 10 degree cell widths. Rosy can
also calculate various statistical parameters for the
data, such as vector length, resultant length and
standard error of the mean, for either grouped or
ungrouped data.
$175 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Sle. 595; Wheal Ridge,
co 80033:303-423-6171
Scan Analysis 2.0
Turns a Macintosh and scanner into a densitometry
workstation
512KE or larger Macintosh; acquisition device, such as
17umderScan, Mac Vision 2.0, QuickCapture, etc.
$99 to $499 retail; price depends on version
Specom Research; 3252 Cowper St.; Palo Alto,
CA 94404; 415-858-2122
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Scientific Graphics Toolkit
Produces mathematical and scientific graphs from data
and functions
512K or larger Macitztosh; True Basic Language Version 2.0 or higher.
$69.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 45 Theodore Fremd Ave.; Rye,
NY 10580: 80Q.872-2742
Scientist's Spreadsheet
Data analysis application
512K or larger Macintosh.
$10 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Stc. A; PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 80().235-6919 or 80().292-6640 inCA

cles; the ability to generate pattern-coded, density-contoured plots for single data sets; an eigenvector analysis
routine for calculating mean directional vectors; and the
capability to rotate and plot a data set about a given
axis.

$250 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge,
co 80033; 303-423-6171
I Stereochemica Vl.4
Interactive graphics templates
Any Macintosh; paint program.

I Shape

Draws crystal shapes
512K or larger Maci1ztosh.
Shape is a software package for drawing any crystal shape. Auser inputs the crystal class, the unit-cell
parameters and the Miller indices of one face of each
form. The program then draws the crystal.
Other features include: the ability to rotate and
rescale the crystal at will; the capability to use almost
any conceivable type of contact or interpretation twin;
and a stereonet that can be displayed with the crystal.
$99 retail
Rock Ware, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge,
co 80033; 303-423-6171
SocStat; SocStudy
Sociology-statistics laboratory; creates and edits sociological studies for SocStat
512K or larger Macintosh.
$8 each retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002: !ID235-6919 or 80().292-6640 inCA
SoftWear Plot 3.3 Color
Scientific plotting package
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or Izard
disk drive; Image Writer or LaseriVriter.
$99.95 retail
SoftWear Products; 7230 Oliver St.; Lanham,
MD 20706; 301-577-9207

I

~U I7

HO~
Stcrcochemica Interactive Graphics Templates for
MacPaint is a new software product that utilizes the
graphics capability of the ~acintosh to generate illustrations for papers and talks in the chemical and life sciences areas.
Stereochemica includes pr~rawn Newman, Fischer, flying wedge and sawhorse diagrams and rings,
chairs, boats, space-filling models, porphyrins and heterocycles. Using the templates, users may modify and
customize basic figures togenerate the desired diagrams and illustrations. Diagrams produced are compatible with Macintosh word processing and desktop
publishing software.
$34.95 retail
Atlantic Software; PO Box 299; Wenham, MA 01984:
508-922-4352
I Strain-Graph

Deforms images under strain
512K orlarger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic; MacPaint;

Image Writer.
1. Undeformed

I Stereo
Thre~imensional orientation analysis and plotting

program
512K or larger Macintosh; /mageWriter or LaserWriter.

Stereo is a powerful three-<limensional orientation
analysis and plotting program. The program may be
operated as a stand-alone application or interfaced with
other programs within the RockWare Collection. It
offers the choice of either Wulff or Schmidt projections.
Standard features include: the ability to plot an
unlimited number of data sets on the same slereonet
plot, showing lineations, poles to planes and great cir-

Strain-Graph is a strain-graphics program that will
deforma square and a set of interactively-input lines, as
well as a circle by simple shear or pure shear.
Initially, the program presents a user with a square
into which any number of lines of various angles can be
input. Acircle may be included in the square to simulate the strain ellipse in the deformed state. The image
is then deformed by simple or pure shear. Once the
image has beendeformed, it is displayed on the screen
with a message indicating the type of and amount of
strain.
$125 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge,
co 80033; 303-423-6171

Business And Professional Software

Vertical Markets/Science
Tech
Scientific and mathematical fonts
Any Macintosll; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$79.95 retail; Tech
$99.95 retail; LaserTech
linguists' Software; 925 Hindley In.; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130

TeliStar
Astronomy
512K or larger Macintosll.

$19.95 retail
Spectrum HoloByte; 2061 Challenger Dr.; Alameda,
CA 94501; 415-522-3584

•Term Mobilis
Three-dimensional plate tectonic program
512K or larger Macintosll.

Vertical Markets/
Statistical Analysis
Anova
Analysis of variance
512K or larger Macintos/1.

$95 retail
lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, Vf 05440;
514-9334918
Applied Stats
Integrated manufacturing workstations that include
SPC and factory networking

Maci11tosh Plus or larger.
$8,000 to $15,000 retail
Applied Statistics, Inc.; 27 Empire Dr.; St. Paul, MN
55103; 612-223-8620
Arima Techniques
Analysis of time series

512K or larger Macintosll.

$95retail
lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, Vf 05440;
514-933-4918
CIRAnova
Statistical analysis

512K or larger Macintosh.

$75retail
Clear Lake Research; 5615 Morningside, No. 127;
Houston, TX 77005; 713-523-7842
Terra Mobilis is a program that allows a user to
manipulate the world's continents in three-dimensions
to keep the world map cartographically correct
The time of the plate tectonic reconstruction can
be set interactively, or a computer animation named the
"movie option" can be run that will automatically draw a
series of maps. Auser has the option to select from a
list of more than 50 independently movable plates. Also
included are sea floor spreading isochrons and an
optional5 degree latitude/longitude grid. The plates
are reconstructed using the plate rotation parameters
provided with the program, animated using the "movie
option" or interactively positioned using the mouse.
$795retail
$295 retail; for non-profit organizations .
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St, Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge,
co 80033; 303-423-6171
• Zoeppritz5
Seismology modeling of p- and s-waves

Any Macintosh; Microsoft Basic 2.1 or later.
Zoeppritz5 is an interactive program that models
the physics of a fundamental process in seismology: the
interaction of a seismic compressional wave (p-wave)
with an elastic interface. To run the program, a user
must provide: the p-wave speed, s-wave speed and density for the two layers and the calculation increments
for the incident angle.
For each incident angle, the Zoeppritz5 !&element
complex boundary-value matrix is inverted using the
Gaussian partial pivot method. Auser can generate
either line plots of amplitude and phase vs. incident
angle or line plots of energy vs. incident angle for any of
the reflected/ transmitted waves. For quantitative com·
parison of elastic vs. acoustic theory predictions, a "dif·
ference 11 line plot of amplitude and phase vs. incident
angle is also offered. This feature allows "non-acoustic
behavior'' for a particular rock interface to be evaluated
quickly.
$150 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge,
co 80033; 303-423-6171

Design
Provides sample size estimation, tables of expected
mean squares for balanced experiments and randomization plans

Maci11tosh Plus or larger; Systat
$90retail
Systat, Inc.; 1800 Sherman Ave.; Evanston, IL 60201;
312-864-5670

Econometrics
Econometric methods
512K or larger Macintosh.
$145retail
lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, Vf 05440;
514-9334918
Exstatix
Data analysis package
512KE or larger Macintosll.

$349retail
Select Micro Systems; 40 Triangle Ctr., Ste. 211;
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598; 914-2454670
I Histogram 1.3
Allows online recording of 'lime-Interval, Peri-Stimulus
or Voltage-Amplitude lflstograms

512K or larger Macintosll; two disk drives; MacLab

Data Acquisitor.
•

File
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Logit

Logistic regression for binary and multinominal
dependent variables

Macintosh Plus or larger; Systat

$90retail
Systat, Inc.; 1800 Sherman Ave.; Evanston, IL 60201;
312-864-5670
•MacBridge
Bridge amplifier for use with MacLab
512K or larger Macintosh; Macl.Jlb.

MacBridge is a dedicated "front-end" amplifier for
MacLab. It is completely controlled through MacLab's
Scope and Chart applications.
MacBridge is designed for use with a wide variety
of strain-gauge and pressure transducers, and is ideal
for measurements of skeletal, cardiac and smooth muscle contraction and for recording both arterial and
venous pressure.
MacBridge mounts on top of the MacLab hardware
unit and connects to its expansion socket When a
transducer is connected to the front panel of the amplifi·
er, the output from the amplifier is fed via a BNCtoBNC lead to any one of MacLab's analog inputs. Power
is supplied from Maclab.
$875retail
World Precision Instruments, Inc.; 375 Quinnipiac Ave.;
New Haven, CT 06513; 203469-8281
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obtain peak-height or amplitude-distribution data. It can
also preform statistical analyses on recorded signals.
The TilDe-Interval lflstogram allows users to spec~
fy the time resolution of the system and the number of
bins. Up to 1,000 spikes can be recorded in any one run
and the scaling of the display can be varied during the
recording for later analysis. During analysis, any portion of the record can be enlarged using the zoom window, and a cursor is available that displays both the
time interval and spike count for any selected bin. A
statistics window is available, which displays the mean,
SD and SEM of the selected area
In the Peri-Stimulus lflstogram, a second voltage
input, derived from the external stimulator each time it
stimulates the preparation, is fed into channel!. This is
used to signal the start of each sweep. The time delay
between the stimulus and resulting action potentials is
displayed and accumulated. Again, bin width and total
bins can be preset Up to 1,000 consecutive sweeps can
be accumulated and bin height can be adjusted during
sampling and analysis. During analysis, a cursor is
available, as well as the zoom and statistics facilities.
In both of these programs, the data processing is
carried out in the hardware unit The display on the
Macintosh is continuously updated throughout the
sampling.
The Voltage-Amplitude lflstogram builds an amp)~
tude histogram from analog data fed into the selected
analog input The system can be arranged in a free running mode where samples are taken at a selected rate
and various trigging options are available to synchronize the sampling of external events. Apeak amplitude
mode is also available.
$250retail
World Precision Instruments, Inc.; 375 Quinnipiac Ave.;
New Haven, CT 06513; 203469-8281
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MacFourier
Fourier analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
$75retail
Coherent Cognition; PO Box 24114; San Diego,
CA 92124; 619-278-4141

lflstogram allows online recording of TilDe-Inter-

val. Peri-Stimulus or Voltage-Amplitude Histograms. It
is useful for neurophysiologists and others wishing to
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Vertical Markets/
Statistical Analysis
MacSS
Macintosh statistical system
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$119 retail; limited time offer
StatSoft, Inc.; 2325 E. 13th St.; Tulsa, OK 74104;
918-5834149
Monte Carlo SimuJations 2.0
Statistics
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$595retai1
$10 retai~ demo disk
Actuarial Micro Software; 8025 N. Point Blvd.,
Ste. 215E; Winston-Salem, NC 27106; 919-773-1313
Probit

Provides a method for estimating a multiple regression
model or analysis of covariance when the dependent
variable is categorical and can take only one of two
values
Macintosh Plus or larger; Systat
$90retail
Systat, Inc.; 1800 Sherman Ave.; Evanston, IL 60201;
312-864-5670

Process Control Chart Tool Kit
Statistical graphing, charting, quality control analysis
and graphs
512K or larger Madntosh; Microsoft Basic.
$199retatl
Sof-Ware Tools; PO Box 8751; Boise, ID 83707;
208-343-1437
Quality Control And Industrial Experiments

Quality control methods
512K or larger Macintosh.
$145 retail
lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, Vf 05440;
514-933-4918
Regression
Simple linear regression, four multilinear regression
programs, ridge regression and regression using
orthogonal polynomials
512K or larger Macintosh.
$95 retail
lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, Vf 05440;
514-933-4918
The Scientific Desk
Problem-soMng environment in mathematics and
statistics

Macintosh Plus or SE; hard disk drive; Microsoft
Fortran.
$750 annual fee; Site license (unlimited copies)
$350 retail; limited license (one machine)
C. Abaci, Inc.; 208 Sl Mary's Sl; Raleigh, NC 27605;
919-832-4847
Simul Version 1.3
Simulation tool for dynamic modeling
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$495 retail; not copy protected
Abvent; 23331 El Toro Rd., Ste. 209; El Toro, CA 92630;
714-380.0333
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Statistical Analysis
Experimental statistics, business statistics, multivariate
analysis, exploratory data analysis, marketing statistics
512K or larger Macintosh.
$145 retail; Experimental Statistics
$145 retail; Business Statistics
$125 retail; Multivariate Analysis
$85 retail; Exploratory Data Analysis
$145 retail; Marketing Statistics
$190 retail; package of Experimental and Business
Statistics
lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg, Vf 05440;
514-933-4918
Statistical Macro Package
Collection of 12 statistical analysis tools
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
• $79 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 415-943-7667

Stats Tool Kit
Statistical analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic.
$99retail
Sof-Ware Tools; PO Box 8751: Boise, ID 83707:
208-343-1437
StatViewll
Statistical data analysis and presentation color graphics
Madntosh II.
$495retail
Abacus Concepts, Inc.: 1984 Bonita Ave.; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-540.1949

Vector Rose 1.0
.
Orientation analysis and rose diagram plotting package
512K or larger Macintosh.
$100 U.S. retail
Pierre Zippi, Paz Graphics; 60 Mountview Ave.,
#410; Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6P 2U; 416-7664077
WormStat
Statistical analysis
Any Macintosh.
$19.95 retail
Small Business Computers of New England, Inc.;
PO Box 397; Amherst, NH 03031; 603-67~228

Vertical Markets/Other
AByte Of Art 1.5
Art gallery management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$2,500 retail
Software Creations, Inc.; 6109-G Arlington Blvd.;
Falls Church, VA 22044; 703-532-3120
•Abra 2000 Mac V6.1
Human resource system
Madntosh Plus or larger.
file l<llt
ltiUZIICQMRt

Human Resource Menagomon1 Sys1em

StatView SE+Graphics
Statistical data analysis and presentation graphics
Macintosh Plus or SE; I MB ofRAM; System 4.1 or
later.
$399.95 retail
Abacus Concepts, Inc.; 1984 Bonita Ave.; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-540-1949

StatView; StatView512+
Statistical analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 re~ StatView
$349.95 retail; StatView 512+
BrainPower, Inc.; 24009 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 250;
Calabasas, CA 91302: 81S884-6911 or 800-345-0519
Systat3.2
Comprehensive statistics, graphics and data management package
Madntosh 1'1113 or larger.
$595 re~ quantity and educational discounts available
Systat, Inc.; 1800 Sherman Ave.; Evanston, IL 60201;
312-864-5670
Testat
Test summary statistics, reliability coefficients, standard errors of measurement, item analysis statistics
Macintosh flus or larger; Systat
$90 retail
Systat, Inc.; 1800 Sherman Ave.; Evanston, IL 60201;
312-864-5670

Abra 2000 Mac is a computerized human resource
system that provides the storage and management of
information needed to respond to management,
employee and government needs.
Abra 2000 Mac allows the tracking of personal data
on employees. Available information includes: review
dates, unlimited job and salary histories, compensation
statistics, EEO reports, skills retrieval, bonuses, attendance tracking, vacation/sick accrual, benefits administration, insurance reports, Cobra billing, dependents,
injuries, training, licenses, educational background and
1-9 citizenship tracking. Data entry and updating is
done by using fill-in-the-blank forms on screen. Data is
automatically checked for errors as it is entered.
An optional attendance tracking module calculates
accrued hours for vacation, sick and personal benefits.
It also tracks absences and provides absence statistics
reports. Users have the flexibility to define their own
rules for calculating accrued benefits and their own
table of absence reasons.
Abra 2000 Mac provides more than 50 standard
reports, most with sort and select options.
$995 retail; Base System
$395 retail; Attendance tracking module
Abra MacDabra Software Co.; 485 Pala Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-737-9454

\\e wrote the award-

StatView 512+
for the Macintosh.
Please doiit buy it.

The company that set the standard for statistical programs now exercises its
right to raise it. With new features like color. Even more speed.
And the expanded ability to create customized graphs and charts that let you
make your point. Now called StatView SE+Graphics, it'll run on any
Macintosh Plus or SE. And for those who want absolutely blazing speed and
16 million colors, we suggest StatView II for your Macintosh II.
New features:
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"StatView II is StatView grown up. Meaner, faster, and
more colorful, it's a remarkably complete statistics and
data-analysis package~-MacUser (October 1988)

• Customize graphs with the text and drawing
toolbox. Exploit the full color capabilities of
your Macintosh to highlight your results. Circle
key data points. Add legends and fancy type
styles anywhere on your graph.
• Output color hard-copy on any Macintoshdriven printe~ plotte~ or slide maker.
• Macintosh II owners: StatView II directly
accesses the 68881 math co-processor to
analyze your data 30 to 50 times faster than
StatView 512+
Award-winning features StatView has
always had:
• Comprehensive descriptive, comparative, and
non-parametric statistics.
• Fully interactive graphic interface and spreadsheet-like design allowing for fast, simple
"what-if' analyses.
• A choice of scattergram, line, ba~ error bars,
comparative bat; box plot, pie, histogram, univariate, percentile and comparison percentile
charts.

With StatView SE+Graphics and StatView II, powerful statistics
and presentation-quality graphics are just a mouse click away.
For more information, call ( 415) 540-1949 or write

C 0 N C E P T S to us at 1984 Bonita Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94 704

StatView 512+ Users
For all those who did buy StatView 512 · , thanks. Registered users can now upgrade
to StatView SE ·Graphics or Stat View II at special reduced prices. Call us for details.
\ppk o~tul \1.untlu ... h .tli ' rt·~t,lt·u d lr.ult tlldrk' ol ,\pplt• ( ontpllh r llu Sl,tl\ ll'\\
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Business And Professional Software

Vertical Markets/Other
• Accu-Weather Forecaster Vl.O
Accesses current weather information from AccuWeather
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; modem.

use with word processing programs; and has a sophisticated search capability. Archie provides six access levels with passwords, autosave for data protection and an
unlimited number of records.
Archie is not copy protected. For an additional
charge, Archie can be customized with a company logo
for printing invoices, formletters and other documents
on plain paper.
$795 retail
Words & Deeds, Inc.; 4480 Sunnycrest Dr.; Los
Angeles, CA 90065: 213-255-2887
Bid Control System
Bid analyses
Maci11tosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$5,000 retail
Business Management Sciences,lnc.;
Bankers Finance Tower, Ste. 929: Halo Rey, PR 00918;
809-754-0045 or 8Q9.75!Wii15

Accu-Weather Forecaster is a computer program
that uses telecommunications to access current weather information from Accu-Weather, the nation's largest
private weather service. The weather information, covering 1,000 locations around the country, can be displayed in a variety of maps, graphs, charts and
forecasts. This program has wide-ranging applications,
including education, farming, boating, travel, eic.
Features include: weather maps and graphs are
shaded to make the data visual and easy to understand:
detailed forecasts for every region of the country;
reports on temperature, humidity, wind Spt!ed, wind
direction, barometric pressure, cloud cover, fog, visibili·
ty and precipitation; forecasting guidebook (included)
teaches basic concepts of meteorology; fully automated
telecommunications does everything from dialing the
phone to downloading the data and storing it on disk;
reduced connect time; and more.
$89.95 retail
Metacomet Software; PO Box 31337; Hartford,
CT 06103; 80(}.782-5661
•Archie
Recording studio management system
512KE or larger Maci11tosh; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
"
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Cider System
Bar/ restaurant point-of-sale/management system
Maci11tosh SE; 20MB hard disk drive; JmageWriter II.
Call for pricing
Creative Restaurant Solutions, Inc.; 651Stone Rd.;
Benicia, CA 94510; 707-745-9639
Community Contact System; Commtact 2.0
Public relations, marketing, fund-raising activities for
non·JJrofit organizations
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$2,990 retail; Single user Commtact
$3,990 retail; Community Contact Systemwith all
modules
Can1pagne Associates, Ltd.; 9 Goldfinch Ln.; Nashua,
NH 03062; 603-891-2129
Compusketch
Composite sketch software
512KE or larger Maci11tosh; hard disk drive;
ImageWriter
$4,000 retail
Visatex Corp.; 1745 Dell Ave.; Campbell, CA 95008;
40S86&6596
Computer Bidding V2.0
AICP bidding
512K or larger Maci11tosh.
$700 retail
Max3, Inc.; 3021 Airport Ave., #112; Santa Monica,
CA 90405; 213-398-3771

Continuity Planning System II (CPS II)
Integrated human resource appraisal and planning
applications
512K or larger Macintosh; extemal disk dn"ve or hard
disk drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter; Microsoft Excel.
$495 retail
Softouch Software, Inc.: 2066 NW Irving, Ste. 2;
Portland, OR 97209:503-241-1841
ConvertUnits
Unit conversion
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$59.95 each retail
$74.95 retail; both as a desk accessory and as a HyperCard stack
GraphicText Applications, Inc.; 815 Princess Ave.;
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6A 3E5; 604-255-8077
Crimeaid
Computer-assisted crime analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger;20 MB hard disk drive; 1,200baud modem; ImageWriter II.
$1,800 retail
Crimeaid, Inc.; 2032 Peach Dr.; Modesto, CA 95350;
2()9.523-8966
The Curator
Tool used to catalog, convert and integrate art work in
Mac Paint, TIFF, Glue, PICT, MacEPS, IBM EPSF and
PostScript formats
512K or larger Maci11tosh; BOOK external disk drive or
hard disk drive; /mage Writer or LaserWriter.
$139.95 retail
Solutions International; 30 Commerce St.; Williston,
vr 05495: 802-658-5506
DataVal Boat And Yacht Sales System
Database information management system for boat
sales and/or yacht brokerage
512KE or larger Maci11tosh; hard disk drive;
Image Writer.
$1,995 retail; program
$30 retail; demo (applied to purchase)
DataVal Development Services, Inc.;
940 S. Courtenay Pkwy.; Merritt Island, FL 32952;
407453-4262

•1

Archie is a complete recording studio information
management system. It creates tracksheets, including
set-up, microphones, track allocation up to 48 tracks,
start and stopcues on titles (tape or SMVrE), artis~
producer, engineers, master tape ID and outboard
equipment. Archie produces rhythnH:ompalible digital
delay options from beats per minute.
Archie also prepares timesheets, invoices and
statements automatically, using negotiated or book
rates, including user-<lefinable sales tax calculations.
The program maintains payable and receivable ledgers
and checkbook. Reports include monthly totals updated
each month, and earnings and usage rdtios for each
room in the studio. Archie manages a master tape
library and an inventory of equipment and supplies.
The program creates and maintains mailing lists of
clients, producers and vendors; prints mailing labels
and Rolodex cards: prepares name and address lists for
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CAD-Map/CAD-Trak/MDT/ Unx
Computer-aided mapping and tracking
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$5,800 to $25,000 retail
Data911/ Public Safety Data Systems; Tower II;
2200 Powell St., Ste. 865; Emeryville, CA 94608;
41!Hi53-5911

text formats. Data may also be exported to interface
specifically with Microsoft Word, FuiiWrite Professional, WordPerfect and MergeWrite. Graphs may be created from within the program to produce charts of
demographic data. Aseries of templates allows the performance of statistical analysis of data. Awide range of
pre--<letined reports, including two contribution reports,
is available. Constituent Manager also provides a letter
writing feature and mailing labels.
$695 retail
Peripheral Visions, Inc.; PO Box 8591; Portland,
ME 04104; 207-773-6222 or 80(}.882-8889

Concepts Computerized Atlas
1l1ree-dimensional world maps; facts; figures
A11y Maci11tosh.
$49.95 retail
Software Concepts, Inc.; PO Box 120038; Stamford,
CT 06912; 203-324-3369
• Constituent Manager
Campaign management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Constituent Manager is a customized database that
handles information that targets and tracks constituents
for political campaigners and office holders.
The program handles voter information, such as
party, voting history and reliability, along with addresses and telephone numbers. Users may search or sort
any field or combination of fields, to a nearly infinite
number of levels. Data may be imported and exported
to and from Constituent Manager in SYLK, DlF and

DBMedia
Catalog" production system
512K or larger Maci11toslt; LaserWriter.
$1,400 retail
Unicorn, Software Development Group;
297 Elmwood Ave.; Providence, Rl 02907;
401-785-3232, 401-785-3636 or 401467-5600, exl l24
Design & Weave
Textile design tool
Macintosh P/u; or larger; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$300 retail
AVL Looms: 601Orange SL: Chico, CA 95928;
91&$934915or ~2~9615

Business And Professional Software

Vertical Markets/Other
Dietician
Nutritional information
512K or larger Macintosh.
$94.95 retail
Alsoft, Inc.; PO Box 'm; Spring, 1X 77383;
713-353-4090
Downline
Tracks relationships among sponsors and distributors
in multilevel marketing companies
Macintosh Plus or larger; Image Writer II or
LaserWriter; Omnis 3 Plus.
$1,995 retail
Hamilton Information Services, Inc.; PO Box 28900;
Spokane, \VA 99228; 509-467-2425

Edit Uster
Video editor
512K or larger Macintosh.
$900 retail
Max3, Inc.; 3021 Airport Ave., #112; Santa Monica,
CA 90405; 213-398-3771
Edudisc, Inc.
Authoring systems, videodisc interface, image
database, videodisc time lapse recording
Any Macintosh; external disk drive.
$195 retail; MacAuthor
$595 retail; Mentor/MacVideo
$750 retail; Portfolio
Edudisc, Inc.; 1400Tyne Blvd.; Nashville, TN 37215;
615-373-2506
Embroidery Expert
Embroidery package
Macintosh II; 2MB of RAM; Tracer's Edge; PowerDraut
$25,000 retail: includes Macintosh ll, digitizing table~
MUR, Embroidery Expert, PowerDraw, Tracer's Edge
software, technical support and five days of computer
and software training (a tape reader/punch can be substituted for the MUR for an additional $500)
Graphic Applications, Inc.; 618-E Guilford College Rd.;
Greensboro, NC 27409; 919-852-1608
Embroidery Plus
Embroidery package
Macintosh Plus or larger; MacDraw or MacPaint; Tracer's Edge or Mac Vision.
$8,200 retail; includes Embroidery Plus software, tech·
nical support and three days of computer and software
training
$13,900 starting price retail; complete systems includ·
ing varying hardware and software configurations
Graphic Applications, Inc.; 618-E Guilford College Rd.;
Greensboro, NC 27409; 919-852-1608
Event Monitor System
Checks the minute-by-minute performance of production lines or processes over an eight-hour period
512KE or larger Macintosh; two BOOK floppy disk drives
or one BOOK floppy disk drive and 20MB hard disk
drive.
$8,790 retail: complete turnkey system
Ansan Industries, Ud.; 7400 W. Lawrence Ave.;
Harwood Heights, !L 60656; 312-867-7170
I Exchange Calculator

Calculates diabetic exchanges
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Exchange Calculator is a program that calculates
diabetic exchanges from analysis information such as
product labels. The program displays the number of
exchanges and a bar chart so that users can visually

assess residues not explained by the exchange choices.
The 1986 ADA exchange table is available at any time
during the operation.
The algorithm used for calculations can be
examined or modified. Calculation is automatic once
exchange categories are selected.
Operation of Exchange Calculator requires no special training for anyone familiar with Macintosh applications. However, users must understand the basics of the
diabetic exchange system.
Call for pricing
MFEAssociates; PO Box 851; Ambers~ MA 01004;
413-549-7626
Extend
Behavioral simulation and modeling
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or hard
disk drive.
$495 retail
Imagine That, Inc.; 7109 Via Carmela; San Jose,
CA 95139; 408-36S®l5
Fireaid
Fire management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20MB hard disk drive;
1,2()().baud modem; /mageWriter II.
$1,800 retail
Crimeaid, Inc.; 2032 Peach Dr.; Modesto, CA 95350;
209-523-8966
FireUnk
F'lre service management
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive.
$495 retail
International Association of Fke Chiefs; 1329 18th St.
NW; Washington, DC 20036: 202-833-3420

Mechanic's Partner assists diagnostics with
reports on fuel and oil consumption, repair history and
recent performance figures. It !iSis current scheduled
maintenance requirements and suggests the best supplier for a parl
Fleet Manager includes complete online help with
context sensitive assists. Extensive inte.ractive error
checking and continuous feedback assure the integrity
of stored information. Automatic saving and several
data logging functions protect data. The program automatically uses all available memory and SANE routines
to maximize speed.
$1,495 retail
Software Development Group; 1890 Kerr Gulch;
Evergreen, CO 80439; 504-343-8437
FleetMate
Interstate freight/transport accounting
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$895 per module retail; single user
$1,395 per module retail; multiuser
Graph Bridge Software; 800 Kensington; Missoula,
MT 59801; 406-728-0122
Flight Plan 2.5
Flight-planning software including airport and navaid
database
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter; Microsoft Excel.
$99.95 retail
IGS International; 130 Redwood Pl.: Scotts Valley,
CA 95066; 408-438-2276
I The Food Processor ll
Nutrition/diet analysis

512K or larger; BOOK disk drive (400K version available); printer (optional).

I Fleet Manager V2.0
Vehicle management

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drivestrongly
rEcommended.
· ·- · - - - - - - -

1 ~1:41

Fleet Manager is a vehicle management program
that includes Scheduled Maintenance, Theft Detection,
Resource Allocation, Performance Analyses and
Mechanic's Partner.
Scheduled Maintenance automatically monitors the
scheduled maintenance needs of all vehicles. It alerts
users with flags and a complete report. The report lists
all required maintenance with detailed descriptions if
requested. The systems is completely flexible, allowing
users to set up unlimited categories and move vehicles
to different categories.
Theft Detection provides a report that shows sus-pect vehicles and the number of times there have been
problems. The program then narrows the thefts to a
specific user.
Resource Allocation analyzes usage patterns to
help managers to reallocate vehicles among depart·
ments for maximum efficiency.
Performance Analyses compares vehicles of simi·
lar type and age by several performance factors. This
enables managers to decide when it is no longer economical to keep a vehicle.

The Food Processor Uis a nutrition/ diet analysis
systemthat analyzes for one or 30 nutrients in daily
intakes, diet plans, menus and recipes. It contains an
expandable database of 2,400 to 3,000 foods (expandable) and 30 nutrients, including dietary fiber. Diet defi·
ciencies and excesses are identified. Personalized
nutrient recommendations are calculated according to .
age, sex, heigh~ weight and activity level for both
American and Canadian standards.
Food entry is by food name or by food code num·
ber. Portion sizes can be any amount, either by household measure or by weight
Automatic features available include: ratios, graph·
ic comparisons, averaging daily intakes and nutrients
per serving.
$250 retail
ESHA Research: PO Box 13028; Salem, OR 97309;
503-~242

Fuel Tax Specialist
Calculates fuel taxes for trucking businesses
512K or larger Macintosh.
$2,400 retail: single user with Runtime Omnis 3 Plus
$2,900 retail; multiuser (requires Multiuser Omnis 3
Plus)
H&D Leasing: 5500 Mabry Dr.: Clovis, NM 88101:
505-762-3324
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Gmphic Arts Management System 2.2
Operations management system for graphic arts
industry

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$1,475 retait bar-code data entry systemoptional
Touch &Go; 4215 Spring St., Ste. 112·A; La Mesa,
CA 92041; 619-461-2027

Hard Assets
Tracks and manages sales records, shipping and payment activity for coin and precious metals dealers and
telemarketers

Systemcomponents include: address file management, donor tracking, pledge managemen~
memorial/tribute lis~ history tracking, report genera·
lion (both prewritten and report writing capabilities),
labeling, text editing and mail merge. Any data entered
into the systemcan be selected for reports or mailings.
$4,500 retail
Millhon Software Associates, Inc.;
3222 W. Sylvania Ave.; Toledo, OH 43613; 419-473-0383

The League Secretary- Professional Edition
Bowling league recordkeeping

•The Keeper Of The Aerie V1.2
Membership and accounting system for Fraternal
Order of Eagles Ae.ries
Macintosh Plus or larger; lmageiVriter JJ or LQ or

•library
Bar-code system

LaserWriter; Omnis 3 Plus.

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
ImageWriter or LaseriVriter.
$745 retail
Bailey Software Systems; 15331Trillium Cir.;
Eden Prairie, MN 55344; 612-934-5701
Harmony
Industrial data acquisition and control

512KE or larger Macintosh; two BOOK disk drives or one
BOOK disk drive and hard disk drive.
$5,495 retail
Darvish Systems; 2000 Dwight Way, Ste. D; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-843-4341
Human Resource Solutions 1.0
Personnel management

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$1,500 retail; includes one-year of phone support
Vertical Software Development; PO Box 3064; Marietta,
GA 30061; 404-92644 75 or 404·234·2243
• IBNC -The Shipper
Software for United Parcel Service (UPS) shipping

Maci11tosh Plus or larger.
IBNC- The Shipper, designed for United Parcel
Service (UPS) shipping, handles COD, AOD, Call Tag,
Declare Value, Oversize, Address Correction and UPS
Ground/2nd-Day-Air, Next-Day-Air for the USA. Cana·
da, Europe and Japan.
Customizable reports include all of the above men·
tioned, as well as Shipping Manifest/Summary, Unpaid
COOs, Customers, Items, Invoices, Request for Infor·
mation (fracer), etc.
Other features include import/export of items/
customer data, the ability to compute freight, high·
capacity storage, passwords and more.
$695 retail
IBNC; 1919 E. Romneya, Ste. 317; Anaheim, CA 92805;
714-63~7825

International Courier Service Opemtions
Management
Shipment tracking

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Omnis 3 Plus.
$3,990 retail
Stanford Business Systems, Inc.; 5250 W. Century
Blvd., Ste. 407; los Angeles, CA 90045; 213-417-4940
Inventory Control & General Ledger
Night club accounting system

Macintosh Plus or larger; Omnis 3 Plus.
$250 each retail
Black Banana, Inc.; 102 Whisperwood ln., Breeze.
wood; Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971; 302-227-8030
or 21~928-9044
•Jubilee!
Fund raising management system

Macintosh Plus or larger.
jubilee! is a management system for handling the
activities of not-for-profit organizations, including fund
raising/ tracking, marketing, pledge tracking, personnel
(volunteers) and accounting functions.
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The Keeper Of The Aerie is a complete member·
ship and accounting system specifically written for the
Fraternal Order of Eagles Aeries. It is customizable to
other fraternal organizations.
The Keeper Of The Aerie coordinates membership
management and the bookkeeping activities of an
Aerie. It also features full accounting support, including
payroll modules'Specifically written to the requirements
of each state; open invoice payables; and general ledger.
Entries to the General Ledger are produced automatically. Nter entering their Chart of Accounts, the
Aerie can set default accounts for posting to their Gen·
era! Ledger. Each integrated module performs doubleentry bookkeeping tasks. Reversing entries and voiding
checks are also performed automatically. The system
supports cash or accrual accounting methodologies.
11te Accounts Payable module allows automatic
entry of repetitive invoices and printing of checks and
provides check registers, cash required reports,
invoice aging, outstanding checks and 1099 forms.
The Payroll module allows calculation of payroll on
both salaried and hourly employees. It also prints W-2s
and special forms required by each state.
The Membership Management module allows the
Aerie the ability to track membership and manage such
aspects as locker numbers, pot drawings and disabilities. There are 999 definable categories of membership
available. Mailing labels by selection, delinquent due
notices, drop listings and youth cards arc also available.
The Keeper Of The Aerie fully supports the Ladies
Auxiliary.
The program is written in Omnis 3 Plus. It is avai~
able in both single and multiuser versions.
$4,995 retail
Hamilton Information Services, Inc.; PO Box 28900;
Spokane. WA 99228; 509-467·2425
Keep On Trucking
Maintains accounts receivable, payroll and settlement
records for interstate trucking businesses

512K or larger Macintosh.
$1,990 retail; single user with Runtime Omnis 3 Plus
$2,490 retail; multiuser (requires Multiuser Omnis 3
Plus)
H&D Leasing; 5500 Mabry Dr.; Clovis, NM 88101;
50~762-3324

512K or larger Macintosh; two BOOK disk drives or one
BOOK disk drive and hard disk drive.
$145 retail; up to 12 teams
$245 retail; up to 48 teams
$15 retait demo
Bowling Computer Systems, Inc.; 824 Indiana Ave.,
Dept M; Wichita Falls, TX 76301; 817·761·2018

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; FileMaker 4;
ImageWriter I or II; LastrWriter optional (required [or
printing bar codes).
library lets users check books out to students or
teachers by scanning bar codes placed on student iden·
tification cards and on books. The bar-code data is
stored in a portable battery-operated bar-code reader
that is about the size of a credit card.
At the end of the day, the bar-code data is transferred to the Macintosh hard disk when the bar-code
reader is placed in a recharger that is connected by a
cable to the Macintosh serial port. Apull-down menu
option in the WandTalk program processes and saves
the bar-code data and allows a user to print a preview
report. The data may then be edited and transferred to
a template in the FileMaker program where reports can
be printed showing the names of the students or teach·
ers that currently have books checked out and the
books that are overdue. The templates in FileMaker
allow a user to maintain a complete database on each of
the students, teachers and books in the library. Infor·
mation can be easily accessed using the FileMaker sort
and find features. Data many also be saved in a format
that can be directly accessed by another Computext
product, Bar Code Factory, which allows users to print
bar codes on peel-off labe.l stock.
$1,495 retail; includes portable 16K bar-code reader,
recharger/download station, connecting cable, down·
load station power supply, bar-code keypad card, bar·
code software and documentation
Computext; 911 NE Lawndale Pl.; Corvallis, OR 97330;
5()3.754-1100
Loggers Business Manager
Coordinates bookkeeping activities of independent
contract loggers
Maci~tosll Plus or larger; Image Writer JJ or LaseriVrit·
er; Omnis 3 PittS.
$1,995retail
Hamilton Information Services, Inc.; PO Box 28900;
Spokane, WA 99228; 509-467·2425
Mac BugMan
Pest control service management system

Maci~tosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; ImageWriter
or LaseriVriter.

$1,495 retail
Nova Electronics & Software; 3564 Central Ave.,
#2G; Riverside, CA 92506; 714-781·7332
• Mac Grass Vl.O
Geographic information system
MaciNtosh JJ running A!UX; 4MB ofRAM; 160MB of

storage recommended.
Mac Grass is a geographic information system- a
computer-based analysis and display tool that lets plan·
ners and land managers locate development and sched·
ule land use in ways that best protect the land.
Mac Grass rapidly analyzes, displays and prints
mapped information compiled from many sources. It
integrates data from paper maps, aerial photographs,
satellite images and other sources into a common car·
tographic database to describe vegetation, topography,
boundaries, training areas, roads and trails, slope,
aspect and elevation.
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The information is complied in layers, each with a
different theme, any of which can be overlaid without
having to adjust scales or map coordinates. This
enables users to combine maps automatically, despite
different scales, and produce entirely new maps from
existing map data
Mac Grass lets users update the database continually, producing current map printouts with little effort
It also tracks changes over time, generating com pari·
son maps.
$950 retail
Institute for Technology Development; Space
Remote Sensing Center; Bldg. ll03, Ste.ll8; Stennis
Space Center, MS 39529; 601-688-2509
Mac LandMan
Landscaping management system
Macintosh PillS or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer
or LaseriVriter.
$1,495 retail
Nova Electronics &Software; 3564 Central Ave.,
#2G; Riverside, CA 92506; 714-781-7332
Mac I.awnMan
Lawn care management and accounting
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; lmagtiVriter
or LaserWriter.
$1,495 retail
Nova Electronics &Softwarr; 3564 Central Ave.,
12G; Riverside, CA 92506; 714-781·7332
Mac Movie Forms Version 2.0
Forms for film and video production; commercial production; videotape production and post-production
Any Macintosh; MacPaint, Ful/Paint or SuperPaint.
$39.95 retail; Mac Movie Forms Version 2.0
$39.95 retail; Mac Movie Forms- Commercials
$39.95 retail; Mac Video Forms
ABC Software; 2050 Stanley Hills Pl.; Los Angeles,
CA 90046; 213-654-2239
Mac PumpMan
Business management program for the liquid waste
industry
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; ImageWriter
or I.aserWriter.
$1,495 retail
Nova Electronics &Software; 3564 Central Ave.,
#2G; Riverside, CA 92506; 714-781·7332
Mac Toolkit- Scheduling And Budgeting V4.0
Scheduling and budgeting for film and television
production
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
$750 retail; Schedule
$695 retail; Budget
$1,400 retail; entire package
Max3, Inc.; 3021 Airport Ave.,lll2; Santa Monica.
CA 90405; 213-398-3771
Mac·A·Mug Pro
Composite human faces
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; ImageWriter or I.aserWriter.
$495 retail
Shaherazarn; PO Box 26731; Milwaukee, WI 53226;
414-442·7503
1\facBook
library management
Macintosh Plus or larger; ?JJ MB hard disk drive;
ImageWriter or l.aserWritec
$995 to$1,995 retail; MacBook (single user to
multiuser)

$99.50 retail; additional users
$1,995 to $3,995 retail; MacBook II (single user to
multiuser)
$199.50 retail; additional users
$2,995 to $5,995 retail; MacBook II Plus (single user
to multiuser)
$299.50 retail; additional users
$495 retail; graphics option
Call for pricing; inventory and bibliography option
Companion Consulting Corp.; 10101 Bubb Rd.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 40S446-9779
MacDF
Federal government form processor
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Storm King Technology; Dept JHW-30608;
PO Box 185; Wilson, WY 83014; 80().331-4460
MacDiet- Student Version
Performs nutritional data manipulation
512K or larger Macintosh.
$25 retail; MacDiet
$35 retail; Expanded Database
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange;
255 W.Stanley Ave., Ste. A:. PO Box 8000; Ventura,
CA 93002; 80().23~19 or 80().292-6640 in CA

Macl..unchroom
School hot lunch recordkeeping program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20MB hard disk drive;
Image Writer or I.aserWriter.
$1,490 retail; includes software and bar<ode reader
T&M Systems. Inc.; 3081 Canfield Ave.; Rhodes,
lA 50234; 515493-2415
Macnutriplan
Diet/nutrition analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
$75 retail
Micromedx Computer Software Corp.;
187 Gardiners Ave.; levittown, NY 11756; 516-73~9
MacPlantManager 2.0
Account management software for interiorscapers
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended;
ImageWriter II or l.aseriVriter.
$495 retail
Diamante Software; 10650 Wire Way, Ste. 100; Dallas,
TX 75220; 214-55&0023
• 1\facShip Vl.O
UPS shipment automation
Macintosh Plus or larger.
4
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MacFleet
Vehicle and trip management for private vehicle Oeets
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$2,950 retail; includes Omnis 3 Plus Runtime
Ad Astra; 2472 Hilton Head Pl.• Ste. ll64; El Cajon,
CA 92019; 619441-0899
MacFlorist Order Management System
Keeps track of local and wire service floral orders
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive; Image Writer.
$400 retail
S&J Enterprises; PO Box 1134; Bettendorf, lA 52722;
319-332-4166
MacHunter
Recruitment management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB ofRAM; hard disk
drive; Omnis 3 Plus.
$1,295 retail; single user
$595 per user retail; multiuser
MacHunter; 228 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste. 7; Santa
Monica, CA 90401; 213-393-7006
Macintosh Bar Code Printing Program
Bar<ode label and form generation on the Apple
ImageWriter and l..aserWriter
512K or larger Macintosh; /mage Writer or I.aserWriter.
$200 retail: program
$50 retail; with purchase of bar<ode reader
TPS Electronics; 4047 Transport St.; Palo Alto,
CA 94303; 415-856-6833
Maclean
Building cleaning-maintenance management
512K or larger MaciNtosh; hard disk drive recommend·
ed; FileMaker Plus.
$1,700 retail; software and training only
Cleaning Management Institute; 15SSO.D Rockfield
Blvd.; Irvine, CA 92718; 714-77(~5008
MacLimo
limousine service management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
Double Helix II (runtime vmions available).
$1,295 and up retail; MacUmo
SI,OOO retail; runtime version
$1,700 retail; open version
Creative Computer Consultants; 4162 Sluga Dr.;
Newburgh, NY 12550; 914-564-3983

MacShip is an easy to use United Parcel Service
(UPS) shipping program that features automatic rate
calculations for all areas serviced by UPS; automatic
customer look-up; automatic creation and printing of
shipping labels and UPS Manifests; and printing of
C.O.D. tags and Call tags. It also provides complete
tracking of all UPS shipments.
MacShip includes a custom report generator for
daily, weekly, monthly or random user-defined reports
by invoice number, customer, name, date, zone and
more. It automatically prints the numbers of boxes in
shipments (#of#) on the label for each shipment. The
return address on the label can be customized to print
company logo, etc., for a professional look.
Acustom setup is provided for waving shipping
charges for customers with orders over the user·
defined amount.
MacShip works in a multiuser environment.
$495retail
DIP Enterprises; 645 Beachland Blvd., Ste. 1;
Vero Beach, FL 32963; 407·231·3355
MacSpin 2.0
Data tool for viewing spreadsheet information in a
dynamic three-dimensional manner
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive orhard
disk drive.
$300 retail
D2 Software, Inc.; 56()9.B Adams Ave.; Austin,
TX 78756; 512454-7746
MacTides 2.0
Hardcopy plots and tables of tide current and height
512KE or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter.
S89 retail
Nautasoft, Inc.; PO Box 282; Rockland, DE 19732;
80().44 Hl360, ext 1000
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I MacTmc
Fund raising
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
MacTrac is a full-featured fund raising program
designed to meet the needs and budgets of the nation's
many midsized to smaller non-profit organizations.
The program is well documented and easy to use,
making it suitable for use by organizations that cannot
devote extensive resources to computer training and
maintenance.
$750retail
The Technology Resource Assistance Center; 124 University Ave., Ste. 310; Palo Alto, CA 94301;
415-321-0662
I MainSb'eet Automotive Systems V2.0
Automotive repair shop management

Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
ImageWriter IL
a
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MainStreet Automotive is a complete automotive
repair shop management system. The program produces repair orders and estimates, keeps complete
records on past repairs and recommendations, manages
inventory, gives detailed profit and loss reports, handles
payables and receivables, maintains complete financial
accounting to general ledger standards and computes
commissions and mark-ups.
The MainStreet Automotive System sends notices
to customers by make, model, year, mileage, season,
dollars spent, scheduled maintenance, recommended
repair and date last seen. It will flag any RO (repair
order) by both Scheduled Maintenance and Recommended Repairs when a user is seeing a customer for
any reason, allowing the user to substantially increase
revenue and take better care of the client
The program allows a user to quote accurate and
competitive estimates almost instantly. It also allows a user
to stock the most need parts by proven profit records.
$2,995 retail; single user
$3,995 retail; multiuser
$495 retail; General ledger Module
$5,995 starting price retail; hardware and software
turnkey systems
RIX Service Industries; 2999 Teagarden St.; San
Leandro, CA 94577; 415-357-0971

I Manage-U-Store V4.2
Self-serve storage management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended;
/mage Writer.
Manage-U-Store is a program for managing selfstorage facilities.
Features include: tracks up to 15 units rented to
any one client; complete financial history of all transactions occurring for each client; ability to send invoices
prior to due date; reserve or hold a particular unit for a

client; lists of all clients available sorted by client name
or postal code; mailing labels; alternate addresses for
each client; find any particular client on either last
name or company name; automatically posts rent and
late charges on the day they are due; automatically
prints late letters and invoices during posting; computes any tax automatically at preset rate; automatically
calculates any pro-rated rental amounts; monthly statement and billing can include monthly insurance; system
can be configured to anniversary date, first of the
month or any combination of up to three default dates
per month; permits post-dated checks or pre-authorized
credit card slips; automatic numbering of contracts;
welcome letter printed to clarify payment obligations of
client; complete record of all correspondence and dates
sent; delinquent account information; payments are easily split over numerous units; receipt automatically
printed, if requested; transaction numbers assigned for
complete audit trail; NFS (returned) checks easily
entered and service charge automatically assigned;
easy cash drawer reconciliation report; unit maintenance status and last inspection dates available; more
than 24 comprehensive reports; listing of all deposits;
vacant unit list and delinquent account list printed
every day upon start-up; nine levels of password security; and more.
The program can be customized to fit individual
needs and allows users to adjust the configurations at
anytime.
$1,800 Canada retail
$1,500 U.S. (approximate) retail
The Write Hand, Inc.; 100 Elworthy Ave.; London,
Ontario, Canada N6C 2M4; 519-672-9271
The Manufacturing Controller 2.1
Integrated accounting package for manufacturers

Macintosh SE; 2MB ofRAM; hard disk drive.
$1,595 to $7,990 retail; depending on modules
purchased
Qube Software, Inc.; 3001 Redhill Ave., Ste. 5-205;
Costa Mesa, CA 92626; 714-549-8033

Manufacturing Job Cost II
Designed for a discrete manufacturer who builds the
same products over and over or variations of the same
product having the same basic design
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$9,500 retail
Advanced Data Systems, Inc.; 7246 Sharon Dr.;
San Jose, CA 95129; 408-257-1465
MapGrafix Mapping System
Computer-aided mapping

$5,000 to $30,000 retaJ1
ModaCAD, Inc.; 10366 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 4;
Los Angeles, CA 90024; 213-271-7704

Movie Magic
Fdm and television budgeting program
512K or larger Macintosh; two diskette drives or hard
disk drive.
$595 retail
Screenplay Systems, Inc.; 150 E. Olive Ave., Ste. 305;
Burbank, CA 91502; 818-843-6557
MSDSDb
Database of common chemical compounds and
their hazards
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive (optional);
LaserWriter; FileMaker 4.
$695retail
NeoMac; 855lively Blvd.: Wood Dale, IL 60191;
312-595-1900

NavGrafix
Navigation program for land mobile and fixed-base
operations
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$5,000 retail
ComGrafix, Inc.; 302 S. Garden Ave.; Clearwater,
FL 34616; 813-443-6807
Navigate!
Digital chart navigation system

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,495 retail
$95 each retail; additional digital charts
Fair Tide Technologies, Inc.; 18 Ray Ave.; Burlington,
MA 01803; 617-229-6409 or ~332-3426
NavPlus
Charting and navigation

Macintosh Plus or larger.

Call for pricing
ComGrafix, Inc.; 302 S. Garden Ave.; Clearwater,
FL 34616; 813-443-6807

Nutri-Calc
Diet and nutritional analysis

Any Macintosh.
$65 retail
Camde Corp.; 4435 S. Rural Rd., Ste. 331; Tempe,
Kl 85282; 602-821-2310

ComGrafix, Inc.; 302 S. Garden Ave.; Clearwater,
FL 34616; 813-443-6807

Nutri-Calc Plus
Nutrition; diet analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
$225 retail; program
$35 retai~ Expanded Foods Database
Camde Corp.; 4435 S. Rural Rd., Ste. 331; Tempe,
Kl 85282; 602-821-2310

MapStar
Terminal software for automatic vehicle location

Nutritionist II; Nutritionist lli
Diet and exercise analysis

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM; hard disk
drive; math coprocessor recommended where possible.
$8,500 retail
·

Macintosh Plus or larger; 20MB hard disk drive.
$3,000 retail; MapStar
$5,000 retail; with Data Manager and templates
$750 to $4,000 retail; connectivity package for
mainframes
ComGrafix, Inc.; 302 S. Garden Ave.; Clearwater,
FL 34616; 813-443-6807

ModaCAD
Fashion design and manufacturing system for
apparel industry
MacintoshiL

512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$295 retail; Nutritionist ll
$495 retail; Nutritionist lli
N-Squared Computing; 5318 Forest Ridge Rd.;
Silverton, OR 97381; 503-873-5906

Parts Supplier Software System
Point of sale
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$995 retail; single user
$1,395 retail; multiuser
Graph Bridge Software; 800 Kensington; Missoula,
MT 59801; 406-72W122
Payroll &Accounting For Talent Agencies
Multiclient, multiaccount database
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Omnis 3 Plus.
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$1,400 retail
Stanford Business Systems, Inc.;
5250 W. Century Blvd., Ste. 407; Los Angeles,
CA 00045; 213417-4940

Police/F'rre Records Management System
Records management
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$5,800 to $25,000 retail
Data91 1/ Public Safety Data Systems; Tower U;
2200 Powell St., Ste. 865; Emeryville, CA 94608;
415-653-5911
Police/ Fire/EMS/Commercial
Computer-Aided Dispatch
Places instant information at a dispatcher's fingertips
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$5,800 to $25,000 retail
Data911/Public Safety Data Systems; Tower U;
2200 Powell St, Ste. 865; Emeryville, CA 94608;
41~5911

• Printers Inc.
Pricing, invoicing and scheduling system for small commercial and quick printers
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB ofW1,· 20MB hard
disk drive.

Printers Inc. is a software package designed to help
small commercial and quick printers estimate, schedule
and track the progress of print jobs.
Printers Inc. uses the variable factors entered, such
as paper and ink, and automatically takes into account
factors, such as labor and waste costs, to calculate
quick, accurate estimates. It prints a Work in Process
report and keeps track of sales. In can also be used on a
network with several workstations when used with
Great Plains Network Manager.
Printers Inc. can be used alone or as part of the
Great Plains Accounting Series, a full-featured, multi·
module line of accounting products, including General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Pay·
roll, Inventory, Purchase Order, Order Entry with Point
of Sale, Job Cost, Executive Advisor and Network Man·
ager. When integrated with other modules of the
Accounting Series, Printers Inc. provides a complete
business management solution for commercial and
quick printers.
$1,495 retail
Great Plains Software; 170138th St. SW; Fargo,
ND 58103; 701-281-0550 or ~5-1007
Pro-File
Professional fund raising administration/accounting
Macintosh Plus or larger,· hard disk dri~e; Image Writer,·
Omnis 3 Plus.
$1,250 retail
Data Systems of Uttle Rock, Inc.; PO Box 21315;
Uttle Rock, AR 72221; 501·224-5634

Reliable Salon System
Beauty salon management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; printer;
optional cash drawer is available.
$1,200 retail
Reliable Software &Consulting; PO Box 335; Ft.
Calhoun, NE 68023; 402-468-5700

• RestaurantComp
Restaurant Management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The Food & Beverage Inventory, Recipe Profit Ana·
lyzer and Sales & Food Cost Analyzer are a trio of programs for controlling food costs.
The Food & Beverage Inventory can stand alone or
be integrated with the Recipe Profit Analyzer and the
Sales &Food Cost Analyzer programs. The Inventory
program handles food, beverage, beer, wine, liquor and
supplies. It organizes, calculates and writes inventory
reports. It totals inventory quantities and calculates
inventory usage and values. Purchase prices, price
changes and vendors are reported in detail Special
reporting is provided for wine and liquor. Printed audit
trails confirm accurate entries.
The Recipe Profit Analyzer, which shows how
ingredient prices affect recipe costs and profits, works
with the Food & Beverage Inventory program. Recipe
costs arc calculated using the latest inventory item
prices. The program can be used to control recipe costs
or to profitably plan new menus. Target food cost per·
centages can be set for each recipe. The program then
compares latest recipe costs to target costs and reports
the differences. The results can be reported in summa·
ry or in detail. Another report shows just the recipes
that exceed target costs. The Recipe Profit Analyzer can
be used to plan special recipes for specials, seasonal
items or banquets and catering.
Sales &Food Cost Analyzer works along with the
Food &Beverage Inventory and Recipe Profit Analyzer
programs. The program uses the sales quantity of each
menu itemto calculate profit contribution and theoretical food cost By comparing percentage sales to per·
centage profit contribution for each item, good and bad
performers can be identified. Ideal recipe ingredient
usage is calculated using sales quantities and recipes.
Comparing this theoretical ingredient usage to actual
usage reveals problems caused by overportioning or
theft. Sales and recipes are used to deplete inventory
for calculating perpetual inventory. The Sales and Food
Cost Analyzer program compare perpetual with actual
inventory quantities to spot potential inventory problems. The perpetual inventory is also used to produce
reorder reporting when inventory items fall below mini·
mumlevels.
.
$1,195 retail; Food & Beverage Inventory
$495 retail; Recipe Profit Analyzer
$195 retail; Sales &Food Cost Analyzer
RestaurantComp; 5 Echo PL; larkspur, CA 94939;
415-924-6300

RMS Plus Restaurant Management System
Integrated accounting system for restaurant industry
5I2K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive; ImageWriter
or LaserWriter; Omnis 3 Plus.
$1,895 retail; program
$175 retail; Omnis Runtime
Keller Systems, Inc.; 105 Narcissus St., Ste. 310; West
Palm Beach, FL 33401; 407-833-3358 or 800-45S8430
Scriptor
Motion picture screenplay formatting program
SI2K or larger Macintosh; two diskette drives or hard
disk drive.
$295 retail
Screenplay Systems, Inc.; 150 E. Olive Ave., Ste. 305;
Burbank, CA 91502; 818-843-6557
Sebastian Salon Transcripts (SSI)
Salon management system
512K or larger Macintosh; 20MB hard disk drive;
lmagelVriter II.
$5,000 retail; software only
Sebastian Salon Transcripts, Inc.; PO Box 4117;
Woodland Hills, CA 91365; 818-718-0062
ServiceWorks
Field service management
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$7,995 retail
Xcel Computer Systems, lnc.; 10 Mechanic Sl;
Worcester, MA 01008; 617-799-9494
SewSoft Bodice Version 1.5
Prints custom·fitted clothing patterns

Any Macintosh; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
$79.95 retail
Andros SoftWear; PO Box 782; Moss Beach, CA 94038;
415-728-3553
Shaft Ali~ent 2.0
Determines how to correctly position shafts of
industrial rotating machinery
Macintosh Plus or illrger.
$295 retail
Turvac Alignment Engineering Services; 11991
Mill Rd.; Cincinnati, OH 45240; 513-651-1439
•Tess Vl.O
Technical support system
Macintosh Plus orlarger; I MB ofRAM.
Tess is a software system for usc by organizations
that provide technical support to customers. It is
designed for online technical support transactions.
Features include: a customer records database;
free form text records to document customer problems
and solutions, indexed for high-speed search and sort;
attached customer contact and product purchase
records for instant access without complex queries;
technical reports database to find solutions to problems; electronic mail communication via network and
modem; technical support accounting functions to track
technical support usage by products and by customers;
report generator with table and graph output; mail
merge facility mixes form letters and database fields;
telecommunications support for remote access to tech·
nical reports and electronic mail via modem; network
support for distributed access to all databases; and Multi Finder compatibility.
$395 retail
Tess; 21075 Bank Mill Ln.; Saratoga, CA 95070;
408-741-1519
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Transportation Brokerage Management 1.0
Transportation broker operations management

512K or larger Macintosh.

$480 retail; program
$1,660 retail; with full integrated accounting
Exceiver Corp.; PO Box 671; Hopkins, MN 55343;
612-938-3361
Turbo-Mac 1.7.1
Complete automotive repair shop system

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
Image Writer II.
$8,500 starting price retail
Micron Computer Co.. Inc.; 401 Mobil Ave., Ste. 8;
Camarillo, CA 93010; 805-48W'l02

$995 retail; single user
$1,395 retail; multiuser
Graph Bridge Software; 800 Kensington; Missoula,
MT 59801; 406-72W122
Work Request &Asset Management
Maintenance management

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
$1,890 to $3,280 retail
Mac AD/C; 1445 Grant Rd.; Los Altos, CA 94022;
415-969-3979

Writer's Workshop
Organizer for writers and researchers
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$99 retail
Futuresoft System Designs, Inc.; 160 Bleecker Sl,
#SJW; New York, NY 10012; 212-674-5195

Wine production
Vintage Production monitors and controls every
aspect of wine production, from crushing through bottling, freeing winemakers from repetitive bookkeeping
tasks.
All wine movements, additions and analyses are
recorded and can be called up at any time. Information
can be cross-referenced by vintage, varietal, vineyard
and so forth to help winemakers become more familiar
with all elements that go into making their wine greal
For example, all components of every blend can be
tracked back to crush (or receipt of bulk wine) so winemakers can have a thorough picture of the lineage of
their finished wine. Or, Vmtage Production can be used
to calculate percent varietal and percent appellation for
a hypothetical blend. Reports such as the BATF 702 are
routinely handled by the program.
Vintage Production can optionally interface with
the Flexware family of accounting software, including
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, General
Ledger, Inventory, Payroll, Order Processing, Job Costing and/or Estimating. like Vmtage Production, these
accounting modules can be modified to take into
account any special problems or circumstances particu·
lar to a winery.
The main components of the program are: Code
Files, which describe tanks, wines, treatments, analyses, vineyards and bottled products; Daily log, which
records the arrival of grapes an4 the arrival, movement,
treatment, fermentation, analysis, blending and bottling
of bulk wine, as well as the transfer of bottled products;
Workorders, which can be used to initiate and track the
various steps in the production process; Reports, which
include lists of tanks, wines, analyses, vineyards and
products; Special Processes, which include hypothetical
blending to check percent varietal and percent appellation, plotting time vs. brix, time temperature during fermentation and posting daily log entries; and
Forecasting, which is used for verifying the capacity of
available tanks and equipment is sufficient to handle
the coming crush season.
$1,500 to $2,400 retail
Pickering Wmery Supply; 1300 22nd St; San Francisco,
CA 94107; 415-821-2400

Water/Sewer/frash Billing
Water, sewer and trash management system
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive; ImageWriter
recommended.
$500 approximate retail
S&J Enterprises; PO Box 1134; Bettendorf, IA 52722;
319-332-4166
Work Order/Shop Order System
Provides for accounting of services performed and
parts used for each shop order
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Document Compare
Compares two word processing or ASCll documents
and prepares a report that highlights the differences
between them

512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
$150retail
Ugalware, Inc.; 135 King Sl E; Toronto, Ontario,
Canada MSC 1G6; 41&863-6906 or 800-387-1129

Doug Clapp's Word Tools
Style and punctuation checker

512K or larger Macintosh.
$79.95 retail
Aegis Development, Inc.; 2210 W'llshire Blvd., Ste. 277;
Santa Monica, CA 90403; 213-392-9972

I V'mtage Production

512K or larger Macintosh; 10MB hard disk drive;
Flexware Runtime.

Any Macintosh; Finder4.1 or5.3.
$8retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange; 255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A; PO Box 8000; Ventura, CA 93002;
80().~19 or 80().292-6640 inCA

Word Processing

EndNote
Bibliographic database

ActaV2.0
Outline processorI desk accessory
512K or larger Macintosh.
$79retail
Symmetry Corp.; 761 E. University Dr.; Mesa,
AZ 85203; 602-844-2199 or 80().624-2485

$129 retail
Niles &Associates; 2200 Powell St., Ste. 765;
Emeryville, CA 94608; 415-655-6666

A1Kaatib
Arabic and Persian language word processor

512K or larger Macintosh.

$199 retail; AIKaatib
$199 retail; AIKaatib laser Font
Eastern language Systems; 39 West 300 North; Provo,
UT 84601; 801-377-4558
Archifext
Text retrieval, management, dissemination

512K or larger Macintosh.
$349.95 retail
BrainPower, Inc.; 24009 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 250;
Calabasas, CA ·91302; 81&884-6911 or 800-345-0519
Biglhesaurus V3.1
Electronic thesaurus

512KE or larger Macintosh.
$99.95 retail; site licenses and network versions are
available
Deneba Software; 7855 NW 12th Sl, Ste. 202; Miami,
FL 33126; 305-Ji946965 or 800-622-6827
CineWrite V2.14
links three important phases of film, video, television
and advertising production: writing, storyboarding and
presenting

Macintosh Plus or larger; ezttrnal disk drive or hard
disk drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
$495retail
Max3, Inc.; 3021 Airport Ave., #112; Santa Monica,
CA 90405; 213-393-3771
Correctamente
Spanish spelling dictionary
Any Macintosh; external disk drive; Microsoft Word.
$32.95 retail U.S.; $43 retail non-U.S.
$10 retail U.S.; $13 retail non-U.S.; Demo with System
4.1 and Fmder 5.5 in Spanish.
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-1676
Create
Pre-writing program designed to stimulate ideas about
the direction a document should take to achieve its
purpose

512KE or larger Macintosh.

FeiMa-P
Chinese word processing system
Macintosh Plus or SE; extmuzl disk drive or hard disk

drive.

$585retail
Wu Corp.; PO Box 699; Avon, CT 06001; 203-677-9423
Fontastic Plus 2.0
Bitmap font editor

512K or larger Macintosh.·
$99.95 retail
Altsys Corp.; 720 Ave. F, Ste. 109; Plano, 'IX 75074;
214-424-4888
FullWrite Professional
Word processor with text processing, page layout, outlining, graphics editing
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive and hard disk

drive.

$395retail
Ashton-Tate; 20101 Hamilton Ave.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-329-8000

GoferVl.O
Text search and retrieval

512KE or larger Macintosh.
$79.95 retm1
Microlytics, Inc.; 1Tobey Village Office Park; Pittsford,
NY 14534; 716-248-9150 or 80().828-6293

Graham Speller V1.1
Spelling checker and thesaurus

512KE or larger Macintosh.

$44.95 retail
Graham Software Co.; 8609lngalls Cir.; Arvada,
co BOOm; 3Q3..42W757
Guide2.0
Hypertext system

512K or larger Macintosh,· external disk drive.
$199.95 retail; educational discounts available
Owl International, Inc.; 14218 NE 21st St; Bellevue,
WA 98007; 206-747-3203
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Inspiration
Instant graphics combined with outlining for creative
idea development

Desk accessory for finding the spelling of a single word
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Working Software, Inc.; PO Box 1844; Santa Cruz,
CA 95061; 408423-5696

512KE or larger Macintosh.

MacGas

$149retail
Ceres Software, Inc.; 9498 SW Barbur Blvd., Ste. 103;
Portland, OR 97219; 503-245-9011

Spelling checker, thesaurus, glossary
Any Macintosh.
$99retail
EnterSet; 2380 Ellsworth; Berkeley, CA 94704;
415-549-0539

KeyNotes Associated Press Stylebook
Reference guide for writers

Any Macintosh,· hard disk drive.
$59.95 retail
Digital learning Systems; 4 Century Dr.; Parsippany,
NJ 07054; 8()0.992-0264
KeyNotes Writer's Handbook
Reference guide for writers

Any Macintosh.
$39.95 retail
Digital learning Systems; 4 Century Dr.; Parsippany,
NJ 07054; 80().992-0264
lasetrransliterator
LaserWriter transliteration software and 79languages

MacHebrew Scriptures Converter
Creates 10 optional text formats
512K or larger Macintosh.
$79.95 retail
Linguists' Software; 925 Hindley ln.; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130
MacinText
Optical character recognition software
512KE or larger Macintosh,· Microtek MSF-300G, MS300A, MSF-300C or MS-300C scanner.
$199retail
Microtek lab, Inc.; 16901 S. Western Ave.; Gardena,
CA 90247; 213-321-2121

512K or larger Macintosh; txttmlll disk drive.

$99.95 retail
Linguists' Software; 925 Hindley ln.; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130
LeConjugueur

Desk accessory supplying correct conjugation of
French verbs
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
l.es Editions Ad Lib, Inc.; 220 Grande Allee est Ste.
960; Quebec (Quebec), Canada G1R 2}1; 418-529-9676
or 800463-2686
Learning Tool

Electronic notebook
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive or hard disk
drive,· Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$30 retail; from Kinko's Courseware Exchange
(80().235-6919 or 80().292-6640 in CA)
Arborworks, Inc.; 431 Vrrginia Ave.; Ann Arbor,
MI 48103; 313-747-7087 or 80().346.6980
La'berty Spell U V.1.3

Spell checker

512K or larger Macintosh.

$49retail
DataPak Software; 14011 Ventura Blvd, Ste. 507; Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 818-905-6419

IMacOCR
Optical character recognition and image capture

Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacOCR is an integrated Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and image capture application that scans a
wide variety of typestyles, point sizes and pitches. It
also scans and stores images in an extensive range of
resolutions and formats.
MacOCR allows users to electronically convert
typed pages into computer-readable text files quickly
and easily. Astandard letter-sized page containing
approximately 2,000 characters can be read in less than
60 seconds. It can then be used for word processing,
archiving and database management applications.
The program scans continuous tone photographs,
as well as line art with complete trueness to the original. Once images are scanned, MacOCR lets a user
manipulate them in a number of ways.
MacOCR is designed to read nearly any typewriter,
dot matrix, laser or office printer typeface. Its 21 preprogrammed typefaces cover all the popular officeplacetypestyles. It can read these typefaces in sizes
ranging from 10 to 12 points.
The program not only reads pages of text, but also
automatically formats the data to be compatible with
leading word processing programs.
$895retail
Datacopy Corp.; 1215 Terra Bella Ave.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 415-965-7900 or 800-821-2898
l\lacPhonetics
Transliteration software, IPA, SIL and 79languages
Any Macintosh.
$79.95 retail
Linguists' Software; 925 Hindley ln.; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130

MacWrite 5.0
Writing; word processing
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$125retail
$25 retail; upgrade to 5.0
Claris Corp.; 440 Clyde Ave.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 415-962-8946 (customer relations),
800-544-8554 (upgrades) or 800-334-3535 (U.S. dealers)
Medina Spelling Dictionary

Medical. religious and technical spelling dictionary
Any Macintosh; txtemal disk drive; Microsoft RflrtL
$24.95 retail U.S.; $35 retail non-U.S.
$10 retail U.S.; $13 non-U.S. demo
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-1676

MergeWrite
Mail merge
512K or larger Macintosh; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
$49.95 retail
Software Discoveries, Inc.; 137 Krawski Dr.; S. Windsor,
CT 06074; 2()3.872-1024
Microsoft Word 4.0
Writing; word processing
512K or larger Macintosh; two BOOK disk drives or lulrd
disk drive.
$395 retail; Version 4.0 (available October, 1988)
$75 retail; upgrade to 4.0 (free to user who licensed the
program after May 1, 1988)
Microsoft Corp.; 16011 NE 36th Way; Box 97017;
Redmond, WA 98073; 206-882-8080
Microsoft Write 1.0
Writing; word processing
512K or larger Macintosh; two BOOK disk drives.
$175 retail
$220 retail; upgrade path to Microsoft Word
Microsoft Corp.; 16011 NE 36th Way; Box 97017;
Redmond, WA 98073; 206-882-8080

MindWrite 2.0
Word processor with integrated outlining capabilities
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$195 suggested retail
Access Technology, Inc.; 200G Heritage Harbor; Monterey, CA 93940; 408-64S4000 or 80().367-4334
MindWriteExpress
Provides a word processing connectivity solution for
workgroups using different types of computers
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$250retail
Access Technology, Inc.; 200G Heritage Harbor; Monterey, CA 93940; 4Q8.648.4000 or 80().367-4334

Mim'Writer
Text processor desk accessory (shareware)
512K or larger Macintosh.
$12 payment from satisfied customers
Maitreya Design; PO Box 1480; Goleta, CA 93116
More II
Planning, writing and desktop presentations

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB ofRAM; BOOK disk
drive and hard disk drive.
$395 retail
Symantec Corp.; 10201 Torre Ave.; Cupertino;
CA 95014; 800441-7234 or 80().626-8847 in CA
IOmniPage
Lets scanners recognize virtually any page ·

Macintosh SE or II; 4MB o/RAM: scanner.
OmniPage is a software application that allows
scanners to recognize a variety of pages with a mixture
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of images and text on a page. Asingle page could
include a variety of text fonts and formats using bold,
italic, underlined or multiple columns of text
The program automatically differentiates between
images and text in a single pass. Images, in TIFF for- mat, may be used in popular graphics and desktop publishing applications.
OmniPage also lets users save the text from
scanned pages in MacWrite or ASCII formats, compatible with all major Macintosh word processing and page
layout programs.
Text and numbers can be scanned, recognized, edited and merged into spreadsheet and databases. OmniPage also automates form processing. Aseries of the
same form can be recognized. and some or all of the
fields designated to be saved to a database application.
OmniPage works with virtually all desktop scanners. The first version of OmniPage will include scanner drivers for the Apple Scanner, Hewlett-Packard's
ScanJet and Canon's scanner IX12. Additionally, OmniPage recognizes pages, stored using the TIFF format,
from many other scanners, including DataCopy, Dest
Corp. and Microtek.
OmniPage also allows users to search text and
insert and delete text blocks, and permits images to be
cropped, copied and pasted.
$795 retail ·
Caere Corp.; 100 Cooper Ct; Los Gatos, CA 95030;
408-395-7000

Pro-Cite For The Macintosh; Biblio-Unks
Specialized database management systems; bibliographic system

Rav K'tav
Hebrew/English word processor

512K or larger Macintosh.

$49.95 retail
Virginia Systems Software Services, Inc.; 5509 W. Bay
Ct; Midlothian, VA 23112; 804-739-3200

Read-It! O.C.R.; Read-It! 'IS
Optical character recognition for 300 DPI scanners and
ThunderScan

Scriptwriter
Screen play and dual column writing with intelligent
page breaking; script formatting; teleprompting
512K or larger Macintosh.
$495retail
American Intelliware Corp.; PO Box 6980; Torrance,
CA 90504; 213-533-4040

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; scanner.

$395 retail; Read-It! O.C.R
$149 retail; Read-It! TS
Olduvai Corp.; 7520 Red Rd., Ste. A; South Miami,
FL 33143; 305-6654665
ReadStar II; ReadStar D Plus
Intelligent OCR software

Madntosh with 2MB ofRAM; hard disk drive; scanner
(SCSI interface recommended).
$995 retail; ReadStar II
$4,500 retail; ReadStar II Plus
Inovatic; 1911 N. Fort Myer Dr., Ste. 708; Arlington,
VA 22209; 703-522-3053
.
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$39.95 retail
Park Row Software; 4640 Jewell St, #101; San Diego,
CA 92109; 619-581-6778
• QuickLetter 1.0
Word processing for short dOcuments

512K or larger Macintosh.

Quickl.etter is a word p~ocessor with special features for writing letters. It caii be used as an application
or as a desk accessory, allowing instant access from
within any program.
.
Features include: places aname, address and salutation directly into a user's letter from the address
book; places an address and return address on an envelope of any size and shape; page preview with automatic
vertical centering of the letter on the page, providing
equal space above and below; complete font control;
configurable keyboard commands; the ability to have
several document windows open at one time; and the
ability to predefine style-sheets with a user's letterhead,
margin, envelope, return address, etc.
$124.95 retail
Working Software, Inc.; PO Box 1844; Santa Cruz,
CA 95061; 408-423-5696
QuickWord II
GlossaryI abbreviation expander

Madntosh Plus or larger.

$59 retail
EnterSet; 2380 Ellsworth; Berkeley, CA 94704;
415-549-0539
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Sensible Grammar For The Macintosh
Proofreading program

512K or larger Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
Sensjble Software, Inc.; 335 E. Big Beaver, Ste. 207;
Troy, MI 48083; 313-528-1950

• Sonar Professional
Text-retrieval software with automatic hypertext linking
Macintosh Plus or larger.

• RefMaker 2.0
Bibliographic software
512K or larger Madntosh; Macintosh Plus or larger for
HyperCard; hard disk drive recommended.
RefMaker is a manuscript preparation tool for the
Macintosh. It reduces the tedium of typing reference
lists by helping users build a database of literature references and then automating the process of including
them in a manuscript.

$395 retail; Pro-Cite
$195 retail; Biblio-Unks (BRS, Dialog or Medlars)
Personal Bibliographic Software, Inc.; PO Box 4250;
Ann Arbor, MI 48106; 313-~1580

512K or larger Madntosh.

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$350retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312-9444070

Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.

Publish Or Perish
Prepares bibliographies

Roundup! Version 3.0
Text-retrieval software

References can be downloaded from BRS/Medline,
BRS/Biosis, Medlars or CAS Online directly into a
database, then into the bibliography of a user's
manuscript in any of the most commonly required formats for research journals and theses.
If using Microsoft Word and HyperCard or a rela·
tional database manager, RefMaker can be used to
store, sort and access the references needed. When
writing a manuscript for publication, RefMaker takes
the references cited in the body of the text and assembles a reference list so that Word's own Print Merge
function can print the list in any format required.
For HyperCard users, RefMaker is completely integrated with its own stack. This stack includes advanced
data management features. Groups of references can be
printed or stored to disk in a simple bibliography-style
format. Author's names and keywords are automatically
indexed. Key words for each reference are chosen from
a user-defined list
RefMaker includes a HyperCard stack, templates
for Reflex databases, complete documentation and
numerous print merge bibliography formats for journals such asJ. Biol Chern., Endocrinology and Nature,
as well as standard MI.A, CBE and APAformats.
$75 retail
Cat's Cradle Software; PO Box 684; Ann Arbor,
MI 48105; 313-665-6152
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Sonar Professional is a Macintosh text-retrieval
program with "automatic hypertext linking" capabilities. It is designed for sophisticated retrieval and analysis of massive amounts of text like Sonar, the
company's other text-retrieval program, Sonar Professional searches freeform text in multiple files without
requiring a user to setup a database. It differs from simple multifile text retrieval utilities by using high-speed
dictionary techniques that reduce search time from
hours to seconds.
Akey feature of the program, automatic hypertext,
allows a user to interrupt a search at any point to add a
note or perform other searches. The program can find
and link specified words or phrases to "related" text
Sonar Professional allows for explorations at an infinite number of levels, limited only by available memory
and disk space. It marks words or phrases that are discovered to be related, and records exploration paths for
future analysis.
Sonar Professional features many other improvements over Sonar. These include: faster searching;
more sophisticated search operations; retrieved text
can be saved in an accumulating clipboard for later
investigation; an index can be created for an entire folder and a table of contents can be created; and the ability
to search a wider variety of document formats
(MacWrite, Microsoft Word, WriteNow, WordPerfect,
More, Trapeze, Microsoft Works, ReadySetGo!4, textonly and MS.DOS text-only).
$795retail
Virginia Systems Software Services, Inc.; 5509 W. Bay
Ct.; Midlothian, VA 23112; 804-739-3200
Sonar Text Retrieval System Version 4.7
Text retrieval system

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$295 retail; educational discounts available
Virginia Systems Software Services, Inc.; 5509 W. Bay
Ct.; Midlothian, VA 23112; 804-739-3200

Personal And Hotne Soft\vare

Word Processing
SpanGUsh
Spanish/English spelling dictionary

A11y Macintosh; mental disk drive or hard disk drive;
Microsoft Word.
$36.95 retail U.S.; $47 retail non-U.S.
$10 retail U.S.; $13 retail non-U.S.; demo with System
4.1 and Fmder 5.5 in Spanish
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood, FL
32752; 407-26().1676

Spelling Champion 2.2
Spell checker for MacWrite 4.5, Microsoft Word and
text

Any Macintosh; merna/ disk drive or hard disk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.

Features include: online spell checking and macro
control; opens up to 16 documents simultaneously, each
with independent font and type size capabilities; allows
for labor intensive functions, such as correcting sentence capitalization and upper/lower case errors with
one command; online color control; forward and backward alphabetical line sorting; multiple spaces can be
converted to tabs or vice versa; line feeds can be added
or removed; carriage return can be stripped to create
paragraphs; assenting numbers can be added to each
line in a document; the ability to create a text list of all
files and folders on a disk; and a unique icon and custom menu interface.
$89.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste. 706;
Memphis, TN 38137; 901-683-3383

Word Fmder V2.0
Electronic thesaurus

$39.95 retail; Version 2.3
$49.95 retail; Version 3.1
Champion Swiftware; 6617 Gettysburg Dr.; Madison,
WI 53705; 608-833-1777

512K or larger Maci11tosh.
$59.95 retail
Microlytics, Inc.; 1Tobey Village Office Park; Pittsford,
NY 14534; 716-248-9150 or 800-828-6293

Spelling Coach Professional
Interactive spelling checker
5I2KE or larger Maci11tosh; BOOK disk drive.
$99.95 retail; site licenses available
Deneba Software; 7855 NW 12th St., Ste. 202; Miami,
FL 33126; 305-594-6965 or 80().622-6827

Word Typer
Word processor
5I2K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
$79retail
Encycloware; 712 Washington St; Ayden, NC 28513;
919-746-4961

Spellswell 2.0
Spelling checker

WordPerfect For The Macintosh 1.0.1
Word processor
•

5I2K or larger Macintosh.
$74.95 retait Spellswell
$99.95 retait Spellswell Medical Dictionary
$99.95 retait Spellswell Legal Dictionary
Working Software, Inc.; PO Box 1844; Santa Cruz,
CA 95061; 408423-5696

5I2KE or larger Macintosh; two disk drives or hard disk

TextScan

drive recommended.

$395 retail
WordPerfect Corp.; 1555 N. Technology Way; Orem,
UT 84057; 801-225-5000

WorksPlus Spell
Spell checker for Microsoft Works

OCR application software

Any Macintosh; Microsoft Works.

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$79.95 retail
Lundeen & Associates; PO Box 30038; Oakland,
CA 94604; 415-769-7701 or 80().233-6851

$395 retail
New Image Technology, Inc.; 9701 Philadelphia Ct;
Lanham, MD 20706; 301-731-2000
ThinkTank Version 2.0
Outline processor; desktop productivity tool
5I2K or larger Macintosh.
$195retail
Symantec Corp.; 10201 Torre Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 800441-7234 or 80Q.626-8847 inCA

Tools For Writers
Allows users to perform checks and diagnostic tests on
their own writing

A11y Maci11tosh.
$17 retail
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange; 255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. k, PO Box 8000; Ventura, CA 93002;
800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA

•vantage
Word processor desk accessory
5I2KE or larger Macintosh,· System 5.0 or later.·
Vantage is a special purpose word processor that
provides a wide variety of commands for manipulating
text Using unique tool box bypass code, the program
goes beyond the Macintosh's 32K file limitation and
permits one or more 500K files to be opened (memory
permitting) and edited.

WriteNow For Macintosh 2.0
Word processing
512K or larger Macintosh.
$195retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 VIlla St; Mountain View, CA 94041;
415-962-0195

Personal And
Home Software/Education
$Foresal29 - Hindsight
Fmancial simulation model of U.S. stock market crash
of 1929 and the Great Depression
5I2K or larger Macintosh; merna/ disk drive.
$59 retail
J.P. Consulting, Inc.; PO Box 3053; Duluth, MN 55803;
218-722-2602
$Foresal89
Fmancial forecasting simulation model of U.S. economy
for 1988 and the future
5I2K or larger Macintosh; merna/ disk drive.
$99 retail
J.P. Consulting, Inc.; PO Box 3053; Duluth, MN 55803;
218-722-2602
1912
Hypertext book
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$45retail
Eastgate Systems, Inc.; PO Box 1307; Cambridge,
MA 02238; 617-782-9044

Achievement Test
Six-module study and evaluation program
Any Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
Spinnaker Software Corp.; 1 Kendall Sq.; Cambridge,
MA 02139; 617-494-1200,800826-0706 (customers) or
800-323-8088 (dealers)
Alphabet Blocks
Reading education software that incorporates HyperAnimation technology

Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB ofRAM.
$59.95 retail
Bright Star Technology, Inc.; 14450 NE 29th Pl., Ste.
220; Bellevue, WA 98007; 2()6.885.5446
American Discovery
Interactive geography program
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5959 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408438-1990

• Atlas Explorer
Word geography drill and practice program
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB ofRAM.
Atlas Explorer is a complete world geography drill
and practice program that challenges students and prO:vides an incentive for them to learn locations and general facts about those locations in a stimulating and
visually interesting way.
Features include: 37 detailed maps show all continents, countries and major cities in the world; state or
province boundaries are shown for USA, USSR, China,
Canada, United Kingdom and Mexico; user can choose
to be quizzed on either locations or general facts about
a location; user can choose to be presented with a tutorial on any location; the scoring potential per question
decreases with the length of time it takes a user to
respond; several review options are available to reinforce learning; and class recordkeeping gives teachers
an alphabetical listing of students and a detailed performance analysis for each student
$49.95 retail
Springboard Software, Inc.; 7808 Creekridge Cir.; Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915
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BetterWorking- Typing Made Easy
Typing tutor
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Spinnaker Software Corp.; I Kendall Sq.; Cambridge,
MA 02139; 617-494-1200, 800-82&0706 (customers), or
~3~(dealers)

Calculus
Mathematics
512K or largerMaci11tosh.
$99.95 retail
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael, CA
94903; 415492-3500, ~527-6263, or 415492-3200
(dealers)
I CAV·ASL
Computerized animated vocabulary of American Sign
Language
512K or larger Macintosh except If; duo/floppy disk
drives.
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Cotton Tales
Introduces children (preschool to 3rd grade) to word
processing and desktop publishing
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$49.99 retail; Cotton Tales
$29.99 retail; expanded picture library
MindPlay; 100 Conifer HiU Dr., Bldg. 3, Ste. 301; Dan·
vers, MA 01923:617-774-1760 or~22 1·7911

designed for the convenience of a user. Auser simply
types in phonetics and the system searches the dictionary for all Chinese characters having that Pinyin
sound. The Pinyin input system is user-interactive, and
a user has the flexibility of entering sounds with or
without tone specifications.
$2,000 retail
\Vu Corp.; PO Box 699; Avon, CT 06001: 203-677-9423

The Economics Challenge
Stock, commodities, real estate curriculumsoftware
Any Macintosh.
$124.95 retail; includes teacher's guide and Millionaire
1.2, Tycoon, Baron
Blue ChipSoftware/Britannica Software; 345 4th St;
San Francisco, CA 94107; 415-546-1866

• fingeiSpeller
Converts Macintosh keyboard to an American Sign
Language keyboard
512K or larger Macintosh except II.

I Elementary Data

Periodic table
Any Macintosh.
Elementary Data is a menu-driven program that
yields chemical and geological data on all of the known
elements in the Periodic Table.
There arc three views of the Periodic Table
available. Auser clicks on the element of choice and a
window full of information is provided. Some of the
information available includes: atomic radius, ionic
radii. valences, boiling point, heat capacity, amount of
element in sea water, continental crust, solar system,
meteorites and more.
Auser may also plot a variety graphs, including
solar system abundances, atomic radii and
electronegativities.
$75 retail
RockWare, Inc.: 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat Ridge,
co 80033; 303423-6171
I Elementary Signer

CAV·ASLis the acronymfor Computer Animated
Vocabulary for American Sign Language. It is an inter·
active educational tool that communicates, tests and
challenges a user to learn American Sign Language.
It provides animated graphics and an interactive
format for easier comprehension. It includes more than
2,600 signed words developed from actual photographs
of a human signer. All words are categorized in specific
groups and are stored on 15different disks. Atalking
version provides digitized voice output and requires no
additional hardware.
$695 retail
Microtech Consulting Co., Inc.; 909 W. 23rd St.; Cedar
Falls, lA 50613; ~922-7446
Computer Science Press
Books and disks
512K or larger Macintosh.
$29.95 (book), $20 (disk) retail: MacAigebra: Basic
Algebra on the Macintosh
$28.95 (book), $20 (disk) retail; Macintosh Pascal
Computer Science Press, Inc.; 11!03 Research Blvd.,
Ste. 500; Rockville. MD 20850; 301-251-9050
Computerized Grammar Series
Foreign language instruction
Any Macintosh; hard disk drive.
$49.95 each retail: French, German, Italian, Latin, Span·
ish, Russian
$150 each retail; network version
$39.95 each retail; French, German, Spanish Contests
Ungo Fun, Inc.; PO Box 486; Westerville, OH 43081;
614-882-8258
Conjugate! Spanish
Helps students learn and generate Spanish verb forms
512K or larger Macintosh; 800K disk drive.
$54.95 retail
~acadamia Software: 2503 Essex Pl.; Nashville,
TN 37212; 615-383-2413
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Introduces elementary level hearing or hearing·
impaired students to American Sign Language
512K or larger Macintosh except II.
Elementary Signer is a software package designed
to introduce elementary level hearing or hearing·
impaired students, who are not familiar with sign Ian·
guage, to the American Sign Language (ASL).
The program contains more than 160 signed words
specifically selected for a child's world.
Elementary Signer is recommended as an educa·
tiona! and entertaining instructional tool for general
classroom use with either hearing or hearing-impaired
children.
$99.95 retail
Microtech Coosuiting Co.• Inc.; 909 W. 23rd St.: Cedar
Falls, lA 50613; ~922-7446
Elements Plus Stack
Periodic chart of the elements
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$20 retail
Flight Engineering; 615 Forrest Dr., #206; Miami
Springs, FL 33166; 305-884·1475
• FeiMa·S Educational PTOI{r8m
Chinese word processing system
Macintosh Plus or SE; external disk drive or hard disk
drive.
FeiMa-S is a Chinese word processing system
designed to offer productivity and economy to schools
that teach Chinese. The program consists of a site
license plan whereby a master disk is provided and lim·
ited to duplication for students and faculty within each
site. Instruction manuals are sold in bulk so that each
student can purchase his or her own manuai and obtain
a copy of the software from the master disk.
The program offers all standard word processing
functions, such as delete, cut, save, copy, paste, etc. It
features a comprehensive Pinyin input method

FingerSpeller is a program that converts the Mac·
intosh keyboard to an American Sign Language alpha·
bet keyboard. Any letter or word entered on the
keyboard is then converted to a hand shape.
An instant word conversion mode is available to fin.
gerspell words of up to 30 letters long at user·selected
speeds.
The learning comprehension function allows a user
to test receptive skills with words selected at random or
in order.
Customized word files can be created to store
names of family members, cities, states, etc. Words
from a user's word file can then be used for learning
comprehension purposes or fingerspelled on cue.
$49.95 retail
Microtech Consulting Co., Inc.; 909 W. 23rd St.; Cedar
Falls, lA 50613; ~922-7446
first Letters And Words
Teaches basic letters and words for ages 2to 1
512K or larger Macintosh except If; Image Writer.
$49.95 retail
first Byte, Inc.; 3333 E. Spring St., Stc. 302; Long
Beach, CA 90806:213-595-7006
First Shapes
Basic geometric shapes for preschool children
512K or larger Macintosh except II; lmageiVrittr.
$49.95 retail
First Byte, Inc.; 3333 E. Spring St., Ste. 302: Long
Beach, CA 90806; 213-595-7006
Flash & Match
Electronic flash cards
512K or larger Macintosh.
$39.95 retail; program only
$59.95 retail; program plus any one language database
(French, Spanish or German)
Individual Software, Inc.; 125 Shoreway Rd., Ste. 3000;
San Carlos; CA 94070; 415-595-8855 or ~22-9986
Foresight
Provides drill and testing on educational subjects
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
The Learning Curve; PO Box 980576; Houston, TX
77098; 713-520-8545 or 800-873-2300

Personal And Hotne Sofuvare

Education
Geometry
Mathematical theories

512K or larger Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael, CA
94903; 415492-3500, 80().527-6263 or 415492-3200
(dealers)
Guitar Wazard
Helps guitarists learn and analyze the fingerings and
fretboard patterns for all types of chords and scales
512K or larger Macintosh.
$34.95 retail
Baudville; 5380 52nd St SE; Grand Rapids, MI 49508;
616-698-0888
HomeworkTutor Series
Math tutorial
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail; Algebra !/Simplify
$49.95 retail; Algebra VSolve & Factor
Missing link Software; PO Box 3280; South Amboy, NJ
08879; 201-721-2569

Interactive Teacher
Authoring tool for learning, marketing and courseware
development; training, teaching and testing
presentation
512K or larger Macintosh.
$295retail
American Intelliware Corp.; PO Box 6980; Torrance,
CA 90504; 213-533-4040
•Joshua's Reading Machine
Reading
512K or larger Macintosh except II.
In Joshua's Reading Machine, for ages four to
seven, Joshua the giraffe introduces his exciting new
reading machine with 37 Mother Goose Rhymes, Children's Songs and Aesop's Fables. Each section of
Joshua's Reading Machine has nine separate levels and
easy-to-read text to develop word recognition skills by
matching words and pictures. Older children can develop vocabulary and sentence context skills while improving their reading comprehension.
$39.95 retail
$79.95 retait classroom edition
Compu-Teach, Inc.; 78 Olive St; New Haven, CT 06511;
203-m-7738 or 8004483224
KidsTime
Five educational games for young children (ages 3 to 8)
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5959 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1990
KidTalk
Talking word processor for ages 4 to 10
512K or larger Macintosh except II; Image Writer.
$49.95 retail
FJISt Byte, Inc.; 3333 E. Spring St, Ste. 302; Long
Beach, CA 90806; 213-595-7006
Kieran
Interactive learning system for preschoolers

Any Macintosh.
$39.95 retail
OHM Software; 163 Richard Dr.; Tiverton, RI 02878;
401-253-9354 or 800-346-9034

Kinko's Academic
Math and statistics, general science, physics, philosophy, law, humanities, history, engineering, computer
science, chemistry
Any Macintosh.
$23.50 retail; Matrix Algebra (math and statistics)
$20.50 retail; Problem Solving Interpreter
(general science)
$21.50 retail; Mechanics - Physics Simulations I
(physics, 512K Mac)
$24.50 retail; Electromagnetism - Physics Simulations
II (physics, 512K Mac)
$24.50 retail; Modern Physics - Physics Simulations
ill (physics, 512K Mac)
$7 retail; Venn: ASyllogistic Logic Tutor (philosophy)
$15 retail; Turing's World (philosophy)
$16.50 retail; Tarski's World (philosophy, 512K Mac)
$8 retail; Bertie-II: ASymbolic Logic Tutor (philosophy,
512KMac)
$12 retail; Torts Exercises Oaw, 512KE Mac)
$14 retail; Harris vs. Klondike Klimber, Inc. Oaw,
512KEMac)
$25 retail; The TheaterGame (humanities, 512K Mac)
$7 retail; The Would-Be Gentleman (history)
$20 retail; Vocabulary Drill (history)
$15.50 retail; Treaty of Versailles (history)
$18.50 retail; VLSI Magician (engineering)
$20 retail; TLS: Transmission line Simulator
(engineering)
$16.50 retail; The SmaliGol Compiler (computer
science)
$7 retail; Binary Trees (computer science)
$22 retail; PeriChart (chemistry)
$17 retail; MacMendeleev (chemistry, 512KMac)
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange; 255 W. Stanley Ave., Ste. A; PO Box 8000; Ventura, CA 93002;
800-235-6919 or 800-292-6640 in CA

Know Your World
World geography
512K or larger Macintosh.
$39.95 retail
Soft Horizon; PO Box 2115; Harker Heights, TX 76543;
817-699-0493
I.e Coq Branche'

Interactive French language instruction prepared in
France as a quarterly magazine
Any Macintosh.
$29 retail; one issue
$100 retail; four issues
$200 retail; four issues with site license
I.e Coq Branche'; c/o H. Robertson; 73450 Country
Club Dr., #291; Palm Desert, CA 92260; 619-568-6773
Learning To Read Hebrew

Beginner's guide to the reading of Hebrew
512K or larger Macintosh.
$39.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843; Chicago,
IL 60611; 312-9444070

MacAnatomy Volumes 1, 2, 3 & 4
Anatomical diagrams
Any Macintosh.
$95 each retail
MacMedic Publications, Inc.; 7530 Harwin; Houston,
TX 77036; 713-977-2655

MacEdge II
Eight complete math and reading programs that
explore counting, addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, phonetics, matching and more (ages 4 to 12)
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Think Educational Software, Inc.; 16 Market St;
PO Box 5077; Potsdam, NY 13676; 315-265-5636
MacEdge Plus
Five educational programs containing spelling, reading
comprehension and math (ages 6 to 13)

Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Think Educational Software, Inc.; 16 Market St;
PO Box 5077; Potsdam, NY 13676; 315-265-5636
The MacKids Series
Education

Any Macintosh.
$39.95 each retail; Alphabetizer, BodyWorks, ClockWorks, CoinWorks, Turbo Math Facts, EarthWorks,
FlashWorks, Lemonade Stand, Naval Battle, Preschool
Disk 1&2, Word Search
Nordic Software, Inc.; 3939 N. 48th SL; lincoln,
NE 68504; 402-466-6502 or 8()().228-0417
MacProof 3.1
Proofreading and revision software

Macintosh Plus or larger, two BOOK disk drives or hard
disk drive.
$195 retail
Lexpertise linguistic SoftWare SA; Chateau de Vaumarcus; CH-2028 Vaumarcus (NE);
S\vitzerland; 038-55-31-31
Marldin Train-ing

Uses digitally-operated model trains to teach a variety
of subjects in a classroom setting
512K or larger Macintosh.
$745retail
Marklin, Inc.; PO Box 319; New Berlin, WI 53151;
414-784-8854
Match-On-A-Mac
Educational software to help develop and improve
recognition and association skills

Any Macintosh.
$39.95 retail
Teach Yourself By Computer Software, Inc.; 349 W.
Commercial St, Ste. 1000; E. Rochester, NY 14445;
716-381-5450
Math Blaster!
Math skill-building for grades 1to 6

Linkword Languages
French, Spanish and German language aid
512K or larger Macintosh.
$29.95 retail
Artworx Software Co.; 1844 Penfield Rd.; Penfield, NY
14526; 716-38!H>120 or 80().828-6573

Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Davidson & Associates, Inc.; 3135 Kashiwa SL; Torrance, CA 90505; 213-534-4070 or 80().556-6141

LXR•Test
Complete testing system including test generation,
scoring and analysis
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$599 retail; scoring edition
$399 retail; full edition
$199 retail; teacher's edition
Logic Extension Resources; 9651 Business Center Dr.,
Ste. C; Rancho Cucamongo, CA 91730; 714-98()..()()46

Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Palantir Software; 12777 Jones Road, Ste. 100; Houston,
TX 77070; 713-955-8880 or 800-368-3797

MathFlash
Math flash-card drills
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MathTalk
Talking math program that teaches +, ·, x, +functions

512K or larger Macintosh except II; /mage Writer.
$49.95 retail
First Byte, Inc.; 3333 E. Spring St, Ste. 302; Long
Beach, CA 90806; 213-595-7006
MathTalk Fractions
Talking math program that teaches fractions, percents
and decimals

512K or larger Macintosh except II; /mage Writer.
$49.95 retail
First Byte, Inc.; 3333 E. Spring St., Ste. 302; Long
Beach, CA 90806; 213-595-7006

The Mentor
French language teacher.·
Any Macintosh.
$195 to $995 U.S. retail for a complete school license
(average cost is $295)
Avenue Software, Inc.; 1173 W. Charest Blvd., Ste. 390;
Quebec City, Quebec, Canada G1N 2C9; 418-682-3088
MicroTestm
Test generator

.

512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
$139 retail
Chariot Software Group; 3659 India St, Ste. 100; San
Diego, CA 92103; 619-298-0202 or 800-242-7468

Millionaire 1.2; Tycoon; Baron
Stock market, commodities market, real estate
simulations

Any Macintosh; external disk drive.
$49.95 each retail
Blue Chip Software/Britannica Software; 345 4th St;
San Francisco, CA 94107; 415-546-1866

Mind Over Mac
Five educational games modeled after popular board
games
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail; Trivial Intrigue, MasterCode, Destroyer,
Third Dimension, On-The-Contrary
Think Educational Software, Inc.; 16 Market St.;
PO Box 5077; Potsdam, NY 13676; 315-265-5636
INumberMaze
Math for ages 5 to 12
512K or larger Macintosh.
NumberMaze combines the fun of solving mazes
with the task of solving math equations. It includes
math levels from simple counting for the youngest
users to multiple digit multiplication and division for
more advanced users. NumberMaze also includes an
innovative word problem generator to provide a large
variety of word problems.
NumberMaze includes many different math levels,
each may be customized by a parent or teacher. Statistics are kept for each student These reports may be
viewed at any time and include such facts as percentage
of correct answers, quantity of problems needed to
complete a level and identification of any difficulties.
NumberMaze includes animation, sound and
graphics.
$49.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5959 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1990
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Once Upon ATime...
Desktop publishing for 6 to 12 year olds
512K or larger Macintosh except 1/.
$39.95 retail
$79.95 retail; classroom edition
Compu-Teach, Inc.; 78 Olive St; New Haven, CT 06511;
203-777-7738 or 8()0.448.3224

Speed Reading ••• The Computer Course
Training

The Perfect Score: Computer Preparation For The
SAT
Scholastic Aptitude Test preparation
Any Macintosh.
$79.95 retail; includes The Perfect College college
selection database
Mindscape, Inc.; 3444 Dundee Rd.; Northbrook,
IL 60062; 8()().221-9884

Speller Bee
Talking spelling tool

Puppy Love
Interactive education that teaches beginning level programming concepts
512K or laTger Macintosh.
$29.95 retail
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.; Rte. 128; Reading,
MA 01867; 617-944-3700
Queue Educational Software
Reading, spelling, vocabulary, grnmmar and usage, creative writing, foreign languages, world geography and
history, law and government, economics and sociology,
math, health education, test preparation, business skills
Any Macintosh.
$24.95 to $395 retail
Queue, Inc.; 562 Boston Ave.; Bridgeport, CT 06610;
203-335-0908 or 800-232-2224
Reader Rabbit
Reading skills
512KE or larger Maci11tosh except II.
$59.95 retail
The Learning Co.; 6493 Kaiser Dr.; Fremont, CA 94555;
415-792-2101 or 800-852-2255
RoboMath
Mathematics

512KE or larger Macintosh.
$49.99 retail
MindPlay; 100 Conifer Hill Dr., Bldg. 3, Ste. 301; Danvers, MA 01923; 617-774-1760 or 800-221-7911

SAT Complete
Test-score improvement
Any Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
Spinnaker Software Corp.; 1 Kendall Sq.; Cambridge,
MA 02139; 617-494-1200,800-826-0706 (customers) or
800-323-8088(dealers)

Smart Eyes
Speed reading
512K or laTger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.; Rte. 128; Reading,
MA 01867; 617-944-3700
Smart Words
Vocabulary building

512K or laTger Macintosh.
$49.95 each retail; College Prep Vocabulary, Essential
Business Vocabulary
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.; Rte. 128; Reading, MA
01867; 617-944-3700

Speed Reader ll
Reading improvement program
Any Macintosh.
$69.95 retail
Davidson & Associates, Inc.; 3135 Kashiwa St; Torrance, CA 90505; 213-534-4070 or 800-55&6141

512K or laTger Macintosh.
$125 retail; program
$25 retail; backup disks
Bureau of Business Practice; 24 Rope Ferry Rd.; Waterford, CT 06386; 203-442-4365 or 800-243-0876

512K or laTger Macintosh except 1/; /mage Writer.
$49.95 retail
First Byte, Inc.; 3333 E. Spring St, Ste. 302; Long
Beach, CA 90806; 213-595-7006

Springboard Educational Software
Learning games
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 each retail; Early Games for Young Children
(ag~ 2 to 6), Easy as ABC (ages 3 to 6)
Springboard Software, Inc.; 7808 Creekridge Cir.; Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915
Stepping Stones Levels I & II
Fundamental math and reading
512K or larger Macintosh.
$39.95 each level retail
$79.95 each level retail; classroom edition
Compu·Teach, Inc.; 78 Olive St.; New Haven, CT 06511;
203-777-7738 or 800-448-3224
I Talking ides
Reading and spelling tutor
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1MB ofRAM.
Talking Tiles, with its endlessly patient, friendly
Talking Tutor, offers an engrossing, fun way to learn
reading and spelling on a Macintosh. The life-like
speech, lip movements and facial expressions of the
Tutor encourage learners to imitate what they see and
to experiment with phonics, inventing their own words
or spelling out favorites- then having the Tutor say or
sound out the words.
When a letter tile is moved to the spelling surface,
the Tutor pronounces the letter name or sound. Letters
glow or are underlined to show which letters correspond to certain sounds, and why.
This intuitive program lets students play with let·
ters and words without intensive training or supervision. It also includes selecting options the Tutor will
use to meet individual student needs.
Sample 11reward" dictionaries are a special feature
of the program. When users spell a word from the dictionary, the tile tray rolls up to reveal the word and a
picture that illustrates the word appears in the picture
corner. One dictionary, intended for younger users, is
composed of concrete objects that directly suggest the
word. Another. for adult learners, is more abstrnct and
contains words useful to adults. In addition, users are
able to create customized dictionary lists with their own
pictures, phrases or definitions.
$129.95 retail
Bright Star Technology, Inc.; 14450 NE 29th PI., Ste.
220; Bellevue, WA 98007; 2()6.885.5446

Ted Bear Discovers Rainy Day Games
Educational games that help develop the ability to concentrate, use strategy and read
A11y Macintosh, except 1/.
$34.95 retail
Baudville; 5380 52nd St. SE; Grand Rapids, MI 49508;
616-69S:0888
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Excellent Exchange Personal Resources
Excel macros; templates for personal use

Education

Personal & Home Finance

512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft &eel.

ThinkFast
Memory improvement

1988 Tax Templates
Fonns and schedules

$49 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 415-943-7667

Any Macintosh.
$39.95 retail
BrainPower, Inc.; 24009 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 250; Calabasas, CA 91302; 818-884-6911 or 800-345-0519

Macintosh with 1 MB ofRAM; Microsoft Excel or
Works.
$35 retail; Excel Version
$35 retail; Works Version
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 415-943-7667

TimeMasters
Teaches clock, calendar and time concepts to children
ages6to 10
512K or larger Macintosh.

$39.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5959 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts Valley, CA 95066; 408438-1990
True Basic Educational Programs
Algebra. trigonometry, pre-calculus, calculus, probability theory, discrete mathematics, statistical analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.

$49.95 each retail; Arithmetic, Multivariate Calculus,
Algebra ill, Trigonometry, Precalculus, Calculus, Probability Theory, Discrete Math, Chipendale, TrueStat
True Basic, Inc.; 45 Theodore Fremd Ave.; Rye, NY
10580; 80().872-2742
'JYping Instructor Encore

Provides typing instruction and practice
512K or larger Macintoslr.

$49.95 retail
Individual Software, Inc.; 125 Shoreway Rd., Ste. 3000;
San Carlos, CA 94070; 415-595-8855 or 800-622-9986

Andrew Tobias Managing Your Money

Personal financial software
512KE or larger Macintosh; two disk drives.
$219.98 retail
Meca Ventures, Inc.; 355 Riverside Ave.; Westport,
CT 06880; 203-226-2400
Bottom line Tax Templates For Excel And
Multiplan
Calculates personal and business tax returns

Any Macintosh; &eel or Multiplan.
$39.95 retail
CompuCraft; PO Box 3155; Englewood, CO 80155;
303-791-2077
Complete Bond Analyzer
Precise yield calculations, spot rates, duration and more

Any Macintosh.
$89reta.Il
Larry Rosen Co.; 7008 Springdale Rd.: Louisville,
KY 40241; 502-2284343
Dollars And Sense 4.0

'JYping Tutor IV

Typing instruction
512K or larger Macintosh.
$59.95 retail
Simon & Schuster Software; 1 Gulf+ Western Plaza,
14th R; New York, NY 10023; 212-373-8882
or 80()..624-0023
Unicorn Educational Software
Mathematics, language arts, reading comprehension,
memory skills, letter recognition
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 each retail; Decimal Dungeon (ages 9 and up),
Fraction Action (ages 8 and up), Animal Kingdom (ages
6 to 12), MacRobots (ages preschool to 6), Math
Wizard (ages 5 to 13)
$59.95 retail; Read-A-Rama (ages 5 to 8)
Unicorn Software Co.; 2950 E. Flamingo Rd., #B; Las
Vegas, NV 89121; 702-737-8862
Whodunit
Improves French, Spanish, German language skills
512K or larger Macintosh.
$49.95 retail; French, Spanish or Gennan version
Gessler Educational Software; 55 W.13th St; New York,
NY 10011; 212-627-0099

Word Attack!
Vocabulary bmlding program with synthesized speech
capability

Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Davidson & Associates, Inc.; 3135 Kashiwa St; Torrance, CA 90505; 213-534-4070 or 800-55&6141

F'mancial management package
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.

$149.95 retail
·
Monogram; 531 Van Ness Ave.; Torrance, CA 90501;
213-533-5120 or 80().356-5988

EZ-Tax Prep 1065
Preparation and printing of partnership income tax
returns using Excel
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or liard

disk drive; Image Writer or LaserWriter; &eel.
$250retail
EZWare Corp.; 29 BaJa Ave., Ste. 206; Bala Cynwyd,
PA 19004; 215-6674064 or 800-543-1040

EZfax-Pian Personal Edition
Tax planning for individuals
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter; &eel.
$95 retail
EZWare Corp.; 29 Bala Ave., Ste. 206; Bala Cynwyd,
PA 19004; 215-6674064 or 800-543-1040
EZfax-Prep 1040
Tax preparation and planning
.
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter; &ctl.
$99.95 retail
EZWare Corp.; 29 BaJa Ave., Ste. 206; Bala Cynwyd.
PA 19004; 215-667-4064 or 800-543-1040
EZfax-Prep State Supplements
New York, California, Pennsylvania state supplements

Any Macintosh; external disk drive or l1ard disk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter; &eel; EZTax-Prep 1040.
$69 each retail
EZWare Corp.; 29 Bala Ave., Ste. 206; Bala Cynwyd,
PA 19004; 215-6674064 or 800-543-1040
Financial And Interest Calculator
Retirement plan IRR, loan amortization schedules, etc.

Dow Jones Market Analyzer
Technical analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; two disk 400K drives; one
BOOK disk drive or Apple Hard Disk 20; modem.
$299retail
Dow jones &Company, Inc.; PO Box 300; Princeton,
NJ 08543; 609-5204641 or 609-5204642

Any Macintosh.
$89retail
Larry Rosen Co.; 7008 Springdale Rd.; Louisville,
KY 40241;502-2284343

Dow Jones Market Manager Plus
Portfolio management
Macintosh Plus or larger; modem.
$299 retail (Version 2.0)
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.; PO Box 300; Princeton,
NJ 08543; 609-5204641 or 609-5204642

$49.95 retail
.
Nolo Press; 950 Parker St; Berkeley, CA 94710;
415-549-1976, 800-992-6656 (orders) or 800-445-6656
(orders) in CA

Easy Checks 2.0
Checkbook management
512K or larger Maci11tosh.
$79.95 retail
Professional Automation Resources, Inc.; PO Box 1309;
Vancouver, \VA 98660; 206--694-1539
Easy-Checking
Checking system
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive;
Image Writer; Omnis 3 Plus:
$99 retail
Technology with Ease, Inc.; PO Box 840355; Pembroke
Pines, FL 33084; 305-431-0364

For The Record
Maintains personal, financial, legal information

512KE or larger Macintosh.

The HouseKeeper
Personal asset manager

512K or larger Macintosh.

$39.95 retail
Aegis Development, Inc.: 2210 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 'l/7:
Santa Monica, CA 90403: 213-392-9972
Investment IRR Analysis (After Taxes) For Stocks,
Bonds, Real Estate
Detailed cash flow analysis of investments

Any Macintosh; Microsoft &eel, Multiplan or
Lotus jazz.
$89 retail
Larry Rosen Co.; 7008 Springdale Rd.; Louisville,
KY 40241; 502-2284343

Zihua Morse 2.0
Morse code instruction

512K or larger Macintosh.

$39.95 retail
Z'Ihua; PO Box 51601; Pacific Grove, CA 93950
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The Investor
Portfolio management

512K or larger Macintosh; modem and printer
recommended.
$150 retail
· P'3, Inc.; 246 Nottingham Ave.; Glenview, IL 60025;
312-729-2555
MaclnTax California State Supplement 1987
Contains California State tax forms

512K or larger Macintosh; MaclnTax fi'ederall987.

Personal Accountant 3.0
General Ledger doubl~ntry, bookkeeping system

512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; Image Writer or lizserWriter.
$49.95 retail
Softsync, Inc.; 162 Madison Ave.; New York, NY 10016;
212-685-2080
Personal Productivity Works
Personal and home finance for Microsoft Works
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Hbrks.
$50 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 415-943-7667

TaxCalc Multi-Year Tax Planner
Tax planning; financial analysis

512K or larger Macintosh; Excel.
$395retail
TaxCalc Software, Inc.; 4210 W. Vickery Blvd.; Fort
Worth, TX 76107; 817-738-3122 or 800.527-2669
TaxMaster
Tax preparation and planning; includes W-4 template

512K or larger Macintosh; two disk drives; Microsoft
Excel or Multiplan.
$50 retail
Island Computer Services; 3501 E. Yacht Dr.; Long
Beach, NC 28465; 919-278-9483 or 80().826-7146

$65 retail
SoftView, Inc.; 4820 Adohr Ln., Ste: F; Camarillo,
CA 93010; 805-388-2626 or 800-622-6829

• Portfolio Manager 1.0
Portfolio management

TaxPlan
Tax management

512K or larger Macintosh; 400K disk drive; Hayes-compatible modem optional.

512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer or LaserWriter;
Excel.

MaclnTax Federal1987
Tax prepardtion and planning program

Portfolio Manager helps users update and manage
their securities portfolio (stocks, bonds, options, mutual funds and treasury notes).
Its many features let users easily track and record
all buy and sell transactions. Adetailed tax report is
created to support income tax calculations and filings.
Other printed reports provide a clear history of all
transactions and changes for the portfolio, with virtually an unlimited number of securities.
Using the optional modem feature, Portfolio Manager provides for updating portfolio prices using the
Dow Jones News Retrieval Service or Warner Fmancial
Access.
$34.95 retail
Disk-Count Software, Inc.; 1751 W. County Rd. B, Ste.
107; St Paul, MN 55113; 612-633-2300

A11y Macintosh.

$119 retail
SoftView, Inc.; 4820 Adohr Ln., Ste. F; Camarillo,
CA 93010; 805-388-2626 or 8m22-6829
MaclnTax New York State Supplement
Contains New York State tax forms

512K or larger Macintosh; MaclnTax Federal.
$65 retail
SoftView, Inc.; 4820 Adohr Ln., Ste. F; Camarillo,
CA 93010; 805-388-2626 or 800-622-6829
MacMoney Version 3.02
Financial record keeper

512KE or larger Macintosh; second disk drive
recommended.
$119.95 retail
Survivor Software Ltd.; 11222 La Cienega Blvd.,
Ste. 450; Inglewood, CA 90304; 213-410.9527
Moneyline
Citibank or Bank of America computerized banking

Any Macintosh.

$49.95 retail
Monogram; 531 Van Ness Ave.; Torrance, CA 90501;
213-533-5120 or 80().356-5988
Multiple Checkbook System
F'mancial management

512K or larger Macintosh.

$29.95 retail
.
Disk-Count Software, Inc.; 1751 W. County Rd. B, Ste.
107; St Paul, MN 55113; 612-633-2300
Options-BOA: Advanced Stock Option Analyzer
Helps increase return from stock market

512K or larger Macintosh.

$170 retail; program
$10 retail; demo
Options-SO; PO Box 674; Kihei, HI 96753; 808-874-3534
Orion Financial Manager I And II
Generates checkbook data and various budget reports

Soft Start-Personal F'mance
Twelve financial analysis templates

Any Macintosh; Multiplan or Excel.

$49.95 retail
Allegro Software; 79 Milk St, Ste. 1108; Boston,
MA 02109; 617-879-7048
Stock Portfolio System
Portfolio management; tracks stocks, bonds, options,
unlimited capital accounts; retrieves quotes from Dow
Jones and The Source

512K or larger Macintosh.

$225 retail; includes free account to Dow Jones and The
Source
Smith Micro Software, Inc.; PO Box 7137; Huntington
Beach, CA 92615; 714-964-0412
Stock Watch II
Investment management

Any Macintos!t; ImageWriter or l.aserWriter.
$59 retail
Encycloware; 712 Washington St; Ayden, NC 28513;
919-746-4961
Tax Database Manager
Tax planning

512K or larger Macintosh; ImageWriter.

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Image Writer
II or LQ; Omnis 3 Plus.

$8retail
Gary Holmes; 1003A Cherry Ave., Ste. 4; Charlottesville, VA 22903; 804-293-4688

$69.95 retail; Financial Manager I
$199.95 retail; F'mancial Manager II
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.; 2591 S. Queen St; York,
PA 17402; 717-741-4536

Tax Pro 1988
Tax planning and preparation updated to reflect the Tax
Reform Act of 1986

OverVue Personal F'mance Template
Series of OverVue files that help users keep track of
their financial situation

$49.95 retail
Chesapeake Software; PO Box 1014; Richmond,
VA 23208; 804-358-7802

Any Macintosh; OverVue.

$39.95 retail
Provue Development Corp.; 15180 Transistor Ln.; Huntington Beach, CA 92649; 714-892-8199
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512K or larger Macintosh; Multiplan or Excel.

$59 ~etail; program
$20 retail; upgrade
Futurevest; 542 W. 112th St, Ste. 6F; New York,
NY 10025; 212-222-1607
TaxView Planner 1987-1991
Tax planning supplement

512K or larger Macintosh; MacinTax Federal1987.
$79 retail
SoftView, Inc.; 4820 Adohr Ln., Ste. F; Camarillo,
CA 93010; 805-388-2626 or 800-622-6829
W-4 Form Analyzer
Withholding allowance calculation, W-4 and tax organizer program

512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive (optional);
Image Writer or lizserWriter (optional); Microsoft Excel
1.0.

$29.13 retail; CA residents
$27.50 retail; non..CA residents
JPL Associates; 18 Sequoia Way; San Francisco,
CA 94127; 415-469-8862
Wall Street Commodities
Commodities management

Macintosh Plus or larger; Image Writer or lizserWriter;
Hayes-compatible modem.
$195 retail
Pro Plus Software, Inc.; 2150 E. Brown Rd.; Mesa,
AZ 85203; 602-461-3296
Wall Street Investor
Investment management

Macintosh Plus or larger; ImageWriter or lizserWriter;
Hayes-compatible modem.
$595retail
Pro Plus Software, Inc.; 2150 E. Brown Rd.; Mesa, AZ
85203; 602-461-3296
Wall Street Watcher
Stocks and commodities technical analysis program

512K or larger Macintosh.

$395retail
$15 retail; demo
Micro Trading Software, Ild.; 123 Hulda Hill Rd.;
Wilton, Cf 06897; 203-762-7820
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•The 8-Week Cholesterol Cure 1.0
Helps users create reduced-cholesterol menus

512K or larger Macintosh; two 400K disk drives or one
400K disk driue and hard disk drive.
The 8-Week Cholesterol Cure, based on a book of
the same name by Robert Kowalski, allows users to
develop daily menus that meet their individual goals for
cholesterol, fat, protein, carbohydrate and calorie
intake.
Besides dietary information on more than 300
foods, including brand-name products, the program can
be customized with additional items. Mer entering
foods into the daily menu, software tisers receive a
nutritional breakdown of each item, along with a total
for any given period.
$39.95 retail; includes book
Disk-Count Software, Inc.; 1751 W. County Rd. B, Ste.
107; St. Paul, MN 55113; 612-633-2300
Card/Fax
Sports card collection inventory and evaluation
512K or larger Macintosh.
$95 retail
Compu-Quote; 6914 Berquist Ave.; Canoga Park,
CA 91307; 818-348-3662 or 800-782-6775
Classical Compact Disc Guide
lists and reviews classical compact discs

Macintosh Plus or larger; printer optional.
$29.95 retail; basic version
$39.95 retail; hard disk version
$10 retail; demo
Somerville Associates; 31 Gooden Ave.; Dover,
DE 19901; 302-678-2131
Coins/Plus
Coin inventory program

512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer or l.JJSerWriter.
$95 retail
Compu.Quote; 6914 Berquist Ave.; Canoga Park,
CA 91307; 818-348-3662 or 800-782-6775
Compact Disc
Public Domain shareware, stackware
Macintosh with CD-ROM drive.
$300retaJl
Laser Optical Technology (LO'O; 1803 Mission St.,
Ste. 400; Santa Cruz, CA 95060; 40842&7171

Dinner At Eight; Encore Edition
Recipe collection; filing system
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail; Dinner At Eight
$29.95 retail; Encore Edition
$69.95 retail; both programs
Rubicon Publishing; 2111 Dickson Dr., Ste. 30; Austin,
TX 78704; 512-448-4133 or 800-622-2210
•mskworld

Monthly software subscription
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Diskworld, a monthly software subscription, is an
BOOK disk filled with a variety of software of value to
Macintosh users. The premiere issue features a color
word processing package and several games.
Future issues will be packed with software and features such as desk accessories, HyperCard stacks, new
fonts, FKeys, INITs and more.
Every month, Diskworld editors and programmers
will provide carefully selected, new software that Macintosh users will find useful and entertaining. Each disk
contains easy-to-follow documentation and a standard

Macintosh menu system.
$9.95 per issue retail
Softdisk, Inc.; 606 Common St.; PO Box 30008; Shreveport, lA 71130; 318-221-8718
Educorp CD-ROM
Public domain and shareware software
CD-ROM.
$299retail
Educorp; 531 Stevens Ave., Ste. B; Solana Beach,
CA 92075; 619-25~255

I Eye Chart Generator
Displays and prints standard eye charts
Any Macintosh.
•
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Eye Chart Generator is a program that disp1ays
and prints standard eye charts. Each chart is somewhat
different, although the first few lines on every chart are
always the same. On startup, the program looks at
screen resolution and suggests a viewing distance. This
figure appears both in the help screen and in the startup screen and differs from monitor to monitor.
Users can print anything and everything, and the
program adds borders and instructions automatically.
The program checks distance vision only. It is not
the same as taking a comprehensive eye examination
and should not be used as a substitute.
$14.95 retail
Sher-Mark Products, Inc.; 521 E. 83rd St., Ste. 2R; New
York, NY 10028; 212-249-0494
Family Heritage Fde
Genealogical software system
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or IJard
disk drive recommended; /mageWriter.
$149 retail (dealer prices available)
Starcom Microsystems; 25 West 1480 North; Orem,
ur 84057; 801-225-1480
Family Roots Version 1.4

Genealogy
512K or larger Macintosh.
$117.50 retail
Quinsept, Inc.; PO Box 216; Lexington, MA 02173;
617-641-2930 or 800-637-7668
FamilyCare Software

Medical diagnostic aid and home (schooO treatment
advisor for parents (teachers)
512K or larger Macintosh; two 400K or one BOOK disk
drive.
$99retail
Lundin Laboratories, Inc.; 29451 Greenfield Rd.,
Ste. 216; Southfield, MI 48076; 313-5594560
or 800-42&8426

Federal Jobl.ink
Complete package of application forms and information
for persons seeking employment in the federal
government
Any Macintosh; MacDraw.
$49.95 retai~ volume discounts and site licenses are
available
Multisoft Resources; PO Box 235; Washington Grove,
MD 20880; 301-977-6972
I FitCbart V2.1
Weight/aerobic training software
Macintosh with 1 MB ofRAM; extenral disk drive.
FitChart transforms workout data (miles, laps,
number of reps, weight lifted, etc.) into instant, time
series performance feedback charts. For each exercise/routine, a variety of charts can be requested: daily
chart; 24.month comparison chart; 3, 6, 9 or 12 month
percent improvement chart; test charts; caloric burn
charts; and more.
FitChart will graph a wide selection of weight traiJl.
ing/machines, aerobics, cardiovascular
exercises/machines, sports and health indicators (body
weight, cholestero~ heart rates, etc.).
$49.95 retail
Graph Bridge Software; 800 Kensington; Missoula,
MT 59801; 406-728-0122
Frequent Flyer Calculator
Used to plan trips to maximize flight and bonus
mileage; keeps track of accumulated flight and bonus
mileage

Macintosh with 1MB ofRAM; Excel.
$44.95 retail
IGS International; 130 Redwood Pl.; Scotts Valley, CA
95066; 408-438-2276
Graphic Astrology
Horoscope forecasting
512K or larger Macintosh; extenurl disk drive or hard
disk drive; /mage Writer.
$39.50 retail; Graphic Astrology
$59.50 retail; Gamma Basic Graphic Astrology
$129.50 retail; Advanced Graphic Astrology
$199.50 retail; Graphic Astrology, Gamma Edition
$199.50 retail; Gamma Natal Interpreter
TlOle Cycles Research; 27 Dimmock Rd.; Waterford,

cr 06385; 203-444-6641

I Handwriting Analyst V1.2
Constructs personality profiles
512K or larger Macintosh.
Handwriting Analyst is a program that allows the
construction of a personality profile based on a bandwriting sample.
Handwriting Analyst leads users through a series
of 63 multiple-choice questions about the shapes and
formations found in the signature or handwriting sample. Responses are then used to construct the profile.
After the sample has been analyzed, a written report is
generated. Users may choose between a quick report
and a more detailed report.
The program is not copy protected. An illustrated
manual is included.
$49.95 retail
Ciasa; 2017 Cedar St.; Berkeley, CA 94704;
415-644-2771
I HyperGene
Genealogy

512K or larger Macintosh.
HyperGene is a genealogy program that keeps
track of relatives by bloodline or marriage.
The program enables a user to maintain, store and
display information such as alias, spellings, landhold-
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ings, military history, artifacts, documentation, bibliographies and family antidotes. Ancestors and descendents can be viewed or printed in a tree format from the
point of view of any subject
HyperGene helps beginners by giving them direction and asking the proper questions to begin ancestral
research. It helps professional researchers by managing the accumulated data so that a book can be printed
with all of the appropriate trees and subject data sheets.
$80 retail
CompServCo; 1921 Corporate Sq., Ste. 1; Slidell, !A
70458; 504-649-0484 or 8()().272-5533

Hypertext '87 Digest
Hypertext document
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$10 retail
·
Eastgate Systems, Inc.; PO Box 1307; Cambridge,
MA 02238; 617-782-9044
• King James Bible
Bible on disk

512K or larger Macintosh.
The King James Bible is available on seven BOOK
disks. This public-domain Bible enables a Macintosh
user, with the aid of a word processing program, to
search the Bible for specific references or quotes. Each
book of the Bible is in a separate text file, and these
files may be merged into one large file on a hard disk.
This file can also be searched for specific references. If
a hard disk is not available, a search of each disk may
be required to find a reference.
$49retail
Wayzata Technology; 5410 Three Points Blvd., Ste. 435;
Mound, MN 55364; 612-472-4836
MacAstrologer
Chart design program

Any Macintosh.
$179.95 retail
Full Phase Software; PO Box 17045; Seattle, WA 98107;
2()6.325-2112

MacAuto 2.0
Automotive log book

512K or larger Macintosh.
$25retail
Cra ZSoftware; PO Box 87; Spotswood, NJ 08884;
201-254-3959

MacBible NIV Or King James
Twenty-five disk volume of the King james Bible or the
International version
Any Macintosh; Image Writer or LaserWriter
$129 retail
Encycloware; 712 Washington Sl; Ayden, NC 28513;
919-746-4961
MacCaroJs
Christmas disk

512K or /Qrger Maci11tosh.
$19.95 retail
Park Row Software; 4640 Jewell St., #101; San Diego,
CA 92109; 619-581-6778
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MacConcord I (KJV)
New Testament Concordance
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
Mac Write, Microsoft Word or compatible word processor
$42.95 retail U.S.; $53 retail non-U.S.
$10 retail U.S.: $13 retail non-U.S.: demo.
Medina Software, Inc.: PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-26().1676
MacFmd
Quarterly indexes to reference magazines available in
HyperCard stack or QuickFmd database
Any Maci11tosh; database program.
$35 per year retail; Volume I (MacWorld, Macazine,
MacUser)
$30 per year retail; Volume II (Nibble Mac, Macintosh
Horizons, MacTutor)
$55 per year retail; Volume III (all six listed above)
MacKay Associates; 11 N. 56th St., Ste. 102; lincoln,
NE 68504; 402-483-0267 or 800458-3463
MacGene 2.x
Geneology; family history
512K or larger Macintosh.
$145 retail
Applied Ideas, Inc.; PO Box 3225; Manhattan Beach,
CA 90266; 213-545-2996
MacGospel (KJV)
Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and john
Any Macintoslr; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
Mac Write, Microsoft Word or compatible word processor.
$24.95 retail U.S.; $35 retail non-U.S.
$10 retail U.S.; $13 retail non-U.S.; Demo
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-26().1676
MacGreek New And Old Testaments; MacHebrew
Scriptures
Greek New Testament; text of the Alfred Rahlfs edition
of the LXX; entire text of the Biblia Hebraica
Stuttgartensia
Any Macintosh; Mac Write or Microsoft Word; MacGreek
or LaserGreek.
$99.95 each retail; specify MacWrite or Microsoft Word
1.05 or 3.0 formatting when ordering
linguists' Software; 925 Hindley Ln.; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 200.775-1130
Macindex 2.0
Index to published information on the Macintosh with
various appendix listings

Any Macintosh.
$75 retail
MacPoint Publications; 1374 E. 57th Sl, #3; Chicago,
IL 60637; 312-955-1954

MacMundo
Spanish magazine on disk

Any Macimosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
Mac Write, MacPai11t or compatible programs.
$10 retail U.S.; $13 retail non-U.S.; one disk issue
$36 retail U.S.; $46 retail non-U.S.; four disk issues
(annual subscription)
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-26().1676

MacPDS
Public domain software, Hyperstacks
Any Macintosh.
$49.95 retail; each volume Oncludes manual, free membership to MacPDS, subscription to newsletter)
$5 to $10 retail; each double sided disk
·
$2 retail; catalog
MacPDS: PO Box 85097; Seattle, WA 98105;
206-743-0145

MacPoint
Macintosh-interest magazine featuring comparative
reviews
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive.
$15 retai~ six issues
MacPoint Publications; 1374 E. 57th St. #3; Chicago,
IL 60637; 312-955-1954
MacPoint Shareware Collection 1.0
Graphics, productivity aids and a font
Any Macintosh.
$10 retail; postpaid on disk
MacPoint Publications; 1374 E. 57th St., #3; Chicago,
IL 60637; 312-955-1954
MacRun
Runner's training log
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK floppy disk drive or
external disk drive; Microsoft Excel.
$59.95 retail
Run Soft Products; 15930 NE Siskiyou; Portland, OR
97230; 503-2564806
MacScripture (KJV)
Old and New Testament

Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
Mac Write, Microsoft Word or compatible word processor.
$119.95 retail U.S.; $140 retail non-U.S.; entire
Bible (IQV)
$39.95 retail U.S.; $50 retail non-U.S.; MacScripture I
(New:IQV)
$99.95 retail U.S.; $120 retail non-U.S.; MacScripture II
(Old: KJV)
$24.95 retail U.S.; $35 retail non-U.S.; MacScripture III
(Psalms- Song of Solomon: KJV)
$10 retail U.S.; $13 retail non-U.S.; demo
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood, FL
32752; 407-26().1676
Membership list
Tracks organizational memberships

Macintosh Plus or larger; liard disk drive recomme11ded;
Image Writer /,11 or LQ.

$20retail
A.H. Nussel, Sr.; 1606 NW 21st St.: Gainesville,
FL 32605; 904-372.()()66

Movies, Movies, Movies
Movie indexing
Any Macintosh; database program.
$35 retail
MacKay Associates; 11 N. 56th Sl, Ste.102; lincoln,
NE 68504; 402483-0267 or 800458-3463
Music Ll'brarian
Music classification, inventory, search and retrieval
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended;.
lmageWriter /,II or LQ.
$20 retail
A.H. Nussel, Sr.; 1606 NW 21st Sl; Gainesville,
FL 32605; 904-372.()()66
1\ly Personal Life History Disk

Produces significant life histories

Any Macintosh; Mac Write or other word processor.
$19.95 retail (dealer prices available)
Starcom Microsystems; 25 West 1480 North; 01em,
liT 84057; 801-225-1480
Orlando A I..a Carte!
Central Florida restaurant database

Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
Mac Write, Microsoft Word or compatible word processor.
$19.95 retail U.S.; $30 retail non-U.S.
$10 retai~ evaluation diskette; $13 retail non-U.S.
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-26().1676

Personal And Home Software

Stamps
Stamp inventory program
512K or larger Madntosh; JmageiVriteror L.aseriVriter.
$95 retail
Compu-Quote; 6914 Berquist Ave.; Canoga Park, CA
91307; 818-348-3662 or 80().782-6775

Other Software
• ThePerfectWord
Bible study and research
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
•
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Stamps World
Worldwide and topical stamp inventory
512K or larger Macintosh; ImageWriter or L.aseriVriter.
$65 retail
Compu-Quote; 6914 Berquist Ave.; Canoga Park, CA
91307; 818-348-3662 or 80().782-6775
I Sun Clock V1.3

@!!!)

Graphically displays where the sun is and isn't shining
on a map of the world
Any Macintosh.
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ThePerfectWord is a self-contained program
designed for bible study and research that provides
rapid word and phrase search, verse text display and
word count statistics.
ThePerfectWord can be used with different text
modules that are available in popular English translations, such as the King james, the NewInternational or
the Revised Standard versions. Special text modules
with the original Greek New Testament {UBS Third
Edition) and the Hebrew Tanach (Old Testament, Bilr
lia Hebraica Stuttgartensia) will be available.
Any combination of verse references can be
entered using the same familiar format used in stan·
dard textbooks, to give an immediate display of text
The exact number of occurrences of one or more
words can be obtained. Users may specify precise word
search and count ranges, from the entire bible to a specific chapter or verse. One or more windows can be on
the screen simultaneously. Users may also build their
own personal files of verse references.
$170 retail; plus $60 for each text module
Star Software, Inc.; 229 live Oaks Blvd.; Casselberry,
FL 32707; 407-831-8050
The Public Domain Exchange
Public domain software and shareware
Any Madntosh.
$9 retail; per disk, including BOOK HyperCard disks
$9.95 retail; The Best Mac Deal Edition II (350-page
book with complete descriptions; includes free 32-page
quarterly magazine)
The Public Domain Exchange; 2074C Walsh Ave.; Santa
Clara, CA 95050; 40&496-0624 or 80().331-8125
Public Domain Software
More than 500 disks of public software
512K or larger Macintosh.
$8.50 per disk retail
Educorp; 531 Stevens Ave., Ste. B; Solana Beach, CA
92075; 619-259-0255
ResumeWriter
Desktop publishing tool for personal resumes
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
$100 retail; Professional ResumeWriter (multiple
resumes)
$30 retail; Student ResumeWriter (one name only)
Bootware Software Co., Inc.; 28024 Dorothy Dr.;
Agoura Hills, CA 91301; 818-7()6.3887

Sun Clock is a desk accessory that graphically displays where the sun is shining and where it isn't, on a
map of the world.
Sun Clock displays areas of day and night for the
current date and time (the default), or for any other
date and time. The shape dividing day from night
changes with the seasons. Users can actually see the
days lengthen and shorten as the year progresses. Sun
Clock provides an intuitive display of the constantly
changing relationship between the earth and the sun.
Sun Clock can be displayed in a large window, the
size of a Macintosh screen, or a small window for con·
venience while running other applications. If Sun Clock
is kept running for an extended period of time, the
shape dividing day from night will slowly move across
the face of the map, keeping time with the actual
motion of the sun. Sun Clock can also be used to tell the
approximate time anywhere in the world.
$15 retail
MLT Software; 6325 SW Capitol Hwy.; PO Box 98041;
Portland, OR 97201; 5()3.245-7093

The Word Processor is the entire text of the Bible
with programs for searching the text for any English
words or phrases, creating permanent cross references
useful to personal study of the scriptures and printing
any portion of the text. It is available in either the King
James or New International versions of the Bible.
Topics is a reference library of indexes to the Bible
text for more than 200 of the most prominent subjects
in scripture.
People is a reference library of indexes to the Bible
text for more than 140 of the characters most prominently addres.<ed in scripture.
The ASCII Utility gives users the ability to take text
from The Word Processor and write the text in a standard ASCII text file format for use by other word pnr
cessing programs.
Personal Commentary is a feature of The Word
Processor that allows each users to add personal commentary to any verse in the Bible.
Instant Access is an additional feature that finds
any word in the Bible instantly, with no delays for
searching the text
The Greek Transliterator allows access to the text
of the King James New Testament with Strong's refer·
ence numbers assigned to the English words. It contains programs searching for Greek words to show
their English translations or English words to show
their Greek origins.
The Hebrew Transliterator allows access to the
text of the King James Old Testament with Strong's ref·
erence numbers assigned to the English words. It contains programs for searching Hebrew words to show
their English translations or English words to show
their Hebrew origins.
$199.95 retail
Bible Research Systems; 2013 Wells Branch Pkwy.,
11304; Austin, TX 78728; 512-251-7541

Uptime Magazine
Magazine on disk
512K or larger Macintosh.
$14.95 retail; per issue
$89.95 retail; per year (12 issues)
Uptime; The Travers Block; PO Box 299; Newpor~ RI
02840; 401-847-2455 or 800437-0033

•The Word Processor V4.0
Complete Old and New Testament Bible with programs
for searching the text
512K orlarger Macintosh.

Scripture Bits
Bible reference and calendar
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
MaciVrite, Microsoft IVord orcompatible word processor.
$22 retail U.S.; $32 retail non-U.S.
$10 retail; evaluationdiskette; $13 retail non-U.S.
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; longwood, FL
32752; 407-200.1676
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Hard"rare And Peripherals

Accelerators
DoubleTime-16
I.Dw-cost accelerator card
Macintosh SE.
$395retai1
Aox, Inc.; 486 Totten Pond Rd.; Waltham, MA 02154;
. 617-8904402

•FirePower
Coprocessor that offers reaJ.time processing under
AIUX
Macintosh IL
FrrePower is a real-time coprocessor for a Macintosh ll. With FirePower, the Macintosh CPU is relieved
of high overhead or reaJ.time applications and is free to
support other tasks, such as the user interface and
A/UX applications without performance degradation.
FirePower is a full NuBus card with a 68020 processor, an optional68881 floating point unit, up to 4 MB
of DRAM, two AppleTalk-compatible serial ports and a
high-performance SCSI interface. Its real-time operating system, GTIX. provides distributed real-time processing accessible from A/UX.
Potential applications include CAD/CAM, CASE,
file/communications servers, process control and
image processing. GTIX simplifies development of
these applications under A/UX. Unlinked modules can
be developed under A/UX, then dynamically loaded to
GTIX for testing and debugging. AIUX or other UNIX
processes can communicate transparently with GfIX
applications using TCP/IP over the NuBus or Ethernet
Aunique feature of FirePower is its high-perfor·
mance SCSI interface, which reduces CPU overhead
and performs approximately four times faster than the
SCSI interface of a Macintosh ll.
FrrePower is available with either a 20 MHz or 25
MHz68020.
$3,894 retail
Golden Triangle Computers; 4849 Ronson Ct;
San Diego, CA 92111; 619-279-2100
FlashCard n
Forth coprocessor

Macintosh IL
$1,495 retail; 5MIPS version
$1,995 retail; 10 MIPS version
CPSA; 166 South] St; livermore, CA 94550;
415-449-7744
HyperCharger 020
Expansion board
Macintosh SE.
$999 retail; HyperCharger 020
$1,399 retail; with coprocessor only
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter St; Waltham,
MA 02154; 617-89().()880
Mac20MX
68020/68881 upgrade

512KE or larger Macintosh.
$895retail
Novy Systems, Inc.; 2341 S. Ridgewood Ave.;
Edgewater, FL 32032; 904427·2358
Mach ll/SE
Accelerator board
Macintosh SE.
$899 retail; accelerator
$349 retail; 68881 math coprocessor
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd Sl; W"dmington,
NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or 800622-7627
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•Orionll
Accelerator
Macintosh H.
The Orion ll is a state-of-the-art accelerator for a
Macintosh n. Using NuBus, it rep1aces a Macintosh ll's
16 MHz 68020 with a 25 or 33 MHz 68030, supported by
256K of zero-wait-state static RAM. Users can optionally
add up to 1MB of static RAM and the 68882 floating
point math coprocessor.
The static RAM serves as a general function cache,
greatly enhancing the performance of all applications,
including Nux. The advanced cache technology also
works with other NuBus cards, such as 24-bit color
video cards, substantially increasing their performance
as well.
The Orion II is able to boost a Macintosh II's per·
formance by two to four times. With supporting applications, the 68882 is able to do floating point calculations
up to twice as fast as the 68881.
$3,495 retail; 25 MHz
$3,995 retail; 33 MHz
MacPeak Systems; 1201 Spyglass; Austin, TX 78746;
512-327-3211 or 80().225-7509
•Orion One
Accelerator card
Madntosh Plus or SE.
The Orion One is an entry-level accelerator card
for a Macintosh Plus or SE. It replaces the native 8
MHz 68000 found in the Macintosh with a faster 16
MHz 68000 with 16K of 30ns static RAM. It also supports an optional68881 floating point math coprocessor.
Using the faster clock speed and static RAM, the
Orion One increases performance of a stock Macintosh
Plus or SE by a factor of 2to 2.5 times. Using the
optional68881, math-intensive applications can see per·
formance increases in excess of 30 times.
$395retail
MacPeak Systems; 1201 Spyglass; Austin, TX 78746;
512-327-3211 or 80().225-7509
OrionSE
Accelerator board
Macintosh SE.
$795 retail; 16 MHz
$995 retail; 20 MHz
$1,595 retail; 25 MHz
MacPeak Systems; 1201 Spyglass; Austin, TX 78746;
512-327-3211 or 800-225-7509
ProBoard
Large screen 32-bit accelerator
512K or larger Madntosh.
$3,500 to $4,000 retail; estimated entry level
configuration
Addon Computer Corp.; 2430 N. Huachuca Dr., Ste. B;
Tucson, AZ 85745; 602-792-1693 or 800-426-2876
Prodigy4
68020 processor, 68881 math coprocessor, SCSlpor~ 4
MB RAM upgrade for 128K, 512K, Plus
Any Macintosh.
$3,499 retail
I..evco; 6160 Lusk Blvd., Ste. ClOO; San Diego, CA
92121; 619-457-2011

ProdigySE
Accelerator and RAM upgrade board
Macintosh SE.
$1,499 retail; 1 MB
$1,999 retail; 2 MB
$3,099 retail; 4 MB
SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo Ave.; Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-8884

Radius Accelerator 16 And 25
68020 accelerator
Macintosh Plus or larger except II.
$995 retail; 16 MHz
$1,695 retail; 25 MHz (SE only)
Radius, Inc.; 404 E. Plumeria Dr.; San Jose, CA 95134;
4()8.434.1010
RaiJgun

68030 accelerator card
Macintosh ll
Call for pricing
.
MacProducts USA; 8303 Mopac Expy., Ste. 218; Austin,
TX 78759; 512-343-9441
·

SpeedCard
Plug-in accelerator card
Madntosh SE.
$399retail
SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo Ave.;
Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-8884
TransUnk
Parallel processor
Macintosh SE or II.
$2,097 retail; starter kit for Macintosh SE
$2,597 retail; starter kit for Macintosh ll
$1,299 to $3,499 retail; additional modules
I..evco; 6160 Lusk Blvd., Ste. C100; San Diego,
CA 92121; 619-457-2011
TurboSE
16 MHz, 680QO.based accelerator board
Macintosh SE.
$599 retail; Turbo SE
$399 retail; math coprocessor
Siclone Sales &Engineering Corp.; 1169 Borregas
Ave.; Sunnyvale, CA 94089; 408-734-9151
or 800862-2636

Computers
AI90
Macintosh ll industrial computer
$8,000 to $15,000 reta"d
Automatix, Inc.; 1000 Tech Park Dr.; Billerica,
MA 01821; 617-667-7900
Colby Mobile Mac
Repackaged Macintosh
$1,690 retail; plus options
Colby Systems Corp.; 4723 N. Warren Ave.; Fresno,
CA 93705; 209-222-4985
• Colby WalkMac SE
Portable flat Macintosh
The Colby WalkMac SE is a versatile and portable
flat Macintosh that weighs 12 pounds and measures
11 7/8 by 15 3/4 by 31/2-inches. The total package
includes an internal BOOK floppy disk drive, a built-in
full.size travel keyboard and an optional 40 or 80 MB
hard disk drive.
The display is a backlit supertwist, dark blue with
white background LCD. The unit is upgradeable to 8
MB of RAM and can accommodate an accelerator
board with a 68020 or 68030 option with math coprocessor. An optional dual-page high-resolution video board
for an externa119-inch CRT is ava"dable.
The unit is powered by 110/220V AC or 12V DC.
$3,999 to $7,500 retail; plus options
Colby Systems Corp.; 4723 N. Warren Ave.; Fresno,
CA 93705; 209-222-4985

Hardware And Peripherals

Tempest Macintosh II T5270
NACSIM 5100A version of Macintosh II
Call for pricing
Atlantic Research Corp. - Tempest Division; 5390
Cherokee Ave.; Al=dria. VA 22312; 800-542·5323

$4,869 basic configuration retail; Macintosh II, I MB
RAM, BOOK diskette drive
$6,169 hard disk configuration retail; Macintosh II, I
MB RAM, one BOOK diskette drive, 40 MB inter·
nal SCSI hard disk drive
$8,069 hard disk configuration retail; Macintosh 11, 4
MB RAM, one BOOK diskette drive, 40MB inter·
nal SCSI hard disk drive
(Apple Keyboards are sold separately)
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010

Computers
Dynamac
Portable Macintosh
$4,995 retail; Dynamac
$695 retail; additional 1.5 MB of RAM
$1,549 retail; additional 3MB of RAM
$849 retail; 20MB internal hard disk drive
$1,495 retail; 40MB internal hard disk drive
$99 retail; nylon and leather carrying case
$199 retail; dual compartment nylon and leather
carrying case
$149 retail; rpgged, hard, foam-lined carrying case
Dynamac Computer Products, Inc.; 14001 E. Iliff Ave.;
Aurora, CO B0014; 30~S.n80

Tempest Macintosh SE T5240
NACSIM 5100A version of Macintosh SE
Call for pricing
Atlantic Research Corp. -Tempest Division; 5390
Cherokee Ave.; Alexandria, VA 22312; 800-542-5323

MicroExplorer
Desktop computer for artificial intelligence
$14,995 retail; starting price
Texas Instruments; PO Box 181153; Austin, TX 78718;
800-527·3500

IndustrialMac
High-performance workstation
$3,400 starting price retail
JMES; 6791Skyview Dr.; Huntington Beach, CA 92647;
714-898-2050

Rack II
Rack-mounted Mac II for studio, mobile vehicle and
industrial use
Call for pricing
julian Systems, Inc.; 2280 Bates Ave., Ste. ]; Concord,
CA 94520; 41s-686-4400

Macintosh Plus, SE And II
Computers
$1,799 retail; Macintosh Plus
$3,169 basic configuration retail; Macintosh SE, I MB
RAM, two BOOK diskette drives
$3,769 hard disk configuration retail; Macintosh SE, I
MB RAM, one BOOK diskette drive, 20 MB internal SCSI hard disk drive

Telefolders Host
680()().based desktop multiuser timesharing computer
512Kor larger Macintosh.
$8,300 starting price retail
Semaphore Corp.; 207 Granada Dr.; Aptos, CA 95003;
408-688-9200

Data Acquisition & Control
The ADC·l Data Acquisition And Control System
RS232 peripheral unit offering 16 analog input channels
with 12-bit resolutions and two forms of control
512K or larger Macintosh.
S449 retail;The ADC.l
$45 retail; Macintosh source code program software
Remote Measurement Systems, Inc.; 2633 Eastlake
Ave. E, Ste. 200; Seattle, WA 98102; 206-328-2255
AMUX-64

Analog multiplexer for data acquisition
Macintosh II.
$695 retail
National Instruments; 12109 Technology Blvd.; Austin,
TX 78727; 512·250-9119 or 800-531-4742

Turn your Macintosh into a
paperless 4-channel chart
recorder or digital oscilloscope ...

• Improves customer satisfaction and reduces inspection time.
• Repeatable, reproducible QC and process control of
dimensional and geometric measurements, temperature, humidity, pressure, voltage, current, and others.
• Turnkey solutions include an industrially hardened
Mac (Plus, SE, II), Applied Stats™ software, gages,
sensors, installation, and training.

To receive more information or to order a demo
disk ($25.00), please call or write today.

Applied Statistics, Inc.
27 Empire Drive
St. Paul, MN 55103
6 12/223-8620
FAX 612/223-8604
Circle Reader Service Number 69

Maclab™

Hardware,_. 4 input channels (12-bit), trigger input,
waveform generator with analog output. 40 kHz sampling
rate. Software - lets your Mac emulate a four-channel
chart recorder or digital oscilloscope. Allows easy
manipulation and analysis of data files.

~ World Precision
~ Instruments, Inc.
375 Quinnipiac Avenue • New Haven, CT 06513 USA
'@' 203-469-8281
Circle Reader Service Number 70

Har(hvarc And Peripherals

Mac488B
IEEE bus controller

NB-DI0-24
NuBus 24-bit parallel digital 1/0 interface board

Data Acquisition & Control

Any Macintosh.

Macintosh 11

Analog Connection Series

$595 retail
IOtech, Inc.; 25971 Cannon Rd.; Cleveland, OH 44146;
216-439-4091

$245 retail
National Instruments; 12109 Technology Blvd.; Austin,
TX 7ffl27; 512-250-9119 or 80().531-4742

MacAdiosll
Data acquisition and control board
Macintosh 1L
$1,290 to $10,000 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St; Somerville, MA
02143; 617-6254096

NB-DI0-32F
NuBus high-speed 32-bit parallel digital 1/0 interface
board

Laboratory and factory data acquisition and control

Macintosh SE or II.

$695 retail; ACSE-12-8 (SE)
$1,145 retail; ACSE-1&8 (SE)
. $795retaii;ACM2-12-8 on
$1,190 retail; ACM2-12-8A on
$1,145 retail; ACM2-12-16 on
$1,490 retail; ACM2-1&8 on
$1,790 retail; ACM2-1&8A on
$1,845 retail; ACM2-16-16 on
$995 retail; Analog Connection Workbench (SE and
Strawberry Tree Computers; 160 S. Wolfe Rd.;
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 4()8.736-3083

m

BenchTop.
Data acquisition peripherals

Any Macintosh.

$632 to $1,700 retail; depending on options
Metaresearch, Inc.; 1211 SW 5th Ave., Ste. 2860;
Portland, OR 9720!; 503-228-5806

ForeRunner
Data acquisition board and software
Macintosh II; System 4.2; Finder 6.0.
S795retail
Data Tr.mslation, Inc.; 100 Locke Dr.; Marlboro,
MA 01752; 617-481-3700
GPIB-Mac
Serial port to IEEE488 interface box

512K or larger Macintosh.

$595 retail; with 2K RAM
$695 retail; with 8K RAM
$795 retail; with 32K RAM
National Instruments; 12109 Technology Blvd.; Austin,
TX 7ffl27; 512-250-9119 or 80().531-4742

GPffi-SE
Plug-in IEEE-488 interface card and software enabling
SE to be a data acquisition and instrumentation control
platfonn
Macintosh SE.
$495 retail; base card
$795 retail; with DMA option
$995 retail; with math coprocessor option
$1,295 retail; with both DMA and math coprocessor
options
.
National Instruments; 12109 Technology Blvd.; Austin,
TX 78727; 512-250-9119 or 80().531-4742
IDAC/1000
Data acquisition peripheral
512K or larger Macintosh.

$995retail
IDAC, Inc.; PO Box 397; Amherst, NH 03031;
603-673-0765
Lab 40 Controller
Data acquisition and control

Macintosh Plus or larger; Mach 2 Forth.
$345 retail; Lab 40 Controller
$220 retail; Lab 4().1 data acquisition card
$235 retail; Lab 40-212-bit, 11-channel signal
acquisition card
$95 retail; Lab 40.3 24line digital VO card
$95 retail; Lab 404 real time clock
$95 retail; Lab 4().5 4-axis stepper motor driver card
$450 retail; Lab 40-6 2-axis DC servo control card
Computer Continuum; 75 Southgate Ave., Ste. 6; Daly
City, CA 94015; 415-755-1978
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MacAdios Model411
Analog/digital, input/output system

Any Macintosh.

$2,500 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St; Somerville, MA
02143: 617-625-4096

Macll488
IEEE 488 board for Mac II

Macintosh 1L

$595retail
IOtech, Inc.: 25971 Cannon Rd.; Cleveland, OH 44146:
216439-4091
MacLab

Analog/digital, data acquisition system
512K or larger Macintosh; two erternal disk drives.
$2,925 retail; Macl.ab
$50 retail; demo disk and guide
World Precision Instruments, Inc.; 375 Quinnipiac Ave.;
New Haven, cr 06513; 203-469-3281

MacPacq
Data acquisition unit
512K or larger Macintosh.
$1,195 retail
Biopac Systems: 5960 Mandarin Dr., Ste. D5; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-6615
MacSCSI488
Macintosh IEEE 488 controller
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$795retail
IOtech, Inc.; 25971 Cannon Rd.; Cleveland, OH 44146;
216439-4091

Macintosh 11

$595retail
National Instruments; 12109 Technology Blvd.; Austin,
TX 7ffl27; 512-250-9119 or 800-531-4742 ·
NB-DMA-8-G
NuBus DMA controller, RTSI bus controller and IEEE488 interface

Macintosh II.

$1,295 retail
National Instruments; 12109 Technology Blvd.; Austin,
TX 7ffl27; 512-250-9119 or 800-531-4742
NB-GPm
NuBus IEEE488 interface

Macintosh II.

$495retail
National Instruments; 12109 Technology Blvd.; Austin,
TX 78727; 512-250-9119 or 80().531-4742
NB-MI0-16
NuBus multifunction analog/digital and timing 1/0
interface board

Macintosh II.

$1,195 to $1,495 retail
National Instruments; 12109 Technology Blvd.; Austin,
TX 7ffl27; 512-250-9119 or 80().531-4742
TopF1ight

Data acquisition board and software

Macintosh 11; System 4.2; Finder 6.0.
$1,495 to $3,495 retail
Data Translation, Inc.; 100 Locke Dr.; Marlboro,
MA 01752; 617-481-3700

Expansion Boxes

MacSeria1488
Enables a Macintosh to communicate with an IEEE-488
(GPIB/HPIB) plotter or printer

ExpanSE
Expansion chassis system

Any Macintosh.

$995retail
Second Wave, Inc.; 9430 Research Blvd., Bldg. II, #260;
Austin, TX 78759; 512·343-9661

$495retail
IOtech, Inc.; 25971 Cannon Rd.; Cleveland, OH 44146;
2164394091
The Monitor
Industrial trending and monitoring system

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$10,000 retail
Monico Computer, Inc.; 8107 Espanola Tr.; Austin,
TX 7ffl37; 512-28S0195
NB-A0-6
NuBus analog output interface board

Macintosh 11.

$895retail
National Instruments; 12109 Technology Blvd.; Austin,
TX 78727; 512-250-9119 or 80().531-4742

Macintosh SE.

Expanse II
Expansion chassis

Macintosh IL

$1,495 retail
Second Wave, Inc.; 9430 Research Blvd., Bldg. II, #260;
Austin, TX 7ffl59; 512-343-9661
ExpanSE Plus
Expansion chassis system

Macintosh Plus.

$995retail
Second Wave, Inc.: 9430 Research Blvd., Bldg. II, #260;
Austin, TX 78759; 512-343-9661

Hardware And Peripherals

Expansion Boxes
Mac file Server And Expansion Chassis
Expansion chassis for screenless workstations, file
servers, turnkey BBS systems; allows for multiple
expansion boards, high density hard disk drives, large
screen displays

512K or larger Macintosh.
$995 starting price retail
Spectra Micro Developmen~ PO Box 41795; Tucson,
AZ 85717; 602-884-7402

Input Devices
A+ Mouse; A+ Mouse ADB
Optical mouse

Any Macintosh.
$99 retail; A+Mouse
$129 retail; A+ Mouse ADB (for SE and II)
MSC Technologies, Inc.; 47505 Seabridge Dr.; Fremon~
CA 94538; 415-656-1117

positioning and stability. The optical camera uses a standard 3.5mm input jack, so it's compatible with any commercially-available input switch.
The FreeWheel system is very flexible. The target
can be affixed to any part of the body that has sufficient
movement This can be the lip of a finger, a toe or even
one's chin with just jaw movements controlling
the cursor.
For typing copy, FreeWheel includes a special
ScreenKey window. An image of the keyboard will
appear on the screen. The ScreenKey window can over-

lay almost all existing software. It can be configured to
a user's specific needs and moved anywhere on screen.
There's even a "common word" feature that completes
words for a user to speed up typing.
$900 retail
Pointer Systems; 1 MiDSt; Burlington, vr 05401;
802-658-3260
I Gravis Mousestick

Input device

Macintosh Plus or larger.

Take aim at the future
with the 030 RailGun.

Apple Keyboards
Input devices
Macintosh SE or 1!.
$129 retail; Apple Keyboard
$229 retail; Apple Extended Keyboard
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Bit Pad Plus
Graphics tablet

Macintosh SE and ll.
$495 retail

Summagraphics Corp.; m State St. Extension;
Fairfield, CT 06430; 2()3.384-1344
Datapen
Bar<ode reader

Any Macintosh.
$520 retail; includes digital wand
Datalogic Optic Electronics, Inc.; 301 Gregson Dr.;
Cary, NC 27511; 919481-1400
I Decoder l.DllOO
Bar<ode decoder

Any Macintosh.

The Decoder ID1100 is a bar<ode decoder that
can accept input from a variety of devices including,
Photographic Sciences' hand-held and fixed-station
laser diode scanners.
The LDllOO can read up to eight codes autodiscriminately, including all of the most popular codes in
use. The Decoder can be configured for 1/0 and code
reading parameters that are stored in a non-volatile
memory. The use of software precludes the need for
external switches. The IDllOO is suitable for commercial, industrial and institutional applications.
$495 retail
Photographic Sciences Corp.; 770 Basket Rd.; Webster,
NY 14580; 716-265-1600 or 80().82&6489
I FreeWheel System

Cordless pointing device

Macintosh Plus or larger.
FreeWheel is a pointing device that allows users to
move a computer cursor by moving their heads. It consists of a small reflector, about the size of a quarter,
worn on the forehead. An optical camera, housed in a
small black box, sits on top of the computer display.
FreeWheel also comes complete with a unique
desk-mounted sip and puff switch, which uses
advanced photographic tripod engineering for exact

\UL/¥;'"''""

~..J\'·""·~"T the 030 RailGun, our 68030 accelerator

board for the Mac II. Atrue 68030 board. 331/3
~~ megahertz. Zero wait states. And a 68882 coprocessor is standard with every 030 RailGun. Our board is up
to four times faster than the Mac Ilx. Up to twice as fast as a
Sun3 Workstation. In fact, a Mac II with a RailGun is the fastest
personal computer on the market.

1 (800) MAC-DISK.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
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Input Devices
The Gravis Mousestick is a versatile input device
suitable not only for game playing and desktop use, but
also for precision applications, such as CAD and desktop publishing. It is a high-resolution (1,200 count)
opto-mechanical joystick, complete with its own sepa·
· rate Gravis Mousestick Processing Unit (GMPU). The
GMPU allows users to select between fixed and fully
variable pulse output, as well as direct tracking with or
without autocentering.
Any of the three joystick buttons can be selected to
be click lock or shift-click lock. Or they can be selected
to emulate keyboard commands. A16<haracter liquid
crystal display informs users as to what mode and func·
tion they are in.
The Mousestick features a full-size handle with
eight settings of tension fmcluding free floating), three
independent microswitch buttons, a patented flat gimbal system and a full one-year warranty.
$169.95 retail
Advanced Gravis Computer Technology, Ud.; 6894
Palm Ave.; Burnaby, BC, Canada VSJ 4M3;
80().663.8558
HeadMaster
Headset input device for the physically disabled
Macintosh Plus; SE or II with ADB adapter.
$995 retail; HeadMaster
$135 retail; ADB adapter
Personics Corp.; 63 Grate Rd.; Maynard, MA 01754;
5()8.897-1575

IIS/ADB
Intelligent graphics tablets
Macintosh SE or II.
The IS/ADB consists of three programmable
graphics tablets that enable users to move screen cur·
sors and to draw, sketch and trace far more accurately
than they could with a mouse. They also substantially
reduce keyboard input and save user time by executing
user-programmed command sequences.
The tablets are available in three sizes: 8.5 by 11·
inches, 12 by 12-inches and 12 by 17-inches. One of the
biggest benefits of the tablets is absolute positioning:
every point on a tablet corresponds exactly to a point
on the screen. Users merely need to place a Kurta pen
or cursor on the appropriate tablet spot to indicate the
matching screen position.
Along the top of an IS/ADB tablet is a row of up to
23 programmable function key positions, each may be
programmed with frequently used software command
strings, such as 11align, save and prinf' or "scale, posi·
tion, shade and plot11
In addition to their programmable function keys,
the IS/ADB systems also feature five "scale keys,"
which enable users to instantly scale their tablets for
greater efficiency on different applications. The control
keys work independently or in combination with each
other to create the most productive environment
The three input systems work on a Macintosh SE
and II by plugging directly into the Apple Desktop Bus.
They draw their power and communicate on the same
single cable, thereby requiring no wall power supply
and causing minimal cable clutter.
$395 retail; 8.5 by 11-inch
$595 retail; 12 by 12-inch
$965 retail; 12 by 17-inch
Kurta Corp.; 3007 E. Chambers; Phoenix, AZ 85040;
602-276-5533
Mac-101 Enhanced Keyboard
Full-function, professional keyboard with macro soft·
ware for all Macintoshes
Any Macintosh.
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$194.95 retail
DataDesk International; 7651 Haskell Ave.; Van Nuys,
CA 91406; 800-826-5398 or 80().592-9602 inCA
MacbWPius
Mouse/joystick
Any Macintosh.
$89.95 retail; Mach IV Plus-Quad (128K or 512K)
$89.95 retail; Mach IV Plus-ADB (SE or IO
CH Products; 1225 Stone Dr.; San Marcos, CA 92069;
619-744-8546
MacKeyboard 3278
Keyboard for use with Netway 1000 for 512KE and Plus
512KE or Macintosh Plus.
$249retail
Tri-Data Systems, Inc.; 1450 Kifer Rd.; Sunnyvale, CA
94086; 4()8.746-2900
IMacTrac
Trackball
Any Macintosh.
MacTrac is a trackball designed to be a direct plugcompatible mouse replacement Its three-button design
enables either left· or right-handed operation. The left
and right "pick" buttons perform the same function as
the single button the Macintosh mouse. MacTrac's cen·
ter button activates the cursor drag lock that eliminates
users having to hold a pick button while dragging the
cursor. Aunique illuminated indicator light designates
whether the drag lock is on or ofi
Placed on either side of the Macintosh keyboard,
MacTrac is highly stable with a footprint ofless than
4.25-inches wide.
$99 retail
MicroSpeed, Inc.; 5307 Randall Pl.; Fremont, CA 94538;
415-490-1403
Mirage

Joystick/mouse interface
Any Macintosh.
$54.95 retail; Mirage-ADB (SE or IO
$54.95 retail; Mirage-Quad (128K, 512K)
CH Products; 1225 Stone Dr.; San Marcos, CA 92069;
619-744-8546
Numeric Ease
Numeric keypad
Any Macintosh.
$59 retail
Cambridge Automation, Inc.; 3260 Industry Dr.; Signal
Hill, CA 90806; 213-597-1626, 800-345-8666
or 800-826-9214 in CA
Numeric Turbo Touch
Trackball/numeric keypad input device
Any Macintosh.
$129retail
Cambridge Automation, Inc.; 3260 Industry Dr.; Signal
Hill, CA 90806; 213-597-1626,8()().345-8666
or 80().826-9214 in CA
Personal Writer
Handwriting recognition system

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$895 retail; PW15S
$895 retait PW10SL
$1,295 retail; PW15SL
Personal Writer, Inc.; 1801 Avenue of the Stars, Ste. 507;
Los Angeles, CA 90067; 213-556-1628
ProPoint

Optical trackball
Macintosh SE or IL
$139.95 retail
Abaton Technology; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 415-683-2226

I PSC Bar-Code Scanners
Bar-code scanners
Any Macintosh; any Decoder or Wedge dtvke.
The PSC Scanners are hand-held, moving beam.
laser diode scanners designed for automatic non-contact scanning. They employ Turboscan, an anamorphic
optical technology that achieves depth of focus and
improves first read rate to compensate for poorly print·
ed bar codes.
The Scanners can be used in commercial, industri·
al and institutional applications where scanning condi·
tions are less than ideal. They can read bar codes on
curved or irregular surfaces, or at a distance up to 14
inches. Dot matrix bar codes and codes that are
beneath transparent surfaces can also be read.
$795 retail; PSC 2280
$1,095 retail; PSC 2281
$1,095 retail; PSC 2282
$1,295 retail; PSC 3000
Photographic Sciences Corp.; 770 Basket Rd.; Webster,
NY 14580; 716-265-1600or80().828-6489
QuadLynx Trackball

Input device; alternative to mouse
Any Macintosh.
$99retail
Asher Engineering Corp.; 15115 Ramona Blvd.; Baldwin
Park, CA 91706; 818-960-4839 or 800824-3522
QuickS1ick
Joystick/mouse
Any Macintosh.
$59.95 retail; 512K and Plus
$79.95 retail; SE and II
Kraft Systems, Inc.; 450 W. California Ave.; Vista, CA
92083; 619-724-7146
Softstrip System
Data strip reader
Any Macintosh; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
$199.95; Softstrip Reader
$79.95; The Laser Archivist (data strip laser printer
software)
$29.95; Stripper (data strip dot matrix printing software)
$19.95; Accessory Kit (specify computer type)
Cauzin Systems, Inc.; 835 S. Main St.; Waterbury,
cr 06706; 203-5m150 or 800-533-7323

TuneWand
Portable bar-code reader

512K or larger Macintosh.
$646 starting price retail; includes software and

hardware
Videx, Inc.; 1105 NE Circle Blvd.; Corvallis, OR 97330;
503-758-0521

TPS Electronics
Bar-code reader; magnetic stripe reader; magnetic
stripe encoder/verifier
Any Macintosh.
$595 retail; PC-385 Bar Code Reader
$525 retail; PC-585 Magnetic Stripe Reader
$745 retail; PC3850 Bar Code/Magnetic Stripe Reader
Combination
$745 retail; PC5850 Magnetic Stripe Encoder/Verifier
$595 retail;· PC380 Bar Code Reader
$525 retail; PC-580 Magnetic Stripe Reader
$745 retail; PC3800 Bar Code/Magnetic Stripe Reader
Combination
·
$745 retail; PC5800 Magnetic Stripe Encoder/Verifier
TPS Electronics; 4047 Transport St; Palo Alto, CA
94303; 415-856-6833

Hardware And Peripherals

Input Devices
Turbo Mouse; Turbo Mouse ADB
Replacement mouse/trackball device

Any Macintosh.
$169.95 retail; New Turbo Mouse for Macintosh
and Plus
$169.95 retail; New Turbo Mouse ADB for SE and II
(an upgrade path for users of the original Turbo Mouse
and Turbo Mouse ADB is available)
Kensington Microware, Ud.; 251 Park Ave. S; New
York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or 8()0.5354242
• Wedge LD1130
None-keyboard interface input device for bar codes

Any Macintosh.
The Wedge ill 1130 is a compact bar-{;ode decoder
interface that installs between the keyboard and display, sending data to the display as if it were keyed. No
hardware or software changes are necessary.
The LD1130 autodiscriminates between nine
codes. It is compatible with a wide range of Photographic Sciences' scanners and is suitable for office automation, work-in-process tracking, QC data entry or other
applications in which bar coding is desired. The Wedge
is user programmable with a menu that allows for configuration for a number of parameters.
$495 retail
Photographic Sciences Corp.; 770 Basket Rd.; Webster,
NY 14580; 716-265-1600 or 8()0.82&-6489

Arctic Mac
Memory upgrades
Maci1ttoslz Plus or larger.
$895 retail; Macintosh Plus, SE (2.5 MB; less $100 for
DIP mount)
$1,790 retail; Macintosh Plus, SE or II (4MB; less $100
for DIP mount)
$3,580 retail; Macintosh II (8MB; less $100 for
DIP mount)
Micro-Voice Communication; 7250 Auburn Blvd.,
Ste. 191; Citrus Heights, CA 95610; 916-885-5586 (West
Coast Sales) or 801-373-3334 (Midwest Sales)

BrainStorm
Multimeg memory upgrade

Any Macintosh.

$429 retail; 128KE to 1 MB
$829 retail; 128KE to 2 MB
$1,599 retail; 128KE to 4MB
$389 retail; 512KE to 1 MB
$779 retail; 512KE to 2MB
$1,499 retail; 512KE to 4 MB

To Node
or not to Node.

Memory Expansion
I Meg SIMMs
RAM memory modules

Macintosh Plus or larger.
Call for pricing
PSI; 1609 AS. Main St.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-942-8188 or 8()0.622-1722

Accu-Simms
1 MB SIMM modules
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$495 retail (dealer prices available on request)
Data Memory Systems Co.; 15 Union St.; Lawrence,
MA 01840; 5081l83-2325
• Acumen SIMM Boards
Memory expansion

Macintosh PittS or larger.
Acumen SIMM Boards for a Macintosh Plus, SE or
II are fully compatible with the original manufacturer's
system. Engineered for high performance and reliability, Acumen SIMM Boards use a four-layer circuit board
design with 120ns, one megabit CMOS DRAMs.
Western Automation offers full service and a oneyear warranty on each Acumen Doard, with a 24-hour
turnaround time on repairs or exchanges.
Call for pricing
Western Automation Laboratories, Inc.; PO Box 3438;
Boulder, CO 80307; 303-449-6400 or 8()0.227-4637
Apple RAM Upgrade Kits
1 MB and 2 MB memory expansion kits

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$499 retail; 1 MB
$1,199 retail; 2MB
$2,399 retail; 4 MB
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010

There's only one difference between our
MagicNet nodes and the competition's
nodes- $25. And ours comes with a 1 year
warranty. So, before you pay too mudi call
toll free for the dealer nearest you at
1 (800) MAC-DISK.
Dealer inquiries welcome.

D MacProducts USA~
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Memory Expansion
Call for pricing; BrainStonn XE SIMM memory for
Plus, SE and II
Mac Doctor Electronics; 1145Terra Bella Ave.;
Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-2131
Infotek Memory Upgrades
128Kto 512K; Plus to 2MB; 2,3 or4 MB of RAM

Any Macintosh.
$499 retail; 512K upgrade
$799 retail; Mac Plus 2 MB RAM add-on
$399 to $499 retail; Macmegram
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682
•Jackie
20MB of versatile RAM memory

Macintosh II.
jackie is a versatile memory expansion board that
can upgrade a Macintosh II from I to 2, 4, 5, 8, 16, 17 or
20 MB of RAM using either 256Kor I MB SIMMs. Significantly, it can upgrade a Macintosh II to 5 MB of
RAM using 256K SIMMs only. Currently and for the
foreseeable future, 256K SIMMs are generally more
avaJ1able and more cost effective than I MB SIMMs. In
addition, a user does not have to throw away 256K
SIMMs when upgrading above 2 MB.
Jackie is a PCB board that plugs directly into the
first four S!MM sockets ona Macintosh n.The second
four sockets can be used as nonnal jackie contains 16
SIMM sockets and address, decoding, buffering and
custom logic circuits.
Write for pricing
Glanmire Electronics, Ud.; Apollo Bldg., Dundrum Rd.;
Dundrum, Dublin 14, Ireland;Tel+351-1-987044
Macintosh Memory Expansion Kits
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Call for pricing
Micron Technology; 2805 E. Columbia Rd.; Boise,
lD 83706; 208-386-3900
•MacMOD
I MB memory module
Macintosh Plus orlarger.
MacMOD is I MB memory module for a Macintosh Plus, SE and II. The MacMOD is a direct replacement for the Apple memory module (Apple part no.
M0219) and for compatible products released by other
memory manufacturers.
The MacMOD is a Single lo-Une Memory Module
(S!MM) consisting of eight very fast lOOns, low-power
CMOS I megabit DRAMs (DIPs) mounted on a small
printed circuit board. The memory enhancement board
is only 13/16-inches high by 31/2-inches wide and
attaches directly onto the Macintosh system's
motherboard.
Call for pricing
SfB Systems, Inc.; 1651 N. Glenville, Ste. 210; Richardson, TX 75081; 214-234-8750
MacProducts DIP SIMMs Memory Upgrades
Memory upgrades
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$379 retail; 2.5 MB
$779 retail; 4 MB
$779 retail; 5 MB (Mac 10
$1,558 retail; 8MB (Mac 10
MacProducts USA; 8303 Mopac Expy., Ste. 218; Austin,
TX 78759; 512-343-9441
MacProducts Magic Upgrades
Memory upgrades

Any Macintosh.
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$249 retail; 128Kto 512K
$419 retail; 128Kto I MB
$599 retail; 128K to 2 MB
$799 retail; 128K to 2MB CMOS
$1,350 retai~ 128K to 4MB CMOS
$189 retail; 512K to I MB
$499 retail; 512K to 2 MB
$799 retail; 512Kto 2MB CMOS
$1,350 retail; 512Kto 4 MB CMOS
$499 retail; Macintosh Plus, SE or ll to 2.5 MB
$999 retail; Macintosh Plus, SE or II to 4 MB
$999 retail; Macintosh II to 5 MB
$1,750 retail; Macintosh II to 8MB
MacProducts USA; 8303 Mopac Expy., Ste. 218; Austin,
TX 78759; 512-343-9441

•MacRAM
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacRAM is a I MB S!MM memory module for a
Macintosh Plus. SE or II. It increases the internal memory of a Macintosh, allowing it to run more powerful
memory intensive programs such as MultiFinder and
HyperCard.
Call for pricing
Applied Engineering; PO Box 5100; Carrollton,
TX 75011; 214-241-6060
MacSnap
Memory expansion
512K or larger Macintosh.

$499 retail; MacSnap 524 (512K to 1,024K)
$479 retail; MacSnap 524E (512KE to 1,024K)
$999 retail; MacSnap 548S (512KE to 2,048K)
$899 retail; MacSnap 548E (512KE to 2,048K)
$729 retail; MacSnap Plus 2 (Plus to 2,048K)
Call for pricing; MacSnap 2S (Plus, SE to 2,5601{)
Call for pricing; MacSnap 4H (Plus, II to 4,0961{)
$729 retail; MacSnap 1024 Olto 2,048K)
Call for pricing; MacSnap 4S (Plus, SE, II to 4,096K)
$629 retail; MacSnap 524S (512KE to 1,024K)
$919 retail; MacSnap 548 (512K to 2,048K)
Call for pricing; MacSnap 8H 01 to 8192K)
Call for pricing; MacSnap 8S Olto8192K)
Call for pricing; MacSnap 2H (Plus to 2,048K)
$729 retail; MacSnap 2 SE (SE to 2,048K)
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd SL; Wilmington,
NC 28405; 919-763-7918or ~22-7627
i\1acSpander
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$999 retail; 2 MB
$1,998 retail;4MB
Checkmate Technology, Inc.; 509 S. Rockford Dr.;
Tempe, AZ 85281; 602-966-5802 or 8()().325-7347

For a Macintosh II, SIMMs are added in multiples
of four, which delivers a full4 MB of memory. Four
SIMMs may be used in conjunction with existing RAM
for a 5 MB capacity, or all of the RAM can be replaced
with eight SIMMs for the maximum allowable 8MB
capacity.
Call for pricing
Newer Technology; 1117 S. Rock Rd., Ste. 4; Wichita,
KS 67207; 31W!S-4904
Micro Snap Memory Expansion Kits
2 MB and 4 MB S!MM memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Call for pricing
Microtech International, Inc.; 29 Business Park Dr.;
Branford, CT 06405; 203-488-7744 or 800-325-1895
MonsterMac
2 MB upgrade; Apple standard SCSI por~ 30 percent
speed boost for 128K and 512K

Any Macintosh.
$712 retail; I MB
$920 retail; 2 MB
l..evco; 6160 Lusk Blvd., Ste. C-100; San Diego, CA
92121; 619-457-2011
l'tfultiSIMMs
Megabyte memory modules
Macintosh PillS or larger.
$1,069 retail; 2MB set
Siclone Sales &Engineering Corp.; 1169 Borregas
Ave.; Sunnyvale, CA 94089; 408-734-9151 or
800-862-2636
NSS/16
Memory expansion modules

Macintosh II.
$1,995 retail; NSB/ 16-4B
$3,595 retail; NSB/16-SB
$5,395 retail; NSB/16-12 ·
$6,995 retail; NSB/16-16
$3,400 retai~ NSB/16-SE
National Semiconductor; Compatible Products Group,
MS 34-10; 750 Central Expressway; Santa Clara, CA
95050; BOQ.53S8510, 8()().345-4006 inCA or 40S.5624731
in Canada
NSIM
I MB main memory modules
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$400 retail; per megabyte
National Semiconductor; Compatible Products Group,
MS 34-10; 750 Central Expressway; Santa Clara, CA
95050; BOQ.53S8510, 8()().345-4006 inCA or 408-562-4731
in Canada
One Plus One

MC2RAM
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Call for pricing
Clearpoint Research Corp.; 99 South St.; Hopkinton,
MA 01748; 508-435-2000 or 8()().253-2778
• Memory Expansion SIMM Kits
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Memory Expansion SlMM Kits feature easyto-install plug-in RAM SIMMs that provide vastly
improved memory space (from 2 to 8MB). The DIP
SIMMs feature eight board-mounted RAM chips. The
circuit boards plug into existing soc.kets on the main
logic board of the computer.
On Macintosh Plus and SE computers, SIMMs are
added in multiples of two, which delivers a full 2 MB of
memory. Two SIMMs may be used in conjunctionwith
two of the existing 256K SIMMs for a 2.5 MB capacity,
or all four may be added for the maximum allowable 4
MB capacity.

2 MB RAM upgrade
Macintosh Plus.
$399 retail
SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo Ave.; Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-8884
Plus-RAM Board
Expansion board for Plus, SE, 11, Orion
Macintosh PillS or larger.
$1,100 retail; 2MB
$1,000 retail; 2MB of256K memory
$900 retail; 2 MB of DIP memory
MacPeak Systems; 1201Spyglass; Austin, TX 78746;
512-327-3211 or 8()().225-7509
RAM Expansion Kits
1 MB S!MM expansions
Macintosh PillS or larger.

Hardware And Peripherals

Memory Expansion
Call for pricing
Spectra Micro Development; PO Box 41795; Tucson,
AZ 85717; 602-884-7402
Ram Expansion Products
Memory expansion

Macintosh Plus or larger.
Call for pricing; Ram I (Mac II to 2 MB)
Call for pricing; Ram II {Plus or SE to 2.5 MB)
Call for pricing; Ram lis
Call for pricing; Ram II+II {Plus, SE or II to 4MB; or
Macllto5MB)
Call for pricing; Ram II+lis
Call for pricing; RamPlus 2 {Plus to 2 MB)
Call for pricing; RamPlus 4 {Plus to 4 MB)
Open Mac Enterprises; 2280 Bates Ave., Ste. ]; Concord, CA 94520; 415-6824140
SIMM Memory Upgrades
1 MB and 256K SIMM module memory upgrades
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Call for pricing
CDC Enterprise; 2883 E. La Palma; Anaheim, CA
92806; 714-6304633

Max Audio Digital Audio System
Audio NuBus cards
Macintosh ll.
$1,395 retail; Analog Conversion Card
$1,395 retail; Quad 56000 DSP Card
$199 retail; DSP Card RAM .75 MB
$899 retail; DSP Card RAM 3 MB
$995 retail; SMPTE Time Code/EBU Interface
$795 retail; VITC Reader/Generator
Southworth Music Systems, Inc.; 91 Ann Lee Rd.;
Harvard, MA 01451; 617-772-9471

MIDI Conductor
Musical instrument digital interface
Any Macintosh.
$89 retail
Cambridge Automation, Inc.; 3260 Industry Dr.; Signal
Hill, CA 90806; 213-597-1626,800.345-8666
or 800-826-9214 inCA
MIDI Transport
MIDI/SMPTE interface
512K or larger Macintosh; MIDI cables; MIDI software;

The largest variety of hard
disk drives on the market.

Westcom Memory Kit
1 MB SIMM add-ons
Macintosh Plus or SE.
$400 retail; 2 MB to 2.5 MB
$799 retail; 4 MB
Encycloware; 712 Washington St; Ayden, NC 28513;
919-7464961

Music
Apple MIDI Interface
One MIDI in-plug and one MIDI out-plug
Any Macintosh.
$99 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Impulse Stereo Sound System
Converts Macintosh sounds to simulated stereo
512K or larger Macintosh.
$129.95 retail; Tower of Power
Impulse, Inc.; 6870 Shingle Creek Pkwy.; Minneapolis,
MN 55430; 612-56&{}221 or 800.328-0184

JamBox/2
SMPTE to MIDI converter
512K or larger Macintosh.
$269 retail
Southworth Music Systems, Inc.; 91 Ann Lee Rd.; Harvard, MA 01451; 617-772-9471
JamBox/4+
MIDI interface/SMPTE synchronizer/MIDI merger
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive; Image Writer
or LaserWriter.
$459 retail
Southworth Music Systems, Inc.; 91 Ann Lee Rd.; Harvard, MA 01451; 617-772-9471
MacRecorder
Digital sound recorder device and software
Maci11tosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM recommended.
$199 retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2150 Kittredge St.; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-849-2331

MagicDrives are desigped in sizes to suit every data storage
need. The full line of internal and external MagicDrives ts
available from MacProducts USA as retail or voiume sales.
Please contact us for further information.
DRIVFJSIZE

ACCESS TIME

Magic20
65/28ms
Magic30
28 ms
Magic40
28 ms
Magic 45 REMOVABLE 25 ms
Magic46
28 ms
Magic60
28 ms

DRIVFJSIZE

Magic80
Magic91
Magic150
Magic190
Magic300
Magic600

ACCESS TIME

28ms
16.5 ms
16.5 ms
15ms
16.5 ms
16.5 ms

1 (800) MAC-DISK.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
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Music
any MIDI-equipped synthesizer{s), drum machines or
other MIDI equipment capable ofsending and/or receiving MIDI data.
$495retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.;
. HaH Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-72&0280
Passport MIDI Interface
MIDI interface
Any Macintosh; any MIDI-equipped synthesizes or drum
machines; Macintosh Plus or SE adapter cable; sync-tiJtape with external synchronizer box is optional.
$129.95 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.;
HaH Moon Bay, CA 94019; 41S.726m80
Professional Plus
MIDI interface

512K or larger Macintosh.
$125 retail
Opcode Systems; 1024 Hamilton Ct.; Menlo Park,
CA 94025; 415-321-8977
Sound Accelerator
Digital signal processing card

Macintosh SE or IL
$1,295 retail
Digidesign. Inc.; 1360 Willow Rd., Ste. 101; Menlo Park,
CA 94025; 415-327-8811
Sound\Vave
Turns standard audio (±1 volt) into a digital wavefonn
512K or larger Macintosh.
$199.95 retail
Authorware, Inc.; 8500 Normandale Lake Blvd,
Ste. 1050; Minneapolis, MN 55437; 612-921-8555

Studio Plus Two
MIDI interface
512K or larger Macintosh.
$225retail
Opcode Systems; 1024 Hamilton Ct; Menlo Park, CA
94025; 415-321-8977

Timecode Machine
SMPIE/MIDI converter
512K or larger Macintosh.
$295 retail
.
Opcode Systems; 1024 Hamilton Ct.; Menlo Park, CA
94025; 415-321-8977
VideoJamBox
Video SMP'IE to MIDI converter
512K or larger Macintosh.
$649retail
Southworth Music Systems, Inc.; 91 Ann Lee Rd.; Harvard, MA 01451; 617-772-9471

cle. Special features include solid state silicon junction
Avalanche Diode Suppressor design and an indicator
light that shows when the unit is not operational. The
unit provides continuous monitoring ofline voltage and
a 5os response time to transient overvoltages.
$185 retail
Transtector Systems, Inc.; PO Box 300; Hayden Lake,
ID 83835; 800-635-2537

I Component Controller With Remote
Data protection
Any Macintosh.
Component Controller With Remote allows users
to control the operation of up to five computer peripherals and a telecommunication device through a simple
six-button LED remote controller.
The main unit mounts out of sight under the workstation. Only the remote controller sits on the work surface. A master switch powers up the entire system. Or
individual switches control the power to separate
peripherals. There is no need to activate the individual
switches on a monitor, modem, printer or other
component.
Abuilt-in three stage surge protector safeguards
equipment from electrical mishaps. Component Controller also protects from electromagnetic and radio fre.
quency interferences. Over current protection is
assured by a 15 amp replaceable fuse.
The add-on Component Control includes an &foot
grounded power cord, 7-foot remote control cord and a
complete operations manual. Ahardware kit is also
included for quick mounting to the workstation.
$199.95 retail
Ring King Visibles, Inc.; 2210 Second Ave.; Muscatine,
lA 52761; 31g.263-8144 or 80().553-9647
DataSaver
Standby power supply
Any Macintosh.
$350 retail; Model9012060 (90 watts or less)
$495 retail; Model20012060 (200 watts or less)
$695 retail; Model40012060 (400 watts or less)
Cuesta Systems Corp.; 3440 Roberto Ct.; San Luis
Obispo, CA 93401; 805-541-4160 or 80().332-3440

I DIP Series
Transient surge protectors
Any Macintosh; 25 pin ·v" connectors.
The DLP Series Transient Surge Protectors Jli'O'
vide reliable equipment protection from overvoltages
on long cable runs employing standard RS-232 25-pin D
connectors used to interface a remote station with a
host CPU.
The DLP Series Protectors prevent surge-related
problems. They automatically protect without faulting
the line, interrupting or removing service. The unit provides continuous monitoring of line voltage and a 5ns
response time to transient overvoltages.
$89 to $121 retail
TranstectorSystems, Inc.; PO Box 300; Hayden lake,
ID 83835; 80().635-2537
I Electra Guard
Power protection devices

Power Protection Devices
IACP100BI.2
Transient surge protector
Any Macintosh; duplex outlet.
The ACP100BI2 Surge Protector guards computerized equipment against destructive power surges. It
prevents surge related problems and logic errors,
reduces downtime resulting from unscheduled repairs
and maintenance, and eliminates program bugs caused
by short-tenn transient voltage.
No special wiring or tools are needed. The unit is
simply plugged into any 110 volt 15 amp duplex recepta-
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Any Macintosh.
The Electra Guard 7 is a three grounded outlet
surge protector/line conditioner. It plugs into any
three-wire duplex outlet and protects on all three lines.
It contains EMIIRFI PI filter and response time is
less than 3ns.
Electra Guard 21A is a transient voltage surge suppressor that provides multistage protection and an audi·
ble alarm. The EG 21A features EMIIRFI protection
providing more than 20db of noise rejection. EG 21A
provides four stages of protection between all three
lines and is available with four or six outlets. The unit is

UL listed and exceeds IEEE 587 standards of Categories A& B. It also features a UL listed clamping voltage of 330 volts and a response time of less than los.
Electra Guard 44 is a swivel base that provides an
upper tray, a slide-proof sponge mattress, an adjustable
til~ a utensil channel, a master power switch, individual
on/off switches, circuit breaker reset switch, power
cord, jack for data line protection and a modem cord.
Electra Guard 50 Series Protector plugs into a standard wall receptacle and provides transient surge protection. Modular RJll and/or RJ45 jacks are also
provided for lease line and dial line protection. Adiagnostic monitor indicates when the surge protector is
fully operational The EG 50 Series is enclosed in an
extruded metal housing. Six-foot modular data cords
are included.
$69.95 retail; Electra Guard 7
Call for pricing; Electra Guard 21SA
$179.95 retail; Electra Guard 44
$89.95 starting price retail; Electra Guard 50 Series
CPS Electronics, Inc.; 4151112th Ter. N; Clearwater,
FL 34622; 813-573-1600 or 80().237-6010
Expandable Power Director m
Surge suppression and power control center
512K or larger Macintosh.
$139.95 retail
Computer Accessories Corp.; 6610 Nancy Ridge Dr.;
San Diego, CA 92121; 619-457-5500
Filtered Safe-Strip
Surge suppressor with EMI-RFI protection
Any Macintosh.
$39.95 retail
Curtis Manufacturing Co.. Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123

I Mac D Power Director
Protects and controls Macintosh ll, peripherals
andmodem
·
Macintosh ll.
The Mac ll Power Director protects and controls a
Macintosh ll, peripherals and a modem. With surge
suppression circuitry built to IEEE 587 A& 8 standards, Power Director is activated via single on/off
master switch. In turn, this delivers clean surge and
EMIIRFI noise filtered power to five outlets, four of
them with their own switches. An additional surge suppression circuit protects a modem with built-in RJ-11
phone jacks. An extra phone cable is included.
The Power Director also features a built-in
turntable.
$159.95 retail
Global Computer Supplies; 45 S. Service Rd.; Plainview,
NY 11803; 800845-6225
Mac Juice 300
Provides 300VA of uninterruptible power

Any Macintosh.
$399 retail
Computer Power Solutions, Inc.; 3097 Cypress Lake;
Memphis, TN 38119; 901-757-8505
I Mac JuiceD
Uninterrupb'ble power system
Any Macintosh.
Mac Juice ll provides 500 plus VA of uninterruptible power, complete with batteries. It supports two
Macintosh SEs or a Macintosh ll, together with associated backup devices, modems, etc. Completely automatic, Mac Juice II provides four outlets in back for plug-in
installation and a master switch to turn on the entire
configuration. Asecondary auditory tone gives a twominute warning of battery exhaustion. Batteries are
maintenance free and are five-year rated with an anticipated life of 10 years.

I
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Power Protection Devices
Mac Juice II is a complete power protection system
in an attractive, minimum footprint master unit. Power
sags and momentary dropouts, as well as power out·
ages, are completely transparent to supported systems.
Surge, spike and noise (EMI/RFI) filtration is multi·
stage.
The entire UL listed unit carries a one-year
repair/replace warranty. An extended next-day replacement warranty (one-to five-years) is available.
$599 retail
Computer Power Solutions, Inc.; 3097 Cypress Lake;
Memphis, TN 38119; 901-757-8505
MacGard
Surge suppressor
Any Macintosh.
Call for pricing
Systems Control; PO Box 188M; Iron Mountain,
MI 49801; 800451-6866
MacUPS
Uninterruptible power supply
Any Macintosh.
$249.95 retail
Statpower; 717 Simundson Dr., Ste. 170; Point Roberts,
WA 98281; 604-420-1585

$199.95 retail; external battery pack
Computer Accessories Corp.; 6610 Nancy Ridge Dr.;
San Diego, CA 92121; 619-457·5500
Powerline Four Model S4A
Surge suppression
512K or larger Macintosh.
$34.95 retail
Computer Accessories Corp.; 6610 Nancy Ridge Dr.;
San Diego, CA 92121; 619-457·5500

PowerMax
Battery backup systems
Any Macintoslr.
$599 retail; 450VA
$1,099 retail; BOOVA
$1,399 retail; 1200VA
Panamax; 150 Mitchell Blvd.; San Rafael, CA 94903;
415-499-3900

Sacrificial

SIMM's from $2990?

•

Master Piece Mac II
Power control center
Macintosh ll.
S159.95 retail
Kensington Microware, Ud.; 251 Park Ave. S;
New York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or 800-535-4242
• Minuteman 1600 Watt UPS
Uninterruptible power supply
Any Macintosh.
The Minuteman 1600 Watt UPS offers safe and reJi.
able power protection for computer systems and other
sensitive electronic equipment, including protection
from blackouts, interruptions, brownouts, over volt·
ages, overloads, surges, spikes and EMI/RFI noise.
The Minuteman 1600 protects any systemwith a
power load of 1600 watts maximum and features a syn·
chronized sinewave output that switches to inverter
operation in less than lms. All operations are fully aut<r
malic with sound and LED light indictor and alarm systems. The Minuteman comes standard with a 48 volt
battery pack and separate control unit. Additional bat·
tery packs are available if increased run time is
required during blackouts and brownouts.
$1,999 retail
Para Systems, Inc.; 1455 LeMay Dr.; Carrollton, TX
75007; 214-446-7363 or 8()().238-7272
Pocket Power Converter Model PC100+
Converts 12 volt DC power to 115 volt AC power
Any Macintosh.
$179.95 retail
Statpower; 717 Simundson Dr., Ste. 170; Point Roberts,
WA 98281; 604-420-1585
Power Director Model P25
Power protection; surge suppression; power control;
static discharge; UL listed
512K or larger MacintoslL
$99.95 retail
Computer Accessories Corp.; 6610 Nancy Ridge Dr.;
San Diego, CA 92121; 619-457-5500
Power Saver Plus Model U4
Standby power supply
512K or larger Macintosh.
$699.95 retail

MacProducts USA has been delivering SIMM's
continuously since November, 1987. In today's chancy
memory market, we like to think that we're a rarity. ·
And the risk is all ours. MacProducts SIMM's come
with a lifetime manufacturer's warranty. And now,
we've added yet another feature.
The lowest regularly available price on the market.
1 (800) MAC-DISK.
Dealer inquiries welcome.

D MacProducts USA~

8303 Mopac Expressway, Suite 218 • Austin, Texas 78759
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Power Protection Devices
•Puriden-8
Surge suppressor
Any MacirJtosh.
The Puriden-8 is a master switch power control system that not only protects computers and peripherals
from power surges, spikes and line noises, but also provides information on the powerline and the power con·
sumption of the computer system to warn users if they
are about to exceed the power limit (optional).
This unit has six power outlets and a master on/off
switch, which can be individually controlled from the
front panel The Puriden-8 is steel enclosed so that the
entire front panel can dissipate static electricity from
users. It is also capable of protecting against a higher
electrical surge than most protection devices.
The Puriden-8 comes with a one-year manufactur·
er's warranty, including all parts and labor against any
defective material.
$79retail
SSB Design; 17971-G Sky Park Cir.; Irvine, CA 92714;
714-261-6855
Relax Backup Power Source 1 And 2

Battery backups
512K or larger Macintosh.
$399.95 retail; Backup Power Source 1
$499.95 retail; Backup Power Source 2
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
Relax Mini Power Control
.
Controls power, peripherals, spikes and glitches

512K or larger Macintosh.
$79.95 retail
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
{
Six Outlet Strip With Surge Suppressors And
Phone/Modem Protection
EMI/RFI surge protector
Arzy Macintosh.
$59.95 retail
Data Spec; 20120 Plummer St.; PO Box 4029;
Chatsworth, CA 91313; 818-993-1202
•SLIV

Transient surge protector
Any Macintosh; duplex outlet. .
The SL IV Surge Protector guards computerized
equipment against destructive power surges. It prevents surge-related problems and logic errors, reduces
downtime resulting from unscheduled repairs and
maintenance, and eliminates program bugs caused by
short term transient voltage.
No special wiring or tools are needed. The unit is
simply plugged into any 110 volt 15 amp duplex recepta·
cle. Special features include circuit breaker, a circuit
breaker light that indicates the status of the circuit
breaker and a protector light that indicates the status of
the protection circuitry inside the SL rv. The unit provides continuous monitoring of line voltage and a 5ns
response time to transient overvoltages.
$224retail
Transtector Systems, Inc.; PO Box 300; Hayden Lake,
ID 83835; 800-635-2537

• Sola SPS 1800
Stand-by power source
Any Macintosh.
The SPS 1800 is a UL listed stand-by power source
intended for general use with a wide variety of comput·
ers and sensitive electronic equipment
Designed to provide offline battery/inverter back·
up power for protection against power failures, this
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portable, plug-in SPS unit offers greater economy in
less critical applications where the clean, continuous
power conditioning of an uninterruptible power system
(UPS) is not required. The SPS 1800 provides this protection by switching from line power to battery/invert·
er power within a half cycle when line voltage drops
below ·15 percent of nominal. At that threshold, the
load is transferred to the inverter within 4- to tOms.
When AC voltage returns to within 10 percent of nominal, retransfer time occurs within 2· to 4ms.
When the AC line is presen~ the SPS guards
against transients and provides protection from electrical noise in frequency ranges of 10 KHz and above. It
also incorporates fuse-protected input circuitry to prevent damage to the unit in case of a short circuit or
extreme overload conditions.
An audible alarm sounds to signal line failure. A
relay contact is available to allow use of a remote alarm.
The 1800 SPS operates on 120 volt, 60 Hz input and
plugs into any standard AC electrical outlet Included
are a 6-foot power cord with a NEMA 20-P input plug
and four NEMA 15-R output receptacles. The seH-con·
t.ained, maintenance-free battery provides four minutes
of reserve time running at full load and 10 minutes at
half load.
$1,899 retail
Sola, AUnit Of General Signal; 1717 Busse Rd.; Elk
Grove, IL 60007; 312-439-2800

• Sola Surge Suppressor Series
Surge suppression devices
Any Macintosh.
The Surge Suppressor Series is offered with differ·
ent capabilities and configurations to meet the varying
degrees of transient suppression needed in computer
and electronic environments.
All seven models feature UL listing and EMI/RFI
noise refection capabilities. The power protection line
offers three different styles, a power control center,
plug strip models with six outlets anda duplex plug-in
model with two outlets. The plug in and strip styles are
each offered with three different performance levels to
accommodate a side variety of applications.
For all seven models, maximum transient current
is rated at 6,500 amps and peak wattage capabilities are
2.5 million for normal mode and 170,000 for common
mode. Response times are less than 1ns. All are
enclosed in high impact fire retardant plastic
enclosures.
$55 to $147 retail
Sola, AUnit Of General Signal; 1717 Busse Rd.; Elk
Grove, IL 60007; 312-439-2800
System Saver Mac
Cooling fan, extra outlets with surge suppression and
noise filtering
Any Macintosh.
$99.95 retail; available in beige or platinum
Kensington Microware, Ud.; 251 Park Ave. S; New
York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or 800-535-4242
System Saver SE
Power control center
Macintosh SE.
$79.95 retail
Kensington Microware, Ltd.; 251 Park Ave. S; New
York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or 800-535-4242
•TSJ Series
Transient surge protectors

ArJy Macintosh.
The TSJ Series Transient Surge Protectors provide
modem and CPU protection from .hazardou.s over voltages on dial-up lines. They are available in both the six
position jack (compatible with the R,J11) and the eight
position jack (compatible with the R.J45) installed by the
phone company for data communications.

The TLS Series Protectors prevent surge related
problems. They automatically protect without faulting
the line, interrupting or removing service. The unit provides continuous monitoring ofline voltage and a 5ns
response time to transient over voltages.
$67 to $124 retail
Transtector Systems, Inc.; PO Box 300; Hayden Lake,
ID &3835; 8()().635..2537

SCSI Adapters
MacProducts Clip-On Magic SCSI Port
Clip-on board
Any Macintosh.
$99 retail; dealer discounts available
MacProducts USA; &303 Mopac Expy., Ste. 218; Austin,
1X 78759; 512-343-9441
MacProducts Magic SCSI Port
Provides 128K, 512K or 512KE with full SCSI capability
Any Macintosh except SE and IL
$79 retail; dealer discounts available for a 512KE
MacProducts USA; 8303 Mopac Expy., Ste. 218; Austin,
1X 78759; 512-343-9441
MacSnap SCSI
Provides a 512KE Macintosh with a SCSI port
512KE Macintosh.
$199retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St; Wilmington,
NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or 800622-7627
PCPC HD20 WSI
SCSI interface for Apple HD20 serial hard disk
Macintosh Hard Disk 20.
$295 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710
Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-884-3092 or 800622·2888
SCSI Mac
SCSI port
512KE Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
Open Mac Enterprises; 2280 Bates Ave., Ste. J; Concord, CA 94520; 415-682-0440
SCSI Terminator, Model SCSI·T-100
Attaches to any SCSI port
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$33.95 retail
Data Spec; 20120 Plummer St.; PO Box 4029;
Chatsworth, CA 91313; 818-993-1202
Silver Shuttle ll
High-speed SCSI interface card
Macintosh II; any SCSI device.
Call for pricing
Hard & Soft, Inc.; 2005 W. Cypress Creek Rd., Ste.lA;
Ft. lauderdale, FL 33309; 305-772-0430

Unix Products
AST·ICP
Intelligent communications processor
Macintosh II.
$949 retail; two-connector version
$999 retail; four-connector version
AST Research, Inc.; 2121 Alton Ave.; Irvine, CA 92714;
714-863-9991
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Douglas Mac-Disk Duplicator
Disk duplication

$8,950 retail
Ancot Corp.; Mid-PeninsuJa Business Park; 1755 E.
Bayshore Rd., ft18A; Redwood City, CA 94063;
415-363-0067

Douglas Electronics; 718 Marina Blvd.; San Leandro,
CA 94577; 415483-8770

IFour+One
Provides four additional serial ports and a modem in a
single add-on board
Macintosh H.
The Four+One enhances the communication capabilities of a Macintosh nin a business, scientific or

AESP Switch Boxes

512K or larger Macintosh.
$1,850 retail; Duplicator with disk drive
$1,500 retait without disk drive

Switch boxes for non-SCSI peripherals
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$75 retail; 2-positions
$89 retail; 3-positions
$99 retail; 4-positions
AESP, Inc.; 1680 NE 205th Ter.; N. Miami Beach,

DSC-202A/I'E
SCSI bus tracer/analyzer; SCSI device emulator
512K or larger Macintosh.

FL33179;~

Battery Check Module
Alerts a user when the battery is getting low and needs
to be changed
Macintosh Plus or SE.
$24.95 retail
Encycloware; 712 Washington St; Ayden, NC 28513;
919-7464961
•The Box
Connects a laser disc to a Macintosh
Macintosh Plus or larger. ·
The Box is a device that allows users to connect
their laser videodisc pJayers to their Macintoshes. It
provides complete interactivity with vast visual data·
bases in art, biology, astronomy, geography, anthropolo8'/ and history.
5199.95 retail
The Voyager Co.; 1351 Pacific Coast Hwy.; Santa Monj.
ca, CA 90401; 80().446.2001 or 800443-2001 in CA
The B1'M BusinessMac Re-Packaging System
Alternative cabinet housing Mac motherboard, internal
disk drives and additional add-ons
Any Macintosh.
$300retan
Business Technology Manufacturing, Inc.;
42·18 235th St.; DougJaston, NY 11363; 718-229-8094
Cash Drawer
Dedicated and intelligent cash drawers

Any Macintosh.
$295 retail; Dedicated
$365 retail; Intelligent
APG, Division OfUMI, Inc.; 160167th Ave. N; Brooklyn
Center, MN 55430; 612-56().1440
Communications Buffer
Expandable 512K option for ProModem 1200 and 2400

Macintosh
Products &Peripherals
30-70% Off.
SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

We~ over 1000 software

Hanl Disk Drives by:

~for~r Mac..
10 P.lea• call ilnd
for

•*
ltMia not llateclln

this advertisement.
Adobe Fonts M9
call
Calculus
Canvas
Cricket Presents
Expressionist II
FileMaker II

62.00
119.00
309.00
79.00
329.00

FoxBale+Mac

130.00

Freehand
Freelance Plus
FuiiWrite Pro
Graphlst Paint II
Ughtspeed C
MacGolf Classic
Maclink Plus
MacMoney 3.0
MacRecorder

355.00

512K or larger Macintosh.

lllcroaoft Placlucta

$149 retail; Communications Buffer
$99 retait Alphanumeric Disp1ay option
.
Prometheus Products, Inc.; 7225 SW Bonita; Tigard,
OR 97223; 5()3.624.()571

Quark Style

CopyMaker Plus
Automatically duplicates, prints and applies labels to
3.5-inch disks
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2MB ofRAM.
$11,000 retail
Applied Data Communications; 14272 Chambers Rd.;
Tustin, CA 92680; 714-731·9000
Data Switch Box, Model DS9002
9-pin data switch box
l~K or 512K Macintosh.
$49.95 retail
Data Spec; 20120 Plummer St; PO Box 4029;
Chatsworth, CA 91313; 818-993-1202

Diskette Copiers
Diskette duplicators
Any Macintosh.
$3,695 retail; Desktop Diskette Copier
$6,495 retail; Mountain Diskette Autoloader
Mountain Computer, Inc.; 360 El Pueblo Rd.; Scotts VaJ.
ley, CA 95066; 408-438-QSSO

MiniCAD 4.0
Quark XPren 2.0

Pagellaker 3.0
Red Ryder
Statview II
Sultecase II
Super3D
SuperPaint
Tetris
Tops (Mac or DOS)

call
285.00
269.00
105.00
63.00
142.00
59.00
143.00

call
372.00

499.00
199.00

419.00
59.00
369.00
48.00
199.00
81.00
20.00
145.00

PaJment: American Express,
Visa, Master-Card (No surcharge),
Checks, C.O.D., and Company &
Institution PO's. Net 10.
1mu Texas residents only, add 8%
sales tax.

ACCESSORIES

~~
M~ime & ...,_., e
starling

:

Internal
399.00
649.00
649.00
1295.00
1650.00
2500.00
3995.00

External
20meg
499.00
40meg
699.00
60meg
699.00
91meg
1395.00
150meg
1750.00
300meg
2500.00
600meg
3995.00
Grappler LQ
95.00
Epic 2400 Internal
299.00
Shiva Netmodem 2400 469.00
Tnlvel Color Scanner
call
DataCopy 730 Scanner 1399.00
Sharp Color Scanner5499.00
Thunderscan 4.0
195.00
Omniscan
499.00
Mac Recorder
143.00
Abaton Propolnt
108.00
Turbo Mouse (Kensington)110.00
A+ Optical Mouse
63.00
800K Drive
179.00
Moniterm 19" Monitor
1599.00
19" Sony Monitor
2950.00
Nocy Mac20MX
699.00
OMS ColorScript 100 19,995.00
General Computer
LaserWriters
call
2400 Bllloclem
139.00

~

KAOBulk
KAOBoxed
Sony Boxed
Sony Bulk
MacDisk

OS

1.35

15.50
17.50

1.39
1.25

Black Ribbons
Colared Ribbons

11.59
12.75
1.11
.99

3.00
3.50

Multicolored Ribbons
12.00
Mac Plus Bag
59.00
MaeSE Bag
69.00
lmageWriter II Bag
55.00
Teak Disk Box 501100'150 16/25/33
7.00
DiskRie/30
Hypercard Handbook
19.95
MagicNet Connector
24.00
Kensington Cable Ext. Kit 34.00

BOARDS/UPGRADES
128K-512K Upgrade
249.00
128K-1024K Upgrade
419.00
512K-1024K Upgrade
249.00
1MegSIMMs
call
Magic SCSI Port
69.00
68030 Accelerator 33 mhz 4995.00
Dove Mach II SE
649.00
Dove 512E
215.00
Dove MacSnap+2
299.00
Dove SCSI
129.00
HyperCharger
699.00
DoubleTime 16 Board
295.00
Novy Mac20MX
729.00

Shipping: Minimum $4.50 Prices and items are subject to
change and availability.
Airborne, UPS Next Day & 2nd
'nlrms: You are not charged until Day Air, US Mail.
your order is shipped.
MacProducts USA carries over
2500 products for the Mac, so call
Returns may be subject to a
for products not listed.
restocking fee.
can for a free catalog.

1 (800) MAC-DISK.

::D=MacProducts USA~

8303 Mopac Expressway, Suite 218 • Austin, Texas 78759
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engineering environment by providing four additional
serial.ports and a modem in a single add-on board. It
fully supports both the standard Macintosh operating
system and A/UX.
The additional serial ports can support the connection of various types of local devices. The connection of
additional terminals can allow users to share the
resources of a Macintosh II, particularly in a software
development or information retrieval application. In a
laboratory environment, scientific instruments can be
connected to a Macintosh ll to collect real-time data for
further processing. Two LocaTfalk networks can also
be connected via the serial ports to provide a bridge so
that assets such as laser printers can be shared across
networks. The Four+One allows a Macintosh ll to be
attached to several mainframes or information services
simultaneously, providing the power to combine information from up to four databases.
The 2,4()().baud modem provides access to a variety
of computer resources. Also, data that is accessible on
other computer networks can be accessed and trans.
ferred to a Macintosh ll for review and further process.
ing. The modem can also be used to transmit data to
other networks or mainframes. By including the
modem on the Four+One communications board, a
serial port is reserved for other data communications
needs.
can for pricing
Tara Systems Corp.; 912 Santa Hidalga; Solana Beach,
CA 92075; 619-481-7109
HurdlerD
Macintosh II NuBus interface boards
Macinrosh II.
$199 to $379 retait prototyping board also available
$149 retail; ROM development tools
Creative Solutions, Inc.; 4701 Randolph Rd., Ste. 12;
Rockville, MD 20852; 301-98W262 or 80().367-8465
(orders)
Infotek Other Hardware
Parallel port kit, sound digitizers, composition keyboard, video adapters, colorizing systems, etc.
512K or larger Macintosh.
$425 retail; tntraport
S125 retail; Macdig sound digitizer
S145 retail; Macmusic
$74 retait Stereomac
$119 retail; Macdig ll
$159 retail; Macvid 2
$949 retail: Laser-Kolor (color and metallics on any
laser printer output)
$149 to $299 retail; MacEmulator and MacDrive
$350 retail; Porta Mac Kit
lnfotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682
.LexiLink

High-speed bus links
Macintosh II.
Lexilink is a line of high-speed bus links that transparently connect VMEBus to NuBus-based systems via
a pair of coax or fiber optic cables. The link allows
numerous VMEBus compab'ble board level products
and SYStems to work in conjunction with the
Macintosh ll.
Lexilink provides a connection with bus-coupling.
Segments of one SYStems' physical address space are
mapped to another systems' address space. The size,
location and number of mapped segments are determined through a programmable address translation
map. Once mapped, bus cycles to mapped addresses
are transmitted and regenerated on the remote SYStem.
No high-overhead network protocols or device driver
changes are required.
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The link consists of two printed circuit boards and
connecting cable, and may operate over 50 feet (coax)
or 2Km (fiber). The fiber link conforms to the lowest
levels of the FDDI standard.
$1,995 starting price retail
I..exis, Inc.; PO Box 306; Wakefield, MA 01880;
617-245-5017

MacTruck
Compiles trip and driver data
512K or larger Macintosh.
$599 retail; black box
$870 retail; software
Intersoft Electronics; Katersberg 4, 2440 Geel;
Belgium; 014-58-64-63

UfeGuard
Battery monitoring system
Any Macintosh.
$29.95 suggested retail
Advanced Concepts Research, Inc.; 6 Pheasant Run;
Newtown, PA 18940; 215-86().1606

I Master Switch
Versatile interface unit
Serial or paraUel port.
Master Switch is a versatile connectivity product
for interconnecting computers and peripherals using
the common serial (RS-232) and parallel (Centronics)
interfaces of equipment The switch accepts more than
20 commands for controlling the flow of data. It supports operation automatically, by sending commands or
by using interactive menus.
The unit is available in various models. Units can
have up to nine serial or parallel ports, or a mix of serial
and parallel ports. The base unit has 64K of memory
expandable to 1 MB. Included with each unit is the
Masterlink utility disk. The disk contains a pop-up program for computers to send commands or access
menus from the switch. The disk also contains utilities
for batch file operation and cable testing. Optional
software allows background file transfer and
electronic mail.
Master Switch has an extensive feature set to support printer and modem sharing, file transfer, port contention, data collection and a number of other
applications. The buffer is dynamically allocated and
allows up to 64 jobs in its queue. Ajob control menu
can be accessed from each port to manipulate the
queue. Aport connection menu can be accessed to connect to a destination. The front panel displays buffer
capacity, data receive and transmit and data flow conditions. Aself-test diagnostic supports internal memory
tests and port loopback tests.
$250 retail; 2-port box ·
$350 retail; 3-port box
$549 retail; 5-port box
$749 retail; 9-port box
Rose Electronics; 10850 Wilcrest, Ste. 900; Houston,
TX 77099; 713-933-7673 or 80().333-9343

Mac Double D·D
Disk drive conversion
Any Macintosh.
$600 retait D-D/1600 (conversion from Plus or upgrade
with one disk drive to two BOOK front-mounted disk
drives); includes installation, parts and labor
$530 retail; O.D/1200 (conversion from 128K or 512K
with one internal disk drive to 400K disk drive and
BOOK disk drive); includes installation, parts and labor
Custom Computer Co.; 3601 Parkview ln., Ste.1.C;
Irvine, CA 92715; 714-786-3418
MacCard
Magnetic cardreader with a built-in clock for date/time
registration, and with a keyboard for extra code-input
512K or larger Macintosh.
$875retail
Intersoft Electronics; Katersberg 4, 2440 Geel; Belgium;
014-58-64-63
Maccelerator
Floating point accelerator with QuickSane
512K or larger Macintosh.
$295retail
Quesse Computer Co., Inc.; PO Box 922; Issaquah, WA
98027; 2()6.392-7701
MacEnhancer
Expands one port to four
512K or larger Macintosh.
$245 retail; includes seriaJ.to-parallel converter, drivers
for non-Apple printers, communications software
SoftStyle; AProduct of Phoenix Technologies Ltd.; 6600
Kalanianaole Hwy.; Honolulu, HI 96825; 8Q8.396-ro68
or 80().367-5600
•MacProto
Prototyping board
Macintosh IL
The MacProto board is a complete implementation
of the NuBus slave interface with 30 square inches of
wire wrap prototyping area for both DIP and PGA integrated circuits. It also includes a large slot declaration
ROM that provides for custom programming and
initialization.
The MacProto has two 32 bit wide registers for
latching address and data. It also has a versatile S.bit
user register for user definable functions.
The MacProto board comes with a driver diskette
that includes Ccode routines for testing MacProto and
for reading and writing data through the MacProto
interface. It also comes with a manual that includes
information about the NuBus; pinouts for the data Bus,
address Bus, user register and handshake/interrupt
port; timing diagrams for the handshake port; and a
sample external handshake circuit The MacProto
NuBus interface technology is available on .a
license basis.
$299.95 retail
AD.E.X. Corp.; 105 Albright Way; Los Gatos, CA
95030; 408-86&2077

Mode1310 Digital Impedance System
Multiple frequency tympanometry and acoustic reflex
testing
512K or larger Macintosh.
$4,695 retail; Model 310
$6,895 retail; with Macintosh Plus and ImageWriter
Virtual Corp.; ?Zl SW Pine; Portland, OR 97204:
503-226-3000
Model320 Clinical Audiometer
Two-channel clinical audiometer
512K or larger Macintosh.
$3,995 retail
Virtual Corp.; 227 SW Pine; Portland, OR 97204;
503-226-3000
.ProBoard
Memory expansion, accelerator card, big-screen dis.
play, SCSI port
Any Macinrosh except SE or IL
The ProBoard is an enhancement kit designed to
make a Macintosh more useful. It combines a largescreen driver (1,024 by 768 resolution) with a 16 MHz
68020 processor to give users a bigger workspace and
more speed, all on one board.
The single-card implementation gives users both
higher performance and better reliability. The proces.
sor has full32-bit access to video memory for fast
screen updates, along with dedicated 32-bit memory for
a faster copy of the ROM code.
The ProBoard can access both on-board memory
(up to 4,0961{) and Macintosh RAM, allowing users to
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Other
expand their current system without discarding or
replacing memory they've already paid for. ProBoard
memory and Macintosh memory are contiguous, so
the F"mder sees all of the memory, all of the time.
An external1~ch display can be readily attached
to the ProBoard's video connector at the rear of the
Macintosh, giving users a 14 by 11-inch workspace, and
keeping the standard 72 dpi resolution. The monitor
may be detached at any time, and all of the performance benefits of the ProBoard are available, even
without the external display.
The ProBoard may be installed by any authorized
Apple dealer, and does not require modificarlon of the
Macintosh in any way. The ProBoard is a fully self-contained product, including afan, internal DCDC power
supply and all required cables.
$1,625 suggested retail; ProBoard
68020/graphics/SCSI (OK)
$2,075 suggested retail; ProBoard
68020/graphics/SCSI (1,0241<)
$5,295 suggested retail; ProBoard
68020/graphics/SCSI (4,0961<)
$515 suggested retail; 1,024Kexpansion RAM
$3,795 suggested retail; 4,096K expansion RAM
$395 suggested retail; 16 MHz 68881 math coprocessor option
$1,675 suggested retail; Ikegami 19-inch monochrome
display
SuperAdd Computer Products, Inc.; 2St Clair Ave. W.
Ste.1700; Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4V 11.5;
416-925-2739
Relax Power Control 2, 3, 4

Control power, peripherals spikes and glitches

512K or /Qrger Macintosh.

$69.95 retail; Power Control2
$89.95 retail; Power Control3
$99.95 retail; Power Control4
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415471-6112
Smarthome I
Home control; security system
512K or larger Macintosh.
$350retail
CyberLynx Computer Products, Inc.; 4828 Sterling Dr.;
Boulder, CO 80301; 303444-7733

•Tetetlex
Telephone information control
Macintosh Plus or /Qrger, I MB ofRAM; 20MB hard
disk drive; ordiMry touch-tone telephone's R]-11 wall
jack.

Teleflex is a hardware/software product that han·
dies almost any business operation that uses the phone,
including telemarketing, market research, opinion
polls, surveys, technical support, voice mail and data
communications. Teleflex is linked with a telephone
and a Macintosh computer, and is not limited to one
task. It can implement and manage a wide group of
major business tasks by itself, without the need for
supervision.
Teleflex can talk and interact with customers,
clients, suppliers, employees and the public. Teleflex
uses Voice Merge to utilize data file information, such
as names, prices, discounts, greetings, special messages, dates and times, and merge them into spoken
messages or replies. Teleflex can operate seven days a
week on a round-the-clock schedule.
The Teleflex software is a graphic language. Icons
representing tasks are linked together in a flowchart
pattern to create scripts. What users see is what the

program does. No programming experience is necessary. There are 27 task icons available. Some examples
are: answer phone, which answers incoming calls;
database, which appends or searches data files: dial out,
which dials phone numbers from a database and
responds to signals, carrier tones and voices; and global clock, which sets the timing for tasks by day, week,
year, hour or minute.
Telemarketing can utilize all the functions of a
Hayes-compab"ble 300 or 1,200 baud modem. An appliance control center can operate remote control
appliances.
Teleflex supplies digitized natural sound record·
ings of many often-used words. Avariety of words are
also available on pre-set Macintalk versions. In addition
to the computer generated Macintalk voice, phrases or
messages can be recorded through a microphone or
over the telephone. Teleflex can easily be designed to
~e callers a choice of languages.
53,495 retail
Magnum Software; 21115 Devonshire St., Ste. 337;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-7()().()510
.1\vo+1\vo
Provides four additional serial ports in a single add-on
board
Macintosh II.
The Twa+Two enhances the communications capabilities of a Macintosh II in a business, scientific or
engineering environment by providing four additional
serial ports in a single add-on board. It fully supports
the standard Macintosh operating system.
The additional serial ports can support the connection of various types of local devices. In industrial control applications, a Macintosh II can process
information for sensors and data acquisition equipment
to communicate over R£422 serial connections. The
connection of additional terminals can allow users to
share the resources of a Macintosh II, particularly in a
software development or information rebieval application. In a laboratory environment, scientific instru·
ments can be connected to a Macintosh II to collect
real-time data for further processing. With additional
software, two LocalTalk networks can also be connect·
ed via the serial ports to provide a bridge so that assets,
such as laser printers, can be shared across networks.
The Twa+Two allows a Macintosh II to be attached to
several mainframes or information services simultaneously, providing the power to combine information from
several databases on different host computers.
Call for pricing
Tara Systems Corp.; 912 Santa Hidalga; Solana Beach,
CA 92075; 619481-7109

UniversaiS/16-Bit Cross-Development Kit
Gives developers the capability of using a Macintosh to
assemble and test source programs
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$725 retail; 8-Bit
$1,275 retail; 16-Bit
Memocom Development Tools; 1301 Denton Dr., Ste.
204; Carrollton, TX 75006; 214-446-9906
Vector Prototyping Boards And Extenders
Prototyping circuit boards and test extenders

Macintosh SE or IL
$187.86 retail; Pads &Planes Prototyping Board for
Mac II (5085-7)
.
$73.49 retail; Pads & Planes Prototyping Board for Mac
SE (5086-7)
$105.44 retail; Vectorboard Plus Prototyping Board for
Mac II (5085-5)
$484.58 retail; Vectorboard Plus Prototyping Board for
Mac II (5085C51F)
$74.02 retail; Voltage/Ground Plane Prototyping Board
for Mac II (50854)
$314.18 retail; High Performance Extender Card for
Mac II (3690.28)

$73.49 retail; Extender Card for Mac II (3690-27)
Vector Electronic Co.; 12460 Gladstone Ave.; Sylmar,
CA 91342; 818-365-9661
• Voice Navigator 200/100
Personal voice recognition system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Voice Navigator is a personal voice recognition
system. AMacintosh equipped with Voice Navigator
hardware and software can respond to a user's spoken
commands to select menus, respond to dialogs, activate
buttons and enter text, all in an affordable entry~evel
system.
Two models are available: the Voice Navigator One
with a 200.word active vocabulary and the Voice Navigator 1000 with 1,000 words active. Both systems
include: voice recognition hardware that attaches to the
Macintosh through the SCSI por~ voice recognition
software drivers, high-level command definition Jan.
guage and compiler and pre-defined language templates
for the most popular Macintosh application packages.
In addition, the company offers a developer toolkit
for application developers who wish to include voice
recognition in their products. The toolkit includes inter·
face routines for lightspeedC and HyperCard XCMDs
andXFCNs.
The Voice Navigator system uses state-of-the-art
voice recognition techniques with the broadest possible
application. The drivers are speaker dependent, discrete utterance, natural language recognizers. They
work equally well with any user, any accent and any Jan.
guage. Because each user trains the vocabulary to his
or her particular speech patterns and language, the rec·
ognizer consistently produces high-quality speech
recognition.
$750retail
Articulate Systems, Inc.; 2380 Ellsworth St; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-549-1013
X-10
Home control interface
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive.
$49.99 retail; Home Control Interface
$14.99 each module retail; Appliance, Lamp, Wall
Switch
X-10 (USA), Inc.; 185A Legrand Ave.; Northvale, NJ
07647; 201-784-9700 or 80().526-0027

Communications/
AppleTalk Gateways
Etherlink/NB
Ethernet adapter
Macintosh H.
$595retail
3Com Corp.; 3165 Kifer Rd.; Santa Clara, CA 95052;
408-562-6400 or 800638-3266
• EtherUnk/SE
Ethernet adapter
Macintosh SE; 3+ For Macintosh, AppleShare or Net·
Ware For Macintosh.
The Etherlink/SE Ethernet adapter is a high-per·
formance network interface for connecting Macintosh
SE computers to local-area networks. With
Etherlink/SE, users can transfer data for AppleTalk·
compatible applications over the network at high Ethernet speeds -10 megabits per second, compared to 230
kilobits per second for l.ocaiTalk. The adapter operates
with either the 3Com 3+, AppleShare, Tops or any other
Ethernet-compab"ble network operating system.
Etherlink/SE is installed in the single expansion
slot of the Macintosh SE. It includes an on-board
transceiver for cost-effective and convenient connection
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Communications/
AppleTalk Gateways
to thin Ethernet cable. In addition, the adapter can be
connected to telephone twisted-pair wiring through ·
3Com MultiConnect products, offering a convenient
· migration path from popular LocaiTalk implementations
to high-speed Ethernet.
$595retail
3Com Corp.; 3165 Kifer Rd.; Santa Clara, CA 95052;
408-562-6400 or 800638-3266
EtherPortll
Internal Ethernet controller board

Macintoshll

$695retail
Kinetics, lite.: 2540 Camino Diablo; Walnut Creek,
CA 94596; 415-947-0998
I EtherPort IlL

Internal Ethernet controller board

Macintosh II.

EtherPort IlL is an internal Ethernet controller
board for a Macintosh II. Developed in conjunction with
SynOptics Communications, Inc., the EtherPort IlL is
an integration of SynOptic's chip-level unshielded twist·
ed pair implementation ofits LattisNet 10 megabit per
second (lOMb/s) Ethernet transceiver onto Kinetics'
Ethernet network interface cards for a Macintosh II.
With an installed EtherPort IlL, a Macintosh ncan COD·
nect directly into a LattisNet Ethernet network through
a standard RJ-45 data communications connector.
EtherPort IlL offers the same functionality with a
LattisNet Ethernet network as the Kinetics' EtherPort
II does with coaxial cable Ethernet networks.
EtherPort IlL is an Ethernet controller card for a
Macintosh ll's NuBus Backplane. It is compatible with
other versions of Kinetics' hardware products and third{W'ty connectivity software.
S695retail
Kinetics, Inc.; 2540 Camino Diablo; Walnut Creek, CA
94596; 415-947-0998
EtherPort SE
Internal Ethernet controller board

Macintosh SE.

$695retail
Kinetics, Inc.; 2540 Camino Diablo; Walnut Creek,
CA 94596; 415-947-0998
EtherPort SEL
Internal Ethernet controller board

Macintosh SE.

$695retail
Kinetics, Inc.; 2540 Camino Diablo; Walnut Creek,
CA 94596; 415-947-0998
EtherSC
Macintosh/SCSI link to Ethernet

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$1,250 retail
Kinetics, Inc.; 2540 Camino Diablo; Walnut Creek,
CA 94596; 415-947-0998
FastNetll
Intelligent communications controller for DECnet
connectivity

Macintosh 11.

$999retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St; Wilmington,
NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or 80().622-7627
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FastNet SCSI Network Interface
Intelligent SCSI gateway to a variety of local-area
networks

512K or larger Macintosh.

$1,249 retail; starting price
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St; Wdmington,
NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or 800622-7627
FastPath
AppleTalk-to-Ethemet gateway

512K or larger Macintosh.
$2,495 retail
Kinetics, Inc.; 2540 Camino Diablo: Walnut Creek,
CA 94596; 415-947-0998
The GatorBox

LocaiTalk to Ethernet gateway

Any number ofMacintoslzes on aUJcalTalk network and
any number ofNFS servets (including Macintosh lis
with A/UXJ on Ethernet or thin Ethernet.

FlleServers
3S/200
Dedicated, multifunction network server for Ethernet.
LocaiTalk, Token Ring networks
3+ For 17lt Macintosh; supports Macintosh PillS or larger; and PCs and PS/2s.
$8,495 retail; 3S/200
$10,495 retail; with 150 MB tape backup
3Com Corp.; 3165 Kifer Rd.; Santa Clara, CA 95052;
408-562-6400 or Bro638-3266

3S/400
Dedicated, multifunction network server for Ethernet,
LocaiTalk, Token Ring networks

3+ For The Macintosh; supports Macintosh Plus or larger; and PCs and PS/2s.

$3,495 retail
Cayman Systems, Inc.; One Kendall Sq., Bldg. 600;
Cambridge, MA 02139; 617-494-1999

$12,495 retail; 3S/401
$14,495 retail; with 150MB tape backup
3Com Corp.; 3165 Kifer Rd.; Santa Clara, CA 95052;
408-562-6400 or 800-638-3266

1-Server
Local AppleTalk bridge

80386 Network File Server
26ms hard disk: 4 MB RAM cache

512K or larger Macintosh. -

512K or larger Macintosh.

$695retail
Solana Electronics: 7887 Dunbrook Rd., Ste. k, San
Diego, CA 92126; 619-566-1701

$6,900 retail; includes software
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682

Macintosh D Ethetralk Interface Card
Provides a Macintosh II with a direct connection to
existing Ethernet·based networks

LaserServer
Multiuser server

Macintosh II.
$699retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
NetBridge
Expands the efficiency of AppleTalk networks beyond
the normal32 users

512K or larger Macintosh.

$499retail
Shiva Corp.; 155 Second Sl; Cambridge, MA 02141;
617-864-8500

R-Server
AppleTalk network gateway/bridge

512K or larger Macintosh.
$595retail
Solana Electronics; 7887 Dunbrook Rd., Ste. A; San
Diego, CA 92126; 619-566-1701

ST3 Multi-Server
Communications server
UJcalTalk network.
$1,095 retail; basic
$795 retail; additional memory and ports
Synaptic Technologies, Inc.; 16 Hughes, Ste. C106;
Irvine, CA 92718; 714-859-0570
TeleBridge
Bridge between remote networks

512KE or larger Macintosh.

$499retail
Shiva Corp.; 155 Second Sl; Cambridge, MA 02141;
617-864-8500

512K or larger Macintosh.
$2,295 retail
Dataspace Corp.; 185 Riviera Dr., Unit 9; Markham,
Ontario, Canada L3R SJ6: 416-474-0113 or 80().387-0492
Mac FUe Server
Connect up to 31 Macintoshes to a file server

512K or larger Macintosh.

$1,800 to $4,900 retail
Infotek, Inc.: 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682
Relax Multi Net II
300MB to 4.2 GB expansion system

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$5,995 retail; 300 MB
$9,895 retail: 600 MB
$13,895 retail; 900MB
$17,995 retail; 1.2GB
$21,995 retail; 1.5 GB
$25,795 retail; 1.8 GB
$29,595 retail; 2.1 GB
$33,345 retail; 2.4 GB
$37,045 retail; 2.7 GB
$40,695 retail; 3.0 GB
$44,295 retail; 3.3 GB
$47,845 retail; 3.6 GB
$51,445 retail; 3.9 GB
$54,995 retail; 4.2 GB
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
Throne

.

Desktop super-mini

512K or larger Macintosh; AppleTalk or SCSI ports.

Call for pricing
·
The Sunrise System; 1001 Bridgeway, #472; Sausalito,
CA 94965; 415-331·9712

TurboPC
PC file server for Tops network
512K or larger Macintosh.
$1,995 retail
Infotek, Inc.: 56 Camille: E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682
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Local-Area Networks
Apple locaffalk Cabling System
Weal-area network
512K or larger Macintosh.
$75 per connection
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014: 408-996-1010
•DaynaTalk
Boosts data transmission rates over LocaiTalk and com·
patible cabling systems

Macintosh Plus or larger.
As a connector box for Macintosh computers or a
network interface card for mM PCs and compatibles.
DaynaTalk can increase locaiTalk data transmission
speeds at varying rates from the standard 230 kilobits
per second up to 1.7 megabits per second.
DaynaTalk can be used with any AppleTalk-compat·
ible network operating system that uses LocaiTalk,
PhoneNet or compatible cabling. This includes AppleShare, Tops and NetWare for Macintosh.
$189 retail; Macintosh
$289 retail; mM PCs or compatibles
Dayna Communications; 50 South Main St, 5th R: Salt
Lake City, Uf 84144; 801-531-0600
Du Pont Fiber Optic AppleTalk IAN
Fiber optic local-area network
512K or larger Macintosh.
$250 retail; converter
$950 retail; concentrator
$4.55 per meter; fiber
$350 retail; extender from copper-twisted pair to Fiber
Optics
$400 retail; communications card for Mac II
DuPont Electronics; 515 Fishing Creek Rd.; New Cumberland, PA 17070; 717-938-6711 or 800-237-2374
Quicknet
AppleTalk compatible networking system

512K or larger Macintosh.
$45 per node retail
lnfotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
51&289-9682
•QuikNet
Alternative to AppleTalk networking
Any Macintosh.
QuikNet is an alternative to AppleTalk networking.
The heart of the cabling system is compact adapters
that are connected to each computer and peripheral in
the network. The devices then convert signals so that
data may be transmitted and exchanged over simple
inexpensive modu1ar (telephone style) cable. The
QuikNet cabling system is designed to function at an
overall distance of more than 3,000 feet without data
loss.
QuikNet units are supplied with either a DB9 or S.
pin mini DIN connector and include &feet of modu1ar
cable and terminator. Longer cables are available.
$59 per kit retail
Belkin Components; 14550 S. Main St; Gardena, CA
90248; 213-515-7585 or 800-223-5546
TurboNet
AppleTalk-compatible networking system
AppleTalk network.
$49.95 retail
Nuvotech, Inc.; 2015 Bridgeway, Ste. 204; Sausalito, CA
94965; 415-331-7815
•TurboNet ST
AppleTalk-compab"ble networking system
512K or larger Macintosh.
TurboNet STis a selfterminating AppleTalk con·
nectar that runs on standard lUll telephone cabling. It

features traffic indicator lights that alerts users to any
network activity. The presence and strength of signals
are visible through TurboNet Sf's clear black casing.
Each connector is designed to maintain the signal
quality of its own section of a LAN, via distributed sig·
nal dependent damping. The inner circuity of the Tur·
boNet ST also includes surge absorbers.
TurboNet ST allows users to set up Trunk, Daisy
Chain or Passive Star networks of up to 5,000 feet using
standard telephone wire. It is compatible with Apple's
l.ocaiTalk hardware and other third party products. Net·
work speeds of up to 1megabaud are also supported.
$59.95 retail
Nuvotech, Inc.; 2015 Bridgeway, Ste. 204; Sausalito, CA
94965; 415-331-7815

Local-Area Network
Accessories
IBeJfalk
.AjlpleTalk-compatible connector kits
Any Macintosh.
BeiTalk are 100 percent compatible AppleTalk con·
nectar kits. The transceivers are about the same size as
Apple's version, and the kits also include a l().foot cable
and a coupler. Because they are AppleTalk compab"ble,
they can be used in conjunction with AppleTalk
transceivers for the expansion of existing networks.
They can also be used with Belkin's QuikNet network·
ing kits.
BeiTalk units carry a full two-year warranty against
defects in workmanship.
Call for pricing
Belkin Components; 14550 S. Main St; Gardena,
CA 90248; 213-515-7585 or 8()().223-5546

C&rver
Connects incompatible peripherals to AppleTalk
network
512K or larger Macintosh.
$645retail
Solana Electronics; 7887 Dunbrook Rd., Ste. A; San
Diego, CA 92126; 619-56&1701
CompuNet Connectors
AppleTalk/PhoneNet equivalent
512K or larger Macintosh.
$29.95 retail
Trimar USA, Inc.; 236 W. 15th St.; New York, NY 10011;
212-645-7008 or 8()().872-4454
CompuTalk Plus
Allows three to five LocalTalk computers or printers to
be connected together to form an AppleTalk Network
System
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$185 retail; 3-positions
$230 retail; 4-positions
$275 retail; 5-positions
AESP, Inc.; 1680 NE205th Ter.; N. Miami Beach, FL
33179; 305-653-0898
Dualnet
Permits 64 devices to work from one wall jack; uses
AppleTalk software
512K or larger Macintosh.
$59 retail
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille: E. Patchogue, NY 11772:
51&289-9682
InterBridge
Bridge to connect multiple AppleTalk networks
512K or larger Macintosh.
$799 estimated retail

Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.; PO Box 105203;
Atlanta, GA 30348; 404-449-8791 or 404-441-1617 (customer service)
ModuNet
Network connectors
512K or larger Macintosh.
$37.95 retail; MDT-M8
$43.95 retail; MDT-D9
$47.95 retail; MDT·D25
Data Spec; 20120 Plummer St.; PO Box 4029;
Chatsworth, CA 91313; 818-993-1202

NetSerial X232
Interface allowing users to share any serial device and
high-speed synchronous or asynchronous modems on
the AppleTalk network
512KE or larger Macintosh; AppleTalk.
$399retail
Shiva Corp.; 155 Second St: Cambridge, MA 02141;
617-864-8500
PhoneNetConnedors
Allow AppleTalk computers and devices share peripher·
als and exchange information over new or existing telephone wire
512K or larger Macintosh.
$59.95 retail; Mini DIN-8
$59.95 retail; DB-9
$75 retait DB-25
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2150 Kittredge St.; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-849-2331
PhoneNetSUuCOnttoller
Twelve-port AppleTalk packet repeater
512K or larger Macintosh.
$1,695 retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2150 Kittredge St.; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-849-2331
'
PostmatiQ
Telecommunications coprocessor
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$800 retail; starting price
MCTel, Inc.; 5070 Parkside Ave., Ste. 1300; Phi1adel·
phia, PA 19131; 215-879-3819
Q·Talk
AppleTalk compatible, local-area network connectors
512K or larger Macintosh.
$59 per node retail
Laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile, AL 36685;
205-633-7223 or 8()().523-2696

Smart Wall Plates
CompuTalk assemblies for in-wall installation
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$140 retail
AESP, Inc.; 1680 NE 205th Ter.; N. Miami Beach, FL
33179; 305-653-0898
TeleNode
Allows remote access to AppleTalk network
512K or larger Macintosh; 300 -19.2K baud modem.
$695retail
Dataspace Corp.; 185 Riviera Dr., Unit 9; Markham,
Ontario, Canada 1.3R 5j6; 41&474-0113 or 8()().387-0492
Tops Repeater
Extends length of AppleTalk network
Two Tops TeleConnectors or compatible DB-9 network
connectors.
$189retail
Tops, ASun Microsystems Co.; 950 Marina Village
Pkwy,; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-769-8700 or
8Q0.445.8677 in U.S. and Canada
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Local-Area Networks
Accessories
Tops TeleConnector
AppleTalk and FlashTalk compatible connector
512K or larger Macintosh.
$59 retail
Tops, ASun Microsystems Co.; 950 Marina Vdlage
Pkwy.; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-769-8700 or
800445-8677 in U.S. and Canada
Trinet
Connects up to 96 devices on Quicknet
512K or larger Macintosh.
$54 per node retail
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682

Macintosh To mM
Minicomputers & Mainframes
8110-A

Macintosh-to-IBM gateway
Any Macintosh; communications package.
$2,850 retail
Case Communications, Inc.; 7200 Riverwood Dr.;
Columbia, MD 21046; 301-290-7110
Applel.ine
IBM 3270 mainframe communications
512K or larger Macintosh.
$1,295 retail; Appleline
$99 retail; 3270 File Transfer
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Avatar PAlOOOG
Protocol converter/3278 emulation unit
512K or larger Macintosh.
$995retail
Avatar Technologies, Inc.; 99 South St.; Hopkinton, MA
01748; 50843~

DCFll
Protocol conversion system for IBM System 34/36/38
or IBM mainframe
Macintosh Plus or larger; MacBlue software.
$3,995 retail; five ports
$4,995 retait nine ports
$5,995 retait 17 ports
Wall Data, Inc.; 17769 NE 78th Pl.; Redmond, WA
98052; 206-883-4m
Mac/5251

IBM System/3X to Macintosh interface
512K or larger Macintosh.
$1,195 retail
Perle Systems, Inc.; 1980 Springer Dr.; Lombard, IL
60148; 312-932-4171
MaciRMA V1.1.0

Macintosh-to-IBM mainframe communications link
Macintoslz SE or ll
$1,195 retail
Digital Communications Associates, Inc. (DCA); 1000
Alderman Dr.; Alpharetta, GA 30201; 404-442-4000 or
800-241-4762
MacMainFrame DX
IBM 3270 mainframe communications; file transfer
512KE or larger Macintosh; communications program.
$1,195 retail
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Avatar Technologies, Inc.; 99 South St.; Hopkinton,
MA 01748; 508-43~72
MacMainFrame II

IBM 3270 mainframe communications; file transfer
Macintosh II.
$995retail
Avatar Technologies, Inc.; 99 South St.; Hopkinton,
MA 01748; 508-43~72
MacMainFrame SE

IBM 3270 mainframe communications; file transfers
Macintosh SE.
$795retail
Avatar Technologies, Inc.; 99 South St.; Hopkinton,
MA 01748;5()8.43~2
The Netway 1000 Communication Server
Multisession AppleTalk 3274 gateway
512K or larger Macintosh.
$3,995 retait includes network licensed 3270 software
with file transfer
Tri-Data Systems, Inc.; 1450 Kifer Rd.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-746-2900

nAnd mTwinax
IBM System 34/36/38 minicomputer communications
and file transfer
Any Macintosh.
$1,495 (first port) retail; Series II Twinax
Optional expansion ports (2 through 7) available
$1,195 remit (single port only); Series mTwinax
KMW Systems Corp.; 6034 W. Courtyard Dr.; Austin,
1X 78730; 51~338-3000 or 80().531-5167
Series

Modems
Apple Personal Modem
1,200/300-baud modem
512K or larger Macintosh.
$279retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010

AppleFax l\lodem
Desktop sized modem
Macintosh Plus or larger; Apple System Peripheral-8
Cable; standard singte.line telephone outlet with R]-11
(modular) jack.
$699 suggested retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
• Atari SX212

Hayes-compab'ble 1,200 bps modem
Any Macintosh.
The Atari SX212 is a Hayes-compatible 1,200 bps
external modem. It is compab'ble with Bell212A and
103 standards and offers full- or half-duplex operation
and pulse or tone dialing. Abuilt-in speaker lets users
monitor call progress; either the volume control or software adjusts loudness. Eight front-panel LED indicators
display modem status and operations. Afull9Q.day warranty is provided.
$99 retail
Atari Corp.; 1196 Borregas Ave.; Sunnyvale, CA 94088;
408-745-2000
• CommLink 2400
300/1,200/2,4()().baud Hayes-compatible modem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Commlink 2400 is a 300/1,200/2,40().baud full
duplex Hayes-compatible external modem. It features

superior Hayes compatibility including AT command
sets and Hayes Sregisters.
Features include: comes in Apple platinum gray to
match all new Apple CPUs; uses Digital Signal Processing technology; automatic adaptive equalization to
assure clean transmission of data; auto-dial and autoanswer; VLSI technology; built-in speaker with volume
control; second jack for local phone; power~up on board
loopback diagnostics; tone detection; and supports
CCITI v.22bis, v.22, v.21 and Bell212A and 103J.
$249.95 retail
MDideas, Inc.; 1163 Triton Dr.; Foster City, CA 94404;
415-573-0580
Emac-MD2400

300/1,200/2,4()().baud modem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$499retail
EMAC, a division of Everex Systems, Inc.; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 80()..821-0806, ext2222
or 800821.()8()7, ext2222 in CA
Faxcom 1000 Plus
Allows computers to transmit directly to CCnT Group
ill equipment over regular telephone lines
Any Madntosh.
$3,695 retail
Biscom, Inc.; 2 Courthouse I.Jl.; Chelmsford, MA
01824; 617-441-0010
FaxPlus
Integrated facsimile, 2,400 bps modem, communications software
Madntosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or hard
disk drive; modular phone jack.
$995 retail
Cypress Research Corp.; 296 Elizabeth St., Ste. 3-F;
New York, NY 10012; 212-475-7182
FAXstf

Computerized facsimile machine
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$695retail
S'IFTechnologies; 1817 Main St.; Higginsville,
MO 64037; 816-584-7727 or 80().426-1679
mNCModem
300/1,200/2,4()().baud modem
512K or larger Macintosh.
$175 retail; 300/1,2()().baud modem
$275 retail; 2,4()().baud modem
IBNC; 1919 E. Romneya, Ste. 317; Anaheim, CA 92805;
714-635-7825
IntelliModem 2400
300/1,200/2,4()().baud modem
Any Macintosh.
$599retail
Bizcomp Corp.; 522 Mercury Dr.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-733-7800
•InterFax
Fax modem
512KE or larger Macintosh.
The InterFax combines a 4,800 bps fax modem
with a 1,200 bps Hayes-compab'ble data modem. Compatible with any CCIIT Group ill fax, the InterFax fax
software can transmit and receive in the background,
create customized directories, track incoming and outgoing faxes and send unattended time delayed faxes to
multiple locations.
$495retail
Abaton Technology; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 415-683-2226
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Modems
Mac-Pac
Modem, cable, software
Any Macintosh.
$259retail
Anchor Automation, Inc.; 20675 Bahama St.;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-998-6100
MacBottom Modem
300/1,20().baud Hayes-compatible modem
512K or larger Macintosh.
$200 plus price of MacBottom hard disk drive, or pur·
chase upgrade for same cost
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710 Eisenhow·
er Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634; 813-884-3092 or
800-622-2888
• Macintosh Communications Package
Complete modem package
Any Macintosh.
The Macintosh Communications Package is a com·
plete modem package that includes a Practical Peripherals PM2400SA stand-alone modem colored to match
the Apple Platinum color, two custom cables that plug
between any Macintosh and MicroPhone communications package from Software Ventures. Also included is
free access time to CompuServe and the Official
Airline Guide.
The Practical Modem PM2400SA is a
2,400/1,200/300-baud, fully Hayes-compatible modem
featuring adaptive equalization for error free data transmissions in the most difficult situations.
The package comes with a five-year factory
repair/replacement warranty.
$299retail
Practical Peripherals, Inc.; 31245 La Baya Dr.; Westlake
Village, CA 91362; 818-70&0333
MacProducts MagicModem
100 percent Hayes compatible, 1,200/300.baud wall
mount modem with auto-dial and auto-answer
512K or larger Macintosh.
$149retail
MacProducts USA; 8303 Mopac Expy., Ste. 218; Austin,
TX 78759; 512-343-9441
Migent Pocket Modem
Nine-ounce, 1,200 bps, Hayes-compatible modem
Any Macintosh.
$159retail
Migent. Inc.; PO Box 6062; Incline Village, NV 89450;
702-832-3m or 8IJ0.633.3444
NetModem V2400
300/1,200/2,400-baud modem
512KE or larger Macintosh; AppleTalk network.
$599 retail
Shiva Corp.; 155 Second St; Cambridge, MA 02141;
617-86(..85()()
Parrot 1200
300/1,200 bps modem
Any Macintosh.
$149 retail; includes cables and software
Novation, Inc.; 23482-D Peralta Dr.; Laguna Hills,
CA 92653; 800-848-6636
Prometheus Modems
Modems
512K or larger Macintosh.
$175 retail; PreModern 1200 (full featured, expandable
1,200/300-baud)
$325 retail; ProModem 2400 (full featured, expandable
2,400/1,200/300-baud)
$540 retail; ProModem 2400S Security

(2,400/1,200/300-baud)
$325 retail; ProModem 1200S Security
(1,200/300-baud)
$149 retail; ProModem 1200G Cow cost
1,200/300-baud)
$249 retail; ProModem 2400G Cow cost
2,400/1,200/300-baud)
Prometheus Products, Inc.; 7225 SW Bonita; Tigard,
.OR 97223; 503-624-0571

The MX 2400 also includes money-saving premiums for sign-up and connect time for The Source, Dow
Jones, NewsNet and other leading database services.
$219retail
$19 retail; serial cable
Zoom Telephonics, Inc.; 2Cf/ South Street; Boston, MA
02111; 617-423-1072

Smartmodem 1200/Smartcom 11/Modem Cable
Modem, communications software, Macintosh-tomodem cable
Any Macintosh.
$449 estimated retail
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.; PO Box 105203;
Atlanta, GA 30348; 404-449-8791 or404-441-1617
(customer service)

MS-DOS Products

Smartmodem 1200; Smartmodem 2400
Modems
Any Macintosh.
$399 estimated retail; Smartmodem 1200
$599 estimated retail; Smartmodem 2400
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.; PO Box 105203;
Atlanta, GA 30348; 404-449-8791 or 404441-1617 (customer service)
SupraModem 2400
300/1,200/2,400 Hayes-compab'ble modem
512K or larger Macintosh.
$179.95 retail; modem
$239.95 retail; includes telecommunications software
and cables
Supra Corp.; 1133 Commercial Way; Albany, OR 97321;
503-967-9075
Turbolink 1200
300/1,200.baud Hayes-compatible modem and software
512K or larger Macintosh.
$149.95 retail; Turbolink
$179.95 retail; with cable and software
Worthington Babcock, Inc.; 4004 SW Barbur Blvd.;
Portland, OR 97201; 503-228-8223

Visionary 1200XI'
1,200-baud, Hayes-compatible modem
512K or larger Macintosh.
$495 retail; includes 8K RAM expandable to 1 MB
Visionary Electronics, Inc.; 141 Parker Ave.; San Francisco, CA 94118; 415-751-8811
Westcom Modem 1200/300
1,200/300-baud modem and communication software
package

Any Macintosh.
$109retail
Encycloware; 712 Washington St; Ayden, NC 28513;
919-7464961
• Zoom/Modem MX 2400
2,400-baud modem
Any Macintosh.
The Zoom/Modem MX 2400 is a 2,400/1,200/300
bps, Hayes-compatible modem complete with Macin·
tosh communications software. It plugs into the serial
port of any computer or terminal. It features superior
Hayes compatibility, including all of the Hayes S Registers and Dial Conuruinds, and it uses the latest Digital
Signal Processing (DSP) technology and automatic
adaptive equalization to assure clean, fast transmission
of data.
Features include the full complement of eight
Hayes status lights, cai1 progress tone detection, autodial and auto-answer, a built-in speaker with volume
control, a second jack for a local phone and on-board
power-up and analog loopack diagnostics.

DaynaFde
Smart drive providing IBM file compatibility for Macintosh applications
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$650 retail; single drive, 360K capacity
$125 retail; Optional Translation Software
Dayna Communications; 50 South Main St, 5th Fl.; Salt
Lake City, liT 84144; 801-531.()600
DayStar PC l..ocalTalk Board
AppleTalk interface card for IBM PC or compatible that
allows it to share PostScript printers, file servers and
disk servers with Macintosh users
IBM PC or compatible; LocalTalk.
$249retail
DayStar Digital, Inc.; 5556 Atlanta Hwy.; Flowery
Branch, GA 30542; 404-967-2077 or 800-962-2077
DayStar PS/2 Localfalk Board
AppleTalk interface card for IBM PS/2 that allows it to
share PostScript printers, file servers and disk servers
with Macintosh users
PS/2 model 50, 60 or 80; LocalTalk.
$395retail
DayStar Digital, Inc.; 5556 Atlanta Hwy.; Flowery
Branch, GA 30542; 404-96?·2077 or 800-962-2077
LT200 LocaD'alk Interface Board
Allows IBM PC, PS/2 or compatible to coexist on a
LocaiTalk network
LocalTalk.
$49 retail; PC version
$395 retail; PS/2 version
DayStar Digital, Inc.; 5556 Atlanta Hwy.; Flowery
Branch, GA 30542; 404-967-2077 or 800.962-2077
•Mac!DOSU
MS.DOS 80286 coprocessor board
Macintosh H; S}Stem 4.0; Finder 5.4; MS-DOS 3.2.
Mac/DOS IT is an MS.DOS 80286 coprocessor for a
Macintosh IT that conforms to both IBM and Macintosh
user interfaces. It is designed to utilize ail Macintosh
memory and peripherals. The board comes with 1 MB
of on-board memory and a socket for an optional 80387
math coprocessor. Mac/DOS IT does not require any
Macintosh memory expansion to rtin DOS. It also has
both serial and parallel ports and WYSIWYG printing
capability.
Features include: 640K memory configuration for
DOS; uses external 5.25-inch SCSI drive or 3.5-inch
Macintosh drive; transfers files between Macintosh and
MS.DOS using included utilities; the ability to commu·
nicate with MS.DOS compatibles; emulates CGA/MDA
equivalent graphics; and a one-year limited warranty.
$1,595 retail
PerfecTek Corp.; 1455 McCarthy Blvd.; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-263-7757

Mac/DOS Plus
MS.DOS coprocessor card
Macintosh Plus; S}Stem 4.0; Finder 5.4; MS-DOS 3.2.
$695retai1
PerfecTek Corp.; 1455 McCarthy Blvd.; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-263-7757
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AppleCrate
External hard disk subsystems

Magnum800
BOOK floppy disk subsystem

MS-DOS Products

Any Macintosh.

Macintosh Plus or larger.

Mac/DOSSE
MS.DOS 8086 coprocessor board

$169retail
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.; Roseville,
MN 55113; 612-633-4450

$560 suggested retail; 20 MB
$770 suggested retail; 40 MB
$839 suggested retail; 60 MB
$1,249 suggested retail; 80MB
Call for pricing; 300 MB
Call for pricing; 300 MB with tape backup
Crate Technology, Inc.; 6850 Vmeland Ave.; N. Hollywood, CA 91605; 818-76&4001, 80().543-5808 or
800-323-9994 in CA

Macintosh SE; System 4.0,· Finder 5.4; MS.DOS 3.2.
$795 retail; 128K
$1,195 retail; 512K
· PerfecTek Corp.; 1455 McCarthy Blvd.; Mt1pitas,
CA 95035; 408-263-n57
Mac86; Mac286
Run MS.DOS applications

Macintosh SE or IL
$599 retail; Mac86
$1,599 retail; Mac286
ASf Research, Inc.; 2121 Alton Ave.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-863-9991
MatchMaker
Macintosh to MS.DOS communications

Any Macintosh; external disk drive.
$149 retail
Micro Solutions Computer Products; 132 W; lincoln
Hwy.; DeKalb, IL 60115; 815-756-3411

McD-800
BOOK external floppy drive

512K or larger Macintosh.
$199retail
PKI, Inc.; 2539 W. 237th St, Ste. E; Torrance,
CA 90505; 213-539-2123 or 80().821-3733

BackPac
SCSI hard disk drives

Micro Mac 800
BOOK floppy disk drive

Macintosh Plus or SE.

Any Macintosh except SE and II.
$179 retail
Microtech International, Inc.; 29 Business Park Dr.;
Branford, CT 06405; 203-488-7744 or 80().325-1895
Phasor800
BOOK floppy diskette drive

Any Macintosh.
$169retail
Warp Nine Engineering, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.;
Roseville, MN 55113; 612-933-3255 or 8()().654.5294

QuickShare
Provides data link between Macintosh and ffiM
PC/'J:f/AT

SCSI equipped 512KE or larger Macintosh; DOS.Compatible PC.

Hard Disk Drives

$465retail
Compatible Systems Corp.; PO Drawer 17220; Boulder,
CO 80308; 303-444-9532 or 80().356-0283

.1+1Kit;1*1Kit
Internal and external hard disk installation kits

Tops FlashCard
AppleTalk network card

IBM PC or compatible.
$239retail
Tops, ASun Microsystems Co.; 950 Marina Village
Pkwy.; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-769-8700
or soo.445-86n in U.S. and Canada

Storage Devices/

Diskette Drives
Apple Computer Diskette Drives
BOOK diskette drives

512KE or larger Macintosh.
$429 retail; Apple 3.5-inch external drive (512KE, Plus,
SE)
$299 retail; Apple 3.5-inch internal drive (Plus, SE, 10
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Apple PC 5.25 Drive
Enables users to exchange data between Macintosh
and MS.DOS formatted 5.25-inch disks
Macintosh SE or ll; Macintosh SE or II PC Drive Card.
$399 retail; PC 5.25 Drive
$129 retail; Macintosh SE or ll PC Drive Card
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Cutting Edge 800
External BOOK floppy disk drive

512KE or larger Macintosh.

$295 retail
Cutting Edge, Inc.; 97 S. Red Willow Rd.; Evanston,
WY B2930; 307-789-0582 or 80().443.5199
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Macintosh Plus or larger.
The 1+ 1and 1 * 1Kits consist of easy to install

accessory packages that allow users or dealers to install
or assemble third-party hard disk drives. They come
complete with accessories and an instruction manual to
aid in performing the installation.
The kits can be installed and assembled by end
users, but it is strongly recommended that they be
installed by an Authorized Apple Dealer.
Call for pricing; 20 MB, 30MB, 40MB, 60 MB, BOMB
and above
$65.95 retail; 1+ 1 Kit (internal kit for SE,
$199.95 retail; 1 * 1 Kit (external kit for Plus, SE, IO
$19.95 retail; Installation Video (VHS)
Micro-Voice Communication; 7250 Auburn Blvd., Ste.
191; Citrus Heights, CA 95610; 91&885-5586 (West
Coast Sales) or 801-373-3334 (Midwest Sales)

m

14000 Series
5.25-inch half-height disk drives

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,395 retail; Model14404
$1,550 retail; Model14405
$1,795 retail; Model14406
Century Data, Inc.; 2055 Gateway Pl., Ste. 650; San
jose, CA 95110; 408-298-5756
Apple Computer Hard Disk Drives
20MB, 40MB, 80MB external and internal hard disk
drives

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,199 retail; Hard Disk 20

$1,099 retail; External Hard Disk 20SC (Plus, SE, 10
$1,699 retail; External Hard Disk 40SC (Plus, SE, m
$2,199 retail; External Hard Disk 80SC (Plus, SE, m
$999 retail; Internal Hard Disk 20SC (SE, IO
$1,599 retail; Internal Hard Disk 40SC (ll)
$2,099 retail; Internal Hard Disk 80SC (ll)
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010

$629 retail; 20 MB
$B79 retail; 45 MB
$1,079 retail; 70MB
$1,479 retail; 100MB
1asmine Technologies, Inc.; 1740 Army St;
San Francisco, CA 94124; 415-2B2-1111

• CAi 20/30/40/50/60/80
External SCSI hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The CAi external SCSI hard drives are available in
capacities of20 MB (65ms), 30MB (2Bms), 40MB
(12ms), 60MB (40ms) and 80MB (12ms). They feature a busy LED indicator, zero footprint, high-speed
SCSI interface, cooling fan and internal power supply.
Each drive is preformatted, can daisy chain with up to
seven SCSI peripherals and comes complete with software, manuals and cables.
$499 retail; 20 MB
$549 retail; 30 MB
$749 retail; 40MB
$699 retail; 50 MB
$799 retail; 60 MB
$1,049 retail; 80 MB
MajorMac, Inc.; 1060&C Baltimore Ave.; Beltsville, MD
20705; 301-937-177B or 800622-3384
CMS Compact Series 30/45/100
Hard disk drives

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$985 retail; 30 MB
$1,025 retail; 45MB
$2,495 retail; 100MB
CMS Enhancements, Inc.; 1372 Valencia Ave.; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-259-9555
CMS MacStack Series 20/43/60/80/102/140
SCSI hard disk drive subsystems

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$795 retail; 20 MB
$995 retail; 43 MB
$1,095 retail; 60MB
$1,195 retail; 80MB
$1,895 retail; 102MB
$2,095 retail; 140MB
CMS Enhancements, Inc.; 1372 Valencia Ave.; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-259-9555
CMS Pro Series
Internal hard disk drives

Macintosh SE or II.
$795 retail; Pro30-SE/i (30 MB)
$795 retail; Pro30-SE/r (30MB; rear mount)
$995 retail; Pro45-SE/i (40 MB)
$995 retail; Pro4S.SE/r (40MB; rear mount)
$2,279 retail; ProlOO-SE/i (100MB)
$2,279 retait Pro100-SE/r (100MB; rear mount)
$695 retail; Pro20-11/i (20 MB)
$935 retail; Pro43-II/i (43 MB)
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Hard Disk Drives
$1,035 retail; Pro60-ll/i (60MB)
$1,595 retail; Pro81-ll/i (81MB)
$1,595 retail; Pro102K-ll/i (102 MB)
$1,995 retail; Pro140K-II/I (140MB)
$2,995 retail; Pro1SO.ll/i (150MB)
$4,395 retail; Pro300-ll/i (300 MB)
CMS Enhancements, Inc.; 1372 Valencia Ave.; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-259-9555
Cutting Edge External Hard Disk Drives
32MB and 46.7MB SCSI hard disk drives
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$1,059 retail; XL30+ (32 MB)
$1,339 retail; XIA5+ (46.7MB)
Cutting Edge, Inc.; 97 S. Red Willow Rd.; Evanston,
WY 82930; 307-789-0582 or 800443-5199
I Cutting Edge Internal Hard Disk Drives

32 and 46.7 MB internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or II.
The Cutting Edge line of internal hard disk drives
are user installable and allow users to keep both internal800K disk drives. They are available in 32 and 46.7
MB capacities and feature 3.5-inch Seagate mechanisms. Average access times range from 12ms to 23ms.
The data transfer rates are 7.5 MB per second. The
heads park and lock automatically for secure
portability.
Among the included software is the current Apple
System Version, backup and utility programs and 10
MB of public domain and shareware. The drives come
complete with an LED light, tools for opening the Macintosh SE1s case, cables, manual and a one-year
warranty.

$799 retail; XI.30i (32 MB)
$1,039 retail; XIA5i (46.7MB)
Cutting Edge, Inc.; 97 S. Red Willow Rd.; Evanston,
WY 82930; 307-789-0582 or 80().443.5199
Data Cell Externals
Hard disk drives

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$745 retail; Data Cell 20
$910 retail; Data Cell 30 S
$1,190 retail; Data Cel145 S
$1,240 retait Data Cel165
$2,070 retail; Data Ce1190
$2,650 retait Data Cel1150
$3,790 retail; Data Cell300
$5,790 retail; Data Cel1640
Giga Cell Systems; 4201 Burton Dr.; Santa Clara,
CA 95054; 408-727-1049 or 80().832-8268
Data Cell Internals
Internal hard disk drives
MacintosiJ SE or II.
$580 retail; 20 IIi
$660 retail; 20 SEi
$745 retail; 30 SEi
$1,025 retail; 45 SEi
$1,075 retail; 65 IIi
$1,890 retail; 90 IIi
$2,480 retail; 150 IIi
$3,640 retail; 300 IIi
$5,630 retail; 640 IIi
Giga Cell Systems; 4201 Burton Dr.; Santa Clara.
CA 95054; 408-727-1049 or 800832-8268
Data Pak; Data Pak hd Family
Removable 45 MB cartridge drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,795 retail; Data Pak
$2,995 retail; Data Pak Duet
$2,795 retail; Data Pak hd40

$3,395 retail; Data Pak hd80
$4,195 retail; Data Pak hd120
Mass Micro Systems; 550 Del Rey Ave:. Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 80().522-7979

Call for pricing
EMAC, a division of Everex Systems, Inc.; 48431 Mi~
mont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 80().821-0806, ext. 2222
or 800821-0807, ext. 2222 in CA

DataFrame
SCSI hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$895 retait DataFrame 30
$1,095 retail; DataFrame XP30
$1,595 retail; DataFrame XP60
$2,695 retail; DataFrame XP105
$3,295 retail; DataFrame XP150
$2,995 retail; DataFrame XP150i (mternal for Mac m.
$149 retail; upgrade from DataFrame to DataFrame XP
SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo Ave.;
Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-8884

Emac-20D
20MB hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$995retail
EMAC, a division of Everex Systems, Inc.; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 80().821-0806, ext. 2222
or 800821-0807, ext. 2222 inCA

Direct Drive
SCSI hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$549 retail; 20 MB
$799 retail; 45 MB
$999 retail; 70 MB
$1,249 retail; 100MB
$1,499 retail; 140MB
Jasmine Technologies, Inc.; 1740ArmySt.;
San Francisco, CA 94124; 415-282-1111
I DirectF'de
Hard disk drives

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The DirectFlle is a series of hard disk drives ranging in capacity from 300 MB to 1.4 GB. These high-performance, fu11.featured storage systems are ideally
suited for CAD, LAN, desktop publishing or large
databases. They can also be used as a file server.
$3,995 retail; 300 MB
Jasmine Technologies, Inc.; 1740 Army St;
San Francisco, CA 94124; 415-282-1111
I Disk Pack

Portable, removable hard drive
Macintosh Plus or larger; or 128K through 512KE Macintosh with SCSI board.
The Disk Pack is a removable, portable hard drive.
It consists of a twMlot central unit that hooks up to a
computer and removable hard disks. Disk Pack offers a
variety of data storage options from 20 MB to 120 MB.
The standard-sized modules can be daisy chained to
hold as much as 1GB of online data. Whole databases
and other confidential data can be locked into a safe or
taken to another location. Disk Packs turn a shared
computer into a fully personalized machine with a
change of cartridge. Disk Pack provides an effective
simple back-up system. Forty MB can be safely copied
in less than four minutes. Disk Packs can even be
mailed.
Disk Pack connects directly to a Macintosh Plus,
SE and II through the SCSI port ASCSI board is
required to connect the Disk Pack to a 128K, 512K and
512KE Macintosh.
$799 retail; Disk Pack Central Unit
$899 retail; Disk Pack P20
$1,299 retail; Disk Pack P42
$1,699 retail; Disk Pack P84
Mega Drive Systems; 1801 Avenue of the Stars,
Ste. 507; Los Angeles, CA 90067; 80().322-4744
I Emac Impact Drives

External hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Emac Impact external hard drives provide 40, 60
or 80 MB of whisper-quiet storage for a Macintosh Plus,
SE and ll. They feature a front panel switch, external termination, dual SCSI connectors and an external SCSI ID
selector. Each drive comes complete and ready to use.

Emac-DL
Deluxe "zero print" design hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,095 retail; 20DL
$1,395 retail; 40DL
$1,575 retail; 60DL
Call for pricing; 80DL
EMAC, a division of Everex Systems, Inc.; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 80().821-0806, ext. 2222
or 80().821-0807, ext. 2222 inCA
Ernac-ID
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh IL
$895 retail; 20 MB
$1,195 retail; 40MB
$1,375 retail; 60MB
$1,575 retail; 80MB
$2,199 retail; 140MB
EMAC, a division of Everex Systems, Inc.; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821-0806, ext. 2222
or 800-821-0807, ext 2222 in CA
Emac-SE
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE.
$895 retail; 20 MB
$1,195 retail; 40MB
$1,375 retail; 60 MB
$1,599 retail; 80 MB
EMAC, a division of Everex Systems, Inc.; 48431
Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538: 800821-0806, ext.
2222 or 800821-0807, ext. 2222 inCA
FI Series
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or IL
$1,099 retail; FI/40 (SE)
$1,049 retail; FI/40 (ll)
$1,149 retail; Fl/60 01)
$1,899 retail; Fl/80 (II)
$2,499 retail; Fi/150 (II)
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter St; Waltham, MA
02154: 617-89().()880
FX Series
External hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,999 retail; FX/80 (external80 MB)
$1,499 retail; FX/60 (external60 MB)
$1,399 retail; FX/40 (external40 MB)
$999 retail; FX/20 (external20 MB)
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter St: Waltham, MA
02154; 617-890-0880
Giga Cell Removable Media Drives
Removable high-capacity disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,490 retail; 10 R
$2,650 retail; 10 Rx 10 R
$2,650 retail; 65 x 10 R
$3,475 retail; 90 x 10 R
Giga Cell Systems; 4201 Burton Dr.; Santa Clara.
CA 95054; 408-727-1049 or 800-832-8268
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Hard Disk Drives
HammerI 55; Hammer300; Hammer640
155 MB, 300MB and 640 MB external hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$3,495 retail; 155 MB
$4,895 retail; 300 MB
$5,995 retail; 640 MB
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St., Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415474-8055
Hammer91; Hammer188
91 MB and 188 MB internal hard disk drives
Macintosh Il
$2,495 retail; 91 MB
$2,995 retail; 188 MB
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St., Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415474-8055
IBNC Hard Disk Drives
20MB to 140 MB hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$560 retail; 20 MB
$800 retail; 40 MB
$950 retail; 60 MB
$1,349 retail; 102MB
$2,450 retail; 140MB
$609 retail; 20 MB (SE)
$875 retail: 40 MB (SE- external/internal drive;
ll- external)
$1,035 retail; 102MB (ll, internal drive)
IBNC; 1919 E. Romneya, Ste. 317; Anaheim, CA 92805;
714-635-7825
Infinity Drives
10MB removable disk system

512KE with SCSI upgrade or larger Macintosh.
$1,395 retail; Infinity
$1,795 retail; Infinity 40 Turbo (Includes cartridge)
Peripheral land; 47800 Westinghouse Dr.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 415-657-2211
I InnerCrate

Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or Il
The InnerCrate series is internal hard disk drives
that come in capacities of 30 and 50 MB for a Macintosh SE, and 40, 60, 80 and 300MB for a Macintosh ll.
Average access time for both the 30 and 50MB
InnerCrates is 28ms with a data. transfer rate of7.5
MB/s. The 80MB system accesses and transfers data
at 28ms and 10 MB/s, respectively. The 300MB InnerCrate features a 16.5 MB/s access time and 10 to 15
MB/s transfer rate. All InnerCrates feature automatic
head parking for additional data protection.
InnerCrate products come with brackets, all cables
and hardware for easy installation. Also included is a
manual and utility software for set up and diagnosis of
the drives.
$530 retail; 30 MB (SE)
$720 retail; 50 MB (SE)
$585 retail; 40 MB (II)
$655 retail; 60 MB (11)
$1,085 retail; 80MB an
$2,785 retail; 300MB an
Crate Technology, Inc.; 6850 Vineland Ave.; N. Hollywood, CA 91605; 818-7664001,800-543-5808 or
800-323-9994 in CA

InnerDrive
Internal SCSI hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or II.
$749 retail; 45/11
$949 retail; 70/11
$1,199 retail; 100/11
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$1,449 retail; 140/ll
$749 retail; 45/SE
$949 retail; 70/SE
$1,349 retail; 100/SE
jasmine Technologies, Inc.; 1740 Army St.; San Francisco, CA 94124; 415-282·1111

LOr Hard Disk Drives
Hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$695 to $5,850 retail
laser Optical Technology (L01); 1803 Mission St., Ste.
403; Santa Cruz, CA 95060; 408426-7171

$599 retail; Magic20
$499 rdail; Internal Magic20
$699 retait Magic30
$599 retail; Internal Magic30
$799 retail; Magic40
$699 retail; Internal Magic40
$899 retail; Magic46
$799 retail; Internal Magic46
$899 retail; Magic60
$799 retail; Internal Magic60
$1,299 retail; Magic80
$1,299 retail; Internal Magic80
$1,395 retail; Magic91
$1,399 retail; Internal Magic91
$1,950 retail; Magic150
$1,950 retail; Internal Magic150
$2,750 retail; Magic300
$2,750 retail; Internal Magic300
$10,000 to $75,000 retail; custom data configurations
from 750MB to 3 GB
MacProducts USA; 8303 Mopac Expy., Ste. 218; Austin,
1X 78759; 512-343-9441
1

Mac ll Internal Hard Disk Drives
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh II.
$749 retail; 40MB
$1,149 retail; 80MB
$1,649 retail; 140MB
Warp Nine Engineering, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.;
Roseville, MN 55113; 612-633-3255 or 800654-5294

MacBottom HD21, HD32, HD45, HD70 SCSI
Drives
External SCSI hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,095 starting price retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710 Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634; 813-884-3092 or
800622·2888
MacBottom20 Serial Hard Disk
Hard disk drive
512K or larger Macintosh.
$1,195 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710 Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634; 813-884-3092 or

Mass 30e, 50e, 85e, lOOe
External hard disk drives

512KE or larger Macintosh.
External disk drives:
$799.95 retail; 30e (30 MB)
$999.95 retail; 50e (50 MB)
$1,499.95 retail; 85e (85 MB)
$1,799.95 retail; lOOe (100 MB)
Power2 Expand! expansion systems:
$599.95 retail; P2E 30 (30 MB)
$699.95 retail; P2E 50 (50 MB)
$1,299.95 retail; P2E 85 (85 MB)
$1,599.95 retail; P2E 100 (100MB)
Mass Micro Systems; 550 Del Rey Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 800-522-7979

800-622-2888
Mass 30i, 50i, 85i, lOOi

IMacinStor
External and internal hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The MacinStor line of SCSI external (Plus, SE and
mand internal (SE and mhard disk drives offers highperformance, high-capacity and high-quality subsystems available in capacities ranging from 45 MB
to 1.2GB.
The MacinStor line comes complete with a full
complement of utility software, including formatter,
drive diagnostics, partitioning, backup/restore, data
recovery, disk optimization and data encryption.
The external subsystems feature dual IDpin SCSI
ports, external termination, automatic parking and locking of drive heads on power down, rotary SCSI selec·
tion and drive and access indicators.
The external subsystems come in two versions: the
' E" series11fits11 underneath a Macintosh Plus or SE,
while the H series match a Macintosh ll.
All drives feature a full one-year warranty and FCC
and UL approvals.
$1,199 retail; 45E
$1,699 retail; 90E
$2,899 retail; 180E
$4,099 retail; 320H
$8,199 retail; 630H
$11,999 retail; 950H
$15,999 retail; 1260H
$999 retail; 45i
$1,499 retail; 90i
$2,699 retail; 180i
$3,899 retail; 320i
$7,999 retail; 630i
Storage Dimensions; 2145 Hamilton Ave.; San Jose,
CA 95125; 408-879.()300, ext. 601
MacProducts MagicDrive
Hard disk drives
512K or larger Macintosh.

Internal hard disk drives
Madntosh SE or Il
Internal disk drives:
$699.95 retail; 30i (30 MB)
$899.95 retail; 50i (50 MB)
$1,399.95 retail; 85i (85 MB)
$1,799.95 retail; 100i (100MB)
Power2 Expand! Expansion Systems:
$599.95 retail; P2E 30 (30 MB)
$699.95 retail; P2E 50 (50 MB)
$1,299.95 retail; P2E 85 (85 MB)
$1,599.95 retail; P2E 100 (100 MB)
Mass Micro Systems; 550 Del Rey Ave.; Sunnyvale, CA
94086; 8()().522-7979
MegaDrive
SCSI mass storage devices with 10 and 20MB floppy
disks
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$699 retail; 10MB MegaDrive
$999 retail; 20 MB MegaDrive
$109.95 retail; 10 MB MegaFloppies (3-pack)
$174.95 retail; 20MB MegaFloppies (3-pack)
Jasmine Technologies, Inc.; 1740 Army St.; San Francisco, CA 94124; 415-282-1111

MicahDrive AT
Internal hard disk drives
Madntosh SE or Il
$649 retail; AT20 (SE or 10
$899 retail; AT40 (SE or
$999 retail; AT60
$1,499 retail; ATIOO an
$1,799 retail; AT144
$3,599 retail; AT220
$4,999 retail; AT310
Micah Storage Systems, Inc.; 60 N. College Ave., Ste. B;
Newark, DE 19711; 302-731-0430 or 800-782-0097

an
an
an
an
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Hard Disk Drives
MicahDrive xr
External SCSI hard disk drives
512K and 512KE with MicahPort adapter; Macintosh
Plus or latger.
$649 retail; XT20
$999 retail; XT40
$1,099 retail; XT60
$1,499 retail; XTlOO
$2,099 retail; XT144
$3,849 retail; XT220
$5,249 retail; XT310
Micah Storage Systems, Inc.; 60 N. College Ave., Ste. B;
Newark, DE 19711; 302-731-0430 or 800-782.()()97

Micro Mac 30/45
Internal hard disk drive
Macintosh SE and IL
$849 retail; 45 MB
$659 retail; 30 MB
(Double drive bracket for Mac II allowing two drives to
be mounted for expansion to 60, 75 or 90MB is
available)
Microtech International, Inc.; 29 Business Park Dr.;
Branford, cr 06405; 203-488-7744 orB00-325-1895
Mirror SE 30; SE 40; SE 80
Internal disk drives

Macintosh SE.
$599 retail; SE 30
$799 retail; SE 40
$1,199 retail; SE 80
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.; Roseville,
MN 55113; 612-6334450

Modei7100S
104 MB removable cartridge hard disk drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$4,995 retail
Century Data, Inc.; 2055 Gateway Pl., Ste. 650; San
Jose, CA 95110; 408-298-5756
• N/Hance HCS-mac
Hard disk subsystems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
N/Hance HCS.mac150 and HCS.mac300 are highcapacity hard disk subsystems that provide 146 and 299
MB of formatted storage, respectively. Both systems
provide 16.5ms average access time.
The subsystems use a high-performance 5.25-inch
disk drive mounted in a self.contained metal enclosure
with a dedicated power supply, software and data cable.
The HCS subsystems connect to the Macintosh's SCSI
port and can be daisy chained for multiple (eight) drive
configurations.
$3,499 retail; HCS.mac150
$3,499 retail; HCS.mac300
N/Hance Systems, Inc.; 908R Providence Hwy.; Ded·
ham, MA 02026; 617-461-1970 or 800-289-9676

Nova 20/30/50/80/120
External hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$659 retail; 20 MB
$759 retail; 30 MB
$999 retail; 50 MB
$1,399 retail; 80MB
$1,599 retail; 120MB
Microtech International, Inc.; 29 Business Park Dr.;
Branford, Cf 06405; 203-488-7744 or800-325-1895
N~rNSM270;NSM150;NSM380

External SCSI hard disk subsystems

$4,495 retail; NSM270
$4,995 retail; NSM380
Novastor Corp.; 31828 VIllage Center Rd.; Westlake
Village, CA 91361; 818-707-9900

OME 40i, lOOi, 140i
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or IL
$899 retail; 40i (SE or m
$1,299.95 retail; 100i <m
$1,699.95 retail; 140i <m
Open Mac Enterprises; 2280 Bates Ave., Ste. J; Con·
cord, CA 94520; 415-682-0440
OverDrive 20; OverDrive 40
Internal SCSI hard disk drive for Plus and Levco
upgrades

Macintosh Plus.
$1,299 retail; 20 MB
$1,999 retail; 40 MB
Levco; 6160 Lusk Blvd., Ste. C-100; San Diego, CA
92121; 619457-2011
P20i, P30i, P40i, P80i
Internal hard disk drives

Macintosh SE.
$475 retail; P20i (20 MB)
$525 retail; P30i (30 MB)
$799 retail; P40i (40 MB)
$1,149 retail; P80i (80MB)
Warp Nine Engineering, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.;
Roseville, MN 55113; 612-633-3255 or 800-654-5294

PCPCHID144
Internal144 MB SCSI drive
Macintosh IL
$2,895 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710 Eisenhow·
er Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634; 813-884-3092 or
8()().622-2888
PhD
Removable/fixed hard disk subsystem

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$4,495 retail
Century Data, Inc.; 2055 Gateway Pl., Ste. 650; San
Jose, CA 95110; 408-298-5756

Photon
External hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$499 retail; 20 MB
$599 retail; 30 MB
$699 retail; 40 MB
$799 retail; 60 MB
$1,199 retail; 80 MB
$1,699 retail; 140MB
Warp Nine Engineering, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.;
Roseville, MN 55113; 612-633-3255 or 80().654.5294
PL 30i, 50i, 70i, 90i, lOOi, 144i Turbo Drives
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or IL
$1,095 retail; PL 30i (SE)
$1,495 retail; PL 50i (SE)
$1,495 retail; PL 50i (10
$1,695 retail; PL 70i (SE)
$1,795 retail; PL 70i (10
$2,495 retail; PL 90i Super Turbo (10
$1,995 retail; PL 100i (10
$2,795 retail; PL 144i (10
$995 retail; PL 30i Value line (SE)
$1,195 retail; PL 50i Value line (SE)
$1,195 retail; PL 50i Value line (IO
Peripheral I.and; 47800 Westinghouse Dr.; Fremont, CA
94538; 415-657-2211

PL Turbo Drives
External hard disk drives

Macintosh Plus.

$895 retail; PL20Turbo
$1,095 retail; PL30 Value line Drive
$1,295 retail; PL 50 Value line Drive
$1,195 retail; PL30Turbo Drive
$1,495 retail; PL 50 Turbo Drive
$1,795 retait PL 70 Turbo Drive
$2,695 retail; PL 90 Super Turbo Drive
$2,195 retail; PL 100Turbo Drive
$2,995 retail; PL 144 Turbo Drive
$5,995 retail; PL 230 Turbo Drive
Peripheral I.and; 47800 Westinghouse Dr.; Fremont, CA
94538; 415-657-2211

• PocketHammer
External SCSI storage subsystem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The PocketHammer is a compact drive available in
capacities of 100 and 200MB. Average disk access
times range from 15 to 29ms.
The drives automatically recognize which Macintosh they are connected to and will adapt data transfer
rates accordingly to maintain performance and compatibility across the Macintosh line at 1:1 interleave. The
PocketHammers also feature automatic park-and-lock
on power downs, as well as a 50,000 hour M1BF ser·
vice life.
All drives come complete with a software utility
package that includes l'WB's Hard Disk Partition. Hard
Disk DeadBolt and Hard Disk Util.
$1,295 retail; 100MB
$2,695 retail; 200 MB
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St, Ste. 215; San Francisco, CA
94109; 415-474-8055
• Preference Hard Disk AP
External hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger. ·
The Preference Hard Disk AP, available in 20 and
40 MB capacities, provides maximum speed and reliability in a small footprint package for a Macintosh Plus,
SEand II.
Displaying the Apple platinum color and sleek,
compact styling, the drives are small enough to tit comfortably over, under or beside the Macintosh.
The drives connect to the Macintosh's SCSI inter·
face and are preformatted and ready to use. All switches on the disk are located within easy reach, including
the switch terminator, which makes it easy and fast to
terminate the final SCSI device in a daisy chain.
The disks automatically park the heads when a
user selects "shutdown" at the end of a session. Three
I..EDs let users know whether the drive is on, is work·
ing or heads are parked; and the drive is shock mount·
ed for extra protection when moved around the office,
or from office to home.
Cables and utility software for hard disk maintenance are included with both disk versions. The drives
are covered by a one-year limited warranty.
$895 retail; 20 MB
$1,195 retail; 40MB
Western Digital Corp.: 2445 McCabe Way; Irvine, CA
92714; 714-863-0102
Relax Hard Plus
Hard disk drives with power control center

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$895 retail; 20 MB
$1,095 retail; 30MB
$1,195 retail; 46 MB
$1,395 retail; 60MB
$1,795 retail; 80MB
$2,095 retail; 90 MB

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$3,495 retail; NSM150
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Hard Disk Drives
$2,295 retail; 106 MB
$2,695 retail; 133 MB
$3,095 retail; 160 MB
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
• Relax Hard Plus HC
High-capacity hard disk drives with power
control center

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Relax Hard Plus HC (High Capacity) is a highperformance, imbedded SCSI hard disk system that
features a quality power control ce1tter. It is available in
capacities of 150, 300 and 600 MB. The average access
time is 18ms for the 150 MB model and 16.5ms for the
300 and 600MB models. The mean time between failure (MTBF) is 30,000 hours.
Sophisticated software is included, such as a utility
that allows users to combine several Hard Plus HC
hard disks into one logical unit or divide one Hard Plus
HC into several logical units.
Also included is a complete package of hard disk
utility software that allows users to forma~ mount, park,
test and change the SCSI address. Other utilities
include a diagnostic routine and a backup program.
The Hard Plus HC features an illuminated power
control center with surge and spike protection and fi~
tering built in.
$2,995 retail; 150 MB
$4,295 retail; 300 MB
$7,995 retail; 600MB
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
Relax Mac Mate
Hard disk drives

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$895 retail; 20 MB
$995 retail; 30 MB
$1,095 retail; 46 MB
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
Relax Mac SE And ll Internals
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or II.
$795 retail; 20 MB
$895 retail; 30 MB
$995 retail; 46 MB
$1,195 retail; 60MB
$1,595 retail; 80MB
$1,895 retail; 90MB
$2,095 retail; 106MB (II)
$2,495 retail; 133 MB an
$2,795 retai~ 150MB an
$2,895 retail; 160MB an
$4,095 retail; 300 MB an
$7,795 retail; 600MB an
$845 retail; SE or U20 Dual Drive Kit
$945 retail; SE or II 30 Dual Drive Kit
$1,045 retail; SE or U46 Dual Drive Kit
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
Relax 1\lini .Mate
Hard disk drives

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$895 retail; 20 MB
$995 retail; 30 MB
$1,095 retail; 46 MB
$1,295 retail; 60MB
$1,695 retail; 80 MB
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$1,995 retail; 90MB
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
• Relax Mobile Plus
42.7MB removable cartridge
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Relax Mobile 42 Plus combines the versatility
of a floppy disk and the high speed and large storage
capacity of a hard disk drive. It uses low-cost data cartridges that store up to 42.7 MB of information.
The Mobile 42 Plus can be used as either a primary
or backup storage device. As a primary device, it operates as a high-speed hard disk. As a backup device,
users can back up applications and other software.
The Mobile 42 Plus features an illuminated power
control center with a high-quality power filter and surge
and spike protection built in.
$1,695 retail; Mobile 42 Plus
$195 retail; 42.7 MB cartridge
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112

• Rodime Hard Pac
Back-mounting external hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or SE.
The Rodime Hard Pacs are external disk drives
with all of the convenience and portability of internal
hard disk drives. Available in capacities of 20 MB
(85ms), 45MB (28ms), 70MB (28ms) and 100MB
(24ms), the Hard Pacs eastly mount onto the back of a
Macintosh. Once in place, all of the standard ports are
still accessible.
Features include: weighs only 3 pounds; less than 2
inches in depth; true zero footprint device; fully conforming to Apple SCSI implementation; optional internal2,4()().baud modem; embedded drive controller
handles all error correction and disk management by
sector; allows daisy chaining of up to seven SCSI
peripherals; full arbitrating operation, maximizing
throughout when using multiple SCSI peripherals; selfdiagnostics identify and flag 28 different fault conditions in the drive, controller or power supply; and a
one-year limited warranty.
Call for pricing
Rodime, Inc.; 29525 Chagrin Blvd., Ste. 214; Pepper
Pike, OH 44122; 216-765-8414
Rodime Plus Series
External hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,195 retail; 20 MB
$1,595 retail; 45MB
$1,795 retail; 60MB
$2,295 retail; 100 MB
$2,595 retail; 140MB
Rodime, Inc.; 29525 Chagrin Blvd., Ste. 214; Pepper
Pike, OH 44122; 216-765-8414
Rodime RX Series
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or H.
$1,095 retail; 20 MB
$1,595 retail; 45 MB
$1,795 retail; 60MB
$2,195 retail; 100 MB
$2,495 retail; 140MB
Rodime, Inc.; 29525 Chagrin Blvd., Ste. 214; Pepper
Pike, OH 44122; 216-765-8414
• Ruby StarDrive DN

Internal hard disk drives ·
Macintosh SE or II.
.
The Ruby StarDrive DN internal hard disk drives
are available for a Macintosh SE in 30, 40, 80 and 100
MB capacities. The Ruby StarDrive DN for a Macintosh
Uis available in sizes ranging from 30 to 160 MB.

Features include: two-color power/access light
panel fits in the second floppy drive slot of the SE or U
and provides easy monitoring of disk status; abracket
for the SE allows installation with either one or two flopPY drives; case opening tool provided for the SE; built-in
termination; power and SCSI cables provided; and self
parking heads.
·
$650 retail; 30MB (SE,
$950 retail; 40MB (SE,
$1,100 retail; 60MB (II)
$1,350 retail; 80 MB (SE, m
$1,450 retail; 90MB (II)
$1,550 retail; 100MB (SE, m
$2,050 retail; 130 MB an
$2,350 retail; 160 MB an
Ruby Systems, Inc.; 188 S. Whisman Rd.; Mountain
View, CA 94041; 80().888.1668

m
m

• Ruby StarDrive DX
External hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Ruby StarDrive DX series is a lineup of exter·
nal hard disks available in 30, 40, 60, 80, 90, 100, 130
and 160 MB capacities.
Features include: an external recessed SCSI
address switch; two-color power/access light; external
termination; dual surge suppression; and dual5Q.pin
SCSI ports.
The units also include self parking heads and a
switched auxiliary power outlet that allows the entire
system to be powered on or off with one switch.
$750 retaJ130 MB
$1,050 retail; 40MB
$1,200 retail; 60MB
$1,450 retail; 80MB
$1,550 retail; 90 MB
$1,650 retail; 100MB
$2,150 retail; 130 MB
$2,450 retail; 160 MB
Ruby Systems, Inc.; 188 S: Whisman Rd.; Mountain
View, CA 94041; 80().888.1668
Silver Sentry
850 MB to 42 GB storage devices
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$19,995 starting price retait includes on-site setup
Hard & Soft, Inc.; 2005 W. Cypress Creek Rd., Ste. 1A:
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33309; 305-772.()430

Silver Server G11
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or II.
Call for pricing; GTI-SE-40
Call for pricing; GTI-SE-80
Call for pricing; GTI-SE-172
Call for pricing; expansion bracket
Call for pricing; GTI·Il-40
Call for pricing; GTI-U-80
Call for pricing; GTI-U-91
Call for pricing; GTI-U-172
Call for pricing; GTI-0·190
Hard &Soft, Inc.; 2005 W. Cypress Creek Rd., Ste. 1A;
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309; 305-772-0430
Silver Server GIX

External and expandable hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Call for pricing; GTX-40
Call for pricing; GTX-40-Expansion Drive
Call for pricing; GTX-80
Call for pricing; GTX-80 Expansion Drive
Call for pricing; GTX-91
Call for pricing; GTX-91 Expansion Drive
Call for pricing; GTX-155
Call for pricing; GTX-172
Call for pricing; GTX-172 Expansion Drive
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ProStor, Inc.; 55 Hawthorne SL, Ste. 530; San Francisco,
CA 94105; 415-974-6462

Hard Disk Drives
Call for pricing; GTX-190
Call for pricing; GTX-190 Expansion Drive
Call for pricing; GTX-300
Call for pricing; GTX-344
Call for pricing; GTX-638
Hard &Soft, Inc.; 2005 W. Cypres~ ~reek Rd., Ste. 1A;
FL lauderdale, FL 33309; 305-772-0430
Silver Shuffle
Removable disk storage

512KE or larger Macintosh.

$1,695 retail
$115 retail; additional« MB carbidges
Hard & Soft, Inc.; 2005 W. Cypress Creek Rd., Ste. lA;
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33309; 305-772-0430

Spectra Drive 20, 40, 80, 100
Internal hard disk drives
512KE or larger Macintosh empt Il
Call for pricing
Spectra Micro Development; PO Box 41795; Tucson,
AZ 85717; 602-884-7402
SupraDrive
External hard disk drive

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$799 retail; 20 MB
$895 retail; 30 MB
$1,495 retail; 60MB
$3,995 retail; 250 MB
Supra Corp.; 1133 Commercial Way; Albany, OR 97321;
503-967-9075

.

IUniPak
Removable hard disk systems

Macintosh Plus or larger; Uni Pak Base.
The Uni Pak series is a lineup of removable hard
disk systems that utilize 3.5-inch half-height hard
drives. The systems are available in 30, 50, 85 and 100
MB and can be secured in their docking port by a combination key lock and mercury switch. The base and
drives are purchased separately. Uni Pak comes with
Mass Micro Systems' partitioning software Pad Lok
and provides access times as low as 16ms, 1:1 interleaving and an 8K buffer.
The Uni Pak Duet has a Uni Pak removable hard
drive system coupled with a 45 MB Data Pak.
The Uni Pak Base is an ergonomically designed
case that fits underneath the footprint of the Macintosh
Plus or SE and receives the Uni Pak 3.5-inch half-height
drive. The case has a three degree slope that provides
an optimum viewing angle for the Macintosh screen. It
also provides surge protection, two surge protected
switched outlets and an extra fuse.
The Uni Pak Carry Case is the carrying case for
the Uni Pak 3.5-inch half-height hard disk drive. It provides safety for storage and transportation.
$999.99 retail; Uni Pak 30
$1,199.99 retail; Uni Pak 50
$1,799.99 retail; Uni Pak 85
$2,599 retait Uni Pak 100
$1,999.99 retail; Uni Pak Duet
$599.99 retail; Uni Pak Base
$65.99 retail; Uni Pak Carrying Case
Mass Micro Systems; 550 Del Rey Ave;, Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 800-522-7979

CMS SX-Series
Expandable high-capacity subsystems

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$3,895 retait 150 MB
$5,495 retail; 300 MB
$895 retail; 60 MB internal tape backup
CMS Enhancements, Inc.; 1372 Valencia Ave.; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-259-9555
Data Cell Combos
Hard disk/tape backup combos

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$2,150 retail; 45 x 40 T
$2,650 retail; 65 x 60 T
$3,475 retail; 90 x 60 T
$4,290 retail; 90x 150T
Giga Cell Systems; 4201 Burton Dr.; Santa Clara,
CA 95054; 408-727-1049 or 800-832-8268
DataFrame XP 60+40
60MB SCSI disk drive/tape subsystem

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$2,795 retail
SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo Ave:, Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-8884
DataFrame XP 60+8
60MB hard disk/20MB removable Bernoulli cartridge

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$3,495 retail
SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo Ave.; Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-8884

Datamax
Integrated hard disk storage peripheral with operating
system support and software for High Sierra and Mac
HFS; can increase hard disk capacity of the CD Publisher and CD Master

SupraDrive FD-10
SCSI mass storage device with 10 MB floppy disks

Westcom HD Series Hard Drives
External SCSI hard disk drives

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$895 retail; SupraDrive FJ).10
$39.95 retail; 10 MB floppy disk
$99.95 retail; set of three 10 MB floppy disks
Supra Corp.; 1133 Commercial Way; Albany, OR 97321;

$499 retail; 20 MB
$715 retail; 40 MB
$775 retail; 60MB
$1,249 retail; 80 MB
$175 retail; BOOK disk drive
$875 retail; 10MB floppy disk drive
$450 starting price retail; Internal Extra linking Drives
Encycloware; 712 Washington St; Ayden, NC 28513;
919-746-4961

$13,950 retail; 300MB
$19,950 retail; 600MB
$25,950 retail; 900 MB
$31,950 retail; 1,200 MB
$37,950 retail; 1,500 MB
$43,950 retail; 1,800 MB
$49,950 retail; 2,100 MB
$55,950 retail; 2,400 MB
Meridian Data. Inc.; 4450 Capitola Rd., Ste. 101; Capitola, CA 95010; 408-476-5858

Macintosh Plus or larger.

503-967-9075

Totem Family; Totem D
20MB removable Bernoulli and combinations of 20MB
removable and 20MB, 40MB, 80MB or 140MB fixed
disk drives

Macintosh Plus or larger.

Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,295 to $2,945 retail; Totem Family
$695 to $1,495 retail; Totem II
Bering Industries; 240 Hacienda Ave.; Campbell,
CA 95008; 408-379-6900 or 800-237-4641
•TransPac
Removable hard disk drives
Any Macintosh.
TransPacs are shock-resistant removable hard disk
drives that feature access times as fast as 19ms and 1:1
interleave controllers. In the 20, 32, 45, 60, 80 and 100
MB formatted models, the TransPac can be unlocked
from the computer system and stored for security purposes or transported to another system.
TransPac offers users more ease in backing up
existing data and a 300 percent or more increase in performance over tape backup. During normal operation,
the drives back up three to five times faster than tape.
In addition, the TransPac eliminates the down time
experienced when a drive fails. Users simply pop in
their backup module and are back in operation in seconds. Reliability is assured because the TransPac uses
industry standard 3.5-inch hard disks.
ProStor also offers fault-tolerant software that
simultaneously writes to two drives and automatically
switches to the backup in the event of a failure. ·
$849 starting price retail

Emac-D11.
Hard disk drive/tape backup combos

Hard Disk/Tape Backup
Combos
CD ROM Optical Combos
Hard disk drive, tape drive, CD ROM drive

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$3,610 to $5,395 retail
Laser Optical Technology (LOT); 1803 Mission St.,
Ste. 403; Santa Cruz, CA 95060; 408-426-7171
CMS SCSI Power Series
Subsystems with four peripheral expandable enclosure

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$4,695 retail; 150 MB
$6,095 retail; 300 MB
$10,095 retail; 600MB
$14,285 retail; 900MB
$19,285 retail; 1.2 GB
$7,595 retail; 300MB/60MB tape backup
$11,055 retail; 600MB/60MB tape backup
$18,085 retail; 900MB/60MB tape backup
CMS Enhancements, Inc.; 1372 Valencia Ave.; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-259-9555

Macintosh Plus or larger.

$1,999 retail; 20/60
$2,499 retail; 40/60
$2,799 retail; 60/60
EMAC, a division of Everex Systems, Inc.; 48431 Mi~
mont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821-0806, exl 2222
or 800-821-0807, exl 2222 in CA
Emac-FS102
Hard disk/tape backup

Mad11tosh Plus or larger.
$3,999 retail
EMAC, a division of Everex Systems, Inc.; 48431 Mi~
mont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821.0806, ext2222
or 800-821.0807, exl 2222 inCA
Memorybank
761 MB, 485 MB or 261 MB Winchester hard disk/150
MB or 2.3 GB tape backup subsystem

Maci11tosh Plus or larger.

$15,900 to $17,900 retail; 761MB
$13,600 to $15,600 retail; 485 MB
$10,900 retail; 261 MB
Northern Telecom; 100 Phoenix Dr.; Ann Arbor, MI
48106; 313-9734000
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Hard Disk/
Tape Backup Combos
Novastor NSf150
Streaming cartridge tape drive with 150 MB or 250 MB
of storage
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$2,495 retail
Novastor Corp.; 31828 Village Center Rd.; Westlake Village, CA 91361; 818-707·9900
• Relax Escort
Hard disk drive with removable tape or cartridge
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Relax Escort is a device that allows users to
combine two external drives in one convenient case.
Users can have the versatility of a cartridge or tape
drive and the speed and storage capacity of a hard disk
drive together in one compact unit
The Escort holds, in combination, two half-height
devices, such as hard disk, tape or cartridge drives.
Seven high-performance hard disk drives are available in capacities from 46 to 160 MB with access times
as low as 18ms. Also available is a 60 MB tape subsystem and a 42.7MB removable cartridge drive.
All Escort drives utilize an integrated SCSI con·
troller as part of the unit The units feature an illuminat·
ed power control center \vith power filtering and surge
and spike protection.
$2,045 retail; 46/tape 60
$2,245 retail; 60/tape 60
$2,645 retail; 80/tape 60
$2,945 retail; 90/tape 60
$3,145 retai~ 106/tape 60
$3,545 retail; 133/tape 60
$3,945 retail; 160/tape 60
$2,645 retail; 46/cartridge 42
$2,845 retail; 60/cartridge 42
$3,245 retail; SO/cartridge 42
$3,545 retail; 90/cartridge 42
$3,745 retail; 106/cartridge 42
$4,145 retail; 133/cartridge 42
$4,545 retail; 160/cartridge 42
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
• Relax Hard/Mobile Plus
Hard disk and removable cartridge
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Relax Hard/Mobile 4Z Plus is a hard disk and
removable data cartridge system in one. It is available
in variety of high-performance hard disk capacities,
from 46 to 90 MB.
The 11mobile11 part of the Hard/Mobile 42 Plus is
the data cartridge subsystem. Each data cartridge
stores up to 42.7 MB of informatioiL Because users can
add cartridges as needed, the amount of data storage
available in virtually unlimited.
The Hard/Mobile 42 Plus features an illuminated
power control center with a high-quality power filter
and surge and spike protection all in one package.
$2,495 retail; 46/42
$2,695 retail; 60/42
$3,095 retail; 80/42
$3,395 retail; 90/42
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
Relax Hard/fape Plus
Hard disk/tape backup combos
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,895 retail; 46/60 Plus
$2,095 retail; 60/60 Plus
$2,495 retail; 80/60 Plus
$2,795 r~tail; 90/60 Plus
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$2,995 retail; 106/60 Plus
$3,395 retail; 133/60 Plus
$3,795 retail; 160/60 Plus
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112

Optical Drives
AppleCDSC
CD-ROM optical storage device
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,199 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
CD Master
Supports the premastering of CD ROM and mixed-code
CD-ROM products
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$89,750 retail; 1.2GB
Meridian Data, Inc.; 4450 Capitola Rd., Ste. 101;
Capitola, CA 95010; 408476-5858
CD Net
CD-ROM networking product
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$2,995 retail; single drive
$3,795 retail; double drive
$4,595 retail; triple drive
Meridian Data, Inc.; 4450 Capitola Rd., Ste. 101;
Capitola, CA 95010; 408476-5858
CD Publisher
Integrated hard disk/9-track tape drive for CD-ROM
production
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$31,950 retail; 300MB
$37,950 retail; 600MB
$43,950 retail; 900 MB
$49,950 retail; 1,200 MB
$55,950 retail; 1,500 MB
$61,950 retail; 1,800 MB
$67,950 retail; 2,100 MB
$73,950 retail; 2,400 MB
$600 retail; optional SCSI adapter and cable kit
Meridian Data, Inc.; 4450 Capitola Rd., Ste.101;
Capitola, CA 95010; 408476-5858
CD ROM Development SyStem
155MB or 234MB hard disk, 800MB WORM optical
drive, CD-ROM drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$10,000 retail; CD-ROM Development System
$750 retail; CD-ROM Drive
Laser Optical Technology (WI); 1803 Mission St,
Ste. 403; Santa Cruz, CA 95060; 408-426-7171
Colby WORM Drive
400MB WORM drive
512KE or larger Macintosh.
$2,899 retail
Colby Systems Corp.; 4723 N. Warren Ave.; Fresno,
CA 93705; 209-222-4985
• Core] 400 & 800
Optical disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Corel400 & 800 Optical Disk Drives, using
write-once-read-multiple technology, provide 400 MB
and 800 MB of optical disk storage capacity for Macin·
tosh systems.

11
Audit-trail11 capability allows users to recover any
file that has been updated or deleted. Files may be
selected by date or·by previous file. These high-density
storage devices are suitable for archiving or replicating
large data or image files. Once written data can never
be accidentally erased.
Both internal and external drives are available.
$2,895 retail; 400 MB
$3,995 retail; 800 MB
Corel Systems Corp.; 1600 Carling Ave.; Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada KlZ 7M4; 613-728-8200

Data WORM 800
5.25-inch optical disk drive with a storage capacity of
800MB
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$5,460 retail
Giga Cell Systems; 4201 Burton Dr.; Santa Clara,
CA 95054; 408-727-1049 or 800-832-8268
•LaserStor
WORM drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The l.aserStor optical WORM drive features a SCSI
interface and one 800MB WORM media cartridge. It
includes a one-year warranty and FCC and UL
approvals.
$4,999 retail; l.aserStor (mcludes one WORM
cartridge)
$150 retail; additional WORM media cartridge
Storage Dimensions; 2145 Hamilton Ave.; San Jose,
CA 95125; 408-879-0300, ext 601
LOT Optical WORM
800 MB optical laser disk
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$3,995 retail
Laser Optical Technology (LOT); 1803 Mission St, Ste.
403; Santa Cruz, CA 95060; 408426-7171
Mac Laser Databank
External plug-and-play optical subsystem
Macintosh SE or II.
$3,995 retail
Shugart Corp.; 9292 Jeronimo Rd.; Irvine, CA 92718;
714-770.1100

Tape Backup Units
Apple Tape Backup 40SC
40MB tape backup unit
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$1,499 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Bering Tape Drive Subsystem
150 MB external tape drive subsystem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,395 retail
Bering Industries; 240 Hacienda Ave.; Campbell, CA
95008; 408-379-6900 or 80().2374641
CMS TapeStack 60
60MB tape backup system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$995retail
CMS Enhancements, Inc.; 1372 Valencia Ave.; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-259-9555
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Tape Backup Units
Data File
Tape backups
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,200 retail; Data File 40T
$1,240 retail; Data File 60 T
$1,820 retail; Data File 150 T
Giga Cell Systems; 4201 Burton Dr.; Santa Clara, CA
95054; 408-727-1049 or 8()().832-8268

$1,495 retail; 6011
EMAC, a division of Everex Systems, Inc.; 48431Mi~
mont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821-0806, ext 2222
or 800-821-0807, ext 2222 inCA

Directfape
40MB tape backup
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,099 retai~ DirectTape
$899 retail; when purchased at same time as a Direct·
Drive
jasmine Technologies, Inc.; 1740 Army St; San Francisco, CA 94124; 415-282·ll11

• Hammeflape 150/300
External high-capacity SCSI tape subsystem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The HammerTape is a SCSI tape subsystem that
utilizes extended density DC600 technology derived
from mainframes. Available in capacities of 150 and 300
MB, the HammerTape can effectively handle the high·
capacity hard drives that are now common in the Mac·
intosh marketplace. The units also utilize compression
to improve overall performance.
Coupled to the inherently higher data transfer rates
of the DC600 tape mechanisms, the HammerTapes can
back up at substantially faster rates than existing
DC2000 tape units. The 150 MB unit backs up at 8 MB
per minute and the 200MB at more than 14MB per
minute.
The HammerTape comes complete with backup
software that supports both file-by-file and image back·
ups, as well as supporting the NUX operating system.
$1,895 retail; HammerTape150
$2,695 retail; Hammeflape300
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St, Ste. 215; San Francisco, CA
94109; 415-474-8055

Emac 601 & 60TI.
60 MB tape backups
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,395 retail; 60T

HyperTape
40 MB SCSI tape drive
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$1,399 retail

DataStream
Tape backup/restore system for any Macintosh hard
disk drive
Macintosh Plus; hard disk drive.
$1,295 retail
SuperMac Technology; 295 N. Bernardo Ave.; Moun·
tain View, CA 94043; 415-964-8884

GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter SL; Waltham,
MA 02154; 617-89Q.0880
lliNC Tape Backup
60 MB tape backup unit
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$850 retail
IBNC; 1919 E. Romneya, Ste. 317; Anaheim, CA 92805;
714-635-7825
Irwin Backup Tape Drives
40MB and 80MB tape backups
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,395 retail;40 MB
$1,695 retail; 80 MB
Irwin Magnetic Systems, Inc.; 2101 Commonwealth
Blvd.; Ann Arbor, MI 48105; 313-930-9000
Wf Tape Backups
50 and 60 MB tape backup units
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$1,095 retaii;T-50
$1,115 retail; T-60
Laser Optical Technology (101); 1803 Mission St..
Ste. 403; Santa Cruz, CA 95060; 408-426-7171

MacBack Plus 60 Tape Backup
Tape backup system
Maci11tosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
$1,295 retail; MacBack Plus 60
$195 retail; 60MB cassette tapes (5 pak)
Peripheral Land; 47800 Westinghouse Dr.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 415-657-2211

9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the Macintosh··
Bridge the Macintosh
Communications
Gap with:
• Mainframes
• Minicomputers
• Microcomputers
• Networks
Qualstar's proven v, inch 9-track MINISTREAMER '" tape subsystem
brings full ANSI data interchange to the Macintosh via your SCSI
interface port. Now you can exchange data files with virtually any other
computer using industry standard 1600 BPI (bits per inch) tape.
9-Track tape, a mainframe standard, is the most reliable backup medium
available. 3200 BPI is also provided with this system for high-capacity
backup of your rigid disk. The MINISTREAMER tape subsystem
includes a tape drive, software, cables, and complete documentation.
Our exclusive Q UTAPE software is supplied on a standard 3 1 , inch
diskette and includes ASCII / EBCDIC data conversion. data transfer,
blocking/ deblocking, screen dump and disk backup utilities.
Qualstar is the market leader in desk-top 9-track tape subsystems. We
can provide da ta interchange o;olutions for most popular microcomputers
including the IBM PC. MicroVAX. SCSI, and VME bus systems.
Discover the many advantages 9-track tape has over other
Micro / Mainframe links.

Call us today!

flURLSTRR;
9621 Irondale Avenue,
Chatsworth, California 9131 1

Telephone: (818) 882-5822
M.tcintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
MicruVAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Curp.

Circle Reader Service Number 76

Circle Reader Service Number 77
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Tape Backup Units
MacStreamer
9-t:rack tape system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$3,995 retail; 1600 BPI
$7,495 retail; 6250 BPI
Novastor Corp.; 31828 Vdlage Center Rd.; Westlake
Village, CA 91361; 818-707-9900
I MacTape: The 8mm Connection
Cartridge tape system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacTape: The 8mm Connection is a high-perfor·
mance cartridge tape system. It features the Exabyte
8200 that allows up to 2,048 MB of data storage in a
single cartridge, allowing users to do full back up and
restore of their high-capacity disk drives.
$5,995rewt
Blackhole Technology, Inc.; 225 East St.; W'mchester,
MA 01890; 617·721-7690 or 80().227-1688
MacTape: The 9 Track Connection
Allows transfer of data from minicomputers and mainframes to a Macintosh via magnetic tape
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$7,695 to $10,500 retail
Blackhole Technology, Inc.; 225 EastSt; Winchester,
MA 01890; 617-721-7690 or 80().227-1688
Ministreamer 1054-Mac
9-track tape drive; reads 1600/3200 BPI tapes and mainframe tapes; full backup and restore capability
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$3,995 retail
Qualstar Corp.; 9621 Irondale Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 81S-882-5822

Ministreamer 1260-Mac
.
9-t:rack tape system; reads/writes 1600/6250 BPI tapes
and mainframe tapes; full backup and restore capability
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$7,995 retail
Qualstar Corp.; 9621 Irondale Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 81S-882-5822

NovaT60
60MB tape backup
Macintosh Plrs or larger.
$899retail
Microtech International, Inc.; 29 Business Park Dr.;
Branford, CT 06405; 203-488-7744 or 80().325-1895
PCPC Jetstream Tape Backup
High-speed SCSI tape backup
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$5,995 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710 Eisenhow·
er Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634; 813-884-3092 or
80().622-2888
QT·Mac40
40MB SCSI tape backup
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,395 retail
Tecmar, Inc.; 6225 Cochran Rd.; Solon, OH 44139;
216-349-1009
Relax Tape 60 Plus
Tape backup with power control center
Macintosh Plus or larger, hard disk driue.
$995 retail; Tape 60 Plus
$45 retail; 60 MB cassette
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22; Union
City, CA 94587; 415471-6112

I Ruby StarDrive 'IX
External SCSI cassette tape drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The StarDrive 60TX and 150TX are external cassette tape drives available in 60 or 150 MB capacities.
Features include: file by file or mirror image back·
up and restoration at up to 4MB per minute; multiple
volume backup; dual SCSI ports for daisy chaining with
other SCSI devices; a recessed external SCSI ID selec·
tor switch; a switched auxiliary power outlet; a 40 watt
surge-protected power supply; and an internal fan.
$990 retail; 60 MB
$1,490 retail; 150 MB
Ruby Systems, Inc.; 188 S. Whisman Rd.; Mountain
View, CA 94041; 80().888.1668

sr-oo & sr-150 Backup Systems

60 and 150MB streaming tape backup systems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,095 retail; sr-60
$35 each retail; cr-600 tape cartridge~
$1,595 retail; Sf-150
$45 each retail; DC2000 tape cartridges
$35 retail; additional cable for backup units
MacPeak Systems; 1201 Spyglass; Austin,1X 78746;
512-327-3211 or 80().225-7509

Tallgrass TG-4000
42MB tape backup subsystem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
$1,195 retai~ tape only
$2,495 retai~ tape and disk combination (40 and 100
MB disk capacities)
Tallgrass Technologies; 11100 W. 82nd St.; Overland
Park, KS 66214; 913-492-6002
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ITapeCrate
Tape backup
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The TapeCrate is a compact tape backup subsystem that stores 60 MB of data on a single data cassette.
TapeCrate backs up files at a speed of 5 MB per
minute or 12 minutes for a full60 MB tape. Both mirror
and file-by-file backups are provided. TapeCrate supports multireel backups to accommodate backing up
drives that are too big to be written on one tape. Also,
multiple backups can be appended on a single backup
tape to more efficiently ub1ize space on the tape.
The cassette drive mechanism used in the
TapeCrate is the high-quality MT-2Sf/N·series manufactured by TEAC Corp. Adual-gap head reads data as
it is written to continuously check data integrity and
maintain error-free performance. Its dual-motor, direct·
drive system operates with servo-controlled accuracy,
the same as in large reel-to-reel systems. CT-600H data
cassettes hold 600 feet of high-stability tape, with a useful. life of 3,000 passes. Tape speed in the drive is 90 ips.
$739retail
Crate Technology, Inc.; 6850 Vmeland Ave.; N. Hollywood, CA 91605; 818-7664001, 80().543.5808, or
80().323-9994 in CA
IVideotrax
Backs up hard disks on a VCR onto ordinary cassettes

Macintosh Plus or larger.
Videotrax provides a way to back up hard disks on
any VCR onto ordinary cassettes. The system is com·
prised of software, an external controller that plugs into
the SCSI port of the Macintosh and a VCR
The software provides step-by-step menus that
enable users to back up the entire hard disk or selected
folders and files (by name, date, time or changed-sincelast-backup) onto standard videotape.
Users can furnish their own VCR or they can buy a
special Videotrax VCR that performs automatic data
backups, as well as ordinary video record and playback.
Capacity is 80 MB on a two-hour videocassette.
$499 retail; controller and software
$1,299 retail; complete system with Videotrax VCR
Alpha Microsystems; 3501 Sunflower; PO Box 25059;
Santa Ana, CA 92799; 80().992-9779 or
80().821-0612 in CA
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Event ~1onilorSystem ..............................225
MacScope...................................................218
Aox. Inc.
.
Doublelimc-16..........................................242
Apercom Corp.
limelight 7................................................. 123
APG. Division of UMI.Inc.
Cash Drawer ..............................................253
Apollo Audio Visual
Apollo Presenter PC·9500 ........................ 118
Apple Computer. Inc.
N UX.......................................................... I73
Apple Computer Diskene Drives ............260
Apple Computer Hord Disk Drives .........260
Apple Computer Monitors And
Video Accessories................................. IIS
Apple DCA ~iller Software ....................... l60
Apple Keyboards .......................................245
Apple Locan'alk Cabling System.............257
Apple MIOI Imerfal-e ...............................249
Apple PC 5.25 Dri1·e..................................260
Apple Personal Modem ...........................258
Apple RA\·1Upgrade Kits .........................247
Apple Scanner............................................ l l3
Apple Tape Backup 40SC ...........- ...........266
AppleCO SC ...............................................266
Applefax ~1odem ......................................258
Apple! inc ...................................................258
Apple link- Personal Edition ................ 158
AppleShare 2.0........................................... 153

AppleShare PC ......................................... 157
AppleShare Print Server .......................... 187
ll)'(lCrCard Version 1.2.1 .......................... 165
Imagell'riter 11 ........................................... 135
lrnagell'riter LQ........................................ 135
lnter• Poll ................................................... l58
l..aserWriter II Family ............................... 136
Macintosh II EtherTalk
Interface Card ......................................256
Macintosh J~us, SEAnd 11 .......................242
Macintosh System Software Update
Version 5.0 ............................................. 173
MacTcrminal ............................................ 160
Applications Plus. Inc.
Canadian Payroll Plus............................... l43
Inventor)' Tracking Plus ..........................214
Applied Creative Technology. Inc.
Buffer Box P/S: Buffer Plus P/5 ............ 132
Printer Optimi1.er ...................................... 139
Systernatic .................................................. l40
llte Systcrnizer.......................................... l40
Systemizer l'lus ......................................... l40
Versadapter ................................................ 142
Applied Data Communications
CopyMaker Plus........................................253
Applied Engineering
~lac RAM ....................................................248
Applied Ideas. Inc.
MacGene 2.x..............................................240
1\pplied logic Systems. Inc.
AI..S l'rolog Version 1.0............................. 173
Applied Statistics. Inc.
Applied Stats .............................................. 221
Applied Systems & Technologies, Inc.
Traid·Names .............................................. 208
Arbor works, Inc.
Learning Tool ............................................23 1
SCSI Tool ................................................... l81
Arch Software. Inc.
SimplcSpan Utilities 1................................ 191
t\riet; Systems Corp.
Medline Knowledge Finder .....................206
Medline Knowledge Server .....................206
Ars Nova Software
Practica Musica ......................................... l50
Artbase Computer Graphic Services
Optical Illusions Version 1.2.......................97
Articulate Systems. Inc.
Voice Navigator 200/100 ..........................255
Ansci.lnc.
Card Shop ....................................................96
Soft Forms .................................................. 172
SoftLcttcrs.................................................. l72
Artwarc S)'stems. lnc.
Artware ........................................................85
Artworx Sof1ware Co.
Unkword Languages ................................235
~1ai1Ust ...................................................... 152
Asher Engineering Corp.
Quadl.)'nx Trackball .................................246
Ashton·Tate
Dbasr Mac .................................................151
Fulllmpact ................................................. l82
Fulll':lint .......................................................94
FuiiWritc Profcssional ..............................230
Ask LCD. Inc.
Mac·Scrt~n Overhead .............................. 123
AST Hcscarclt, Inc.
AST TurboScan/ Flatbcd .......................... 113
ASTTurboScan/Shcet Feed.................... l l3
A'iT·ICP......................................................252
Mac86; Mac286 .........................................260
AtariCorp.
Atari SX212 ................................................258
Atlantic Research Corp.- Tempest Division
Tempest J.aserll'riter IINTTS271 ........... 141
Tempest Macintosh II T5270...................2.13
Tempest ~1acintosh SE T5240 .................243
Atlanli<: Software
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Course Of Action; The Best
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Autodesk, Inc.
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AutoEase, Inc.
MacMaster................................................. 100
Automated Reasoning Corp.
1-Cat (Intelligent Computer
Aided Test) ............................................200
Automatix, Inc.
Al90............................................................242
Avalon Development Group
PhotoMac.....................................................97
Avatar Technologies, Inc.
Avatar PA1000G ........................................258
MacMainFrame DX ..................................258
MacMainFrame II .....................................258
MacMainFrame SE ...................................258
Avenue Software, Inc.
Contact ....................................................... l55
MacKeymeleon 2.0 ................................... 189
The Mentor................................................236
Ourse .......................................................... l74
Prolog II Version 2.4 .......................- ....... 174
AVLLooms
Design &\Veave ........................................224
B&B Soundworks
The Dream Called Storm;
My rtrSt Book Of Poetry .....................163
Musical Instruments &Sound Effects
Resource libraries................................ l68
B(f Computing Corp.
HeapShow Version 3.0 ..............................175
Bailey Software Systems
Hard Assets ...............................................226
Telemarketing Sales .................................215
Baker Graphics
BakerForms Accounting Applications ....l43
Bantam Books
Hard Disk Management For
The Macintosh ......................................185
Barneyscan Corp.
Barneyscan ................................................131
Baseline, Inc.
MacTe11 ...................................................... 158
Baudville
Award Maker Plus ......................................95
Education Award library; Sports
Award Library .........................................97
Guitar Wizard ............................................235
Ted Bear Discovers Rainy Day Games ...236
BDT Products, Inc.
MF 850 LaserFeeder: MF 830
MultiFeeder........................................... 137
Model880 LaserFeeder............................137
Model890 LaserFeeder........................... .137
Beacon Technology, Inc.
HyperBible: The Computerized
Chain Reference Tool........................... 164
Beck-Tech
Chromatron ............................................... 118
MacMovies ..................................................97
Bede Tech, Inc.
Bede Tech Clip Art; Coloring Book
Clip Art ....................................................85
Bedford Software Corp.
Simply Accounting.................................... I47
Belkin Components
BeiTalk .......................................................257
QuikNet......................................................257
Bering Industries
Bering Tape Drive Subsystem .................266
Totem Family; Totem 11 ............................265
Berkeley System Design, Inc.
lnl..arge ....................................................... 189
Stepping Out .............................................. 190
Stepping Out II: The Macintosh
Screen Extender ................................... 190
Berrios&Co.
Professional Tune &Materials
Billing System ....................................... 146
Beyond, Inc.
4Runner V1.0 ............................................. 188
MenuFonts 2.............................................. 189
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Bible Research Systems
The Word Processor V4.0 ........................241
Bi~Rad Laboratories, Inc.
Microplate Manager .................................219
Biopac Systems
MacPacq.....................................................244
Birmy Graphics Corp.
BirmySetter 300 And 400 .........................132
Biscom, Inc.
Faxcom 1000 Plus .....................................258
Bishop Graphics, Inc.
Quik C'U'CUit ..............................................201
Bit Image Software
MacPhoto WorkStation.............................210
Bitmap, Inc.
Electronic Woodcuts And Holiday
ClipArt ....................................................88
Bitstream, Inc.
Bitstream MacFontware...........................104
Bitstream SoftFonts ..................................105
Bizcomp Corp.
IntelliModem 2400 ....................................258
Black Banana, Inc.
Inventory Control &Genera! Ledger .....226
Blackhole Technology, Inc.
MacTape: The 8mm Connection .............268
MacTape: The 9Track Connection.........268
Blank Software
Alchemy ..................................................... 147
Drum File .................................................. 148
Sound F'de ESQ-1librarian ..................... 150
Sound Lab .................................................. 150
Blue Chip Software/Britannica Software
The Economics Challenge .......................234
Millionaire 1.2; Tycoon; Baron ................236
Blue Sky Research
Textures ..................................................... 104
Blyth Software, Inc.
Omnis 3 Plus/Express Version 3.3 ......... 152
Bobbing Software
Grade8ook.................................................197
Packer.........................................................187
Bogus Productions
Studio Session ...........................................150
Bootware Software Co., Inc.
Resume\Vriter............................................241
Borland International
Eureka: The Solver ,..................................209
Reflex Plus: The Database Manager .......152
SideKick: The Desktop Organizer ..........172
Turbo Pascal Database Toolbox.............. l78
Turbo Pascal For The Macintosh ...........178
Turbo Pascal Numerical Methods
Toolbox .................................................. l78
Turbo Pascal Tutor...................................184
Bowling Computer Systems, Inc.
The League SecretaryProfessional Edition..............................226
Bradford and Robbins
MacAppraiser 1.0 ......................................211
BrainPower, Inc.
ArchiText ...................................................230
DataScan .................................................... 188
DesignScope ....:......................................... 199
Graphidex .................................................. 151
MathView Professiona1 ............................210
StatView; StatView512+ ............................222
ThinkFast ...................................................237
Brainstorm Development, Inc.
F'mancial Utilities Pack ............................. 171
Overture.....................................................204
Brauch Software, Inc.
MacPeripheral'IDTS................................185
MacSub ...................................................... 112
Bravo Technologies, Inc.
MacCalc .....................................................183
Breakthrough Productions
Market Master For The Macintosh
Version IL...............................................215
Market Master Manager..........................215
Market Master R/A..................................215
Bridgeport Machines
MacEz.CAM ..............................................194
Bright Ideas, Inc.
Hyper Christmas Card .............................164
HyperChef.................................................. 165

Bright Star Technology, Inc.
Alphabet Blocks ........................................233
HyperAnimator 1.0....................................164
Talking Tt!es ..............................................236
Brimark Innovations
MouseTracer .............................................273
Brock Software Products, Inc.
Brock Diskette librarian..........................188
Brock Keystroke Adv. Encrypted
Database &Report Gen...................... .151
Brock Keystroke Filer ............................. .151
Brock Keystroke Relational Database
& Report Generator..............................151
Broderbund Software
Calculus......................................................234
Drawing Table .............................................!n
The DTP Advisor ......................................163
Electronic Whole Earth Catalog .............163
Geometry ................................................... 235
Jam Session................................................ 148
PosterMaker Plus .......................................98
The Print Shop 1.3 ....................................102
TypeStyler....................................................98
Brother International Corp.
Brother MacDriver Version 3.23 .............186
Bureau of Business Practice
Speed Reading .•. The Computer
Course ....................................................236
Business Management Sciences, Inc.
Bid Control System ...................................224
Business Systems Group/Merry Maid, Inc.
Agent8ase ..................................................207
Business Technology Manufacturing, Inc.
The BTM Black &White 14-Inch
High Resolution Monitor ..................... 119
The BTM BusinessMac R~Packaging
System....................................................253
The BTM HyperCard Hands-Free
Phone Dialer.......................................... l70
Button-down Software
Profits! ........................................................20t
BV Engineering
ACNAP3 ..................................................... 198
ACTFII........................................................ 198
DCNAP2..................................................... 199
LCFIL .........................................................201
Locipro .......................................................209
I.SP..............................................................201
PCP1ot.........................................................219
PDP2...........................................................219
SPP .............................................................210
Byte Brothers
Extra-Strength Macintosh
Security Kit ............................................271
ByteType
PS Comics ....................................................90
C. Abaci, Inc.
The Scientific Desk ...................................222
CaereCorp.
OmniPage ..................................................231
Ca!Comp, Inc.
1040GT Series Pen Plotters .................... .130
1070 Series Pen Plotters ...........................130
5700 Series Electrostatic Plotters ........... .l31
5800 Series Color Electrostatic
Plotters ................................................... 131
Artisan Pen Plotter (Modell023) ...........131
ColorMaster............................................... l33
ColorVteW 5612VS ....................................133
ColorVteW 5912 .........................................133
ColorVteW 5912VS ....................................133
DrawingBoard Digitizers
(2300 Series) ......................................... 114
PlotMaster ................................................. 139
Cambridge Automation, Inc.
Mac Port Adaptor ..................................... 137
MIDI Conductor........................................249
Numeric Ease ............................................246
Numeric Turbo Touch ..............................246
Cambridge Scientific Computing
Chem3D .....................................................216
ChemDraw 2.0 ...........................................216
CamdeCorp.
NuiJi.Calc ...................................................228
NuiJi.Calc Plus ..........................................228

Campagne Associates, ltd.
Community Contact System;
Commtact 2.0 ........................................224
Camtronics Software
HyperShopper ........................................... 166
Capilano Computing, Ud.
DesignWorks ............................................. 199
Logic\Vorks ................................................201
LPLC ...........................................................201
MacSpice....................................................201
Casady &Greene, Inc.
f1uent Fonts...............................................106
Fluent Laser Fonts ....................................l06
QuickDex V1.4A........................................162
Case Communications, Inc.
8110-A .........................................................258
Caseys' Page Mill
Bullets &Boxes Version 1.4.....................105
HyperCable ................................................170
Cat's Cradle Software
RefMaker 2.0 .............................................232
Cauzin Systems, Inc.
Softstrip System ........................................246
Cayman Systems, Inc.
The GatorBox ............................................256
CDC Enterprise
SIMM Memory Upgrades .......................249
CESoftware
CalendarMaker 3.0 .....................................96
DiskTop 3.0.3 ............................................. 188
MacBillboard 4.01 .......................................84
MockPackaget4.3.4 ................................. 171
QuicKeys 1.0.1 ...........................................162
QuickMail .................................................. 153
Central Point Software,lnc.
Copy II For The Macintosh V7.2 .............185
PC Tools/Mac ...........................................186
Century Data, Inc.
14000 Series ...............................................260
Modei7100S ..............................................263
PhD .............................................................263
Century Software
LaserFonts .................................................109
LaserFonts Designer Series..................... 109
Ultra Fonts Technical And
Business Set ..........................................202
UltraFonts .................................................. 111
Ceres Software, Inc.
lnspiration ..................................................231
CHProducts
Mach IV Plus .............................................246
Mirage ........................................................246
Challenger Software
Mac3D Version 2.1 ....................................201
Champion Swiftware
Spelling Champion 2.2 .....................-...... .233
Chancery Software
Mac School V2.0........................................ 197
Chang Laboratories, Inc.
CAT.-Contacts-Activities-lime ............ 151
Rags To Riches III .................................... .l46
Channelmark Corp./Power Up!
HyperTutor ................................................ 166
Chariot Software Group
l.mtg Cancer Staging: ATutorial .............205
MicroGrade ...............................................197
MicroTest III..............................................236
Charles E. Maurer
Boston 11 .....................................................105
CheckMark Software, Inc.
Cash Ledger ..............................................144
CheckMark Multil.edger .........................144
CheckMark Payroll ...................................144
Checkmate Technology, Inc.
MacSpander...............................................248
Chesapeake Software
Tax Pro 1988..............................................238
Ciasa
Handwriting Analyst V1.2.........................239
Circo Business Solutions
M.DA Basics...............................- ..........145
Multiuser Desktop Accounting
(M.DA) .................................................145
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Claris Corp.
Claris CAD .................................................192
rdeMaker 11 ...............................................151
MacDraw......................................................93
MacDraw II ..................................................93
MacPaint 2.0 ................................................94
MacProject 11 .............................................182
Mac\Vrite 5.0..............................................231
SmartForm Designer ...............................172
SmartForm Manager................................172
Class One Ltd
ToothPics ...................................................2f1l
Cleaning Management Institute
Maclean .....................................................m
Clear Lake Research
CIR Anova .................................................221
CIR StatCaic ..............................................163
Clearpoint Research Corp.
MC2RMf ...................................................248
Cleo Software
Mac-3780Pius SSM ................................... 156
CMA Micro Computer Division
CMA Dental For The Macintosh .............204
CMA Medical For The Macintosh ..........204
CMS Enhancements, Inc.
CMS Compact Series 30/45/100.............260
CMS MacStack Series
20/43/60/80/102/140..........................260
CMS Pro Series .........................................260
CMS SCSI Power Series...........................265
CMS SX-Series ..........................................265
CMS TapeStack 60....................................266
Coda Music Software
Finale ..........................................................148
AfacDrums.................................................149
Music Symbol library..............................149
Perceive...................................................... 150
Cognition Technology Corp.
HyperSmarts .............................................166
MacSmarts 3.02......................................... 174
MacSmarts Professional ..........................174
Cognitive Computing, Inc.
C-She11 ........................................................ 178
I.Beam V1.1 .......................- .....................201
Coherent Cognition
C· Desk Accessories ........- .....................175
MacFourier .....................- .................... .221
MacMathPascal .........................................1fU
Colby Systems Corp.
Colby BigTop Monitor..............................119
Colby Mobile Mac.....................................242
Colby Porta·Printer...................................133
Colby WalkMac SE ...................................242
Colby \VORM Drive..................................266
Collector Software
Bear\Vare .....................................................85
Colorgraphic Communications Corp.
Vari-Sync Monitor .....................................129
ComGrafix, Inc.
MapGrafix Mapping System ....................228
MapStar......................................................228
NavGrafix ...................................................228
NavPius ......................................................228
Comlink
Benoit ...........................................................!l6
Creator XCMD (Developer's
Version) ..................................................163
Commonwealth Veterinary Consultants
OmniVet .....................................................206
Communications Research Group
MacBlast ....................................................160
Companion Consulting Corp.
MacBook ....................................................'!ll
Compatible Systems Corp.
AnyGraph ...................................................157
AnyText ......................................................157
QuickShare ................................................260
CompServCo
HyperGene.........................................- ....239
MacCAD.....................................................194
Compu·Arch
AD~MGMStation-Architecture ...........190
AD~MGMStation-Eiectronics.............. 198
AD~MGMStation-lnteriors .................. 190
AD~MGMStation-Mechanical ............. 198

Compu.Quote
Card/Fax ...................................................239
Coins/Pius .................................................239
Stamps ....................................................... .241
Stamps World.............................................241
Compu-Sult
Practice.......................................................208
Compu·Teach, Inc.
Joshua's Reading Machine.......................235
Once Upon ATime...................................236
Stepping Stones Levels I &11...................236
CompuCraft
Bottom line Tax Templates For
Excel And Multiplan .............................237
Mac-Art Library ..........................................89
CompuDent,Inc.
Joey Software For Dental Office
Management 2.2 ...................................205
Compugraphic Corp.
CG 400 PS .................................................. 133
CG Script.................................................... 133
CG Type For The Macintosh ................... 105
Compuneering Inc.
Beam Mac .................................................. 199
Beam Mac 11 ..............................................199
Frame Mac.................................................200
Landesign...................................................200
MacShapes.................................................201
CompuServe
CompuServe ..............................................158
CompuServe Navigator ............................158
Computer Accessories Corp.
Expandable Power Director lll................250
Mac Data Display ........:.............................123
Power Director Model P25 ......................251
Power Saver Plus Model U4 ....................251
Powerline Four Model S4A.....................251
Computer Associates International, Inc.
BPI General Accounting...........................143
Computer Continuum
Lab 40 Controller ......................................244
Computer Friends, Inc.
MacMaster................................................. 137
Modern Artist V2.0 .....................................94
Panchroma Color Printer ......................... 138
TV Producer RGB/Pro .............................129
Unigate ....................................................... 141
Computer Power Solutions, Inc.
Macjuice300 ............................................250
Mac Juice 11 ...............................................250
Computer Resources, Inc.
MMS ...........................................................197
Computer Science Press, Inc.
Computer Science Press ..........................234
Computer Solutions
SIMS V2.0 .................................................. 198
Computer Systemics
GeoView2.0 ...............................................217
Computer Systems Co./Michael Ehrman
&Associates
Maclnventory ............................................214
Computer.Applications, Inc.
Preview 1.5.................................................190
SuperRuler 1.1 ...........................................190
)(lnAMac.................................................190
The Computersmith, Inc.
Benchmark Survey System .....................196
Computext
Inventory ...................................................145
library .......................................................226
Point Of Sale ..............................................214
Time& Materials ......................................147
Connect, Inc.
MacNet. ......................................................159
Conrac Display Products Group
Conrac 7250 ...............................................120
Conrac 7351 ...............................................120
Consulair Corp.
Consulair 68000 Development System ...175
Consulair MacC 68020/68881 .................175
Consulair MacC Jr..............:......................l75
Consulair MacC/MacC Toolkit
Version 5.0 ............................................. 175
Consulair Utilities ..................................... 178
Cooke Publications
MacEiastic; MacPoisson ..........................201
MacRegistrar ............................................. 197
MathWriter Version 1.4 ............................210
StomateTutor............................................. 168

Coral Software Corp.
Allegro Common lisp (OS) .....................173
Object Logo 2.0 ......................................... 180
Pearl lisp ...................................................174
Core Software
DLMS3t Version4 ...................................205
Corel Systems Corp.
Corel400 &800 .........................................266
Cornerstone Technology
Dua1Page .................................................... 121
SinglePage ................................................. 128
The Corporate Originality Workshop
(The C.O.W.)
Vegetable Produce Tracker 1.0 ...............203
Cortland Computer, Inc.
TopDesk .................................................... 162
CPSoftware
Church Business Manager Plus ..............213
Mac Church Assistant ..............................214
Match Maker Express ..............................214
Order Express ...........................................214
CPS Electronics, Inc.
Electra Guard ............................................250
CPSA
Data Flash ...................................................216
FlashCard 11 ...............................................242
Cra ZSoftware
MacAuto 2.0.............................................. .240
Craig Management. Inc. ·
Schedule Maker 2.0 .................................. 180
Crate Technology, Inc.
AppleCrate .................................................260
lnnerCrate..................................................262
TapeCrate...................................................268
Creative Computer Consultants
MacUmo ....................................................'/.27
Creative Engineering
MacRoad ....................................................201
Creative Restaurant Solutions, Inc.
Cider System .............................................'!.24
Creative Solutions, Inc.
Hurdler 11 ...................................................254
Mac II Tools ............................................... 176
MacForth 3-D library .............................. 176
MacForth Plus .......................................... 176
Cricket Software
Cricket Draw ...............................................93
Cricket Graph ..............................................81
Cricket Paint ................................................93
Cricket Pict.Q..Graph ..................................81
Cricket Presents..........................................81
Ragtime 2................................................... 103
Crimeaid, Inc.
Crimeaid .....................................................224
Fireaid ........................................................225
Crown Communications
MacDTP ..................................................... 100
Cuesta Systems Corp.
DataSaver................................................... 250
Current Class Productions
Teacher's Rollbook 1.3 ............................. 198
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc
Filtered Safe-Strip......................................250
Custom Computer Co.
Mac Double D-D .......................................254
Cutting Edge, Inc.
Cutting Edge 800.......................................260
Cutting Edge External
Hard Disk Drives .................................. 261
Cutting Edge Internal
Hard Disk Drives .................................. 261
CyberLynx Computer Products, Inc.
Smarthome 1..............................................255
Cypress Research Corp.
FaxPlus....................................-.................258
D.V. Franks
ArtDisks 1, 2, 3 &4.....................................85
D/P Enterprises
MacShip Vl.0.............................................'/.27
D2 Software, Inc.
MacSpin 2.0 ...............................................'!.27
Da Poma,lnc.
Da Poma GB .............................................. 197
DA Systems, Inc.
DASnet Service ......................................... 158
Dapple-Tech Computers
MacHorse ..................................................203
Darvish Systems
Harmony ....................................................226

Data Basics, Inc.
Snap! 3.0 .....................................................196
Data link Research Services, Inc.
The Video Professor: Introduction
To PageMaker.......................................184
Data Management Associates of
New York, Inc.
Draw·Forms ............................................... 171
Framework Fonts ......................................106
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Data Memory Systems Co.
Accu-Simms ...............................................247
Data Switch Box, Model DS9002 ............253
ModuNet ....................................................257
SCSI Terminator, Model SCSI-T-100.......252
Six Outlet Strip W'rth Surge Suppressors
And Phone/Modem Protection...........252
Data Systems of little Rock, Inc.
Pro-F'de .......................................................229
Data Translation, Inc.
ColorCapture ............................................. 120
ForeRunner................................................244
QuickCapture ............................................ 117
TopFiight....................................................244
Data Workshop
Real Prospects ...........................................213
Data911/Public Safety Data Systems
CAD-Map/CAD-Trak/MDT/Linx ..........224
Police/F'lre Records Management
System....................................................229
Police/F"tre/EMS/Commercial
Computer-Aided Dispatch ...................229
Database International, Inc.
Aware V2.18 ............................................... 143
Datacopy Corp.
JetReader ...................................................114
Maclmage .................................................. 189
MacOCR..................................................... 231
Model730 Flatbed Scanner ..................... 115
ProScan Series 800.................................... 116
DataDesk International
HyperDialer ............................................... 170
Mac-101 Enhanced Keyboard .................. 246
DataDisplay Corp.
Tn Video Port Expander........................l29
Datalogic Optic Electronics, Inc.
Datapen ......................................................245
DataPak Software
CompuForms............................................. 171
ExecuForms .............................................. 171
liberty Spell II V.l.3 .................................231
My Executive Office V.4.7....................... .170
My Office V.4.0 .......................................... 171
Printer Interface II V.l.OR ....................... .187
Printer Interface 111................................... 187
Dataproducts Corp.
IlR 1260 .................................................... 136
IlR 2665 .................................................... 137
Dataspace Corp.
LaserServer ...............................................256
Max Print Server/Buffer ......................... 137
TeleNode....................................................257
DataVal Development Services, Inc.
DataVal Boat And Yacht Sales System ....'l.24
DataVtz, Inc.
MacUnk Plus 3.0....................................... 157
MacUnk Plus/NBI ................................... I60
MacUnk Plus/Wang OIS .........................l58
MacUnk Plus/Wang VS 3.0 ..................... 158
MacUnkPius/Translators ........................ 161
DataWindow Newspaper Software
Classified Ad Management .Software
(C.AM.S.) ..............................................111
Davidson &Associates, Inc.
Math Blaster! .............................................235
Speed Reader 11 .........................................236
\Vord Attack! ....- ......................................2:37
DavkaCorp.
DavkaGraphics 111 ......................................~7
DavkaGraphics; DavkaGraphics 11...........~7
Hebrew CalendarMaker.............................97
Hebrew LaserWriter Fonts ......................106
Hebrew Macintosh Fonts......................... 106
HyperHebrew ............................................ 165
HyperSeder................................................ 165
Learning To Read Hebrew .......................235
MacKtav ..................................................... 100
MacShammes Plus ...................................214
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Rav K'tav ....................................................232
Safran Davka..............................................214
tnpan Davka ..............................................169
VeZot HaTorah ..........................................169
Dayna Communications
DaynaFUe ...................................................259
DaynaMail ..................................................153
DaynaTalk ..................................................257
DayStar Digital, Inc.
DayStar PC Loca!Talk Board ...................259
DayStar PS/2 Loca!Talk Board ...............259
FS Workstation Software ..........................157
FS100 FileServerSystem ........................ 153
LT200 LocaiTalk Interface Board ...........259
Daystar Software, Inc.
DS.Basic ..................................................... 175
DS.COncrete ..............................................199
DS.Pasc ...................................................... 177
DS.Steel ...................................................... 199
DS.\Vood .................................................... 199
Dazzl
Organizer +................................................168
DCM Data Products
Mactran Plus Version 3.0..........................177
Dealership Systems
Dealerwerks ..............................................214
Deft, Inc.
Deft ............................................................. l76
Deltasoft, Inc.
Origins Novice level CAD ....................... l94
Deneba Software
BigThesaurus V3.1 ...................................230
Canvas 2.0 ....................................................83
Comment 2.0 ............................................. 161
Spelling Coach Professional ....................233
Design Science, Inc.
MathType 1.53 ..........................................210
Design Sofuvare,lnc.
DS Backup 4.0 ...........................................185
Desktop AI
DBx .............................................................178
Desktop Architect
Desktop Architectl.O .............................. .191
Desktop Architect For Dreams ...............191
Graphic Shortcuts Vl.O .............................88
MacStore Vl.0 ........................................... 168
DeskTop ComPosition Systems
Stylo-Type 1................................................ 103
Desktop Graphics
DrawArt .......................................................88
MacForms.................................................. 171
Desktop Video Productions
Clip Animation Sampler..............................96
Desktop Video Productions Clip Art ..... _87
DestCorp.
PC Scan lOOO ............................................. ll6
PC Scan 2000 ............................................ ll6
PC Scan Plus.............................................. 116
Devonian International Software Co.
Artagenix: Planes Of Fame ........................85
Fonlagenix .................................................106
Foreign Fonts Edition............................... lOG
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Diamante Software
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Dig~iech Systems
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DKL Technology, Inc.
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RamSnap .................................................... 190
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Dow Jones Spreadsheet link................... 188
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DynaPerspective .......................................200
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Equilibrium ................................................217
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Edco Services,lnc.
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Educorp CD-ROM .....................................239
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Elefunt Software
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Eliot Software Co.
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Talker ......................................................... 161
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Emac Impact Drives ................................ .261
Emac·20D ...................................................261
Emac·DL ....................................................261
Emac·DTL ..................................................265
Emac·FS102 ............................................... 265
Emac-ID .....................................................261
Emac·MD2400 ...........................................258
Emac·SE .....................................................261
EmDash
EmDash Fonts........................................... 106
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Lasertalk .................................................... 179
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Easy3D .......................................................200
Pro3D/Mac 1.1 ..........................................201
Encycloware
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MacChurch Data 11 ...................................214
Stock \Vatch 11 ...........................................238
Westcom HD Series Hard Drives ............265
Westcom Memory Kit ..............................249
Westcom Modem 1200/300 .....................259
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PowerDraw DXF Translator .................... 196
EnterSet
MacGas ......................................................231
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Quick\Vord 11 .............................................232
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Quickl..og ...................................................201
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Essex Systems
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Etlon Software
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ExpressForm ............................................. 178
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Execucom Systems Corp.
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Exodus Software
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EZTax·Prep State Supplements ...............237
FaceWare
Facelt .......................................................... l78
Fairlide Technologies, Inc.
Navigate! ....................................................228
Faircom
C·Tree File Handler ..................................l75
D-Tree ........................................................175
R-Tree Report Generator ......................... 176
Farallon Computing, Inc.
MacRecorder ............................................ 249
PhoneNet CheckNet DA .......................... 158
PhoneNet Connectors ..............................257
PhoneNet StarController..........................257
PhoneNet TrafticWatch ............................ 158
1imbuktu Version 2.0 ...............................161
WOS Fund Accounting .............................147
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PowerStation .............................................. 161
Suitcase 2.0 ................................................162
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Loan Qualifier ............................................211
First Byte, Inc.
FtrSt letters And Words ...........................234
F'trSt Shapes ...............................................234
KidTalk .......................................................235
MathTalk ....................................................236
MathTalk Fractions ..................................236
SmoothTalker .............................................98
Speller Bee ................................................ .236
F'trSt Reference, Inc.
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Flexware.Inc.
Flexshare ................................................... 144
Flexware..................................................... 144
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Fox Software. Inc.
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FTL Systems, Inc.
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Full Phase Software
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............................82
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HammerTape 150/300..............................267
Hard Disk Dead Bolt ................................. 185
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Gary Holmes
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GCC Technologies. Inc.
Business l..aserl'rinter .............................. 132
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HyperCharger 020 ....................................242
HyperTape .................................................267
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Gene Howell
PhotoOffice 11 ............................................210
General Electric Information Services
Genie .......................................................... l59
General Optimization. Inc.
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Genesis Micro Software
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Financial DC(isions ...................................203
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Mousetrap ..................................................273
Gessler Educational Software
Whodunit ...................................................237
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Giga Cell Systems
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Giga Cell Removable Media Drives ........261
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Glatt Plagiarism Services. Inc.
Glatt Plagiarism Screening Program ......197
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Mac II Power Director. .............................250
Go TC(hnologies
MacTree Plus ............................................ L86
Golden Triangle Computers
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GoldMind Publishing
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Good Sofiware
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Work Order/ShopOrder System ....... ...230
Graphic Applications, Inc.
Embroidery Expert ..................................225
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Laser Positive ............................................ 100
Graphic Magic,l.Jd.
MacSurf ..................................................... 191
Graphic Notes
Music Publisher ........................................ 149
GraphicText Applications. Inc.
ConvertUnits .............................................224
Graphsoft
MiniCad Plus .............................................194
Grasshopper Group
MacNews .................................................. 179
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For "llle Macintosh ............................... 144
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Great Wave Software
An1erican Discovery .................................233
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Crystal Paint ................................................94
KidsTime ...................................................235
NumberMaze.............................................236
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limeMasters .............................................237
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Cadence With PPY! ..................................208
CalendarEye ..............................................208
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Group Ill Micro Products Co.
Disk·O·Tech ...............................................270
GTCO Corp.
Digi·Pad With ADB Option ...................... l14
Macintizer .................................................. 115
Macintizer ADB......................................... 115
Guenzi Surveys
CogoMaster .............................................. 196
GW Instruments
MacAdios II ...............................................244
MacAdios Model411 ................................244
MacSpeech l..ab.........................................218
MacSpeech l..1b 11 .....................................218
fi&D Leasing
Church Stewardship Program .................213
DirC(t Mail .................................................215
FuelTax Specialist ....................................225
Keep On Trucking ....................................2'l6
MacNurse ..................................................205
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MousePouch.............................................273
H·B A.=ciates
H·B Associates...........................................271
Hamilton Information Services. Inc.
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D.C. Plus ....................................................ZQ.l
Downline ....................................................225
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Loggers Business Manager .....................226
Hanlon Data, Inc.
Panasonic And Epson Serial
Interface Converters ............................ l38
Universal Datl Buffer/Interface
Converter...............................................141
Hard & Soft. Inc.
Silver Sentry..............................................264
Silver Server G11 ......................................264
Silver Server G1X .....................................264
Silver Shuffle .............................................265
Silver Shuttle 11 ..........................................252
Harvard Associates, Inc.
DeskToppecs ............................................. 161
MacManager ............................................ 171
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
lnterBridge ................................................257
Smartcom II For The Apple
Macintosh .............................................. IOO
Smartmodern 1200/Smartcom II/
Modem Cable ........................................259
Smartmodem 1200: Smaronodem
2400 ........................................................259
HB!maging, Inc.
HB Music Engraver.................................. 148
HeadStart Software
HeadStart Yl.O .......................................... 182
HealthCare Communications. Inc.
Denta!Mac; MediMac; ChiroMac:
OpticMac ...............................................204
Electronic Claims For The MacHealth
Series......................................................205
OrthoMac ..................................................206
OrthoRad ...................................................206
Pa)'roll For The Mac Health Series..........206
Plains &Simple Healthcare
Accounting.............................................206
Scheduling For TI1e MacHeald1
Series......................................................207
Heizer Software
1988 Tax Templates ..................................237
Best Answer............................................... 182
Excellent Exchange .................................. 170
Excellent Exchange Introductory And
Advanced Tutorials............................... 183
Excellent Exchange Personal
Resources ..............................................237
Excellent Exchange Utilities.................... l82
l..ogaritllMac ..............................................209
Pa~Toll Partner .......................................... 146
Personal Productivity Works ...................238
Small Business Accounting System ........ 147
Stack Exchange......................................... 1GB
Statistical Macro Package ........................222
Tutorial Works ........................................... l84
Utility Works .............................................. l70
Works For Small Businesses ...................215
WorksXchange .......................................... 170
Help Softwarc. lnc.
Desktop Hclp............................................. l71
Hewlett·Packard Co.
HPScan.fet ................................................. l35
Hewlett·Packard Co.-San Diego Div.
Hewlett·Packard Plotters.......................... l34
HP Paint)et ................................................ 114
Hewpact l.irnited
Bid Analysis ............................................... 196
Ledger ........................................................ 145
Time Analysis ............................................ 14 7
High Performance Systems. Inc.
Stella Software For Business Y2.0........... 171
Highlighted Data, Inc.
Congress SGJck.......................................... 163
HindSight
InVue ..........................................................210
StockVue ....................................................210

HMS Computer Co.
Mortgage Loan Cakulator.......................212
ProCiass .....................................................212
Prospect Tracking System.......................215
Houlbcrg Development
Retail Engine .............................................215
Houston Directional Software
Oil Well Blowout........................................210
Oil Well DirC(tionall'ackage ...................210
Oil Well Screen Plot .................................210
Ho111ek.lnc.
Scanmaster ................................................117
Scanmaster/35 ..........................................117
Human lnteUed Systems
Instant·Expert 2.0...................................... 174
Instant·Expert P1us ................................... l74
Nexus ......................................................... l74
Human·Computer Interface,l.Jd.
IICI Snobol ................................................ l79
Hutchinson Computer Industries
Cash Crop Breakcven...............................203
Hybrid Cases
Hybrid Cases .............................................271
HyperBase Software
Hyper Base - Home V3.5 ........................164
Hyperpress Publishing Corp.
SQI) Expert...............................................l52
HyperWare from Acti1•ision, Inc.
llusincss Class........................................... 162
City To City ............................................... .163
Postcards......................................................98
Reports! ...................................................... 168
1/0 Design, Inc.
Macl.uggage..............................................272
latroCom
Mac On.Calll.l .........................................205
IBNC
IBNC Hard Disk Drives ...........................262
IBNC Laser Printers ................................. 135
IBNC Mac II Monitor ............................... 122
IBNC Modem ............................................258
IBNC l'rinter.............................................. l35
IBNC Scanner............................................ 114
IIINC Tape Backup...................................201
IBNC-TI1e Shipper ...............................226
!corn Simulations, Inc.
Mac Kern .................................................... 100
On Cue 1.3 ................................................. 190
TMON V2.8.1 ............................................175
lconix Soft..,'are Engineering, Inc.
CoCoPro .....................................................l78
lconix PowerTools Version 2.0 ................176
IDAC.Inc.
IDAC·A·SG!c .............................................. 166
IDAC·Chrome............................................217
IDAC/1000.................................................214
Macontro1...................................................218
ldcaform. Inc.
DiskQuick.................................................. 185
llyperBook Maker .................................... 165
Macl..abcler !~us ....................................... 189
ldek America. Inc.
Spectrasync 1437, 1537 & 1550+.............. 128
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Mirage I And Mirage II ............................ 125
IGC Technology Corp.
Pegasys ...................................................... 194
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Hight Plan 2.5............................................225
Frequent flyer Calculator ........................239
Image Club Graphics
Art RoomCD ROM .....................................85
DarkRoom CD ROM..................................87
Digi·Art Laser Grdphics .............................87
HotType PostScript Fonts ........................ I07
Image Mapping Systems
MacChoro ¥.1.6 ...........................................84
PolyF.xtract ..................................................84
Imagine Software
Perfect liming .......................................... 172
Imagine That. Inc.
Extend ........................................................225
Impulse. Inc.
Impulse Stereo Sound System.................249
In Focus Systems. Inc.
PC Viewer .................................................. 126
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RBasic ........................................................ l75
RBasic MUMS 3.0 ..................................... 175
Individual Software, Inc.
lOiMacros For Excel...............................l82
101 Scripts &Buttons For HyperCard....l62
Flash &Match ...........................................234
Individual Training For PageMaker .......184
Typing Instructor Encore ........................237
Infinite Graphics, Inc.
In-CAD ........................................................192
InfoMaster
InfoMaster .................................................159
Information Presentation
Technologies, Inc.
UShare........................................................ 154
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MouseTouch.............................................. l25
Infonnix Software
Wingz 1.0 ...................................................183
Infonnix Software, Inc.
Informix4GL ............................................. 179
Infonnix-ESQUAda ................................. 179
Infonnix-ESQUC ..................................... 176
Infonnix-SQL............................................. l79
lnfosphere, Inc.
ComServe .................................................. 158
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Uaison ........................................................ l60
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Infotek, Inc.
80386 Network Fde Server ......................256
Dualnet ......................................................J.57
lnfotek Memory Upgrades ......................248
Infotek Other Hardware ...........................254
lnfotek Printers &Plotters .......................l36
Mac Fde Server.........................................256
Mac Scanner ..............................................115
Mac-Sak......................................................160
Projection Monitor II ..........- ..............-127
Quicknel................................................... J.57
Trinet ..........................................................258
TurboPC.....................................................256
Innovative Data Design, Inc.
Dreams.......................................................192
MacDraft ....................................................194
Innovative Design Systems Corp.
Ovation CAD/CAM 4.2 ............................194
Ovation Denta1...........................................206
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Calliope Plus 2.0 ........................................170
InnServCo.
lnnServ B&B HyperGuide Version 1.0•..167
lnovatic
ReadStar II; ReadStar II Plus ...................232
Insignia Solutions
SoftPC .........................................................157
Institute for Technology Development
A1ac Grass Vl.O .........................................226
lntecolor
AfegaTrend/2............................................125
Intelligent Music
Jam Factory ...............................................148
M................................................................149
OvaiTune ...................................................149
Up8eat........................................................150
Intelligent Optics Corp.
roc SpeedReader......................................l14
Intellisoft
Bookmark/Mac.........................................185
Interactive Network Technologies, Inc.
Donor Room ..............................................205
Legal Aide ..................................................208
lnterleaf, Inc.
Interleaf Publisher 3.5 ..............................100
International Association of Frre Chiefs
Frrelink......................................................225
International Computer Consultants
Mac-3000 ....................................................156
International Geometric Tolerancing
Institute, Inc.
Softgage .....................................................202
Tolculator .................................................. .202
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RealTalk .....................................................153
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MacCard ....................................................254
MacTruck ..................................................254
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lntersoft, Inc. .
MicroChem 2.5..........................................219
Intuit
Quicken Vl.01 ...........................................146
Intuitive Technologies Corp.
It ................................................................167
Invention Software Corp.
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Extender GrafPak 2.01 ......................... 178
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Extender3.05 ........................................180
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IOtech, Inc.
Mac488B ....................................................244
Macll488 ....................................................244
MacSCSI488 ..............................................244
MacSerial488 .............................................244
Irwin Magnetic Systems, Inc.
Irwin Backup Tape Drives ...................... .267
Island Computer Services
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ltek Graphix Corp.
MacDigitek ................................................137
Ithaca Software, Inc.
Hoops Graphics System V2.0...................179
J.P. Consulting, Inc.
$Foresa129- Hindsight .........................233
$Foresa189.................................................233
Jam Technologies
AutoDialog .................................................178
Convert ......................................................209
Maclist ...................................................... 152
Medical Electronic Desktop
(MacM.E.D.) .........................................205
Smart Alarms And Appointment
Diary V2.9..............................._............172
Smart Alarms And Multi-User
Appointment Diaries.............................183
Technofile ..................................................169
James River Corp.
Electronic Imaging Papers &Fllms ........271
James River Group, Inc.
Accounting For Micros ............................143
Open For Business I &11 .........................146
Jan Eugenides
Oasis2.02 ...................................................189
Janac Enterprises
Omni8ooks ................................................146
OmniMailer ...............................................172
OmniPay.....................................................146
Jasik Designs
MacNosy Part II, "The Debugger" .........179
Jasmine Technologies, Inc.
BackPac......................................................260
Direct Drive .............................- ...............261
DirectFde ...................................................261
DirectPrint ................................................. 134
DirectTape .................................................267
InnerDrive..................................................262
MegaDrive ...............................- ...............262
JDL. U.S. Sales Division
JDI.r850 GL+ Plotter/Printer....................136
Jenkins &Beirne
Sticky Notes+ With J&B Home ...............168
JLA Computer Services
PropsForms ............................................... 172
JMES
lndustrialMac ............................................243
Johnathon Freeman Designs
Converter Plus ..........................................134
Four Channel Buffer.................................134
Universal Interface Converter.................141
Universal Printer Bufrer...........................141
Universal Printer Bufrer Plus ..................l41
Johnson &Johnson Design/Build
Sizer And Adjacency V1.9.6......................202
JPLAssociates
The Bean Counter, Small Business
Accounting System ............................... 143
GetMemo ................................................... 179
\V-4 FormAnalyzer ...................................238
JSGraphics
Coin Collection V.1 .................................... 163
Julian Systems, Inc.
AMS: Automated Management System ..215
Genlock Converter ...................................122
NTSC Converter For Macintosh 11 .........125
Rackll ........................................................243

Kaetron Software Corp.
TopDown .................................................... 181
Kallan Enterprises
Professional Tune BillingTemplate........ 172
Kandu Software Corp.
CADMover ................................................. 192
Kaz Business Systems
FrontEnd .................................................... 155
Keller Systems, Inc.
RMS Plus Restaurant Management
System....................................................229
Kensington Microware, Ltd.
Maccessories Graphic Accents .................90
Master Piece Mac 11.................................2.51
System Saver Mac .....................................252
System Saver SE .......................................252
Turbo Mouse; Turbo Mouse ADB ..........247
Kent Homeopathic Associates
MacRepertory ...........................................205
Kent Marsh Ltd.
ForeGround Manager ..............................188
MacSafe......................................................187
The NightWatch ........................................ 187
KG Magnetics, Inc.
Computer Aided Design For
Inductors And Transformers............... 192
Computer Aided Transformer And
Inductor Analysis ..................................192
Flyback Converter Magnetics
Design Software .................................... 192
Magnetic Core Data Conversion
Software ................................................. 194
Magnetic Core Nesting ............................194
Quick Core Data For Laminations ..........196
Specialty Design Magnetics Software.....196
Kinetics, Inc.
EtherPort II ...............................................256
EtherPort 111.............................................256
EtherPort S£ .............................................256
EtherPort SEL...........................................256
EtherSC ......................................................256
FastPath .....................................................256
K-Spool ....................................................... 1~
K-Talk ......................................................... 157
TCPort HostAccess ..................................154
TCPort Toolkit .......................................... 181
Kinko's Academic Courseware Exchange
ALPAL; Big ALPAL ...................................208
Appletones; Mozarl...................:.............. 147
Atlas And Overlay .....................................196
Brainchild Grade ....................................... 196
CaseMaker................................................. 196
Create .........................................................230
DAFRAC-The Diffraction
Calculation Tool ....................................216
Drexel Plot ...................................................82
Drill ............................................................. 1ffl
FEMG: AFinite Element Mesh
Generator...............................................200
ForthTalk Kerne1 ...................................... 176
FunPiot.......................................................209
FunPiot-3D .................................................209
The Garden Of Evolution .........................217
The Garden Of Energetics And
Metabolism ............................................217
General Chemistry, Multiplan
Templates ............................................. .217
GeoStructures ...........................................217
Hucke! Molecular Orbitals.......................217
Kinko's Academic......................................235
KSIMS ........................................................218
l.aserTerminal ........................................... 189
Lesson Writer; Lesson Writer For
Chemistry I..essons............................... lffl
MacDiet- Student Version ....................227
MacLang .................................................... 197
MacSimplex ...............................................209
MacStereo (R!S) .......................................219
MacVoice.................................................... 149
MatchMaker And MatchMaker Utility...197
Mindl.ab .....................................................219
Model Neuron ...........................................219
Molecular Editor .......................................219
Molecular Weight Calculator ...................219
Neuroanatomy Foundations ....................168
Pascal Pointers .......................................... 177

Plant Paint.................................................. 220
Quantum Mechanics ................................220
Scientist's Spreadsheet .............................220
Signal Operations; Transforms,
Windows, Modulation..........................202
Skel; Event Tutor ......................................181
Small Tips Desk Accessory .....................162
SocStat; SocStudy ......................................220
Stat Helper I And II ...................................210
Tools For \Vriters ......................................233
Kiwi Software, Inc.
KiwiEnvelopes! Version 2......................... 189
Klex Software
CompuGraph ............................................. 199
KMW Systems Corp.
Series II And III Twinax ...........................258
VP·10 Graphics Processor........................ 130
Knick Drafting, Inc.
MacPerspective 3.2 ................................... 191
Knowledge Engineering
Color System I.............................................99
KnowledgeSet Corp.
HyperKRS .................................................. 165
Koala Technologies
MacVision 2.0 ............................................115
Komstock Co.
AgAccounts................................................203
Komstock's MapCalc ................................203
MapBase ....................................................203
Kraft Systems, Inc.
QuickStick .................................................246
Kroy,lnc.
KroyKolor; KroyKolor Plus ..................... 142
KurtaCorp.
IS/ADB ......................................................246
Lake Avenue Software
Lake Avenue Accounting Collection .......145
Language Systems Corp.
Language Systems Fortran V1.1 .............177
LapCAD Engineering
LapCAD3 ....................................................201
Larry Rosen Co.
Complete Bond Analyzer .........................237
Financial And Interest Calculator............237
InvestmentlRRAnalysis (After Taxes)
For Stocks, Bonds, Real Estate ...........237
Laser Connection
Big Bin 1000............................................... 132
MacKiss .....................................................186
Paper]et 400XP.......................................... 138
fS.Jet Plus Upgrades ................................l39
Q-Talk ...............-.......................................2.57
QMS JetScript............................................ 139
QMS PS 810 &PS 800 II .......................... 140
11.C IS-300 &IS-300F ...............................117
Laser Optical Technology (1..01)
CD ROM Development System...............266
CD ROM Optical Combos........................265
Compact Disc ............................................239
WT Hard Disk Drives .............................262
WT Optical WORM .................................266
WTTape Backups ...................................267
Sheet Feed Image Scanner ......................117
Lasergraphics, Inc.
Wet-graphics Film Recorder (LFR) ...... .123
LaserScan Systems, Inc.
Rea1Scan .....................................................213
LaserWare,lnc.
LaserPaint ....................................................94
I.aserPaint Color 11 ......................................94
Layered, Inc.
Front Desk Multiuser Version 6.0 ........... 182
Insight Expert Accounting Series .......... .144
Insight Expert Inventory ......................... 144
Insight Expert Time Billing..................... l44
Notes For Excel, PageMaker, Word,
Works, ReadySetGo!, Jazz .................... 184
Le Coq Branche'
I.e Coq Branche· .......................................235
The Learning Co.
Reader Rabbit ............................................236
The Learning Curve
Foresight ....................................................234
Legal Byte Software, Inc.
l..aw0ffice ..................................................208
Legalware.lnc.
Author Desktop .........................................208
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Calendar And Date Calendar ................... 161
Document Compare..................................230
Document Maker User.............................208
Document Modeler...................................208
Legal Desktop............................................208
Malter Organizer ......................................208
Time Keeper DA .......................................208
Les Editions Ad lib. lnc.
Le Conjugueur...........................................231
Letraset USA
lmageStudio.................................................94
Letraset Type library...............................l09
ReadySetGo! 4.5 ........................................ 103
ReadySetGo! Design Workshop .............. 184
StandOut! .....................................................83
Levco
MacBreeze.................................................272
MonsterMac ..............................................248
OverDrive 20; OverDrive 40 ....................263
Prodigy 4....................................................242
Translink...................................................242
Lexis, Inc.
Lexilink .....................................................254
Lexpertise linguistic Software SA
Mac Proof 3.1 ..............................................235
lightspeed.lnc.
Crosfield lightspeed Inc............................99
linebacker
Mac Bags; MacFreight Cases................... 272
lingo Fun, Inc.
Computerized Grammar Series...............234
linguists' Software
Foreign-l;mguage Fonts .......................... 106
LaserTransliterator ................................... 231
MacGreek New And Old Testaments;
Mac Hebrew Scriptures ........................240
MacHebrew Scriptures Converter.......... 231
Macl'honetics ............................................231
Tech ............................................................221
linotype Co.
linotronic 100, 300. 500............................ 136
PostScript RIP 2......................................... 139
lionheart Press, Inc.
Anova..........................................................221
Arima Techniques.....................................221
Biometrics ..................................................216
Cluster Analysis ........................................209
Decision Analysis Techniques ................. l70
Decision Trees And Tables......................209
Econometrics .............................................221
Forecasting And Time-Series .................. 171
lnference ....................................................209
Inventory ................................................... 145
linear And Non-linear Programming .... 179
Matrix Operations.....................................210
Optimization .............................................. 171
Project Planner (PERT & CPM) ............. 182
Quality Control And Industrial
Experiments ..........................................222
Regression .................................................222
Sales And Market Forecasting ................ 171
Statistical Analysis.....................................222
lionshead Software, Inc.
LSI Pentagon CAD !.2 ..............................192
lipa Software
GraphPack .................................................217
Ust
Inter faceR .................................................. 154
MacNix/A .................................................. l54
Uturgical Publications. Inc.
ConCensus 1.51 .........................................214
Logic Extension Resources
l..XR•Test ...................................................235
Logical Operations, Inc.
HyperCard Course Training Materials...l84
Logiciel duParc, Inc.
Maclmmcubles..........................................211
MacProperty..............................................21 1
London Pride, Inc.
LP Architect............................................... l91
LPText ........................................................97
Lone Oak Software
MacHote13.0 .............................................207
Lundeen & Associates
WorksPlus Command ...............................170
WorksP!us SpeiL.......................................233

Lundin Laboratories. Inc.
FamilyCare Software ................................239
M/ HGroup
VsCom/ Macintosh ................................... 158
MacAD/C
Work Request & Asset Management......230
Mac Doctor Electronics
BrainStorm ................................................247
Macadamia Software
Conjugate! Spanish ...................................234
Mac Entire
SkinTite Bidding .......................................202
MacHunter
MacHunter.................................................227
MacKay Associates
MacFind .....................................................240
Movies. Movies, Movies...........................240
Mac Lord Systems, Inc.
Mac Lord Systems .....................................211
MacMedic Publications. Inc.
MacAnatomy Volumes I. 2. 3 & 4............235
MacSurgery............................................... l68
MacMIDI Distributing
BigEars....................................................... l47
Virtuoso Pianist......................................... ISO
The MacNeal-Schwendler Corp.
MSC/pal.....................................................201
MacPDS
MacPDS .....................................................240
Medical Application ClipArt Vol. 1............90
Mac Peak Systems
Gala>.)' 11 ..................................................... 122
Orion 1! .......................................................242
Orion One ..................................................242
Orion SE.....................................................242
Pegasus ...................................................... 127
Plus-RM1 Board........................................248
ST-60 & ST-150 Backup Systems.............268
MacPoint Publications
MacBits ........................................................89
Macindex 2.0 .............................................240
MacPoint ....................................................240
Mac Point Shareware Collection 1.0 ........240
Mac Products USA
Mac Products Clip-On Magic
SCSI Port ...............................................252
Mac Products DIP SIMMs Memory
Upgrades ...............................................248
Mac Products Magic SCSI Port ...............252
Mac Products Magic Upgrades................248
Mac Products MagicDrive ........................262
Mac Products MagicModem ....................259
MacTool .....................................................273
Railgun .......................................................242
Macro-Med Designer Software
Chemo-Track.............................................204
MacroMind,Inc.
Black & White Movies................................96
Clip Animations ...........................................96
Clip Charts ...................................................96
Clip Sounds ..................................................96
Color Movies Disk Series...........................96
llte Mall .......................................................97
VideoWorks Accelerator ............................98
Video Works CD-ROM ................................98
Video Works 1!..............................................99
VideoWorks ll HyperCard Driver ........... 170
Video Works Interactive..............................99
Video Works Professional ...........................99
Macroprint
Macroprint ................................................. 186
Macroprint-{;0S ..................................... 186
MacServices
MacThreads...............................................214
Marketer's Partner ...................................208
PicturePerfect ...........................................210
RetaiiMac ...................................................215
MacSolutions
What's Missing? ........................................ 147
MacStudio
MacStudio ..................................................210
MacTography
PostScript Type Sampler.......................... 111
Magic Software. Inc.
AutoSave DA-............................................. 188
Salary Magic.............................................. l72

Magnum Software
McPic!; McPic! Volume 2 ...........................90
Mouse Mover ............................................273
The Slide Show Magician ..........................98
Teleflcx.......................................................255
Magnus Corp.
FileMagic; MultiMagic;
WindowMagic ....................................... 161
FlashCryp1.................................................187
Mainstav
Capture....................................................... 161
FlashBack .................................................. 185
MacAsm Macroassemb1er ...................... .175
MacFlow 2.0............................................... 179
Macintosh Introductory
Programming ........................................ 184
MacSchedule ............................................. 182
MacSpool ................................................... l87
N'cryptor....................................................l87
Telescape ...................................................155
Telescape Pro Vfl00 ................................ 156
Think 'n Time 2.0 ...................................... 173
TurboDownload ........................................ 160
Tl'J>eNow.................................................... l62
V.l.l~ (Visual Interactive
Programming) ....................................... 181
Maitreya Design
MiniWriter .................................................231
MajorMac, Inc.
CAi 20/30/40/50/60/80...........................260
Manx Software Systems
AztecC .......................................................175
Mark A. Kalish, MD
The Forensic Provider..............................205
The Provider..............................................20i
Mark ofthe Unicorn. Inc.
Performer Version 2 ................................. 150
Professional Composer ............................ 150
Market Engineering Corp.
Crysta1Ba11 ................................................ 170
Marketing Graphics. Inc.
Publisher's PicturePak ...............................91
Marklin,Inc.
Marklin Train-ing ...................................235
Marvelin Corp.
Business Filevision VLL........................ 151
Import/Export Utility For Business
FiiC\ision................................................ 151
U.S. Map Templates For Business
Filcvision................................................ 152
Mass Micro Srstems
Color Space !1 ............................................ 119
Data Cart. ...................................................270
Data Pak; Data Pak hd Family ................. 261
Mass 30e, 50e. 85e. lOOe ..........................262
Mass 30i, 50i, 85i. 100i ..............................262
Pad Loc....................................................... 186
Uni Pak .......................................................265
The MathWorks, Inc.
Matlab 1.1 ..................................................210
Matrix Instruments, Inc.
ProColor..................................................... 127
SlideWriter ................................................. 128
Max3,lnc.
CineWrite V2.14 ........................................230
Computer Bidding V2.0 ............................224
Edit lister ..................................................225
Mac Toolkit- Scheduling And
Budgeting V4.0......................................227
MaxSolutions
Concept To Completion ............................ !%
McCutcheon Graphics, Inc.
Page One.................................................... I0'2
MCIMail
MCI Mail... ................................................. l59
MCTei.Inc.
Electronic Envelope.................................. 153
P/C Privacy................................................ 187
PostmatiQ ..................................................257
MD!deas,Inc.
CommUnk 2400 ........................................258
FaxScan ...................................................... l14
Mead Data Central
Lexis/ Nexis ............................................... 159
Meca Ventures. Inc.
Andrew Tobias Managing
Your Money ...........................................237

Medformatics.Inc.
Medformation ...........................................205
Medical Software.Inc.
Eyccare 1.21 ..............................................205
Medina Software. Inc.
Correctamente ..........................................230
Electro Bits ................................................200
MacConcord I (KJV) ................................240
MacGospel (K.J\1) ......................................240
Mac Mundo ................................................240
MacScripture (KJV) ..................................240
Medina Spelling Dictionary.....................231
Orlando A La Carte!..................................240
Religious Art Portfolio................................91
Scripture Bits .............................................241
SpanGiish ...................................................233
Mega Drive Systems
Disk Pack ...................................................261
MegaGraphics,Inc.
CineMac/CineMac SE ............................. 119
MegaBrot Mandelbrot Accelerator.........l24
MegaScrcen 2001 ...................................... 124
MegaScrccn 2008 Video System ............. 124
MegaScreen !1 ........................................... 124
MegaScreen SE ......................................... l25
MegaShot Video Digitizer........................ l25
Megathcrium Enterprises
Macllte linguist 2...................................109
MemocomDevelopment Tools
Universai S/16-Bit Cross-Development
Kit. ..........................................................255
Universal Cross Assembler...................... l75
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.
Foundation Graphics Toolbox ................. l57
Foundation Vista ....................................... 176
Mac Menlo Lear Siegler ADM2 .............. 156
Mac Menlo T65xx .....................................157
Max ............................................................. 157
Menlocom.................................................. 157
Spool AT..................................................... 157
Mentauris Corp.
Composite Video Adapter ........................120
Meridian Data. Inc.
CD Master .................................................266
CD Net ......................................................266
CD Publisher .............................................266
Datamax .....................................................265
Meridian Software Systems
Ada Vantage Compiler 2.2 ......................... 178
Mesa Graphics
Plot-It Version 2......................................... 186
TextTerm+Graphics (fekatike
Version 3) ............................................... 155
Messenger Software, Inc.
xFer 3.0 ...................................................... 157
Meta Software Corp.
Design/2.0 ................................................. 199
Design/IDEF.............................................199
Design/OA ................................................ 178
Meta Venture Technology
Real Estate I'artners .................................212
Metacomet Software
Accu-Weather Forecaster VLO ................ 224
Metaresearch.Inc.
BenchTop................................................... 244
GT-100 ........................................................ 154
Rascal Version 3......................................... 181
Metro ImageBase. Inc.
Metro Image Base Electronic Art ..............90
Metropolis Computer Networks, Inc.
MetCom Modula-2 .................................... 180
Metropolis Software. Inc.
ProAnalysis V1.1 .......................................212
Sales Associate ..........................................213
The Ten Minute Property Manager........213
Mexoft Belgium
Hotei-Mac...................................................207
Mexoft Belgium ........................................ 168
Varioform ................................................... 173
MFE Associates
Exchange Calculator.................................225
Mac EarthWorks ¥2.1 ..............................201
MGlobal
MacMumps 4.30........................................ 179
MiConcepts
DAfx 1.30......................................................94
Ez-Mail ....................................................... l53
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Micah Storage Systems. Inc.
MicahDrive AT..........................................262
MicahDrive XT..........................................263
Micro CAD/CAM Systems. Inc.
MGMS IGES/DXF.................................... I94
MGMStation CAD..................................... I94
MGMStation CAD/CAM ......................... 194
Micro Dialects. Inc.
IJ}\SM.......................................................... I75
Micro Display Systems. Inc.
MacGenius ................................................. l24
Micro Dynamics, Ltd.
Micro Dynantics Mar:; ..............................l52
PostHaste ................................................... l80
Micro Planning International
Micro Planner............................................ l82
Micro Planner Project Exchange ............182
Micro Solutions Computer Products
MatchMaker ..............................................260
Micro Trading Software. Ltd.
\\'all Street Watcher ..................................238
~licro-Besst.lnc.

AJSC Code Check Version 2.0 ................. 198
inc.
Analyze!...................................................... 182
~1icro-Voice Communication
It I Kit: I • I Kit ......................................260
Arctic Mac.................................................247
~1icro-Svstems Software.

~1icroConcepts,lnc.

Vector .........................................................202
~1icrodev, lnc.

Diffract V1.0...............................................216
'>licroiUusions
Photon Paint ................................................95
~·!icrolytics. Inc.
Gofer VI.O ..................................................230
Word Finder V2.0 ......................................233
~icroMaps Software. Inc.
HyperAtlas ................................................. l64
MacAtlas EPSF Version ..............................89
MacAtlas Paint Version 2.0.........................89
MacAtlas Professional Version ..................89
Micromedx Computer Software Corp.
Macnutriplan
............................227
MicroMotion
MasterForth .............................................. 177
Tags ............................................................ l81
Micron Computer Co., inc.
Turbo-Mac 1.7.1 ........................................230
Micron Technology
Macintosh II Video Expansion Kit .......... 124
Macintosh Memory Expansion Kits .......248
MacroColor Board .................................... l24
Microneering
Sambas: Threads.......................................202
Microserve. lnc.
Estimator Plus ........................................... l82
MacProspect... ...........................................214
Want Ads Composer .................................113
MicroSim Corp.
PSpice 3.08.................................................201
Microsoft Corp.
Microsoft Chart 1.02...................................82
Microsoft Excell.S ...................................I83
Microsoft file 2.0 ...................................... 152
Microsoft Fortran 2.2 ............................... In
Microsoft Mail1.36................................... 153
Microsoft Multiplan 1.11 .......................... 183
Microsoft PowerPoint 2.0 ...........................82
Microsoft QuickBasic 1.0......................... 175
Microsoft Word 4.0 ...................................231
Microsoft Works 2.0.................................. 170
Microsoft Write 1.0 ...................................231
MicroSparc.lnc./Nibble l'ublications
Nibble Mac Utility Pack ...........................175
SpeedDisk .................................................. l90
MicroSpeed,lnc.
MacTrac .....................................................246
Microspot
Mac lnteriors ............................................. l91
Mac Palette ................................................. 187
Mac Plot ...................................................... 186
Microsystems Consulting, Inc.
Accounts Receivable Manager ................ 143
Time Billing & Client Receivables .......... 147
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Microtech Consulting Co., Inc.
CAV·ASL.....................................................234
Elementary Signer ....................................234
FingerSpcller .............................................234
Microtech International. inc.
Micro Mac 30/45 ......................................263
Micro Mac 800 ..........................................260
Micro Snap Memory Expansion Kits .....248
Nova 20/30/50/80/120 ............................263
Nova T60 ....................................................268
Microtek IAJb. Inc.
MacinText ..................................................231
M~300A: MSF·300A: MSF·300C.............I15
MSF·300G: MSF400G .............................. 116
MSF·300Q .................................................. 116
Microtemp
Microtemp Financial Calculators V!.O.... I83
MicroTouch Systems. Inc.
Mac'nTooch .............................................l23
Microvitec,lnc.
Micro1itec Auto-Sync Monitor ................ 125
Migent.Inc.
ln·House Accountant ................................ 144
Migent Pocket Modem.............................259
MillenniumComputer Corp.
Brutility ..................................................... 185
Millennium Software
HypcrX \'2.0............................................... 166
Millhon Software Associates, Inc.
Jubilee! .......................................................226
Mindt>lay
Cotton Tales...............................................234
RoboMath ..................................................236
Mindscape,lnc.
Comic\l'orks ................................................83
Graphicll'orks 1.1 ..................................... 100
'Ilte Luscher Profile ..................................218
llte Perfect Score: Computer
Preparation Forl11e SAT.....................2:!6
Mirror Technologies. Inc.
Magnum800..............................................260
Mirror SE 30: SE 40: SE 80 ......................263
VisionScan ................................................. 118
MirusCorp.
Mirus l~lmPrintcr..................................... l25
Missing Link Software
HomeworkTutor Scries ............................235
Mission Accomplished Software
Service-s, Inc.
Mail•Dex ................................................... l61
l'ro•Desk ................................................... l61
Psych • IJJg .................................................207
Mitsubishi Electronics America. lnc.
Diamond Scan 14 ...................................... 120
Diamond Scan 20 1.................................... 120
FA3415: FA34251.9 .................................... 121
Ffi F3500K: C6922AGK: XC3710SS.........I21
FL6605ADK; HL6605ATK (Diamond
Scan 16L) ...............................................122
G330............................................................ 134
XC-3310...................................................... 130
MLTSoftware
Sun Clock 1'1.3 ..........................................241
MMC AD Svstems
McCPrini.................................................... l76
ModaCAD. Inc.
ModaCAD ..................................................2?..8
Modern Computer Aided Engineering. lnc.
Inertia 2.01 .................................................200
Modern Graphics
ChemStack................................................. l63
DrawStructures For Chemisls ................217
Organic Fonts ............................................219
Molarbyte Data S)'Stems
Molarbyte Manager..................................206
Monico Computer. Inc.
The Monitor...............................................244
Moniterm Corp.
How To Buyl11e Right Monitor.............. l64
Viking 1...................................................... 130
Viking 10.................................................... 130
Viking 2400 ................................................ 130
Viking G/S................................................. I30
Monogram
Business Sense.......................................... 143
Dollars And Sense 4.0...............................237
Moneyline ..................................................238

Mountain Computer, Inc.
Diskette Copiers................ .......................253
MPM Computing
ll1e Property Manager.............................212
MSC Technologies, Inc.
A+Mouse: A+MouseADB ......................245
Mt Xinu
Xinet ......................................................... 156
Multi Solutions, inc.
Hypcr·Action 1.0...................................... 164
Multi·Ad Services. Inc.
K11ikec Inhouse Pal Potpourri 1.0.............88
Multisoft Resources
Federal jobLink.........................................239
Mumford Micro Systems
PostCode Typesetter lnterface................ I02
Musicworks
Mac~11DI Software line........................... 149
MusiKrafters Music Services
ExampleKrafter ........................................ 148
Mrcro-Tek. Inc.
AdWriter 1.0............................................... 111
N·Squared Computing
Internist Plus .............................................205
Nutritionist II: Nutritionistlll ..................228
N/ Hance Systems, Inc.
N/Hance H~mac ...................................263
Nanao USA Corp.
Flcxscan 80605.......................................... 122
~lexscan 90705.......................................... 122
Flcxscan 9500 ............................................ 122
Nantucket Corp.
McMax '89 ................................................. 152
National Instruments
AMUX-64....................................................243
GI'IB-Mac...................................................244
GPIJ3.SE .....................................................244
IA~bDriver ...................................................218 ,
lAb View .....................................................218
NB-A0·6 .....................................................244
NB·DI0·24 ....................
..............244
NI3·DI0·32F...............................................244
NJ3.DMA.s.G .............................................244
Nll·GPIB ............
. . .. .....244
Nll·MIO·I6.................................................244
National Semiconductor
NSS/ 16 .......................................................248
NSIM................................................ ........248
Natural l.anguage,lnc.
NU DataTalker: NLI Connector.............. l52
Nautasoft, lnc.
MacTides 2.0 .............................................227
NEC Home Electronics (USA). Inc.
MultiSync II: MultiSync Plus;
MultiSync XL... ...................................... 125
Neff Systems Group
MacPS - Power Scripts . ........................189
Multi Set 2.0...............
.. ...................... 189
NeoMac
MSDSDb ...................................................228
NcoScribe International
i.AserPerfect Fonts....................................I09
Network Specialties, Inc.
BigTop ........................................................ 119
FlatTop ....................................................... 122
HighTop .....................................................122
Network Technologies, inc.
Vopex-2M .................................................. 130
Vopex-8M ..................................................130
Neuron Data, Inc.
Nexpcrt Object........................................174
New Edge.lnc.
Centennial Classics .....................................86
SuperMasterfile........................................ 169
New Image Technology. Inc.
KaleidoScan ............................................... 115
i.AserMagic ................................................ 189
~lacScan ..................................................... ll5
~lacScanPro ............................................... l15
MacScanPro-40M: MacScanPro-SOM ..... 115
TcxtScan.....................................................233
Newer Technology
Memory Expansion SIMM Kits ..............248
NewHouse Medical Systems
MacMed .....................................................205

NewsNet,Inc.
NewsNet,lnc............................................159
Next Byte
Mac Vet .......................................................205
Nick Murray
Classified! 11 ...............................................112
Niles & Associates
EndNote .....................................................230
Grant Manager .......................................... l44
Nolo Press
For The Record .........................................:m
Will~·!aker 3.1............................................ 208
Nordic Soft,..'al'e. Inc.
HyperControi ............................................. IGS
The MacKids Scries..................................235
North Edge Softll'al'e Corp.
limeslips 111 .............................................. 147
Northern Telecom
Memorybank .............................................265
Nova Electronics & Software
Mac BugMan .............................................226
Mac LandMan ...........................................227
Mac lAwnMan ...........................................227
Mac Pump~! an ..........................................227
Novastor Corp.
MacStreamer .............................................268
Novastor NSM270: NSM 150:
NSM380 .................................................263
Nol'astor NSI'I50 ......................................266
Novation. Inc.
Parrot 1200 ................................................259
Novell, Inc.
NetWare For Macintosh ........................... l53
Novy Systems. inc.
Mac20MX ...................................................242
NuEquation.Inc.
Nul'aint........................................................95
Numbers Computer Systems
Parish Letters ...........................................214
Numerical Recipes Software
Numerical Recipes .................. ................. 180
Nutmeg Systems. Inc.
Nutmeg 19 ................................................. 126
Nulmeg/Kodak Datashow ....................... l26
Nutmeg/Xerox Fuii·Page Display ........... l26
Ultra View Vidt-o System ..........................129
Nuvotcch. Inc.
EasyView....
........................... 121
TurboNet ...................................................257
TurboNet ST.
...............................257
NViewCorp.
MacViewFrame ......................................... 124
Viewframe 11+2......................................... 129
O.Sage Consultants. Inc.
To Dolist ....................................................173
Oasis Press
~inancial Management For
Small Business ......................................203
Oasys.lnc.
Designer Ctt ...:........................................ 176·
Odesta Corp.
Data Desk Professiona1 ............................209
Double Helix 11 .......................................... 151
GeoQuery .................................................. Iii
0 HM Software
FormsProgrammer ................................... !i9
Kieran .........................................................235
OITC.Inc.
DcClass ...................................................... 188
Macomo ..................................................... l79
Okidata. An Oki America Co.
LaserUne 6 ................................................ 136
Olduvai Corp.
ClipShare.................................................... l61
FontShare .................................................. 188
Icon·lt! 1.1 .................................................. 189
MultiCiip.................................................... 161
Post·Art II ....................................................90
Rcad·lt! O.C.R.: Read·lt!TS ......................232
Omnicrom Systems Corp.
Omnicrom .................................................. l42
Opcode Systems
Cue- The ~ilm Music Srstem ......... ... 148
Music ~louse- An Intelligent
Instrument......................................... ... 149
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Opcode Editor/Ubrarians With
Patch Factory ........................................ 149
Opcode Patch librarians With
Patch Factory ........................................ 149
Professional Plus .......................................250
Sequencer 2.6 ............................................ 150
Studio Plus Two ........................................250
Timecode Machine ...................................250
Open Mac Enterprises
OME 40i, IOOi, 140i...................................263
Ram Expansion Products .........................249
SCSI Mac ...................................................252
VA Plus; VA SE...........................................l29
VideoEx...................................................... 129
Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc. (OCU)
Glare/Guard Vantage ...............................271
Optical Data
VideoCards ................................................ 169
Options-SO
Options-BOA: Advanced Stock
Option Analyzer ....................................238
OR·D Systems
OR·D Health-Care Management .............206
Oracle Corp.
Oracle For Macintosh............................... 152
Orange Micro, Inc.
Grappler C/ Mac/GS................................. 134
OrchidTechnology
ColorVue SE .............................................. 120
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.
Orion Dental ..............................................206
Orion Family Practice...............................206
Orion Financial Manager IAnd 11 ...........238
Orion Insurance Administrator ...............207
Orion Optician's Lab .................................206
Orion Optometric ......................................206
Orion Surgical ...........................................206
Orthodontic Processing
Quick Ceph 7.0 ..........................................207
Owl international, Inc.
Guide 2.0....................................................230
P·Productions
SchooLJ\rt ............................. ..................... 168
StatesFacts ................................................. 168
1'3, Inc.
The Investor ..............................................238
Pacer Software, Inc.
PacerGraph ................................................ 156
Pacer!ink ................................................... 156
Pacer Print .................................................. 156
l'acerShare ................................................. 154
Pacific Software Engineering
MacRegister...............................................214
Page Sludio Graphics
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Systec Computer Sen~ces
Front Office ...............................................205

SystemOid, Inc.
Consoi-DFD ...............................................176
Consoi·ERM ............................................... l76
Consoi·LDM ..............................................176
Systems Control
MacGard ....................................................251
T&M Systems, Inc.
MacLunchroom.........................................227
T&M Optometric Plus ..............................207
T.R. Teague
WWIVMacBBS........................................ l60
T/ Maker Co.
ClickArt Business lmages..........................86
ClickArt Christian Images .........................86
ClickArt Effects...........................................%
ClickArt EPS lllustrations..........................86
ClickArt Holidays........................................86
ClickArt l.aserl.etters Bombay/
l'lyu•outh/Scville.................................. t05
ClickArt Letters !/ Letters 2 .................... 105
ClickArt Personal Graphics .......................86
ClickArt Publications..................................86
WriteNow For Macintosh 2.0...................233
Tara Systems Corp.
Four+One ...................................................253
TwotTwo ...................................................255
Tatum L1bs. lnc.
ECA-2..........................................................200
TaxCalc Software. Inc.
TaxCalc Multi-Year Tax Planner.............. 238
ID! Software
Modula-2 For 'lltc Macintosh .................. 180
Teach Yourself By Computer Software.lnr.
Match-On-A-Mac .......................................235
Technical Systems Consultants. Inc.
Uniflex/ RT ............................................... l53
Technology Concepts, Inc.
CommUnity·Mac .......................................l55
Tite Technology Resource Assistance Centtr
MacTrac ..................................................... :!'28
Technology 11ith Ease, Inc.
Easy·Checking...........................................237
Easy•Sales/AS1........................................215
Plain·Payroll...............................................l46
Techware.lnr.
Understanding PageMaker ...................... l84
Tecmar, Inc.
QT·Mac40 ..................................................268
Tektronix, Inc.
Color Image Printer (Model 4693D) ....... 133
TeleRobotics International. Inc.
Course Builder. Video Builder ..............196
TeleTypesetting Co.
MicroSener 11 ............................................ 101
Tenl'ointO
Focal Point II .....
.. ................ 164
Open It! ...................................................... 101
Tensor L1boratorics
McFace Package V3.2 .............................. 177
Terrapin, Inc.
Terrapin logo For The Macintosh ......... 181
Tess
Tess V!.0...................................................229
Texas Instruments
MicroExplorer. ..........................................243
Omnil.1ser Series 2000............................. 138
Texico
l lte DNA Inspector lle .............................217
Gene Communicator 1.10.........................217
TGSSystems
Prograph .................................................... 180
Think Educational Software. Inc.
MacEdge 11 ................................................235
MacEdge Plus ...........................................235
Mind Over Mac .........................................236
Thinking Tools
MacSchematic ...........................................201
Third Estate Corp.
Hardwood Hard Drive Enclosures..........271
Third Wave Computing. Inc.
Prospect Plus.............................................215
Thunderware.lnc.
ThunderScan ............................................. 117
Time Cycles Research
Graphic Astrology......
................239
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TimeWorks, Inc.
HyperWorks Organizer ............................ 156
Tischrede Software
Lexegete: Manhew &U!ke ....................214
TML Systems. Inc.
ThiLPasca111 ......................................•.... 188
Th1L Source Code Ubrarj•ll .............•....l88
ToolMasters. Ltd.
TexSys ..................................................•.... l90
Tools For Sales
BizPlanBuildcr...........................................203
Tops. ASun Microsystems Co.
lnBox ..........................................................l53
InBox/PC For LA.Ns ................................. l53
Tops FlashCard .........................................260
Tops NetPrint ........................................... .l87
Tops Repeater............................................257
Tops TeleConnector..................................258
Tops Terminal ........................................... l61
Tops/Macintosh 2.0.................................. 154
Toshiba America, Inc., Information
Systems Division
PageLaserl2 ............................................. .138
Toshiba Primers ........................................ l41
Totem Graphics
Totem Graphics ...........................................91
Touch& Go
Graphic Arts Management
System 2.2........................................ .....226
Touch Communications. Inc.
Touch OSI Macintosh Developer's Kit.. .. l81
Touchstone Software Corp.
MacUne .....................................................l60
TPS Electronics
Macintosh Bar Code Printing Program .. J:ll
TPS Electronics ........................................ .246
Transtector Systems. Inc.
ACP100BL2................................................250
DLP Series .................................................250
SLl\' ......................................................... 252
TSJ Series..................................................252
Traveling Software. Inc.
Lap-Unk Mac ............................................. I56
MacDOS 11 .................................................189
TreeAge Sofiware. Inc.
Data ...........................................................170
Tri-Data Systems. Inc.
MacKeyboard 3278 ...................................246
MacMover.................................................189
MacNetway 3270 ....................................... 157
MacWindows 3270.................................... 157
The Netway 1000 Communication
Server.....................................................258
Trimar USA. lnc.
CompuNet Connectors .............................257
Trim bur Software
TS Graph .....................................................83
Trinet, Inc.
Trinet .......................................................... l59
Tronsoft.lnc.
The Business Image ...................................86
Business Power OfAnorney....................208
Capital Ideas .............................................. 162
Franchise Finder ....................................... l64
MaxiLoan ...................................................212
The Money Map .......................................204
The Profit Center .....................................204
Property Master ........................................214
Real Estate Master ....................................214
Real Estate Power Of Attorney................208
True Basic, Inc.
3-D Graphics Ubrary..................................95
Advanced String Ubrary .......................... 178
Business Graphics Toolkit .........................81
Communications Support ........................ 159
MacFunction..............................................209
Mathematician's Toolkit ...........................209
Scientific Graphics Toolkit... ....................220
Sorting &Searching Ubrary ................... 181
True Basic 2.0. Language &Runtime..... l75
True Basic Educational Prograrns ..........237
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Truevision.lnc.
NuVista ..................................................... 126
Truvel Corp.
TruScan TF-3X: TZ-3X ..............................ll8
TruScan TZ-3 ............................................. 118
TruScan TZ-3C; TZ.JBWC .......................118
TruScan TZ-3T: TZ-3Cf: TZ·3BWCf ..... 118
Turner Data Systems. Inc.
Macfiscal K-12 .......................................... 145
Turtle Creek Software
Hyper• Estimator ...................................... 166
MacNail2.2 ................................................ 196
Tumc Alignment Enginl>ering Services
Shaft Alignment 2.0...................................229
Tymlabs Corp.
Session .......................................................156
Unicorn. Software Development Group
DBHospital................................................204
DBMed ............................................... .......204
DBMedia....................................................224
DBPermit ................................................... l96
Unicorn Software Co.
Unicorn Educational Softwarc .................237
Uptime
Uptime ~lagazine ......................................241
V-Tech.lnc.
Autolnker ...................................................269
Vamp. Inc.
McCAD Software ...................................... l94
Vano Associates, Inc.
MacChuck 1.1............................................ 157
Varcon Systems. Inc.
Varplan-Mac ............................................... l82
Varityper. ATegra Co.
4300 &4200 Laser lmageseners ............. 131
VT600P &VT600\V ...................................l42
Vector Electronic Co.
Vector Prototyping Boards And
Extenders ..............................................255
'llte Vermont Software Co.. Inc.
Mac2200 1.10............................................. 158
Versa-Lock. Inc.
Comp ULock One Plus ...........................270
Versacad Corp.
VersaCAD/ Macintosh Edition.
Version 2.0 ............................................. 196
Versatec, AXerox Co.
7000 Series or Plotters ............................. 131
8500 Series Of Plotters ............................. 131
C2552 Spectrum ........................................ l32
CE3000 Series Of Ploners........................ l32
V-80............................................................. 141
Vertical Software Development
Human Resource Solutions 1.0................226
Vertical Solutions
FastLabel... .................................................l88
Videx. lnc.
Bar Code Labeler ...................................... 214
Mail Center ................................................ 153
PhraseMaker .............................................214
TimeWand ..................................................246
TimeWand Manager ................................. l52
Virginia S}'Stems Software Services. Inc.
Roundup! Version 3.0 ................................232
Sonar Professional ....................................232
Sonar Text Retrieval System
Version 4.7 ............................. ...............232
Virtual Corp.
Model310 Digital Impedance System ....254
Model320 Clinical Audiometer ...............2:»
Visatex Corp.
Compusketch.............................................Z?..-4
Facts &Faces Of U.S. Presidents ........... 163
U.S. Presidents ............................................91
Visionarv Electronics, Inc.
Visionary t200XT........ ............................259
Visual information. Inc.
Dimensions ............................................... 192

Voice &Video
Video Instruction...................... ........184
The Voyager Co.
AmandaStories Vol. 1& 2.........................162
The Box ......................................................253·
Laserguides ............................................... 167
The Voyager VideoStack 1.5 .................... 170
Walker Richer &Quinn. Inc.
Reflection 2 For The Macintosh .............. 156
Reflection 3 For The Macintosh
Release 3.0............................................. 156
Reflection For Tite Macintosh
Release 3.0............................................. 156
\\'all Data. Inc.
DCF 11.........................................................258
MacBiue Software Family ........................157
\l'armachine
\Varmachine ...............................................204
Warp Nine Engineering. Inc.
Mac !!Internal Hard Disk Drives ...........262
1'20i. P30i, P40i, P80i.................................263
Phasor BOO .................................................260
Photon ........................................................263
Watcom Products. Inc.
Waterloo Macjanet.................................... l54
King James Bible.......................................240
Weber & Sons. Inc.
NoLabe!System ......................................... 189
West Services. Inc.
Westmate....................................................l60
Western Automation Laboratories. Inc.
Acumen SIMM Boards.............................247
Western Digital Corp.
Preference Hard Disk AP.........................263
Western Software Associates
lime Sam Payroll Version 4.0................ 147
Western Union
Instant Mail Manager ............................... 160
White Pine Software, Inc.
Mac220 .......................................................156
Mac240.......................................................156
Mac241 ....................................................... 156
Reggie.........................................................l56
VMacS ........................................................ I56
Williams & Macias, Inc.
DiskFinder................................................. 188
MyDiskLabeler.. ........................................l89
Williams AG Products
Professional Series Drafting Symbols.....l91
Sketch-To-Scale ........................................ 191
Wincom Data Systems, Inc.
The Sales Managers Tool Kit...................215
Wolfram Research. Inc.
Mathematica Vl.l .....................................209
Woodchuck Industries, Inc.
P-tral ...........................................................lSO
WordPerfect Corp.
WordPerfect Forllte Macintosh 1.0.1 ...233
Words & Deeds, Inc.
Archie .........................................................224
Working Computer
Business.Tools For Omnis 3 Plus ........... 151
Clients & Profits For Advertising
Agencies ................................................ 190
S.BA Project Billing ................................146
S.B.A Small Business Accounting ..........146
Working Software, Inc.
Findswell Version 2.0 ................................ 186
Lookup .......................................................231
QuickLeuer 1.0 ..........................................232
Spellswe112.0 .............................................233
World Precision Instruments. Inc.
Histogram 1.3 ............................................221
MacBridge .................................................221
MacLab.......................................................244

Worthington Babcock, Inc.
Turbolink 1200 ..........................................259
Tite Write Hand, Inc.
Manage-U-Store \'4.2 ................................228
Wu Corp.
FeiMa·P ......................................................230
FeiMa-S Educational Program .................234
X-10 (USA). Inc.
X-10 .............................................................254
Xcel Computer Systems, Inc.
ServiceWorks ............................................229
Xerox Special Information Systems
Analyst V2.1 ............................................... 199
ASPV1.2..................................................... 199
Humble Expert System Shell V2.0.......... 174
Xiphias
Tune Table Of Science And lnnovation ... 169
Timetable Of Science And InnovationComputing & Broadcasting ................. 169
Xram Xpert Systems
Lexal~le...................................................... l67
Yardi Systems. Inc.
Real Estate Tool Kit ..................................214
Yardi Property Management ...................214
Zedcor. Inc.
DeskPaint 2.0 And DeskDraw ...................83
ZBasic 4.0...................................................175
ZBasic Construction Set........................... l75
Zenographics, lnc.
Pixie Macintosh Version.............................82
Zephyrus.lnc.
Commercial Property Management
Call Reporting .......................................211
Zericon
PC 3600 & 4800 Plotters ........................... l38
Zihua
Zihua Morse 2.0 ........................................237
Ziptech. lnc.
Denta!Soft Dental Computer Program ....204
Zoom Tclephonics. Inc.
Zoom/ Modem MX 2400 ...........................259

Safety first.
That's the basic rule of thumb with disk drives because you
can't risk crashing. And that's precisely why you should buy a
jasmine DirectDriver~ Ranging in storage from 20MB up to 140
MB, all DirectDrives have to first pass the jasmine torture test:
10 million read/ write commands with stop/ starts at low
voltages.
Equipped with SymantecTH Utilities for Macintosh, you can
even recover data from a mistakenly initialized hard drivesomething nobody else can do.

Then back everything up with Microseeds' simple yet
powerful ReduxTH software that's included too. And our true
SCSI partitioning means you can allocate distinct storage
"partitions" to different users, managing everything from the
control panel. A jasmine exclusive.
We drive faster than the competition and offer a nononsense two year limited warranty.
It's storage you can definitely afford. And given the value
of your data and our safety record, you can't afford to consider
anything else.

DirectDrive 20-$549
DirectDrive 45-$799
DirectDrive 70-$999
DirectDrive 100-$1249
DirectDrive 140-$1499

Jasmine
1-800-347-3228

0

Diret·tl)Jire 1-tO

..,.,.j

01988 Jasmine Techno!ORoes. Inc. Ohutllrh-t ~ 2 u-.demarlc of )2smme Technologies, Inc.
Stmanlec UllJIIies ror M2clnt0lh ts a tr:ldem>rlc oC S)11lantec Corp. Redux fs a tndemarlc tJ Mlcroseeds.

jasmine Technologies, Inc.
1740 Army Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
Cirde Reader Service Number 79

If you can plug in a.telephone, you can install your own AppleTalk
network. Our PhoneNET System makes it easy as A.B. C.
PhoneNET uses ordinary phone wire. No soldering. No rewiring.
And its so reliable, PhoneNET almost never needs servicing.
Our installment plan is flexible. PhoneNET fits any floor plan. Its
expandable, too. By simply adding our StarController or PhoneNET Relay,
you can link PhoneNET systems from different floors or buildings into
one big network.
call (415) 849-2331, ext. 31 for the Farallon dealer nearest
you, and find out how little it takes to get started on the PhoneNET
installment plan.

-:: FamllonTM
2150 Kittredge Street, Berkeley, CA 94704
t

FAX 1 (415) 841-5770. Phone NET is a registered trademark, and P11oneNET StarController and PhoneNET Relay are trademark~ of FarallonComputing, Inc.
AppleTalk is a registered trademar1< of Apple Computer, Inc. © 1988 Farallon Computing, Inc.
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